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. Professor Georges May, Dean of
Yale College and a noted scholar
in the field of French literature, will
be the principal speaker Oct. 7 on
James Bowdoin Day.
Professor Albert R. Thayer, Chair-
man of the Bowdoin Faculty Com-
mittee for the exercises, said today
Dean May will speak on the subject
"Self-Interest and Academic Inter-
est." The exercises will be held at
10:30 a.m. in Pickard Theater, Me-
morial Hall.
Dean May has been a member of
the Yale faculty since 1946. In 1963
he was appointed Dean of Yale's
4,000-student undergraduate college.
Dean May's special interest is
French literature of the 17th and
18th Centuries and his sixth book,
"Le Dilemme du roman au 18e
siecle" was published in 1963 in
rand in this counti
In 1961 he was named Chairman
of Yale's Course of Study Commit-
tee and was for many years Chair-
man of the Junior Year Abroad
Committee at Yale. During 1955-66,
he wasTrofessor-in-Charge of the
Junior Year in France Program of
Sweet Briar College and from 1960-
63 was Chairman of the Program's
Advisory Council.
At Yale, he has also been on the
Advisory Board of the Office of
Teacher Training and at various
times has served on, the Yale Col-
lege Executive Committee, the
Course of Study Committee, the
Dean Georges May
Appointments Committee, the
n Advisory Comm ittee, and
the Committee on Teacher Train-
ing.
In 1951-52 he was awarded a Gug-
genheim Fellowship for study abroad
and in 1960 he received a grant-in-
aid from the American Council of
Learned Societies for his research.
James Bowdoin Day exercises are
held annually at Bowdoin to honor
the College's leading undergraduate
scholars, who receive special awards
and honorary scholarships. The
convocation is the opening event
of the annual Parents Weekend,
sponsored- by the Bowdoin Fathers
Association.
Open Letter Jo Dean Brown
Dear Dean Brown,
As representatives of the Student Body we wish to make clear
the opinion of the Student Council concerning Orientation policy
of 1966.
The 196.') rules of Orientation were originally incorporated in
a full report, the object of which was to encourage freedom among
the,fraternities to experiment and develop new and different pro-
grams. However, it was found by students and Administration
alike that several of these 196.'> rules were contrary to this pur-
pose. For example, initiation before homecoming, and abolition of
signs and beanies were thought too restrictive and as a result were
not enforced. This practice has gone on for the past two years
with the full knowledge of the Administration and student body.
Early this fall you arbitrarily chose which rules you wish
to enforce. You have stated that the fraternities can initiate after
homecoming but you say that pledges cannot wear signs or beanies.
Not only do we consider your editing of these rules arbitrary but
outside your jurisdiction.
We justify this conclusipn by quoting rule Number Seven of
the 1963 Orientation report.
The Student Council Orientation Committee is authorized
to impose sanctions on fraternities violating this program
up to and including requiring them to cease their Orienta-
tion Program and to initiate immediately.
Since the power to punish is the power to enforce we feel that the
interpretation and implementation of Orientation rules lies entirely
with the Student Council Orientation Committee.
We are convinced that in past years this committee has reg-
ulated Orientation adequately and if you have reasons for chang-
ing this policy we ask you to explain them. —*—
- •? Respectfully,
•






Recent controversy concerning the
fraternity orientation program has
resulted from the disagreement in
interpretation of the regulations of
the Bowdoin Orientation Program
Report of 1963. This report, passed
by the Student Council as represen-
tatives of the student body and ap-
proved by the faculty, has been for
the most part disregarded in the
past two years. The new Dean of
Students has acknowledged this re-
port a6 "recognized procedures" and
thus has regarded it in regulating
this year's orientation program.
—Upon the start of orientation;-the .
immediate problem facing the
Chairman of the Student Council
Orientation Committee, Dennis
Scharer, was discontent among the
fraternities in regards to the use
of signs and beanies for the class
of 1970. It was reported beanies
were not ordered from the manu-
facturer, as advised by Dean Grea-
son last spring. However, the out-
lawing of signs met with the" dis-
approval of many fraternities and
resulted in a meeting of the orien-
tation chairmen of each fraternity
(Continued on page 2)
God On Campus: A New Look
Religion Made
Major Field
. .by Steve Plourde
The Faculty has authorized the
establishment of an undergraduate
major within the Department of
Religion. This action follows the
present enlargement of the De-
partment, and the growing interest
in the serious study of religion
among undergraduates.
Bowdoin students returning to
the campus this fall will And sev-
eral other changes in the religious
programs of the College. Accord-
ing to Dean A. LeRoy Greason, Jr.,
these changes recognize contem-
porary trends in the study of reli-
gion, and in the approaches of stu-
dents to religion.
"Their approaches," Dean Grea-
son stated, "are more inclined to be
intellectual or active rather than
through traditional worship." Evi-
dence of these new emphases is
found in large enrollments lr
courses offered by the Department
of Religion, in greater interest in
special lectures and discussions on
theology, and in more active in-
volvement in social welfare pro-
grams.
Typical of the latter has been
student interest in more Negro ap-
plicants for admission, an exchange
program with Morehouse College, a
predominantly Negro college in At-
lanta, Georgia; a Big Brother pro-
gram for younger boys In the Bruns-
wick area; and participation In the
Peace Corps upon graduation.
The Student-Faculty Committee




by MIKE RICE & RON MlKULAK a LeROy Greason and including
Professor Jerry W. Brown, Profes-
President Coles Presides
Over Traditional Convocation
With a minimum of fanfare, re-
turning students found this fall a sor Reginald Hannaford,
Professor
Richard Chittim, Mr. Wilder, Sid
Frank '67 and Allan Fink '68, stated
:
"Continuation of (Sunday Ves-
pers) is not realistic because in an
era of increasing sensitivity to the
privacy of religious life, the Col-
lege can only meet further resis-
tance to enforced attendance at
religious services. An effort to cre-
ate respect for the services by in-
viting more distinguished speakers
has not been successful, and the
alternative of tighter restrictions is
not Inviting. In view of the experi-
ence of other small colleges with
voluntary services, the Committee
does not feel that a Sunday Servire
on a voluntary basis can be sus-
tained either."
To provide less formal opportuni-
ties for the presentation of religious
views on campus, the committee
proposed that a series of symposia,
tendance requirements. For the first conferences, special lectures or dis-
cussions could be used "to present
religious and moral subjects to stu-
dents in ways which might evoke
entirely voluntary, and those ser- a readier response than participa-
vices will involve only Wednesday tion in Vespers."
morning chapel. Upon "reluctant" Dean Greason Comments
recommendation of the faculty Some of the implications of this
Chapel-Forum Program Committee, move by the faculty elicited some
Sunday Vespers have been abolished, comment from members of the com-
The remaining requirement is at- mittee.
tendance at 10 weekday Forum pro- Dean Greason, when questioned
grams each semester in the three about the apparent lack of both
lower classes and deficient Seniors, student awareness of the commit-
The committee, chaired by Dean (Continued on page 3)
The Bowdoin Chapel—A Symbol?
liberalized set of Chapel-Forum at-
time in Bowdoin's history, atten-
dance at religious services will be
by TIM EBERHARDT
Before a full assemblage in The
First Parish Church, President Coles
officially opened Bowdoin's one hun-
dred and sixty-fifth academic year.
After the traditional reading of
"The Parable of the Sower", he
welcomed all who were new to the
College.
Looking back over a five year
period, the President noted that all
building had at last ceased but
cautiously avoided declaring a per-
manent cessation for the coming
year. Just as important, he pointed
out a parallel building program
since I960 in. the faculty and curri-
culum, with an increase in faculty
members from 79 to. 100 and from
238 listed courses to 268 this year.
Evidenced by the College's new pol-
icy toward religious responsibilities
— the abolition of compulsory Sun-
day Vespers and week-day chapels
— he cited further growth in curri-
culum liberalization.
Turning to an article by Profes-
sor Daniel Bell of Columbia Uni-
versity, "The Reforming of General
Education", President Coles found
his broad classification of the Co-
lumbia student body equally adapt-
able to that of Bowdoin. The first
of three social types are those who
enjoy the status of a prestige
school. The second group is ex-
clusively scholastic seeking profes-
sional goals while the third includes
a small but vocal iconoclastic ele-
ment. Each group, the President
continued, marks a positive and
negative compliment to which Bow-
doin is now prepared to offer a full
President Coles
cultural and informative program
for the social betterment of all.
The President then proceeded to
bring out the numerous extra-cur-
ricular offerings of the College with
an invitation for all to take ad-
vantage. These "volunteer oppor-
tunities" include the highly i :ccess-
ful program of the Art Museum,
Bowdoin's participation with other
Maine colleges in the establishment
of a full time string quartet per-
forming with the Portland Sym-
phony, an active theatre, a stimu-
lating public lecture series and fi-
nally the new possibilities of the
Computing Center.
This year four Bowdoin students
are spending their junior year in
Europe: Bob Jones and Andrew
Morris in Munich; Doug Lister and
Al Pollock in Paris.
*w
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Professor James M. Moulton Will be Acting Cmvfrmari of the Depart-
ment of Biology for the first semester of the 1966-67 academic year.
side knowledge and aid. Europe
had to develop by Its own devices,
but Asia can lQOk to assistance
from other areas of the world.
What is needed, Reischauer Ven-
tured, is a set «f ion&jjange goah
for Asia. "It is not important!1 what
A sehse*bf the magnitude
A
of the' lies'ln "just this'"fact that it was 'first, toes oft today," he said, "but what .
diversity of the problems of Asia and so has managed to keep far goes^ on in 30 or 40 years. -Our
Reischauer Analyzes
isian Complexities
« . ; Professor Moulton temporarily replaces Professor Alton H. Gustafs'on, .and of the length*of time that will altead bf the 'other nations. Japan policies make sense only when they
\ jrfto_will-.bg on sabbatic leave during the semester. ProfessofGustafson be necessary U(<southern was the rvftr has a standard «f living coin- make sense over •& period of- years:
will be studying new developments in' biology and doing special frork in criut of the. address delivered by Dr. parabje to most Eufrppean- countries,. The seoond intrinsic change in




Professor Moulton will be on sabbatic leave during the second semes-
ter. He plans to travel to Scotland for studies at the Institute of Animal
Genetics at the University of Edinburgh.
Bowdoin students interested in , Danforth Graduate Fellowships
.should submit their applications as soon as possible. Undergraduates Who
Edwin O. Reis&iauer in the Pickard and a literacy rate of 99^ .ahead of American attitudes tias'to be a rec-
Theater last Sunday night. that of the U.S.* In contrast, most ognition of nationalism as the do-
Dr. Reischauer is a former profes- other nations in the Far East have minant force in Asia. Dr. Rels
sor of Far Eastern History and Lan- very low living standards and low chauer claimed that nationalism is
guages at Harvard and from 1961- literacy. The problem of time was the best force for strengthening
1966 served as ambassador to Japan, reiterated by Dr. Reischauer at this Asian nations as well as for defeat-
He has recently retired from his P°int in that by the time other ing unwanted foreign influences, in
,want information about the coveted Fellowships should "see Professor government (post and will return to Asian
nations began to develop the past Dr. Reischauer said, we
Oeoghegan, the Foundation's representative on the Bowdoin campus, well Harvard this year. their resources, Japan was
already have been smothering this nation-
before the Nov. 1 deadline date for nominations Although Dr. Reischauer is an several decades ahead, a head start alism
with a mother-hen complex."
The Fellowships are open to seniors or recent graduates of accredited authority on Japan, his address that has not yet been able to be
This attitude on America's part of
colleges, who are seriously interested in college teaching as a career and
, „, Bi t , wt,„v PM ,
breached. over-protectiveness is due mainly to
who plan to study for a Ph D Radio Station WCME-FM, Bruns- The slow beginnings for the oth- America's awesome power, power
. . , . , .
»'<*. will broadcast Oct. 4 a tape er nations, such as China and which is immense, yet limited. We






""Jjjj ™ *?.'. Southeast Asia can be exPlaine<* by have and can demonstrate great
Library. Mr. John B. Ladley, Jr. takes over the position of Reference
Reischauer. WCME-FM will tne fRCt that tney were always economic and military power in
librarian and Mr. Eugene W. Huguelet becomes Acquisition librarian
broadcast the ,ectl're a* 6 p.m. on rather isoiated from themselves as Asia, but this type of strength is
Tuesday, Oct. 4 at 98.9 megacycles
weU ftS frQm the rest Qf ^ world useless against . the tremendous
Mwindaace N. Siamwiza of Zambia, has been elected President of the
on the FM dial. Even now this isolation is in ef- number of people in the area, and
International Club. Siamwiza is enrolled under the College's African touched upop all of Asia, including feet, especially with China. This also against internal instability and
Scholarship Program of American Universities (ASPAU). the present problems of China and vast difference in each nation be- subversion, two constant problems
Other newly elected officers include Vice President and Treasurer, Vietnam. The emphasis of the lee- cause of isolation and background in all Asian nations. Dr. Reis-
Michael S. Ethridge '67; Recording Secretary, Paul B. Ross '68; and ture was on the complexity of the is the reason that we need to re- chauer stated that most Asian na-
Corresponding Secretary, Kayode I. Bright, a Bowdoin Plan student from entire Eastern situation. Dr. Reis- gard each nation as a separate prob- tions do not have the resources
Sierra Leone.
' chauer made it clear that Asia is lem - °ne Asian policy cannot suf- for either a democratic or a totall-
The International Club, open to American as well as foreign students, an immense entity, both in size nce for Malaysia, Indonesia, India, tarian government, and this is why
sponsors a varied program designed to promote greater understanding and population, and yet it is also a
among nations. The program is also intended to increase the effectiveness maze of many differing and inde
of contacts made possible by the presence of representatives qf many pendent nations with differing
other nations on the Bowdoin campus. problems
The Club's faculty adviser is Brooks W. Stoddard, Instructor in Art.
The Environmental Science Services <ESSA) has said that it will
consider the Harpswell. Maine area in its search for a suitable east coast
site for a proposed multi-million dollar Institute of Oceanography.
Meanwhile members of Maine's congressional delegation told Presi-
dent James S. Coles of Bowdoin College they will do all they can to
support the Brunswick -Harpswell area as an ideal location.
A symposium on coastal land-use problems will be held at Bowdoin
College Oct. 20-22. Both state and national authorities on land-use »
development will gather on the Bowdoin campus during this time to
collect information on land-use problems along the Maine coast, its find-
ings will be made available to communities and to the state.
"We're hoping to come up with model programs suited for community
action," says Mr.McKee, Director of the Center for Resources Studies at
Bowdoin.
K • • • • . * *
China, and Vietnam, according to many Asian nations, China, Viet-
Dr. Reischauer. nam. Korea and Indonesia, for ex-
Most of Asia has two major nan- ample, have long been ruled by
dicaps, Dr. Reischauer explained: military regimes.
Japan, for example, is in many poor climate and a bad population- What Dr. Reischauer finally sug-
ways related to the West. It was to-resources ratio. ' When Europe gested as an alternative to the
the first Asian nation to industrial- began to develop "it nad a small present- "non-policy is a reversal
ize and come into world trade and population, but Asia,, with one-half of the present SEATO approach
"Tha entire psychology is wrong;
the idea of a military force holding
a long tight line in Asia is not
good,"-Reischauer opined. What
should be done is to give non-align
ed support to the Asian nations
and let them worfc out their prob-
lems under the aegis of nationalism
Closing his address with remarks
political activity, and by so doing of the world's population, is ham-
acted as a catalyst for the develop- pered by an abundance of people,
ment of the other Eastern nations. Today, however, Asia does have




A major renovation of the Sills
Hall basement has occurred during
the summer. Under the direction of
Professor Albert R. Thayer of the
speech department, and Andre R.
about China, Dr. Reischauer seemed
to be optimistic about the threat
reshown on a twenty-three inch supposedly presented by the Asian
close circuit TV. Additionally, in giant. 'We do not have to be as
this /room there will be a TV .set afraid of China as we are," he stat-
from which programs may be re- ed. "China is a large, slowly devel-
corded, opaque projectors, and a oping nation that is growing much
grey steel blackboard to which mag- more slowly than her neighbors."
nets may be applied to hold up Dr. Reischauer predicted a continu-
visual props. An immediate benefit ing string of failures in China's for-
of this room will therefore be its eign policy, stemming primarily
enabling the student to observe from their oppressive feelings of
himself as others see him. racial superiority. China has al-
The second major portion of the ready alienated a great many Asian
speech class will occur in one of and African nations with this su-
the six studios which will' be moni- periority feeling, and it will con-
tared by a central desk. Each studio tinue to do so in the future,
will be unique in that it will have The best long run hope, accord
a different type of microphone, a ing to Dr. Reischauer, is peaceful
different library of tapes and books, co existence with China. This, he
ATTENTION SENIORS
October 17—Department of State, Foreign Service. Group meeting, film,
1 p.m. Mitchell Room, Senior Center.
October 17—Graduate School of Business. Stanford University. Stanford. Warren - Asst - Supt. of Grounds
Calif. and Buildings, the college has con-
October 21—College of Business Administration, Boston University., Boston, verted the former examination room
Mass. Sills 17 into speech and modern
October 26—College of Business Administration. The University of Roches- lanSuage laboratories.
ter, Rochester, N.Y. Formerly located in the second
October 28—Columbia University Business School. New York, N.Y. fl°or west wing of Hubbard Hall.
November 15—Graduate School of Professional Accounting, Northeastern the language lab equipment has
University, Boston, Mass. been transferred because of the
November 16—Graduate School of Business Administration. University of spacious quarters in Sills and be-
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia. cause of the convenience of the
Seniors are requested to report to the Placement Bureau for assignment language offices in Sills. As a re-
of appointment time and to pick up literature and other information ™lt °' this change examinations .„„ hQr hBB„ ™,™Z, L Ltl,\ fe6lS ' Can best te achieved bv edu
"
prior to the interview. The Placement Bureau will continue to advise wU1 now De held on the second floor
Seniors regarding interviews during the fall. Senior registration for all of Hubbard Hall.
members of the Senior class who plan to participate in the Senior career The impressive setup has six studentinterviews are requested to report to the Placement Bureau to obtain been the pet project of Professor A one way piece 7T^ separates
2SS2?.! ™8 and PRCket °f °ther material registration BEGINS Thayer for the past nine years, each student from S ^S£
and it will be the only center of its giving the monitor full contact with
type in the country. With the use the speakers who can not hear eachRaymond A Bird, class of 1966. and David S. Collins, class of 1963. of the most advanced electronic other nor see the profelrfirst-year students working for a degree of Master of Business Administra- aids the speech student will have While classwork in th7«Li «,«„tion (M.B.A.) at the Harvard University Graduate School of Business an estimated four to five tin- • JalrT belone
^T^^V^^^fMt^^V^ i^ H^^' Venan m°re FPeaking °PP°rtunit >- u^er question posed by a central ape day. September 20. At this meet-
Sean George PBaSl2s aPPr0Xlmately 695 men and women, the supervision of the instructor, after hour work will be done usTng ing. the Dean made clear his to-
T^7l!nTZZT^LsMD i, an aw, , , ET , ^ ***** ** * the StUdi° »*•*« s°™ « whicJ tention of adhering to the 1963 re-ine national Honorary Fellowship s ard made in recogn tion trained not onlv in large auditori- deal with H»hQ t?n„ ,_ ™. t c„n *t- « .»,«>
of exceptional intellectual promise and potential for responsible positions urns, but also in a video tape™ Uon and other IT k"""" £L h 7f T ^in the world of affairs. The award carries no stipend and is reserved for and in a studio. * Completing the ll T' T T * '" Tthose incoming students who do not have a financial need. It is an honor To be u- ed larrelv in the studv of a roZ 3r rE T^ ™ °l ^^T ,* 7
conferred by the Fellowship Board of the Harvard Business School and discussion techniques, the video tape «Z roL H 2 I * *S * IJ^T" ° f °nenCatl°n :
is given to approximately five percent of the incoming class. room will be equipped to photo ab ]\Z™ , " "***"* W,U * The StUdCnt C°UnCl '' dUnng US
graph and recordla discu ' k
S re°°rdS
"^
meetinS of tne year last
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation has announced ing place inside the room
°"
In a brarT InTffecTXT^ ***** "* M°nday ' ^ "^ "^ ^ & "'*'^nis spacious, com- interpretation by the Dean of part
OCTOBER 10.
ten has been planned to enable cation of China to the rest of the
the monitoring Instructor to listen world
. to the end this would in-
* individual studios, even while all ciude both open trade with china
and participation by China in in-
ternational governing bodies.
ORIENTATION
(Continued from page 1)
in response to a witn tr»e Dean of Students on Tues-
carpeted speech
that Oct. 31 is the nomination deadline for competition for 1967-68 manner similar to the instant re- pletely




are awarded annually by the Foundation in a nationwide competition
center seven of the report and poor judg-
ment in the enforcement of ar-
bitrary selected portions 'see Open
Letter to the Dean of Students*.
The Dean reaffirmed his position
in a meeting with the President of
the Couneil and again with thisselec-
Winners receive one academic year of graduate education with tuition and to attend a Woodrow Wilson Coffee, which will be held Tuesday (Oct 4)
fees paid by the Foundation, and a living stipend of $2,000. The graduate 10 a m in the main lounge of the Moulton Union.
3
schools they choose receive additional grants. Professor Athern P. Daggett, a former member of the* re ion
Philip S. Wilder, the campus representative for the Foundation, said tion committee, will preside over a panel discussion bv' th^^f
faculty members have been asked to nominate students they think capable Woodrow Wilson Fellows who are currently members of the f l
er reP°rter of the Orient. The Stu-
of becoming outstanding college teachers in the liberal arts and sciences, panelist*; will be Professors Kenneth P. Freeman Robert \v /h *
"^ dem Counci1, witn the opinions ex-
Such nominations are sent directly to the regional chairman, Professor H. Daniel Levine.
onnson, and pressed in the open letter, desires
Ronald Rouse of Tufts University. Mr. Wilder said he will be happy to Last March the Foundation awarded a Fellowshi n
! ° S1Ve Ule °rientation Committee,




the right to enforce
Interested Bowdoin faculty members and stddents have been invited Winnetka. 111., both members of the Class of 1966 °
B B°al ° f orlentation ln the manner the Com
'mttee designates.
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A New Look At God At Bo\vdoin
V CHAPEL PROGRAM worship .service, and perhaps as we
(Continued' frotaTpase 1) -: J&P* /older; we acqtrirc- a, greater
. tee's work and of expression of feeling .for the symb^Tc surrounds
student opinion to the committee, in«s oi a formal service - T^8 is
:
said he felt that there had been wnv
.
th(f Chapel-Forum Program
adequate opportunity for students Committee wyi continue it* efforts,
to present their views, and, he add- *ROre m, the flection of, bringing
ed
t
that Act that' there were two leo*ures *"*» conferences of a reli-
undergraduates on the body chosen B*"5 nature to the c&mpvs. The es-
by the Student Council emphasized tabhshment of a major in religion
the Faculty's desire to obtain stu- also is reflection of concern of the
dent views. On the other hand, the facultV for thjs type of activity on
L Dean admitted that there might) a non-sectarian, basis/'
have been a more effective commu- !*"» of Students Jerry W. Brown
nication in this matter, but the reiterated Dean Greason's point
Committee was hampered in mak- that there were channels of com-
ing too many details of its discus- munication open for students desir-
sions and workings public at a ine to "express their opinion before
stage when the final result was the Faculty, and he urged students
completely tentative. He then add- to avail themselves of these. He add-
ed that much thought should be ed that he thought voluntary chapel
given to the problem of communica- woula nave much more meaning to
tion between faculty and students, students who attended rather than
Chapel Program Experimental a Program in which each atten-
When questioned on future devel- dance was merely one to be checked
cpments in the chapel program, cff aSains t a required number.
Dean Greason remarked that "We Another member of the commit-
are trying a non-mandatory Wed- tee, Professor Hannaford, while
nesday Chapel program to see what agreeing enthusiastically with the
kind of response is given to volun- outcome of the committee's work,
tary services. Unfortunately, be- thought perhaps that the idea of
cause of information received from Presenting religion through confer-
" other schools with voluntary chapel, ences and symposia, rather than in
we expect a rather limited response. *** more formal trappings was per-
We are trying to see, however, if haps indicative of the nature of
the response -would possibly 'war- thought in what could be charac-
rant the extra expense and trouble terized as today's moral revolution,
of returning to a system of outside This year's changes could be looked
speakers for Sunday services." at <*> Part of a more gradual liberal-
"I personally feel that young peo- i^tion, starting, with the reduction
pie are more responsive to religious of required attendances from 25 to
issues presented outside a formal 10 two years ago, he said.
When questioned about the, at-
titude of the-" administration to the
'
student,* -viewpoint; *'ttotfr Sid
F^ank and Allen Fmk agreed that
cooperation with the dean and the
v
faculty on the committee wdS* ex--
cellent According to Sid, the^ fac-
ulty members listened to and val-
ued student opinion.
Student opinion was not only
voiced by the two committee mem-
bers, but also by the attitude of
the students as a whole. Al Fink
pointed out that the deans were
worried about the lack of attention
and respect at the religious services.
When students came to Vespers
wearing bowling shirts and cut-offs,
the deans felt the only interpreta-
tion possible was that the students
were not interested.
Both students voiced the opinion
that the administration realizes
student views through student ac-
tion. While this means is not a
formal metho dof communication,
it is often an infallible one.
Al Fink insisted that the adminis-
tration wants to keep a line of
communication open to students for
student opinion; it is up to the
students to take advantage of it.
The Forums continue to be an ex-
cellent method of communication
of ideas, said Fink.
"The faculty wants to" accept
change," Frank stated, "but they
don't want to jump into a hasty
decision. All their decisions are
well thought out before they are
instituted."—Sid gave a great deal
RELIGION MAJOR
f Continued from. pace 1)
on the Chapel-Forum Program will
offer a series of special lectures or
symposia during^&e year on reU,-.
,
gious themes with visiting lecturers
and participants. | "y
Sunday Vespers, at which atten-
dance had been required, will be
discontinued. A weekly religious,
Chapel Service will be held on a
voluntary basis, in the discussions
wtyph preceded this change, both
visiting clergymen and students ex-
pressed, their preference for a ser-
vice freed from the atmosphere of
compulsion. "It is not the intention
of the College to abandon emphasis
upon religion, but rather to put it
in a more meaningful context,"
stated Dean Greason. "The newly
inaugurated programs offer a va-
riety of choices through which stu-
dents may explore religious values."
In addition, social welfare programs
in several areas are expected to
continue with increased faculty sup-
port.
In the words of Professor Geog-
hegan, Chairman of the Depart
ment, "the principle of the major
in religion is the achievement of
an integrative knowledge of the field
of Religion, to be demonstrated at
the end of the Senior year by com-
prehensive written and oral exam-
inations in the History of Religions,
the Literature of Religions, Rellgi-
ous Thought, and, appropriate cog-
nate fields and disciplines.
"
The requirements' for the major
in* Religion owisfct '*df the Major
course, Religion 100, and any six
units approved by the Department.
The introductory courses of the De-
partment, Religion 11 and 12, nor-
mally should not be taken later
than the Sophomore year.
Recommended minors, which nor-
mally complement the major, are
courses in Art, Classics, the Litera-
ture of a Language, History, and
Philosophy.
The new major would maintain
the framework of the old courses,
which have been revised and re-
numbered (in the new Catalog).
However, Professor Geoghegan
made it plain that the implementa-
tion of the course is dependent on
a third faculty member in the de-
partment. Dean Storer is current-
ly studying this possibility.
The Department feels that the
new member, whose field of concen-
tration would most likely be the
Literature of Religions, would take
another Senior Seminar. Thus, the
three major fields of endeavor
would be covered, The History of
Religions and Religious Thought




A total of nine major concerts
will be offered during the College
Concert Series for 1966-67, all for
the greatly reduced season subscrip-
tion price of $8.
At least a dozen other concerts
will be open to the public free of
charge in Bowdoin's expanded pro-
gram of music offerings to residents
oi the Brunswick community and
surrounding areas.
Season tickets will enable sub-
scribers to attend all five concerts
in Bowdoin's annual Curtis-Zimba-
list Series plus four concerts by the
Vaghy Quartet of the Portland
Symphony Orchestra. Individual
tickets to these nine concerts will
be $2.
Season tickets at $8 are available
now through Oct. 15 by writing to
Concert Series, Bowdoin College.
The ticket provides a savings of $10
for the nine concerts.
Artists performing at Bowdoin in
the Curtis-Zimbalist Series include
the Curtis String Quartet, Nov. 9;
the Clarion Wind Quintet, Dec. 7;
pianist Beveridge Webster, Jan. 9;
the Music in Maine Chamber
Orchestra, April 6; and Paul Zu-
kofsky, violinist, and Gilbert Kalish,
pianist, April 29. The dates of the
four Vaghy Quartet concerts will
be announced in the near future.
Other concert offerings have been
changed in format from past years.
The Area Artists and Bowdoin Mu-
sic Club series of former years have
been consolidated into one series of
six Bowdoin Music Club concerts,
this year open to the public without
charge.
These concerts will include a re-
cital by pianist Louise Rogers, a
concert by the Cambridge Consort,
a song recital by tenor Frederick
Weidner, and a chamber-solo re-
cital by outstanding students of the
Summer Music School. Details of
these events will be announced per-
iodically.
In addition' to these concerts,
there will be three student recitals,
two joint concerts by the Glee Club
and glee clubs from Colby Junior
College and Radcliffe College, and




1966-1967 will find the Bowdoin
Christian Association active in ba-
sically two areas: discussions and
service projects.
As the BCA has no formal mem-
bership, the discussions are open to
everyone. Sample titles from last
year's top'cs illustrate the group's
intention to include both secular
and religious subjects: "Christian
Pacifism", "The Future of the U.N.",
and "Student Dissent". Interested
faculty members and members of
the local clergy often participate.
The BCA is perhaps most effec-
tive in its two community service
projects, The Big Brother Program
and the Pineland Project. Big
Brother, through which Bowdoin
students visit youngsters with aca-
demic or emotional problems in
Brunswick elementary and junior
high schools, was extremely success-
ful last year. Pineland Hospital, a
school and training center for men-
tally retarded children in Pownal.
Maine has great need for volunteers,
and in the past Bowdoin students
have assisted in the educational and
recreational programs. As anyone
who has participated in Big Brother
and Pineland will attest, these proj-
ects are significant and rewarding
experiences.
Bill Dreyer, ARU '69 is in charge
of the Big Brother Program this
year, and Nat Harrison, AD '68 is
taking care of the Pineland Project.
Organizational meetings for both
projects will be held soon and will
be announced in the Orient and on
various bulletin boards.
of the credit for the change in the
program to Prof. Hannaford. Sid
stated flatly that he "seriously be-
lieves that constructive policy can





An addition to campus theater is
being introduced this year by The
Masque and Gown under the guid-
ance of Professor Richard Hornby,
the new Director of Dramatics.
Room 107, one of the dressing
rooms downstairs in Memorial Hall,
is being fitted for use as an experi-
mental theater.
There are several reasons for
this undertaking. First, the small-
er size of the new facility will al-
low greater opportunity for the es-
tablishment of rapport with the au-
dience. With sparse attendance in
Pickard Theater actors can very
easily lose the presence of the au-
dience and the latter is not ever
really caught up in the action of
the play. Professor Hornby believes
that this remoteness can be effec
tively overcome. He indicates also
that the immediacy of the audience
will provide excellent training by
forcing the actor to necessarily con-
centrate to a greater degree on his
presentation.
Second, a far greater flexibility
in stage and seating arrangement
will be possible. Chairs may be
placed in circular, horseshoe, arena,
or three-sided configurations. The
stage will not be elevated. Actors
will be able to utilize whatever
amount of space they desire where-
( Continued on page 10)
BOB DYLAN will not be per-
forming at Bowdoin this year.
An opportunity, however, is be-
ing provided for interested
How (loin students to take part
in an informal folk concert on
the Sunday afternoon of Home-
coming. An organizational
meeting will be held Tuesday,
October 4th at 7:00 p.m. in Con-
ference Room A of the Union.
All interested students should









150 Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7082
BOWDOIN PAINTING IN NEW YORK — Robert Feke's full-
length painting of Brig. Gen. Samuel Waldo, generally regarded
as greatest American portrait of > first half of 18th Century, occu-
,
pies a prominent position at Wildenstein galleries in New York
City, where Bowdoin College's collection of Colonial and Federal




LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUfclGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS" — "STORAGE FACILITIES"
PAOE FOUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT FRIDAY, SEPT. 30, 1966
BIC Breaks Ice
FOREIGN STUDENTS AT BOWDOIN COLLEGE — Among the many foreign students at Bowdoin
College this year are (1 to r.) Peter Friedhofen, West Germany; Mwindaace N. Siamwiza, Zambia;
Byron A. Santos Flores, Guatemala; Jerker R. E. Hetta. Sweden; Peter J. Nielsen, Denmark; Ger-
hard Hofmann, West Germany; Klaus A. Daweke, West Germany; Paolo Ricotti, Italy; R. Goncalves
Ferreira, Brazil; C. A. Hoffmann de Mendonca, Brazil ;,Paavo E. Ala, Sweden;' Lars B. Brink, Sweden;
and Kayode Bright, Sierra Leone.
The Bowdoin International Club stresses the fact that the club is sponsors films from various embas-
formaUy came into existence on the open to all members of the* college sies in Washington, D. C. and the
first of February, 1961. The Bow- community. It is not a foreign
doin Plan students sought this way student's club, as its previous com-
of meeting other members of the* position might suggest. The pres-
college community, because al- ent membership feels that such an
though the relationship that each organization has no place on cam-
Bowdoin Plan student had develop- pus, as its scope would be too nar-
ed with his sponsoring fraternity row and its objectives would never
was strong, a need to cultivate more he met.
extensively and intensively the ex- The club has a variety of pro-
change of ideas arose. The aim of grams, among which is a Wednes-
the club is "to promote goodwill and c'ay evening broadcast on WBOR.
understanding among the peoples This program features music from
of the world as represented here foreign countries and occasionally
at Bowdoin." The club's current a discussion of current world prob-
president. Mwindaace Siamwiza, lems. The International Club also




222 MAINE STREET, BRUNSWICK
-PHONE 725-5587
Complete Travel Service
Make Your Holiday Reservations Early
BOWDOIN EUROPE
BOWDOIN BERMUDA
HALF PRICE STUDENT ID AIRLINE
CARDS AND TICKETS ISSUED
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICE
United Nations, and also guest lec-
tures which frequently feature
members of the diplomatic corps.
Club members have opportunities to
travel as representatives at various
conferences and meetings arranged
at other colleges and universities by
the Collegiate Council for the Unit-
ed Nations. Also there is a tradi-
tional Bowdoin International Week-
end every spring, when may stu-
dents and invited guests from other
colleges flock to the Bowdoin cam-
pus.
Bringing understanding among
peoples of the world is no easy
task, and the club has a hard job
before it. But the club feels that
because man creates his own prob-
lems he should provide the " solu-
tions. TJedicated members are
needed, especially those who have
travelled abroad independently or
as members of student programs.
High Income Jobs on Campus
Get a high paying job in sales, dis-
tribution or market research right on
your own campus. Become a campus
representative for over forty mag-
azines, American Airlines, Opera-
tion Match, etc. and earn big part-
time money doing interesting work.
"Apply right away
!
Collegiate Marketing, Dept. H, 27







LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT
THE I. J. NEWBEMLY
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Some Superficial Reflections On MjHsemester At Morehouse
It will be impossible to' include in this* column the^any thousands
of perceptions, incidents, and- memories that pass through my thoughts^"
when I reflec^orr my semester at MGrehouse College. ^ I wiU bgjhappy, at-
any timWmutuatiy convenient, to elaborate with' anyone interested enougft
'to |sk. Here I can4 only t'ty. to present fne answers to questions* I "am
most frequently asked, and include a few other details that may be of
interest.
For those not familiar with the exchange program, Morehouse is one
of the leading "Negro" colleges in the United States. It is located in
Atlanta, Ga., and participates in a semester-long exchange of students
annually with several "White" colleges, of which Bowdoin is one. The
exchange takes place second semester and is open to sophomores and
juniors.
Academically Morehouse is a great deal like every other college: it
varies from course to course and from professor to professor. I guess
there is a wider variation at Morehouse than at Bowdoin. Some of the
most brilliant teachers I have ever met were at Morehouse, in some
courses nothing is learned or accomplished. After my first week of
classes I had a syllabus and reading list for each course, and it looked
as though the semester would be at least as tough as the previous one
at Bowdoin. But soon I found that in two of my courses the students
didn't do much work, and the professor seemed not to expect a great
deal. It is because of this one professor mainly that I can say I did
less work at Morehouse than at Bowdoin.
I have been asked quite often whether the entire faculty of Morehouse
was Negro. The answer is no, and though I do not know any percentages,
there are a significant number of White professors. The relative scarcity
of Negro Ph.D.s is part of the reason that there are not more Negro mem-
bers of college faculties In the nation tcday (incidentally, more Negro
Ph.D.s did their undergraduate work at Morehouse than any other college)
.
The student body is similar to that of Bowdoin. In fact, I think the
degree of similarity would surprise the average Bowdoin student. In
general we have the same likes and dislikes, tastes, and interests. There
is a big difference, of course, in the academic and social backgrounds o£
the students. It has been said that northern schools excell southern
school (White), and southern Negro schools are so far behind southern-
White schools that it is incredible. Lack of facilities, faculty, funds, and
sympathy have, caused this situatioru.and.it, becomes- the*cQllege:s-job to
"fill the gaps."
Spending time at Morehouse has helped me to be more appreciative"
of Bowdoin in many ways. There is no student center at Morehouse, and
the need is great. The library closes at 10:00 p.m. Monday through Friday,
4:00 p.m. on Saturday, and is not open on Sunday. The reason for these
abbreviated hours is that they cannot afford to pay the staff necessary
to keep it open. As it is, student jobs pay only $.50 to $1.00 per hour. The
bookstore is another place where the lack of funds is both obvious and
bothersome. For those who remember the old Bowdoin bookstore, this
one is smaller, and there is no room to browse — you ask for what you
want and if you 'are lucky they have it for you. It seems the bookstore
cannot afford to keep much stock on hand, and often books areSiot or-
dered until the number of students in a given course is known. Conse-
quently you are two or three weeks behind when you finally get your text
Morehouse doesn't have its own baseball or football fields. There
are no tennis or squash courts, no soccer or lacrosse fields. What do they
do for recreation? Spelman College (for women) is across the street, and
many Morehouse men are known to spend quite a bit of time there (so
do exchange students).
One interesting consideration that came into' my mind after I had
been at Morehouse for about two weeks still interests me. I had been
accepted with friendliness by all, but I was still a little surprised to see
that the Morehouse students were encouraging me to date, and had ac-
cepted the fact that I would be dating as if there were nothing unusual
about interracial dating. What I mean is that if they knew that I was
unsure about how they would view my dating because of the racial issue,
they would have laughed at me. I was a person just like everyone else.
And the girls acted the same way; I was accepted as just another person.
The consideration that struck me here was: IS THE SITUATION RE-
VERSIBLE? How would it be accepted if a Morehouse exchange student
at Bowdoin dated a White girl? The situation, while it might turn out
to be acceptable (has it ever happened? If not, why not?), would cer-
tainly not be as natural as it was for me. Here is a signpost to progress
in civil and human rights; when interracial relations are not just ac-
cepted, but natural, then we will truly have achieved something. In my
eyes the situation is now a little one-sided.
For all I have said about Morehouse physically, the real value of the
exchange program lies in the people you meet and live with. The stu-
dents were very friendly, interesting, and interested. I learned a lot
about people, especially a group of people I knew so little about before
This exchange is an eye-opening and catalystic experience, and the ex-
changee becomes wiser and more mature. I cannot praise the program
too highly, and wish that everyone could participate. In the future the
exchange should be continued and even expanded if possible.
Let us help you plan your printing
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At the end of last year^ne faculty
stUdy grcjBfl^g curriculum ^sse^,a
resolution changing division require-
irreflts as well as "Greek honor re
quirements, As this was a liberaliz
ing measure it was well received in
the student body. Unfortunately
there was little if any student opin-
ion conslderecThy Ihe study group
and therefore it is not surprising to
the Student Council that the
changes are inadequate.
We will discuss revision of the
curriculum in the direction of in-
dependent study and seminar
courses for lower classes and give
further consideration to gradeless
courses when the Council's commit-
tee on Curriculum meets with the
faculty committee.
Socfal Rules
A second issue of interest will be
the revision of social rules which
may well include an attempt by the
Council to push for opening up the
dormitories. Since Dean Brown as-
sures us of frequent meetings
with the faculty subcommittees on
student life, this should become a
real issue in the next few weeks.
Rushing
Rushing this year was as fast
as it has been the past two years,
and those of us that helped run it
are left a little bewildered as to
how to slow it down and take some
^C&iis' year the Student XJiiion Com-
of tho pressure off freshmen. Peter
Hayes will be making a complete






Peter has suggested that' 'we do
away with quotas which give some
houses advantages, and go- to a sys-
tem that would put a maximum
quota of twenty-five on all twelve
houses. Also, we will probably dis-
card the limited bid which has had
Tittle "or no effect.
Orientation
Orientation has already been the
subject of discussions in faculty and
student committees this year. The
Student Council will discuss orien-
tation at the first meeting on Mon-
day, and will set out rules which
hopefully will give the houses
enough freedom to carry out sue
cessful programs, and, for that mat
ter, different programs.
Social Life
Returning to the ever present
subject of social life, the Council
will work with the Student Union
in setting up mixers and wili do
all it can to make Campus Chest
a big weekend. This should not
be too difficult. Also, the Orient
wi'l assist the Council in discus-
sions concerning the merit of Bow-
doin establishing a sister college.
Senior Center
Finally. David Soule will be work-
ing with Professor Whiteside in
finding a satisfactory alternative
for the ' members of the class pf
1968 that will not b,e able to fit
into the Senior Center.
ROTC Awards Students
The College has announced the
designation of three Reserve ^Offi-
cer Training Corps seniors as Dis-
tinguished Military Students.
Lt. Col Richard S. Fleming, act-
ing head of Mom (loin's ROTC unit,
said the DMS awards went to men
who have maintained high scholas-
tic standings and ROTC status, and
demonstrated all-around ability.
The three DMS award winners,
all Dean's List students, are:
mittee plans topping to Bowdoin
exciting, and diversified entertain-
ment. The Committee,, headed by^
Eliot. Hacker, Bob' ,Drake, "John -
Whipple, and Howie Munday, and
advised by .Harry Warren, plans
as its first formal function the
Alumni Day concert featuring Si-
mon and Garfunkel. This will be
the first concert held in the new'
gym. and it promises to be a worth-
while experience. Simon and Gar-
funkel are well known for their
sensitive interpretation of social
problems. They currently have two
best-selling albums as well as a
number of hit singles. Tickets for
the concert are $2.50 per person in
advance and $3 at the door; they
can be purchased from committee
members or the information desk.
The Committee has also booked
The Pandoras, five lovely ladies per-
forming in the rock tradition, for
Saturday, November 5th. They will
give two performances, starting at
8:00 p.m. Much enthusiasm is be
ing generated on the campus as to
the outcome of the weekend.
One of the most important areas
of the Committee's work this year
concerns the dearth of entertain-
ment during the long stretch be-
tween Homecoming and Winters.




In late October four Committee
members will attend trie New Eng-
land Regional Convention of Col-
lege Unions. The Conference should
result in a wealth of new ideas for
future weekends. The coming year,
in any event, promises to be one
of the best in Bowdoin entertain-
ment history.
The-aowdoih College Marchingvand effort- (Ibout 3 minutest-find 3
I a
hours, respectively) * goVs -into theBand, the rrtost controversial of aff
campus Organizations, has estab-
lished in the past few years new
standards of musicianship and fast-
moving precision field drills. Mem-
bership in the band has been in-
creasing at an encouraging 'rate;
this year's expected 75'; growth
Will set a new record of 40 mem-
bers. This organization is spelled
FUN. The band will play at the
three home games, and also away
at Colby and Bates. The season
starts with a trip to play at Wes-
ieyan. Each week, much thought
production' of an unus ual, gtiaran-
teed-neven- before-seen 'h«aJJ-J im e
*--i;*V* '•' " . '- * ' -**:- •"*'
show. Anvone^ with musical aftihty
is welcome. Be a part'of the show.
Rehearsals Monday at 7:30 p.m.,
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NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
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Read The New York Times and master the essence of
world affairs, politics, the arts, sports. (Sports?) For
campus delivery of The New York Times at low col-





Without it, you're not with it.
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If*
The Spectator,
* by Marc Pbbbdman
*''*
*-*^* • '*-- ~~-- —^— tfj-ilnif"
ORIENTATION^
.-We, thought^ttsr^^st «h, uuw, exceflfthrougn r^tttarAmeri- tially reduce tensions, with the conv-
On the.surfVe,.JBp.>irdQ*n is- very much the same. now. as it ww tence of -this column should be/A ^buildup, which, because M.r*-
"^y'opl^'to^lnvohlefc&t
seems tmma-last 'spring. The student body -remains unaffected by the outside new year. has »*p»n*at BoWSoin cent
'
calls - for peace, .
inistration unaffected by the student body; and the College ' * \> bul'onljr a little
re- ^worl3; the administrat
Student Council unaffected bylhe administration. However, there
are dire rumblings beneath the unrippled, calm surface of this
sea of intellectual serenity. An over-flow crowd, which consisted
mainly of students, listened to Dr. Edwin Reischauer speak on
. According to knowledgeable peo-
Just what would happen if the pie> like Ambassador Reischauer, the
flection told us that this was not
appropriate. There are indeed new
faces to be seen around the cam- United States were to leave Viet- "domino theory" seems to have no
pus, but the same old problems are nam immediately? Lets look at all
°*sis
»*» fact. Cambodia, having a
still with us: a bad freshman class of the plus and minus points. Most
strong neutralist government, is in
Asian problems and Asian policy. For a few days there was wide- at th- Brook, a bookstore without impcrtant. I think is a consideration no danger of fallmg from subversion;
spread discussipn about this lecture; this was a sign that something books, and Americans dying in Viet- f the human deaths that might be Thailand is now being bothered by
might be happening. Another really strange occurrence happened nam. expected. It has been claimed that sporadic fighting in its northeast
in the administrative end of the library; it seemed as if the new The former tw° problems we can a Viet Cong takeover would mean
corn
^\ bu*' acoor<"ng to Ambassa-
Dean was- actually and sincerely interested in getting off on the live with ' but the last mi&ht Prove ^e deaths of many South Vietna- Tj™**^^^. °th*r *""
to be tragic. Every day, so it seems, mese-landowners, politicians, mili-
thonties on Thailand, the Thai's
we have spread the war further; tary men, etc. I do not doubt that historical situation precludes the
and as yet we have accomplished this might be so; but, what about possibility of a widespread Commu-
mthing except the deaths of close the thousands of people that are nist insurgence. Large-scale Ameri-
to five-thousand Americans and un- dying every week as a result of the can economic help to this part of
Lold numbers of Vietnamese. If. we war. Are these to be forgotten? Thailand might do even more to
remain longer, many thousands Our government has said at various diminish this possibility. At any
the Student Council has lashed back with a letter to Dean Brown more will be killed, and still we times that the war might drag on rate what happens in Vietnam will
complaining that he hr.s over-stepped the limits of his power will not be able to win. Even atomic for another five or ten years. If we nave very little effect on what
concerning Orientation. The Dean has not really over-stepped his weapons will not help us. The Viet- do escalate, as we undoubtedly will
might take place in Thailand. The
limits, but misused his power. If he had wanted to abide by the namere have only to bury their during the second week of Novem-
1963 Orientation Committee Report and had enforced the entire guns ' return to their farms > and ber - if not before ' the death rate ]nn,
wait until we start to leave; then will go even higher than it now is. lo B before direct American mjli-
right foot with the student body. This- nrng an untrue sound in
the ears of the more experienced students. Then the crusher really
hit pile; Dean Brown had the audacity to tell the Student Council
that it was he, not they, who actually controlled the Orientation of
freshmen fraternity members.
Instead of buckling under to this impressive show of power,
same thing can be said about Laos,
civil war was going on in Laos
y
Report, there would have been some bitter cries of outrage on the .
„.._..,- ... , .-. ,.-,-,_ j. A . j the war will begin again. It is their Pulling out altogether will definitely
iary involvement in Vietnam,
part ot some of the fraternities, but it wou dn t have disturbed . , . ,. .
, „ t . „ f
*
, (V,„,„„„. whether wp stav or Iphvp wui mo tQ
f, , _ • * land and their country; all that over the long run save thousands vvnem e i y lea e will make
the calm. Instead, he decided, arbitrarily, to enforce only part of
we can d0>i{. lose of Uves no difference to the Laotians flght-
the Report and to disregard the remainder. A week ago last Sunday much of international politics is another ing there.
What surprises us the most is two things, that the Dean would the college community heard Am- consideration we must make; and we must not forget that these
take any such action, and why the Chairman of the Orientation bassador Reischauer proclaim that here almost all evidence indicates countries are very near to China,
Committee did not react immediately to the Dean's action. For we never should have let ourselves that we should pull out. Most of and tnus tnat China will have a
the past two years the college administration has allowed the fra- get involved in Vietnam in the the countries in the world disagree larSe effect on them. But, historical-
'
sudden change? It was agreed last Spring that the houses could enc:uraSed nationalism as our de-* in- most of our allies. Even Eng-
^d China, and thus will'undoubt-
use them again this Fall. Did the Word strike the new Dean this fenSe
'against a world -wide com" ^a could not support our bomb- edfr rata neutral as far as in-
CMmma,5 n ,-j v A - A x. t ,, .. - ,. . ... munist hierarchy. He even implied ing of the areas a-ound Haiphong ternational politics is concerned,summer? Did he decide that these vestiges of the past are detri- ^ .
fc
.




^^ pr&nce has been con _ No , our leaving Vietnam ^ m
mental to tresnmen
.
The vietnamese and Chinese have stantly against us, as has most of increase the problems in that part
But Dean Brown is not the only one who goofed. Why didn't a iways been bitter enemies and it Scandinavia, in Asia the feelings of the world, but undoubtedly would
the Chairman of the Orientation Committee react in the presence is only cur militancy that is forcing are pretty well split: India, Pakis- lessen them considerably. It is to
of Dean Brown? Why weren't questions asked then? Why the delay them to become allies. tan, and most Japanese are against the great advantage of the United
in action, and why the compliance with the Dean's decision? The Somehow, however, Ambassador our involvement, not to mention States as well as to the rest of the
Student Council has reacted, but it 'seems that they are too late. Reischauer came to the conclusion Cambcdia and large parts of Laos, world, especially Southeast Asia,
The Orientation for most freshmen is nearly half over. The auton- that things would get even worse Our leaving would hurt only a that we get out immediately. By re-
omy granted each fraternity has effectively divided the power of a if we left vietnam. Unfortunately few countries, none of which we" maining we can only lose; killing,
united group.' If tffe Student Council was as shocked and shaken
he did not sp<*ify hm 'they couia *are ln danger of losing as strong being killed
'
' and accomplishing
by the Dean's action as their letter indicates, one only wonders P
°S5ibly get W°rse than they are allies anyway: and would substan " n°thing -
why they waited two weeks to do anything. It seems clear that the — !— 1
Dean has misused his power and that any further misuse of the
same power should be avoided. This problem may have arisen from
the fact that the Dean is new .to Che job. He has been given tre-
mendous responsibility and quite a bit of actual power over the
life of the undergraduate. The Student Council (i.e. the student
body) must let him know what it feels its rights are. The letter
on the front page is such an expression, but it seems more of an
after-thought than anything else.
THE TORCH OF FREEDOM
by Michael Harmon
CO-EDUCATION
Although a long, hot summer has intervened between the last
Orient and this one, the "latest flurry of discussion" about "co-
education?" has not really died down, nor does it promise to in
the near future. The Bowdoin Alumnus apparently feels the entire
is- lost.'
But we are not lost yet — far
from it. Our military might is sec-
ond to none in the world, and no
Once again a school year has be- that we always hear of our allies' of that game is oppression and
gun, a year not unlike the ones •atrocities,'' and never the enemy's? shame, and the nation that plays it
that went before it, both at Bow- Why are our failures played up,
doin and in the real world. The and the enemy's ignored?)
communists (Russian, Chinese, and This much is the same, still, na-
demestic varieties - the sour taste tionwide. Of course, it is apparent nation has ever used that might
in the mouth is still the same) con- that the American electorate has no with such restraint or for such good
subject suitable only for one big joke, but there are some who feel tinUe their unrelenting efforts to do
time t0 waste uP°n the apostles of purposes as has the United States,
that the addition of a women's college to the Bowdoin scene might <» in . and the same tiresome pa-
defeat
'
for their candidates were no matter what the liars and the
make this "institution" a better place at which to learn. Within rade of university professors, irres
the next two weeks a definite program will be presented concern
ing this subject. The Orient asks any and all Faculty member;
and students interested in some form of debate or action to contact
us, or merely to give the subject some thought.
across the nation. But still the can- ernments with the blood of inno
ponsible students, publicity-hungry cer breeds and festers. "Honest dis-
lawmakers, clergymen, and many
others who should know better still
espouse their causes and sign peti-
tions, always alert for the chance
to stab their c6untry in the back
cent millions on their hands may
THE
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ete Morris, Gregory Darling,
sent,- they cry. But, if the situa- say. (More people have* been ex-
tion were reversed, would they give terminated in Russia and Red Chi-
us the same privileges? Ask the na than Hitler ever dreamed of do-
Hungarian patriot, the Tibetan ing away with.) And we, as a na-
peasant, the nuns fleeing China, the tion, have not lost sight of our
and always unwilling to stand by it Soviet writer imprisoned in an in- revolutionary principles, the prin-
in its time of greatest peril. Many sane asylum, the South Vietnamese ciples that have stood us in good
of them are deluded; some of them village chief. See how "honest dis- stead for so long. Communist revo-
are well-meaning; and all of them sent" is encouraged in those coun- lutions, on the other hand, are not
are ™g Yes, wrong, because tries so many of our citizens are constructive, as ours was, springing
they ally themselves with the forces quick to defend, the nations where as it dio from the native aspirations
°! tyra?7.
in a time when it is communists are in control or influ- of a people for their rights as En-—
—
te^atriyimiK^ttli.tte.men ential. The Reds were all for an glishmen The Reds seek to destroy
*""">» M «** f*
a11
.P°*fle effort the h.nest election in the Dominican and eliminate all of the freedoms
imperialist powers the Republic - until they lost it. Then we fought so hard for and hold soknown
-
Russia they were back in the streets again, dear. You see, the Americans final,
crying "fraud" because a nation re- basic love for his country has not
fused to sell itself into slavery. By changed, either, and the- chances are
all means, respect their right of good that free men, fighting for the
free speech, for this is still a free independence from tyranny of a
nation. (Well, sort of, anyway.) weak state, will yet keep that tyran-
But for Heaven's sake, never let ny at bay. That too, has notmuch for them to use. (Why is it them have their way. For "the end changed.
world has ever
and China.
But, they march, and sit-in, and
decry, and denounce their country.
No vilification or slander, no lie or
half-truth, no twisted news story
or slanted news photograph, is too
THE BOWDOIN PL'BIJSHING COMPANY
«• Daggett, James P. Granger, John Ranahan, Bob Siebel THE ORIENT WELCOMES ALL CORRESPONDENCE, BUT WILL NOT PRINT UNSIGNED
.rl^A^^^^^ LETTERS. UNDER EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES, A WRITER'S NAME MAY BE
nJcatioru to th* Bpuvm Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Cola- \l/|TULIr?t ri TUF nnirkfr a i r-^-v »•«._WLrS^Wr^M WITHHELD. THE ORIENT ALSO RESERVES TO EXCERPT LETTERS IN CONTEXT.
SHORT LETTERS WILL BE PRINTED IN PREFERENCE TO LONG ONES.
rata far yaar » F1t» f,i MUn.








The Age Of Zak
% recent years- the Bpwjloih Col--showing the ' variety, and "range of Prout'sWck, >Mr.*Sadik said* J-The
by Tom Kosmo
'The- .BowdoiH . College -„Concert
4
-.daU.tp its composer. Far. these' rear
lege Museum.*t Art has" earned Jhe character and appearance\t the real significance of the Homer ex-
-^genes began- unofficially last Sun- .sons, this too was a ridiculous m-
admiration of art authorities American Neero over thp last. \Min hihitihn fur ik » that, we more mv.*^ - V-fiis\nnrrS the rnnnprt *g e st two. b 6 for us is that we were giv- day evening when the Senior Center elusion of co ce .
throughout the United States and and one half centuries. " en by Mrs. Doris Homer, wife of
"*"*
' The program also offered a pre-
Europe. A less spectacular achieve- "I tried to maintain the highest Homer's late nephew, all ' the ma- Pfesented tne Hartt Chamber Pla*y- miere of Donald Erb -S Music for
ment, but perhaps a more signifi- possible level of artistic quality in terial that formerly had been in ers in a • demonstration of several piccolo, Flute, and Alto Flute (1966),
cant one, has been the re-vitaliza- the works chosen. Every work in Homer's studio at Prout's Neck. We modern pieces, the essence of a a four minute space of premier
tion of museum activity n the the exhibition was' worthy of being hope that the materials will be on senior seminar offered this semester histrionics. There was also Richard,
campus itself. New exhibitions, new in a museum on merits that had permanent display in a future addi- entitled "Music in the Age of Zak." Browne's Reri Velocitem (1962),
catalogues, new purchases have pro- nothing to do with its subject mat- tion on the Museum in a Homer pictr Zak is a mythical East Europ- ^°ren Rush's Mandala Music (1963 »,
vided the Bowdoin man of today ter. Memorial Room." The material ean avant-garde composer whom and two Pieces of Ba™ey Childs.
with a museum program of unques- "I was most gratified by the re- that Mr. Sadik referred to includes the BBC with great flourish creat- His Interbalances 3, for 'Cello and
tionable variety and worth. The action of Negroes who visited the early drawings, letters, media with ed to ridicule as spectacularly as Five Instruments (1962) was the
driving force behind this rejuvena- exhibition who seemed to be deep- which he worked, (pieces of art me- possible the folly of the so-called most effective thing we heard all
tion? Marvin Sadik, Director of the ly moved by the manner in which dia), and other memorabilia con- "new" musicians. And to most pres- evening. When one ignores all the
Museum since 1964. their forebears and ancestors had cerning Homer's life and work. The ent in Wentworth Commons, Zak warm meringue atop this piece,
A 1954 magna cum laude graduate been depicted, and by the extensive exhibit was also ! .Id as, a tribute was folly. The attention of the col- there are moments of intense emo-
of Harvard, Mr. Sadik came to role they played in American life." to Professor Beam who has just lege audience was typical of any tion and traces of conspicuous beau-
Bowdoin in 1961. Before Bowdoin Mr. Sadik was especially pleased published a book dealing with the similar American audience at such ties, wel1 elicited by the excellen
he spent two years as Curatorial that the exhibition, which received great Maine artist
Assistant at the Worcester Art Mu- great praise from Dr. Martin Luther
seum, was Harris ferow in fine arts King, gave Negro children an op-
at Harvard Graduate School, and portunity to be proud of their herl-
was assistant senior tutor at Lever- tage and that it served as undis-
ett House at Harvard. putable evidence of the fact that
Purchasing, Research, Etc, "being cast in the role of a slave
Comfortably ensconced in his doesn't make one a slave."
book-lined Senior Center apartment, The task of setting up the exhibi-
possessing the "cluttered neatness" tion was a tremendous ordeal, un-
characteristic of the scholar, Mr. dertaken by Mr. Sadik alone. It
Sadik reflected last week on his involved extensive reading, corres-
fleld, on his accomplishments, and pondence, and anxiety. He contact-
on Bowdoin. ed every major authority on Amer-
ican art in the country, as well as
numerous private owners. Of the
375 pictures considered, 80 were
finally chosen for display.
The catalogue, designed by Leo-
nard Baskin and written by Mr.
Sadik and Professor Sidney Kaplan
of the University of Massachusetts,
was sold out immediately. Prof.
Kaplan and Mr. Sadik have nearly
completed a book on the subject of
the Negro in American art, schedul-
ed for publication next year.
, Past And Present Exhibitions
Mr. Sadik's first exhibition at
Bowdoin concerned the art of Leo-
nard Baskin, an event which won
national and international recog-
nition. The catalogue was selected
by the American Institute of
Graphic Arts to be included in an
a demonstration; it was politely ata
celllst Joan Brockway Esch. Miss
tentive, self-consciously avant- Esch
'
s Plaving has a poignant tone,
garde, and bound for the exit at both eloquent and powerful in cer-
intermission. The Hartt Chamber tarn phrases. The ability of the other
Players are, of course, serious musi- Payers must be judged competent,
cians, although their intent was not M so little that transpired all eve-
taken seriously by many listeners ning required great or at least per-
Sunday. This was the very * issue ceptibly great technique and in-
that drew most of the on-lookers, siSht.
The misfortune of this perfor-
mance was that — with the pos-
sible exception of the Child's Inter-
balances — we heard really nothing
apocalyptic of music in the age of
Zak, although this group surely
itself avant-garde.—But-
I
Perhaps his most "sensational"
accomplishment so far is the cur-
rent exhibition of Bowdoin's Colo-
nial and Federal Portraits at the
Wildenstein Galleries in New York.
The display has been favorably re-
viewed by The New York Times on
several occasions, and the Ford
Foundation made it possible for Mr.
and the point to which I shall re-
turn at the end of the review.
The two pieces which, unfortu-
nately, brought down the incredu-
lous house were unforgivable frauds
:
Greys, a Film Score (1963) by Don-
Scarvada ai
by Raymond ^White. The Scarvada such a Judgment impels me to con-
is an improvisational score for alto sider an argument of what is music.
flute-piccolo, bass clarinet, double- The traditional, conservatively-edu-
bass, percussion which is performed cated musicologist risks seeming il-
in total darkness as the audience lib.eral »« he tries to impede the
fixes watch on a moviette of an "advancement" of his study. We are
all aware that the new, untried,
"unpopular often becomes the classic.
In January of next year there will
appear a new journal, Source, cre-
ated by and dedicated to that co-
endless progression of colored cir-
cles. There is, no doubt, some sig-
nificance to the frequency, color,
size, and acceleration of the circles.
To the uninitiated listener, how-
ever, its reading is all quite arbitrary terie of musicians in this country
and its most memorable feature the who ^make the "new" music. This
numb vertigo in which the piece Publication, like its ephemeral pre-
leaves him. Ecce Homo is Mr. decessors, will have to address itself
White's audio-visual allegory of man to the Question: are there any really
after drawings of George Grosz, bad compositions in the most mod-
with an unfathomable juxtaposition ern vein — French, English, or
of sounds by the Beatles, Guy Lorn- American? These ardent supporters
Sadik to conduct an intensive study bardo on New year's Eve the Young of new developments in the musical
exhibition of American "paperback
of the collection for nl* catalogue. Rascals and others ^ some in_ art assert themselves with more or
Non-Cerebral Phenomena stances White makes his point, but less critical intention and tend to
A question dealing with Happen- these points were one after the declare that the worse their pieces
ings as a new area in which the in- ether most banal and unoriginal in- round, the better they are said to
tegration of the visual and dramatic 'deed. be - Modern works in these judg-
arts can occur prompted Mr. Sadik Each of these pieces is a hoax ments a11 seem good, even very
to make these observations on the because "sights" adventitious to the ^ood. Their view is that anyone who
trend of modern art: "I suppose to making of the music void the pur- does n°t throw overboard all the
the extent that vagrant events can pose of a concert; this is absolutely impediments of the past is reac-
have some meaning in a creative one step too far for the "new" mu- tionary — obstructing the onward
sense and can elicit responses that sic. Yet those present seemed to be marcn of music - Such a point of
one might not normally experience, captured by the floating balls and
vlew seems to be the only criterion
Happenings might have some rele- the articulate grotesqueness of for Judging new work in the art as
vance. By and large, however, I Grosz's drawings. It is just ludicrous art
-
take a rather dim view of basical- to applaud the projectionist so en-
The old F°gies *«** more tan-
ly non-cerebral phenomena in the thusiastically. fle Principles for the new fashion:
arts." Within the context of mod- There were also several pieces on
Are there differences of merits
ern art, originating in 1850, there the program of the non-visual new
Must music sound bad to be really
has been considerable emphasis on. ™sic, such as Robert Ashley's Trio
^ood? some good, better, even
books in the Louvre in 1965. It was
"I suppose my responsibilities (as the only museum catalogue in the
Director of the Art Museum) are entire exhibition,
to take care of the art collection,
to purchase new things, to do re-
search on the Collection, and to ar-
range exhibitions of material from
other museums and private people."
Another major responsibility is the
production of a catalogue which
accompanies each of Mr. Sadik's ex-
hibitions.
"I feel the catalogue is as impor-
tant as the exhibition itself; more
important in the sense that the ex-
hibition is temporary. A catalogue,
however, is a permanent record of
the exhibition, and to some extent
a work of scholarly criticism in the
area of art history."
The Portrayal Of The Negro
In American Art
Speaking of one of his most suc-
cessful exhibitions, held during the
summer of 1964 and which was
focused on the Negro in American
Art, Mr. Sadik made these com-
ments: "This was a theme which Leonard Baskin, Mr. Sadik set up war period, a reaction which made
seemed timely and one in which no an exhibition of Painting in British them feel they could not represent
exhibition had ever been done. I India, 1757-1857, the first of its kind pictoria'ly their true 1 emotional re- .
. .
famous billiard games, is put to-
wanted to see how great American ever held. From there he launched sponses." The contemporary trend thw cn {he a( , ran^om b and comparing among Uu heirs.
painters, obviously exceptional hu- into Baroque Paintings from the of Pop Art is a manifestation of this
th? shuffling cf^ several cards given For when everything is su, , '.atively
man beings, observant and knowing, Collection of Walter'P. Chrysler, Jr. crisis, "an expression of artists who
t each f the Dlavers f „ . ol
had depicted the Negro throughout and French Impressionist and Post feel they must focus broadside at- clarmet and oboe Tne „lavers for-
our history. There had been studies impressionist Painting, the latter tention on the banalities of our tuitiuslv ended on the same beat
of the Negro in literature but noth- being borrowed from two of the time." These artists, who are ex- an apparent surprise to their direc-
ing in art." grandchildren of the Palmers of pressing a very personal reaction tcr. Pauline Oliveros's Outline for superlatively good. Is this :
Although the primary concern of Chicago and containing the first im- to life, believe that the surface pret- Flute, Doublebass, and Percussion slc ' tnen - starting an era ol
the exhibition lay with the paint- pressionist paintings brought to tiness must be cut away until the <i9S3i was announced as the staff excellence In the present
ings as works of art, its socio-polit- America. Last fall Mr. Sadik real values held by society are ex- for the iconoclasts of the composer- arTairs . such skeptics are
ical nature was very much evident, brought the Salton Collection of posed. Mr. Sadik, furthermore, be- performer relationship, as it were, tne progress of art, crushir
"I wanted to show that the Negro Renaissance and Baroque Medals to lieves that "in an era of large-scale those who resent composers "ideas." nahty of the young and daring, who
had been treated as a dignified hu- Bowdoin, and once again he drew indirection creative personalities The,piece, sketchy as it is. provided nave almost unionized themselves
man being by all painters of quality, up a definitive and highly popular have no banner to rally 'round," ad libitum for several minutes with int0 a U>cal to resist the \oice of
and that the stereotypical picture of catalogue. Mr. Sadik expressed exasperation inconsistent degrees of intensity the Past?
the Negro so commonly held could Commenting upon his most re- with the "Art of the Academy," and volume, the reading all suit- There have always been hard
be disproved by an exhibition cent exhibition, Window Homer at (Continued on page 8) ably arbitrary and. no doubt, suici- (Continued on page 8) ,
experimental, a development >» <«»>. a * minute chronology J*T *»* ^^T' °rT bad?
which has fostered a reevaluation of the flute scored for flute, double-
When a critic hods a preference.
bass, percussion, and the drone of does ne differentiate on the grounds
an too-forte speaker. It has a cur- of harmony, theme, rhythm? When
ious sequence of plagiarisms from Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunalre was
the historical repertoire of the flute, premiered in 1923, it was to many
all of which devolve on the cynical intolerably ugly, to others the her-
conclusion that the flute will be aId of a new art - Last Sunday the
obsolete in seventy years. Mr. Ash- Schoenberg would have been a re-
ley eschews such a judgment of his freshing entry in the program,
own imminent obsolescence. The older heads look on the con-
Twahzfc Gruppen of Bo Nilsson, ndem ardor of youth' with indul-
ielying on the pretext of Mozart's Sence But these elders should be
appeased with a method of mdging
of art in general. "The fundamen-
tals of painting had to be re-exam-
ined to make invaluable as art and
not as illustration. Since the end
of World War II there has been a
crisis in the visual arts having to do
with the profound reaction of artists
Fresh from his success -=with to the horror of the war and post-
good, the level is raised s
all discrimination is last
experience tells us that
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i FOCUS
(Continued from page 7)
"There is, furthermore, too much 1A . n l l iDebate Schedule
The Intercollegiate Debate Topic
which gives rise to the notion that If Bowdom is great it Really can for 1%6 67 ' "Resolved: that the
of an attitude around here that this
is the best of all possible Bowdoins.
Pop Art is the one and only field
and ought to be much greater." United States should substantially
of creativity that has the blessing " "•" "^V .\ i
of art authorities.
„
This trend, he How can Bowdoin be made great-
«ltte its foreign policy commit-
.feekis leading to a pseuao*ppre- er? 'ThT admission of more-caea. *ments" was the main otSject _of*dis-
ciaUon of -a certain ,type of art tive individuals is not enough: •*Phe*'rCWssi *)n at' tn« Bewtloin-College Be*
merely because -it is in vogue, and sooner the fraternities are no more, bate Council smoker last we£k'. Af-
likewtee to an equally shallow cri
Little Appointed Head
Of New Research Center
ticism, ol .the art which is not 1 fh
the better' off Bowdoin will be." Such ter » welcome and a general out-
a change, he feels, would »make It line of the organization and scohe
vogue: "There is no -wrong reason •
_, /• „ ' ' " ,
for likinVa work" of art. but there ^f^ ^ ^ serious attention of ^baling at Bowdoin b*. Garyto the excitement of learning.'
Roberts president Qf ^ Coundl
Considering the position of the
ow „„ „nm~„ u ^-.a- .,T A~~t John LaChance, Manager of thearts on campus he said: I don t
think that the arts at Bowdoin get Council, presented a list of some
anywhere near their fair share of of the tournaments to-which Bow-
,
are 1000 wrong reasons for disliking
a work of art."
He concluded his criticism of con-
temporary art with this statement:
Happenings and Pop Art have
some value, but it's- damn little.
In the final analysis. Michelangelo.
Rembrandt, and Eakins will tri-
umph when Pop Art and Happen-
ings are only historical curiosities."
Reflections On Bowdoin
Mi-. Sadik termed the lack of stu-
dent involvement in museum activi-
ties as "appalling."
"I think Bowdoin needs desper
ately to admit more unusual' men
funds. If some of the conditions doin will probably send a squad.
that exist in the arte existed in the They inc]ude; October ^.^ La .
Chemistrv Department, the situa-
... . .... , Salle Invitational, Philadelphia;
tion would be soon rectified. In
some circles here the arts are looked November 18-19, University of Ver-
upon as window-dressing, and the mont; November 25 27, Georgetown
real purpose they serve is not appre-
ciated." He later mentioned speci-
fically the conditions with which he
is not satisfied: an inadequate lec-
ture room, a studio "that would
make a dandy broom closet," the
Decern
There are too many All-American fact that "two members of the fac-
Boy types here. The most lopsided ulty have offices which are drawers
student can enrich an academic m my .secretary's desk," a desperate
community in an incalculable way.
I mean specifically students who are he concluded: "I look upon a mu
deeply interested in some phase of S(.Um as a battleship in a great
the creative arts, or Marxism, or cause and rarely as a pleasure boat."
butterflies. An equally pressing concern,
On the subject of coeducation he however, is with the type of collec-
said: "I would sooner see Bowdoin tion. Bowdoin has no representa-
become coeducational than become Uve collection of European art, and
a university. Along this line. I until she acquires one, the Museum,
think it would be very wrong for aside from borrowed exhibitions, is
Bowdoin to try to become a univer- not complete. "The addition of a
Invitational, Washington;
ber 2-3. Temple,. Philadelphia. Sev-
eral other tournaments, according
to Professor Thayer and Mr. Reed,
coach and assistant coach respec-
tively, are being planned in addi-
tion to these. All interested stu-
dents are encouraged to contact
either Professor Thayer or Mr.
ack of
_
space. With gentle irony R^ ag there are many p ,aces
still open on the debate squad.
ZAK
(Continued from page 7)
words about new music, some of
which has turned out to be truly
great. But that does not prove that
all turned out to be great. A lot of
small liberal arts colleges which in meaningful to a college community
their way are as excellent as uni- as any other significant academic
versities. ' experience."
it was bad and deserved what it got.
Bity. What u really needed 43 more great new work of art can be a& ' g ic t there be caution among the
enthusiasts of the day; let them
recall the ready examples of Schu-
mann and Wagner. Schumann him-
self was- a critic. But there is poor
music of Schumann around that
was hailed as brilliant in his day.
It is not, therefore, presumptuous to
say that poor music is surviving
under the proud guise of the "new
music"?
j;';Tre^ident,;jel|egta.nnQunced the es^
tablishment^of a new Public 'Af-
fairs "keseafch Center at Bowdoin
_anjj*_lhe anointment of Dana A. ,
Little as it£ Director.
f The new "Center, wrjlch will be
located In Hubiard Hall -on the''
Bowdoin campus,1 will combine Bow-
doin's existing Bureau for Research
in Municipal Government and the
Center for Economic Research un-
e'er one administrative head. Dr.
Coles said the present activities of
the two agencies will be continued
and with a full-time Director, these
activities will now be expanded and
broadened in scope.
President Coles noted that forma-
tion of the Center is in keeping with
Bowdoin's traditional service role to
the community at large in assessing
current problems and in seeking so-
lutions. The Center plans to pro-
vide assistance to government at
the local and state levels, private
industry and the general public.
The change, Dr. Coles said, will
strengthen the important role of
each of the old research organiza-
tions. He said their related nature
has become increasingly apparent
and their areas of mutual concern
can best be served by an integrated
effort.
Faculty members and students at
Bowdoin will continue to take part
in the activities of the Center,
which will be under the general
A member of BowdohVs Class of „
1946, Mr. Little, who is 39. has been
Director of the Division of Research*
.and Planning, in the. Maine DepaH^__
ment of Economic Development
since 1964, ^He joined DEDas a
Planning Associate in 1957„ after *.
serving for four years as a civilian
geographer for the Department of
the Army in the Far East. He has
also been a planning consultant
with Resources for the Future, Inc.,
Washington, D. C, and a reporter
and copy reader for the Portland
(Maine) Press Herald.
In addition to his A.B. from Bow-
doin, Mr. Little holds an M.A. de-
gree in Geography from Clark Uni-
versity in Worcester, Mass. He has
also studied at Yale University, Mc-
Gill University, the University of
Texas and the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology.
Mr. Little is a Director of the
Natural Resources Council of Maine
and a member of the American So-
ciety of Planning Officials, Region-
al Science Association, Soil Conser-
vation Society of America, Associa-
tion of American Geographers and
American Geographical Society.
As Director of the new Bowdoin
agency, Mr. Little will develop re-
search projects to be undertaken
by the Center, prepare proposals
for support of such projects by pub-
lic and private agencies, and super- ,
Vise and coordinate the Center's




Storer, Dean of the Faculty and a
former Director of the Center for
Economic Research.
Mr. Little, who began his new
assignment Sept. 6 is a resident
of Brunswick and Augusta. He is
the son of Professor and Mrs. Noel
C. Little. His father retired in
June after 47 years as a member of
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"Maine Business Indicators," the
monthly publication of the Center
for Economic Research which con-
tains widely used economic analyses
including the Maine Business In-
dex, will be continued by the new
research agency, President Coles
said.
Both component units of the new
Bowdoin Center have already made
substantial contributions to the
fields of scholarship and research.
The Bureau for Research in Mu-
nicipal Government, established in
1914, has educated students in the
use of primary materials relating to
state and local governments. An-
other important aim has been to
supply information to citizens, civic
organizations and government offi-
cials.
The Bureau has furnished infor-
mation and technical aid to cities
and towns throughout New Eng-
land. One of its lasting contribu-
tions to civic knowledge has been
the publication of monographs in
the Government Research Series of
the Bowdoin College Bulletin. Pro-
fessor John C. Donovan, current Di-
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caught short. Make your reservations now.
Ho m \1 A tew weeks ,ii!<> V Than!
annoutn ed he would not ^eok another
term .* - ! Bay at the UN Oh. to sad
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(Continued from page 8)
rector of the Bureau ajyl Chairman
of Bowdoln's Department of Gov-
erriment, plans to broaden the scope
of its research program from the
HjftlS' of» municipal^and state' gov^
ernment; to include the whole broad
range ^>f governmental activities.
The Bowdoin Center for Economic
Research was established in 1958 as
>,fihe outgrowth of ah effort that be
gan in 1954 among a groun of busi-
'nessmeri and economists who rea-
lized the need for a better under-
standing of the .Maine economy and
the availability of technical infor-
mation about it. This first phase
of the program was sponsored by
the ' Maine State Committee for
Economic Development and the
Ford Foundation. Publication of
the Maine Business Index began in
1956 and has been continued at
Bowdoin.
In addition to the Index, "Maine
Business Indicators" regularly in-
cludes comment on current condi-
tions and articles devoted to vari-
ous phases of the state's economic
structure. The Center has also
carried out a variety of research
projects involving aspects of the
Maine and New England economies.
These studies have been made pos-
sible by grants received from feder-
al and state agencies and from pri-
vate organizations. Financial sup-
port for the "Maine Business In-
dicatorsi' is provided primarily by
corporate gifts made to Bowdoin
especially for this purpose
ROTC Cadet
Appointments Made
The Bowdoin College, ROTC unit
today'announced the appointment
jtf- Feed EfHayna?; Ill,, of McLean/
Va., as Battalion Commanding Of-
ficer. Haynes, who holds the- stu-
.
dent,, rarrk^ pt Cadet Lieutenant;
Colonel, is the'soh of Col. and Mrs.
Fred E. Haynes, Jr.. of McLean.
Also announced was the appoint-
ment of Cadet Ma j. Edwin L. Rus-
sell of Bronxville, N. Y., as Bat-
talion Executive Officer. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Rus-
sell of Bronxville.
The Battalion staff includes Ca-
det Maj. Walter Rowson, m, son
of Mrs. Walter Rowson, Jr., of
North Grosvenordale, Conn., and the
late Mr. Rowson; Cadet Capt. Ruwe
Halsey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bates
Halsey of Greenwich, Conn.; and
Cadet Capt. Richard H. Bamber
ger, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester S.
Bamberger of Cleveland, Ohio.
• Lta^l.-mchard S. Flegiing;
Ing hlal'of Bowdoin's ROTC £
act-
staff,
also announced these company of
ficeru: - ' _ - »_•_,
Company A —^Commanding Of-
: i. r Cadet Cap>. Betfcrand N. Ken-'
dall. soh'of Mr. and Mrs. David |{.
kendah' of Plainfield. N. J.; '. 1st
Platoon Leader, Cadet 2nd Lt. Peter
G. Manolakos, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George P. Manolakos of Providence,
R. I.j 2nd Platoon Leader. Cadet
2nd Lt. Thaddeus J. Keefe, III, son
of Mrs. Thaddeus J. Keefe of Egypt,
Mass., and the late Mr. Keefe.
Company B — Commanding Offi-
cer, Cadet Capt. Robert M. Teeter,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Teet-
er of Berkeley Heights, N. J.; 1st
Platoon Leader, Cadet 2nd Lt. Jeff-
rey C. Withe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Stanly F. Withe of Berkeley, Calif.;
and 2nd Platoon Leader, Cadet 2nd
Lt. Richard E. Perks, son of Mr, and
Mrs. William H. Perks of Worcester, bunk, Maine; Wilferd B. Vachon,
>Mass. jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilferd
Cadet Staff Sergeants named as^ B Vachon of Brunswick, Maine;
squad leaders in their respective
^^les w stone son of Mr^ and
platoons include Dennis and David Mrs John E.*«toije of Belmont,,.
McNabb, sc1i4r*-Mi\and Mrs. John%
asS „ ;^j^ M/ hughes, «on of
F, McNabb o^eco, Maine; Paul W. Mr ^nd' Mrs* George r Hughes of




Z Z ,. ; „ ,, Norwood, N. J,; and . Edward Y.
eric S Newman of Bangor, -Mainev ... * » • , /. . >•
Lendall L. Smith, son , of Mr. and Bush, son of Dr. and Mrs^ Richard
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(Continued from page 3)
as upstairs productions, in order to
be appealing, must fill the space
available.
Third, the intimate theater will
allow experimentation in techniques
which would be both costly and
sound effects, and many other fa-
cets will not be hindered to any
great extent so that a wide range
of plays, from Shakespeare to mod-
ern plays of realism, may be pro-
duced.
Although not totally completed
yet, the theater was used for a
smoker last week, at which a one-
act play was successfully presented.





plays on* Dec. 9, Durrenmatt's "The
Physicists" on Feb. 9 through 12,
and student-written one-acts March
18. In addition, David Gamper,
President of The Masque and Gown,
indicates that any students wishing
to direct or aid in producing plays
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your special facilities and prices for Students and I
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of the new music and the FUGS,
wants campus reps for surveys
and public relations assignments.
Contact immediately B. Stoll-
man, ESP, 156 5th Ave., New
York 10010."
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To the man who appreciates the Tra-
ditional in apparel — our beautifully
tailored Natural Shoulder Blazer*
strike a responsive chord. We












A too-small education can really tramp your .style. Box
you in. Sqiiee/.e you into a too-small job
. . . and keep you
there permanently.
Don't let it happen. Make "sure ijoii get ail education
that's big enough to fit you for life.
It's really the smart thing to do. Because, to get any
khitr-nf a good (oh today, you M'fd a good education. It's
the first thiug most employers ask for, It's your passport
to a gjjotl job, with good pay and a comfortably large
future.
So il you're in school now
. . . stay there! Learn all you
c an lor as long as yon can. II you're out of school, you can
still get plenty of valuable training outside the classroom.
For details, see the Youth Counselor at your State Km
ploymeut Service Or \isit a Youth Opportunity Center.
To get a good job, get a good education © "V
r.j.1,.1,, ,t „
, ta,i '•iTr.t,,.., *,,t, Th, t^mtlMU *
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New Faculty
Appointments
. president C«i$fc to* announced .
the appointment oT«18 new members
ai the Bcwdoin College f&cjufty. And
several st all aprjaMrrj^nU for tfie




'• " The new" faculty members in-
elude Dr. Mahadey Dutta, who is.
Visiting Professor of Mathematics
on the Tallman Foundation.
Other new faculty members in-
clude Dr. Theodore M. Grene, Vis-
iting Professor of Philosophy; Dr.
Karl S. Woodcock, Visiting Lecturer
in Astronomy; Dr. Richard Hornby,
Assistant Professor of English and
Director of Dramatics; Dr. John W.
Ambrose, Jr., Assistant Professor of
Classics; Edward H. Hanis, Assis-
tant Professor of Economics; Dr.
Lawrence C. Perlmuter, Assistant
Professor of Psychology; Dr. Allan




Hughes, Assistant Professor of Phys-
ics and Astronomy, who will join
the faculty Feb. 1.
New staff members include Louis
L. Doyle. Administrative Assistant
to the Director of the Senior Cen-,,
ter; Samuel W. Elliot, Assistant
Director of Admissions: Eugene W.
Huguelet, Acquisitions Librarian;
John B, Ladley. Jr.. Reference LI-
m
brarian; Dana A. Little. Director of
Bowdoin's Public Affairs Research
Center; and Glenn K Richards.
Alumni Secretary.
FOOTBALL AT WPI
(Continued from page 12)
seveiv-more.. 4fiens' the'n hit Mcr
Quirk at trieAfiij' fgr another first
down. Benedetto went left and cut-
back for nine yards and Soule cir-
cled"'rTghr<ncr f6*r .eight to bring
In addition to these football stars, two members of Coach Danny
MacFayden's excellent pitching staff last spring have signed professional
baseball contracts. Bob Butkus '66, captain of last year's squad, was
signed to a contract with the Pittsburgh Pirates. Butkus, who was named
to second team College Division All-America honors as a result of his
sparkling 0.92 earned run average, played for Salem, Virginia of the
Appalachian League and then was promoted to the Pirates* Clinton, Iowa
farm team of the Midwest League. The lefthanded hurler pitehfji three
innings of an exhibition game for the parent Pittsburgh club against the
Cleveland Indians, allowing only one run.
Bruce MacLean '67, a hard-throwing righthanded pitcher, was drafted
and signed by the St. Louis Cardinals and assigned to the Sarasota farm
team where he pitched well in relief . . .
the ball down ty the T'1-yard line
Viens then called for "Beany" on
an inside reverse that gained six
yards. After Horace Sessions was
stopped for no gain, Soule bulled his
way into the end zone for the -
touchdown. jOnce again- .Day? Ml-,
Nabb"*' conversion ^ttemrjf'w'as urr-*
-
stfo5essr\il'' as* WPI co-captain Gene'
Baldrate blocked it.
Tb* Pelar Bears" ?w1» be looking
for their' first win - of- 4ijg -j*ason"
this Saturday afternoon when they
oppose .the tough Wesleyan Cardi-
nals in Middletown, Connecticut.
*
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
END OF LITERACY?
Rev. Walter J. Ong, S.J., a widely
known clergyman, educator and au-
thor, will deliver a public lecture at
BOwdoin Oct. 6.
Father Ong, whose topic will be
"The End of the Age of Literacy,"
will speak in the Bowdoin Senior
Center at 7 p.m. The public is cor-
dially invited to attend.
Father Ong is Professor of Eng-r
lish at St. Louis University, where
he has been a member of the fac-
ulty since 1944. During the current
academic year he is serving as Berg
Professor of English at New York
University.
A native of Kansas City, Mo.,
Father Ong received his A=B. at
Rockhurst College and holds ad-
vanced degrees from St. Louis Uni-
versity, and Harvard University. He
entered the Society of Jesus in 1935
and was ordained as a priest in the
Roman Catholic Church in 1946. Be-
fore joining the St. Louis faculty he
taught at Regis College in Denver.
A former Guggenheim fellow,
Father Ong has lectured at many
colleges and universities. In 1961-62
he was a Fellow of the Center for
Advanced Studies at Wesleyan Uni-
versity.
His many books include "Fron-
tiers in American Catholicism",
"Ramus, Method and Decay of Dia-
logue", "American Catholic Cross-
roads", and "The Barbarian With-
in."
NOW!! "UM Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
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Horry ! Got Yoors Today
You almost
(Congratulations! Now you can almost get
a good paying job.)
The world is full ot people who almost made it.
You could be one of them il you start work with
a too-small education.
In today's job market, if yon haven't jjot a
good education .
. .
you haven't got what it takes
to compete For (he good-paying jobs.
Today, to get a good job, you need a good edu-
cation. No two ways about it. A i^ood education
qualifies you for a better, job to start with. A bet-
ter salary, too. And a future that keeps on paying
oil year altei year.
,
So it you're in school now . . . stay there! Learn
all you can for as long as you can. If you're out of
school, there are plenty of ways to get valuable
training outside the classroom.
For details, get in touch with the Youth Coun-
selor at your State Employment Service. Or visit
a Youth Opportunity Center.
To get a good job, get a good education ©>t
I'ulilishi'd .iv ,1 pulilii ii tooprrntion with Thf Advertising Council.
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( * Lowell Tech: 3-1
The name of the game is football. Despite this fact, Bowdoin teams
usually have trouble putting the foot into the game. This year's squad
is no exception. Judging from the season's first game, the Polar Bears
once again lack a placekicking specialist. Never was this more evident
than last Saturday when a big tackle from Worcester Tech split the
uprights with a field goal to beat the Polar Bears. Meanwhile, Dave Mc-
Nabb's two conversion attempts were unsuccessful.
One only has to think of past Amherst games to realize how much
* the absence of a reliable kicker has hurt the Polar Bears. Two years ago
on Parents' Weekend Amherst rallied with two touchdowns in the last
six minutes to win. The score — 19-18. Last year at Amherst the Polar
Bears missed a short field g'oal attempt that might have changed the
complexion of that game. Thus, this seems to be one of many lingering
problems^such as lack of depth, injuries, etc. that continues to plague the
Bowdoin football picture.
Unfortunately, this fall's edition of Bowdoin football has more serious
problems at the moment than lack of a placekicker. Unless" the offense
improves considerably over last Saturday's showing, Coach Pete Kostaco-
poulos may not have too many opportunities to call upon his kicking team.
The main concern at the moment^eems to be the inexperienced line
which has just one holdover from laat year's starting unit, co-captain
Bob Pfeiffer. Big Charlie Hews has list been moved from his normal
tackle slot to center to fill the hole left by the departure of two senior
centers. Junior Jim Georgitis brings only 163 pounds to a guard slot. Most
of his playing time last year was as a linebacker. Meanwhile seniors Carl
Puglia and Bob Teeter .and sophomore Dick Wormell all displayed their
inexperience at their interior line positions. Tight end Dave Doughty also
saw only limited action last year. Sophomore Bob McGuirk showed great
premise at split end by catching six passes against WPI.
The backfield has the potential to be a fine unit. However, much
hinges on the continued development of quarterback Maurte Viens* arm
which was severely injured last spring. Sophomore Dick Parmenter needs
a great deal more experience in play selection and overall leadership.
Viens, who tied two Bowdoin passing records last season, has These two
important qualities.
Little Richie Benedetto is the surprise of the Polar Bear squad.
"Benny" piled up 67 yards in 15 carries Saturday to lead the Bowdoin
ground attack and also was on the receiving end of two aerials good for
37 more yards. Playing in Paul Soule's shadow last season, "Benny" man-
aged to gain only 15 yards all season. Junior Mort Soule, Paul's brother,
will be sidelined for two to three weeks with a knee injury. However, it
is hoped that another junior, Charlie Belanger, will be sufficiently recov-'
ered from a preseason ankle injury to step into the other halfback slot.
Horace Sessions, a fine blocker and powerful short distance runner, is
more than' adequate at fullbaek.
*—
The major problem with the Polar Bears' defense is that most of the
defensive stalwarts are called upon to play offense also. Thus, too often
they lose their quickness by the end of the game. The tackling against
Worcester Tech was atrocious. The Tech ball carriers repeatedly were
able to break away from the grasp of the first, second, and even third
Bov.-doin tackier.
Losing to Worcester Tech is a bad omen. Even when the Bears began
the last two seasons with impressive 38-13 and 40-8 triumphs ever WPI,
thev were not able to do any better than split the remaining 14 games on
the two-year slate. In addition, WPI was crushed by Amherst 53-0 in a
preseason oontest earlier last week. Thus, great improvement in the Polar
Bears' overall play will be needed in order to finish the season with a
respectable record.
This Saturday's game against Wesleyan should be a telling sign as to
how the Bears can expect to fare against Amherst and Williams the
following weeks. Wesleyan, despite losing their opener to Middlebury last
week, should be very tough. They have a big, strcng line in front of hard
runners such as halfback Bill Congleton. Congleton gained over 100 yards
on the ground last season against the Bears in leading the Cardinals to
a 23-13 victory. Bowdoin holds a slight 22-18 lead in the series. There
have been two ties.
A familiar face in the visiting stands at Worcester Saturday was
last year's co-captain Paul Soule who holds several alltime Bowdoin rush-
ing and scoring marks. Paul, who tried out for the Dallas Cowboys of the
NFL, is currently playing for the Nashua <N.H.) Colts, a semi-pro club.
Jim' MacAllen, another member of last year's team, is playing end for
the Wilmington entry in the Atlantic Coast Football League. He was cut
by the parent Philadelphia Eagles.
(Continued on page 11)
by Tom Johnson
Bowdoin's varsity soccer team
opened its regular season last Sat
urday with an encouraging 3.-1 vic-
tory over usually tough Lowell Tech
at Pickard Field. Showing much
improvement from the previous
week's scrimmage with Amherst,
the Polar Bears displayed a re-
markable mastery of the basic skills
of trapping, accurate passing, and
correct kicking for such an early
stage in the campaign.
These fundamentals, so necessary
to any degree of success in soccer,
and physical conditioning were
Coach Charlie Butt's prime concern
in the first few weeks of two-a-day
workouts, but the team also appears
to have gained a good deal of
spirit, teamwork, and aggressiveness
which was reflected in many of the
"second efforts" in Saturday's game.
The graduation of so many start-
ers from last year's Maine State
Champions was cause for concern
over this year's prospects. Coach
Butt, however, has apparently re-
built an adequate defense around
~ca-captains^5andjr Salmelaratrhalf^
back and Charlie Powell at full
back, replacing the defense which
allowed only 12 goals in 10 games
last fall. Dave Knight and Sandy
Ervin, two members of the impres-
sive sophomore delegation, have
won starting berths at halfback
and fullback respectively and com-
bined with Bill Miles, Ron Sidman,
Powell, and Salmela to check Low-
ell's offense fairly well.
The first quarter was a standoff,
for the most part, with play rang-
ing back and forth across the field,
neither team maintaining control
of the ball. Midway through the
second period, however, Bowdoin's
experienced offense, led by Steve
Mickley, Tom Brown, Jeff Richards,
and Jim Lyons began to put con-
stant pressure on the Tech defense.
Several breaks on goal and a penal-
A SHOT — Bowdoin left wing Bill Williams advances on the
goalie after taking a shot on the Lowell Tech goal. The Tech
goalie will make this save, but the Bears were able to boot three
past him in their 3-1 victory over Tech last Saturday.
ty kick failed, but Anally at 19:47
Tom Brown (who finished with one
goal and two assists) crossed, to
Jim" Lyons at left wing who bootecr
the ball into the nets, making the
halftime score 1-0 in favor of Bow-
doin.
The third quarter was again even-
ly played, as Bowdoin's defense
showed its ability to recover and
drop back and Goalie Bob Swain
made many outstanding saves.
Mwindaace Siamwiza, at left wing
for the Bears, broke away several
times, and narrowly missed the goal
on each occasion. The fourth quar-
ter was a different story, since play
was almost entirely on the Engi-
neers' half of the field.
Nonetheless, Tech was able to
even the score at 11 when right
wing Carlo Lavinia received a long
pass from halfback Jose Resendes,
beat the defense, and scored on a
point-blank shot. Happily, the Black
and White went ahead to stay on a
successful penalty kick by Tom
Brown and an insurance goal by
inside Dave Mather, assisted by
Brown. The final-!
— Lowell Tech 1.
The picture is not all bright, of
course, since the inexperienced de-
fense and the relatively slow of-
fense will probably cause problems
for Bowdoin in upcoming tilts. The
ever-present threat of injury has
already struck the team, and several
regulars are nursing various ail-
ments.
. The triumph over Lowell is a
cause for optimism, however, about
the team's final record. Much will
be known about the future after
the Polar Bears face probably their
sternest test of the season this Sat-
urday when they meet always-pow-
erful Wesleyan at Middletown. The
Cardinals, defending Little Three
Champions, have certainly not for-
gotten their 3-1 drubbing by Bow-
doin last year and will be ready.
Polar Bears Lose To WPI
On Field Goals, 15-2
"MY VERY OWN SOCCER BALL" — Lowell Tech goalie stymies
rifht wing Jeff Richards near the Tech goal. Bill Williams (33)
and two other Tech players also head toward the action.
A perfect 21 -yard field goal with
Just 53 seconds remaining in the
game lifted underdog Worcester
Tech to a 15-12 victory over an
uninspiring Bowdoin eleven Satur-
day at the Engineers' home field.
The hero for Worcester Tech was
a 245-pound tackle, Dick Sandora,
who was playing his first varsity
game. The three-pointer, which was
the first successful scoring effort of
his career, gave WPI its initial vic-
tory in the short three-year series
with the Polar Bears.
The winning score climaxed a
spirited drive by Worcester Tech
after the Polar Bears had tied the
score 12-12 with 7:34 left in the
final period.
After an exchange of punts, the
Engineers took the ball on their
own 36-yard line and marched 53
yards to the Bowdoin eleven before
co-captain Bob Pfeiffer and defen-
sive end Dave McNabb combined to
stop WPI quarterback Doug Bob-
seine on a key third down situation.
Bobseine connected with half-
back Mike Scott on two passes for
17 yards and then scampered for 11
himself after being chased out of
the backfield. Scott then broke
through the right side of the Bow-
doin defense and raced 22 yards to
the 17-yard line before he was
hauled down from behind by Richie
Benedetto. Another short run by
Scott set up Sandora's decisive field
goal.
The Polar Bears started off as if
they planned to continue their two
year domination of WPI by scoring
its first touchdown early in the first
period. Mort Soule took the opening
kickoff back to the 40 before he
fumbled, but senior Carl Puglia
fell on it at the 47. After running
ior one first down, the Polar Bears
were forced to punt.
Sophomore Dick Parmenter put
the Engineers deep in a hole lofting
a punt which rolled dead at the
WPI four yard line. With the de-
fense drawn in tight, Tech was un-
able to move the ball. Soule re-
turned the WPI punt 21 yards to
the 17-yard line.
From there the Polar Bears
moved the pigskin into the end
zone in six plays. Senior Mo Viens
put the six points on the board by
rolling to his right and hitting
sophomore end Bob McGuirk with
a two-yard toss in the right corner
of the end zone. Dave McNabb's
conversion attempt went wide, leav-
ing the Bears with a 6-0 lead.
Worcester Tech evened the score
with only seven seconds left in the
quarter on a 10-yard Bobseine aerial
to end John Turick. The Engineers
moved 71 yards in 14 plays of this
sustained drive which used up over
six minutes of playing time. The
hard running of fullback Bruce
Samuelson, a 6-4, 205-pound sopho-
more, and durable Junior halfback
John Farley led the drive behind
a very spirited, quick-charging line.
WPI controlled the play through-
out the second period, running 24
plays to Bowdoin's nine. The Bears
were unable to gain a single first
down. However, Worcester Tech
managed to score only once more
in the period.
The touchdown came with less
than four minutes remaining in the
half, only shortly after a penalty
had halted a WPI drive at the Bow-
doin two. The scoring drive went
35 yards in nine plays.
The key play was a third down
situation from the 15. The Bowdoin
defensive line poured through and
put a good rush on the quarterback,
but Bobseine was able to spot Far-
ley near the right sideline at the
nine. Three Bowdoin men converged
on him, but he slipped by and
raced in for the Engineers' second
TD. The attempted rush for two
points failed, leaving WPI with a
.12-6 halftime lead.
The Polar Bears had shown a
very poor brand of tackling and
blocking in the half. Statistics
showed that* Bowdoin had made
only two firsf downs in the entire
half compared to 15 by the home
eleven.
However, the Bears displayed a
much finer game in the second half.
Under Maurice Viens' direction the
offense picked up considerably and
the Polar Bears defense held the
Engineers scoreless until the final
minute of the half.
In the fourth period the Polar
Bears showed flashes of last year's
offensive form as they moved 52
yards in eight plays for the tying
touchdown. For really the only time
in the game the blocking, running,
and passing began to click.
Junior Richie Benedetto, the
team's leading ground gainer, picked
up twelve yards to the WPI 40. Then
Mort Soule cut inside right end for
(Continued on page 11)
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Parents' Weekend, sponsored by
' by Bob Vaighan
Father Walter J. Ong, S.J., Pro-
fessor of English at St. Louis Uni-
versity spoke on the unusual topic:
End of the Age of Literacy. '
Though the crowd at the Senior
Bowdoin honored its outstanding Geoghegan, Chairman of the Bell-
undergraduate scholars during tra- gion Department; Professor Fritz
ditional James Bowdoin Day exer- _ . „ „ „




Plckard Theater, Memorial Hall, on Profess°r of Modern Languages and
the day set aside each year in mem- Chairman of the German Depart-
ory of James Bowdoin III, earliest ment; Professor James D. Redwlne,
patron of the College. Jr., of the English Department;
President James S. Coles present- and Robert E. Knowlton, Instruc- the Bowdoin Fathers Association,
ed honorary James Bowdoin Schol- tor in Biology. wm be held pnday and Saturday!
arships to 60 undergraduates who Following President Coles had a large number -of parents and
have maintained a high grade aver- handed out the awards, Steven friends of Bowdoin students are ex-
age since beginning their studies at Phillips Mickley 67, gave the re- pected to attend the variety of ac-
Bowdoin. The program included an sponse entitled "This Is it." He tivities during the weekend.
address by Dean Georges May of sP°^e basically about course selec- gehedBfed ewatt-4»efade-» sehei- 1945 the main media of P^W^QP^-tetev^teft
the many travelers were easier to
obtain news from.
Father Ong stated that there had
been, prior to the time of Gutten-
burg, little emphasis on typography
because written matter was first
Center was not large, it had good ncn-existent and then present only
attendance from the seniors and
faculty.
Professor Ong's theme in his lec-
ture was lack of interest in reading.
According to Professor Ong, before
Yale College. tion. He advised Freshmen to choose arship convocation, four sports con-
Three students who received their courses carefully, to ask advice, tests meetingS of the Fathers As-
grades of A- or better in each of and to make the best use of their SOC iation, a special forum, a chick-
in hand-written scripts. With the
invention of the printing press, the
emphasis on the spoken word
changed to the more reliable print-
ed word. This cycle was still near




their courses during the last aca-
demic year were awarded books
bearing a replica of the early col-
lege bookplate serving- to distinguish
the James Bowdoin Collection in
the College Library. The books will
be inscribed by President Coles.
advisors.
en barbecue iunCheon, a panel dls-
He pointed out that although the cussion on the ^ and llterat
Liberal Arts College is designed to
and M informal rec€ption . Parents
allow one time to look around, too m also lnvited ^ attend cla5seg
much time should not be wasted in „H *v, n,oi_ *«„ n-M„„ j c *with their sons Friday and Satur-
the process. Even though one wants d v
to start off the freshman vear on . ' _ , , -
,A special forum for parents and
Other prizes' awarded included the "Bht 'oot, easy courses should ^ wffl ^ hm ^ ^ Bo„doin








chapel at 10 a.m. Dr. Nathan Dane
General Philoon Trophy. The Cup g he students time and^someone g ^ Bowdoin .s Wml£iey notessar
is given annually by Alpha Rho
Upsilon Fraternity to the student
who, in his previous college year,
has ranked highest in scholastic
average among varsity lettermen.
The Trophy, established by Major
General Wallace C. Philoon of
Bowdoin's Class of 1905, is awarded
annually to the senior who ha6
compiled the best record at ROTC
summer camp.
Professor Albert Abrahamson,
George Lincoln Skolfleld, Jr., Pro-
else's money.
He proposed that one should take
courses that are worthwhile and in-
teresting so that, when -'one is
thinking of Graduate School, one
will not be prevented from entering
into his desired field of concentra-
tion and forced into a profession
which one doesn't want.
Professor Georges C. May, Dean
of Yale College and noted scholar
in the field of French Literature,
w*as the featured speaker of the day.
His topic, "Self-Interest and Aca-
of the Latin Language and Litera-
ture, will speak.
President James S. Coles will
speak on "Size and Students" at the
21st annual meeting of the Bow-
doin Fathers Association in Pickard
Theater at 10:30 a.m. Mothers
have also been invited to attend the
meeting.
At 11 ajn. a varsity soccer game
between Bowdoin and Springfield
will be held at Pickard Field. A
parents' luncheon, featuring a
trend. The trend today is swinging
toward even greater emphasis on
the spoken word.
Father Ong closed by stating that
although there were more people
reading today than ever before, the
emphasis on the printed page com-
pared to that of 'the sppken word
holds a secondary position.
Following the lecture, there was
question and answer period.
NOTICE
To all Students:
The College has made special ar-
rangements to administer the Selec-
tive Service College Qualification
Test to all interested Bowdoin men
fessor of Economics, was the speak- demic rnterest," centered around cnicken barbecue, will be held at
self-satisfaction and personal bene-
fit from individual actions.
11:45 in Sargent Gymnasium.
The varsity cross country team
er at a noon luncheon in the Moul
ton Union for the new James Bow
doin Scholars. Professor May defined two views wlu run against Amherst at 12:30 r?ad _
Other members of the Faculty of education: the first being voca- P m- BXid at 1:3° tne varsity foot-
Committee on Student Awards, tional training advocated by those bal1 team w111 t&ke on Amherst at
which is in charge of the cere- who feel that schooling should be Whittier Field,
monies, include Professor Richard related directly to one's occupation Following the football game there
L. Chlttim of the Mathematics De- and the second being Liberal Edu- wil1 be an informal reception in the
partment; Professor William D. (Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 3)
munication was the printed page:
newspapers, bcoks, elc. After 1940
this dependency on the newspaper
was supplanted by the growing in-
terest in the recent invention and
commercialization of television.
According to Professor Ong, tele- on November 18 and 19.
vision had this effect because of the Tne College recommends that all
minimum amount of effort required students who have not yet taken
the test and are registered with the
Selective Service System should
take the test at this time, for there
is as yet no assurance that the test
to use it. It was a lot easier to sit
and watch TV where everything is
done for the viewer than it was to
W
Administration: No Danger Of
Computer Impersonalisation
Professor Ong stated that today
is bursting with many such inven-
tions as TV, telephone, radio, and
many more.
He stated that in the 18th cen-
tury, typography had its maximum
effect. During this century there
was of course, no means of mass
will be given in the spring.
Application blanks for the test
are available at the Information
Desk of the Moulton Union.
When you fill out the application
form, indicate Bowdoin as the de-
sired test center for both dates.
BOWDOIN'S TEST CENTER NUM-
by Alan Kolod
Is Bowdoin's status as a small
personal college threatened by the
age of the computer?
The answer is no, according to
A. LeRoy Greason, Jr., Dean of the
College and Myron Curtis, Director
of. the Computing Center. Bow-
doln's IBM 1620 data processing
unit will be used for instruction and
research, and for administration.
The college's major reason for ac-
quiring the computer was to provide
students with an introduction to
computerized research in various
subject fields. However, the com-
puter will also be used to facilitate
administration of the college.
Curtis, emphasizing the educa-
tional possibilities of the computer,
explained that, "The value of the
computer comes from Its application
to areas of the traditional curricu-
la; students should come in contact
with it through their interests and
major field.'' The Computing Cen-
ter has already been used by stu-
dents and faculty in mathematics.
physics, chemistry, economics, and
music. Curtis is hopeful that pro-
fessors of other subjects will ex-
plore the possible uses of the com-




algebraic language which can
mastered in about twenty hours.
The benefits of being able to con
verse with the computer are in-
calcuable. For example, instead of
spending several hours trying to
solve a system of five equations in
five unknowns or determine the
trend of a long list of economic da-
ta, the student could use the com-
puter.
Dean Greason anticipates some
criticism of the use of the computer
to aid in administration. The three
greatest fears are that the college
will become more impersonalized,
that personnel will be displaced,
and admission decisions will be
communication other than the BER IS 283 - Tnis number £ n°*
included in the bulletin, but must
be entered on your application form.
All applications must be submit-
ted before Friday, October 21.
If you have any questions, please
see me or Charles R. Toomajian, Jr.
Jerry Wayne Brown
Dean of Students
printed page and word of mouth.
During this century the problem
of complete illiteracy was not great
enough to hinder the spread of
newspapers and after this point the
increased emphasis on ease of trav-
el made word of mouth begin, to a
small degree, to bring back the
spoken word because a person trav-
eled as fast as the newspaper and
Student Council Reports
enable students to use tne com-
puter, Curtis will offer several ex-
tra-curricular courses in FORTRAN
Orientation: The Council voted to back the policy expressed by the offi-
cers in their letter to Dean Brown. This keeps the authority to
enforce Orientation procedures in the hands of the Orientation Com-
mittee. The immediate effects for the fraternities of this vote could
be large signs (as in the past two years) and initiation after Home-
coming.
Curriculum: Mark Pettit '68 was elected t9 the Student Council Curriculum
Committee.
made by the computer. Both Dean student Life: The bus to the Wheaton mixer was cancelled due to a lack
Greason and Mr. Curtis believe
these fears to be groundless. Ac-
cording to Curtis, there is a greater
chance of increased rather than de-
creased employment as a result of
the use of the computer. Employees
who presently operate conventional
(Continued on page 2)
of interest. In the future, however.-bflses may be sent to the Boston
area if there is sufficient demand for a given mixer. Any ideas should
be conveyed to Dan Quincy or any member of the Student Life Com-
mittee.
Rushing: Pete Hayes will bring his recommendations for next year's
program before the Presidents' Council this week fur their sugges-
tions, especially regarding the maximum quota. A vote by the Stu-
dent Council will be taken nex 1 week on his final proposal





t* . • fry TOM KO&MO "
The Bowdoin College M^eum of
; Art last night opened its season
with the preview of the Walter K.
Gutman collection of paintings
and drawings by contemporary
American artists. Works by du
nificahce of the exhibition-to the The National Science Foundation (NSF) has awapded a $39,100 grant
college is not only of the collection to Bowdoin for support of a biochemical re^arch project under the
itself, but especially of its donor, a* direction of Professor John L. Howland of the Biology Department.





Professor Howland said the grant will enable him to continue re-
search on the manner in which cells manufacture energy-storing ATP
(Adenosine Triphospate) started in 1963 on a three-year grant from NSF.
The new grant, for a research project on "The Role of Quinones in Cell
Oxidation and ATP Synthesis," is for two years, and will allow the pur-
chase of new equipment necessary for the project, which is the next
step in Professor Rowland's examination of the energy metabolism of
living cells.
SEEING QUADRUPLE? — Per-
haps the artist had just spent a
party weekend at Bowdoin. Ac-
tually, this is one of the paint-
ings, "Edwin Denby", by Alex
Katz ln;1fte~~t3utfiiSn Collection
at the Museum of Art.
Bois, Tworkov, Gorky, Kline, Gus-
ton, Segal, Nakian, Grillo, Drexler,
Katz, Goldberg, Forst, Gourfain,
Cruz, and Gutman make up the
collection. And if one doubts the
American lineage of such names,
he has a right to. The twenty-nine
paintings and drawings are the
work of the so-called Abstract Ex-




, But the sig-
The event jg, of course, significant
in the history of the museum as
the first of so exciting a collection
of a college Alumnus.
The collection and Gutman the
man are mirror images, one of the
other. Gutman is the son of Jewish
Immigrants who fostered an early
love 'of art, his mother being a
gifted artist. When Gutman had
completed his high school years, he
was persuaded by a relative to seek
a college degree which Gutman took
at Bowdoin between 1921 and 1924.
Upon graduation, Gutman spent
some time in the family business,
the anticipation of a fairly suc-
cessful career on Wall Street. He
continued' painting and mingled
among the New York coteries of
Abstract Expressionists. Many of
the paintings at the exhibit were
acquired by the donor directly from
these friends.
Gutman may be pictured, as his
colleague Miss Marcia Marcus has
so deftly done, as the un-urbane
sage of Manhattan, inured — on
the surface — by the financier's
de souffle, sustained — in his
expression — by the eternal smile
of a happy man. Gutman lives, it
seems, by his love of art for art's
sake. This is made clear by the
zeal with which he explains his
gifts. "His wit is engaging and per-
sonable, never academic, The New
Yorker "Profile" reports that Mr.
Gutman's stock analyses of the fif-
ties were the delight of all market
players. His style of reporting was
unconventional, almost oblivious to
(Continued on page 5)
Last May Professor Howland was invited to attend a meeting of the
Federation of European Biochemical Societies in connection with his
research. The symposium, held in Warsaw, Poland, was devoted to the to keep records of students is pos-
COMPUTER
(Continued from pag* I)
bookkeeping machines will bei^pn-t'
ed to feed^nformalion to the com- ,;
puter. The fear of impersoimUzaT*
tion also seems without basis. "The
paradox of tjie, * conT^ufier," said ?
Curtis, "is. that though it may seem
to treat people as numbers, actually
it increases the possibility of more
personal relationships, for it pro-
vides advisors with more informa-
tion about each student than they
would normally be able to obtain."
One example of this is the use
of the computer by the Department
of Admissions. The computer will
provide the Director of Admissions
with brief sketches of each appli-
cants high school record. Another
advantage of using the computer
subject of the Biochemistry of Mitochondria, those parts of the cell in
which energy production takes place.
Professor Howland began his research in 1961 at the University of
Amsterdam in the Netherlands, where he was a Post-Doctoral Fellow for
two years. He is a 1957 cum laude graduate of Bowdoin with High Hon-
ors in Biology. Following a year of study in the Yale University Medical
School, he transferred to Harvard University, where he received his doc-
toral degree in 1961.
Peter Kyros, Maine's candidate for the U.S. House, of Representatives
from the first district, and Thomas Maynard, Independent candidate for
the same office, have accepted invitations to lunch with Bowdoin seniors
at the Senior Center October 13 and October 28, respectively. After
lunch, each will appear at a coffee-discussion hour at 1 p.m. in the Went-
worth Commons.
The Republican candidate, Peter Garland, expressed his regret at be-
Ing unable to accept- a similar invitation, explaining that his schedule
sibility of studying the achieve-
ment of students. Lists could be
generated classifying students un-
der almost any catagory. Class
rankings, grades and transcripts
will be prepared by the computer
much more efficiently than by
hand. Dean Greason summarized
the college's idea of the computer
when he called it "a tool which
will help us understand ourselves
better, and will enable us to be
more effective in our personal deal-
ings with students."
BOWDCHN DAY
(Continued from page I)
cation, into which class we ai-Bow-
between now and the November 8 election is completely filled.
STUDENTS ADVISED TO SUBMIT SSCQT APPLICATIONS NOW
Students are advised to submit applications for the Selective Service
College Qualification Test to be given November 18 and 19. All students
who intend to take this test should apply to the nearest Selective Service
local board for an Application card and a Bulletin of Information for the
test. The student must then fill out the card and mail it to the Educa-
tional Testing Service; all applications must be postmarked no later than
midnight October 21,
doin fall.. -
Self-interest comes definitely into
play in the first, but Professor May
wanted to show how it is manifested
in the second by means of examples.
His first example was a personal
cne. He wondered why he had ever
taken Latin and Greek when many
ether pursuits might have been
Stop Fooling Around!









BY RECORD CLUB OF
AMERICA
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
TO EARN OVER $100
IN SHORT TIME
Write for information to:
Mr. Ed Benovy, College Bureau
Manager, Record Club of Amer-
ica, 1285 E. Princess Street,
York, Pennsylvania 17405
Fresh Coffee ft Spudnnta
Any Time Spodnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St, Branawlek
the CANTERBURYshop
Open Monday thru Saturday 10:00 a.m. to &:00 p.m.
Brunswick-Bath Plaza
at Cook's Corner





NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New CocktaU Lounge
Adjacent to Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
more useful. Not including the men-
tal calisthenics that he performed.
Professor May stated that he had
learned that a sustained effort of
the mind*, without alterior motives,
yields satisfaction which needs no
other explanation.
He said that sportsmen, who criti-
cize the study of the Classics as
useless find self-satisfaction in chas-
ing a small white ball around the
links or buying costly equipment to
go deep sea fishing and then find
it unsportsmenlike to eat their prey.
are, in a sense, like liberal scholars.
The standard cry against liberal
education is that it is "aristocratic,
dilettantish, and costly.' - Professor
May pointed out that this is a dan-
gerous and misleading assumption.
He said that liberal education is in














L & A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Students
Compare And You'll Do Business At
& A TIRE CO.
51 BATH ROAD, BRUNSWICK TEL. 725-8754
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PARENTS
(Continued from page 1)
hSaMoulton Union, w jerL parents and
sons will have an opportunity* to
meet President and Mrs. "Coles and
members of the, faculty,.
*
' ,
There will also be opportunities
lor parents to take guided tours of
the campus, student guides will be
present at the Information Center
of the Moulton Union Friday from
2 to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 8:30 *
to 11 a.m.* Each tour will start on
the hour or half hour.
Saturday evening at 8:15 a panel
discussion on "What's New in the
Arts and Literature" will be held in
Pickard Theater. The moderator
will be Professor Robert K. Beck-
with, Chairman of the Music De-
partment. Panelists and their top-
ics will be Professor Herbert R.
Coursen, Jr., of the English De-
partment, Literature; Professor
Richard Hornby, Director of Dra-
matics, Drama; Donald R. Lent,
Visiting Lecturer in Art, Fine Arts;
and Professor Elliott S. Schwartz
of the Music Department, Music.
THINK .« ^5-8709
NOES
For All Your Needs ! >
140 MAINE STREET URUNSWICK
REMEMBER THE PENNY COLLECTION
YOU USED TO HAVE?
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU SAW
A RED BOOK?
BUY • SWAP • SELL
Brunswick Stamp & Coin Club
Meetings Every Other Monday, Starting
October 10, 8:00 p.m., 2nd Floor Adams
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
'212 AAlNE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick JJp & Delivery
-








LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.











. . . that Greyhound and Stowe Travel will offer a .special
Bowdoin College Thanksgiving Express Special for Boston on
Wednesday, Novemher 23, with a departure planned from
the MoUiton Inion at 12:50 p.m.? The return hus will leave
Boston's Greyhound Terminal at the special hour of 6 p.m.
on Sunday, Novemher 27. Tickets must he purchased in ad-
vance at the Stowe Agency ($5.85, one way or $9.65, round-
trip) and reservations must In* made at time of purchasing
of tickets. The trip depends of course on a maximum number
of advance reservations.
. . . that Airline Youth Fare Cards may always be purchased
at Stowe Travel along with the half-rate tickets? Did you
know also that the airlines will not honor stand-by fares for
youths on November 27, December 15 to 24 or from January
2 through January 4?
. . . that we urge you to make your airline reservations for
the Thanksgiving and Christmas vacations NOW it you have
not already done so?
. . .
that the popular Greyhound $!>!> Trav-L-Pass which was
due to expire in October has been extended until next spring'.'
. . . that we are open every days from » a.m. to 5 p.m. and
.every evening from 7 ;3h~p.m. 1^4U3i^p,m^ >^„jMHl-iitvi4e^y<w
to get in touch wilh us lor your travel arrangements.
. . .
that we oiler \ou the experience we've gained through
nearly 2(1 years serving hundreds of Bowdoiu travelers.
H. B. STOWE - TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT ST 725-5573 BRUNSWICK, ME.
Located in the heart of downtown Brunswick
wz
720 Sab^ttus Street, Lewiston
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
TEL. PA. 5-5362 # J
ROUTE 1
"OLD PORTLAND BRUNSWICK RD.
Friday — Saturday— Sunday
2 ACTION-PACKED SHOCKERS!
BEWARE OF THE NIGHT CRAWLERS
...THEIR CLUTCHES
WILL DISINTEGRATE YOU!
IFS THE BATTLE OF THE SEXES
AS SAVAGE PLANET WOMEN
ATTACK FEMALE SPACE INVADERS II











Yes, the Big look is West
*'fii — and in these warm
rugged sherpa lined jac
kets you have a choice «f
corduroy and steer hide in
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BONUS FEATURE FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Psychorama Subliminal Communication
"Terror in the Haunted House"






You get the real 1-jolt of the West —
when you wear Levis Western Heavy
Bull Denim jeans with the Western
Jacket in Beige and Olive Sizes 28 to 36
$450
70'; Wool 3<K; Nylon
Athletic Socks
$|00
70'; Wool for warmth and absorbency
-
30'.' nylon for long wear. Handsome
new Heather shades thai go with Fall
sweaters and slacks. One size stretch
fits 10', to 13.
A. H. BENOIT and COMPANY
120 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
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ing Pre/ident- Coles* to -look into the possibilities of some form «f"* ^ flrst Brticlfe by *he carriern)X "^^ T?rch of
.^o«dueatmn at Bowdbin. Whete have all the "students"gone? Last
Pn*dOTn " wwr ? sharp^ont'rast to that, of -Marc
week we asked for.jny intereSted-students to contact*!* },1]f -^
eedman
-.
The,two views expressed possibly reflect
none have. Is this because no one believes the issue worthy of f^ "^ °f ***** vtew* hdd by B°Wd°in
his snare time anri rr,m„,r,io? w j l\ . *
} students. It Is interesting to note that, in spite of
Zd££lht£j^M ?1 '* ^^ mUCh - T°° many °f the Substantlve «" ff««^ of their arguments, both
demTL i Pa. ,nfu "y ™are of th * entire social and aca- writers share a common denominator - emotionalism,ci mic atmosphere that prevails at Bowdoin. It is unnatural and - The advocate of "freedom" argues mainly around
« q.«n
tCW Can hon ?«tly deny this. On October 11 (Tuesday) the idea, "my country right or wrong" (chauvinism),
at y.-3() p.m. there will be a meeting in the Orient office on the while Mr - Freedman, undoubtedly a humanitarian,
second floor of the Union for any students or faculty members
sincerely interested in starting discussion, and possibly, start-
ing some action. We need intelligent, sober thought to convince
the President, the alumni, and the outside world that what we
are striving for is not just the result of a bunch of college men
seeking sex. Admittedly, the social consequences of Bowdoinbecoming coed are important, but the academic consequences are
more important. It is to hoDed that snm*. *f„H nr Jm I more Pertinent for discussion is what people can do
to this offer to he,p create a bterB„X eSP°"d * "T"" *"""— tWr ""eed<""" <tha< ls ' "U1 ' they know what the term means),
.
•
• j p p
* ~
'
I am very skeptical about such words as freedom
_,, _^
and democracy. These words have become almost
_,
*"* Dean And The Qoiincil cliches in the modern world. Unthinking people often
the quarrel between the Student Council and Dean Brown label their government (whatever it may be) as
seems far from over, as the Council last Monday voted to sup- democracies and accuse their enemies as totalitarian
port the stand taken in last week's open letter to the Dean. In (fascist or communist). It is crucial, therefore, to
calls for a unilateral withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Vietnam because it will stop the killing. It seems
that both positions are extreme. The polarization of
ideas into two extremes, it seems, makes the evolution
of a compromise or a middle path more difficult.
The idea of the unconditional withdrawal of U.S.
forces from Vietnam j&,out of the question. What is
p
next week's Orient the Dean will explain his views, and why he
took the steps he did in enforcing part of the 1963 Orientation
Committee Report. DougBiklen will a l so give further explana-
tion of the Student Council's stand.
J.P.R.
define precisely what one means by freedom.
Freedom is a nebulous term. Most people think of
it as "freedom to do something" — liberty; others
regard it as "freedom from something" — security.
The concept of freedom has evolved from the times
of the high Middle Ages, when the rising merchant
classes identified their newly-found freedom with free-
dom from feudal ties and freedom to accumulate, to
To The* Editor: . ' •.
.
Returning to Bowdoin this year has "boen
.quits en-
.
#>yabie, as I have toeen greeted* with the usual inline
diate intensive intellectual "Stimulation which has in
the past so well deserved my total approbation.
I can do naught but admire the enlightened leader-
ship of our multi-faceted administration, the respon-
sive co-operation of our distinguished faculty, and
above all the over-abounding enthusiasm of my fellow
students which together has made Bowdoin a small
but excellent haven for the MIND.
,
Here, indeed, the influence of the Sun of Learning
has reached its zenith and its benevolent rays shine
forth upon the efforts of our community of scholars
dispelling doubt, founding faith, renewing reason
supporting scholarship and invigorating intellect. Ah
how in years to come I shall smile upon my years at
Bowdoin and with a compelling sigh of remorse cry
"Such, such were the joys. . . ."
But lest my exuberance of spirit cloud my exercise
of calm objectivity, I must issue another analysis.
Warmness of candor cannot obscure, I fear, a most
seriAjs rejection of responsibility on the part of some
members of the administration and faculty to recog-
nize and respond fully to the mounting serious needs
of a changing student population. Such token ad
justments as have been made to appease student un*
rest, fake a reform-mindedness, and fraud the col-
lege community with the trappings of long overdo
change — are rather inadequate and quite inept sub-
stitutes for steady, rational, active, deliberate, in
formed, intelligent movement toward a new Bowdoin
James Gillen '67
Committees! Committees!
T^g? SUrf" I" d dlSm ' y of^^amllX£hap^ilae^P^ erU..whe^fJe^ and Odeasabout 4reedorUunmitteWhe spires of th e Chanel are no l arc talke d about in e vei y corner-of The globe. It re" tquite the symbol to Bowdoin men as rs pointed out in the College
Catalogue, that they were thought to be. We, however, applaud
this year's much merited, though long overdue, liberalization
of the Chapel attendance requirements. We sympathize with the
Committee's problems regrading the elimination of Sunday Ves
mains to be seen if the East and the West are talking
about the same thing.
Freedom, as defined by the rising bourgeoisie of the
early 19th century, basically meant a "laissez faire"
policy in economic life, which in turn meant a mini-
pers. We commend the fact that there wereTwo studen\Ton\he
mUm of S°vemmental interference in the market. As
Committee at every stage of the discussions. Yet we denlore the 2? ""^If
°laSSeS haVe COrne to dominate weste™
1 (Continued on page 5)
EUr°Pe
'
they haVe begUn to identify their specific
concept of freedom (as related in economic activity
and subsequently shaped into politics) with the gen-STATEMENT OF- OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CTlTCUESfW
(Aet of October 23. 1962; Section 4369,
i r, .












where the stockholder or security holderappears upon the book, of the con^any
thereunder the total amount ofXk or se^urTuL of tnt











e ZSr.:d s^rV^ T" and "Dr°PPings" ^™ Seibel, it occurred to methat it would have been more fitting if the two colum-
nists had exchanged titles.
Bill Mone '67
To The Editor:
-J3iaLiasUau£^Lihfi-Drient^poiiUed-out a confix -
between-the- StodentrjonTicirOrientation Committpr
and the Office of the Dean of Students. Dean Brown
at the beginning of the year,.en forced two articles of
the Student Council-faculty orientation report of 1963'
namely the forbidding of beanies and large name signs!
The opening minutes of the October 3rd Student
Council meeting gave this reply:
The Council voted to ba«k the policy expressed
by the officers in their letter to Dean Brown. This
keeps the authority to enforce Orientation pro-
cedures in the hands of the Orientation Commit-
tee. -
This report raises several questions. Precisely what *
are the powers of the Student Council? How much
authority does the faculty and administration have
in determining aspects of campus life? And finally,
just what is the orientation policy of Bowdoin Colleg*'1
A definitive exposition of policy should be made to
eliminate these ambiguities which have presented
themselves to the student body.
Paul Barton '70
names and addresses of stockholders own
mjr or holding lTr or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a ^or-
P ,""' "-, the names and addresses of theindividual owners must be Riven )
,
T^e Bowdoin Publishing Company. Bow-
rtoin U>IIe(re, Brunswick. Maine O40I1
nthi, ^
now
" Bon-holders, mortgagees, and
o er secunty holders owning or holdingITt or more of the total amount of bonds
mortgages, or other securities (If there
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R. Tupper in the 1964 first district the ranking Republican member ofHouse me He gained the dis- one of the Senate Armed Services
inction of being the only Democrat Committee. However, Mrs. Smith
l£La C*amPa!fn ^ MainC f°r a has often dlsa*reed w"h the officialnational off.ce^ though this was due Minority party line. It can be said
2L T .TSPread bl-partisan of Senator Smith that her decisions
hroullf T .J?* than m- based mor« •« on her be-The major contest surrounds the *Il, H ** S ' NeVer" llefs than on expedient politics,
governorship. Incumbent John H. „ „?'
he *?Mbrtid his ability Against all these factors, Elmer




and eff€ctive cam- Violette is attempting to conjure up
lenged by Democratic Secretary of lc " ga"1Zatl°": ] ,The newlV the biggest upset in Maine's history,
State, Kenneth M. Curtis. Both 25L. nrT^iatlCally-contro"^ and become Ed Muskie's Senate
1 "- feo the nfr?tlyappointedCur
"
compatriot. Violette does have a
Stat KenS U*?*" °* faW» Cfedible record of service in
^ political ml" *l^^ " thC Maine le«isIature - **"<*• llm achine, and geared
for the 1966 gubernatorial contest
During the early part of this cam-
paign, Curtis embarked upon a ser-
ies of state wide political forums
in an attempt to gain a public con-
sensus of possible Issues.
Reed, though a very astute politi-
cian, was caught slightly off balance
by a vigorous primary campaign
waged by York Couoiy Republican
James Erwin. Reed qu^kiy regain,
ed his equilibrium and established
a rudimentary state organization
which garnered him sixty percent
candidates have had previous ex-
posure. Reed has served as Gover-
nor for seven years. He stepped
Governor Reed Candidate Curtis






e ^^"hiP to Presi- UnZ^re^Z°^L^ h T' would da°»P«n Democratic morale tod»nt nf th. «*..„. «, avily on an exten- let Senator Smith run unopposed™^^^
=isrjr:s.i--= ^"ss^-s
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A. P. Danett. Jsmes P. Gr»n»er. John Ranahan, Bob Seibel
•cription commonicaUon. To the B^I^.M.J^.V.'^'Z' *? ^'J^' «nd s«b-
panr at th> ORIPMT niri • iT . ". M »n»««' of the Bowdoin Publishinr Com-&e5
.^
e^ENcI.,r».t«eMo.°id ., U,Ii0n ' Br^'n CMl"t - BrUnawick!"Mrr„"
«bwriptio„r.t."r„n,%,Tr',:'F.4JtSrdon:^
PO,t '""* " Br"n" lck
.
«•'« Th.
unexpired term of Clinton A. Clau- and" hiVnfTi^""^
Campaign st*a "Hie pursuit after the flrst Con-
son, who died shortly after taking The second
" °
Vemor gressionai House seat has provided
Reed was elected to a two Maine's sreatJ ? Z. b6tWeen the mo6t exciting pre-campaign
and Je'L!T^LVOte-get^ Mw " ""tests of the season. The present
office
year term in his own right,' garet Cha.*. simitv, "
"
'
"*""" LUIiiest i m




position of Governor. »„,
* " f
enate B^. Senator
Curtis first became widely known fuT L an'inSf 8fed ^ 8U -in Maine poUtics as the unsuccess- tics Wh'le in 1 " " Mataem'
ful opponent to Republican StanleyW^^JJ^." 1^
accepted the position of Ambassador
to the 1967 Canadian Trade Exposi-
tion, in the course of a few weeks,
a host of candidates announced
their intentions. The three major
(Continued on pa^e 5)








(Continued froirt page 4)
Mr, Johnson claims to be a Chris-
tian; and he is president of a pre-
dominately Christian nation. But
obviously, he, and other "Chris
tians" who back his war in Viet-
nam, are either liafs or hypocites
apparent breakdown ojg.'a large scale of facuLtj»studen.t"(tonml
some hypocritical
'peoul, trv* th
nation \,n thiVvitai;^: Of both'the faculty's, and «tudent\
will not miiT Neither LZ * this " ">»**?:' he has 'abused his *oort '"tenti™, there is *hjb daubt, but when s^minglv thPbulkX
.
l Iie can De con- „,„,„. „„. * , nf tu^ t,f,,^— a u„j.. • •, \
cerned about the other. "Ye have
there-by gained the en-
heard that it hath been said, thou
mUy of most of the w°rld. And
shall love thy neighbor, and hate al1 this he has done under the pre'-
hine enemy. But I say unto v'ou, ^ense of °eing a Christian, implying
Love your enemies, bless them that •»* this is in some way a Chris-
of the student body remained unaware of the work, of the very
existence of this Committee, "there is cause for wonder and
alarm. We ask if, in all honesty, the Faculty, the Student Council
and the student body upheld their co.Hectjve responsibilities to
keep each other informed as to their thoughts and decisions.
We ask if the function of all committees concerned with student
lfe might be better served through more open discussions, per-
"Many of them jar/ deluded; some £
UfSe you
'
do g00d to them that tian war - Let him admit that he is
of them are f well-meaning"; but .
you
'
and pray for them which a heather, that he does not believe "" «««*» nw.™
none of them are Christians. Al-
dlsPltefully use you and persecute in the words of Christ; then let ha P s - :is a suggestion, holding a hearing of a committee in the
most any position one might desire
y°U ; thus spoke christ
-
Yet some hUn do as he will and let the coun- lnion "Pen to the entire student bodv. The main point however
to take might be substantiated in
P
.^




hate, and trv beware. But that he can call is that all concerned must realize the importance of rim rvrJ
tv,o Oihlo nvMn« »,« !*..-_ _.. KlU - himself a. rhri«:fi n „ — _ j_ an „f ,.,. ™,v,, ,..:....»•_ i • -rr- . •'the Bible, except the position of
hate and war. Christ preached Perhaps Dostoyevsky, in his chap-
love, which every one who has read ter on "the Grand Inquisitor" in
the Bible plainly knows. In his tne Bro*hers Karamazov, was right:
"Sermon on the Mount" Christ said Perhaps the Church has .changed
in plain language what it meant to the message of Christ from love to
be a Christian. hate. Where Christ called "love"
Christ said: "Blessed are the many ministers and priests are
peacemakers: for they shall be call- screaming "escalate" and "kill off
ed the children of God." Yet the Viet Cong." Perhaps they are
thousands of self-styled Christians, thinking of politics, perhaps of
while clamoring for escalation of ePnemera], earthly things; but they
the war in Vietnam, attack those are certainly not thinking of Christ
who desire peace in that war-torn and of Heaven. But there are in-





.-«...JV n.v, iu i/i t utc in NILS i
n Christian and in the of communication, and give much thought to its improvement
same breath continue to escalate M F rcthe war is disgusting; and every -
,
,K
good Christian must be sickened by rilTMAM " named Aneta Varges, as a "beauti-
it Slowly, but surely, the people (ConUn^Toro page ft,
of this country are finding out what
ful woman, with a nice child and a
handsome husband." His is an un-
and great commandment. And the
second is like unto it. Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself On
fight and kill to counteract the comPletely right. A considerable commandments hang all
treachery of the "communists." We minority of clergymen have spoken
must combat their evil with still out against this barbarous war our
greater evil. But did not Christ government is waging. And many
say: "Ye have heard that it hath otner fine people see that a war of
been said, an eye for an eye and a this kind is against the historical
iuulh fur a too th; BUt 'r say unto ldea> " f this,C0lumy^==^^=^
you, that ye resist not evil: but I don't mean to sav that John t T\.^ thatsaith
" mto ™-
whosoever shall smite thee on the son and his lackeys d nth v the kiZ d, m" f £? "?, T ^right cheek, turn to'him the other legal right to wage this war or am dm luT^ " he lhat
also ?"._One can either involve him- other war they P l a . We gav t n' ™ • Z *"***„> ***
^
with power politics or with him this right two years ago Bu L lea"" hen^m tSChristianity; no matter how hard since then he has lied, and mislead Icarnr ^
kind of a man President Johnson the stark financial clique by which conscious . uninhibited sensitivity to
really is
' he made his living. Gutman flavor-
a11 aroUnd hfm thftt is beautiful in
Jesus said unto him, thou shalt pH hi. ralnot„ ,«. , , llfe - He Ascribes his own approachWe the Lord thy God with all thy * '^ ^ & teVWU8 ' g^ to painting not as "intellectual," but
heart, and with all thy soul, and
P"lg a ""' SUCh a style doubt^sly as "simple." To Gutman paintings
with all thy mind. This is the first the Product of his undaunted smile, are his touch with reality. As to
His theories on art appreciation scholars it is words, to Gutman it
reflect this critic's on. music. Art is his paintings. And this his love
should exist for arts sake. If there of Abstract Expressionism, bred
is something meaningful in a work among the circles of New York art-
to its beholder, this vindicates the ists of the past four decades, has
work of art. Gutman eschews clas- now become the permanent posses-
• y -
law and the phophets." Yet
the hypocrites still stand on the
street corners affirming often and sifyin8 art - cataloging it. but still ''ion of the college.
in loud voices, their faith in God syhipathizes with the pedagogues of One painting in the exhibition is
art history. When someone asked a museum purchase of Marvin Sa-
him if a certain piece in the ex- dik:- Venus by Mr. Gutman HrrP
"for they think that they shall be





hibit was German Expressioni.sm, FRi artist's own image reposes and
Gutman a.sked why he gave a damn, breathes in the relaxed, outstretch
What Gutman wanted to know was ''d. .almost languid pose of his,
what the painting meant and how Venus. To some the painting is
it appealed to the observer; all else enervating. But I think the pre-
was irrelevant. dominant opaqueness of the pas-
On the subject of Pop or Op Art tels suggests Gutman'a more som-
Mr. Gutman reflects the attitudes her touches with reality. His dark
of most conservatively-educated, but product 'is still in touch with reau-
liberal - members of the field. He ty. his a reality immersed in the
.says, that..Pop-Art, the cxploslons-of—love- o f art and 4?eau ty . an and-
plastics and paints are ephemeral beauty for its own sake. The sub-
art tools. He does not deny the' ject and the title are as big as life;
avant-garde to be "art." but ques- and life is very big indeed for Wal-
tions soberly their relevance to the ter Gutman.
William F. Buckley, Jr., editor of St. Thomas Aquinas, or Etienne Oil- heavily neutralist highly ideological
aeSthetiC standard
« that actually The collection is a varied one,
the conservative magazine National son, or Reinhold Niebuhr?" over the subject of foreign „*«„„ ^f^ *f , , and a proud one for the college. It
R*view is noted for hi. m»m« -m, . , " g d d Gutman al.so loves sex. He fab- is an alumnuss tribute, an alum-
indict 7 at thC re" the Unlim 'ted Nati°nS; il does not rkaU'd a dcmand that Marvin Sa - «"i latitude It's but anotherments of modern Liberalism, cipient colleges responded with pause thoughtfully over literature dlk include in the exhibit a photo- proof of what Bowdoin has meant
(Hereinafter spelled with a capital something approaching fury. Buck- that at questions the possibility of
graph cf a certain appealing, well to a distinguished alumnus. It is
to distinguish it from the true,' ley quotes from some: Brandeis' co-existence b) is critical d
formed
-
vounS woman feeding an true that the museum appreciates,
common, or garden-variety liber- Justice called it "spying," the Unl- '.
o oc- unbuttoned Gutman some exotic that, the community appreciates,







T"81 Gutman felt empathy The more significant, however, is
ent-day proponents of which are to that the letter was "the work of
the charismatic view of the United with such phonograph is certain, as that Walter K. Gutman '24 appreci-










and H^ter College's Arrow replied, chology are forthrightly secularist." which could be contrasted againsti nis is»6i book, Up From Liberal- ' • Judas only received thirty Does any of this sound familiar? th f u
ism, Mr. Buckley devotes a chapter Pieces of silver. We can all work Could some of it possibly apply '
to the colleges of our nation, at- °ur way through college turning in here? (Perish the thought!) Seri-
tempting to discover whether or teachers with whom we disagree, ously, although many members of
not these institutions of higher More fun than a Ku Klux Klan the academic community at Bow-
learning are, as he asks, "engaged meeting. . . . What sort of propo- doin believe that there are such
in indoctrinating their students in nent of academic freedom can Mr. things as opposing opinions, and
fered a progressiVe aPP™ach 1
an identifiable position," that is, Buckley be, when he advocates a allow them to be heard (my own, '
ate and national Pr°blems
Liberalism. system that by its very nature for instance), too many others
He even went so far as to circu- breeds suspicion, conformity, fear, "will defend to the death your
late a letter of Inquiry among the animosity, distrust, and thoughtful- right to agree with them."
editors of college newspapers, ask- ness?" Buckley's only comment is^




your economics teacher refer im- Obviously, Buckley touched a sore POLITICS
partially - or in any other way - spot. And he elaborates on it:
'Continued from page 4)
"Buddy" Brooks ran on the prem-
ise that Maine's Republicans and the
voters at large wanted a candidate
imilar to Stan Tupper. Brooks of- -
v pproa to both
Service Projects
Start Next Week
Organizational meetings will be
held next week for The Big Broth-
er Program and the Pineland Proj-
ect.
On Monday evening at 7:00 p.m.
Brooks ran a surpris- in the Main Lounge of the Moulton
Union, the Big Brother Program,
under the direction of Bill Drever
The final outcome came as an
upset to many of Maine's political
pundite. Garland barely squeaked
through, with Kittredge a very
close second
ing third.
On the Democratic side, Peter
Kyros, a prominent Portland at
ram
ume




Ludwig von Mises, Lionel Bobbins makes "«* or no use of the dis- ZLl^aTZlf T r *"** ^ "* ^^^ Ch^m&n ^"^
Prank Knight, Orval Watts, Wil- senting' works of Hayek, Von Mises, ^nd and KiMr^n T^" of the State Democratic Committee Two members of the Bnm,wick
helm Roepke, or to those of any bobbins. Hazlitt, . . . et al. The ™J™, a „, ,7\l
0Vlded a con
" ™ 'he overwhelming choice of Welfare Department will explain
«ther economist of the non-Keyne- economic generalizations of Lord erook^ attemotci tl nrnwr'/'^
16 £* ^^ Democrats over Sta* the, objectives behind the
sian school. Does he take a posi- Keynes are established doctrine. As
;2,^^ Z^LT^ ™ « ^ **«*»• one mut'on on right-to-work legislation? a general rule, professors of econo- that of Mr*TuDoers */ additional spice, ThomasDoes your teacher of sociology urge ™cs oppose restrictive labor legls- The m^r ^rob em ' for the T^^ & f°rmer Cumberland * ""'
a Particular interpretation of man la tion. . . .Their position ... is d^tes3^1^ o^.n ""' " ^"^ ^^ ^^ ^^ Pr°ject wU1 have i; ini "










than to 3*^ ^ . "mT S iT^IIT °^ ™ ™ *«*~ RoomDoes youx teacher of politics insist he demands of political alliances struggIe converted ^ Qm PQf £ ^ « ^ b^° ^ h - B of the MouIlan Umon . plaIK ^°n or press a particular idea as to that bind so strongly the academic sonalities Oarlanrt hart th- h J u *~ * . , ^ ,
the desirabie relationship between community, organized labor, and the Tnta "f formed ho,dL" on" * TTu T* !° V°terS ' ?eter * ^the Executive and the Legislative? Democratic Party. The sociology "tlnal eaf before Wii T. T ^ ^ * "^^ *"* "^ SPedfiC informatlon con 'Does your professor of international departments are secularist, positiv- cisively defeat^ bv ^n^r in Z > conservative." Peter Kyros cemmg the content of the project
relations suppress or ignore the 1st. and materialist. The single p mary camplign
&
nT *
adVocated a «»*«- ^d wil, be presented. Head of the





Ppr0ach t0 nati0nal Pineland Project this vear is Nat
*ith him as to how best to cope his behavior is spiritual. That view cian phenomenun Hi^ onlv nre" ST , T * '^S^ Harrison <*with world problems? Are they fair does not tend to get a serious Hear- "us eZrTemlTin no itics w« * ft H°rZV^ "^ &SS°'
J
Presenting both pro and con ing. ... The departments of political Zer ZlZtul term n the SUte *^ \^\ " *? W"h the DeD10Cratic leadershlP' aviews about the United Nations? science urge the view of a dominant h«^ of ZZel I "e Howe" r dJS^ 5 the second fact which Foley, a moderate-con-°o they explore the views of those executive, disparage states right,, thiTretu^ suTmarte^2^ nl? "2 Un°PP°Sed 1 thCir "' mrvMn- hopeS to make an ^ue -
scholars who believe coexistence argue the need for a centralization who maSe! ^™ sublrin T r "* "^^ the The Va"0US «»»*«*• of ™ ™wth the Soviet Union is impossible? of power; . . . without a serious iauncZ the ZstlolTIT ^'T C iU1CUmbent ' * cam " be counted upon to provide, at least,
rf
Does the teacher of psychology canvas of alternative views, except ^<?.^of^c.SZS Km* ~F7Z T n^T "^ "* ^ "^ *"« «citeme^
^smiss religion as fantasy before or perhaps as curiosities. The inter- re6ge put forth ant^'fS S of P nobscot County, Harold of an election year. The result, wil,
«ter exposing you to the works of national relations department is energetic^"^ T* h T ' & ""* *"*^ ^^ Shape the future cours*uc, prudent conservatism, gressman, has been, voting sincuy of po]ltics in the State of Maine.
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WELCOME PARENTS OF BOWDQIN MEN!
COIv&TN AND VISIT US TH$ WEEKEND ;
MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
' and buy attractive items for





* 78 UNION STREfT
Serving Bowdoin men with great buys in Meats, Chips,
^ and Refreshments with the best buys in town




222 MAINE STREET, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 725-5587
Complete Travel Service
BE SURE OF AIR RESERVATIONS FOR THE


















224 Maine St., Brunswick
Telephone 725-4733







tEAVE YOUR SHOES AT
THE J. J, NEWBERRY
SHOE DEPARTMENT
Special Fare New York to San Juan, Puerto Rico
Round Trip $90.00
Car Rentals available at low prices
Half Price Student ID Cards and Tickets Issued
|«









Expert Lub ricat ion -1-
Tires, Batteries, Specialties






FOR DINING OR ROOM RESERVATION
CALL 729-3317
Smiths Photo Shop






And Many Other Items
Help stamp out
ignorance
Read The New York Times every day and enlighten
your peers on world affairs, politics, sports, the arts.
For campus delivery of The New York Times at low






Without it, you're not with it.
Keep your cool. You're face to face with two tough hold-up
artists. What do you do? What Bogey always did-si/e em
up then make your move. Take the I ! ," padded tweed belt
with its cowhide trimming at $3.50 or the Big Guv- 1 \"
surcingle Mod Belt with saddk-stitched trim at S5.00 Be on
the lookout for another big deal- a 26'' x 39" poster of Bogey'
Just send in the Fife & 'Vum Paris tag to Paris Belts P O 'Box 5269; Chicago, IP ., ( >is 606SO with half a buck
Fife 6Drum Beits by Pans
the CANTERBURY*!,,*
BRUNSWICK-BATH PLAZA <)pt~n 10 a m to 1) p.m Mo
FRIDAY, OCT. 7, 1966
"HO HUM. A lew weeks ago V Thant
announced he would not seek another
term as #/ Boy at the UN. Oh, so tad
itwastThe weeping and wailing coukH
be heard all the way'to 2nd Avenue!
Now Vaeaum^wU don't. £»M week
the world's greatest Thant announced
.
that he would serve the UN until a
suitable successor is found, Who, hum.
is suitabler than U? Will the 117 Na-
tion! 01 The World allow their OrSan-
itation to be de-
capitated? Can
V take the V out
of UN?
for a free copy of the
I current iiiue of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ,
to Dept. CP-2, I JO E.









"We appreciate your business-
and are happy to serve you"
NOW !!"U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH am BRUNSWICK






A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"V" Save 30c
or
A $5.00 Value for $4.25
Plus
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
Swingline
PuflEMEMs











or tacks 31 memos
to a
bulletin board.







Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than • pack of gum-but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
•verywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.




Long Island City, N.Y.I 1101
;umo n«3 noX mail looqji
•nt'l Hiipueq ai|) s,lj 'ipuad pue Jfooq
-»»ou o» u»jsj jXem »tj) Xq '||« >» eapi
P»q » >ou si ip!4M-„- • Ji|d»jg XOX •
„,*? "°A» '*• ™°KJ (SE «• P*PP" 01
_1»h* t *q p»piAip oc) an SU3MSNV
LOWERY'S
Art Supplies
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208 1/2 A IIO MAINE STREET
IN BRUNSWICK
MAIN STREET. TOPSHAM























at one modest price.
Available also,
if you wish—wide
oval tires. Rocket Rally
Pac, UHV ignition,
superstock wheels,
front disc brakes and
the like. Try one and
you'll agree ?1967 Olds




Obey La*«. Drive Safely.
Olds thinks of your safety, too, with the
GM- developed energy-absorbing
steering column thai can compress on
severe impact up to 8 1 , inches, with
tour way hazard warning flasher,
outside rearvie* mirror, du3l master
cylinder brake-system. plus manyother
safety featuies-ail standard for 6 1
OLDS
ENGINEERED FOR EXCITEMENT
PAOE EIGHT THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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The word is out — football at Bowdoin is hurtin'. The full-fledged
fact has risen from a mere summertime rumor that contended the
Bears were short on lettermen, to an early September warning that
Coach Kosty had only thirty-eight men turn out for pre-season drills
and had lost ten of them already, to confirmed evidence of disaster the
last two weeks, to an inevitable air of pessimism that clouds the Imme-
diate picture of Bowdoin as a football "respectable." Just what does a
respectable football team mean?
Football is more than just a game. A respectable team charges a
school with intangible spirit; a respectable team flushes pride into the
cheeks of spirited alumni; and a respectable team helps to spread the
respectable name of its school for the benefit of everyone connected with
that school, not just those on the team. In short, football is one out-
standing factor that can make or break the fall season.
Although an undefeated team increases the three effects mentioned
before, the question does not concern a champion football team, rather
a respectable one. A respectable team does not need to win often, but
it must, from every external point of view, have to look like a potential
winner. It must be a well-oiled machine, operating in the groove of ex-
perience, with a capable machinist at the controls, who has all the spare
parts handy to replace the old ones when they have worn down. The
question is, does Bowdoin have a respectable team? And the answer can-
not be stated definitely yet, because no team can be judged by its first two
game performances. And let's not give up hope! Not digging for ex-
cuses — B&wdoin football neither wants nor neecls any excuses — many
factors enter into the outcome of a Saturday afternoon tilt. Surely, los-
ing the-opener by a field goal is' no clear indication that the Bears are
f
not respectable, and, if you ask me, bowing 39-0 to a robust Wesleyan
bunch and losing eight fumbles in a torrential downpour in front of a
cheering, roaring crowd of 100 fans is no valid basis for branding the
Bears unrespectable, although under normal circumstances such a per-
formance cannot be expected. And remember that both games were
played away from home — away from the unthrottled roar of support tra-
ditionally given by the college community to its football team. (Well,
maybe the accoustics at Whittier Field should be improved).
And next Saturday in rolls highly-rated Amherst, 48-7 conqueror of
AIC and winner over respectable Bowdoin teams -for the past years, to
entertain our parents, followed by Wing-less but still powerful Williams
to do Homecoming battle with the enthusiastic but underdog Polar Bears.
Maybe after the fourth "game" we will be able to make a rational
guess as to the respectability of Bowdoin as a football team. Right now,
Bowdoin's football team will not charge the student body with that
intangible spirit; it will not bring fond memories back to the alumni; it
will not spread the name of the school anywhere except in vain; and it
will not win, either.
Let's not kid ourselves by saying that this is just an off year. Let's
not place the blame where it inevitably and many times erroneously falls
— on the coaching staff. Let's not blame the scores of ex-football greats
that now star in interfraternity contests instead of utilizing their ability
in a black and white uniform. And, most important of all, let's not blame
the yienses, the Benedettos, the Pfeiffers, the Teeter.s, the Soules, the
Belangers, and all the rest of them who, for probably no other reason
other than personal pride and school spirit, if I may use that old-fashion-
ed high school term, slog it out all afternoon during the week, sacrifice
their grades by watching game movies again and again at night, play the
entire game both defensively and offensively, many times in unfamllar
positions, just so Bowdoin can have what they call a football team. And
let's not blame the conservative Bowdoin athletic policy too much that
has cost the college one fine coach and many, many football games to
liberal-minded schools like Amherst and Williams. It's too late to change
the past and simply unreasonable to change tradition and standards.
But let's give our endorsement to the group of Alumni, who, with the
benevolent approval of President Coles, has begun a "recruiting" program
that will help, hopefully, to draw more prospective athletes to the pines.
But even this well-intentioned program will not solve the real problem.
There are enough Bowdoin men right now capable of making this year's
football team a respectable one. The problem is that today the lure of a
crowd and the thrill of a share in the rewards of participating on an
athletic team are not enough to stimulate most individuals to stick out
the season. Besides those two intangible factors and that of plain love
for football, there is nothing to attract the Bowdoin man to the sport.
The school need not go so far as to provide a separate plush apartment
building for all football players and serve steak three times a day, but it
should show enough gratitude to its team to provide some tangible form
of incentive to play, or else the fall will continue to be just another
season.
. . .
And, for gosh sakes, let's forget what the score is and give our
support this Saturday and next to the few stalwarts who knock heads
and give their best for Bowdoin football each week.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin ,men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Pad K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
An alert Wesleyan defense recov-
ered eight fumbles and intercepted
four of Mo Viens' passes to lead the
Cardinals to a 39-0 victory over
Bowdoin Saturday at rain-drenched
Andres Field in Middletown, Conn-
ecticut.
The Wesleyan offense took advan-
tage of these mistakes to launch
short drives for six touchdowns,
three in each half. Quarterback
Howie Foster moved the team for
two quick touchdowns by capitaliz-
ing on a weakness in the Bowdoin
pass defense, then kept the attack
on the ground the rest of the game.
The Polar Bear offense mean-
while was unable to get untracked
throughout the day. Their first
two offensive plays resulted in los-
ing the ball via an interception and
a fumble. This set the pattern
for much of the afternoon.
A combination of Wesleyan's
hard hitting, their own poor ball-
handling, and the terrible field con-
ditions kept Coach Pete Kosty's
charges in their own territory most
of the afternoon. The Bowdoin
ground attack which had picked up
HSL yards against Worcester Tech
the previous Saturday actually lost
five yards against the big Wesleyan
line. In addition, quarterback Viens
could complete only five passes for
28 yards, none to leading Bear re-
ceiver Bob McGuirk.
Early in the first quarter Foster
exploited a deficiency in the Bow-
doin short pass defense by hitting
tight end Gary Johnson five times
before sneaking over from the
three-yard line himself for the first
score. Bruce Morningstar added
the extra point and the Cardinals
led 7-0.
After Bowdoin's first fumble, Fos-
ter again moved his team in for a
quick score. . The thirty yard drive
was climaxed by Foster's nine-yard
toss to wingback Budge Hickel for
the second touchdown of the per-
iod. Sophomore D'Arcy LeClair
drove in from two yards out to
make the score 20-0 at halftime.
The Polar Bear offense didn't get
their initial first down until six
minutes before the end of the half.
Then the Bears started their only
sustained drive of the game. A
Viens-to-Belanger pass and two ma-
jor penalties against Wesleyan
brought the Bears to within strik-
ing distance at the Cardinal 20, but
there the attack stalled.
Halfback Bill Congleton, fullback
Soccermen Nip UNH, 2-1.
After Bowing, i 5-0
by Tom Johnson
The Wesleyan Cardinals proved
to be an insurmountable obstacle on
the Bowdoin soccer team's victory
trail last weekend, but the Bears
returned to the right path by
Irouncing UNH at Durham Wed*
nesday afternoon. Thus, the team
will enter the Parents' Day game
with Springfield possessing a 2-1
record.
Wesleyan, conquerors of defend-
ing Ivy League champion Brown
University, completely dominated
Saturday's tilt which was -played in
a steady downpour. The Cards' ball-
control type of offense did not suf-
fer greatly from the weather, but
Bowdoin's break-away, ball-hawk-
ing attack which operates in spurts
never had a chance to get under
way. Wesleyan was able to control
the ball for long periods of time
throughout the game, as is evidenced
by the 29-9 margin in shots which
they attained over the Polar Bears.
Center Forward Peterson and In-
side Left Hoyt divided the scoring
with two and three goals respective-
ly. At one point in the third quarter,
Hoyt tallied twice within three
minutes of the eighty-eight min-
ute game. The final score: Wesleyan
5, Bowdoin 0. The game, however,
was closer than the score would in-
dicate, and the Bears played far
below the potential which they
showed in their win over Lowell
Tech. One reason for optimism was
the fine performance of Goalie Bob
Swain who was able to make 19
saves under the most adverse con-
ditions and with constant pressure
from the Wes offense.
The Bowdoin varsity rebounded in
excellent style from their first de-
feat by downing a good New Hamp-
shire team. 2-1. Coach Charlie Butt's
efforts to make the offense more
steady and consistent paid off to
some extent, but the contest was
primarily decided by the defenses
In general, the Bears dominated
the first half, while UNH took
charge in the second, but the entire
game was still fairly even, as the
statistics prove. UNH held a slight
edge in shots 21-17, and both goalies
made nine saves.
The credit for this second victory
of the young season can again be
given to a fine defensive unit'. It was
the defense which was responsible
for the fine 1965 season, and this
year's returnees, Charley Powell and
Sandy Salmela, are in charge of
another effective assemblage of full-
backs and halfbacks. Dave Knight
and Bill Miles were particularly im-
pressive in- the UNH win.
Offensively, the White counted
twice in the first quarter and was
able to make those goals stand up
for a victory. Steve Mickley scored
first (unassisted) at 12:05 to make
the score 1-0 for Bowdoin. Less
than thee minutes later, Jeff Rich-
ards drove home a rebound at 14:40,
making the count 2-0. Tom Brown's
shot was deflected by the UNH goal-
ie, and Richards got his foot on the
rebound in the best of all possible
ways.
The 2-0 score remained unal-
tered until late in the final period
when Glenn Aborn managed to drill
a penalty shot past Swain to make
the final tally 2-1. Coach Butt was
extremely pleased with play in the
first half but became annoyed with
the loss of momentum during the
second. The offense is still unable
to mount a steady attack and keep
the pressure on the opposition. In
addition, a lack of aggressiveness in
the penalty a~ea has deprived the
Bears of several goals throughout
the season.
Unfrrtunately, the problem of in-
juries has become very real and
such key players as Mickley, Salme-
la, and Dave Mather Are not able to
play at 100 r; effectiveness because
of slight, hampering ailments. The
varsity dees indeed have much more
depth than most Bowdoin teams
because of the large sophomore con-
tingent, but most of that depth is
also very inexperienced. Consequent-
ly, the White's final record will be
heavily determined by just how
much the new players have learned
about varsity competition during
these first few weeks.
The soccermen next take the
field at 11 o'clock on Parents' Day
when they host perennially tough
Springfield College. The Gymnasts
topped Bowdoin 3-1 last year in
what was an exciting and actually
very close game. This season's tilt
at Pickard Field will hopefully be po
different, except in the final scork
Harrier Outlook
The opening of the 1966 season
Saturday with a home meet against
Amherst should give evidence of an
Paul Stowe, and LeClair bore the
brunt of the attack as Wesleyan
chose to keep the ball on the ground
throughout the third period. Stowe
registered the Cardinals' fourth
touchdown on a 14-yard off-tackle
play after Bowdoin had fumbled
once again on their own 30-yard
line.
After Foster scored again early
in the fourth period, sophomore
quarterback Steve Pfeiffer, no re-
lation to Bowdoin's co-captain Bob
Pfeiffer, came in to pilot the Car-
dinals to still another touchdown.
Reserve back Greg Trachik plunged
one yard for the score. Although
barefoot placekicker Stan Tabor
missed the extra point, the Car-
dinals had a safe 39-0 advantage.
Despite one final, effort In the
closing minutes, the Polar Bears
were unable to get on the score-
board. They gained only 23 yards
total offense in contrast to the 312-
yard output of Wesleyan.
The Bears face a very touch op-
ponent again this week when the
Little Three Champions, Amherst,
invade Pickard Field for the Bears
home opener. The Lord Jeffs sport
an explosive attack and a solid de-
fense headed by several veterans.
Bowdoin teams always seem to be
"up" for the Amherst game, but this
year it seems that they'll need to be
supercharged to upset heavily-fa-
vored Amherst.
Frosh Win First
The freshman soccer squad open-
ed their season at Pickard Field
Wednesday by blanking Fryeburg
by a 5-0 score. Forwards Lee Rowe
and Tom Bridgman had two goals
apiece, while AJex Turner at right
wing also found the mark. Rowe
and fullback Phil McEniry were
designated acting actains by Coach
Dodge Fernald.
The first period of play was con-
tested evenly, and the lone scoring
threat was a Bowdoin penalty kick
which misfired. The Bears began
to quicken the pace in the second
quarter, however, as Turner netted
the cords at 4:43 from twenty yards
out.
The Bears continued to press the
attack in the third quarter, and
Bridgman converted the first of his
two tallies after four minutes of
play. The defense began to tighten
at the same time, as halfbacks Rick
Barr, Tom Lea, and Tom Plagen-
hoef worked more effectively as a
unit. Fullbacks McEniry, Rollie
Ives, and John Broomell kept the
ball upfleld, and Bowdoin was able
to dominate the remaining action.
Rowe kicked the third goal at
the eleven-minute mark of play.
Bridgman registered again in the
opening minutes of the final per-
iod, while Rowe closed out the scor-
ing from point-blank range at 9:25.
Goalie John McGrath turned in a
good performance in the nets, mak-
ing nine saves.
The Bears used a 4-3-3 alignment,
which worked well against the 4-4-2
Fryeburg set-up. Coach Fernald
worked all lines on a platoon sys-
tem, and every man saw action.
This arrangement made for In-
creased spirit and hustle, without
jeopardizing the team play at any
Juncture.
improved Polar Bear cross country
squad. This year's harriers are led
by captain Cary Rea.
Chuck Farwell, Rod Tulonen, and
Dick Paulding, top point-getters for
last year's frosh, give the squad
better than average depth. In ad-
dition. Drew Jackson and Bob
Wright are two other sophomores
who show promise.
Thursday the Bowdoin Cubs were
eked out by Gorham 27-28 despite
strong performances by Ken Cuneo,
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Dean Brown Defends
Adherence To '63 Report
by Paul Barton
Deans Jerry Brown and A. LeRoy
Greason have openly questioned the
validity of recent Student Council
actions concerning orientation.
Dean Greason, while Dean of Stu-
dents, "experimented" with the pro-
visions of the" 1963 orientation re-
port, and allowed the use of signs
and beanies. His successor, Dean
Brown, expected adherence to the
report during orientation in 1966.
The only exception allowed was
concerning initiation. Since Home-
coming would be early, the Dean of
Students' Office would grant frater-
nities, on an individual basis, an
extension on initiation as long as
it was within the original "spirit"
of the '63 report.
"Th~e"aclministration pointed to the
Student Council Constitution and
the 1963 orientation report to sub-
stantiate its enforcement decision.
Article III, section 2, states:
The Student Council shall have
the power to pass such regula-
tions as it deems proper subject
to review by the student body
and the college administration.
This requires consent of the ad-
ministration to student council
policies and decisions. :
Secondly, the 1963 orientation re-
port enumerated specific provisions
for orientation. Beanies, signs, line-
ups, and "similar practices from an
earlier era" was prohibited. Rule
seven placed the primary respon-
sibility for enforcing the provisions
of the report on the Student Council
Orientation Committee. However,
this did not. according to Dean
Brown, preclude enforcement by the
administration if the Committee
was lax in performing its duties.
The report was approved by vote
of the faculty and the Student
Council. Therefore, could not be
amended by just Student Council
resolution, but by procedures similar






In 1963 the Student Council and
Faculty passed on a report that
resolved to encouraged variation
and experimentation 4n Freshman
Orientation programs. In 1964 and
1965, desiring to extend the spirit
cf innovation, the Student Council
and the Administration concurred
that several of the report's articles
should be ignored. Although this
action did not constitute a legal
Faculty Urges SN Withdrawal;
Ferro Hopes For National Action
bji B. J. Markel tive clause at the national conven-
tion this past summer. The close-The decision of the faculty to
withdraw recognition from the to- ness of tne vote tq remove the con-
cal chapter of Sigma Nu is a result troversial clause, only four votes
of the basic conflict in policy of from the necessary majority, is an
the College and that of the Sigma indication that the clause may well
Nu National Fraternity. Don Ferro be eliminated at the convention in
68. President of the Delta Psi the summer of 1968, when the next
Chapter of Sigma Nu, points out vote will be taken. Ferro believes
that the Bowdoin chapter has a- that the vote at that time will be
waiver, which has been used and decisive in determining the attitude
is perfectly recognized and accepted f the undergraduate chapter to-
by the National. Ferro has indi
cated that the local desires to re
wards remaining in the National,
for the position of the fraternity
main in the National, due to the wlu be made clear concerning the
substantial challenge to the restric
amendment of the original rules, it
was to be binding, since it did have
the endorsement of the Dean- of
Students.
When Dean Brown announced
that he would prefer to follow the
1963 rules to the letter, the Student
Council objected on .the grounds
that we were not given sufficient
warning to change the rules for-
mally and that in any case the in-
terpretation and enforcement pf
Orientation should lie with the "Stu-
dent Council Orientation commit-
tee.
Our letter of several weeks ago,
addressed to Dean Brown and re-
printed in the Orient, never intend-
ed to defend any one Orientation
program but rather to state our be-
lief that the Student Council Orien-
tation Committee should control
Orientation and to defend dog-
matically Orientation that allows
for experimentation.
As for the basic disagreement be-
tween the Dean and students over
signs, beanies, lineups and other
trademarks of orientation, the only
way to transcend these arguments
that eventually lead to name calling
is to ask both sides, that is students
and the Dean's Faculty Student Life
Committee, to take a close look at
the positive efforts upperclassmen
are making to Freshman life. Any
argument that fraternity Orienta-
tion has an alarmingly harmful ef-
fect on Freshmen is both absurd
and useless.
Many cf the ills that Faculty and
Administration find in Freshmen,
permanent removal or retention of
the clause. By remaining in the
National until that time, the local
will be able to make a definite de-
cision regarding its affiliation.
The faculty has expressed a de-
sire to see lines of communication
between the chapter and the ad-
ministration open, and the Faculty
Student Life Committee has" en
Action Goes To-
Governing Boards
The Faculty has recommended
that the College withdraw official
recognition from the Bowdoin
chapter of Sigraa Nu Fraternity.
The Faculty's action, at a
meeting held Oct. 10, came in
the form of a recommendation to
Bowdoin's Governing Boards
that since Sigma Nu did not re-
move a discriminatory clause
from its bylaws at its. national
such as lack of intellectual excite-
ment, stem from the stagnation of couraged its subcommittee on fra
freshman life that includes four ternitics to keep in contact with
general survey courses, no social
hours in dormitories: and subjection
the situation and its developments.
Ferro has personally
.discouraged
of the student to highly competitive imrr>ediate discussion's with the
grading, and! not necessarily from
Orientation.
The Freshman yearr af"Bowdoin
must be changed. We must consider
gFadeless courses, seminars, indepen-
dent study, dormitories open for
entertainment of women, and any
other means of making the fresh-
man year excitingTBut most impor-
tant, the upperclassmen reserve a
right to contribute to this change.
For the Administration or Fac-
ulty to impose new guidelines of
Orientation or to arbitrarily revert
to bygone ones is as detrimental as
the failure to change the freshman
year. We must preserve the right
among fraternities to experiment
with Orientation, just as we must
demand experiment in the whole
freshman year.
chairman of the subcommittee be-
cause of the emotion involved at
TO., present time and the concern
for homecoming preparations. Dis-
cussions between the chapter and
the subcommittee will take place
in the near future. The matter
now rests with the Governing
Boards; Ferro has expressed confi
dence that a judicious decision will
result from their investigation.
convention last summer, the
Bowdoin chapter of Sigma Nu
be denied future recognition at
the College.
Professor A. LeRoy Greason, Jr..
Dean of the College said:
"This recommendation of the
Faculty to the Governing Boards
has come only after much consid-
eration and after many years of
the Faculty's working with the
Bowdoin chapter of Sigma Nu in
its efforts to persuade its national
to enter the mainstream of Amer
ican life.
"The recommendation is not an
indictment of ihe Bowdoin chapter,
which has actually exercised a
waiver from the national with re-
spect to discrimination in member-
ship, but of a national orcanization
based on discrimination and expect-
ing financial support and loyalty
from all of its chapters, including
the Bowdoin chapter."
Students Sponsor Study Of Co-Education;
Sanford Endorses Agitation
A breath of life has been added
to the slumbering controversy over
a study of the role of female edu-
cation at Bowdoin. At a meeting
called by John Ranahan '67, Editor-
in-Chief of The Orient Tuesday
evening, a group of students argued
and debated what approaches to be
presented to the students and Fac
ulty on this question.
Taking off from where last
spring's agitation for the study of
-the possibility of co-education at
Bowdoin, the discussion centered
around last May's reaction to the
rejection of a petition to President
James S. Coles asking for the study
of co-education or a collateral wom-
en's college at Bowdoin. The pe-
tition, signed, in a three day period,
by 40'r of the student body, was
initiated by Davis Downing '66 in
response to an announcement 'by
the Administration of a blue-rib-
bon Faculty committee to study the
possibility of "a small but excel-
lent graduate program" at the Ph.D.
level.
The petition pointed out that
"both the graduate program and
the co-educational concept require
(Continued on page 3) %
Prof. Nevitt Sanford
Professor Nevitt Sanford, last seen
at Bowdoin as keynote speaker at
the Study of the Undergraduate
Environment in 1962, called for
agitation in area of coeducation in
a lecture and discussion Tuesday
night at the Senior Center.
This was one among many points
brought out in Dr. Sanford's talk
rn •Recent Developments in Higher
Education." Discussing mainly the
basic aims of a modern education,
he said that there is often doubt of
the object of innovation. Faculties
seek to improve the means while
net considering the aims. Rather,
emphasis must be placed on the
development of resourcefulness and
flexibilitv, as opposed to specializa-
tion in one area at the college level.
In the discussion of these points
he stated that- among other require-
ments, colleges must encourage stu-
dents to make their own decisions,
through independent study and
field. The senior particularly should
be on his own.
Dr. Sanford would especially
like to see a curriculum which en-
hances student thinking and contact
with faculty. In fact, he felt that a
reduction in content in courses
would increase his learning about
people.
An interesting proposal arose
which involved maximum cramming
of facts in high school and maximum
use of these facts in a liberal col-
lege. With this, he added his pre-
requisites for his ideal college an
urban campus, general education in
the first two years, based perhaps
on Robert M. Hutchins "Great
Bcoks" plan, and a coeducational
environment of some- form, to elim-





This week, the campus was coiled
in anticipatory tension, committed
and eager to perpetuate one of the
most time-honored of college insti
tutions — the Alumni Weekend.
Hundreds of graduates are expected
to be in attendance today and to-
morrow 'Friday and Saturday) to
participate in the events, scheduled
and unscheduled, that comprise
Homecoming. Special significance
is attached to the gathering this
year due to the tribute being paid
to Professor Emeritus Manton Cope-
land.
On Friday afternoon the fresh-
man gridiron squad opposed the
Colby freshmen at Pickard Field.
Later in the day, at 4:00 p.m„ a
panel of judges: Professor Richard
Hornby, Director of Dramatics; Pro-
fessor John W. Ambrose, Jr., of the
Classics Department; and Charles
R. Toomajian, Jr., Administrative
Assistant to the Dean of Students
inspected the fraternity Homecom-
ing Displays. Competition is ex-
pected to be keen especially with a
view to preventing Phi Delta Psi
from winning the contest for the
third straight year. This evening
will see the annual Alumni-Fresh- «
man vs. Varsity swimming meet in
the Curtis Pool at 8:00 p.m. It
would seem that the Alumni and
Freshmen have their work cut out
for them, Judging from the quality
of the varsity club,
Saturday will bring a long and
enjoyable day for alumni and un-




and their committees will meet
bright and early at 9:00 a.m. in the
Alumni House for registration and
coffee. A Reunion Seminar will
be conducted at that time by the
Alumni Secretary, Glenn K. Rich-
ards, '60. Following immediately at
10:00 a.m. the varsity soccer team
will play Colby at Pickard Field
on the dewy green and at the same
time many fraternities will hold
coffee hours for returning brothers.
Several houses will be holding their
initiations of pledges over the
weekend and it is hoped that the
graduates will attend.
Tradition and lobster stew will
(Continued an page 3)
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•v Nevini In Resilience
Dr. Allan Nevins, world-famed Research Assodate of the Henry E.
.historian, will participate in the Huntington, library at San Marino!
Seniar Center Program for dne Calif...and Mr*.' Nevins .will be in
month starting October 10, .," '. residence at the Senior Center.
Dr. Nevins, an author and Senior Professor' William B. Whiteside
FRIDAY, OCT. 14, 1966
SERO SPORT SHIRTS
ALAN PAINE SWEATERS




READ'S SKI & MEN'S SHOP
185 Park Row Brunswick
Director of the Center, said Dr.
Nevins has Been invited iOHpresent
a lecture on a subject of his own
choosing^Jand, to join ;,members of
Bpwdoin's H*dtory Department ih
leading a discussion""^ his' book,.;
"Gateway to History," at a meeting
of Bowdoin studente majoring in
History.
Dr. Nevins' visit to Bowdoin will
be part of a senior year program
designed to provide for the College's
seniors "a community dedicated to
a spirit of intellectual adventure, a
conception of learning as an essen-
tial part of living rather than as
something restricted to formal
schooling in the classroom."
Dr. Nevins is no stranger to the
Bowdoin campus. He was the prin-
cipal speaker last February when
Bowdoin dedicated its new Natha-
niel Hawthorne-Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow Library.
Twice winner of the Pulitzer
Prize in biography, Dr. Nevins is
one of the country's best known
authors and historians. His literary
and editorial activities in the fields
of history, political biography, and
economic history have resulted in
a stream of noteworthy books, the
earliest of which was published in
1913 while he was still an under-
graduate at the University of Illi-
nois.
From 1931 to 1958, r>r JSmiaa
James Bassett, a distinguished journalist and member of the Class
of 1934, will return to his alma mater Monday, Oct. 17 to deliver a lecture
on "The Mysteries of California Politics."
Professor William B. Whiteside said Mr. Bassett will speak at 7 p.m .
In the Wentworth Commons at the Senior Center.
Mr. Bassett is Director of Editorial Pages for the Los Angeles Times
and the author of "Harm's Way," a best-selling novel of World War II
naval heroism which was made into a popular motion picture. The film
directed by Otto Premlnger, included such Hollywood stars as John Wayne,'
Kirk Douglas, Dana Andrews, Franchot Tone and Patricia Neal.
A native of Glendale, Calif.. Mr. Bassett compiled an outstanding
undergraduate career at Bowdoin, where he was editor of the Orient, and
won the College's first student-written one-act play contest while major-
ing In English. He was graduated cum laude and was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa.
The Bowdoin Alumni Association of New York and Vicinity announced
that it will hold a reception Oct. 19 to honor Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, Col-
lege and Olympic physician and an internationally known expert in the
treatment of athletic injuries.
The reception will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Williams Club, 24
East 39th St., New York City. Wives of club members and friends of the
College have been invited to attend the reception, at which Dr. Hanley
will show some of his Olympic motion pictures.
Dr. Hanley has been selected as head physician for the United States
sports teams for the i967 Pan American Games at Winnipeg, Canada; the
1968 Olympic Summer Games at Mexico City, Mexico; and the 1968
Olympic Winter Games at Grenoble, France.
The Associates Program of the Museum of Art still has tickets avail-




NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
was Professor of American Hi6tory
at Columbia, where he is now Pro-
fessor Emeritus. He served as
Chairman of the United States
Civil War Centennial Commission
and is currently general editor of a
15-volume series of books for Alfred
A. Knopf, Inc., on the impact of the
Civil War.
In addition to his Pulitzer Prizes,
Dr. Nevins' many honors ,and
awards include the
-Gold Medal for
History and biography of the Na-
tional Institute of Arts and Letters,
the Scribner Centenary Prize, the
Bancroft Prize and the Gold Medal
of the New York Historical Society.
Single tickets for the eight-film program are $5 and may be pur-
chased at the Museum, located in the Walker Art Building on the Bow-
doin campus. The price of the ticket also entitles the holder to a mem-
bership in the Museum Associates.
Professor Charles W. Eliot, nationally known landscape architect and
regional planner, will be the keynote speaker Oct. 21 at a College sympo-
sium on coastal land use.
Professor Eliot's address on "As Maine Goes . . . Which Way?" will
be one of the highlights of the Oct. 20-22 symposium. The public is invitfd
to attend his talk at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater.
The symposium, which will be attended by many leading conserva-
tionists from Maine and other parts of the country, is sponsored by the
College's Center for Resource Studies. The Center, directed' by John Mc-
Kee, was organized with funds from a federal grant awarded to Bowdoin
under Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Student Council Minutes
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
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on Rhodesia can be understood
only as a verba! cover for a plain
and simple racist position, Messrs.
Wilson and Goldberg object to
Ian Smith's government not be-
cause it is mirTority but because
it is white. It the fchodesian
government were an unmixed dic-
tatorship, and were at the same
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current issue of NA-
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to Dept. CP-3, 150 E.







224 Maine St., Brunswick
Telephone 725-4733
Orientation: The Orientation Committee has recommended that fresh-
men's large signs be removed. There has been a noticeable difficulty
in getting Dean Brown to talk officially with the Committee. This
lack of effective communication and the fact that Orientation is now
over for all practical purposes on most of the campus leads the Coun-
cil to believe that a set of rules, which would be acceptable to stu-
dents and faculty, would best be presented at a later date. The only
workable solution to the Orientation problem should be one that has
the obvious support of the student body.
Social Rules: The questionnaires which were filled out last year are being
compiled and interpreted by the Committee on Social Rules. The
election of another member of this committee .a sophomore or junior'
Irom outside the Council will take place next week.
Curriculum: Two projects currently underway are the removal of the
traditional" $10 fine before and after vacations and the inauguration
of undergraduate courses (one per semester) on a "pass-fail" basis.
Student Life: The advisory system is under study, with a possible alter-
native being faculty advisors in the students' area of interest The
quest.on of having Chaperone Pools for all houses to draw from on
off-weekends was also raised. Also, an attempt is being made to












& A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Student:
Compare And You'll Do Business At
L & A TIRE CO.
51 BATH ROAD, BRUNSWICK TEL. 725-8754




9 PLEASANT STREET, TOWN
Phone 725-5573
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Don't Forget to Make Air Reservations
Now for Thanksgiving and Christmas
SPECIAL FARE NEW YORK TO SAN JUAN
ONE WAY $45.00
Student ID Cards
- Half Fare Tickets - Hotel,
Car Rentals
- Charter Flights - Group Tours
/
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be served in Sargent Gymnasium
at Jil:30 am. All alumni, their
families, and friends who have
bought tickets in advance are wel-
come to attend. At this time, the
Annual 'Alumni Award for Faculty
and Staff will be presented to Dr.
Manton Copeland, Professor of Bi-
ology, Emeritus, who will be the
guest of honor. Professor Copeland
came to Bowdoln in 1908 as a mem-
ber of the faculty and became Jo-
siah Little Professor of Natural Sci-
ence in the year 1936. He retired
from teaching in 1947, having serv-
ed his students and the College with
distinction.
More athletic events will fill the
early portion of Saturday afternoon.
The varsity cross country squad will
hopefully huff and puff their way to
victory over Williams at the Bruns-
wick Golf Course at 12:30 p.m.
Then, at 1:30, the varsity football
team will be pitted against Wil-
liams, providing the color and ac-
tion so essential to an already scen-
ic fall weekend. Our own zany,
offbeat band of musicians and com-
edians will be up to their new tricks
' at halftime under the direction of
John Ranahan.
Immediately after the game there
will be an informal reception for
alumni, their families, and friends
at the Alumni House. Present in
the receiving lliie will Be President
and Mrs., James Stacy Coles, Coun-
cil President and Mrs. Reed, and
'Professor Copeland. Later, at 6:30
Phrn. the Meddlebempsters will' hold"
their seventh biennial reunion at
Hoyday Inn in Brunswick, Din-
ner wiy be "served at a:Q0 p.m.
f-Alfio at '8:00 p.m. the. recently*
famed folk singing pair of Simon
and Garfunkel will present a con-
cert in the new gymnasium. These
two new entertainers have popu-
larized a new wave of urban folk
expression in song. Paul Simon is
a native of Newark, New Jersey and
Arthur Garfunkel is from New
York. They have been singing to-
gether since they were both four-
teen, at first only in amateur per-
formances then at the Gaslight and
Bitter End in New York City, Co-
lumbia University, and the Edin-
burgh Folk Festival. Columbia
Records started recording them in
1964. During the intermission the
results of Friday's Display Contest
will be announced.
The use of the new gym for this
concert is a blessing to the stu-
dents because of the increased space
which will allow for bigger audi-
ences and thus better talent on fu
t'-e weekends than has been pre-
viously possible. Use of the gym
hinges on the care of the student
body — no smoking in the gym
proper and no drinking on the
premises will be allowed. Tickets
will be available at the door for
inree dollars per person
COEDUCATION ACTION
(Continued from pat* 1)
careful study and comparison. We
would like all aspects of both pro-
grams carefully considered? Then
a clear course ,for, the improvement
of Bowdoin can^be chartered. .
.
."
rthe petition * appeared oh the
front page of The Orient May 6,
and two weeks later, having received
no reply from President Coles, who
apparently had taken exception to
the strong wording of the petition,
the Student Council and The Orient
stated that students would take the
initiative in studying the proposal.
Thus, as exams came, the question
was still unresolved.
According J to -Tuesday night's
events, however, including the lec-
ture by Dr. Nevitt Sanford in which
he pointed out co-education along,
with an urban campus and general
education in the lower years are his
prerequisites for an "ideal college,"
adding that he thought that this
was the sort of thing students at a
college like Bowdoin should be agi-
tating for, there are students who
are not content to let the matter
drop.
Various problems in tfe..coriVmu-.
nicatlon of whatever arguments
could be gathered were bandied
Ranahan felt tH|t •& definitive re-
port gathering piaterial * fronj edu-
cators and journals would be need-
ed as a source of solid facts to
present the case to the administra-
tion. Others, including Steve Rand
*67 and Jim Gillen '67 also felt that
a qualitative study of student opin-
ion, similar to the AAUP report on
undergraduate life last year was
necessary as part of the work. Oth-
er suggestions included the possibil-
ity of papers on the matter done
by Seniors in "The Liberal Arts
College" Seminar, and a series of
forum talks on viewpoint* on wom-
en andi Bowdoin: *
i; The .gxoua Qt, Jtgn studtnta^no
attended the meeting seemed to
express ^a rather controlled ppti-
.
mism when queried as to' the out-
come j3f their efforts. They hope
to continue getting organized to ef-
fectively* collect material and en-
courage others who 'are interested
to Join in the effort. A second in-
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invites you to meet its Admissions Representative,
Associate Dean Thomas A. Graves, Jr.
Tuesday, October 18, 1966
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Business Administration. Appointments to meet with
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PLACEMENT OFFICE
The M.B.A. Program is a two-year general management
course particularly designed for students who have
majored h liberal arts, humanities, science, and engi-
neering. The purpose of the Doctoral Program is to
train scholars for the stimulating 'challenge open to





MR. MICHAEL MICHAUD, Foreign Service Officer
will be on campus October 1 7 to discuss career opportunities.
A film, "In Search of Peace," will be
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E view: ening *i**"
by Tom Roulston ^k%
14 **.^rsigma'nu; a local?1
This past-wHek the Faculty jias'sed a resolution' recommending
to the Governing Board that* they* withdraw College recognition
from Sigma Nu Fraternity. This resolution marks the end of four
years of Faculty-Fraternity cooperation in trying to force the
national organization of Sigma Nu to drop its discriminatory prac-
tices. Last summer, the issue was once again defeated "in the
National Convention. The vote was very close, but the Faculty feels
that the College should no longer recognize any organization whose
basic principles run contrary to those of the College. It is indeed
unfortunate that the issue was turned down by the National Fra-
ternity, but we can only applaud the Faculty's action. H the Gov-
erning Boards does vote to withdraw recognition, and if, in the
near future, the National Organization sees fit to join the Twen-
tieth Century, there could be no objections raised against the
Bowdoin Chapter re-accepting membership in the National. Some
will say that more good can be done from within the organization.
This may be, but if any significant number of local chapters drop
out, the rest of the fraternity mi^ht wake up. The Faculty has
tried to help Sigma Nu by obtaining a waiver in 1963 from the
National Fraternity, a waiver which allowed the local chapter to
follow its own admittance policies. Also, the Faculty announcement
particularly stresses that its decision, in no way, reflects upon the
local chapter, which has followed its own policies since 1963 How-
ever, it is obvious that the Faculty now feels that' enough time has
been given the National Organization to reform.
Barents and*students "Were treat-
ed to an assault upon their visual
and auditory receptors last Satur-
day night in Pickard Theater. Un-
suspecting parents were lured into
the theater by the promise of a
discussion on "What's New In The
Arts?" They were promptly greet-
ed by an example of the "new
theater"; a happening.
At the door the innocents were
handed programs from concerts
and plays of past years. The pro-
grams were, of course, completely
irrelevant to the evening's proceed-
ings. Meanwhile outside the thea-
ter, another participant treated
passers-by to a display of cales-
thenics in the best tradition of
Bowdoin's cal program. As people
took their seats they listened to a
totally innocuos conversation be-
tween two people stationed on op-
posite sides of the theater. Finally,
after 15 minutes of this "nonsense"
the faculty panel members took
their places and an expectant si-
lence fell overc the audience. The
pane} immediately launched into a
puzzling display of -silence. Finally
after five minutes of this, the thea-
ter was plunged into darkness and
the panel quickly got up and left.
Immediately a voice from the rear
asked for cartoons and a random
selection of slides started appear-
ing on a screen upstage of the
panel table. Paper airplanes drift-
ed from the balcony and two peo-
ple started to play ball in the aisle.
The cartoonist returned with a bi-
cycle which" he rode up and down
the aisles. Professor Schwartz ran
one of his sound tapes backwards
while he played what must have
been original selections on the or-
gan. The two shouters pushed their
way into the middle of the audience
to read randomly selected lines from
Hamlet's "to be or not to be" speech,
while another member of the gTOup
offered bites oi his sandwich to peo-
ple in his vicinity. The program
distributors suddenly marched up
on the stage and
' proceeded to" ex-
change both their shirts* and pants
'for the (Juration of the program
with a full display of their unmen-
tionables. Finally, the lights went
on again and the^anel returned
and Mr. Beckwith rose to speak.
He did speak, but he repeated the
same two lines over and over again
23 times. The theater was again
plunged into darkness and it all
started again. This lasted very
briefly and once again the lights
came back on and Mr. Beckwith
rose once more. This time for real.
A lively, entertaining, and inter-
esting discussion
-followed which the
audience seemed to enjoy almost as
much as the happening. The par-
ents and college community are in
debted to Mr. Coursen for his firm
but interesting views on literature,
Mr. Stoddard for his subtle, illus-
trated satire, Mr. Schwartz for his
informative comments on the new
music and to Mr. Hornby, new Di-
rector of Dramatics, for his remarks
on happenings.
A FINAL NOTE




fliCt; ' afterfUrther (iiscUssio
"
with bnfh the Dean and the
President oi me i ouncii, we *re obliged to eharijrcnrrarHttTTTrriTiF
Policy on the subject. Dean Brown was obviously upholding a
College, and Student Council policy'; a policy which the Council
is now trying to repudiate. I'ntll this is-done. the Council is wrong
to pursue the argument.
POT-POURRI
Politics — Dirigo Style II
by Pail Barton tary of State, the State Treasurer,
and judges of probate. In addition,
delegates. At the convention on
August 20, held at the Bangor
—1966 does not differ from previous . annual sessions would be instituted : —




voter-rousing issues, This is a par- the power of item veto. support to garner the nomination
ticular problem of Democratic gu- Meanwhi'e, Governor Reed has witn slightly over fifty-one per cent
bernatorial candidate, Kenneth Cur- been, with great tactical finesse, de- of the vote. Reed, at the time of
tis. John Reed has maintained a fending the status auo The first .v, » . i
economic growth, improved educa- onists was prior to the announced state
tional facilities, and a relatively low running of either of the candidates. Rppri ,„-„„ woro nnt t .
unemployment rate. Besides all Reed, with strong reservations, had d
* TSJSiS ? -
this, the Governor has committed voted into law a bill allowing the Z delegated\eSf
A number of things happened this week which deserve mention
The Big Brother Program is underway again. It gives Bowdoin
men an opportunity to work, with Brunswick area children who ZL^vf^T* *" ^ * T^l ** ° f m and *** ^ership, and hiked the Cover-are in need of academic or psychological help. It is to be noted that' I T *"" had Vet°ed Sim"ar measures nor. Not only thTt bu th
S
siting \
factories, shaking hands and
The meeting held last Tuesday night concerning what approach armored opponent. Presently, the bill's ultimate success.
should be taken in the argument" for coeducation aV Bowdoin was enrtfe"*^" tf is'sues^'inc'ludel cWVnuary bauSTg, th" mi wa's ™ ^ **"*** Vari°US Pl*ntSquite encouraging. The decision to attempt to
report on the subject can only show the seriousness with which
some people are approaching the topic. We once again invite any
member of the college community who has anv feelings on this





write a definitive the exodus of y°uth ' especially the defeated by a narrow r i witl
more educated, from the State; claims of vote mishandling "on bh *£^ s Curl hLT ,sluggish economic development of sides. In less than a week the de- th ! * * ^ P g US(?
regional resources; the. need forin- cision underwent three changes ^\f d^"aJ ^-ratic "friend
creased aid to aU levels of educa- First the measure wis defeated ,1 , ? **"**•
tion; and the allegedly poor ad- then, after a preliminary recount' 7 "!TT^ &^ °'
ministration of Governor Ree^TxThe it was defeated C J , 10 5eC°nd ads showin& his Phot0 '
Planks of the D-u^^^
platform have remained largely un- issue
The Democrats are still hoping
second encounter came in
e
se's "As
Walker Art Museum, Professor John McKe
exhibition is back. This controversial set of pictures tapped during the campaign
s thought-provoking enough for a second look, because th prob- Curtis has been attempting to tWa^JIZ^ T» * ^ an ""' W the hole "* In 1964lem ,s still w,th us, and only constant exposure to the public will erect for himself an image of 1 ^^^^.f^.*? the Democratic Party made inroads
end the pollution of our streams and our air 'in^onnecUorTwlih S*L*riau££- whiT trying MaTe AK-ciO^llTLz! "* *** f°rmerly "* e*dU5iVe d0m^this topic, a symposium is being held at the. end of his week
will concern itself with pollution.
;md to picture Reed as a weak and in- port to the candidacy'of Governor sL^l 2FT
Dem°Crats in the
efficient Governor. In this respect. Reed The leadersnf th. t
legislature gave a fairly good
Curtis is making use of severalpro S pltL wing ££ lZ ITT 2"^^^
.. , „,
* *
visions in the platform such as gu-' their InMrt Z I ,J t0 develop a truly effective twoAlpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity will sponsor a Faculty Coffee bernatorial appointment of the nZeyT^^Trt 1 Sff" "*^ ™d DemocratS areHour again this year. This activity was supported constants by ^ate Attorney General, the Secre- "gT^un^f^^f^ ST* that "* tre"d ^ con "the Orient last year because we feel that it is a possible 'step FL"°I° ^
towards creating the Faculty-Student relationship that one reads
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Focus readers for tile last two
years have been exposed regularly
to an analysis of every facet of
Howdoin life by members of the
faculty. We have "focused" on men
from nearly every department, and
in every case their observations
have proved significant. Heretofore,
however, the section dealing with
Bowdoin" life has been subordinate
to that section which related inter-
esting facts surrounding a profes-
sor's life and work. This week the
situation was reversed, as our sub-
ject's impressions of Bowdoin form-
ed the bulk of the interview.
A Prime Specimen
It is not that Professor Walter
R. Boland's experiences h#ve been
any less colorful than those of oth-
er men on the faculty that the
change in emphasis appeared. When
a sociologist, however, turns a scien-
tific eye on the Bowdoin situation.
his comments warrant elaboration.
part by the migration of the upper
and middle class population, leav-
ing in turn a deprived population,
the lack of communication among
racial groups is a major difficulty."
Prof. Boland then referred to De-
troit where a sociological knowledge
and sociologists have been instru-
mental in breaking down the com-
munication block between Negroes
and whites. The result has been
the establishment of increased in-
teraction among racial groups, the
gradual increase of Negro political
power, and the absence of serious
race trouble since 1942.
Sonologists also have considerable
influence in the quest for world
peace and security. "Sociologists
are now trying to determine what
political, economic, and social con-
ditions would lead to peace in the
world. Amitai Etzioni has written
a number of books on this subject.
Robert Angel at the University of
Michigan has been influential in
establishing a conflict resolution
center which includes prominent
sociologists on its staff.
The opportunities, furthermore,
for sociologists, particularly in gov
be dissociated. The .students need
time to blow off steam, but at the
same time the social life should be
more related to the academic side.
"The potential here is high, but
often performance in the classroom
is below potential. Why is this?
First of all you often find a nega-
tive orientation to scholarly pur-
suits. Students are somewhat a-
intellectual. There seems to be a
set of norms that de-emphasizes
academic interest and fascination,
and the deviant from these norms
is the scholarly. These asrms, how-
ever, dealing with intellectual pur-
suits are more often than not shar
ed by upper and middle class peo-
ple in general, and Bowdoin is not
atypical in relation to other
schools." Perhaps the most disturb-
ing result of such norms is their
designation of the professor as an
"enemy." Such a designation seri-
'Educated Americans have realized
that sociologs is contributing some-
tiling to the social science."
The Bowdoin microcosm is a prime
specimen for study.
Prof. Boland received his B.A.,
M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Michigan. He has
served two years in the Army and
has taught for four years at Mich-
igan. He has been at Bowdoin.
where he is now Assistant Professor
of Sociology, since 1964.
"I'm interested in what we call
formal organizations, sometimes
called bureaucratized organizations.
I'm also very interested in social
change and development." One or-
ganization on which he is particu-
larly competent is the expanding
American university. His doctoral
thesis concerned the ramifications
of increased size on the structure
of the modern university with spe-
cial emphasis on the role of the
President and other academic ad-
ministrators.
Sociology At Bowdoin
In attempting to characterize the
Sociology Department here, Prof.
Boland made these comments: "I
think its objective is to acquaint
students with a range of sociological
problems and interests, and to de-
velop in these students some theo-
retical and methodological sophis-
tication. We also try in the senior
year to develop the student's in-
terest in some specific area as well.
Prof. Boland feels that sociology
majors are better trained at Bow-
doin than at Michigan because of
the quality of teaching experienced
here and the concern of the staff
with each individual student's
progress.
Does It Do Anything?
Reacting to the old cliche that
"sociology cuts no bread," and to
the general cynicism with which
the more classically oriented educa-
tors view sociology, Prof. Boland
called upon several examples to il-
lustrate that sociology does indeed
cut bread.
"I think the field itself is be-
coming more popular. Educated
Americans have realized that so-
ciology is contributing something
to the social sciences." Sociology
does have relevance to the solu-
tion of social problems. "In regard
to the problems of the so-called
central city, problems brought on in
eminent and industry are enormous
and financially very profitable.
Sociology And Social Work
"A sociologist is a social scientist.
Most are trained to be scholars,
involved in research and writing.
As a scientist he is very much con-
cerned; with theory, method, and
specifil substantative areas. He is
concerned with the "causes" of so-
cial phenomena and the conditions
that lead to given social pheno-
mena.
In order for an educational in-
stitution of any calibre to main-
tain its standards, it must con-
stantly keep aware of progress made>
in the field of education, and Hf
must constantly review and revise
various aspects of its program. It
must be cognizant of the needs of
its students and faculty, and it
should always be attempting to im-
prove the overall atmosphere gen-
erated in the college community.
Bowdoin has definitely shown that
it is interested and active in im-
proving itself in most areas, but
unfortunately not in all. The area
lacking in progress i6 obvious to
those familiar with the college, the
realm of social life at Bowdoin.
It is commonly thought that stu-
dents always want more social free-
dom, regardless of the liberality of
the rules by which they live. A
blanket criticism such as this is of
little value in such a complex and
diveree matter, and, I think, of little
truth. One needs only to view the
situation at Bowdoin realistically
and draw a few comparisons, and
it becomes apparent that the ana-
chronistic social rules are a serious
detriment tr> rampns life The ana -
sitivity to the attitudes and needs
of the student body in taking such
action. Dean Greason, according to
the ORIENT, "admitted that there
might have been a more effective
communication" between the* stu-
dents and the committee, ag it was
pointed out that the majority of us
were ignorant of its existence. This
means that the changes came with
a minimum of what we may call
"direct pressure" by the students.
In lieu of this however, the_ two
student members of the committee.
according to the same article In
the ORIENT, said "The adminis-
tration realizes student views
through student action. While this
means is not a formal method of
communication, it is often an in-
fallible one." Does this imply that
no changes will be made without
demonstrations of some sort by the
students? Certainly not. as mani-
fest in this very change and other
changes already made. But what
(Continued on page 6)
"The) often tieat symptoms and do
not analyze causes."
"A social worker is a practitioner.
He trys to apply knowledge from
sociology, psychology, and psychi-
atry to specific situations for the
betterment of man. Social work-
ers are concerned, for example, wtih
the welfare of individual families
and not with the conditions that
lead to widespread poverty. "They
often treat symptoms and do not
analyze causes."
Why No Anthropology?
One unfortunate aspect of the
Sociology Department at Bowdoin
is the absence of an anthropology
course. Commenting on this con-
dition Prof. Boland said: "I think
we do put some anthropology in the
1-2 Course. We in the Department
agree that we want someone to
teach anthropology. If we find an
anthropologist who would be in-
teresting to students and who could
complement the sociologists here,
then we should by all means get
him. We don't want to appoint a
physical anthropologist but a man
whose field is cultural anthropolo-
gy," Such scholars, however, are
very expensive, starting salary for
a Ph.D. being around $10,000 a year.
Bowdoin Analysis
"My experience at Bowdoin has
been very pleasant. The students
here are generally good. They have
significant potential for fine aca
demic work and creative extracur-
ricular activities.
"I think "student life at a school
like Bowdoin has two aspects, the
formal academic side and the so-
cial. I don't think the two should




ously impairs student- faculty com-
munication. -
"I think that given this lack of
communication, the student is often
treated as a receptacle. He re-
ceives but does not give. He shows
little initiative both inside and
outside the classroom." Prof. Bo-
land has found it difficult to get
students to take part in class dis-
cussions or to strike out on original
topics of research. In general, they
rely too heavily on the instructor.
This reliance destroys any sense
of student autonomy. Moreover,
there is little inspiration regarding
possible changes on the part of the
student body.
Possible Solutions
"There are problems in the class-
room, for students seem to find
classroom experiences uninteresting.
Maybe it has something to do with
the type of subject matter taught.
Today I feel there should be great-
er emphasis on problem oriented
courses. The lack of interest may
reflect the way in which courses
have been traditionally oriented.
What I have in mind would cut
across traditional disciplines." He
mentioned a possible course deal-
ing with the social, political, eco-
nomic, and psychological conditions
leading to a democratic society.
This course, he feels, would "allow
you to be cross-cultural while mak-
ing use of the disciplinary lines at
Bowdoin."
chronism referred to here is not
just in terms of "the real world,
but also in terms of recent progress
made right here in other facets of
the college. -
Two . good examples of said
progress are last year's liberaliza-
tion of distribution requirements,
and the relaxed forum obligation.
Progress of this sort is essential to
the existence of the college, yet
why. dp social improvements lag
behind the other fields?' The cul-
tural atmosphere has certainly lm
proved (note expanded concert se-
ries and art shows) and academic
changes such as added courses and
departmental curriculum revisions
exemplify definite progress in that
area.
Examine for instance the new
forum regulations. The ineffective-
ness of the Vesper program was
realized bj the Chapel-Forum Pro-
gram Committee, and it conse-
quently, though "reluctantly," ter
minated the requirement. I would
say the committee showed its sen-
JONES'
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Monsters come out alive, crash
out of screen, go into audience
and grab girls out of their seats.
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SEE THE SHOCKING THINGS
THEY DO TOGETHER,'






DO NOT CONFUSE WITH LITTLE SHORTS
OR SPOOK SHOWS THIS FULL
LENGTH FEATURE IS THE WEIRDEST
V.'uBRT, MOST SHOCKING THRILLER OF
THE CENTURY !
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about social rules? Why can't the
same principle apply? Why cant
we get more realistic social reguta-
1
•'".' tions without "direct pressure* on
i* the- part *of the . students; ; pressure
In the form of a demonstration
j which may be detrimental and em-
barrassing to all concerned.
A look at some schools compar-
able to Bowdoin shows that they
have more liberal social rules in
almost every instance. A look at
progress in other areas at Bowdoin
has demonstrated the "social lag."
Lastly, a look at the student body
here should tell of their readiness
to accept the obligation inherent in
any freedom that would be grant-
ed. Can we at once say that the
Bowdoin man is mature enough for
the responsibility of me recently
initiated Honor- System, yet not for
social freedom? Is he any less ma-
ture than the students at schools
comparable to Bowdoin so as to
make him unready to handle social
freedom responsibility? I submit
that if the Bowdoin man were giv-
en social privileges he would handle
them in a responsible manner.
A most Important consideration
at this point may come In terms of
a general criticism of Bowdoin Col-
lege. Apathy is a term well known
in Brunswick, Maine. In order for
Bowdoin to continue to compete
with other institutions of high cal-
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
iber, it must offer more to prospec-
tive students in terms, of the total
experience . of living here for four
years. Changes must be made, to
add enthusiasm and vitality to a
campus life: that is in danger of
dying a slow and apathetic death.
Social reformation may be a more
integral part of the needed progress
than is presently realized. (I would
like to develop this theme of more
vitality on the Bowdoin campus at
a later date, but I hope it will be
taken in all its seriousness here
without detailed analysis). Suffice
it to say that in the long run the
college will hurt itself more than
any of its students by maintaining
obsolete social regulations:
Summarizing, we may say that
the time for social reform is over-
due, that the students are mature
enough for such reform, that the
college will hurt itself by not insti-
tuting such reform, and that "direct
pressure" on the part of the stu-
dent body should not be necessary
for such reform. Lest I fall Into
.the trap of Emitting, a concrete ,nrp
posal, I will offer the following sug-
gestions which "flight at least be
used as a type of guideline: (a) the
upstairs- hours in the houses should
be l£00 midnight on Friday, l:OQ>
a.m. <on .Saturday night, and at
least 6:00 p.m. On Sunday, (b) la-
dies should be allowed in the houses
until 3:00 a.m. on weekends, though
only on the lower floors, (c) women
should be allowed in the houses un-
til 12:00 midnight (on the lower)
floors) from Sunday through Thurs-
day, (d) chaperones need not be
present for such hours, to be in
effect, and (e) dormitory regula-
tions regarding entertainment of
lady guests should also be revised
in this direction. While these steps
may seem large in view of present
rules, I really don't think they are
as liberal as would be possible and
ideal on this campus. After all,
few women are entertained during
the middle of the week, so changes
there are directed at the exceptions
whlcft nevertheless must be previd?%
„ed for, In view ;ef the above anaJy
-
sis of the situation; these proposals
are mofe realistic than existing so-*
ciat rules in every context relative."
to life at Bowdoin, and action %.
should, be taken immediately to
correct the deficiencies (possibly
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If communications were good enough,
you could stay in the sack all day
Moving your body around
is highly inefficient.
If communications were perfect
you would never have to.
Of course, you would still
have to get exercise.
But that's your problem.
We want to make it easier for you
to contact people, lea#n,
get information, attend lectures,
and hold meetings.
We developed Picturephone*
service so you can see as well as talk
when you call. And be seen, too.
We introduced Tele-Lecture service
(two-way amplified phone calls)
to let you hear lecturers
in distant locations. And so you
could ask them questions
no matter how far away they were.
Right now, many students can dial
from their dormitories to a
language lab. Soon a student
will be able to dial into a
computer thousands of miles away
to get information for his courses.
Depending on the nature
of the information, he might get
his answer back audibly,
printed on a teletypewriter,
as a video image,
or a facsimile print.
Some of these services
are available now.
Others are being tested.
For the next week or so,
better get a move on.
*S»rvic« mark
A T7» Tt^\ B,H Systam£X § Py. I \*&J »»"«'» Ttlephon* title











Fri. and Sat., Nov. 4-5, 1966
THE PHYSICISTS*
by Friedrich Duerrenmatt
Thurs.-Sun., Feb. 9-12, 1967
THE ALCHEMIST
by Ben Jonson
Wed, and Sat., May 10, 13, 1967
Fri., June 9, 1967
In addition, there will be two
EVENINGS OF
ONE-ACT PLAYS*
Fri., Dec. 9, 1966;
Sat., Mar. 18, 1967
*Downstairs in the Experimen-
tal Theater, Memorial 107. All
other productions upstairs,
Pickard Theater in Memorial
Hall.
Tickets on sale three weeks be-
fore each production at the
Moulton Union Information
Desk. General admission, $1.50;
(one-acts $.25); Bowdoin stu-
dents and faculty by identifica-
tion card.
Buy a SEASON TICKET for a
relative or friend: $3.75 (reg-
ularly $5.00)
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Soccer Frosh In Scoreless Deadlock




A Bowdoin 1. The t
Polar Bears lost, more than the
game, however, since starting full-*
back Ron Sidman, who had been an
important part of the strong de-
fense, reinjured his knee and is lost
to the team for the season.
As in the Wesleyan loss, the sta-
tistics tell the story. The Gymnasts
led in shots at goal 26-12 and in
corner kicks 10-1. Goalie Swain
made 15 saves for the White and
Fred McCurry made 8 for Spring-
field. Wednesday's tilt at Orono
was indeed quite different as the
Polar Bears clawed the Black
Bears 4-1.
Bowdoin's offense was able to
control the ball and mount a steady,
pressing attack against the Black
Bear defense, with the exception
of the second period in which play
was even. In all, the White held
the edge in shots at goal 34-11 with
Swain making 8 saves and the'
Maine goalie 19. In the third per-
iod, the Polar Bears outshot Maine
18-3.
Billy Williams opened the scor
ing for Bowdoin with a well-deserv-
ed goal at 0:41 of the first period
on a deflection. The 1-0 score re-
mained unchanged until midway
into the third quarter when co-cap-
tain Salmeia s
by Rqh BrendlIr
The^freshman soccer team played
to' a scoreless tie with Thomas Col-
lege Tuesday afternoon at Pickard
Field. Not a single tally was regis-
tered in sixty-six minutes of regula-
tion play and ten minutes; of over-
time action. Acting as game cap-
tains for the Bears were fullback
Rollie Ives and wing Alec Turner.
The team record now stands at
1-0-1.
With the exception of an evenly-
played second quarter, Bowdoin
dominated the play, although to no
avail. The key to the Thomas de-
fense was goalie Pat "mil. Hill de-
nied the Bears a dozen scoring op-
portunities, while his counterpart in
the Bowdoin nets, John McGrath,
was called upon to make a mere
three saves. Hill proved to be the
lone offensive weapon for Thomas
as well, as he consistently lofted
punts well past midfleld.
The Thomas offense never
mounted a sizable attack, and these
numerous punts downfleld did much
to stall the Bowdoin offensive. The
Bears' forward line, which had
been weakened by. an injury to Lee
Rowe, seemed overanxious and un-
able
.J&:
k«ap the ; balt*m', the
. gfouat
acrqss the goalmpujth. A$ p result,
severaffTdihg Bowdoin efforts were
picked off by Goalie Hill and booted
cut of trouble.
And so the pattern continued, to
be broken only, and ironically, by
an errant Thomas penalty kick
some five minutes before the end, of
regulation play. From the Bow
doin standpoint, the statistics are
exasperating: Bowdoin outshot the
Waterville club twenty-three to six
(shots on goal), and kicked seven
corner kicks to Thomas' two. Exas-
perating though these figures may
be, what counts in soccer is goals
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150 Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7082
long drive
from his halfback position which
was screened, from the goalie at
8:40. Steve Mickley made the count
3 with a successful penalty kick at
3:24. of the fourth quarter. Maine
finally broke into the scoring col-
umn when Price picked up a lob
pass and drove it into the nete from
10 feet out at 4:50. Williams end-
ed the scoring for the day "after
receiving a pass from Bob Ives and
hitting the corner from 10 yards
away "at 16:50. The final score was
thus Bowdoin 4 — Maine 1, giving




1 1 1 Do they have
a 4th of July
in England?
(Answers below)
€OOK'B CUKJNER, Route 2CbRUJ\SWICK '
PHONE 729-9896
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Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum- but packs
the punch of a big deall Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!
INC.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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Go At Once To A Great New
Specialty Shop
For Traditional Apparel for Men
(arfd women tool)
Your Headquarters For GANT SHIRTS
the CANTERBURYshop
Open \I<m<Ia\ thru Saturcla\ 10:00 a.m. i«i 9:00 p.m.
Brunswick-Bath Plaza
at Cook's Corner
Phil R«.ss 4 3, Prop
Enthrall
the opposite sex
Read The New York Times and they'll hang on your
every word about world affairs, politics, sports, the
arts. For campus delivery of The New York Times at
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(Contrary to what appeared, Polar Bearings of last week was written
by Dick Mersereau.)
Judging from the response to last week's column, it seems only fitting
that a follow-up article should be written — one that attempts to suggest
partial solutions to the problem now facing Bowdoin football.
The problem that faces Bowdoin is a problem for everyone —, stu-
dents, faculty, coaches, administration, and alumni — because the situa-
tion affects all of us. As has been noted before, a group of eager alumni
has endeavored to help solve the dilemma by attacking the personnel
problem at its root, in the area of admissions. The coaches? Well, the
coaches have to deal with the problem as they see fit, because, in a strict
sense, it's their headache — enough said.'on that angle. And, little be it
known, there are members of the Administration who are willing to do
more than just shake their heads over the matter. On Tuesday, a small
group of interested students discussed many aspects of the problem with
an enthusiastic Dean of the College. Without going into too much detail,
the following possible partial improvements in the system were introduced
and discussed. Many of these ideas can be carried through to improve
not just the footoall situation but the conditions surrounding the other
athletics and .campus activities and organizations as well.
—A general beefing up of the frosh football program including pre
and post-season meetings, improved schedule, orientation allowances,
etc.
...
—Increased personal contact of players by coaches and captains "of
teams throughout the school year and particularly the summer.
—The formation of a type of booster club, composed of interested
coaches, players, students, and faculty members, designed to swing
_intQ-actlon. before~the heginning of eaermthfetie- season , thp pur-
pose of which is to approach prospective players, and convince them
of the team's desire to have them play.
—The improvement of athletic equipment or at least the "sprucing
up" of the uniforms.
—The establishment of a training table in a separate room apart
from the Union dining area mo offense to the atmosphere or the
food there) with a menu different from the Union's.
-The elimination or liberalization of CAL requirement for sophomore
varsity athletes. I Possibly running CAL on a semester basis with
football players responsible for only the second semester of CAL,
baseball players responsible for only the first semester, etc.)
The Bowdoin football team
soundly licked one of Its worst
problems last Saturday enroute to
a scoreless tie with Amherst Col-
lege in the Bears' home opener at
Whittier Field. -
Neither team lost a fumble nor
had a pass intercepted, through the
whole game. This is in sharp con-
trast to the Bears' performance the
previous Saturday at Wesleyan
when they gave the Cardinals a
dozen gifts. Of course, the actual
outcome of the Parents' Day game
was Amherst 51, Bowdoin 0.
Although Pete Kosty's gridders
did not present the pigskin to the
Lord Jeffs by bobble or errant
aerial, they were forced to yield
possession of the ball twelve times
via punts. Thus, sophomore Dick
Parmenter rewrote the Bowdoin
punting records by kicking all
twelve times for a total of 466 yards,
both new single game standards.
In addition, Dick got the Polar
Bears out of trouble once with a
prodigious 77-yard boot for still an-
other individual record
SOPHOMORE DICK PARMENTER receives handoff from quarter-
back Mo Viens (12) in Saturday's action against Amherst College.
The Bears lost the contest, 51-0. Other players in the picture in-
clude tackle Dick Wormell (72), guard Jim Georgitis (62), end
Bob MoGuirk (84), and halfback Charlie Belanger (10), extreme
left, of Bowdoin and Evan Slater (35) and Jim Parkinson (15) of
Amherst.
—The formation of a worthwhile league or New England Conference
including schools such as Colby, Bates, Amherst, Williams, Trinity,
Wesleyan. Tufts, and AIC, which would elect officials, offer tro-
phies and distinction for the winner or MVP or best passer, etc.)
—A lift on- the ban on post-season tournament play.
—A study of the programs 'including recruiting i at schools with
respectable teams, such as Amherst or Williams.
-A greater participation of players and coaches in the student life
•as forum speakers, at well-organized rallies, at awards banquets,
etc.<.
These are only a few of the ideas that a few concerned individuals
have tossed out for consideration. Now is the time, with the situation the
way it is. to explore all the possibilities so that a respectable football team
can be realized as soon as possible. Undoubtedly there are other resources
left to be tapped. There is a good chance that your idea could help - and











These were about the only posi-
tive marks set by the Bears In the
tussle. It was the most lopsided
score in the history of the 45-year
series. This second straight shutout
defeat gave the opponents 90 points
in the last 120 minutes against the
porous Bowdoin defense.
Amherst amassfd 480 yards in to-
tal offense Saturday, while restrict-
ing the Polar Bears to just 48 yards.
The Bowdoin ground troops were
thrown for a loss of 32 yards in
the tilt. .
Three sophomore halfbacks high-
lighted, the Amherst attack. Madi-
son Nimmons and Jim Parkinson
scored two touchdowns apiece and
Bill Poye tallied once in addition
to being the Lord Jeffs leading ball-
carrier with 75 yards in eight car-
ries.
Junior quarterback Joe Schell
fired touchdown strikes of 46 and 36
yards and registered the first score
himself on a 5-yard before yielding
to Senior Wayne Donner.
The Bears moved into Amherst
territory only once in the half. Back
to pass, Mo Viens saw an opening
and spurted 18 yards to the Am-
herst 37. Then Richie Benedetto
carried for eight and Dick Parmen-
ter picked up another first down
inside the Amherst 25. However,
the Amherst defense repelled this




The Bowdoin soccer team began
State Series play this week with a
4-1- win over Maine, after losing a
disappointing match to Springfield
by the same score on Parents' Day.
On Homecoming, the Polar- Bears
will hopefully prove "> to be rude
hosts to the Williams Ephmen who
have already downed Harvard 3-1.
Bowdoin will enter the tilt with a
recprd of. three wins and two losses.
Bowdoin tallied first when Tom
Brown at Inside Left took a pass
from Center Forward Dave Mather
and drove the ball past the Spring-
field
-goalie at 2:20 of the opening
quarter. An upset appeared in the
making until 3:20 of the second
period when Dave Donaldson of
the Gymnasts scored unassisted on
a bouncer, after Bowdoin Goalie
Bob Swain had slipped and fallen.
The halftime score of l-l did not
hold up long into the third quarter
as Bill Muse of Springfield counted
at 0:39 on a penalty kick. From
then on, the
-game was all Spring
field's with Kagallah scoring at
10:00 of the third on an assist from
Donaldson and Zien adding the
final .goal at 20:44 by knocking in
(Please turn to page 7)
by Steve Reed
The Bowdoin cross country team
took the only Polar Bear athletic
triumph on Parent's Day with a
27-28 victory over Amherst Col-
lege. It was the first Bear, victory
over the Lord Jeffs since the sport
was revived at Bowdoin in 1955.
Sophomore Rod Tulonen set a
Bowdoin record of 19:23 while
finishing second' to Bob Kaye of
Amherst Saturday at the meet at
the Brunswick Golf Course. Kaye's
time of 18:43 set the course record.
Behind Tulonen in the third and
fourth slots were sophomore class-
mates Chuck Farwell and Dick
Paulding. Amherst runners placed
fifth, sixth, and seventh, but the
eighth and tenth finishers were
Bowdoin sophomore Bud Wright
and captain Cary Rea. This gave
the Bears their first win since the
1964 season and provided cross
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Sadik Resigns As
Museum Director
Marvin S. Sadik, Director and
Curator of the Bowdoin College
Museum of Art, announced Thurs-
day that he is resigning, effective
next July 1, to accept the post of
Director of the Museum of Art at
the University of Connecticut.
Mr. Sadik, who joined the fac-
ulty in 1961 as Curator of the Mu-
seum, was appointed Director and
Curator in 1964. Under his direc-
tion, the Bowdoin Museum has pre-
sented an outstanding program of
special exhibitions which set new
attendance records and won na-
tion-wide acclaim. He has also
been responsible for the acquisition
of numerous works of art by gift
and purchase, and. the care and
conservation of items in the perma-
nent Bowdoin collections.
President James S. Coles of Bow-
doin said "In the five years that
Mr. Sadik has been at Bowdoin he
has brought new life and new vision
to the program of the Bowdoin
College Museum of Art, raising it
to a new and higher level. I doubt
that there can ever be another
Marvin Sadik but the program of
the Museum will continue from a
new plateau which he has built.
"When he leaves Bowdoin next
June he will carry with him every
good wish from the College and the
many friends he has made here, as
he goes on to what is certainly
destined to be a distinguished
career."
Mr. Sadik supervised arrange-
ments for a precedent-breaking
New York City exhibition of Bow-
doin's rare collection of Colonial
and Federal portraits. This show,
held at the famed Wildenstein gal-
leries, closed last week. It was
the first time that the Bowdoin
portraits were exhibited outside of
the Museum on the College's cam-
pus in Brunswick.
Some of Mr. Sadik's loan shows
have, been instrumental in shaping
the public's conscience. About 20,-
000 visitors flocked to the Bowdoin




Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, the
nation's First Lafy, has praised
Bowdoin for its work in organizing
the current land use symposium.
Furthermore she said that she
would have attended it but for
previous engagements.
In a letter to President Coles,
Mrs. Johnson's social secretary said
the First Lady "well knows how
vital it is to develop programs to
assure the preservation of our
scenic areas." This letter was the
by Gregory Darling
How can the Maine coast pre
serve its character while offering
prosterity to its residents? And
what is the real value of unspoiled,
undeveloped country, of natural
beauty?
Leading conservationists and
planners from all the corners of
the nation gathered here yesterday
for a three-day symposium spon-
sored by the Bowdoin Center for
Resource Studies and entitled "The
Maine Coast: Prospects and Per-
spectives," during which they hope
to discuss some possible answers.
gional head of the Departments
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,
Mr. Richard E. Griffith, Regional
Director of the Department's Bu-
reau of Sport Fisheries and Wild-
life in Boston, and Mark Abelson,
Regional Coordinator for the Re-
sources Program Staff of the De-
partment of the Interior in this
area.
The public may attend any of
these panels (2 to 4 p.m. Friday
and 9:30 Saturday) at a registra-
tion fee of $3.
Urging Maine residents to attend
the discussions, Mr. Robert W. Pat-
terson, Convener of the symposium
Marvin S. Sadik -
Museum during the summer of
1964 to see an exhibition entitled
"The Portrayal of the Negro in
American Painting."
In the spring of this year Mr.
Sadik arranged an exhibition of
John McKee's photographs, "As
Maine Goes — The Maine Coast
and Its Despoilment." This show
(Continued on page 2)
second from the White House to
President Coles.
In May, Mrs. Johnson had writ-
ten personally to express her pleas-
ure after seeing the catalogue for
the photographic exhibition, "As
Maine Goes — The Maine Coast
and its Despoilment," saying that
the catalogue for the exhibition
was "one ot the finest things to
cross my desk in many weeks" and
that it was "particularly refresh-
ing to see a museum take an in-
terest in the condition of the liv-
ing landscape."
"For too long," she added, "we
have let scales cover our eyes and
now is the time for people with an
awareness of beauty to portray the
visual problems and opportunities
of our environment. We are a na-
tion increasingly interested in
travel and in perceiving the beau-
ties of our heritage. It is a pleas-
ure for me to see an appealing
(Continued from page 7)
Pane l discussions have been: held and the recent winner of^the title
at the Senior Center to discuss
such topics as "Wider and more
Effective Use of the Zoning Tool,"
"Scenic Reserves and Highway
Corridors," "The Role of Local and
Regional Planning Boards." Among
those participating in these panel
discussions are three members of
the Department of the- Interior:
Mr. Richard E. Galantowicz, re-
"Conservationist of the Year," notes
that "New England is the tradi-
tional home of individualism and
free enterprise, but it has also been
the birthplace of much pace-setting
social action." He added that
"New Englanders have always been
prepared to jc|n together to fight
for something they believed in"
(Continued on page 6) p
Chi Psi Wins Trophy
Independent Top
School Standings
Results of Fraternity Scholastic




Alpha RhoUpsilon 80.33 70
Phi Delta Psi 79.48 59
Delta Kappa Epsllon 79.26 75
Sigma Nu 79.04 52
Alpha Kappa Sigma 7848 70
Chi Psi 78.75 65
Delta Sigma 78.71 62
BeUThetaPi 7&20 77
ZeUPsl 78.15 84
Alpha Delta Phi 76.10 69
PstUpsllon - 7742 67
Theta Delta Chi 7754 75
All Fraternity Average 78.62 864
All College Average 78.74
Results of the Freshman Frater-




Zeta Psi 79.91 22
Alpha Rho Upsilon 79.89 19
Phi Delta Psi 79.43 16
Chi Psi 79.18 22
Delta Sigma 7696 23
Delta Kappa Epsllon 7647 17
Beta Theta Pi 76.48 19
Psi Upsilon 7639 26
Alpha Kappa Sigma 76.34 18
Alpha Delta Phi 7649 19
Thru Delta Chi 75.70 29










Don Ferro, '68, President of the
local chapter of Sigma Nu, stated
recently that the recommendation
by the Faculty to withdraw recog-
nition of Bowdoin's Delta Psi chap-
ter cf Sigma Nu was "hasty and
net in the best interest of all con-
cerned." "The matter was not even
on the scheduled agenda for the
fa;ulty meeting on October 10."
He ncted that although there is
a conflict between the policy of the
College and that of Sigma Nu Na-
tional Fraternity, he is confident
that it will be worked out judi-
ciously.
The point in question is the re-
strictive clause of the Sigma Nu
Natitnal Fraternity. Ferro point-
ed oul that "the Delta Psi chapter
has been one of the leaders against
the restrictive clause for many
years."
At the last national convention,
a m t on to abolish the clause came
Within four votes of the two-thirds
majority necessary to carry the mo-
tion.
The local wishes to maintain its
tie's with the National at least until
19-8, when the matter of the re-
strictive clause will be voted on
again. Ferro is confident that the
clause will be abolished at that
time. As matters now stand, the
local chapter, along with many
other locals, has been granted a
waiver on the clause. Don Ferro
remarked that the Delta Psi chap-
ter of Sigma Nu is "one of the
best integrated fraternities on
campus — regardless of the Na-
ti~nal restrictive clause."
In Ferro's opinion, the Faculty
Committee should have discussed
the matter more thoroughly with
spokesmen from the undergraduate
i hapter and alumni ranks. He
d:csn't feel that a 1 facts were tak-
en into account, that there may
have been "biased judgments on the
Chi Psi's Winning Homecoming Display
cause cf Sigma Nu by tending to-
ward "sensationalism rather than
objectivity." He implied that no




For the second consecutive year
the emotion over the issue the James Bowdoin Cup was award
dies dewn around campus. ed to Thomas H. Allen "67, President
terio emphasizes that tne un- of his Class, Phi Beta Kappa and
uergra.uate chapter and its Na- co-captain of the varsity football
tional are as close today as they
team.
The cup is given by Alpha Rho
h.ve ever been and possibly closer. Upsl ,on ftaternity to the student
He brought up that a few years ago who has compiled the highest aca-
there was a lack of communica- demic average of any varsity letter-
tion between Sigma Nu National man during the previous year. Al-
and the Delta Psi chapter for about
len is ^° "P^to-elect of the to-
four years. la January, 1965, the
'
National withdrew Delta psi's char-
ter because of administrative de-
ficiencies.
In October, 1965, the Executive
Ec.retary, Richard Fletcher, came
tj . Bowdoin from National Head-
quarters in Lexington, Virginia,
and presided over pledging and
initiations. Although Fletcher was
dismayed at the "club" attitude
that prevailed in Bowdoin frater-
the outdoor track team.
The General Philoon Trophy
was presented to Edwin L. Russell.
The trophy, given by Major Gen-
eral Wallace C. Philoon, USA
(Ret.) of - the Bowdoin Class of
1905, is awarded annually to the se-
nior who has made the best record
at ROTC summer camp.
Also announced at the convoca-
tion were three winners of a book
prize, awarded to students who
Donald Ferro
pail of the Committee toward the
National, and that the action in-
tended by the Chairman was not in
the best interest of the chapter.
Ferro said that the unfavorable
editorial in the Orient hurt the
nities, particularly regarding early *""T
m wKa w Kua m n
rushing and short orientation per- f^ ,•**» ^ A- or better
um rw*„ d«, ...„„ k„„,. ,_ „ to e&ch of their courses during theiad, Delta Psi was back in good
standing. Tne local received its
charter bacV in January, 1966.
Don Ferro feels that this new
lommunication link ' has strength-
ened .the ties between the local
and the national.
preceding academic year. The prises
were copies of Professor Philip C.
Beam's recently published "Wins-
low Homer at Prout's Neck."
The books were awarded to D**if
(Continued on page 6)
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Sadik To Leave 'BoW^Siti
After Reviving Museum
* Only a* few wel&s ago it seeiAea nYuseum/activities. They found then**
that Marvin Sadik was the talk of man * Brunswick.
the campus, achieving a new and
unprecedented fame even among
undergraduates: his review of the
Wildenstein Exhibition in the Alum-
nus, his "Focus" in the Orient, the
exhibition in New York, the open-
ing of the Gutman collection in
Brunswick. Everyone all at once
seemed to realize who Marvin Sadik
was and how high his value to the
College.
The unexpected announcement of
his resignation was received by
most here with sadness, but with
acknowledgement that Sadik surely
deserves such a distinguished pro-
motion. For the museum at the
University of- Connecticut is a well-
endowed one which has "great po-
tential" according to Sadik. The
University administration antici-
pates a far greater and more active
role for the museum in the Univer-
But Marvin Sadik has his own
misgivings about leaving Bowdoin.
An urbane, sophisticated Art His-
torian, in some ways an anomaly at
the College, Mr. Sadik is sincere in
his affections for Bowdoin. While
he recognizes the lack of under-
graduate interest in the Art Mu-
seum, he has never uttered disap-
proval any more strongly than he
did in his recent "Focus." He looks
on Bowdoin as a fine Liberal Arts
College which is right to exult in its
many distinctions. Whereas another
man so gifted would have given up
in exasperation at the obstacles of
the small college museum, Sadik
has transcended them, always pro-
ducing work of the highest polish
and with consummate flair. Indeed,
Marvin Sadik can be said to have
assumed the best of the Bowdoin
life and savored it fully; out of his
felicitous experience at Bowdoin he
sity life; it therefore sought a man shall bring to Connecticut the spirit
of proven accomplishment and ere- and the proud name of Bowdoin




(Continued from page, 1
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proved so popular that it has been
scheduled, for a national tour.
During,\he sufflrfer of this year
Mr. Sadik arranged a widely prais-
ed exhibition entitled "Winslow
Homer at Prout's Neck." Among
the numerous other notable exhibi-
tions brought to Bowdoin by Mr.
Sadik have been a one-man show
of the art of Leonard Baskin in
1962, the largest exhibit of the fam-
ed artist's work ever held in this
country; an exhibition on "Painting
in British India, 1757-1857"; a show
entitled "French Impressionist and
Post Impressionist Painting"; and
the Salton Collection of Renais-
sance Medals.
Catalogues from many of these
exhibitions have been hailed as im-
portant contributions to the appre-
ciation and understanding of art.
The catalogue for the Baskin
show, designed by Mr. Baskin him-
self, attracted international atten-
tion and was exhibited later in the
Louvre. Mr. Sadik wrote the text
for some of the catalogues and his
latest is a 70,000 -word document —
the first catalogue ever published
of Bowdoin's Colonial and Federal
portrait collection.
A native of Springfield, Mass.,
Mr. Sadik received his Bachelor's
degree magna cum laudfe'from_Har-.-
IMPORTANT NOTICE — SENIORS
November Interview Schedule
Nov. 3—OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS CO.
Interested in Seniors considering a business career.
Nov. 15—NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING
Nov. 16—UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Nov. 18—RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Business Administration
Seniors desirous of meeting and talking with the representatives
should report to the Placement Bureau to be given appointment time.
Seniors planning to take part in the business and career interviews
should register now at the office of the Placement Bureau.
Three major productions and several evenings of one-act plays have
been scheduled for the Masque and Gown's 65th season according to
Professor Richard Hornby, Director of Dramatics.
Season subscriptions for all of the productions can be purchased at
the Information Desk of the Moulton Union. The price is $3.50 for the
general public and $3 for students or servicemen and their families.
The first play, "Galileo" by Bertolt Brecht, will be shown Nov. 4 and
5 in Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall. Other major productions are "The
Physicists" by Friedrich Durrenmatt Feb. 9 and 12, and "The Alchemist"
by Ben Johnson May 10 and 13 and June 9.
The traditional student-written one-act play contest will be held
March 18. There will also be an evening of student-directed one-acts Dec. 9.
Charles N. Head '68, publicity manager for Masque and Gown, said
"The Physicists" and each set of one-acts will be presented In the group's
new experimental theater downstairs In Memorial Hall.
Smith's Photo Shop













224 Maine St., Brunswick
Telephone 725-4733
vard College in 1954, and his Mas-
ter's degree from Harvard Univer-
sity in 1961. As. an undergraduate
at Harvard, he was a John Har-
vard Scholar, holder of a Faculty
of Arts and Sciences Scholarship,
winner of a Detur Prize, and Boyl-
ston Prize Speaker. At the Uni-
versity he was Harris Fellow in
Fine Arts.
Before coming to Bowdoin, Mr.
Sadik was Assistant Senior Tutor




222 MAINE STREET Opposite Bowdoin College
TEL. 725-5587
BOWDOIN - EUROPE 1967
Departure — June 22, 1967
Return — Sept. 7, 1967
ROUND TRIP FARE ONLY $280.00
STUDENTS— PROFESSORS — ALUMNI
Contact: Ralph Quinn— Tel. 729-9445
"The Anglo-American contention
on Rhodesia can be 'understood
only as .1 verbal cover for a plain
and simple racist position. Messrs.
Wilson and Goldberg object to
Ian Smith's government not be-
cause it is minority but because
it is white. II the Rhodesian
government were an unmixed dic-
tatorship, and were at the same
time black, Goldberg and Wilson
would recognize
Fred T. Page of Meriden, Conn., has been elected President of Chi
Psi Fraternity is a member of the Class of 1968.
Elected Vice President of Chi Psi was John L. Despres '68.
• • * • • »
Historian Allan Nevlns, a two-time winner of the Pulitzer Prize in
biography, will deliver a lecture at the Senior Center Monday night, Oct.
24. '
The public is cordially invited to attend his address, which will be
given at 8:15 p.m. The title of the speech will be "Some Unforeseen Results
of the Civil War, With Reference to O. O. Howard."
Dr. Nevins, widely known author and Senior Research Associate of
the Henry E. Huntington Library at San Marino, Calif., Is currently in
residence at the Bowdoin Senior Center as part of the College's new
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Tenor Frederick Weidner, III, who concertized his way through four
years of undergraduate study at Bowdoin, will return to his alma mater
Sunday evening, Oct. 23, to give a public recital.
The program, which will be open to the public without charge, will
be held in the Senior Center at 8:15 p.m. It will be the first of the 1966-67
series of Music Club concerts.
Professor Elliott S. Schwartz of the Music Department said Mr.
Weidner will sing works by Purcell, Vaughan Williams, and Schubert.
Mr. Weidner, a member of the Class of 1950, will be accompanied by
Sandra Owen, who is presently a member of the accompanying staff of
both the Juilliard School of Music and Sarah Lawrence College. The
audience is cordially invited to attend a reception for Mr. Weidner in the
Senior Center after the concert.
Trials for the Alexander Prize Speaking Contest, which is open to
members of the three lower classes, will be held at 4 and 7 p.m. on October
25 in Room 117 Sills Hall. The final speakers in the contest will be chosen
on the basis of a five-minute reading. Each student who tries out may
choose his own selection. The final speaking will take place on December
5 in the Pickard Theater. For any other Information or advice, please
consult Professor Qulnby in 10 Sills. The competition will be for prizes
of $60 and $40, for which eight or nine men will be chosen.
H
L & A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Students
Compare And You'll Do Business At
L & A TIRE CO















Art Supplies - Paints • Sundries
24 Pleasant St Dial 725-5361








LEAVE TOUR SHOES AT
THE J. J. NEWBERRY
SHOE DEPARTMENT
REMEMBER THE PENNY COLLECTION
YOU USED TO HAVE?
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU SAW
A RED BOOK?.
BUY • SWAP • SELL
Brunswick Stamp & Coin Club
Meetings Every Other Monday, Starting:
October 10, 8:00 p.m., 2nd Floor Adams




One of the things that distin-
guishes an artist from the rest of
us, is perception. In the things we
take for granted he sees new and
interesting relationships. While
we're wrapped up with tomorrow's
toothpaste, he's wrapped up with
life and living. There may be many
who have such perception but few
are able to communicate it. For
this is the other side of an artist;
an ability to communicate in what-
ever media he may choose. If
you'll grant this as a possible def-
inition of an artist, than how can
Paul Simon not qualify? Simon
deals in a medium, folk music, and
communicates very valid observa-
tions through it.
As you read your Emily Dickinson
And I my Robert Frost
.
('
IIV note our plate Willi bookmarkers
And we measure what we'w lost.
Perhaps you think that the meas-
ure of artistic quality is time. I
firmly believe that long after folk
music has gone the way of the
twist, Paul Simon will be around
writing exciting poetry. His songs
are just that, poems set to music.
Simon deals in a very restrictive
rhyme and rythmn framework and
he handles it with an amazing
amount of ability.
And the people turned ilnil pruxei
Id Ihe neon god Ibex made
Simon communicates both his re-
actions to modern American socie-
ty, and pieces of his own person-
ality. An idea comes across just
as easily as a feeling. I have yet
to hear one of his songs that didn't
Student Council Reports
Ivy's: The Council unanimously voted to have Ivy's Weekend placed under
the auspices of the Student Union.
Rushing: The three major recommendations for next year's program
were brought to a vote. These were abolition of the limited bid, reten-
^--tton -of-ttre-rani system, and iirStallatiuii uf a maximum quota"or 2 b*
The motion was defeated by a narrow margin.
Student Life: At this week's meeting a letter was sent to Prof. Redwine
with the hope of starting inter-departmental communication regard-
ing the scheduling of hour exams. Letters have also been sent to
several bus companies and girls' schools for information on prices
and mixers. There is an attempt being made to get rid of Saturday
classes for Campus Chest.
Curriculum: Some of the topics which have been discussed by the Council
Committee were brought up in the Faculty Educational Policy Com-
mittee. A "pass- fail" system of some sort is under definite considera-
say something to me. Even his
light songs of satire have a valid
intellectual fiber.
lit Ah d la.\l Saluidax.
Hi turned on the gr«, mid he went
lo sleep.
Willi Ihe windows ilosed, \o he'd
nn'ii wake up ...
. .
.
And nil Ihe people sunt, 'What
ii sliunrc that he's dead. Hut
wasn't be n mini pnulinr num.'
Too many people- just listen to
their excellent- folk guitar and if
they don't happen to like folk mu-
sic they chalk the whole thing off.
Not only are they folk singer's
which immediately ranks them, with
the Kingston Trio, but they're mak-
ing money at it; this immediately
makes them suspect as artists. We
have a curious attitude toward ar-
tists here in America. While they're
struggling we love them but onco
they're financial successful we
chalk them off as commercial. If
Simon and
-Garfunkel are ftaaneml-
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Members, of the College>commil,- Nov. 8 whether to activate a legis-
nity and other residents of the lative bill that would establish the
Brunswick area will have a timely Allagash Waterway under control
opportunity this Wednesday night of the State Park & Recreation
to learn the background of the Commission.
controversy surrounding a proposed Mr. Stuart, who is Administrator
Allagash Wilderness Waterway in of the Allagash Wilderness Water-
northern Maine. way, will accompany his Bowdoin
Lawrence Stuart, Director of the lecture with wall charts and some
State Park & Recreation Commis- 6° c°l°r slides,
sion. will deliver an illustrated lee- A member of the Class of 1932,
ture. His topic will be "Allagash ne hol <*s a B.S. degree from Tufts
— Land of Controversy." College and also studied at Boston
Professor Myron A. Jeppesen, University- A native of Augusta,
Chairman of the Faculty Commit- he spent 24 years in educati°n work
tee on Lectures and Concerts, said before enterinS st*te service. He
Mr. Stuart will speak in Smith Au- served as a PrinciPa l and Superin-
ditorium at 8:15 p.m tendent of ni*h schools in p]y-
Maine residents will, decide in a. mouth ' Gray ' Hall™ell, Southwest
Harbor. Belfast, Cape Elizabeth,
Rangeley and Madison.
referendum vote on election dav
about time somebody made some
money for doing sometlnnu artis-
tically valid. Perhaps that's the on-
ly reason they di/it; so what? It
doesn't change his songs. Shakes-
peare wasn't writing for his health.
Hi Ho. In Ho. hello, hello
tituulhyr, giiiull/xe, goodlnef gomthxi
ihni\ nil llirie is
liul llie /ir/,;/ ( Ihnl /in gieen linn
In hlii, en
.
In trying to evaluate Simon and
Garfunkel as artists I'm way over
my head and drowning. All I tan
say is listen to them, really listen
just as you would read a good
book of' poetry. .They deserve r it.
¥lwM^h^-^4Mitn-mffk,zT'IgffF
tion. Complications occur in the C-rule and Dean's List regulations
as they now exist. Other changes that are possible include grading in
Senior Honors Work and the Major Exam rank required to exempt
a Senior from Finals. Undergraduate seminars are thought to be
too expensive to be practical. Topics such as Removal of Saturday
classes and the $10 fine before and after vacations hopefully will come
up at the next meeting, November 7.
Chess Club: The charter of the Chess Club was unanimously approved,
making it an official Bowdoin organization, and enabling it to appear
before the Blanket Tax for funds.
Student Union: Mr. Warren of the Moulton Union has brought up the
idea of a daily College Bulletin, listing all activities of the day. This
will be worked on in conjunction with the Student Union, and may





BRI NSWICK — MAINE
to produce; give it sufficient atten-
tion
/'. i mi ill i (h In do,
\o pHIUliu s III III I h
Im iluppliil uinl ilm,i-\\ mid i, ads
fin sleep,
Sound like Robert, Frost?
^errie s
JFWELERS OPTICIANS
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One of the greatest films on the
Life of Christ ever made
NOTE one show only at 7:30 p.m.
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE













LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
PHILIPPON S MARKET
78 UNION STREET
Serving Bowdoin men with great buys in Meats, Chips,
and Refreshments with the best buys in town
I
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kitterv
I;et us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
to Rockland
nX
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In this week's Letters column there appears a letter from a
number of dormitory residents calling for an Orient meeting to
discuss the subject of dormitory parietal hours. The Orient will
sponsor such a meeting on October 27 (next Thursday) at 7:00
p.m., in the Orient office. It is certainly hoped that more students,
than just the signers, will be willing to participate in some form
of discussion, and perhaps, action.
Faculty Hypocrisy?
Last week the Faculty recommended to the College that it
withdraw recognition from Sigma Nu Fraternity because of the
fraternity's implicit support of the discrimatory clause in the
National Constitution. The Orient felt, and still feels, that this
decision was a fair one, but we- now question the Faculty on a
matter of principle. Since Sigma Nu did not live up to the 'spirit'
of the Civil Rights Movement, the Faculty chastised it. However,
this same group supports a larger organization that also does not
live up to the 'spirit' of the Civil Rights Movement; an institution,
which forbids the employment of female professors (an obvious
failure to live up to the clause in the 1964 Civil Rights Bill against
discrimination for reasons of sex, religion, race or color) ; Bow-
doin College. To be consistent, the Faculty should recommend that
this rule be- stricken from the books, and that steps be taken to
remedy the situation. J P R
To -the Editor:
We the undersigned propose that the Orient sponsor
a meeting to discuss revision of the dormitory regula-
tions at Bowdoin; specifically, the clause which pro-
hibits women in the dorms. There can be no cogent
reason for this absurd Puritanism in a school operat-
ing under an honor code. A meeting, open discussion,
might conceivably unite the students to erase this
anomaly and ultimately push Bowdoin an inch or two
out of the past.
Thomas Watkins Ronnie Levy
Thomas Goodnow
John Schultz




Regarding your forum comments of Monday, Oc-
tober 17: points well stated and well taken. The lack
of student interest and the need for some active
voice are shown by the usual lack of letters to the
editor. Either the students can't read, or they can't
think, or worse yet, they don't want to.
Bob Seibel
Politics — Dirigo Style III
The Best?
Is the Bowdoin Orient the best of all college weeklies in the
best ofall possible worlds?
The Bowdoin Orient definitely believes. If one 'can believe
some of the things one reads, the 'discovery would quickly be made
that there is a definite possibility that this is the best of all pos-
sible worlds. One can only hope. On the other hand certain phil-
osophers attempt to prove that the world is good merely because
the concept of a "good world" exists. Unless our thoughts are mere
images also.
by Paul Barton
Monday, October 17, Governor
Reed and his opponent, Ken Curtis
met for. a thirty minute televised
debate broadcast on stations WCSH
and WGAN. For a period of two
months, Curtis has been attempting
to arrange such a performance.
When he first challenged Reed to
debate with him on the air, Secre-
tary Curtis envisioned a series of
hour-long debates during which he
and Governor Reed would thresh
out the issues before the voter au-
dience. Reed replied to the chal-
lenge, and began contacting mem-
bers of the Maine Broadcasting
Association. The Association would
The Bowdoin OnVnr.maintaiQing a high 'degree of proof-
reading as well as writing, strives in philosophically journalistic
ways towards the "perfect college weekly". This is the right idea-
where the concept is steadfastly maintained and pursued the
reality often appears.
The college administration is maintaining a concept of a small
but excellent school. Perhaps when the concept exists there is a
possibility for the reality to emerge. g \y G
FOLK CONCERT
Homecoming I960 was marked by several "firsts" in the area
of entertainment on campus. One was the use of the New Gvm for
the Simon & Garfunkel concert Saturday night. The Student' Union
Committee continually made clear that subsequent use of the facil-
ity, with its larger seating capacity making possible "bigger name"
entertainment, depended solely upon student behavior in drinking
and smoking.
We feel it is safe to say that these restrictions were honored
and commend both the student body and the Committee for their
parts in making the concert a success. We are looking forward to
similar successful occasions in the New Gym.
Sunday afternoon, in "Terrace Under" in the Union an ex-
tremely well-attended and well-performed student folk concert
closed out Homecoming. We think this was a valid demonstration
of both the need and response to a more informal kind of enter-
tainment for Bowdoin weekends, and we applaud Tom Roulston
for his persevering efforts of organization, the performers for




have to grant free time to the can
didaies and arrange the debate for-
mat.
Several times Curtis chided Reed
for stalling. Reed replied that the
task of negotiations had fallen upon
him, and that arranging the debate
with the Maine Broadcasting As-
sociation was the chief cause of
delay. After several hectic confer-
ences, the concept of a series of
debates was set aside. The broad-
casters also frowned upon relin-
quishing an hour of prime air time.
Finally it was agreed upon to have
^ne half-hour program.
The
. second step was arranging
the format. It was first suggested
that several newsmen question the
candidates. However, the idea of a
debate gained greater support, and
was finally accepted.
The final product was a half-hour,
live debate with previously prepared
questions presented to the candi-
dates by the moderator. Each can-
didate had three minutes for open-
ing remarks. After that, the mod-
erator, Edward S. Godfrey, Dean of
the University of Maine Law School,
presented individual questions, pre-
viously composed by newsmen, to
Mr. Curtis and Governor Reed.
Toward the end of the debate, each
candidate was allowed to make brief
closing remarks.
Reed opened by stressing major
gains made by the State of Maine
during his administration, and by
pointing out the necessity of ex-
perienced leadership in the future.
Curtis replied by. stating the State
was, in fact, poor economic condi-
tion, primarily due to the lack of
competent leadership in the Gov-
ernor's Office.
Reed was questioned about the
defeat of the airport construction
referendum question and its effect
on air transportation in the State.
He was also asked about the role
of his administration in the fight
against water pollution.
The questions pointed at Curtis
covered the subjects of coast-line
development and the limited amount
ol coast-line open to the public, as
well as the controversial issue of the
high power cost paid for by Maine
consumers.
Each candidate was allowed a
rebuttal period on his opponents
remarks. Curtis used this period to
attack the State power commission
and, of course, Governor Reed.
No new issues were developed.
The voters had ample opportunity
to make themselves acquainted with
the issues previously. Curtis, who is
lagging considerably in the polls,
hoped for increased exposure.
Prior to the campaign Democrats
were constantly discussing the prev-
alent anti-Reed sentiments which
were constantly being emitted from
the voting populace. Many in that
party had fond dreams of hordes of
voters streaming to the polls to
eject the "ribbon cutter." However,
Reed launched a vigorous and high-
ly responsive campaign which ac-
centuated the positive aspects of his
tenure in office, while making it a
point not to attack his opponent.
Curtis foundhimself doing the direct
opposite. Reed, as an incumbent,
has been able to present to the
electorate, a concrete set of achieve-
ments. Curtis has been chiefly
criticizing the Reed regime. He has
not yet been able to provide specific
plans for industrial development
and increased educational facilities.
Curtis's position papers have only
set forth vague platitudes and in-
definite outlines concerning his
ideas.
Surprisingly, the subject over
which some excitement has arisen
is favored by all the major* candi-
dates, including Mr. Garland. Both
Reed and Curtis have used every
opportunity to stress their support
of the Dickey-Lincoln power project.
Recently, Senator Smith gained the
support of Senate colleagues in the
restoration of funds for the project.
Dickey-Lincoln, which has a one
million, one hundred thousand dol-
lar price tag, is designed to provide
(Continued on page 5)
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Time: The near future.
Place: The halls of Congress.
Characters: Wayne and Bobby.
Bobby: Hey, Wayne, here's
something that you ought to see!
I dug it out of an old history text,
you know, one. of those they used
back when they were allowed to
print Just any old history, not the
government-approved, FDA-Inspect
ed version that our special advis-
ors down at SNCC whipped up.
Wayne: I thought they'd burned
all the old ones.
Bobby: No, I saved this one. It
contains all those quaint names, like
Patrick Henry, Nathan Hale
. . .
Wayne: Quiet! There might be
children around! You don't want
them to grow up with twisted ideas,
do you? (Suspiciously) What Is it
that you asked me to see?
Bobby
: Something called the
"Pledge of Allegiance." Such chau-
vinism! Listen, it starts out "I




Bobby: Flag, flag. Its a symbol,
but it doesn't really mean anything.
We used to have one till the u. N.
took it away. It goes on, ".
. , of





Bobby: (Still reading) "... and
to the republic for which it stands.
Wayne: Republic! That was used
before Social Planning took over.
Why, they used to think that the
people knew better than we did
what was good for 'em. We've got
Mass Democracy now! Just ask
any of the peons, er, I mean, people.
Bobby: Wait, it gets funnier!
".
. . one nation.
, .
,"
Wayne: Nationalism! How hor-
rible! They actually believed that
one nation was better than another,
that some nations could be right
and others wrong.
. .




... and that citizens had
a veritable duty, why, ah obligation
to support their country. Today we
know that "'traitor'' is a meaning-
less term! Why, look at all the
heroes that sent blood to that poor
oppressed minority, the Viet Cong
Bobby: Yeah!
Wayne: Now that we govern our
foreign affairs sensibly, by polls of
world opinion, we're guaranteed not
to alienate anyone!
Bobby: The State Department
was superfluous anyway.
Wayne: Yes, and the Army too.








Bobby: Didn't you hear about
Earl's latest fifteen-minute verdict?
The Constitution is unconstitution-
al.
Wayne: That's what happens
when you put Art and the boys
on the Supreme Court. We don't
need any God! We've got Harvard,
and besides, moral right is what
five out of nine men agree upon.
Bobby: ".
. . indivisible. . . ."
Wayne: Well, we did have to give
California to the North Vietnamese,
in order to end the war.
Bobby: But they let us keep New
York!
Wayne: We had to get rid of
Reagan anyway. Some people Just
don't qualify for federal aid. m
Bobby: ".
.
. with liberty and
Justice for all."
Wayne: Right! Everybody should
be a Supreme Court Justice at least
once!
Bobby: Wayne, I don't think, . . .
Wayne: (Interrupting) I know,
but you don't have to. After all.
it's not a civil right! And you




Wayne: An* liberty! Why, we're
all equal! What do we need to be
free for?
Bobby: Wayne, I've got to go.
Wayne: What's up?
Bobby: We're throwing a surprise
coronation banquet for Teddy in
the East Room.
. . .

















On Research At r$owdoin
by Nat B*uirtson
Photos by Stan Cutter
DRGPPIN.GS • *•
» • by Bob Seibel
An academic community, to sus-
tain itself as a vital and significant
organization, must engage itself in
a perpetual process of research,
analysis, and documentation. This
Dr. Jeppesen On Research At
Bowdoin
"I think that the Administration
here is very much in favor of re-
search. The Administration has
never really come to grips with the
problem, however, from a financial
point of view, except in encourag-.
ing the acquisition of grants else-
where. The College puts up almost
no money for research.
"To have an active research pro-
gram the Administration should
become more involved financially
On Wednesday, October 26, another satellite ' will be launched into
orbit around the Earth. This will be a communications satellite of the
contribution of the small colleges type tnat permlts iive television transmission of events from around the
is at present extremely small." WOrld. We have b.een fortunate enough to see various sports events such
Dr. Jeppesen was quick to add, as Boxing matches, skiing, and even the Olympic games through the use
however, that scientific research, at of these fantastic inventions, and we are told that in the near future live
a small coMege is justified by its telecasts wiy be possible from every part of the world. This particular
indirect but significant effect on satellite's claim to fame is, that it will enable television to take Southeast
undergraduates and members of Asia and bring it to the living room of the average American family.
the faculty in general. "I think While the impacts of this scientific achievement will be widespread, they
that most physicists can get quite will be felt nowhere as much as in the realm of sporting events,
excited about any problem from The particular sport I have in mind is kind of a war game, but one
which they can learn. We don't which lacks organization to the point of being unnamed. It is mostly
need world-shaking problems to played in a small country called Vietnam, but has attracted a limited
justify research." A research ef^ number of participants in other nations of the world, its popularity
fort is valuable to the college scien- fluctuating widely. This notwithstanding, it has a great following and
tist and student alike. "It's one many avid supporters in the United States. The problems of televising
way I can keep professionally alive, this sport will be difficult to overcome as much because of their magnitudethan at present. In general, the
governing boards have omitted this and I can keep in touch with other as because of their number and diversity. I am sure network television will
and considered by members of the scientists. Another justification is make every effort to surmount these problems because, surprisingly
NSP research staff and by private in its pedagogical value. Physics enough, it seems that the greater portion of the players are Americans!
individuals who are competent in isn't just what's in books. Really The first problems encountered are the wide area covered by the
the field with which the proposal practicing physics is working with play of the game, as well as the possible long duration. The entire
is concerned. The opinions and the unknown, and I think it country of Vietnam seems to be involved right now in a match cf unusual
duration (over 13 years already). It appears that the Americans involved
are becoming more interested, as their participation is increasing. The
most reasonable method of coverage seems to be to schedule a weekly
series, and have live coverage with taped highlights of the most exciting
plays made by each team during the previous week.
Another obstacle might be the lack of rules. As mentioned before,
the sport is unorganized, and there don't seem to have been any rules
established as yet. Real weapons are used, and there are no holds barred
in their use. The most serious problem is the frequent exhibitions of
unsportsmanlike conduct which are manifest in many areas. I suggest
the institution of a penalty whereby all players exhibiting such conduct
would "be taken out of the game for a certain length of time.^liat depend-
ing on the magnitude of the offense. Thus torture might result in, say, a
five day penalty; cold blooded murder of enemies, a week; murder of a
non-participating citizen (e.g. women and children i, two weeks; and
bombing of peaceful villages, four weeks. This is only to mention a few
of the possible penalties. Other than this I don't think any rules would
be necessary to make the game palatable to the viewing public, or indeed,
would such rules be beneficial. It is better to preserve the true sanguine
«





recommendations of these men de- changes the entire outlook of stu-
(lc nute boon to research at liowrfoin. ; -
termine the fate of the proposal, dents if they can get involved in
process must not be confined solely An NSP grant covers the cost of research."
to traditional areas of factual and equipment, and in cases where a
theoretical knowledge. The Amer- reduction in the teaching load oc-
ican college and university has an curs, it supplements the salary paid
obligation, particularly in the sci- by the college.
ences, to initiate research into new from consideration. We have a
^.problems concerning new ideas, faculty research fund but it is of
This conception of the,., academic—trivial magnitude. It would seem
community as the bold pioneer in to me that if extensive research is
to be done at Bowdoin the College
will have to become more com-
mitted financially." This commit-
ment, he feels, could be partially
realized with the help of post-
the great cause of scientific ad-
vancement is generally accepted
among university educators and
administrators, Bowdoin being no
exception. The financial realities
of implementing such an idealistic doctoral scholars whose primary in-
conception, however, present serious, terest would be research. These
road blocks for many academic scholars, without formal teaching
scientists, especially for those in responsibilities, could help create
small, rural, liberal arts colleges, an atmosphere conducive to re-
search. Dr. Jeppesen feels that
greater use would be made of the
facilities here, demonstrating Bow-
doin's research potential and thus
*&n
Here again, Bowdoin is no excep-
tion.
Given this discrepancy between
the objective and the means, the
Orient is this week introducing a invitjgg foundation support for ex-
series of feature articles on the panded research and a possible
subject of scientific research at graduate program. He feels a grad-
Bowdoin. uate school would be a definite boon
Myron Jeppesen
„
A gentleman who has been very
much concerned with scientific re-
search at Bowdoin is Myron Jep-
pesen, Professor of Physics. Dr.
Jeppesen received his B.S. from the
University of Idaho in 1930 and his
Ph.D. from Penn State in 1936. He
came to Bowdoin in the fall of
1936 as an instructor in math and
physics.
Research Experience
Dr. Jeppesen is no stranger to
independent research at Bowdoin.
The application of light to the
study of solid state has been the
principal subject of my research at
Bowdoin."
Most of the funds for Dr. Jep-
pesen's work at Bowdoin have come
from National Science Foundation to research at Bowdoin. A gradu-
grants. He received his first grant ate program, however, should not
in 1954 for Optical Studies of Body be established overnight, but should
flavor of the game.
Who -would sponsor such events? Probably much of the costs could
be underwritten by the government, who could then use the commercial
time to recruit new players. Maybe- some of the industries that manufac-
ture equipment for the game would like to be sponsors also. This leads
us to the problem of commercial interruptions. It will be hard to schedule
at Bowdoin defends so heavily up- them for such a live and unrehearsed show, but certain time intervals
on outside grants. He is not, how-
coulcj be set up depending on the length of each show, after which there
ever, critical of the present alloca- would be a commercial announcement regardless of the action on the
tion of funds. "I don't think a screen. This might also help build suspense.
"C/n hi i iMt'l /llsl \iliut'\ in limihs."
Generally. Dr. Jeppesen is dis-
appointed in the fact that research
redistribution of funds among the Use of modern sports coverage techniques would be of particular
departments would have any great
merit stop .actlon and instant replay will continue to be used to illustrate
significance because the over-all part icu ]ariy wen executed plays. A sneak attack or ambush could be
amount of funds is just not large
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(Continued from page 4)
peak electric power at low cost to
Maine, New England, and Canadian
consumers.
The '64 disaster is still being felt
by the Maine Republican Party. In
many areas of *the State, a strong
Goldwater conservative element has
gained considerable power at the
"grass-roots" level. Moreover, it is
the opinion of several within the
GOP, the party still thinks Maine
is a straight Republican State, and
that one need not campaign actively.
Meanwhile, the Democrats are
working feverishly to develop party
and Surface Properties of Crystal- be developed slowly with the help organization at all levels, and to
line and Amorphous Solids. From of post-doctoral researchers.
1956 to 1959 he continued his study Bowdoin's difficulty in main-
of crystalline and amorphous solids taining vigorous scientific research
at Berkeley under a Guggenheim is one common to many small
Fellowship. He also began research liberal arts colleges. In Bowdoin's
into thin film problems while at case the location itself is an in-
Berkeley. The NSF, in 1959, award- hibiting factor. The College is far
cd him another grant, thus time for away from large installations or
the study of photoelectric Emis- urban university laboratories, and,
sion from Small Discrete Particles
in Pulsed Light. 1961 found him
researching more deeply into thin
solid films, once again through
funds from NSF. Dr. Jeppesen has
recently submitted a request to NSF
Allen is the son of Atty. and Mrs.
consequently, there can be no work
done in high energy physics or
atom smashers.
"I feel that I need an invigorat-
ing collaboration with others who
a particular scientific field. There
should be activity around. The
Staff of a physics department in
a small college is often said to be
sub-critical in sze Tins condi-
for money to investigate Ultra-vio- are interested and concerned with
let Radiation from Electron Excita-
tions which has not been acted up-
(in as yet.
The NSF Procedure
Ttie NSF procedure for making
research grants, to university pro-
fessors is an extremely competitive
one. Scientists must develop a
proposal explaining the purpose,
technique, and equipment needed
to conduct a certain experiment.
Copies- of the proposal are read
produce top-notch candidates
In 1964, the Democratic Party
made inroads into previous all-
Republican areas. The coastal re-
gion, which has long been consid-
ered the last ditch of entrenched
conservative Republicanism, was
swept by Lyndon Johnson and Sen-
ator Edmund Muskie. Members of
the Democratic Party' hope the vot-
ers will appreciate their efforts to
provide them, for the first time in
sixty-years with a really effective
two-party system. Knox County,
which has strong claim on being
the most Republican County in the
State, is also feeling the effects of
the two-party system. For the first
time, the Democratic Party has
been able to provide candidates for
all State offices.
out the tactics being used. These methods could help the judges in border-
line cases of possible infractions of the rule. Many home viewers who have
relatives or friends participating may be able to get second looks of the
actions and fates of their respective km. For example if my brother were
to be shot or captured, I might at least have the double pleasure of being
a witness to his last heroic participation in the game both live and via
instant replay and stop-action.
The glamour of television will serve as an extra added attraction to
the many men who are right, now c^"sidering taking up he sport. There
is also the chance for extra pay for those players f jrtuna.e enough to do
some guest shots or interviews coitt» men might eulist with hopes of even
landing acting jobs.
Here is a wonderful opportunity to promote a new and valuable sport
in America. The possibilities are nearly unlimited. There is no doubt that
interest and support would be generated by allowing the viewers to see
the^gamc as it is really played, live and in color. I wouldn't be surprised
if various political groups got together and. organized teams to have
smaller scale contests right here on American soil. There might even be
a movement on college campuses across the nation to make it an inter-
collegiate varsity sport. Look at the character building effects this would
have on our youth. No longer would children play those useless games
of baseball and football, which are nothing but shows of brute force; no
longer would our young adults wish to spend so much time in conformity
producing schools and in such unproductive activities as dating — not
when they have a chance to practice for such an individual character
building sport. Clearly this would be of great benefit to society. We should
all look forward to being able to sit in our warm living rooms with our
cold beers enjoying the exciting action of this humanitarian and healthy
new sport. Who knows, maybe some of us will even have the good fortune
of being able to participate.
a State Representative seat. Philip
E. Robinson is challenging incum-
bent Howard Hawes, a son of a
is chaired by the president of
local AFL-CIO, Mr. .Paul Hilt
Robinson has been campaigniii,
local farmer, for the representation a door-to-door, business-to-busi:.
of the Thomaston, Warren, Union,
Appleton, and Washington area.
The race has been described by a
local newsman as a contest between
a do-nothing Republican and an
When one party predominates to active, but. inexperienced Democrat."
basis, on such issues as efiV
representation, the economic col
tion oTthe area, .schooling and -
cational training, and several ptl
issues affecting his constituent &
rectly. His opponent has disclaims
tion exists until there are enough a great extent, its candidates need Robinson has formed a Republican ehe need of campaigning.
pec pic around to interact with one
another and set up a chain reac-
tion of ideas. Until this occurs not
many new ideas are born.
"As .far as over-all research in
the United States is concerned, the
only concern themselves with gain- group in his favor with Mr. Earle
ing the support of the party ma- Miller, a prominent Thomaston
chinery, resulting in the neglect of merchant, at its head. He has also
the constituents on the part of the organized a committee of interested
candidate Effective representation young people on a bi-partisan level
•Robinson is an example of the
new spirit with which the Demo-
cratic Party in the State of Maine
is rising to challenge the battle-
scaried and somewhat divided Re-
has become an issue in a race for His regular Democratic committee publican Party in 1966.
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Sews In Brief
AWARDS
, (Continued from page 1$m
—An Analysis "Of news happening In
the Nation and around the World.
MOSCOW, Oct. 20 — The Soviet
news agency, Tan, officially an-
nounced last night that the Rus-
sians have landed the first man on
the moon. It also disclosed that
the American Surreyor II will hare
an excellent opportunity to photo-
graph the remains next week.
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 20 — Ron.
aid Reagan Introduced today a re-
form electoral procedure for the
state of California In the coming
November election. Mr. Reagan
suggested replacing voting ma-
chines with applause meters.
WASHINGTON, Oct. 20 — Inform
ed Pentagon sources disclosed last
night that they believed men were
dying In Vietnam
CHICAGO, Oct. 20 — Mayor Daley
today termed "Insignificant" the
threat of black power despite yes-
terday's levelling of the Windy City
by a nuclear device fired by the
Wlnnetka Chapter of the NAACP.
HONG KONG, Oct. 20 — Western
observers noted that the Chinese
Red Guards desecrated four for-
eign embassies, three Christian
missions, two Bhuddist temples, and
a partridge in a pear tree yester-
day,
WASHINGTON, Oct. 20 — In-
formed sources disclosed this mor-
ning that Vice President Hubert
Humphrey did. something yesterday,
although it is still undetermined as
yet what he did.
ROME, Oct. 20 — Vatican officials
today dispelled the rumor that God
Is seriously ill. They produced a
picture for correspondents showing
Him swimming with Mao Tse-Tung
In the Yangtze River. They as-
sured reporters that He was "hale
and hearty," and had beaten Chair-
man Mao In a race down-river.
PARIS, Oct. 20 — President
Charles De Gaulle said today that
he was "highly dissatisfied" with the
Sun.
SAIGON, Oct. 20 — The United
States First Cavalry Division this
morning gleefully reported having
killed 83 Vietcong. TJ.S. casualties
were described as "very non-exist-
ent."
SALISBURY, Oct. 20 — Prime
Minister Ian Smith of Rhodesia
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READ'S SKI & MENS SHOP
185 Park Row Brunswick
E. Brewster '66; John L. Espostto '66
and Stuart A. Lawrence "68.
•<Richard A." Parmenter '60 ' was
awarded the Orren"Chalmer HOrmell
Cup.
,
The Hormell Cup is awarded an-
nually by Sigma Nu Fraternity at
Bowdoin to a sophomore who has
combined outstanding academic
achievement with intercollegiate
athletic competition in his fresh-
man year.
Parmenter, a Dean's List student
and a member of Psi Upsilon Fra-
ternity, is a quarterback on the cur-
rent Bowdoin varsity football team.
He earned his freshman football
numeral as the starting quarterback
for the freshman team last 'fall,
throwing two touchdown passes as
well as handling kickoffs and place-
ments. Parmenter also won fresh-
man numerate in lacrosse and hock-
ey.
Dean of the College A. LeRoy
Greason, Jr., presented the Harvey
Dow Gibson Memorial Trophy Mon-
day to Chi Psi Fraternity for show-
ing the greatest improvement in its
scholastic standing during the past
academic year.
The Student Council Cup was
presented to Alpha Rho .Upsilon
Fraternity for attaining the high-
est academic standing among all
Bowdoin fraternities last semester.
The Peucinian Cup was awarded
to Zeta Psi as the frafcernit
SYMPOSIUM
(Continued from page 1)
and the conference here was ar-
ranged* "liecause we believe they are
still preHared." v . * , ;
"Much of Maine," he said, "has
escaped, UP to noW, the
1 kind of de-
velopment and exploitation that
has blighted so much of the eastern
seaboard. Change is on the door-
step, but there are still miles of
Maine, coast that have changed
little in the last 300 years. There
is still time to think and to plan,
to shape a future for the coast of
Prof. John McKee
freshman members compiled the














Maine that will make it possible
for people to live and prosper there
without sacrificing all natural
beauty and the general quality of
life. But there is not much time."
Noting that Maine residents call
their state's beauty "priceless," but
he added, "we must find a way of
putting a price on it, and of getting
that price into our dollar-based
benefit-cost ratios, if we hope to
preserve it. . To hard-pressed town
fathers, the man who chops a mile
of beauty into fifty-foot lots may
be more welcome than the State
Park Commissioner or the owner
who pays wild-land taxes."
Finally Mr. Patterson expres
the hope that those attending the
symposium "can lay a foundation
for cooperative that will preserve
Maine's character for the benefit






For All Your Needs!
140 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Fresh Coffee * SpudnuU
Any Time Spodnot Time
at
THE SPUDNTT SHOP
212 Maine St, Brunswick
I
Man, you've got it made. The Paris Hideout Belt won't fink
out on you. Slide open the hidden inside zipper, stash you
cash, and forget it—until you need it. The 1W Hideout
Belt is made of rugged saddle-stitched oiled Cowhide.
Perfect too, for spare car keys, laundry tickets and her
unlisted phone number. Go for the Paris Hideout.
You'll never get caught—short. At 5 bucks it's a steal!
Fife6Drum Belts by Paris
PO Bo« 5269. Chicago, Illinois 60680 /
the CANTERBURY*!**
JRUNSWICK-BATH PLAZA <>P™ 10 am. to 9 p.m Mo.iday thru Saturday
BERMUDA— WINTER SKI TRIPS— MIAMI
Air Reservations and Half-Fare Tickets
H. B. ST0WE
TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT STREET, TOWN
Phone 725-5573
See Us For Summer Reservations To Europe





NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
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VARSITY S.OCCER
(Continued from pagre 8)
.
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pressure paid off when Steve Mlck-
iley scored' oft a cross which curved*
,«S*to?the tar corner of the net, with
^0 seconds left in the game!
The men of Bowdoin carried
'their momentum into the two over-
time periods and would not be kept
from victory, as they outshot the
Bobcats 7-1 in the two extra per-
iods. The Bears had three chances
on a penalty kick but could make
none of them. It didn't matter,
however, because John Branden-
burg took advantage of a strong
wind to score on a high corner
kick which their goalie caught —
behind the goal line! Bates was
held scoreless for the remaining
time making the final count: Bow-
doin 3 — Bates 2. The White
booters outshot the Bobcats 26-17,
and the Maroon goalie was forced
to make 19 saves to Swain's 17.
Thus, Bowdoin will enter the
game at Colby's Homecoming hop-
ing to remain undefeated against
Maine adversaries. Now that Coach
Charlie Butt's squad, especially the
offense, realizes how much of the
game is determined mentally, there
should be no need to pull the game
out at the very end. The Polar
Bears should definitely be consid-
ered favorites, but a good game
will be ensured by the Mules'








The • freshman soccer team tied
Hebron Academy 2-2 and then lost
to the Bates Junior Varsity 1-0. The
Bears erased a two-goal deficit Fri-
day at Hebron, but were unable to
offset an early Bates tally in a ram-
soaked affair Wednesday at Pickard
Field. The team record now stands
at 1-1-2.
The pace of the Hebron contest
was fast from the outset, with the
home team taking a slight edge in
the first quarter. At 5:35 of the sec-
ond period, Burnett of Hebron cap-
italized on a penalty kick, lodging
the ball neatly inside the left post.
Three minutes later, the Bears' Mc-
Grath was called for pushing off on
a save made just in front of the
goal crease, and the Green's flashy
high scorer did the trick again. The
count was Hebron 2, Bowdoin at
the half.
A determined Bowdoin eleven took
command in the third period. Coach
Dodge Fernald shuffled his forward
line, moving Tom Bridgman from
left-wing to
-right inside. The cdm-
„bined speed and experience of
Bridgman and Alec Turner, on right
wing,' helped to jell the Bowdoin
attack. Bridgnfan picked up a goal-
bound projectile off the footvof
fullback Rollie Ives, and tipped it in
at 2:55.
Forward-halfback Tom Plagenhoef
then tied it up on a shot from ten
feet out. The action finished with a
flurry, neither squad finding the
range.
The pace of the Bates game was
by contrast quite slow on account
of the driving downpour. At 16:15 of
the first quarter. Hart of Bates
threaded a twenty-yard drive inside
the left post. The Bears had the
better of the remaining three per-
iods but failed to convert any of
numerous scoring chances.
Frosh Drop Two
The freshman football team lost
its second straight game of the sea-
son, 7-6, to the Colby frosh last
Friday at Pickard Field. The pre-
vious week they were shut out by
a huge Worcester Academy squad,
28-0.
LADIE BIRD
(Continued from page 7)
state like Maine reconsidering the.
beauty that ,it hqs^ to offer. My
warmest congratulations to the ad-
ministrators of\i Bowdoin College
and to John McKee for what you
are doing."
Along with Mrs. Johnson, Gov-
ernor John Reed and Maine's Con-
gressional delegation have heartily
endorsed the three-day program.
In a letter to Mr. McKee, whose
exhibition of photographs last
spring brought about the sympo-
sium, Governor Reed said "I am
very pleased to learn that Bowdoin
College is sponsoring an education-
al program to discuss the wise use
of land and water resources. Top-
ics to be discussed at the sympo-
sium, such as planning boards, zon-
ing, and tax reforms, are most per-
tinent and should evoke a great
deal of valuable information.
. .
."
Senator Margaret Chase Smith
"EoId« Mr,' McKee "L ccanmend you
and our associates at Bowdoin on
your educational venture against
the continuing despoliation <of
Maine's ^oast and wlsk you out-i
standing success." •
In praising the venture Senator
Muskie said "I want to congratu-
late Bowdoin for its Center for
Resource Studies and the leader-
ship it is providing through such
activities as the symposium on
coastal land use. I am sure future
generations will give thanks for
your foresight and leadership in
the task of preserving our natural
heritage."
U.S. Representative Tupper told
Mr. McKee he thought the Bow-
doin symposium was "a most praise-
worthy effort," and said "I know
that it will prove very fruitful. May
I extend my very best wishes to
the participants and those attend-
ing the symposium."
**4
sire to regain the
-State Champion-
ship which they surrendered to
Bowdoin last fall.
Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA
Bath Kd., Brunswick, Mr Phone 729-3369
120 Maine St Brunswick
OF BRUNSWICK
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THAT SOCKING ADLER ATTITUDE
Cumberland Theatre
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
A Theatre of Courtesy and Good Entertainment
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
. OCTOBER 26-27
ONE SHOW EACH EVENING AT 7:30 P.M.
"AMONG THE GREAT MOVIES
OF ALL TIME, REGARDLESS




-Crowlhtr, N t. Times





Admiuion Prices This Engagement
Adults $1.25 Children under 12 50c
TO HEATHERS WITH EVERYTHING
in the true crew: Adler Adlastic. Now in 16 new heathers. Heathers?
Scotch for color. But so easy on hue they go with everything! Going on i'n
lambswool for luxury. Nylon for wear. Spandex to stretch all ways. $1.50
says you're socking right up to your attitude in Adlastic Heathers plus
15 other socko colors. And you used to think blondes were fun.
PORTEOUS - MITCHELL - BRAUN
PORTLAND. MAINE
PAOK EIOBT THE BOWDOIN OKTBtTT
r












What did it? Something flew 2,000 lackadaisical pessimists like myself
into an almost forgotten football frenzy that lasted for 60 football minutes.
What was all the commotion about? Were the notoriously undermanned
Bowdoin Bears upsetting highly touted Williams? No, as a matter of fact,
the Ephmen were handing the Bears their fourth straight defeat. But it
was the way in which the Black and White lost that sent alumni, students,
and an occasional date smiling back to the fraternities, discussing the
17-6 score. I've never been so happy over a loss. What a respectable show-
ing put on by the Homecoming heroes — a fine performance by those
handful of players who one week earlier had been humiliated by Amherst.
Who did it? Well, everyone did it. It was Richie Benedetto's usual
100% effort. It was Bobby Giard crashing in from his linebacker spot
to spill the Williams quarterback or throw a speedy halfback for litcle
gain. It was Charlie Hews or Bob Pfeiffer, with little rest, stopping 'em
up the middle, or Dick Berry shedding off a couple of blockers to make the
stop at end. And it was the great combination of Viens to McGuirk and
a sidestep or two for a little more yardage. And the grab by Timmy
Rogers, playing his firstr game as a regular, that resulted in the first Phi
Chi of the year. And Rich Parmenter's booting again. And the few that
remain, who, as a team pulled the sagging Bears up to a point of inspira-
tion. And a pat on the back to Coach Kosty who must have been respon-
sible for the respectable-plus performance! Bring on Colby" GO YOU
BEARS!
!
When asked by a newsman for his comment on last Saturday's game,
Bowdoin Athletic Director Malcolm E. Morrell replied
:
"I have been closely associated in one capacity or another with almost
all Bowdoin football games since the fall of 1920, and I have never felt
more proud of a Bowdoin coach and a squad of Bowdoin football players
than I was last Saturday at Whittier Field.
"Competing agalnsta big, powerful, talented and undefeated Williams
o^uokl ui 4* men, me Bowdoin tearff gave everythingfit had[for the fuTT
60 minutes of the game.
"These men never gave up and they made a game of it all the way,
and, even though they were unable at times to carry ouLtheir assignments
because they were facing stronger and more experienced men, it was clear
that they had been very expertly coached and extremely well prepared to
meet the Williams football team."
Bowdoin- football , team
tremendous spirit, deter-
mination, and hustle in bowing ,to
a bigger, stronger Williams College
eleven, 17-6, before an enthusiastic
Homecoming crowd last Saturday.
Although unbeaten Williams was
a top-heavy favorite to rout the
Bears as Amherst had done the
week before, the Ephmen found
themselves clinging to a slender
lead in the closing minutes of the
game.
The Polar Bear defense, led by
the inspiring play of improved line-
men Dick Berry and Bob Giard and
by tljg return of junior Mort Soule
to the defensive backfield, halted
the powerful Williams offensive
machine many times on key third
and fourth down situations.
Meanwhile, the Bowdoin offense
flna.ly showed some signs of life
after being held scoreless for eleven
consecutive periods in the last three
games. Senior quarterback Maurie
Viens completed nine of 13 attempts
for 164 yards, while sophomore
Dick Parmenter, the team's excel-
lent punter, connected for 10 yards
in his only attempt. Split end Bob
McGuirle was on the receiving end
TIMMY ROGERS gathers In a Maurie Viehs pass as Williams
defender Lowell Davis (81) closes in to attempt the tackle. Rogers
(23) evaded Davis and scored the Bears' lone touchdown. Also in the
picture are Bowdoin's Horace Sessions (40), Jack Despres (50), and
Bob Pfeiffer (71) and the Ephmen's Earl Potter (62).
pass for nine yards and a first down.
After halfback Timmy Rogers gain-
ed two, the Bears picked up an-
other first down on a pass inter-
ference call against the Williams
secondary at the visitors' 45. Rog-
non, the heralded Williams quar-
terback,
.
was off target much of
the game. Only their crunching
ground game was able to mount a
consistent attack. Running behind
a hefty line which outweighed the
of eight of these aerials for 129 ws-again was stopped for a pair Bears by twenty pounds per man,
A word on the Spofts Illustrated cover jinx — the New York Jets,
led by Joe Namath, were shut out by Houston Sunday, 24-0, to suffer
their first loss this season. Namath who appeared on last week's SI cover
had four passes intercepted!
Which all goes to show what a tremendous feat it was when the
Baltimore Orioles swept four games straight from the Dodgers to win the
World Series - Brooks and Frank Robinson were featured two weeks ago
on Si's cover.
yards, reminiscent of Jim MacAl-
len's best days.
Rogers Scores
Of course, the highlight of the
afternoon for all Polar Bear root-
ers was the first Bowdointouchdown
of the year at Whittier Field. The
drive started early in the final
period, short.'y after the Ephmen
had increased their lead to 17-0.
After co-captain Tom Allen had
returned a Williams punt to his
own 33, the Bears began their 67-
yard drive in seven plays with
workhorse Richie Benedetto picking
up three yards over tackle. Then
Viens hit McGuirk with a short
of yards on the first play, but there the slight Purple backs piled i
was no stopping the 5-8, 160-pound 196 yards compared to a minus' six
speedster on the following play, total for the Bears.
Rogers pulled down Viens' toss at Halfback Jim Dunn accounted
the 25, then broke away from two for 130 yards on the ground in 29
would-be tacklers, and raced the carries, scoring the first Williams
rest of the way into the end zone touchdown late in the opening per-
to complete the 43-yard scoring iod. He rushed for 54 yards on
play. Charlie Powell, co-captain that 73-yard drive in which, the
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A rapidly improving Bowdoin
cross country squad battled Wil-
liams College to "a 28-28 tie at the
Brunswick Golf Course this past
Saturday. Coach Frank Sabas-
teanski could not recall another
such tie in his career at Bowdoin.
For the second successive week
both the course and Bowdoin rec-
ords were broken. Steve Orr of
Williams crossed the finish line
first in 18 minutes a.nd 34 seconds
for the new course record.
Sophomore Rod Tulonen of
Fitchburg, Mass., broke his own
Bowdoin record, finishing second in
19:13. Williams harrier Maynard
took third place followed by Dick
Paulding. Chuck Farwell, and cap-
tain Cary Rea, all of Bowdoin.
The next four finishers were Wil-
liams men with Ted Standish of
the Ephmen edging out Bowdoin's
Bob Wright by a step for tenth
place, gaining the deadlock for
Williams.
Coach Sabasteanski, was pleased
with the general improvement of
his harriers and also with the frosh
squad which defeated Morse and
Waterville High Schools in a tri-
angular meet
of the Bears', soccer team, hit the
crossbar with his conversion at-
tempt.
Losing 17-6 with about eight
minutes remaining, the Bears tried
an onside kick which was success-
ful. Thus, the White had the
ball again only 47 yards from the
Williams goal. However, the Eph-
men stormed through the tiring
Bowdoin line to throw Viens for a
big loss to thwart the hopes of a
Polar Bear upset.
Dunn Leads Purple
The Williams attack sputtered
for a good part of the afternoon
under the constant pressure of the
alert Bear defenders. George Can-
White Booters Trip Bates, 3-2,
Blanked By Williams Eleven
alty kick at 15:57. Blanchard fin-
ished the scoring with another
goal at 17:53 of the fourth quarter
making the final count: Williams
4, Bowr'oin 0,
The final outcome of the Bates
by Tom Johnson
The varsity soccer team contin-
ued to make every other game a
victory, as has been true for the
entire season, by falling to Wil-
liams 4-0 in the Homecoming tilt game yesterday showed what a
and edging Bates 3-2 in a thriller little spirit and desire to win can
during the last week. Since Wil- do for a team. Until 16:55 of the
liams was the last out-of-state op- fourth quarter, the game was no
ponent for the White, the soccer- different from the Williams one
men will concentrate on retaining except that Bowdoin's opponent
their state title for the remainder was much weaker. The entire Po-
of the campaign. The booters will
enter Saturday's game at Colby
with a 4-3 record overall and 2-0
in the State Series.
The Ephmen from Williamstown
invaded Pickard Field with what
was supposed to be one of New
England's finest teams, and they






Ken Cuneos of the hamPered Polar Bears. The only
for the third relatively bright spot for Bowdoin
fans was, of course, the defense led
lar Bear squad played in a tired,
defeated, "unflred" manner with
the offense making mistake after
mistake. Wells of Bates scored on
a bouncer in front of the nets at
10:56 of the first period to open
the scoring. His tally held up un-
til 11:38 of the third when Williams
took a pass from Gottlieb and
drove it home to make the count
2-0 for the Bobcats.
Then, at 16:55 of the final period,




by Goahe Bob SWain who finished cessful on a penalty kick, and the
wtih 18 saves. The Ephs were held
scoreless in the opening stanza but
started things going when Bob
Steele scored at 4.06 of the sec-
ond period on a rebound, in the
third, John Rahili tallied on an-
other deflection at 6:19, and Bill
Blanchard made a successful pen-
Polar Bears came alive. With men-
tal attitude being the only differ-
ence, the White offense showed
what they were capable of by re-
fusing to* give up on difficult plays
and denying the Bates defense an
opportunity to clear the ball. The
(Please turn to page 7)
Ephmen never put the ball into
the air. .
This terrific effort against un-
beaten Williams gives Bear sup-
porters hopes that Coach Kosty's
determined squad will register its
first victory of the season and sev-
enth in a row over Colby Saturday
at Waterville.
Williams 7 3 7 o 17
Bowdoin 6—6
Scoring summary:
Williams—Dunn 2 run (Winick kick)
Williams—Winick FG 22
Williams—Petke 1 run (Winick
kick)
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Bowdoin And The Social Revolution:
BUCRO Seeks The Negro Student
NUMBER 5
by Nat Harrison
"My interest is not in college or-
ganizations which have a Presi-
dent, and a lot of members to make
people Big Men on Campus. I'm
interested in organizations that
change policy. BUCRO is the one
organization that has shown it can
effect something." Thus spoke Pro-
fessor Levine, advisor to BUCRO,
the Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil
Rights Organization.
For the last two years BUCRO
has followed an energetic, and in-
deed significant, program of re-
cruitment of Negro high school stu-
dents. Trips have been made to
numerous cities throughout the
South and Southeast where stu-
dents and their guidance directors
talked with undergraduate repre-
sentatives of Bowdoin. The result
has been a definite increase in the
number of Negro students applying
and enrolling at Bowdoin. It has
been through this policy of active
recruitment that BUCRO has had
its greatest effect.
Prof. Levine noted that in the
past the Admissions Department
has appeared reluctant to accept
the responsibility of recruiting ap-
plicants from predominantly Negro
communities. BUCRO feels that
such reluctance is disturbing to
those who believe that a liberal
education involves contact with oth-
er students of varied ethnic and
cultural backgrounds. Realizing
that the conventional recruiting
practices at Bowdoin seem to pro-
duce an overwhelmingly white class,
BUCRO has taken it upon-itself to
seek out potential college students
from Negro high schools.
Speaking specifically of programs
for this year, BUCRO President
Tony Moulton said that recruiting
would be concentrated in major ci-
ties in the Northeast. It is hoped
that personal consultation with
school officials will begin during
Thanksgiving vacation, with actual
meetings with students taking place
during Christmas vacation. Wash-
ington, Newark, Paterson, Provi-
dence, Hartford, Roxbury Roches-
ter, Syracuse and Buffalo have been
considered for contact. As a follow-
up to high school visitations, sub-
freshman weekends for qualified ap-
plicants are being planned for sec-
ond semester.
With regard to non-recruiting
activities, President Moulton stat-
ed that Bowdoin 's participation in
a weekend for Negro and Puerto
Rican students from Harlem, or-
ganized through Higher Horizons
of New York, should be repeated.
Bowdoin and Colby participated in
such a weekend two years ago.
BUCRO is also interested in re-
viving the Moodyville Project,
through which Bowdoin students
helped rehabilitate and paint homes
Nevins On Civil War:
Results Not Forseeable
in the Moodyville area of Bruns-
wick.
The primary thrust of the BUCRO
program, however, is in the area
of recruitment, it is not enough
merely to criticize the Admissions
Department for its lack of activity,
since it has been demonstrated
that when undergraduates in an or-
ganization such as BUCRO decide
to act, they can make significant
changes in the composition of the
Bowdoin student body.
As an institution in American so-
ciety, Bowdoin has an obligation to
participate in what Prof. Levine
calls the "Negro revolution in
America." He believes that in gen-
eral Bowdoin has been guilty of in-
difference toward this social move-
ment, not because of what it has
done, but because of what it has
not done. Referring to Bowdoin
students in this context of indif-
ference, he said: "To do nothing
is to share in the guilt of the In-
stitution."
Prof. Levine said that Bowdoin
through BUCRO, as well as through
other ways, can and should help
to "break the pattern of discrimina-
tion" that exists in America today.
This Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in
Conference A BUCRO will discuss
in greater detail the ways through
which it can break the pattern of
discrimination. The meeting is
completely open to all students and
fatuity members. See you there.
by P. Morris
Last Monday evening, Dr. Allan
Nevins, renowned historian and au-
thor, presented a lecture in Went-
worth Hall as an integral part of
the current Senior Center Program.
He was introduced by Fred Haynes
'67. Speaking before a sizeable gath-
ering, Dr. Nevins dealt with some
of the results of the Civil War which
were not foreseeable and at the
same time made ajlusion to the role
Brechfs Galileo
Opens Scientist Series
"The Scientist in the Drama" its
theme, the Masque and Gown of
Bowdoin College will open its 64th
season with Bertolt Brechfs Galileo.
Two performances will be staged:
the first at 8:15 p.m. on November
4, and the second at 7:30 p.m. on
November 5.
Brechts play, revised after World
War II and its introduction of the
atomic bomb, considers the relation-
ship between the scientist and so-
cial usages and institutions. Spe-
cifically, Galileo has concluded
from his observations that the earth
orbits the sun. However, pressure
applied by the Church compels him
to recant. The fourteen scenes of
Galileo display the motivations of
the clergy and the nobility in their
condemnation of what, to Galileo,
is perfectly evident. Chief among
these motivating forces is a bit of
dogma: If man and his earth were
not the center of the universe, how
could God be concerned in their af-
fairs? More practical theories ad-
vanced against Galileo in the play
declare that his doctrine would un-
dermine the much-needed trust in
a divine Providence, and that the
disenthralled masses might turn out
those who ruled the Church.
Through it all, Galileo is the tech-
nician who manifests complete dis-
interest in the social repercussions
of his theories. Because he has this
virtue-flaw, recanting does not of-
fend him because it does not alter
the truth; what he overlooks is the







of Oliver Otis Howard, a graduate
of the College in 1850.
Dr. Nevins' opening remarks out-
lined the ups and downs of Howard's
Civil War career. The eleventh
corps under Howard's command at
the Battle of Chancellorsville "be-
haved poorly" and was driven from
the field, thus contributing to the
Union's defeat in that engagement.
He took this defeat very personally
and in a letter said that he expect-
ed no immediate furlough. He felt
that he had no time for a rest
since he must remain, drill his men,
and master the situation. Apparent-
ly this spirit bore fruit for Howard's
eleventh corps, under General Hook-
er at the Battle of Gettysburg, dis-
tinguished itself by making a cour-
ageous stand at Cemetery Hill. How-
ard, was commended by many not-
ables, among them President Lin-
coln and a fellow Maine citizen,
James G. Blaine.
The necessary biographical back-
ground being established, Dr. Nevins
launched into the main theme of
the evening. He pointed out that at
the inception of the War many of
its results were not and could not
be predicted. The length and de-
gree of the struggle as well as the
600,000 deaths were certainly not
even suspected^ Debasement of the
country's moral spirit was not con-
sidered possible. Widespread finan-
cial debility in the South, caused
by a flood of paper money, and the
attendant destruction of cortrfdence
was also unthinkable. No one could
possibly have known that the War
would produce a figure of Lincoln's
stature or a hero of such" great ap-
peal as Robert E. Lee. Northern
strategists didn't have the fore-
sight to recognize the desperate
need of their military for able lead-
ership which was not supplied ade-
quately until 1863-64 when Grant
(Please turn to page 2)
A New Bowdoin Sport:
Classroom Cramming
IN PLAY AT BOWDOIN — Many Brunswick children have roles in
the forthcoming Bowdoin College production of Bertolt Brecht's
"Galileo," Four shown in this rehearsal shot with Bowdoin junior Brent
A. Corson who plays the title role, are: top row, left to rijht, Rhonda
McCauley, David Bachrach, and Ben Savell. In front is Ann Mellow.
The play will be presented by Bowdoln's Masque and Gown in Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall, Friday, Nov. 4 at 8:15 pjn. and Saturday,
Nov. 5 at 7:30 p.m.
,
'
In a recent interview, A. LeRoy
Greason, Dean of the College, stated
that the conflict between Bowdoin
College and Sigma Nu was a "moral
controversy." The policy of the Col-
lege is that no fraternity may prac-
tice discrimination. "Despite the fact
that Sigma Nu is as well integrated
as any Bowdoin fraternity, it be-
longs to a national that does sup-
port discrimination." The National
had an opportunity to "define its
essential nature" last summer at its
convention;* "whether it does this
by 4 or 400 votes it is discrimina-
tory." The Faculty would "prefer"
not to have such an institution rep-
resented at Bowdoin.
In reply
-to the charge that the,
Faculty's action was "hasty," Dean
Greason replied that such sfh action
had been under discussion* for ten
years. A move to withdraw recogni-
tion from Sigma Nu was brought
up at the faculty meeting last May.
but was tabled until after the na-
tional convention. "It was made
clear to Sigma Nu" at that time
that if the vote was for discrimina-
tion, the faculty would recommend
withdrawal of recognition from the
fraternity. Dean Greason said that
after "living with" the problem for
ten years while awaiting action by
the National, the Faculty feels that
"time can run out."
Dean Greason suggested that if
the Governing Boards vote to with-
draw recognition from Sigma Nu,
the fraternity w.ll have the choice
of either attempting affiliation with
another national fraternity or go-
ing local.
There are 180 students regis-
tered for Psychology I. The lecture
course meets in the Adams Lecture
Room in Cleaveland Hall, a hall
which seats 160 people. This dis-
crepency in figures seems to be the
cause of considerable concern among
students. The problem as most
students see it is one of having a
BERKELEY OR BOWDOIN? No,
these students are not sitting in
protest of unfair grading, but
merely attending Psych I.
one-to-one correspondence between
students and seats. However, the
problem as Prof. Fernald views it is
not one of seats and students, but
one of teacher and students.
The simplest and currently used
method of keeping the class within
the bounds of the lecture hall is to
not take attendance. This system
happens to work very well. There
have, during lectures, always been
a few empty seats. Professor Fer-
nald feels that there are some very
good reasons for the problematic
enrollment.
1. The course meets at an attrac-
tive hour: 11:30 MWF.
2. Today most people feel that in
order to be cultured one must have
a smattering of Freud.
3. Many get some sort of answers
to their own personal questions.
The problem, as Professor Fernald
sees it, is that those students en-
rolled because they are interested
in psychology and want to learn do
not have the best opportunity to do
so. The class is too large for dis-
cussion. Students who have excel-
lent questions are embarrassed to
speak out. Thus psychology which
should be a discussion course can-
not be, and therefore its presenta-
tion at Bowdoin leaves something
to be desired. In the Professor's
opinion, once a class exceeds a dis-
cussion group size, say twenty to
thirty pupils, size does not matter.
Therefore the fact that Bowdoin has
180 enrolled in its Psychology I
course while Harvard has 600 and
Michigan State 2000 makes no dif-
ference. The conclusion is that with
the help of some assistants the class
can be broken down into suitable
discussion "groups. Where do the
assistants come from? "Why not
employ the seniors who are major-
ing in psychology or education,"
says Mr. Fernald. They could gain
invaluable experience and if con-
scientious and properly supervised
still teach a worthwhile course. This
solution to overpopulated courses
could be applied to other courses:
chemistry, history, etc. It is most
certainly a proposition which de-
serves the consideration of students
and faculty, according to Professor
Fernald.
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Trow Qp Higher Education.
Professor William B. Whiteside,
Director of the Senior Center, an-
The Bath-Brunswick A.A.TJ.W. (American Association of University
Women) will hold* its Annual Used Book Salmon Ndvember^l. dn,d, 2, r*.~* "'"-•««•««. «<*»¥«; «*..-
.Tuesday and Wednesday, from 9'aJh.v to 9 phi. Thte sale benefits Ulf» ;nfun.'*d)VtP,d*y V?^ Professor Mar-AAUW fellowship^Puh<rand the Brunswick Area Student Aid Fund. "" * •"*•"— ~* "— *-«-
—
Secondrhand books of all kinds, for all "age groups' wjll be "sold, as
well as records and prints— all.at low, low prices.
A snack bar will be open throughout the sale and you are invited to
come and enjoy a cup of coffee and a sandwich while Jirowsing among
the many books.
Four Bowdoin freshmen will represent the College Saturday (Oct. 29)
In an intercollegiate novice debating tournament at Boston University.
The freshmen, who will be competing against debaters from four other
colleges, are Paul H. Barton, II, Gregory J. Darling, John C. Holmes, and
Clark T. Irwin, Jr.
Accompanying the Bowdoin contestants to the tournament as adviser
will be Professor Albert R. Thayer.
* • * » * *
The Bowdoin Chess Club has elected Paul Golden '68 as president,
Thomas Harvey 10 as treasurer, and Dennis McCowan '68 as secretary.
Under its new constitution the Chess club will meet at 7 p.m. every other
Monday to discuss the game. Club members will take turns studying var-
ious aspects of chess and give brief talks on their subjects at each meeting.
The next meeting is this Monday in Conference room A. Discussion will
be on King-pawn endings, and everyone is welcome. Discussion topics
will be printed in the Orient before each meeting.
Maj. Gen. Prank H. Brittoh,
Deputy Commanding General of
the 1st Army, visited the Bowdoin
Co'lege ROTC unit and met with
College officials Tuesday, Oct. 25.
He also met the Faculty Com-
mittee on Military Affairs. Mem-
bers of the committee include Pro-
fessor C. Douglas McGee, Chairman
of the Philosophy Department;
Dean Greason:Lt. Col.. Richard fi
Fleming, acting head of the ROTC;
Professor Robert R. Nunn of the
Rommance Languages Department;
and Jiofessor John C. Rensenbrink
cf the Government Department.
tin A. Trow of th£ University of
California at Berkeley "Will deliver
a public lecture at the Center next
Monday night, Oct. 31 at 7:30 pm.
Professor Trow, a distinguished
sociologist and author, has chosen
as his subject "Problems of the Ex-
pansion of Higher Education." Pro-
fessor Whiteside said Professor
Trow, who recently returned from
a trip to Europe, will discuss higher
education there and in the United
States, and will compare the two
different systems.
Earlier in the day Monday, Pro-
fessor Trow will talk to Bowdoin
seniors about the impact of higher
education. His appearance is part of
the pioneering senior year educa-
tional program, one phase of which
involves .expended .visits-Vhy distin-
guished scholars. .,..0.
Professor Tr5w's last visit to "the
campus was in 1962, when he and
other widely known authorities in
the fields of psychiatry, sociology
and education addressed a Bow-
doin Symposium on Undergraduate
Environment. His topic on that oc-
casion was "The Role of the Social
Sciences in Planning for Higher
Education."
Dr. Trow has been a member of
£he faculties of both the School of
Education and the Department of
Sociology, and has been a Research
Associate in the Center for the









Professor Lester G. Crocker, Dean
of the Graduate School of Western
Reserve. University and one of $he.
"country's foremost
-scholars of the
Enlightenment, will lecture at Bow-
doin Oct. 28 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Senior Center. #
The lecture, sponsored by the De-
partment of Romance Languages,
will be open to the public free of
charge. Dean Crocker will speak on
"Rousseau, the Authoritarian Mind."
Dean Crocker is best known for
his biography of Denis Diderot,
"The Embattled Philosopher," and
his two major analytical works
about the Enlightenment, "An Age
cf Crisis: Man and World in Eigh-
teenth Century French Thought,"
and "Nature and Culture, Ethical
Thought in the French Enlighten-
ment."
ALLAN NEVINS
(Continued from page 1)
emerged and was made commander
of the Union's forces. And, finally,
the South could not look ahead and
recognize that the very unrestricted
state's rights which it advocated
would leave Lee's soldiers ragged,
starved, and undermanned because
of a lack of cooperation and com-
mitment.
Some equally important conse-
quences were predictable, however,
as Dr. Nevins went on to explain.
For instance, the South ppre^ivp^
pair and not at all foreshadowed,
but no less significant. That con-
sequence is "the conversion of the
United States from an unorganized
nation to an organized nation."
Before 1860, the country was char-
acterized by a relatively primitive
social and agricultural society. The
emphasis of social organization was
on individualism and self-reliance
rather than association. A "horror
of uniformity" ran rampant through
American culture. As proof of this
state, Dr. Nevins offered several
examples. In the pre-War" period
there was no stan
This year the Student Union is sponsoring a Freshman Fraternity
Pool Tournament. The tournament will run from November 5 to November
23 during which time the freshmen will play their matches as they can
arrange it. The purpose is to provide a fall tournament which will initiate
competition among the freshmen. This should generate enthusiasm for
the larger All-Campus Turnament to be held March 6-17.
The freshmen can sign up with their Union Representatives or with
the supervisor in the game room until November 4. There is no sign-up
fee. There will be, however, a $5.00 gift certificate for first place.
IMPORTANT NOTICE — SENIORS
clearly that the price for loss of
the conflict would be an eventual
elevation of the Negro's position. It
was also obvious that the Union
would emerge, if it survived at all.
more firmly united in its northern
portions than ever before. And.
above Ul, the abolition of slavery as
well as the preservation of the
Union were not only perceived, but
also actively pursued and achieved.
These last two points were stressed
by Dr. Nevins as being two of the
great results of the War. According
to Dr. Nevins, there is also a third
major result of the Civil War, far
less apparent than the previous
cepted national guage for railroads,
and no labor union worthy of the
name. The unions which did exist
among a few working groups such
as the ironworkers and hatters were
"shadowy bodies", so weak that they
were not effective. Before 1860, there
was no national banking system,
no state bar associations, and only
one interstate railroad (the Balti-
more and Ohio). The American
Medical Association, then 12 years
old, was so weak that it was unable
to assist in the war effort. Manufac-
turing was done on a local basis,
corporations were not allowed to
have out-of-state holdings, and
sales were confined largely to local
markets. There weren't any books
or pamphlets on business organiza-
tion or management. Indeed, in i860
Great Britain was better equipped
mechanically and therefore was
more organized than was the Unit-
ed States. Westward expansion, al-
though creating some need for sys-
temmatic work, was also a disor-
dering force which "strained the
bonds of society".
Upon such a confused situation
burst the demands of a monstrous
war. it became imperative to trans-
port, clothe, and feed 2,300,000 troops
and collect 4 billion dollars in taxes
and loans. . Z : ^-^—-
Nov. 14—Tuck School of Business Administration will be interviewing at
the Placement Office.
Dec. 2—National Security Agency interviewing at the Placement Office.
Seniors interested in these programs should report to the Placement
Bureau to be given appointment time.
All seniors planning to register with the Placement Bureau for the
business and professional interviews should register as soon as possible.
Lee Leens
\br
Your Favorite Casual Jeans in Permanent Press Cotton
and Dacron Blends or Midwale Corduroy
$5.00 to $7.00
the CANTERBURY*!**







LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT
THE J. J. NEWBEES
Y
SHOE DEPARTMENT
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
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Alumni Council Convened
I
On jGollege ProBlems -
The seventh, annual combined fall'
conference 'ofjthe Alumni Council
and Directors- and ^ents of tile
A'lumni Fund will be held on the
campus next Thursday through Sat-
urday (Nov. 3-5), Alumni Secretary
Glenn K. Richards announced to-
day.
Mr. Richards said the three-day
program will include numerous
committee meetings and business
sessions, as well as an informal ad-
dress by President James a Coles,
and reports on two phases of the
College curriculum by Dr. John C.
Donovan, DeAlva Stanwood Alexan-
der Professor of Government; and




A sports highlight of 'the weekend
will »be the final football game of
the season against Tufts Saturday
at 1:30 pjn. at Whittier Field.
The meeting will include a special
dinner program Friday evening in
the Moulton Union, where presen-
tation of Alumni Fund Awards will
be made. Wives of delegates will be
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
guests at a tea betwefn 4:15 and
5:30 pjn. Friday at the home «of
Presidem ^nd Mrs. Coles. V ----*.
The conference will begin with a
meeting of the Council's Executive
Committee from .8 to 9:30 pjn.
Thursday in the Alumni House.
Committee meetings will follow.
The Friday morning schedule .in-
cludes meetings of various Council'
committees and Fund Directors at
the Alumni House. Dr. John F. Reed
'37 of Wethersfleld, Conn., President
of the Council, will preside at a
12:15 p.m. luncheon in the Moulton





For All Your Needs!
140 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
JONES'
GREENHOUSES
15 Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
.
Phone 725-2461










Friday and Saturday Nights
DANCING
~ Nine to One
Don Doane Orchestra
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS"— "STORAGE FACILITIES"
"Scrtooi days, school days, /
Dear old break-the-rule days; /
Threading a Molotov Cocktail
wick, I Taught to the tune
of a chick from 'Snick.' / You
bugged the Dean at Berkeley
so, / / let my hair and toe-
nails grow . . . I You wrote on







—LODCINGj-DJNtiMG AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
L«t us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE "RECORD "OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
For a *>•• copy of th«
current issue of NA
I TIONAL REVIEW/ wrtfe
I to Depl. CP-4, 150 E.














Get your supplies for the upcoming
hockey season at the Moulton Union
Bookstore.










Fess Parker — Dlna Hyland
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday









Josef Kroner — Ida Kantnska
Note — One evening show at 7:30






FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABUSRITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIYERNOIS IGA





NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
NEW FASHION - NEW VALUE












These classic plain front slacks are tailored in
the best traditional manner — but with the new
perma crease that makes the trousers always look
freshly pressed. In Dark and Medium Oxford,
Brown and Olive.
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
Maine SL BrunswicJ:
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EDITORIAL
SANITY AT THE BOLES w * .-.Ferro. On Sigma Nu
To the Edltof r-
J Pfl
Novembe,& Ameticajism afraiaB** th*men to^repre- . r^^p^, this ^tter is to present aWal clari-
sent them, in government. The straight-ticket voter, who has not. flcation in the position of the Bowdoin Chapter of
taken the time to think over the reasons why he will vote for one Sigma Nu regarding the issue of the Waiver and the
candidate over another, or why he will vote at all, does more harm recent faculty recommendation. It- is first necessary
than good. There is an old saying about voting that goes something to emphasize that the Orient was completely incorrect
like this: "it doesn't matter who you vote for, as long as you vote." in stating that "The Faculty has tried to help Sigma
Too many people seem to follow this saying. We urge all voters to
exercise judgment, wisdom, and honesty in marking their ballots
on November 8.
Nu by obtaining a waiver in 1963." The Faculty had
nothing to do with this, rather the Chapter requested
the waiver from the National and its use was merely
are obvious in every new phase and every .new exhibi-
tion "at, the Museum. It" is incredible- to think of "re--
placing"'Marvin Sadik. *fte cannot toe replaced. ' »
Beyond Sadik's talented work "at the Museum, he is
an
;
important element in the success of the Senior
Center program. To many students, including myself,
he brought his cultivation, wit, and compassion into
the senior year.
For some of us Sadik did more than any other per-
son at the College, to encourage the amateur study of
art and exploration outside our disciplines. In my
ENDORSEMENTS
Maine is faced with several crucial decisions in the forthcom-
ing November election. The Orient believes that the problems facing
the State of Maine and the nation will best be met by constructive
programs put forth by energetic and progressive candidates.
The Orient endorses Senator Margaret Chase Smith in her bid
for reelection. As ranking Republican of the Senate Arms Services
committee, she has used her own judgment and discretion, stepping
above partisanship and political expediency. The Senator from
Maine has served well her constituents, and has fought for their
best interest with noticeable results, such as the Dickey Lincoln
power project.
The Orient endorses Governor John H. Reed as the candidate
for the Governorship who has demonstrated his ability to govern
the State effectively and wisely. He is to be strongly commended
for his enlightened campaign, based solely on his record and pro-
gram and free from attacks on his opponent.
At the last count, over forty percent of the voters were unde-
cided as to whom they would elect for the First District House
seat. This casts doubts on the appeal of either candidate to Maine
voters. Peter Kyros has attempted to follow irv the footsteps of
-Sta nley Tuppe r
,
i n prmidinn cTfativt' solutions to today ' s problems.
Kyros is also to be commended for his relatively constructive, cam-
paign in regards to issues and programs.
The Orient deplores the giant step backward on the part of
the GOP in the candidacy of Peter Garland. He has appeared as a
vestige of the worst of Goldwaterism. His campaign has been
characterized by unceasing criticism of the federal government
without providing any realistic or workable alternatives. We feel
approved by the Faculty. It is also appropriate in line undergraduate years I found Sadik one of the finest
members of the faculty or staff at Bowdoin.
His residence at the Senior Center was to me one of
with this to mention the position of the Faculty less
than one year ago when Sigma Nu was threatened
with suspension from the National for administrative
deficiencies. Dean Greason wrote on December 13, 1965:
I have been directed by the Student Life Com-
mittee of the Faculty to express to you and the
Bowdoin Chapter of Sigma Nu our support in your
efforts to have the suspension of the Bowdoin
Chapter from Sigma Nu removed. We hope that
you as a Chapter have not been discriminated
against because you have employed the waiver
granted to you by the National. . . . Should, how-
ever, the action of the National indicate that the
waiver is not real, we trust that you will be pre-
pared to take appropriate action, and in doing so,
you may be assured that you will have the support
of the Student Life Committee.
the most instructive, helpful, and enriching aspects of
that program.
To lose Marvin Sadik would be deplorable.
James A. Rouillard
Class of 1965
"The/Torch" and "Mr. Clean"
To the Editor:
The Torch of Freedom of October 21 implied that
only "thinking" men will escape the pink rash now
creeping through the halls of Congress. If the vestal
virgins of the Torch of Freedom would get off their
hobby-horses of "Republicanism," "Super-Patriotism,"
and "The American Way" (Isn't Superman supposed
to defend the latter?), their talents might be better
Most important, the waiver represents a realization directed toward today's cogent issues of welfare, edu-
by the entire National that attitudes toward equality cation, civil rights and civil liberties, and peace and
in other parts of the country have not advanced as security. They could do more with their
t
"Mister
rapidly as ours have at Bowdoin. In response to this Clean" attitude toward the Supreme Court if it was
the National offered the waiver to Chapters which focused on the problem of air and water pollution,
could no longer survive with the restrictive clause as Stephen Ferguson
it stood. The authorization for use of





A Call For The Individua l
The Collegiate chapter is hereafter not bound
by those sections of the Law which prescribe mem-
bership qualifications in race, creed, color, or
national origin.
. . . there are no "strings" at-
tached to this waiver ... on the freedom of . . .
the Chapter to select members irrespective of race,
creed, color, or national origin.
The motivating factor behind this was National
desire to be honest rather than hypocritical and notthe Republican Party can best serve the interests of Maine by
producing intelligent and qualified candidates of the caliber of t0 remove tne restrictive clause until attitudes
Stanley Tupper and Margaret Smith who fit into the mainstream
throughout the Maternity were in the majority in
of Maine politics.
.
favor of lL ** long M the clause exists
'
il is possible
One of thp main* hunH,„.,^ u m„j u e j iL t0 assess tne deeree and intensity of discriminatoryu i me majoi handicaps Maine has faced is the onp nartv *• ,. •,..-• , „ •*»•»«»*
... « .. 0i . , . ' ^ '
ulv °"e i'd i sentiment within the Fraternity and to determine if
change. A new, responsible Democratic Party has arisen, providing
^a^ound two-party - govemrrrerrtr The Bowdoin Orient endorses Phil-
ip E. 'Robinson, candidate for the legislature from Thomaston,
Warren, Union, Appleton, and Washington, for his campaign for
active representation and progressive government, and for the new
and vital spirit he represents within Maine politics.
J.P.R. and P.H.B.
$3500, IS IT WORTH IT?
One year at Bowdoin College costs in the vicinity of $.'5500,
and for this the average student is thrown into a system of ever-
increasing classroom sizes, of low average grades, of unhealthful
social atmosphere, indifference to student desires on the part of
administrators, of an entire college atmosphere based on passive
inactivity rather than on intellectual stimulation. Is it really worth
it? Does a Bowdoin degree justify four years of dull existence?
Can the idealism that Freshmen seem to lose in the course of the
first two weeks at Bowdoin be sustained for at least a year? Must
the student, whom afterall, this college is supposedly in the busi-
ness of educating, remain in the position of having no real repre-
sentation or voice in the happenings of the college? Is it fair to
the students for any department to give examinations made up
with the specific thought of lowering the class average? Is it fair
to the students for the college to support such activity, for so it
seems that it does? Why did over one half of Amherst graduating
class of 1966 graduate with honors (according to the Amherst
Alumni News), while Bowdoin's Class of 1965 had 27<% (Bowdoin
College Bulletin *358)
; strange? It seems unlikely that the college
is populated by the mediocre students that our average grades
indicate. Why is it that nearly every time a student wishes to
learn something definite from the administration, all he gets is a
run-around? Where are those Catalogue-promised faculty-student
relations? Where is the Catalogue- promised liberal arts education?
Where is the open-minded, fair admissions policy? Almost seems
like a side-show, doesn't it? Is a side-show worth $H,500?
But is this, alas, too negative? If so, here are a few sugges-
tions for the ears of those so eager to make this a garden of higher
learning. Institute pass-fail courses in all but the student's major
work, develop a larger, more diversified faculty, give the student
council, or some student group real power in influencing the ac-
tions of the college, build a women's college and even a graduate
»=achool (if its real worth to the undergraduate life can be proven),
do away with the present fraternity system and develop a truly
integrated system of small living units in its place, create a worth-
while advisor system (a promise made last Spring by the Faculty,
by the vote this summer i four short of removal of the
clause), attitudes have progressed substantially, indeed
far more so than in many other similar situations.
Thus Sigma Nu Fraternity is in no way the stronghold




Delta Psi of Sigma Nu
Orient Satire?
To the Editor:
I note with interest the trend toward satire in the
latest issue of The Bowdoin Orient. If Michael Har-
mnn i<= ^nntam^aUr, „ „ , ouviaj i.um maiming uo personal integrity? wnv nave
To the Editor:
At an informal meeting with several independents
recently/Dean Brown expressed the opinion that any
change in the present policies, social and academic,
would be the result of student efforts confined to
letters to, and private discussions with, faculty and
administrators. While I respect the Dean's attitudes
and opinions,^! feel that the course he recommends
is the kind of tentative pressure which is easily with-
stood or overridden and. because of its tedium and
negligible effect, is soon forgotten. It is the kind of
pressure which leaves all decisions with a totalitarian
administration capable at any time of reversing the
decisions.
The administration has created an extended high
school out of a college situation designed on the theory
that new experiences, new ideas, and new standards,
—
set in an atmosphere of intellectual freedom and
curiosity, are beneficial to those in the situation. It
seems a pity to render such fine ideals unattainable
with pointless regulation. How can students develop
academic interest when they are under the consider-
able and almost constant pressure of hour exams and
finals? How can an atmosphere of intellectual excite-
ment exist when students are limited by the petty
restrictions of three cuts per course, and three hours
of Cal class every week? Why must students respon-
sible enough to be admitted to Bowdoin be bound by
soc l rules insulting t Why h




The resignation of Marvin Sadik from the Walker
Art Museum curatorship is an incident of serious
concern to the entire Bowdoin community. I was sin-
cerely disappointed and irritated to read of that resig- must not be sex in the dorms, it must be the individ-
nation this morning. ua ,.s freedom to ^ a/xotfh tQ his own mQT&lThe Art Museum without Sadik is a concept I am dards. The cause must not be unlimited cuts and no
ments or tenure grants? The administration must
learn that the students in a college community should
occupy a position of respect as individuals and as a
group. Bowdoin students must protest, and protest
vigorously, loudly, actively and publicly, until they are
granted this respect.
However, it should be made clear that protesting
students have a responsibility of attitude. The cause
unable to grasp. If anything can be done to encourage
him to stay at Bowdoin, it should be done. Sadik's
talents are extraordinary. The administration should
go to extraordinary lengths to retain him.
Marvin Sadik must himself understand the chagrin
with which students who knew him will receive the
news of his resignation.
I think no-one can fail to be impressed by the vitali-
ty Sadik has infused into the "Museum and its pro-
grams. His imagination, his expertise, his enthusiasm
exams, but rather the individual's freedom to practice
the method of learning by which he feels he gains
most. This responsibility is of each person to himself,
a responsibility I like to think is inherent in every
Bowdoin student. It is a responsibility of the students
to respect the administration and the faculty if the
students expect the respect of these groups, for prog-
ress depends on communication, and meaningful com-
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Allan Nevins**
** by Toai Roi i.sion
Photos by, Stan Cyfeter
Allan NevinS;grew up in a rural
section of' Illinois and like so
many farm boys went to the
state university. He had originally
planned to attend Beloit College,
a midwestern college similar to
Bowdoin. He feels that this last
minute change of mind to have
been very crucial in his later life.
For it was there at Illinois while
he was studying journalism that
he met Stewart P. Sherman. Mr.
Sherman placed his young student
on The New York Nation as an
editorialist, a position usually re-
served for the most experienced
journalist. While working for the
Nation and its weekly counter-
part The New York Evening Post,
,
Mrf* Nevins was impressed with
the rich history of these papers
which had been founded by Alex-
ander Hamilton and whose edi-
torial staff had included William
Cullen Bryant.
Mr. Nevins continued writing
-M-,%-
DROPPIN-GS
by- Bob Swbel 4fe
in research work, for the. Hunting-
ton Library, an independent or-
ganization. Both he and his wife
have enjoyed their stay at Bow-
doin and he has found our library
a pleasant, adequate place to work.
Mr. Nevins prefers a small liberal
arts college,/'for it permits a closer
intellectual intercourse between fac-
ulty and students than that avail-
able at a larger University. Large
lectures reach masses of students
whereas small conference units meet
small numbers. A -small college es-
tablishes a community. President
Garfield once said, 'The president of
the college should sit at one end of
the bench, the student at the other.'
The danger encountered by a
small college of Bowdoin's type is
that the student body is likely to
have too great a homogeneity which
creates a comfortable intellectual
and social community. But the main
objective of education is not com-
monalities than do the biographical
works. It presents, .so many more
avenues of causation. History is in a
state of constant change and de-
I am a member, oT the Bowdoin. enqf of people with different ethnic
Undergraduate Civil Rights' Or^ni
r : and sbilo-cnlturaris an "important
zation .(BUCRO).
.Why awn't you?:,part of a*college education, butoHe
At TOO on the past two Sunday which is easily overlooked and ma,
evenings I have attended meetings not be missed until afterwards wne;
of that group, at which there have it is too late. Last year BUCRO
been about 8 people present. With- generalized Project 65 to a program
out belaboring the statistics, this is to inspire "underprivileged" yon,
less than 1',; of the student body, to go op to higher education Ti
'
Granted, one meeting was the Sun- year we are planning an ambiti;
day after Homecoming, when most program with long range as we
of us are in no condition for a as short range goals for the colic ,
meeting of any kind. Granted, One problem with BUCRO
Bowdoin is physically and chrono- their name. First, it is run as an
logically isolated from "real life" undergraduate organization but
in some ways, but can it be that faculty members are certainly wel-
over 99'; of the students here don't came. Second, the term "Civil
care about as contemporary and Rights" is too often today given a
important a problem as exists in connotation of "help Negroes " Civil
this country? I think not. The rights means helping Negroes be-
problem is of a more general na- cause they are still trying to get
ture, that of "student apathy." those rights, but it means more
I don't want to become entangled than merely that. It means help-
in the intricate problems that com- ing all people/and not just Lo legal
prise "student apathy" at this time, rights, but to moral and existential
Sometime in the future it may come rights. So "Human Rights " might
t „ r ., t .
Under
'
closer scrutiny. but for now be a better term to use in the name
velopment. Writing biography does I will just say that it is caused by of the organization. Vv^th to m
environmental conditions and by mind I note that BUCRO is en-
'I'liv ilimgrr encountered h\ n small
college"
. .
. "too £rctii n homo-
eenvity ."
fort but stimulation. A more heter
ogeneous student offers more intel- not change
lectual variety and excitement. Co- "Writing history has changed the faculty and administration as d'ea'vOTing'To expancT^he^aLTflumbia was and is a small college of radically in the last 25 years and much as bv the students One „ B • . 1 S
about 2500 students. It doesn't have it is still in a state or revolution. problcm closed related to ^is 2 < ^ "*" ***
a homogeneous student body; it has Far mere attention is paid to new apathv" TL of commun a SerV1Ce ' ^ eXample
instead a very heterogeneous enrol,- tools of research; especially impor- tfons Mai studentsISTSZt
theTe
t
iS " ^osed ^ram
<
ment. One important element is tint are psychology, sociology and know whTan br"ga tatto is do 1 ? ^^ ^
provided by tile children and grand- economic. as means of interpreting m, o^VST^^l whTht S2t^*'"*
children of the foreien hr»rn Thn and understanding history. Theg born. e
Icier stocks, the English. German, present day historian is required to tail One
an wou ld en-
Scotch, French and all the ele- be much more precise in dealing
ments who made up our population with the quantitative aspects of
in the first century of American life history. All the social studies now
had many virtues. They are, how- pay mlich more attention to quan-
cver, a practical body of people tative analysis. Efforts are being
With"all f tne lalk about' ' l5tUd ; r
partial solution to this apathy," it surprises many pe. .
could be jo have a series of ar- to see the response to certain
)
tides about the various campus ac- grams; The Big Brother prog-
tivities and clubs in the Orient, and ls one example of this Two ye ,rs
also to have a weekly schedule of a >o there was a Moodyville project
with pragmatic intellectual instincts made to apply computer techniques l™^^.^ *"d *Cti^tes in the wlli<* was very successful, and in
,„ ^_ ; _ .... J; _ „. would like to use this which many students participat- d.in their studies they gave emphasis to historical studies. While these
a \nnill liberal nits lutlegf . . , " jicr
mils n timer inlcllct tiuil intcitouisi
hiiirmi fnruftxnw(t students"
.
other historical works while work-
ing for the Nation and was even-
tually offered a chair in history
at Cornell. He stayed there but
one year and returned to work
under Walter Lippmann on The
New York World. He combined
,
his newspaper work with part-
time teaching at Columbia until
the paper folded in 1931. Mr. Nev-
ins then assumed a full time
teaching position at Columbia
which he was to keep for the next
25 years.
Mr. Nevins is currently involved
space this week to enlighten the Moodyville is an area right 1, eto the concrete, factual and practical computer techniques are still in an lt nripnt
as distinguished from the philo- experimental stage they offer some RI
™
.
y somewnat about in Brunswick which has living con-
sophical. These foreign children at results cf promise. TrTi-
* * ** ^^^ diU°nS thatcould be ""Proved by
Columbia displayed a remarkable- "The gTeat value of biography is V 7" ." '" ° f ^ C°Uege aFe student action ' BUCRO feels thai
, , z
B p
' not interested.interest in abstract ideas. They took mainly that, first it simplifies study-
naturally to sociology because it of history and second it humanizes
offered the opportunity for the ex- these studies. To trace the intellec-
ploraticn of theory. They were con- tual and emotional impact of Rev-
.cerned not with facts but ^tn-4n~ oluwan—upon a simple leader like
terpretation. This heterogeneity and Thomas Jefferson gives us a much
variety of students is what distin- more human view of that event
guishes Columbia from the small than we can get from an intricate
college, historical study. So biography will
Turning to his own particular always continue to have its devoted
profession, Mr. Nevins compared the following. Nevertheless history is
values of history and biography, the more fascinating of the two be-
"History is far more interesting and cause it is more intricate. The dif-
profitable than biography. It offers ference is akin to the difference
a wider range of ideas and per- between a sonata and symphony."
Politics — Dirigo Style II
by Paul Bar ion
The First District House race of-
fers a genuine and distinct choice
between major candidates. Such a
choice, that over forty percent of
the voters are still undecided.
The Republican ticket is offering
Peter Garland, a former Congress-
man who was referred to by the
New York Times as a "Goldwater
conservative." He began his career
in State politics in what was for-
merly the Third District by inching
out, in a very dose, contested elec-
tion, James Oliver for»Representa-
tive. However, Garland was later
smashingly defeated by a landslide
vote in the contest for the First
District House seat against the pop-
duction of power rates. From 1962
to 1964 he has been State chairman
of the Democratic Party. Kyros
has been labeled a progressive lib-
eral, much like Representative
Tupper.
The basic differences between the
candidates revolve around their
the project was a good one, .and
However, let me digress for a pa- that it should be renewed and ex-
ragraph and return to the problem panded.
cf communication. A necessary The projects mentioned may not
communication is that of college seem too ambitious but with a
policy. The college must take a membership of at -most a dozen,
stand. BUCRO has been around they are pretty substantial. BUCIJO
to a few years, but the college it- is one of the most important 6r-
self is barely taking a stand on ganizations on campus because it
the civil rights issues even now. provides a link with, the outside
The college has prohibited the fra- world and because it is involved
ternities from discriminating on an with problems that have been term-
ethnic or racial basis, but it is not-ed aptly "The American Dilemma "
asking too much to request a clear- Get away from the books for a
cut and complete statement of pol- while, the satisfaction that you ckfl
icy including hiring of professors get from helping people people in
•
there are no Negroes on the Bow- serious need of your help, is-tre-
doin faculty i and admissions, mendous. What is considered
What's more the college should be you as a mere nothing, a half he- •
ab'e to show some positive action spent talking to an aspiring h i
en their policy (whatever that may school student, may mean more >
be). This will give more meaning him than you can imagine I
tD student efforts. know some ppople m ^ ^irmng to precisely those stu- but I hope these people represent
didate has been toeing the party
line.
On specific issues, Kyros has
conceptions pf the proper role of charged that Garland has opposed
the federal government, how the most, if not all of the New Frontier
problems of Maine citizens should and Great Society programs and
be solved, in respect to govern- concepts, along with anything gen-
mental action; and the responsibili- erally associated with the Demo-
ty cf a Representative to his con- cratic Party, without proposing any
stituents and his own party. realistic program of his own. In
While in Congress, Garland was point of fact, Garland has been
responsible, progressive representa-
tion." Ironically enough, Foley,
the Second District Republican
candidate, is making an issue of dent efforts, I would like to present less than 99-; of the student body,
the fact that his Democratic can- briefly fiUCRO's plans for the aca- The most meaningful things you do
demic year 1966-67. Project 65 was at Bowdoin are done outside the
successful. However, the. programs classroom, and you hurt yourself
effects have apparently worn off. by not taking advantage of the
and the efforts must be renewed, opportunities. This Sunday there
The fact that only one Negro ma- will be a BUCRO meeting at 7 00
tnculated with the class of 1970 at in the Moulton Union, and as a
Bowdoin emphasizes the need for wise man I know once said "Don't
active recruitment of qualified mem- knock it till vou've tried it " so at
bers of minority groups. The pres- least come to one meeting'
to provide the First District voters
with a constructive program, which
praised for his voting record by the campaigning almost entirely oh the he, as Representative, could in-
Americans for Constitutional Ac- negative aspects of the federal gov- stitute.
tion, a vocal conservative organi- ernment. Kyros has cited Gar Another area of disagreement be-
outcome. Both candidates know
this. Earlier, Garland demonstrat-
ed greater expertise in performing





-disagree r ° °' v w>-
Jlar Starr? Tupper in the 1962 GOP zition. During his primary battle lands opposition to portions of the tween the two is oyer ^ issue Qf ated a folksy, amicable neighbor
Slimarv Ho than 1-i.nnmnH Any with Tlinnpr hp spvorplv rritipicorl area redevelODment act. nirf t.n priii- ....
„ __ r . ._ — v c ui i v
upper, he severely criticised op t, aid to edu- tne repeal of sect i n
the First District Representative cation, and his reference to the
for not kowtowing to party line. Peace Corps as a "razzle-dazzle
Garland stated: "we must nominate Kennedy idea." And again,
a candidate who is in accord with 'and had, previously to
pr ry. e then remained dor
nant in Maine politics until the
66 primary where he tossed his hat
nto the sax way race for nomina-
tion. Garland was the minority
choice of Republicans, receiving the mainstream of thinking with-
ibout thirty percent of the vote. in our party." Kyros contends the
Peter Kyros, the Democratic can- GOP did just that. Moreover, Ky-
lidate considers himself the logical ros has pledged: "Honesty and can-
choice of the responsible Maine d„r compel me today that I think and Smith strongly supported,
lcctorate who wish a continuation that the peop.'e of Maine's First Kyros, on the otherhand, has
>f Stan Tuppers policies. He has District, without respect to party, been developing a campaign stra-
«en a prominent Portland attorney have had good and fair represen- tsgy similar tD that of Governor
vho gained prominence when, as tation from Stan Tupper. If elect- Reed. Although he has not re-
'ttorney to the Maine Utilities ed to succeed him, I pledge to pro- frained from attacking his oppo-
-ommission, he struggled for re- vide the same type of broadbased, nent, Kyros has been attempting
Gar-
the 1966
general campaign, stated consider-
able skepticism to the Dickey-
Lincoln Hydroelectric project, a
program which Republicans Tupper
14b of the
Taft-Hartley Act, Garland postu-
lated that, abstractly, workers should
have the freedom to refuse to join
a union. Kyros pointed out that a
right-to-work law has never been
passed in Maine, that Maine's work-
ing force could not accept Garland's
philosophy, and that Garland's
inage, who wanted to go to Wash-
ington to help out all his constitu-
ents. Kyros quickly caught on to
campaigning, Maine style, while
maintaining the stature of .an ar-
ticulate and efficient servant of the
people.
Presently, Garland is hoping that
independent candidate, Thomas
name was not even placed on the Maynard, will draw off the crucial
ballot- at the AFL-CIO's COPE
convention.
The latest poll gave Peter Kyros
a five point lead over his oppo-
nent. Therefore, the final week of
the campaign could well decide the
number of votes from Kyros. Like-
wise, Kyros is counting heavily up-
on winning the votes of moderate
Rspublicans who hope for a "con-
tinuation of the- type* of represen-
tation offered by Stan Tupper.
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DINNER MUSIC with John Kknk
and Dana Hariuaatt
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When summer arrives in this town,
on the coast of Maine, most people
start thmklng of their vacations.
But Ernst C. Helmreich starts work-
ing on his latest book.
Dr. Helmreich, Chairman of the
Department of History and co-au-
thor, of the recently published third
edition of "Twentieth Century Eu-
rope," finds little time for writing
during the busy academic year.
But," he notes, "you do develop a
technique of noticing what will need
revision and turning it over in your
mind."
"Especially in connection with a
modern history text," Professor
Helmreich adds, "everything is grist
for your mill, particularly the for-
eign news in the press. But the real
work of writing is done in the sum-
mer months, when everyone thinks
you are on vacation."
"Twentieth Century Europe," a
900-page history written by Profes-
sor Helmreich and Professor C. E.
Black of Princeton University, has
,
The Masque & Gown
presents
BERTOLT BRECHTS
Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall
FRIDAY, NOV. 4, 8:15;
SATURDAY, NOV. 5, 7:30
Admission: $1.50
Non-Bowdoin students $1.00
Bowdoin students and faculty by I.D. card
"All seats reserved
Tickets at Moulton Union Information Desk
For reservations, dial ext. 375
THE 8PTJDNUT SHOT
MS Maine St,
„beep published, in a third edition by
Alfred A. Knopf. This work,^ddeiy
used as a text in colleges and uni-
versities throughout the country;
was first published in 1950. It was
revised and updated by the two
authors in 1959 and again this year.
The wide use of the book in col-
lege classrooms has brought about
some interesting incidents within
Professor Helmreich's own family.
Both his sons were assigned the
book in courses they took at Am-
herst College. Both have since gone
on to receive their doctoral degrees
and both are now teaching history.
One of the sons is currently using
the text in a course he teaches at
Wheaton College, a course which
has 120 students enrolled in it. What
sounds like nepotism only illustrates
the wide use of the book.
Another book by Professor Helm-
reich, "Religious Education in Ger-
man Schools: An Historical Ap-
proach," will soon be published in
translation in Germany. The book
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M l/lslxJSpecialising In J
PORTRAITS \
FOR CHRISTMAS
SEE US FOR SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS RATES
^"Serving Bowdoin Students^
in their photographic needs"
4 Maine St., "Casco Bar Bldg.
Brunswick
L & A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Students
Compare And You'll Do Business At
L & A TIRE CO.









Enjoy the grand -old, brand-new
Boston Stailer Hilton
with its lash $3400.000 foe* lift!*
Ann ifIiCaninf faculty-student room rates j
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222 MAINE STREET Opposite Bowdoin College
TEL. 725-5587
New York on $5 or $10 a day tours
One call and your reservations wul be
confirmed IMMEDIATELY
AIR - HOTEL - CAR-RENTALS - CRUISES




Were 99.50 NOW 7*80
HART PRO
Were 1 09.50 NOW 67.50
HARTGALAXIEI






'S SKI & MEN'S SHOP
Par* Row
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT PAGE SEVEN
Frosh Boojers Rout Colby, 5-J
by ttois HRKxfir.'K^*'
Forward *Lee Rowe kicked four
goals and led the freshman soccer
team to a 5- L .rout of*co^gy last
Friday '.at Watefvilje. fhe^asjhy
right inner tallied " in trie* second
period, twice in the third, and again
in the final frame. Right wing Alec
Turner also scored for the Bears.
The win boosts the club record to
a 2-1-2 mark.
The Bowdoin offense had pre-
viously been held in check since the
impressive opener against Fryeburg,
in which the Bears scored five times.
The Black scored two goals over the
next three games, however, and
were forced to settle for two ties
and a crushing l-o loss to Bates,
which killed the Bears' title hopes.
After an uneventful and evenly-
played first quarter against Colby,
the Black attack began to jell.
Rowe opened the scoring at 7:42
of ihe second quarter on a blast
from twelve yards out. The remain-
der of the period went scoreless,





./At 1:30. of the third period cej^er






ball into the upper lejrt-
earner The Red rallied 'momen-
tarily, but the Bears quickly re-
versed the tide. After misfiring on
? penalty shot at the four-minute
mark, Rowe made good at 7:27,
making the score 2-1. Four minutes
later Rowe flagged down a long lead
pass from Turner and tipped it in
for his third score.
Turner made it 4-1 in the opening
minute of the fourth quarter, rifling
a shot from twenty yards just be-
neath the crossbar. At 12:04 Rowe
registered again on a point-blank




Art Supplies - Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St Dial 725-5301
(Next door to Post Office). '
STUDENTS WELCOME
» .,'>,-' :y _- L _^_
OWEN'S TAX^ ,



















Serving Bowdoin men with great buys in Meats, Chips,
and Refreshments with the best buys in town
*
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
menu, at Very Low Interest



























"We appreciate your business
and are happy to serve you"
Smith's Photo Shop


















BERMUDA — WINTER SKI TRIPS— NASSAU
Air Reservations and Half-Fare Tickets
H.B. STOWE
TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT STREET, TOWN
Phone 725-5573
See Us For Summer Reservations To Europe
"Serving Bowdoin's Interest For 16 Years'*
LE MANS RACEWAYS
36 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
NEXT DOOR TO PIZZA KING
PHONE 725-6212
FEATURES A 135 FT. RACEWAY FOR
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
COMING SOON - LARGE HO SCALE TRACK
Rental Cars And Controls Available
THE FINEST SELECTION OF READY-TO-RUN
CARS, KITS AND PARTS IN THE STATE
Racing Weekend Of T he Year Sun. Oct. 30 3 p.
SATURDAY OCT. 29 -NOV. 12 - COMPETITION STARTS
GRAND PRIZE-16" Motorola Cadet TV
2ND PRIZE—Revel Home Raceway
3RD PRIZE—3 Hours Fre^Tractime
200 Lap Final Event at 2 p.m. — Nov. 12
Frizes To Be Awarded By Total Points
$1.00 PER SATURDAY REGISTRATION FEE
PITCAR 200 LAP EVENT FEATURING THE FINEST DRIVERS IN THE STATE
BLEACHERS AVAILABLE - NO ADMISSION CHARGE FOR SPECTATORS
..I
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Soule, Viens Spark Bears
To First Win, 15-6; Over
The Bowdoin football picture certainly appears much brighter after
the squad's last two tremendous efforts than it did several weeks ago. The
defense seems to have improved the most as it has allowed only 23 points
the past two weeks in comparison to 90 the two previous Saturdays against
Wesleyan and Amherst. With ihe return of Mort Soule and Tom Allen to
the defensive secondary the pass defense has held the opposition to 15
completions and no touchdowns the past two weeks. However, the out-
sized Bear line surrendered 202 yards to Colby and will be faced with a
difficult task in attempting to halt a trio of explosive Bates backs. Fresh-
man halfback Alex Nesbitt has been the most impressive of the Bobcats,
but veterans Bill Rafter and Tom Flach have showed their prowess also.
All three have ranked within the top ten ground gainers among New
England colleges at various points this season.
In addition. Bowdoin's offense has not looked too sharp despite the
definite improvement. The attack only managed five first downs, all in the
final stanza. The return of Mort Soule to full-time offensive duty will give
the Bears more power in the backfield. The Black-and-White had a plus
total in the rushing column against Colby, the first time in four weeks.
Maurie Viens has come along through the season and is now able to
throw the long bomb with accuracy. However, he has been thrown for 248
yards in losses by the opposition forward wall.
The Bears' performance has been appreciated by its supporters, as
the following letter from "A Bowdoin Fan" indicates.
Dear Editor,
Despite a bad start by Bowdoin, several players are included in
the All-New England "Mr. Z" grid squad ratings. The following is
- ' heir ratings as of this past week:
'Mort Soule's thrilling 12-yard
punt return and,, an' alert Bear pass
defense carried Bowdoin to" its first
victory of the season, 15-6, disap-
pointing a Oolby Homecoming crowd
of 4300.
The triumph, the seventh in a
row over the Mules, gave the Bears
the lead in the C.B.B. series and
a chance to win the first undisputed
title by beating Bates tomorrow
at Lewiston. However, the Bobcats
are also looking forward to improv-
ing on their 4-2 record and taking
a big stride toward the champion-
ship themselves.
Scule's touchdown in the second
period was the key play in the
game, which was dominated by a
punishing Colby offense for the first
three periods. It came with the
Mules leading 6-0 with four min-
utes remaining in the first half.
Mort, a 6-foot, 180-pound junior,
took the Colby punt at his own
23-yard line and headed up the
left sideline. He received a key
block from co-captain Tom Allen
ani cut back at the Colby 25. Mort
appeared to be going down at that
point but broke "through two tack-
le*rs.;to tie tne score, _*6-6. Then,
quarterback Mo Viens calmly* boot-
ed the extra^point to put the Bears
ahead for the first time since the
opening quarter of the WPI game.
Bowdoin Attack
The Bowdoin offense was very
ineffective for the first three per-
iods, not even getting a single first
down. However, it came' to life in
the final quarter sparked by the
passing of Viens.
After Soule had picked up the
initial White first down with three
minutes gone in the final period,
Viens connected with tight eod
Dave Doughty on a beautiful 42-
yard pass play that put the ball
on Colby's ten.
Although the Colby defense stop-
ped this drive, cornerback "Bucky"
Teeter intercepted Ed Woodin's first
pass by outfighting huge end Steve
Freyer for the ball at the 15. After
an offside penalty put the ball at
the ten, halfbacks Allen and Soule
carried twice to the two for a first
down. Allen drove very close to





Quarterbacks—Viens tied for 9th place — 19 points
Halfbacks—Benedetto in 12th spot — 12 points
Tackle—Wormell in 5th spot — 10 points
Teeter, Sessions, Femino, Giard, and McGuirk are also mentioned.
liX of these players return next year. Encouraging, huh? Not men-
ning — Parmenter. Soule. Belanger, Doughty, Hews, etc.
WAIT 'TIL NEXT YEAR.
This encouraging outlook can be backed up by a look at the Polar
r season totals. Although the season statistics are discouraging because
* Bears' early troubles, a glance at the individual figures give one
• hope for next year.
For example, the five leading rushers — Richie Benedetto, Dick Par-
ser, Tim Rogers, Mort Soule, and Horace Sessions — will all be re-
ng next season in addition to such fine freshman prospects as Mike
nccur. Bob Newman, and Will Warwick. The top five pass receivers
5 McGuIfETnr catches)
, Rogers, Dftve DaughtyT Benedetto, and
lie Belanger — are all underclassmen. Parmenter, in addition to be-
ne team's second leading rusher, has completed two of three passes
has punted spectacularly. Thus, the potential for a good offense is
'in. The defense is also largely composed of juniors and sophomores,
-peaking of Parmenter's kicking capabilities, the brilliant sophomore
ff punts of 56 and 78 yards against Colby, the latter breaking the
coin record for distance which he had set two weeks ago against
herst, Dick also has a great opportunity to break his fourth punting
rd of the season against Bates. At the moment he is only 25 yards
of Steve Ingram's single season record for total yardage, 1343 yards.
is mark was achieved in 1964 over an eight-game schedule. ^
senior Mo Viens is also shooting for a line in the Bowdoin football
rd book. With two games remaining. Viens needs only two touchdown
sea to tie Bob Harrington's mark of 16 career scoring tosses. Last year
ns tied the record for TD passes in a single season. We wish these in-
duals the best of luck in achieving these marks, but the record we
-: most like to see is a 3-4 mark for the Bowdoin football team for
966 season.
We would also be remiss if we didn't extend our congratulations to
•.'tic director Malcolm Morrell. As player, assistant coach, head football
h. and athletic director at Bowdoin for the last 44 years, he is indeed
.y cf the tribute given him at the halftime ceremonies of Colby's
•.tijoming game. It was wonderful to see the team bring him a victory
his day.
set the Bears back to the six. Viens
then spotted Bob McGuirk in the
end zone and threw the 6-yarder**
for his 14th career touchdown pass.
Bear Deception
The Bears then surprised every-
one by going for the two-point
conversion off a fake-kick forma-
tion. They lined up with Viens
holding for Dick Parmenter. How-
ever, Viens straightened up and
lofted a pass to McGuirk who was
all alone in the end zone and the
Bears held a 15-6 lead with only
six minutes left.
Colby scored its lone six-pointer
in the second period as a result of
a blocked punt. Len O'Connor, a
6-3, 233-pound tackle, blocked Dick
Parmenter's punt and fell on it
at the Bowdoin 26. Five plays lat-
er Jim Patch slid off left tackle to
score from five yards out. The kick
failed.
The Colby runners ground out
2:2 yards, but couldn't push the
ball into the end zone. Four pass
interceptions, two by Tom Allen,
halted these drives. Dick Berry
a'so had a key interception.
Bowdoin 7 8 — 15
Colby 6 0—6
Scoring summary:
Colby — Patch 5 run (kick failed)
Bowdoin — Soule 72 punt return
t Viens kick)
Bowdoin — McGuirk 6 pass from
Viens (McGuirk pass from Vi-
ensL
MORRELL HONORED — Bowdoin Athletic Director Malcolm E.
Morrell was honored at halftime of last Saturday's Bowdoin-Colby
game for his 4Q years of service in connection with Bowdoin sports.
John Winkin, Mules' AD, introduced Morrell and Colby President
Robert St rider presented him a Colby chair.







One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PLANT
69-73 MAINE STREET
TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
Ity Tom |ohnso\
The varsity soccermen boosted
their season record to 5-3-1 this
week with a 2-0 victory over UMane
and a 1-1 deadlock with Colby.
Thus, the Polar Bears are all alone
atop the State Series standings
with a 3-0-1 record, but the re-
maining tilts with Bates and Colby
stand in the way of another State
Championship for Bowdoin.
The Colby game on Saturday
was a close, well-played contest
from start to finish with neither
team dominating play for any
length of time. From a technical
point of view, the match was out-
standing, as p'ayers from both
sides demonstrated an unusual mas-
tery of soccer's basic skills. It was
primarily a defensive battle and,
at times, looked like a tennis match
with the fullbacks many times mak-
ing long, booming kicks to each
other.
Bowdoin opened the scoring at
14 41 of the first period when Billy
Williams tallied from the wing. The
1-0 count held up until 7:35 of the
third period when Colby's Miklos
Jako knotted things up with an un-
assisted goa'. From then on, until
the end of regulation time and
through two overtime periods, the
battle was even. The final score:
Bowdoin 1, Colby 1.
The Polar Bears were undoubted-
ly handicapped by having to play
without offensive ace Steve Mickley,
but the rematch at Pickard Field
on Nov. 2 must still be rated a toss-
-'5
up. As always. Bob Swain was out-
standing in the goal, making 24
saves to 18 for the Mules' goal-
tender.
On Wednesday, the Polar Bears
took on a UMaine team which one
might conservatively describe as
tactless. Suffice it to say that the
game had turned into a brawl by
the third period, with the Black
Bears taking the offensive in that
department. As in the other games
with Maine opponents, Coach
Charlie Butt was distressed by the
way the Polar Bears allowed them-
selves to be pushed around the field
and hopes that more aggressiveness
will be directed toward Bowdoin
foes In the remaining tilts.
The White began the scoring
with a goal by Jim Lyon at 15:44
of the first period. Jeff Richards
crossed the ball in front of the net,
and Lyon used his head to make
the count 1-0. The other goal was
a well-deserved one for Dave
Knight, who has done a tremen-
dous job at halfback in his first
year of varsity competition. Knight
tallied unassisted on a long drive
at 9:04 of the second period. The
second half was scoreless, making
the final count: Bowdoin 2, Maine
0. The Bowdoin men outshot the
Black Bears 33-9, and their goalie
made 25 saves to 6 for the White.
Although the game was sloppily
played in general, several Polar
Bears declined Jhe Maine coach's
invitation to settle the contest with




The Bowdoin varsity cross coun-
try squad remained undefeated Sat-
urday by taking their second vic^
tory by a single point at Colby. The
28-29 triumph was secured despite
the third record-breaking effort the
Pciar Bear harriers have run into
in their three meets.
Colby's Ken Borchers broke the
Waterville course record with a
time of 22:53 for the long, hilly
course and was followed by team-
mate Dave Maynard.
Despite this excellent one-two
finish by Colby, depth proved the
difference as Bowdoin secured its
narrow victory by capturing six of
the next seven places. As usual Rod
Tulonen paced the Polar Bear run-
ners, followed by Chuck Farwell,
Dick Paulding, captain Cary Rea,
Hank Adams, and Drew Jackson.
The Mule runners, who had taken
spots one, two, and five, were thus
forced to settle for tenth and 11th
place finishes and a single-point
loss. Tcday Coach Sabasteanski's
harriers travel to the Easterns with
hepes of making their best showing
in years.
The frosh split two meets for the
week, losing to Colby 17-43 and de-
feating Hebron Academy, 24-32. In
the latter meet in a duel of broth-
ers, Ken Cuneo of the Cubs was
nipped by younger brother Mark of
Hebron for first place.
heads-up soccer. As always, Char-
lie Powell, Sandy Salmela, and
Steve Mickley were outstanding,
several quarters were heard from.
Wayne Hall took over the goal in
the second period and did a fine
job of holding the visitors score-
less for the remainder of the game.
The game with Bates at Lewis-
ton this Saturday will almost cer-
tainly be the key match in this
year's State Series competition.
The Bobcats will be sky-high for
their Homecoming, and Bowdoin
would like nothing better than to
win decisively after the narrow,
overtime conquest of Bates* in the
first game. I| the. Polar Bears can
adjust to the slanting, "postage
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A Choice, Not An Echo Students Revive Forgotten Arts;
Walt Whitman, A Dirty Old Man
Chapel cramming, it appears can be an expression of interest- as
much as of protest. Last Mondays Varum, "Who's Virginia Woolf by
Professor Herbert Co/men of the English Department looked bitingh
at the -problem of the Arts at Bowdoin before a receptive aiidunc-m the
aisles of the Chape'. Following arc excerpts from that talk:
I intended originally to entitle
my talk "The Arts at Bowdoin.'' I
realized, however, that such a talk
would probably set a world's record
for brevity, consisting of the an-
nouncement of the topic by Dean
Sheats, followed by 10 minutes of
pure silence. While such a format
might delight a bleary Monday
morning forum audience, it would
cheat the expectation of that mi-
nority among you here for reasons




As you might guess from all of
this. I am not quite convinced of
the validity of the direction
doin seems to „be taking if di-
rection it be. it may merely be
drift. You will remember that last
spring I viewed' with alarm the
seeming starvation of the humani-
ties sector of our col'ege. You will
remember that we examined de-
partmental size and found that,
compared with those colleges with
which we like
cerns like getting into graduate
schoal, when the student is not giv-
en a clear definition of what a
small liberal arts college should
be. ... .
In such an environment, Shakes-
peare shrinks to the status of suc-
cessful theater owner who couldn't
have cared less about his plays so
long as they packed them in every
afternoon, in such an atmosphere,
Poe becomes a
, drunk, Melville a
failure, and Walt Whitman a dirty
old man. The question becomes
not "Who's afraid of Virginia
Woolf." but "Who is Virginia
Woolf '
*
LONG AND SHORT-HAIR MUSIC — The new Pandoras (top) will
bring their particular variety of string music to the Gym Saturday
nighty 8:00 p.m. Tickets S2.50 per couple in advance; S3.00 at the door.
The Curtis String Quartet, (above, if you couldn't tell) will give a
concert of a more conventional nature Wednesday, Nov. 9, 8:15 p.m.
in Pickard Theater. Tickets at the Union Information Desk or at the
door.
atmosphere
is enveloping Bowdoin. and that it
can't be attributed to the usual
scapegoat — student apathy. If the
school itself encourages utilitarian
pursuits, can we blame the better
students for becoming joyless
drudges mastering the lingo with
which to show the profs in gradu-
ate school? If the school itself
o compare ourselves,
t
,xudcs an anll . I11[( ,lh ,ctual a(m()S .Bowdoin simplv doesn't comnaic v u
The Bowdoin student is d pr.v d ' ' ™ T^ ** StU<!ent f°r
of the chance to take, a w.de valtt ™oow^ MfT^T , * **t
of courses in or out of his major * *
e \rt S*'
and is often deprived also of he ^ °r ***' emp,0J
'
s
opn,rtunitv for close contact wit! a
'" " a " adJunct * » *"*"*
practicing scholar m hi. Th en !*;*^ ""^"^




behind the malt curtain
b\ ALAN.KOI.< D
Bowdoin s facilities for the crea-
tive arts are, inadequate. The twen-
ty-seven students in the studio
drawing course meet in the fourth
floor of Adams Hall, which is little
better than an attic. The Gibson
Hall of Music has no rooms for*
giving students private lessons. The
course in creative writing is divid-
ed into two sections each with over
twenty men; a few years ago, the
course was considered large if ten
men were enrolled. Theatrical fa-
cilities, though adequate, are fall-
ing into, disrepair from normal use.
This is the sentiment expressed by
Tom Rou ston '68, a student deeply
concerned with ' the state of the
creative arts at Bowdoin
Angered by Bowdoin's indiffer-
ence to The creative arts, a group
ot students has formed a Student
Arts Committee. Roulston, one of
the organizers of the committee
stated. "We are not concerned only
with the ^creative genius; he will
create regardless of the lack of
courses offered m the' arts. Our
concern is to aid in the develop-
ment
%
of an informed audience for
the- arts," The members of the
ci'inmitteehpfiFrr-mat' art is "more
comprehensible and meaningful to
people who have made an effort to
create. "A student can no more
understand art without attempting
to create, than he can understand
Freshman Year Under Survey
m
By Student-Faculty Committee
change my mind about this situa-
tion and much to confirm it since
last spring, I wish this morning to
examine another deprivation suffer-
ed by the Bowdoin student — or,
more positively, to call for a corn-
separating the life of the mind and
soul from the life of the throat and
stomach?
.
Suppose, however, that a college
— a liberal arts college — has "an
Art Department virtually without
h) Jl-D BLRTT
There has been strong feeling
among members of the faculty that
Freshman life should be thorough-
ly evaluated. Why single out the
Freshman year? In a recent inter-
view with the Dean of Students,
chairman of the Faculty Committee
on Student Life, this and the work
and purpose of the subcommittee
on freshman life were the main
topics under discussion.
This year the student life com-
mittee established a subcommittee
with the sole aim of describing ev-
ery facet of freshman life: from
fraternity rushing, pledging, orien-
tation, and initiation to the daily
existence of the independents; from
- all this newfound freedom and the
slowly found responsibilities that
go with it to the mounting pressures
of classes suddenly far more dif-
ficult than those in the past. This
is an immense task. It is a task
which this small committee, under
the co-chairmanship of Professors
Resenbrink and Kenneth Freeman,
hope to complete this year.
.
At present the major source of
information is the students, in par-
ticular Freshmen. Many will be
interviewed by a member of this
committee. The .interviews are con-
ducted by only one or two com-
mittee members, moreover, the stu-
dents are not interviewed individu-
ally, but in groups of two to five.
The intent is to provide an atmos-
phere in which the students will
feel free to discuss their opinions.
The committee hopes to talk with
those who feel their ambitions,
their goals being suppressed by the
requirements of the college as well
as those who find in Bowdoin all
they anticipated.
. In short they
want an honest evaluation of the
freshman year based on .the views
of a good cross section of fresh-
men.
The committee also plans to in-
terview students in the sophomore,
junior, and senior classes in "the
hope of finding out how these stu-
dents feel about the Freshmen;
how fraternities feel about them;
how various campus organizations
react to them. Finally the infor-
mation can be compiled and a re-
port composed as accurately, as
completely as is humanly possible.
What is the use of the report?
Why single out just the freshman
year? From this report, according
to Dean Jerry Brown, the commit-
tee can proceed to its second task,
that of prescribing changes.
Changes that, while in keeping with
the goals and traditions of Bow-
doin' College, will lessen the initial,
shock and confusion of the fresh-
man year, changes which will ren-
der more gratifying the first year
at Bowdoin and in so doing provide
a better base Upon which to build
in the following three ye"STs.
Professor James V. McConnell, a
leader in Planarian iflatworm) re-
search will deliver a lecture on
"Cannibals, Chemicals and Mem-
ory" Thursday, Nov. 10. Professor
mitment on the part of the college ",17 » ' ,_ W™
to the arts - the creative arts T ™
E"^ Department
C m ' straining to keep pace merely with
When departments in the hu- its normal historicallv-oriented
mamties are badly understaffed, course offerings, a Music Depart-
when a greater and greater empha- merit which cannot offer instruction
sis is placed on practical con- (Continued on page 4)
Galileo '" Critique
In New theater
The Masque and Gown, which
will perform "Galileo" tonight at
8:15 and Saturday at 7:30, will
sponsor an informal critique of
the Bertolt Brecht play on Sunday.
Charles N. Head '68, publicity
manager for the dramatic organi-
zation, said the session will be held
at 2 p.m. in the new Experimental
Theater, Room 107, in Pickard
Theater. Refreshments will be
served.
Head said the gathering will fea-
ture members of Bowdoin's Physics
and English Departments, who will
discuss the famous 17th Century
physicist.
"Galileo," tonight will be the first
of a series of productions devoted
to the theme "The Scientist in the
Drama."
Tickets are available in advance
at the Information Center In the
Moulton Union and will also be
available at the theater box office.
Individual tickets are 91.50 for the
general pubic and $1 for non-
Bewdoin students and servicemen
and their families.
"Galileo" is directed by Profes-
sor Richard Hornby, Bowdoin's Di-
rector of Dramatics.
science without working in the lab-
oratory," Roulston observed.
Committee Plans Art Show
The plans of the committee are
based on the assumption that the
best way to encourage creation is
by affording recognition. The com-
mittee intends to sponsor more stu-
dent folk concerts as the one the
Sunday after Homecoming. They
hope to use the special dining room
in th° Union as a coffee house
where students could read aloud
original poetry and perform origin-
(Continued on page 3)
"Worm Runner" Editor
On Cannibals & Chemicals
Prof. James V. McConnell
McConnell is the editor of the
"Worm Runners' Digest," whose
peregrinations were recently fea-
tured in TIME magazine.
Professor Alfred H. Fuchs, Chair-
man of the Department of Psy-
chology, said the lecture will be
given in the Senior Center at 8:15
p.m.
In 1959 Dr. McConnell founded,
and now publishes and edits, an in-
formal journal of comparative psy-
chology entitled "Worm Runner's
Digest," which currently enjoys an
international circulation of more
than 2,000. A forthcoming issue of
the Digest will include a research
paper by Professor Fuchs and three
Bowdoin undergraduates. The pa-
per reports on flatworm experiments
which the students conducted under
the guidance of Professor Fuchs. *
Professor McConnell is Director of
the Planarian Research Group at
the University of Michigan, with
which he has been associated for
the past ten years. Much of his
research work has involved studies
of learning in flatworms, a research
field in which Professor Fuchs and
other members of the Psychology
Department have long been inter-
ested.
Dr, McConnell is a member of
the University of Michigan's De-
partment of Psychology and Mental
Health Research Institute.
£
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Last weefc, Professor Attiern Dag-
" gett of the government
.
depart-
ment spoke with the International
, Club on "The, peace-keeping func-
..*•••
--tiqns oi therUnited Nations ift" a
'
sorely divided world." His approach
was historical. The U.N., he point-
ed out, was born into a world unit-
ed by the necessity of winning a
war. The hope was that this una-
nimity and the accompanying ca-
pacity for action could be projected
into the peace, and the institutional
arrangements of the United Nations,
particularly the Security Council,
reflected" this hope. The mutuai ani-
momy of the- United States and the
Soviet Union, however, made such
a projection impossible and, thet
world drifted'quickry int6*.the tense,
bitter, and competitive" predicament
,of Cold War. The breach between
the major powers has crippled the
U.N. peace enforcement power and
has even made it dangerous. Its
peace-seeking function is still valid.
It must still attempt to lay the
foundations of a healthy, stable
world In the long run. It must con-
tinue" to jdsmffen* and Contain Jn-
ternationaltigisputes as it did in Cy-
prus, for instance. But attempted
solution of .'international problems
,
by force in. ofcprely, divided w6rl$l
is beyond its scope and is a threat
to the peace, for it risks the out-
break of major war, as in Korea,
when the United Nations tried* to
settle the situation to the disad-
vantage of a major power, ie China.
PHIUPPON S MARKET
78 UNION STREET
Serving Bowdoin men with great buys in Meats, Chips,
and Refreshments with the best buys in town
Suda JWokeL






Orientation: The Pledge Kings and | sampling of trns year's. freshmen
* are being interviewed by the Cohimiftee for evaluation o| the individ-
uaj program. Panels and debates, with participants such as Faculty
members -and^Qrientation Chairmen^ arejjeing scheduled, pther "ap-
propriate group opinions are being sought. •
Curriculum: % The pass-fail system'is' being' worked dn'by Facility members
prior to its presentation to the entire Faculty. The stumbling block
S
for other changes has repeatedly been a. supposed lack of student
responsibility. Examples cited were the problems with Orientation and
poor classroom attendance. This would seem to be non sequitur rea-
soning, as alleged weaknesses in one area should not preclude im-
provements in another.'
Senior Center: Dave Soule met with Prof. Whiteside this week to discuss
the upcoming problem of overcrowding the Center, which will occur
with the Class of '69. (There are only 209 men in the Class of '68.)
No definite solution has been reached, but possibilities are Senior
dorm proctorships and 5-man suites.
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from Kittery to Rockland
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LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL I OUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
STUDENTS
Get your supplies for the upcoming
hockey season at the Moulton Union
Bookstore.
FRICTION TAPE 29c
NORTHERN PRO STICKS $3.95







The big guys are here. Take one of 'em (or both) and
you're a cinch to be boss. Twist the swivel buckle on the 1 ]A
saddle-stitched reversible belt and you'll see brushed denim
on one side, oiled leather on the other. $4.00. Or pick
the 1 XA" sueded saddle-stitched job at $3.50. Be on the lookout
for another big deal—a 26" x 39" poster for Bogey! Just send in
the Fife & Drum Paris tag to Paris Belts; P.O. Box 5269;
Chicago, Illinois 60680 with half a buck.
Fife6Drum Belts by Paris9
F Bo» 5269, Chic»|0. IIBnois 60680 /
theCANTERBURY;^





NOON TILL 2 P.M. .
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
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STUDENT ARTS COMMITTEE
(Continued from page 1)
1 musical compositions. Students
wijl h%\e an -ojySqrtunity to display
art. work when tfe ^cornrnittse or-
,
ganizes a student art'%how later
>' Four freshnieh have won top Aenoss a* a team In tt,e. annual fall ^JT' ™f T* ^ m& '
Uartmouth>ovice debating tournjlment. ,,.«.,. -. .. > be.^.ad is .irreleven) according, to,
CprnVting agajnst freshmen from 18 bther^oHeges, Bowdoin placed ^'^T**!* RdUl-St0n sai -d '..
first in. the affirmative competition and second overall in the tournament.
Wh6n
* ^"^ Produces P°or art -
Representing the affirmative and winning all of i£ debates were Jeff" y
°U d°nt te
"
him to quit> but try
D. Emerson, and George S. Isaacson. t0 give him a chance to develop
through experience."
Hopes To Alter Attitudes
The committee hopes that one
of Hie results of the increased pub-
licity given student creativity will
be increased tangible support of
the ar£s by the college. Members
of the committee "believe that stu-
dents have the responsibility , of
dmionstrahnp the |ntere*t 'In and'
"nle'd for 'rmproverrfeffts ' in Bow.f
doin's facilities »for the creative
arts. Hopefully; the greater empha-
sis'gn^ the creative
A
arts w|H fill a
void at Bowdoin, and aitej the stu-
dents' attitudes toward art.
The Student Arts Committee has
Representing the negative and winning five out of six debates were
— —
• %.
no Intentions of becoming the ar-
biter of culture at Bowdoin. It re-
gards art as individual expression
and only desires to establish dhe at-
mosphere and facilities necessary*
to encour'age»iftai\idua! creativity"
Students who ,are interested in be*
coming members .of the- committee
are invited .to attend a meeting'
on Thursday, November 10, at 6 30,
p.m. in Conference Room A of the
Moulton Union.
Bruce E. Cain, and William E. Wainer.
All seniors planning to register with the Placement Bureau for the
business and professional interviews should register as soon as possible,
for no interviews can be arranged with the industrial firms unless the
Bureau has your registration on file.
*
^
* * *. * *
A show of paintings by well-known Maine artist Gene Klebe opened
in- the Gallery Lounge of the Union Tuesday and will run through the
months of November and December.
The show includes some 16 to 20 paintings in water color and oil by
Mr. Klebe, a native of Philadelphia who has made his home in Bristol,
Maine, for the last 22 years. More than half of the paintings will be
marines and each will represent the Maine scene. All the paintings in the
show" were done in the past few years.
Mr. Klebe recently returned from an assignment given him by the
U.S. Navy to record the launch and recovery of the record-breaking Gem-
ini XI space flight for the Navy Art Collection. His assignment now is to
do three official paintings of the event.
A recent feature article in the Portland, Maine, Sunday Telegram
reproduced some of Mr. Klebes sketches of the recovery and also paint-
ings he did as a Navy Combat Artist in Vietnam in 1965. His assignment
during that period was to gather material for a series of paintings show-
ing the role of the Navy and the Marines in the war.
Mr. Klebe is currently engaged in painting the murals for the State















Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA
B»lh Kd., Brunswick, Me. Phone 729-3369
LOWERY'S
(Wallpaper - Fabrics)
Art Supplies - Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St Dial 725-5361
(Next door to Post Office)
STUDENTS WELCOME
THE ARTISANS' GALLERY
BRUNSWICK TOUR AND TRAVEL SERVICE
222 Maine Street across from Bowdoin College
ART REPRODUCTIONS AVAILABLE ^
Now on display:
etchings by THOMAS CORNELL
and hand crafted jewelry by
ALEXANDRA SOLOWIJ WATKINS
Gallery Hours: Daily 9-5 Saturday 9:30-12:30
Cadet John M. Rector, Jr. has been awarded a two-year scholarship
from the Army. The ROTC grant covers tuition, books, and an allowance
of $50 per month.
Cadet Rector, a junior psychology major, has compiled an outstanding
ROTC record in his first two years at Bowdoin. He was voted Best Drilled
Cadet of the Year in 1965, received an Academic Achievement Wreath in
1966, and won the National Rifle Association Small Bore Medal Award for
marksmanship. He received a varsity letter for participation on the Bow-
doin Rifle Team in his sophcmore year. , Rector is a member of Alpha
elta Phi .., .
L & A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Students
Compare And You'll Do Business At
L&ATIRE (
51 BATH ROAD, BRUNSWICK TEL 725-8754
Students not now receiving scholarship aid who wish to apply for
aid for the Spring Semester should secure Parents' Confidential State-
ment blanks at the Student Aid Office on the second floor of Hawthorne-














New expression in a cotton oxford button-
down! Three varied-color stripes - muted,
mellow, distinctively Gant. Available in a
variation of color combinations. Great for
business and leisurewear. $7,50




Open 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday thru ScturrUy
VALUE HOUSE
BUYING PRIVILEGES
TEMPORARY BUYING PRIVILEGES ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL BOWDOIN COLLEGE STU-
DENTS UPON PRESENTATION OF THEIR STU-
DENT I.D. CARD.
NOW STUDENTS CAN SAVE ON NATIONALLY
FAMOUS BRAND NAME MERCHANDISE SUCH
AS RADIO - HI-FI - RECORDS - JEWELRY
- TV AND GIFT MERCHANDISE FOR ALL OC-
CASIONS.
STOP IN AND SEE THE
WONDERFUL WORLD
of VALUE HOUSE
Conveniently Located on the
Bath Rd. in Brunswick
Just Below Bowdoin Pines
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
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k j1"? Seen S?
nre surprising development's in the benign
Bowdoi^ scerie'inarea; rarely eme/ging 'from beneath
.'the cloud of
apathy. Almost* simultaneously with* Monday's Forum," "Who is
Virginia Wbolf" by Herbert Coursen of the English Department,
Tom Roulston '68, whose efforts three weeks ago brought a highly
successful student folk concert to the Union, announced the for-
mation of a Student Arts Committee^
Biklen OrvJuCRQ Orientation Reform
Professor Coursen's talk, excerpted in this issue of the Orient,
concerned itself in sharp, satirical, yet all too meaningful way
with the vacuum that exists in opportunities in the creative arts.
Coursen's statements stand by themselves. The facts of the
lack of facilities for studio work in painting in an overpopulated
course, for music practice, for the encouragement of student lit-
erary efforts are there for the looking.
Aside from the complex issue of where resource development
emphasis of the College lies, whether in the humanities or sciences
one point raised demands some attention. That is, are we using
what? facilities now exist for the creative arts to best advantage?
The answer is perhaps dependent on what area one looks at
:
To look at a creative writing course with two sections of twenty
men and say that the opportunities are being used to more than
fuh advantage is dodging the question. One must ask what qualita-
tive benefit results from this situation. One must look at the art
situation similarly. Yet, one could not say music practice facilities
are overcrowded. According to Professor Coursen, there are none
to overcrowd.
Thus, the single important question we face now, since new
faculty members and new buildings do not appear overnight,' even
-if- the College Were immediately willing, is to develop nppm-t.mit;^
as they exist.
m
The Student Arts Committee, in a first small step, will or-
ganize a student art show to be held later this year Having al-
ready brought the folk concert to the campus, Roulston and his
co-workers hope to continue efforts along these lines. In the future
lies the possibility of aj'coffee house" in the Union.
Yet, more basic than these tangible results is the hope that
some dent into the artistic barrenness of the campus can be made
In these endeavors we urge wholehearted support by students and
administration toacquaint ourselves, as Professor Coursen put it
with just who Virginia Woolf really is. M F r'






' For /the. past three years Bowdoin^students' Ihave,
recruiWd Negro applicants. Their effoit and * persis-
tence has ""been remarkable in view of -the nominal
support the Admissions Office has shown toward their
drive.
The Student Council agrees with BUCRO (Bowdoin
Undergraduate Civil Rights Organization), that this
institution is failing both in its obligation to itself
and to Civil Rights movement. Year after year we
accept the same number of freshmen, from the same
high schools, having the same financial and social
background. Why not recruit in the urban ghettos?
Or is BUCRO the only group of people that admits
there are capable and exciting, prospective candidates
in these disadvantaged areas? Bowdoin is not fulfill-
ing its obligation to itself as long as it neglects re-
cruitment of men other than middle class whites.
As important as Bowdoin 's obligation to itself is
its obligation to the Civil Rights movement. Bowdoin
is discriminating against a Negro society by not re-
cruiting its young men. New England cities are con-
stantly growing in non-white population, but Bowdoin
is not matching this growth with a proportionate
growth in its percentage of Negro students. By not
acting we discriminate.
Several arguments often used against active recruit-
ing in the ghettos is that first, the most capable Negro
students are choosing schools such as Harvard, Yale,
and Princeton over Bowdoin, and second, that many.of
the Negroes from the ghettos that might apply to
Bowdoin do not have satisfactory background for Bow-
doin work. First, we believe there is a wealth of Negro
students in the ghettos, but we must look for them.
Second, our liberal freshman year, with its minimal





fidence that they will have a full year to assimilate
to the educational standards of Bowdoin.
The Student Council believes it is time for the fac-
ulty to express its interest in a freshman class of more
varied complexion, and for the Admissions Office to





It appears that- most Bowdoifc students "are ; expect-
ing reforms — curricular, social, fraternity. However,
it also seems clear that few of us will be on this
campus when these reforms are instituted. What's the
hang up? Orientation — the annual rites of autumn.
Many of the faculty and administration feel that
orientation reveals little sense of student responsibility.
Student responsibility is the key to the realization of
student reform. We feel that the most basic step to
student reform is a metamorphosis of the orientation
program. We urge that the immediate focus of stu-
dent reform action to be on orientation. Without such
a change, it seems impossible to expect any real stu-
dent reforms. A demonstration of student responsibility








Another blow was struck this, week for the immature,
teen-age social beings that attend this college. Re-
peatedly in the past years, when confronted with the
problem of whom to invite to perform here on major
social occasions, they have been too afraid of their
own intellectuality to choose performers of jazz, or
other significant music.
When it happened that .Simon and Garfunkel
were invited here, I thought the unhappy plague was
at last over, but I see now that they were only here as
representatives of Folk-Rock, loved more for Rock
than Folk.
Let this dissenting vote be cast against the choice
of JJionne Warwick as the choice of this college for
Winters Weekend.
Peter H. Vanderwaart









October 23-November 9, 1956
Wha will be a traitor knave?
Wha can fill a coward's grave?
Wha sae base as be a slave?
Let him turn, and flee I
There were many things we could this. If the US. stands up to them
have done. It would have been well they will back down. All we had to
within our capability to paradrop do was make it clear we had no
supplies, weapons, ammunition, designs on Russia proper. Our con-
Thousands of anti-tank mines rust- <cern should have been the freedom
ed in our warehouses while teen- of an enslaved nation







the streets and used Molotov cock-















_, _ . •
not have been only Hungary, butThe uprising starred with the stu- But lf we "ally wanted to help, all the other satellite states which
dents, that day in late fall. But 0ur Paratroop units could have were dry powder waiting for the
there were too many deep-rooted bfn there fighting alongside of spark. Russia would have had her
Jim SciiiH hatreds, too many oppressions, and tnem According to one estimate, hands full
v.w. suit: Ron Mikuuk
, Ste¥t plourit^TE^&^J^jASSZ a foreiBn nation had, ruled them, our armored units, on 24-hour alert,' So. We could have done it Hun-Ton, John™. P, d«' K«" *•"««*. P.te Mor„.. Uregor, D.nin,. murdered their leaders, held them could ha™ moved from Germany's gary could bV\rT todav And
Cop, Staff: Dale Mitchell. Je«fr.y Hov.ne.i.n Bruce Griffen
'" tyrannV t0° lonS- At fl«t it was DOrder through Austria, into Hun- the nations
Contributor,: Tom J
.«• St"' "'"I. Hob Brenql.r To"V Eapo.ito
BUSINESS MANAGER Thomas Koamo
ADVERTISING MANAGER — - Bob WW
CIRCULATION MANAGER St«v« Barron
PHOTOGRAPHY
SPORTS EDITORS
THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
A. P. Dat-rett. jam., p. Gran«er. John Ranahan. Bob Seibel
.he S^J&i^^rA^^J^L^,^L'^ S,nnJr . S«m,.t.r b,
all
rocks they were throwing, rocks *arv *"<* on to Budapest in eight us a "little" more' h^useT^ couTd
-
against tanks, just as the abortive davs - They could have beaten RuS - have proved we JS^jL'SlEast Berlin uprising of three years SJan «™» to the capital. about freedom ZTtTriZsot





" ^ °ld In'
RTanS ^^ d°ne? Tht* had r°Pe ' and the* >aid w«h their bloodottles, and the Russians began to three choices. First, and most prob- for that belief, while we turned and&£^^^l^^J t^^^^^^^B^^^ T y WCTe ***** tankS tat0 ab,y ' thev wouI* have done nothing fled from what w
-KJ^SST^SS^TfRV, ionarT ° ffi" " B— ifk " M"r-* Certa,n
t
"^ °f the citv and ^ey at all. They held back five days That flight from decency from
. ZT^t^ ThC AJ°' thC w??rVing ^ lnt° Hungar*- S,mple jUStice ' " ™ nation's' gr at
DIRTY OLD MAN » «** have r^yWd" Z n^r %J7£°J£S—^^ *" * * *"» "" ****• » ™ "
(Continued from page 1) SAC
do. They didn't have to wait dishonor then, it j
not fortunately, a -local °' the night and nobody asks any long. On November 2, this message now, and it will be our du
.
branch of the Strategic Air Com- Questions, they didn't surrender, was sent from the Department of until those ,1 „ * ish°n0Tin the playing of even the most mand - but the Student Arts Com- They weren't given the chance. State to Yugoslavia's Tito- "The They trusted us nations are free.
Kids would take a flag (with the Government of the United' States they died. But they dZ free S£red star cut out of the middle), does not look with favor upon gov- When the cup passes* ZZ




that a*11551™ nag Uniori." < This message was released "Attention, Radio Free Europewithout the flag would shoot at a *0 1960 by Representative Feiehan Attention Wp ™,„i , ^SfRu^an tank with the flag - they of Ohio, A day and a ^fat Nation
represents the last chance to test aged - and I suggest that theyare *
h" Way " L°St Some k,ds
'
Khrushchev acted. The Russian the
yourselves against the challenges nnt *n Q «w*^«* ^__ L,_ t0° Eventually some Russian tank troops could not be trusted Mongol's
commanders just refused to fight, could, and they swooped in- "Many
or fought against their own side, thousands of tanks are pouring intoAnd they did the impossible -
-
our country. Motorized infantry is
widely used musical instruments, a mittee. They deserve your support,
drama program without a separate Finally, remember that if oppor-drama curriculum
_ then the stu- tunities are available for the ex-
dent is being denied certain oppor- perience of arts and you fail to
tunities which may never
again. For most of you. this four only yourselves to blame
year parenthesis known as college they aren't available and encour
not to a sufficient degree at Bow-
which art offers, the last chance to doin - then you are not to blame
experience the unique fulfillment You should be getting an education
which the creative act affords. Sup- both liberal and artistic
west
Is help coming from
?"
Coffee Hour
pose, to dream for a moment, that should have the chancTto' expose 2?Pl 7 ?,^ ""** ^^ I"*?*"* *° Nyrirt*h«a. It is
we had a full drama department yourselves to
-the opporJitilTr TZf^f ^TtheTadt ^7^ f ^tS "






«?«W have '«-y. and aKain it is hoped that other
and^s^u^nl„ ^S ^ ^^
This Tuesday, Alpha Rho Upsilon
Fraternity will hold a Faculty Cof-
fee Hour from 10:00-11:00 a.m. This
posterous than that of a small but represented by the arts. In all world, listen to our call. Help us startedexcellent graduate here probability, gentlemen, such oppor- not" with "wordi but ^h
Anr*
helps exemplify our problem). Oth- wil never come again
an all-out atomic war. They h"use« on campus will institute
1
tunities, if *ey do not ."comeTe^e, a^d aVms. P^e T^Tto^! ™-"- ' ^ ^ "^ that f0ollsh S'ml,ar functt°ns - A» Facu"v mem-
you may be the next victun.
Lebanon, the Cuban missile crisis, bers are cordially invited to "drop in
the Berlin confrontations prove for coflee and donuts.
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Dan E. Christie
On Reseahli At Bowdmn
by S I-QUIUMi • **
Photos by Stan -Gutter
Professor Dan JE. Christie, a sive.
Nevin's , r
i Gateway To HLsJxfry
, . An Appreciative \ 's*--
BbWdom'tnan, Cl2£s of '37, received* don't 'need cyclotrons, 'just,- black-,, NS§ grants. > Prof , Mite
his Ph.D. from. Princeton^in 1942. board space, chalk, and library fa- nowned as Che author of*
by David Scott
As. P^f. Christie <• said,. "We- assisted by Research* Corporation or
chell is re-
a definitive
Ho fc the Wing Professor *of Math- cilities." Grants from the National book on category theory,
cmatics and Chairman of the Science Foundation and Research This academic year, we are for-
Mathematics Department; Corporation also have supported tunate to have Prof. Dutta as Vi-
In the opinion of Professor Chris- research. Funds from General siting Tallman Lecturer. He has Remember if you will your high the author should construct numer-
tie, "The word 'research' is an over- Electric, Shell, and the NSF, as well written books qn such topics as school text on American history; ous hypotheses; (3) he should then
worked and abused term. Too much as substantial gifts from institute elliptic functions, topology, prob- generally this reminiscence will test these against the facts; (4)
* t. possible should get this' information^
first hand himself), from archeolo-
Many people feel that history is gical remnants, and from what
a c'ull group of books and that his- others have written on the subject;
torians are a dull group of people. <2> with all of the facts before him
distinction is made between work- participants and alumni, have heh>
ing in a laboratory and serious ed to expand the Mathematics Li-
work in any academic discipline, brary, which is a key to successful
Anyone working vigorously in an research in the field. The third
intellectual field, even a professor way in which the College aids re-
synthesizing material for a lecture, search is that it is generous in
is involved in research on a limited granting course loads light enough
scale." to allow most members of the Fac-
The small college can make def- ulty time to devote to research,
inite contributions in the field of Even though the course loads are
Mathematics provided that it can light, special programs put pressure
attract a good stall. Expensive on the staff and facilities. The
equipment is not .iecessary and re- sixth Academic Year Institute is
searchers in pure Mathematics are now under way. Beginning at the
not worried about who else uses graduate level, high school teach-
their results — they ask natural ers can obtain a Master's Degree,
questions and seek to answer them. The College also has an NSF
Research by undergraduates in sponsored Undergraduate Research
this field has much opportunity to Program. Last Summer six under-
draw at Bowdoin. The wide va- graduates participated in the pro-
rieties of fields of concentration of gram, five from Bowdoin.
-
* . .A program
Out mil iiisi^ilijIKUil lilillll\ UlL\
tin mil mil imiullilinlill ti'shlh."
bring to mind a volume dealing with a few well-tested hypotheses
with Columbus, Captain John in hand the writer is ready to state
Smith, 1776, the Civil War, Amer- his conclusions and back them up;
ican foreign po'icy until the Second and (5) after doing this pielimin-
World War, and other "interesting" ary work the book can be written
topics. It is no wonder that few in a literary fashion. Many his-
people take history seriously when torians follow some of these prac-
they are given such a dull intro- tices but all of them must be fol-
duction to it. Hopefully these texts lowed. Of special importance are
will be replaced by others which the conclusions and the literary
embody the ideals Nevins sets for- qualities. Historians should make
ward in his book, The Gateway to judgments, plot likelihoods from
History. But even those persons what has happened, and write in a
who have suffered through these manner that is colorful, readable,
dismal books can begin anew to exciting, and interesting,
discover an appreciative view of Third, the reader must bring to
history merely by reading Nevins' any history a critical mind. It is
Gateway. Dr. Nevins does away not enough to merely absorb the
with these dull books and his- materia' without digesting it. Turn
HHMB« III! 1
torians and sets forth valuable cri- the author's ideas around by rear-
ability and statistics, and thermal teria for the writing and reading ranging the facts, check on sources,
which is regarded physics. of history. was every source available used, did >
highly around the country is the "Our not insignificant faculty has As a mathematician keeps a copy the author treat conflicting evi-
eight week Advanced Seminar in meant not insignificant results." of tab es, logarithms, and formulas dence and how did he do this. Be-
Algebra each summer. It is also Professor Christie speculates that en his desk, so should the reader sides a- critical mind Nevins asks
supported by the NSF, and stresses the present programs and the for- and writer of history keep a '.primer .-the reader to- read widely. Do r
research gpq^ T .Tit rummer, the ""*""' n^a-f"" H " n tp ^cluml wo uld n i' hisi.nncal method at han<Tfiate- follow only those authors with
seminar attracted sixty graduate be mutually helpful. Expanded li- way is a primer for historians, a whom you agree; Protestants should
students and forty post-doctorals brary holdings and additional staff do-it-yourself volume that allows read Catholic works and vice versa,
and senior mathematicians. The would be necessary, however. anyone who will read its pages to liberals should read conservatives
aim was to get the graduate stu- Professor Christie feels that the approach history in the correct works and the other way~around.
dents ready to do research and to attraction of mathematicians has a way. The book is three-fold in Dr. Nevins is very quick to point
get closer to the Ph.D. Prof, "snowballing effect." The policy of purpose. out that he is a rambling historian.
Christie felt that the reputation of the College is to allow bright, young , First. Nevins dispels the notion This does not mean that he ramb>?s
the program and the Maine cli- mathematicians to teach interesting, that history is merely a record of all over the place with no direc-
mate in summer attracted many of and crucial, advanced courses rather the past. It is this, but a good his- tion, he does have a direction, but
the senior mathematicians. Ap- than saddling them with only basic cry has more to its credit than he explores all of the various pas-
plications are already arriving for courses. These young men, in turn, being a recording of facts. The sage ways to any given argument,
acuity members offers anyone in- next summer's seminar. attract independent study
candi- purpose of history as Nevins sees Our one criticism of The Gateway
terested in independent study a For a small college, Bowdoin dates to their field of
concentration, it is: "When we use the word his- to History is that he has followed
chance to approach Math creatively, holds its own in the field of Mathe- Right now, six undergraduates
are lory we instinctively think of the each channel too fully. Parts of
"
Assistance from the College in matics. We have . internationally working on NSF subsidized, inde-
past, this is an error, for history the book are overwritten, especially
this endeavor is threefold First, known men on the staff. Prof. Lu- pendent study programs.
Even is actually a bridge connecting the those dealing with the evidence he
there is the regular support of the bin, to name one, is now on leave though their
work may not uncover past with the present, and pointing uses to support his ideas. The
the Library at the Institute for Advanced Studv any new mathematical theory, their
the road to the future." Historians reader very quickly grasps the
I'rsiiitrh In I udcr^qdunli's
Department. Second,
allocation is generous. Mathematic- at Princeton. N. J. He and other aggressive approach to
Math is re-
al research is not materially expen- members of the staff have been rearch.
Politics — Dirigo Style V
ocrats will split their ballots for
Smith, few, if any would vote a
.traight GOP ticket, If the trends
continue:1 , those independents who conceivable
vote will also split their tickets.
As it looks now, Reed will con
must write b~oks of this nature to meaning and endless examples
make history exciting and it can merely detract from the literary
be done, for Nevins gives us plenty qualities of the work. The sections
of examples: Macaulay, Motley, and dealing with documents are espe-
Parkman. cially overwritten in this respect.
Second. Nevins attacks the writ- Taken as a whole Gateway is well
ers of mere chronicles and cries for worth the time and effort of any-
true historians. A good history one who wishes to make history
should be prepared in the following an exciting experience; even the
manner ill the historian should overwritten sections are fascinat-
gather all of the facts from every ing; their wealth of material is un-
place, from primary usual and interesting. Get a primer
sources, from people who saw the and discover the fascinating aspects
event, (although the historian if of history.
This Tuesday, a few Maine voters crganizations have spent about sixty
will trickle to the polls to elect a thousanl dollars, on each guberna-
Senator, a Governor, and two tsrial candidate. The costs for the
Representatives. Two referendum First District race have also been
bond* issues will also be decided about equal Kyros has reported
upon. One concerning the financ- costs of $19,108. The Garland Com-
ing of a State records archive, the mittee has spent $12,769. Five thou-
other on preserving the Allagash sand dollars of which came from the tihue to be Governor, unless
Curtis
^
region with State funds. Republican Boosters' Club which has comes on strong ' during the last [^(^£^1(1 t OF rjUUCatlOIlill £jlltC
Paul Dillawav of the Republican received economic backing from the few days, a strong possibility.
The
State Committee stated in a tele- John Birch Society membership. The conditions for an upset are
pres-
phone interview that sixty thou- Garland for Congress Women's Com- ent.
sand dollars has been allotted to mittee reported expenditures of $6.- The Governor will be facing a
the candidates for campaign pur- 6:7, with an additional five thousand Republican controlled legislature
poses bv the State Commission. The dollars from the GOP Boosters. which will hold between eighty-sev-
funds have been divided so as to In the Second District, the incum- „, and one hundred and five of
the
give Smith and Reed twenty thou- bent. Democrat William Hathaway hundred and fifty-one seats.
The partment of ^ouology at the Urn
sand dollars apiece, while Foley and has spent about fourteen thousand Senate of thirty-three seats could
versity
Garland would each receive approx- dollars in contrast to the nineteen remain in the hands of
the Demo- spoke on Problems in the Expan-
se thousanl spent by hi* opponent. , crats with eighteen seats, though, Sion of Higher
Education." Monday
Howard Foley. if the GOP regains control of that night
In the Senate race, Senator Smith house, it will be by about, the same
has put all other candidates to number of seats.
shame, with expenditures reported Hathaway seems to be the fa-
Stressed In Trow Lecture
by KKN KOBNETSKY
Professor Martin Trow of the De-
miately ten thousand dollars.
State Committee is planning to use
the funds for advertising during the
closing days of the campaign.
No such funds have been an-
nounced for the opposing Demo-
cation has undergone a democrati-
zation in which it is no longer inap-
propriate for certain people to j.o to




V Tite of Second District voters. Fo-
ley has not been able to make him-
self well known,
stimulating issue has been in
of California at Berkely
i.:ea of the well cultivated n
widely shared. There is the
now a demand for mass as
In the past, Europe, as compared pared to elite education,
to the U.S., has had a relatively The large university suffers
small percent of its college age several problems not evident
population participating in higher traditional elite college. Ac
education. There, as in our coun- tranve duties such as giving
The lack of any try, the College has traditionally and assigning classes
can
the transmitted high culture, created ecuted informally with a
.as alreadv endorsed favor of incu Hathaway. new knowledge in the form of pure
student population, but as tr.
forth- The First District race is almost scholarship, selected the educated
den increases a small beaurea.
with Garland main- elite, and provided for higher edu- system of full
time admini.-
This traditional college, must be developed. Unfortui.












at $1,416, covering her travel ex-
cratic candidates, though the 1966 penses. Her opponent has spent
contests have been the best financ- over eighteen thousand in earn-
ed for the Democrats in years. Once paigning.
upon a time, the predominant Re-
publican hegemony eliminated the several candidates in the
Democratic Party from anv effec- coming elections. This column will a dead heat,
live role Candidates would almost now attempt to offer an accurate taining a slight edge.
Garland has cation,
face certain defeat and therefore, pronostication of the election re- in his favor the
candidacy of
campaign funds were extremely dif- suits. , Thomas Maynard and the voter
ap-
ficult to ra.se even in cases where There is little doubt over Senator peal of
Senator Smith. Kyros must deference by other people
the Party might have produced a Smith's victory. The question , attract the same
people who put ever,
'^LSLTST
winner. Those times have changed, what percentage of the vote she will Stan Tupper in
eff.ce^ How far An ^-t^al EUte
and usually monev though not gain, and what the "coattail" ef- independents
and moderate and An explosion of scientific research
abundant, can^e" raised to meet fects of her victory will be. Her libera, *Z*%^.**£ ^"SE'lES^— nior facu ties are themselves con-didacy wdl offer a greater in- pre^ £,«J^g2 ^i™"17^71- verted to administrators. A major-
cation there are social reasons. Edu-
ing that its students were granted of much of the paper work -\ich^
How-
the higher and higher costs of cam- cane
paigning eentive for Republicans
The Reed and Curtis campaign straight ticket. Though many Dem- wi 1 be Garlanl or Peter
Kyros.
duties as admissions, and course
planning can never Justifiably be
separated from the teaching facul-
ty. Thus to avoid conflict between
administrators and teachers the se-





_ Nine to One •
Don Doane Orchestra
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And Many other Items
- TROW LECTURE
(Continued from page 5)
problem is how to a\%?d this; aca*
demtc >aSte,
'
and still hot isolate'
may n^vn find each other because
of the diltirod nature of the college
community The pace is rapid and
relations. adv
-niY^anly short. Also"





went back to college.
And not just for the
football games.
We'd like to clear up what appears to be a
misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for Cliche Nuts & Bolts.
That idea is groundless.
We can't speak for Cliche, but we can
for ourselves-Western Electric, the man-
ufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys-
tem. 6 out of 1 college graduates who have
joined us over the past 10 years, for exam-
ple, have continued their higher education.
How're these for openers:
W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets em-
ployees pursue degrees while work-
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have at-
tended schools in 41 states under
this plan. We refund more than $1
million in tuition costs to employees
a year.
To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc-
tion of Lehigh University, is con-
ducted at our Engineering Research
Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected
employees are sent there from all
over the country for a year's concen-
trated study leading to a master's
degree.
You get the idea. We're for more learn-
ing in our business. After all, Western
Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equip-
ment. And the Bell telephone network will
need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.
The state of the art, never static, is where
the action is.
At Western Electric, what's happening
is the excitement and satisfaction of con-
tinued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree
you're aiming for, check us out. And grab
a piece of the action.
® Western ElectricMANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM
.the
„ teacher . frorru important dec!
siens. According, to Prof. Trow a confronted with the problem of
b
possible solution is the increase of when to say no whert he realizes
facultysize. - >' * \' Hte ^has' reached hfs .capacity. -
'
—
Mass Elation 3-w. f Despite these -problems- thesis' 'a
According to Professor Trow> the * afiril . „ <
'
i
large university actually tells the
"'* Med fOT ^ educati°".
student tha* he is ordinary. In
Since lt has aem°cratized the elite
addition, in a large student popu-
traits 0f civic 'esponsibility and
ation, persons of similar interest
flexibility of character.
Fresh Coffee * Spadnnta
Any Time Spadnut Time
St
THE 8PDDNVT SHOP
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Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS
• POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE










READ'S SKI & MEN'S SHOP
1S5 Park Row
HART STANDARD
Were 99.50 NOW 79.50
HART PRO
Were 109.50 NOW 87.50
HART GALAXIE I
Were II 9.50 NOW 95.50




who has developed into one
the^pountry> top athletes, will
jresent vthev United States in the-
Iprld Modern Pentathlon Cham-
3nships at Melbourne, Australia,
t>v. 6-l<k
rst Lt. James H. Coots, a 1963
iduate and former captain of the
|lar Bear swimming team, is the
Ider of 'the American record in
five-category event. Lieutenant
3ts scored 5,249 points in a meet
linst Mexico this summer, break -
the old record set by 1964 Olym-
In James Moore, and then bet-
led that record in late August,
en he won the national cham-
|nship with a total of 5,272
its.
Lieutenant Coots has been corn-
ling for 'a little less than three
rs in the Modern Pentathlon
event, which consists of competi-
tbn in running, swimming, shoot-
; Jnf0rmal Sqtiash
lng, riding, and fencing. • / -v . . . J\;, -
As ^undergraduate, Lieutenant :T!»e. informal squash program
CootsTshattered two college swim- willtpegin its Second fear early in
ming marks and was a member of November Under the supervision of
a 40Q-xard freestyle relay team Pr^ess* . Herbert R. Coursen. Jr.,
that .broke.* third* He still noldir & the En« lish Department
all of those records, which include FroIe^OT Coarsen, a forthjjj. ya*
the 200-yard backstroke and' 200- sitv st»uash P1^/ 1 Amherst Col-
yard medley swim. He is also a le3e - wi
'
l coach the 'Informal team
former holder of the New England and assist in a ProSram of under-
Intercollegiate Meet record in the &raduate competition.
200-yard backstroke.
During his junior and senior years
the Polar Bear mermen won 14 of
15 dual meets and finished second
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9 PLEASANT STREET, TOWN PHONE 725-5573
THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
The Bowdoin College Super Express Greyhound Thanksgiving Spe-
cial will leave the Moulton Union on Wednesday, November 23, at
12:30 p.m. and will leave the Boston Greyhound Terminal for the
Moulton Union on Sunday, November 27, at 4:45 p.m. See us for














•We appreciate your business
and are happy to serve you"
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
"School days, school days, /
Dear old break-the-rule days; /
Threading a Molotov Cocktail
wick, I Taught to the tune
oi a chick from 'Snick.' / You
bugged the Dean at Berkeley
so, I I let my hair and, toe-
nails grow . I You wrote on
my slate: 'Magnifico!' / When
we were a
i l I' For o free copy of theco u p 1 e o t m , (WA" current issue of NA-
ids." I TIONAL REVIEW, write








CALL GRIFF FASSETT 443-4930
LE MANS RACEWAYS
36 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
NEXT DOOR TO PIZZA KING
PHONE 725-6212
FEATURES A 135 FT. RACEWAY FOR
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
COMING SOON - LARGE HO SCALE TRACK
Rental Cars And Controls Available
THE FINEST SELECTION OF READY-TO-RUN
CARS, KITS AND PARTS IN THE STATE
Racing Weekend Of T he Year Sun., Oct. 30 3 p.m
SATURDAY OCT. 29 -NOV. 12 - COMPETITION STARTS.
GRAND PRIZE—16" Motorola Cadet TV
2ND PRIZE—Revel Home Raceway
3RD PRIZE—3 Hours Free Tractime
200 Lap Final Event at 2 p.m. — Nov. 12
Prizes To Be Awarded By Total Points
$1.00 PER SATURDAY REGISTRATION FEE
PITCAR 200 LAP EVENT FEATURING THE FINEST DRIVERS JN THE STATE
BLEACHERS AVAILABLE - NO ADMISSION CHARGE FOR SPECTATORS
PAOE EIGHT TH1 BOWDOIN ORUINT
'*
Gridders'Beaten Ey Bates, 35-13,
•In Finale
FRIDAY, NOV. 4, I960
End Bruce -Winslow and defensive
,
back Sal Spinosa combined for -air
. '4he J|%tes points' ia the Bobcats' 36-
13 victory over. Bowdoin Saturday
At Lewistpn. Winslow, who set three
college records in the process, was
on the receiving end of sophomore
Jim Murphy's four touchdown
passes. Spinosa went 16 yards with
an intercepted aerial and kicked
rive conversions.
The Bowdoin pass defensive was
unable to stop the Murphy-to-
Winslow scoring combination which
registered one touchdown each per-
iod after sustained drives. In addi-
tion, the big Bobcat line held the
Polar Bear running game to —10
yards' rushing and only 65 yards to-
tal offense.
Providing the thrills for Bowdoin
fans were halfbacks Mort Soule and
Timmy Rogers. Soule closed the
score to 7-6 in the first period when
he turned a* broken play into a
touchdown for the Bears. After
recovering a fumbled pitchout at
the Bates 45, Soule reversed his
field, swung wide around the left
side, and raced untouched into the
end zone. Split end Bob McGuirk
provided the key block which allow-









expertly as he sprinted up the left
sideline, then, cut back across the
field ,tq, tonrnjete
-the 73-yard .ruh..
Quarterback ^Maurie Viens added
the ppmt to rttake the sceire "28-13.
In, addition to-Bates' deadly pass-
ing game, their running attack
ground out 143 yards despite the
absence of freshman standout Alex
Nesbitt who played very little due
to injuries. However, Tom Flach,
John Lyons, and freshman Don
Hansen moved the ball well to com-
plement Murphy's passing.
Mort Soule was by far the Bears'
best offensive performer.' Playing
both offense and defense for most
of the game, the talente_d junior
compiled a total of 186 yards by
every offensive means, Mort gain-
ed 53 yards on seven carries, com-
pleted one pass for 19 yards, and
caught three short tosses from Mo
Viens. In addition, he scampered
44 yards with two Bobcat punts and
returned three kickoffs for 66 yards.
Sophomore Dick Parmenter con-
tinued his terrific punting, break-
ing two more college records. He
now holds five of the seven in-
dividual punting marks and will
gain a sixth if he can maintain his
current 38-yard average.'
Bites — WinsloW 22 pass from
Murphy (Spinsa kick)
Bates — Winslow* pals from, Mur-
' phy (Spinosa kick)
Bowdoin — Rogers' 73 pass inter-
ception (Viens kick)







































STEVE MICKLEY boots ball toward goal at Pickard Field in recent
game action. The senior wing scored two goals against Bates Satur-
day in the 3-0 victory that clinched a tie for the State title.
Soccer Team Clinches Tie
For State Series Title
won playoff for second place








The varsity soccer squad split a
pair this week and cHnched a tie
'for the State title. Trie Black
downed Bates 3-0 last Saturday but
was shaded 1-0 by Colby in the sea-
son finale Wednesday. In so doing,
the Bears lost the chance to win
the State competition outright, but
day at Pickard Field, thus handing
the Bears their only setback in
State play. The Black played Col-
by earlier to a 1-1 tie at Waterville.
Numerous mistakes were made in
Wednesday's rain-soaked tilt, and
several sc;ring opportunities went
by the boards. The only tally came
at 18:05 cf the final period on a
carrom off a Bowdoin defender.
The Bears outshot the Mules 56
/
ing 28-6. The fleet sophomore half-
back pjeked off reserve quarterback
"Rjiefey" Stone's pass at the Bow-
doin 27 and returned it all the
way for the Bears' second touch-
down. Timmy used his blockers
Bates — Winslow 34 pass from Mur-
phy (Spinosa kicki
-Bowdoin Soule 36 run (kick
failed)
Bates — Winslow 5 pass from Mur-
phy (Spinosa kick)
n^e Fnrnald's freeman soccer their title bid is still an the balance,
team closed out a successful season l5endlnS the outcome of tomorrow's
" "
'""' ,U1U U1C """*•
!.r ?!^.!
Ui :SUCClS!fU ,! SO Bates-Colby game. Colby's record Two earl-V ^tempts by Dave Knight




with a 1-0 shutout of New Hamp
.'hire and a 3-1 triumph over Kents
Hill. The double victory raised the
club record to a final 4-1-2 mark.
Season co-captains Rollie Ives (full-
back) and John McGrath (goalie
1-1 mark. Should Colby defeat
Bates, the Mules will gain a tie with
Bowdoin in league play. Colby lost
to Bates earlier this season,
-how-D „. ,
^^
sparked this year's defensive unit, ever - and if the Bobcats can turn .
. . . _. il„ *_!_» v» , . ... LlLlt?
Coady was forced to make 24 saves
to Swain's ten. Nevertheless, the
Mules were the spoilers Wednesday,
and it remains to be seen whether
the Bears will back into. the State




which allowed only five goals over tile tables, Bowdoin will emerge
seven games. The offense was led league leaders for the second
by inside Lee Rowe, who picked up straight year. , The Bears copped
his seventh and eighth goals tr>e crown last year with a 4-0-2
against Kents Hill, and by. wing mark.
Alec Turner, who scored his third The Black was outshot 34 to 18
and fourth this week. by Bates at Lewiston Saturday, but
In an^ evenly-played contest at great defensive efforts b£ Charlie
New Hampshire, an accident in front Powell and Goalie Bob Swain help- Coach Frank Sabasteanski's cross
of the New Hampshire net spelled ed to stem the tide. Swain record- country squad suffered its first de-
the difference. During a melee 'in ed twenty saves in his second con- feat in a dual meet Tuesday as the
front of the U.N.H. goal after two secutive shutout. John Branden- Bates harriers beat the Bears 23-34
minutes of play, a Blue fullback's burg opened the scoring in the first at Lewiston. The vict-ry was the
clearing effort carromed off Turner's period, and Steve Mickley added Bobcats' fifth win in six outings,
head into the goal. Bowdoin had unassisted tallies in the third and while Bowdoin now has a 2-1-1
chances in the third and fourth fourth quarters. mark. Earlier in the week the Bears
Colby upended Bowdoin Wednes- finished third in the Easterns with
Rod Tulonen giving the brightest
quarters to pick up insurance goals
on two penalty shots, but both were
off target: The Bears went scoreless ' .,
.
,. Derfnrmnnr^ hv niaf.in» „ivth
in seven attempts this vear.
tl0n by the panel of distinguished
"Z??^**?* slxth
PLAYING FINAL GAME for Bowdoin are co-captains Tommy Allen,
left, and Bob Pfeiffer who are pictured here with coach Pete Kos-
tacopoulos. Defensive back Allen and ironman tackle Pfeiffer are
among nine seniors who will be steeing their last action Saturday
when the Pojar Bears oppose Tufts at Whittier Field.
judges who elect this award roster. In the Bates meet . Chuck FarwellTn * rain c„oi,^ tn* „f D^^fi^.j J u n i mi a - —««". ~»u^ x lwc
PR1.TTJ? . ; ColleSes d° not nominate «* became the n^t Bear harrier to copie Black opened un earlv aeainst . fi r» ~i„„« .u;„ ...;i . ^_-the p y g
Kents Hill tally, Turner made it 3-1
on a screened shot from ten yards.
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS" — "STORAGE FACILITIES"
Bermit Nominated
For SI Award
first place this season with a fine
time of 22:49 over the 4'/4 mile
course. It was also the first dual
meet for the Bears in which the
course record has not been broken.
Despite Farwell's fine effort, Bates
they have a candidate of excep
tional merit. This year's candidates
are from the playing season of 1941
— the last representative collegiate
football season before World War
II disrupted American college life.
Announcing the nomination of won tne meet easily on the basis of
Benoit, President Coles described tneir suPerior depth. Bobcat run-
him as "an articulate and eloquent ners Jeff Larsen and Tom Doyle
Arthur H. Benoit has been nom- spokesman for the improvement of finisned Just behind Farwell. After
inated by Bowdoin College for educational facilities in the State Tulonen had taken fourth. Bates
Sports Illustrated's Silver Anniver- of Maine." thinly-clads garnered the next three
sary All-America Award. A few of the twelve judges who Places to assure the victory. Dick
While at Bowdoin, Benoit, now will determine the award roster to Pauld >ng. captain Cary Rea, and
President of A. H. Benoit Co. of be released at the end of the year Drew Jackson were the next three
Portland, played end on the 1941 are Paul "Bear" Bryant, Turner Bowdoin finishers,
football team and competed in ski- Catledge (Executive Editor of the Tne frosh squad lost once again
ing and swimming as well. New York Times), Allan Dulles, T. desPite tne great effort of Ken Cu-
The SI award is unique in that Vincent Learson (President of neos wno won tne individual crown
nomination alone is a singular trib- IBM>, George Love (Chairman of with an 11:48 mark over tne 2.3
ute. It means that the College has Chrysler Corp.), Pierre Salinger
reviewed the accomplishments of Its and Barry Goldwater.
senior football players of 25 years Two years ago. in 1964, Dr. Dan-
ago and has deemed the candidate's iel Hanley, Bowdoin '39, was nom- *~ --" ",v-
record of achievement in the inter- inated and was selected on the final dence College runner to complete
the course. Providence swept the
meet easily by taking the first five
spots. Tulonen also achieved some
mile course.
Tulonen's sixth place finish in the
Easterns is all the more creditable
since he was the first non-Provi-
vening period worthy of considera- award roster.
WILL SACRIFICE
Almost New 1966 VW Camper Microbus
All outfitted and ready to use for cross country or European travel.
Used only three months last summer in Europe. Only 8000 miles.
Green exterior, beige interior. Sleeps" two adults and two children
comfortably. Has attachable 12x9 tent. 1600cc engine, lots of power.
COST US $3238 BEST OFFER
As We Do Not Want Two Cars
Call Richard Sampson, Lewiston 783-1981
personal satisfaction by edging out
Colby's Ken Borchers. Borchers had
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Planarian Research
Experimental "Crud
"Cannibals, Chemicals and Mem-
ory," a lecture on recent discov-
eries in the field of Planarian re-
search, was delivered Thursday eve-
ning by Professor James V. McCon-
nell, a leader in that field. Mixing
his scientific remarks with satirical
comments on the profession, Dr.
McConnell told of his experiments,
with retention of learning in the
flatworm.
After prefacing his talk with a
humorous account of his more-or-
less accidental entry into the field
of Planarian psychology, Dr. Mc-
Connell explained his choice of the
Planarian as an experimental ani-
mal: it is easily available in streams
and ponds throughout the world,
preferably where there is a fair
amount of "crud," more scientifi-
cally, it is the lowest animal on the





The eight-year editor of the
"Worm Runners' Digest," a half-
serious, half-comical scientific jour-
nal, then told about his first ex-
periment, which attempted to dis-
cover whether Planaria are sub-
ject to Classical, or Pavlovian con-
ditioning. After discovering this to
be the case, McConnell and his as-
sociate experimented to, see wheth-
er the regenerated pieces of a
trained worm would "remember."
Much to his surprise, ntft only did
both halves retain the learning of
the whole worm, but the tail sec-
tion learned faster than the head,
where the brain is located.
After this discovery, McConnell
applied for a grant to continue his
research. He was turned down,
however, because he asked for too
litt'e money. The next year, on the
basis of a considerably larger re-
quest, he received his grant and
was able to continue.
On the basis of his previous ex-
periments, Dr. McConnell felt that
perhaps memory was in some way
a chemical process. To test this, he
ground up some trained worms and
attempted to inject the solution
into untrained worms. This pro-
cedure was unsatisfactory. However,
taking advantage of the canniba-
lism of hungry Planaria, he had
untrained worms eat the ground
up "learners." The previously aver-
age worms were then able to learn
much faster than the control
group.
This result established fairly
conclusively the chemical nature
of memory. It remained to be dis-
covered by what chemical the mem-
ory is carried. An extract of ribo-
nuc'eic acid from the bodies of
trained wcrms produced faster
learning in untrainees. indicating
RNA as one chemical involved in
the memory process. "
At this point in his lecture,
Professor McConnell showed slides
of various Planarian cartoons that
had originally appeared in the
'Worm Runners' Digest." After a
few further comments, which
showed how much ground is still
left to be covered, Dr. McConnell
cpened the floor to questions.
Early this year the Student Union
Committee, with the backing of
the administration, started plan-
ning a new program designed to
give the student something to do
on ofl-weekends. It was felt that
the college should provide enter-
tainment on weekends when little
or nothing was happening.
Saturday, November 19th, the first
of these events will be held in the
Union dining room. The entertain-
ment will be provided by Dwayne
Nile Combo, a small and talented
jazz band. There is no admission
fee. However, only Bowdoin stu-
dents and their guests may attend.
Showtime is 8:00.
Ferro, Bechtold, Raffetto Elected
Junior Class Renews Its Hopes
There/exists some confusion con-
cerning the complex balloting pro-
cedures involved in class elections.
The constitution of the Student
Council includes the explanation of
the conduct of such elections:
MARKING THE BALLOT. The
following directions must be ob-
served by the voter: (a) Do not
use "X" marks or check marks;
(b) Mark your choice by numbers
with the number 1 opposite your
first choice, etc.; (c) Mark as
many choices as you please, but
you must vote for more than half
of the number of men seeking
election; (d) Do not put the same
number opposite more than one
name for one office.
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS — L. to r., Don Ferro, President; Bill
Bechtold, Vice-President; Roger Raffeto, Secretary.
Donald Carmine Ferro has been
elected President of the class of
1968. His fellow officers are William
Carl Bechtold, Vice-President, and
Roger Walter Raffetto, Secretary-
Treasurer.
Ferro, President of the local
chapter of Sigma Nu Fraternity,
and a member of the President's
Council, is a resident of Holden.
Massachusetts.
Bechtold, President of the local
chapter of Theta Delta Chi Fra-
ternity, and editor of The Quill,
is one of the few campus repre-
sentatives from the west, hailing
from San Francisco.
Raffetto a member— of -Alpha
Kappa Sigma Fraternity, is from
Scituate, Massachusetts. His duties
as Secretary-Treasurer include the
lifelong recording of class mem-
ber's activities in the Bowdoin
Alumnus. —: '—
-
cs — Bowdoin Style
The Left:The Right
If You Arc Concerned About:





Living in the Most Free
Country in the World,
A Republic
Don't Go To Extremes,
Join YAF, Young Americans
For Freedom
by v.HI-l HRIiliMAN
I have presented the statement
below as a basis for the viewpoint
front which in future columns I
will discuss issues of concern to
college students. The statement
happens to be an adaptation of the
Sharcn Statement of the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF). Ap-
propriately enough I wish to dis-
cuss this organization in my first
column.
Founded in 1960 in Connecticut
YAF has grown to a nationwide
organization of about 30,000 mem-
bers. Thirty-nine members of the
89th Congress serve on its nation-
al advisory board along with such
prominent party leaders as Ronald
Reagan. YAF has had an active
six years of existence. Among its
many accomplishments is that it
(Continued from page 3)
If You Are Indignant About
Murder in Vietnam
Student Serfdom





Living In An I'n-Free,
Non-Democratic Country
Shoot Y'ourself : or Join
Students For A Democratic Society
Call Mark Frcedman, Ext. *>07, or
Come To A Meeting This Wed.,
Nov. 16, at 111:3(1 p.m. in Conf. Km. B
by Marc Frkkdman
SDS, Students for a Democratic
Society. Communists, you might
think—well there might be com-
munists in SDS. There are un-
doubted'y some communist sympa-
thizers. SDS does not bother to ask.
What is the difference? SDS takes
stands on particular issues facing
the American people, and especially
the American college student. If
you agree with SDS, you are wel-
come to join. We don't pin labels
on , our members, or ask for their
personal political beliefs. SDS
practices the freedom they preach.
Extremists, some people claim.
Perhaps—to some people. SDS
works for freedom, peace, justice,
brotherhood. . . for all people. For
some people these desires are ex-
tremes. Justice will cost some
(Continued on page S)
British Expert
Views Apartheid
Dr. Anthony Sillery, an expert
on Africa and a wrely known au-
thor, will deliver a public lecture
on "The Historical Origins of Apar-
theid" at Bowdoin Friday evening
in the Senior Center at 7 30 p.m.
Since 1951 Dr. Sillery has been
Senretary to the Curators of the
Taylor Institution at Oxford Uni-
versity in England. In effect, he
serves as the executive director of
the Institution, which is devoted
to research in modern languages.
Dr. Sillery will be in residence at
the Senior Center for a week and
will be available for conferences
with members of the College's se-
nior class as part of the Senior
Center Program. He will be intro-
duced at his Noy. 11 lecture by an
old friend, Professor Roger Howell,
Jr., of the History Department.
Both are graduates of St. John's
College, Oxford University, England,
and both are members of the Se-
nior Common Room there.
Dr. Sillery's many books include
"The Bechuanaland Protectorate,"
"Sechele, the Story of an African
Chief," "Africa, a Social Geogra-
phy." and "Founding a Protector-
ate." A native of Rangoon, Burma,
Dr. Sillery is the son of a British
officer in the Indian Army.
He has been a teacher of Colonial
Government and African Languages
in the Devonshire Course under the
Institute of Commonwealth Studies
and during the current year has
served as a tutor and lecturer in
the Bechuanaland Foreign Service
Course. He has been decorated as
a Commander of the Victorian Or-
der and has been awarded several
British war medals.
Coffee Hour
This Tuesday, Alpha Rho Cpsilon
Fraternity will hold a Faculty Cof-
fee Hour from 10:00-11:00 a.m. This
is a continuation of last year's pol-
icy, and again it is hoped that other
house* on campus will institute
similar functions.
COUNTING THE BALLOTS The
ballots are assorted according to
the number of one choice indicat-
ed on them. If any candidate has
a majority (more than 50*^1 on
the first count, he is declared
elected. If no candidate receives
a majority on the first count, the
candidate with the lowest number
of votes is declared defeated and
his ballots are distributed accord-
ing to the second choice marked
on them. A second count is made
and a candidate is declared elect-
ed if he receives a majority of
ballots on this count. If no can-
didate is elected lirthe secoTuT
count, the candidate with the low-
est number of ballots is declared
tributed according to the next
choices marked on them. The
process of eliminating candidates,
transferring ballots, and recount-
ing is continued until at least one
candidate receives a majority of
the votes at which time he is de-






Why are books so expensive at
Bowdoin in comparison with other
educational institutions — the Uni-
versity of Maine for example? Could
it be that the bookstore is making
away with huge profits? Some an-
swers to these questions have been
provided through an interview of
Miss Almoza Leclerc, director of the
Moulton Union Bookstore.
In order to dispel the notion that
the bookstore is raking huge profits
jut of the student body, Miss Le-
clerc first of all pointed out that
the Bowdoin College Bookstore is
as the name implies, a college book-
store. As such its employees are
remunerated not on the basis of the
profits they make but on the basis
ol fixed salaries. Furthermore, as a
college bookstore, it is not subsi-
dized by the state as is the Univer-
sity of Maine.
"We're not getting rich, I can tell
you," she emphasized. "We're not
trying to charge the students any
more than we have to.
"I realize education Is getting
more and more costly. I want to do
my very best, but every time I buy




Then Miss Leclerc pointed out the
overhead charges which substan-
tially eat away the difference be-
tween the retail prices and the
wholesale prices of the books. First
there is the problem of transporta-
tion. Gesturing to a row of books to
be returned she remarked that at
least a dime must be paid to trans-
port each book back to the publish-
er in addition to the dime spent in
transporting them to the bookstore.
Secondly, she remarked upon the
many conveniences offered at the
Bowdoin College Bookstore which
other institutions do not possess. At
Bates and the University of Maine,
she pointed out, students often have
to stand in line for hours to get
their books. They cannot browse
around and pick up books at their
leisure; as a result many of them
purchase their books at Bowdoin.
Profits Turned Back
Finally, Miss Leclerc emphasized
that whatever surplus has accrued
to the bookstore at the end of a
year is turned back into student
activities and that, in fact, book-
store money has supplied a piano
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IMPORTANT NOTICE..-- SENIORS ...
December Interview Schedule: . ' * . -
beef * : National Security Agency* '**""". '"
Chubb & Son, Inc.
Union Mutual Life Insurance Co. v
(Junior Summer Work Program)




Seniors interested in these programs should report to the Placement Bu-
reau to be given appointment time.
* l «
beauty. Where these appeared in
Ihe ,sco
;
re",*fche players were Often
The Curtis String Quartet pre- mMous tQ them/For m^plBf ln
• sented its .thirty-third^ concert^
th(f second imitatiory irt ^e Xn-
. Bowdol* on Wednesday evening- in
dartfc> wriere.fbere>e seven meas-
Pickard Theater. The Quarte*. pro- •
ures;of b
-Miantdouble stops in the
duced its expected excellence in a
firgt yiolin follm/e^ tnree meaS.
program of three string quartets
Dec. 12
Dec. 14
ures later by the second Violin,
representing different periods of
fcnere was R ^^ ]ifeless
music history. There were the Mo-
re&ding Neither ^ Menuetto nor
zart Quartet in F major, K. 590, ^ ro (ft rondo .sonata form)
Casella <d. 1947. Cinque Pezzi, and
fi a transparent movement, al-
the old Schubert favorite the a jl -i*~m. a-u j -iu'c though both were delivered with a
'Death and the Maiden" Quartet ************* j„^„„„„
-T, !,„,.»
.
^ disappointing dampness. There
„ . . , _ in D minor, D. 810. As is their cus- , * v. * ,, ,Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, N.Y., announced today that tom thev did h . t
were cn]y touches of warmth here
it has awarded an unrestricted $1,800 grant to Bowdoin under the com- nrt
'
eac wor jus ice,
and the proper uncouthness of
pany's 1966 educational aid program. 77 * suPenor rendering of the (Haydn .s) bagnipes there. One must
ScnUQcrt
R. W. Miller, Vice President of Eastman Kodak and Chairman of the Th p
'
' „ ... praise the choice of tempi, however,







fcr it was consistently Classical
71 privately supported colleges and universities receiving direct grants at ° ' t J "
g Prussia" Quartets tnrcugnout
this time. dedlcated t0 Frederick William II, The Casella Cinque pezzj deUght .
Expressing the College's gratitude in behalf of the Governing Boards
composed ln Mav and June 179
°- ed the auCience by virtue of its un-
and Faculty, President James S. Coles said the gift is "most meaningful 7?_. fub™d Posthumously in ashamed program music forms
not only for its financial assistance^but also for the encouragement which
it brings to our efforts to provide the best possible educational oppor-
tunities for our undergraduates."
The Bowdoin grant was made in recognition of the services of Thomas
E. Grout of Bowdoin's Class of 1960.
1<91. The first theme of the first T . , OM fl„A «,„„,.„„ „«„„. QThey are five separate pieces: a
movement may be considered the #» , .. . .j c" c Preludio, allegro vivace e barbaro,
key to the quartet, for it is a mel-
wnicn was played m & hoe .
ooy of sheer beauty and simplicity down; &^ M ,aby tempj tf Ber .
and serenity. Mozart eschews any * »T «.i -il
, ..
J
ceuse; a soporific Nocturne, which
pi the moodiness or pensiveness of
his soul-searching, his reflective
moodiness.
Mczart compromises in this quar-
tet by the introduction of virtuosity.
William was a competent cellist,
* • •
_
* * • and the quartet is replete with vir-
A small exhibition of the papers of Captain John Thomas, a Maine tuoso Passages for the 'cello. Bril




y u "UUi,cu charming mock of Old Vienna in
.„ ^ h".o., ci,Coo Ui should have been the lullaby (there
Marine Officer Candidate Thomas A. Johnson, presently attending ms Haydn V"*** instead giving was even a nlghtmare in the ex .
Bowdoin, has completed a class for Junior platoon leaders at Camp Up- a quartet of great °Ptimism. " is tended tremoj on tne cello) . ft
6hur. v ,. . . _ .
He was one of more than 600 to graduate from the course.
The Platoon Leaders program, which leads to a commission as a
second lieutenant in the Marine Corps Reserve upon completion of two
six-week summer training periods and graduation from college, is designed
for college students.
Valse Ridicule; and a lively Fox-
trot Tempo Guisto, which was the
saving grace of the work. The
Quartet gave a forthright reading
and enjoyed every minute of it.
They have always sought diversity
in their programming, and the Cas-
ella did support something of that
sea captain during the first half of the 19th Century? is currently on dis- Jtant seale passages, string cross
play in the foyer of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library. ings, and shares in episode devel- jn'tenUon'^ut' it iThe exhibition is taken from the more than 1000 pieces in the Bow- cpment do not destroy the perfect ,. ,,\ / f . It , tW—
l COlWtlon nprtainin,, f„ «=^-l„ nn, T. ... ; ,\ _• . . um£..««. k„,„ • _. tu. JZ ,_ niUCh °f the ment °f this qUaSl-doin collectio pe aining to Captain Thomas' career. It will run through Mozartian balance of the four in-
Nov
-
27 - struments, however. This Mozart
Special Collections Librarian Robert L. Volz, who organized the exhi- cansummated simply by raising
bition, said the material is of particular significance because it creates the 'cello to a dominant position
rather vividly a picture of the most important economic aspect of 19th and lifting the other instruments
Century Maine, her maritime industry. Mr. Volz said the collection is also proportionately. As a result, the
important to Bowdoin because it supplements other similar material about whole level of brilliance is raised
the Maine maritime industry now in the Possession of the Library. He and a whole new standard of bril-
said it also complements the Library's collection of books on American liance set. The Curtis Quartet did
and Maine maritime history. lrt atways , jve up tQ ^^
The entire collection was given to the Bowdoin Library by Mrs. Clara The Quartet's performance of the
H. Mellen of New York City, who lived for thirty years in Captain Thomas' ucrk seemed to recognise well thehouse on the shores of the Kennebec River in Bowdoinham. Maine. essence of the piece but failed toIn the collection are several hundred pieces of correspondent he- h, in





PieCeSOf thecollecti°n such as logs, account books, and papers and first viollnisl were weak but
the Quartet's technique was , un-
impaired, particularly the cellist in
his difficult passages, in its sini-
stravinsky piece would evaporate
en successive listenings.
The most thrilling thing we've
heard here in a long time was the
brilliant rendering of the Schubert
It is a work with so few imperfec-
tions that its undertaking is al-
ways formidable, and the Quartet
did a superb job.
The "Death and the Maiden" is a
Schubert song (also in D minor)
(Continued on page 11)
detailing the business of running a ship.
ALL STI'DENTS
STRONG VOCATIONAL INTEREST TEST
The Strong Vocational Interest Test will be offered in Hubbard Hall
West on November 15, 16, and 17 (Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday)
from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. Test Time: approximately 45 minutes. No charge
for Sophomores; others, $1.50. Registration in advance is not necessary.
No tests may begin after 4 :00.
*
t
* 4 * .
The Masque and Gown will hold tryouls for a set of three student-
directed one-act plays on Thursday evening. November 17, 7:30-10:30 p.m..
in the new Experimental Theater in Memorial Hall. The plays are Jean
Genet's The Maids, to be directed by Tom Roulston '68; LeRoi Jones's
Dutchman, to be directed by Charles Head '68; and Richard Stockton's
A Fabulous Tale, to be directed by John Isaacs '68. The casts call for a
total of 8 men and 3 women. People to work on sets and lighting are alsp
needed.
The plays will be performed Friday evening, December 9, at 8:15 p.m.,
in the Experimental Theater.
Chamber Singers
The Brunswick Chamber Singers
gave their first college concert of
the season in Walker Art Building
last Sunday evening. In their con-
phcity. the quartet has moments of cert of music of the TudQrs (wffl|-intent feeling and conspicuous cut Henry VII, according to the
program) they sang works of Mor-
leyT'Taitts*tey>d, and Weefkes. For
lovers of Tudor Music, the rW-
forma nee was a good one. Most'
parts were done injtgood voice, btft
not without conspicuous dissonance
in blending of voices* notably from
the basses. The group seems to re-
spond well to the stilted, if sleuth-
ful, conducting of Mrs. Harvie.
From all appearances, she had been
most thorough in the working out
of this concert, (with the missing
of but one cue in the Tallis), and
the results showed far more polish
than her Menotti (Unicorn, Manti-
core, and Gorgon) of last season.
Acoustics Successful
The acoustics, though dampened
by the museum dome, were not as
ppor as expected. I somehow felt
that the best seat for this concert
would have been somewhere above
the lintel of the Boyd Gallery en-
trance; someone of the Music de-
partment suggested that the sing-
ers be in the middle and the^audi-
ence arrayed around them. This is
worth a try next time.
The music was several joyous
stanzas of Thomas Morley (d. 1603,
along with the Tudors!), and the
mournful lines of a burial service,
both well done. There was an over-
long "Lamentations of Jeremiah''
by Thomas Tallis, which Latin
words were weakly and sloppily
enunciated, probably the best way
to sing Latin. The William Byrd
and the Thomas Weekles (d. 1623)
were both brief, and sung with
much pleasure, the result far more
felicitous than anything that came
before.
Jumbled "Gesamtkunstwerk"
As for the Museum's version of
Gesamtkunstwerk: while one might
commend the color and variety of
slides, one must censure their be-
ing shown as accompaniment to the
music. The effect was one (
ycu see it, now you don't," (the
Rose Window in the Tallis); often
there was no connection between
music and mural, as when old
Queen Elizabeth I appeared during
William Byrd's "I Thought That




MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS RESERVATIONS NOW
CALL 725-5587
222 MAINE STREET, BRUNSWICK
Student Council Reports
Student Art Committee: Tom Roulston *68 appealed to the Council for
approval of his committee as an official campus organization. The
Committee hopes to improve the existing creative arts and to extend
to programs such as student folk concerts, student art exhibitions
and original musical compositions. A vote will be taken next week.
Curriculum: Suggestions made for broadening the curriculum include
courses in drama, and a survey of Far Eastern studies.
Student Life: The Committee is willing to arrange transportation, enter-
tainment, and extended curfew hours for any girls coming to a mixer
at Bowdoin. Lodging, however, must be provided by the various houses.
Any fraternities that would consider opening up for a Saturday night
should notify the Council by next Monday.
Examinations: The English Department has presented its schedule of
Freshman hour exams through 1967 to Doug Biklen.
Alumni Council: In a joint undergraduate-alumni meeting last week, the
main topics were admissions and the grading system at Bowdoin. The
alumni seemed very .receptive to some of the ideas and, hopefully,
will initiate some changes.'
Ernie Davis Leukemia Drive: Bill McAllister '67 is running this year's
drive; volunteers are requested to contact him in the near future.
Bowdoin Thymes: M. J. Samet '67 and J. D. Dunlaevy '68 are the Co-
editors of the daily campus bulletin. Any material to be included in





Serving Bowdoin men with great buys in MeaU, Chip.,











15 Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
Phone 725-2461




86 Maine Street, srunsw
Phone 7*3 sin
ICK
"That upon which folk wisdom,
common sense, and philosophical
demonstration have always agreed
remains the verdict ol reality: men
are unequal-unequal in intelligence,
in ability, in vigor, in moral stamina.
So now we pass to a new stage
of egmlitatianism. If, despite the
leveling of opportunity, inequality
ttill raises its ugly head, then
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Bowdoin Politics:
THF Right
(Continued from page 1
)
THe*L,eft
(Continued from page 1)





r«.h ? •* , - COt y ^ aPd Malcolm * was Liberals Club, founded 1n the spring Agnostic and Theist" with Profs
'
P^ant in ttumama. Last Christmas Brotherhood Week. There are a program on Reform Judaism. Hannaford serving as dmSSb *
u^TuonorT !
e°-alltheWay """" Sh°rtCOminSs in Amertam Since then, it has presented" several Last s^ng the g^SSitedin support of our troops m Vietnam society; if we don't try to improve lectures and panel discussions year- information on a work £5F2
these, who will? ly . the pa^^^ Indian reserva.
But SDS at Bowdoin? Why not? The local group is affiliated with tion near Princeton, Me. This proj-
Even at Bowdoin there are many Continental student Religious Lib- ect, which lasted nine weeks, was
students who are not apathetic to erals, which in' turn is associated sponsored by the College Centers
what is going on in the world with the Unitarian Universalist As- Department of the Northeast Dis-
around them. The Vietnam war sedation through its department of trict of the Unitarian Universalist
mester, and saw an active second has opened many eyes; and the College Centers. Its membership is Association and the Unitarian Uni-
semester. spectre of the draft hovers around not limited to Unitarian Universa- versalist Service Committee. TheDue partly to the campaign wag- most of us. Many are beginning to lists ' however. It welcomes all stu- group hopes to have the director of
ed by YAF, a proposal to join the worry about where our govern- dents who are interested in its pur- this project, Mr. Walter Moulton of
National Student Association (NSA) ment is leading us. Why does the Poses and Programs. Kennebunk, talk about his experi-
was defeated 17 to 4 by the student President feel that he has to lie to Continental SRL sponsors sum- ences sometime in January.
counci1
' the American people; why, day mer studv tours of Europe, Russia So far this year, the SRL has
Speaking on campus last year after day, do we hear half-truths and Eastern Europe, and Japan, Si- presented a lecture by Prof. Robert
was George S. Schuyler, a national about Vietnam? It has gotten to the bcria ' and °uter Mongolia. It also Reuman of Colby, who spoke on
advisory board member whose au- point that one can tell the size of Provides information about Civil "The German Reunification Prob
tocography entitled Black and the upcoming escalation by the Ri*hti! nnH "*%Mi" *""""" """ ,"""" ""* ""
and donated blood, collected pe-
titions, write letters and Christmas
cards, gathered books, soap, and
gifts.
NSA Opposed
YAP organized locally last se-
Conservative has caused a minor amount of "peace" propaganda.
stu'- The cost of the war is beginning
YAP chairman Jon Parsons, '69, to show both in the cut-back of
defended the administration's posi- government programs, and in the
tion in a YAP sponsored student scarcity of money for loan by
debate on Vietnam. This debate banks. The cost will be almost 20
was we!l attended and received. billion dollars this year alone; and
Freedom Forum Seen the cost .will go up as we increase
g s a d other programs and lem". Prof..Reuman spent two years
sponsors a continental conference in Germany from 1964-1966 under
and leadership training seminar the sponsorship of the American
each summer. Most of the programs, Friends Service Committee. During
though, originate within the cam- that time he met with leaders of
pus groups and are related to the East and West Germany and dis-
interests of the group and its col- cussed various problems preventing
lege community. German Reunification.
"Is Religion Relevant?" Other activities this year will in-
This year YAF is considering our troop commitment. Peace" looks
During its several years of exis- elude Mr. Moulton's address as well
undertaking a nationwide YAF farther and farther in the future
tanC6
'
thC Bowdoin SRL 'S activities as several panel discussions. On
project known as the Freedom For- As any careful reader of the news
h3VC bmi mainly conflned t0 sPon- Wednesday, Nov. 16, the group is
um. This program is designed to realizes, Washington is now de
S0"ng SCVeral lectures and Panel hoIdine a smoker for all interested
discussions yearly, in the 1964-65 students,








allow a truly full discussion on the manding a complete de-activization





tere* to college students. It will for American troop wfthdrawa ZTHnl T^T™
"
IS Religion Bob RandaU
-
**ulty
consist of an open forum for all Vietnam is not the only problem 2S^£22 ^uT" ^ Hanna'°rd -
V1ews, and will include distribution in which BowdoVn studen s are in- gjZf^^^S^
of literature representing the diver- terested. The troubles within the Jj J^2STS5^S2Tt^gent views on campus, discussions, Negro ghettos are not new; the 2gvLn t£Mother nTJS 71
fiJ^JTtZ**""n 1 the last three™ers ^LS^ZS^SLVietnam are likely topics.
•
have just put them in the middle the Masque and Gown followed a
Programs Broad-Ranging of the public eye. The federal gov- presentation of Bertold Brechfs HeA number of other programs are eminent doesn't seem to know how Who Says Yes and He Who Says
being considered in the fields of ci- to solve these problems; and the No. In March 1965 the group, in co-
vil rights, academic freedom, edu- state and local governments are as operation with the Billings Lecture-
cation at Bowdoin, etc. far away from solutions now as ship Fund of the Continental SRL,
Even if you decide not to join they were ten years ago. Stokely presented a lecture by Prof. Ernest
YAF, I hope you decide to parti- Carmichael has an idea. It in- Cassara of Tufts University entitled
cipate in the
.discussions, debates, volves the Negro community getting "A Religion that^ is^Relevant for
and other programs. And while I (Continued on page 10) Todays Campus."
realize this has been said many — During 1965-66 the SRL presented
times before, it is no less true that
ra""g Tewurces *l «*« ft* play of several panel discussions with fac-
the outcome of these issues effect
"Upi y ""d demand
- » ""' "»<?/<• ulty members serving as panelists
you, and you should take an ac-
e'"nomir <>""" compatible with the in February 1966 the group present-
re<,uire„tei,ts of personal freedom and ed a discussion entitled "Science
A BOWDOIN MAN IN ENGLAND
— David E. Brewster '66 (left) is
pictured at a Foreign Office re-
ception for him and other Mar-
shall Scholars in London. Recep-
tion was given by Lord Walston
(right), British Parliamentary
Under-Secretary of State at the
Foreign Office. Brewster is study-
ing Modem History at the Univer-






SIX — BARBERS— SIX
tive part,
portunity
YAF gives you that op-
/ believe:
"That foremost among the trans-
cendent values is the individuals use
of his Cod-given free will, whence
derives his right to he free from the
restrictions of arbitrary foixe;
"That liberty is indivisible, and
that political freedom cannot long ex-
ist without economic freedom (and
vice versa);
"That the purposes of government
are to protect these freedoms through
the presentation of internal order, the
provision of national defense, and
the administration of justice;
'That when government ventures
beyond these rightful functions, it ac-
cumulates pawn which tends to di-
minish older mid liberty;
"That I he Constitution of the
t mled Stales is the best arrangement
set devised for empowering govern-
ment to fulhiI its proper role, while
restraining it from the concentration
mid abuse of power;
"That the genius of the Constitu-
tion — the division of powers — is
mimmed up in the clause which re-
constitutional government,
it is at the same time the most pro-
durtive supplier of human needs;
"That when government interferes
with the work of the market economy,
it tends to reduce the moral and phy-
sical strength of the nation;- that when
its takes from one man to bestow on
another, it diminishes the incentive of
the first, the integrity of the second,
mid the moral autonomy of both;
I'That we will be free only so long
ns the national sovereignty of the
I 'titled States is secure; that history
shows periods of freedom are rare, and
can exist only when free citizens con-
ceitedly ilefend then rights against
all inenmes;
"Thai the fours <>\ international
Communism air, at present, the
greatest single threat to these liberties;
"Thul the tailed Stales should
stress victory over, uitjier than co-
existence with, this menace; and
"Thai American foreign policy must
be judged by Uiis irihgion: does it
serve the just interests of the C tilled
Slatesr" ,
The above is an adaptation of
The Sharon Statement adopted by
and that versus Religion," with Profs. Dana
Mayo, Jerry Brown, and Kenneth
Freeman serving as panelists. In
May the panel discussion was en-
(yoLyoj)
Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA




LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
serves primacy to Hie several slates, the Young Americans for Freedom.
a to Hie jieople. in those spheres not It is presented as a point of de-
\}iecilually delegated to the Federal parture for future discussions from
(•overiiineni: a conservative viewpoint of issues
That the maikei economy, alio- of concern to college students.









5-Year and 50,090 Mile Guarantee
— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Excellent Service on All Makes
10% Off on All Service Work
to Bowdoin-Affiliated People
WILL SACRIFICE
Almost New 1966 VW Camper Microbus
All outfitted and ready to use for cross country or European travel.
Used only three months last summer in Europe. Only 8000 miles.
Green exterior, beige interior. Sleeps two adults and two children
comfortably. Has attachable 12x9 tent. 1600cc engine, lots of power.
COST US $3238 BEST OFFER
As We Do Not Want Two Cars


















Advance reservations are now being accepted at the Stowe TravelAgency for the Bowdoin College Thanksgiving Greyhound Special
Reservations are made when you buy your round- trip, Brunswick toBoston ticket for $9.65, together with YOUR NAME. Only 3S students
can be accommodated!
You'll travel aboard' a Greyhound luxury coach and you can relaxin a deeply-cushioned reclining chair with an adjustable footrest








n Special" leaves the Moulton Union promptly at12:30 p.m. on Wednesday, November 23, and goes non-stop to Boston.The Bowdoin Special" leaves the Boston terminal at 6:30 p.m onSunday, November 27, and returns non-stop to the Moulton Union.
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK
PHONE 725-5573
No Air Youth Fares on November 23 and 27, and December
15 through 24 in 1966 and January 2, 3 and 4 of J.%7.
PAGE POUR
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Bearce Paints Memorial Draft Information^ Service
• Sponsor&d By "•AFSC
MEMORIAL MURAL AT BOWDOIN — Jeana Dale Bearce of Bruns-
wick, Maine, an internationally known artist, works on "Man's Search
for Truth," a mural being; donated anonymously to the Kawthorne-
Lcngfellow Library of Bowdoin College as a memorial to her late
husband, Professor George D. Bearce. The mural, 10 feet high and
15 feet wide, is in the map room of the Harold Lee Berry special
collections suite on the third floor of the Bowdoin Library.
The most extensive counselling
scrVce **fcr conscientious" objectors
tt in, New England-nand probably f&e
:nost* extensive draft counselling
service in the nation—is being con-
• ducted just off Harvard Square in
Cambridge.
The Draft Information Service, a
major attempt to advise craft-age
men who oppose war or feel they
qualify fcr deferment under the
pressnt law and are having trouble
receiving it, is a project of the
American Friends Service Commit-
tes'c New England regional office,
';1A Brattle Street.
"Our counselling program is prob-
ably the largest in the nation," said
Steve Hedger, an AFSC staff mem-
L & A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Student!
Compare And You'll Do Business At
L 6c A TIRE CO
51 BATH ROAD, BRUNSWICK TEL. 725-8754
ber. "If there's a larger onf , it's in
New York; and as far as I, know,
cue program, is. larger than #njs in
New York." • ,y t .
Hedger said that the aim of the
program is educational, not politi-
cal: to give men the facts about the
draft, conscientious objection, and
non-cocperation. But the facts are
not simple. "Between the position
of the men who willingly accept 1-
A classification and the position of
men who burn their c"raft cards,"
Hed?er said, "there is an ocean of
d.ubt and misunderstanding."
During the summer, an average*
tf ICO ycung men contacted the
AFSC office for draft counselling
each month. Since the start of the
year, the number is increasing.
To meet the challenge, Hedger
and 'A*SC staff member Andy^Ru-
din have oc*n conducting training
sessions to enable- -"oncerned clergy,
lawyers and other mem Dei. lT the
prcfessional community help them
With the counselling.
Each of the 18 draft classifica-
tions is only a label for a whole set
of rules, rights, privileges, obliga-
tions, and possibi'ities. Any man
who fits the requirements of a
raft category is entitled to the
'
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ries with it, and is subject to its
obligations. /
It is making clear the full im-
plieajyon*^f .the draft chofee which
the AFSC aims at with its eduijsel-
ling service, Hedger told.
"Because we have a long history
of, Involvement in draft 'issues^ arrd
'
have pergonal .experience^with tJie
choices men have to make, we can
give competent counsel in these
matters," he added.
A recent Supreme Court decision
in the case of U.S. versus Seeger
is of particular concern for young
men who sincerely feel they can-
not accept a 1-A classification and
al! that it implies. This decision—
which clarified the draft law on
the requirement of belief in a Su-
preme Being for those who wish to
be classified as conscientious ob-
ject;rs—made eligible many whose
only previous choice was between
the army and jail.
Draft boarrs now recognize that
"any sincere belief, which in (one's)
life fills the same place as a belief
in God fl Is in the life of an or-
thodox believer," may qualify as a
c:nscientious objector.
The American Friends Service
Committee was organized in 1917
by American Quakers and has
sought to give conscientious objec-
t's to war, and others, a construe^
tive a'ternate to military service
since World War 1.
Perscns interested in the pro-
gram should contact the Draft In-
formation Service, American
Friends. Service Committee, 44A





FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
—
— TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
THE NAMES AT THE LEFT, OF MANUFAC-
TURERS WIDELY KNOWN FOR FINE QUALITY
SKIS. EQUIPMENT AND APPAREL, REFLECT THE
VARIETY YOU'LL FIND. COME IN AND BROWSE
AROUND.
AUTHORIZED HEAD DEALER
A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY
120 MAINE STREET 725-538? BRUNSWICK
Cumberland Theatre
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
A Theatre of Courtesy and 6ood Entertainment
Wednesday, Thursday — November 16-17
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David L. Buehler '65
David Lee Buehler '65 has been
named a Peace Corps volunteer
after completing 12 weeks of train-
ing at Brown University in Provi-
dence, Rhode Island.
Buehler is one of 75 Volunteers
trained in Rhode Island this sum-
mer to expand Peace Corps work of
Peaca Corps English teachers in
Tunisia. The group, scheduled to
leave for their assignments Septem-
ber 21, will teach English in sec-
r ndary schools throughout the coun-
try and at the "Institute Bourguiba
des Langues Vivantes" in Tunis.
With this group's^ arrival, about
200 Vclunteers will "be at work in
Tunisia Peace Corps projects which
include architectural and education-
al programs.
During their training at Brown
University the new Volunteers stud-
ied French and Tunisian Arabic,
Tunisian history and culture, U.S.
history and world affairs. Technical
training emphasized techniques of
teaching English as a foreign lan-
guage and practice teaching.
FPMFF Opens Season







The F-anklin Pierce * .Memorial
Film Forum has started* another
year of activities with the goal of
producing its own 16-mm films. The
president of the group, James A.
Salem '66, reports that at the next
meeting on Wednesday, November 16
a film will be show|i which was
made by John McKee, faculty ad-
visor to the organization. The film,
which won the grand prize at the
San Francisco Film Festival in 1961,
is tilled "Student Life at Prince-
ton."
This year the group will use 16
mm equipment in addition to less
expensive 8 mm cameras. Due to the
exp2nse of 16 mm film, the members
will make their films with 8 mm
cameras, and if the results are
worthwhile the subject will reshoot
with 16 mm film. Before the end of
the year there will be at least one
showing of the films made.
President Salem also stated that
plans are being made to show the
ten prize winners of the National
Student Film Festival of 1965. The
members hcpe to spend a day at the
Boston University Graduate School
in Film Production, to aid in their
study and productions of films.
SUGGESTIONS Elections for Junior Class officers should be heldagain with real peooif running. ..,-.. 'd—«..-_—
Suggest Student Ctfanetl does something about get- s&„L ".„* u . jf. '
m—Tj ., s "UUfc B" Have vending machines and washing machines inting more power and prestige on campus so they can ' ' • " .
gej something ateompl^hetT











' - I suggest the' Orient print suggestions —
* tkc^L *«„oiit „;„ w „ third and none have been published so far!Be.ter quality pmg-pong balls.
j





Do we have the pleasure of thanking the town or
—
—
-the College for paving the walks across the Mall?
There shaulil be no hour exams or finals, only a
series of quizzes but not too many. „ w _ .' How about an Orient poll on student opinion con-
I suggest that the test center be conducive to cerning Vietnam? How about an article on the primi-
thoujht, i.e.. not like Hubbard Hall with its construe- tive social restrictions in the dorms (not just sex)- on
ticn.
,
appliances and the fact that students are forced to
When is Bcwdoin gc.'ng to stop moving forward by buv lce from the College when they could make it.
walking backward.
They should keep the libe cooler.
Open the dormito ies to women. How can students
have faith in an administration that has no faith in
its undergraduates. It's high time the college stopped
fearing "orrinous alumni reprisals" and faced the 20th
Century.
Louis B. Briasco
Somehow Bowdoin will devise a marking system that
Will allow the Administration to place the whole col-
lege in the bottom section of its class by 1984.
Stop the world, I want to get off!
"Mr. Clean" should wash his own mouth out with
soap. Like all things exposed to the sun, it (his ideas)
will die. We quote from Mr. Clean's article.
The faculty wives should hold their weekly tea else-
where or at another time. Presently their tea is held
in the Chase Barn Chamber Wednesday afternoons.
English 7 was scheduled to meet in the Chase Barn
Charles Roderick '69 Chamber Wednesday afternoons. We of English 7 wuz
robbed.
Would like to see a one-week study period in each
of the fall and spring terms, perhaps timed after fall
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who will be 21 by
July 1, 1967
Subject: Summer Employment
(with a carry over)
A "Blue Chip" opportunity to
earn good income this summer
and learn about the life insur-
ance career. We have designed
and tested an intensive train-
ing and sales program which
can lead to our Sales Manage-
ment Training Program on
graduation or on return from
Military Service.
Contact Mr. Ladd at the
Placement Office for an ap-





THE BLUE CHIP COMPANY
Richard M. Boyd C.L.U.
Bowdoin '33
400 CID V-8. Full 115-inch wheelbase. Heavy-
duty springs, shock absorbers, shaft. Sway
bars, front and rear. High-performance axle.
Dual exhausts. Beefed-up wheels. White-Line
or wide-oval Red-Line tires. Bucket seats.
Louvered hood. Higher oil pressure. They're all
standard goodies at one modest price. Avail-
able also, if you wish-Rocket Rally Pac, UHV
ignition, superstock wheels, front disc brakes
and the like. Put one into action and you'll
agree: 1967 Olds 4-4-2 is the sweetest, neat-
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Last night the Student Arts Qwnmittee pet^'to develop* plan,'
of action, which centers around a "-number of "student-presented
creative shows; a coffee house, more One-Act plays, an art show in
March, original musical productions, greater support for groups
such as the Franklin Pierce Film Society, the Experimental Thea-
ter, ete. More similar activities are in* the offing, TJaa Band is
soon to become a reality, the Student Union is planning a new and
varied off-weekend program.
All of this definitely points to the fact that Bowdoin students
are willing to initiate creative activities that the administration
and faculty have been begging for for a number of years, but have
been unwilling to do anything to bring about what they so sorely
wanted. The students have felt the need for an outlet for their
creative tendencies, and they have acted to bring about changes
The actions taken have not been hasty actions, but, on the other
hand, mature, responsible action taken by a group of truly inter-
ested students who want something done now, and not when the




constructive action means that we can viz. casseroles, which the Union serves. "suggestion:long be ignored. We will show the way for the administration Return to last year's policy of offering sandwiches.
to follow; we will take advantage of the opportunity given us by
the formation of SAC; and we will demonstrate our ability to
Publlsh a directory of the student council members
show that the students are not apathetic when given a decent
"^ *** committees they
'
re on '
chance to prove themselves. The student body can be a powerful Dean Brown should stop reading the Court Records ness
SUGGESTIONS
FROM THE SUGGESTION BOX
You guys are fags for thinking anyone at this col-
lege could give a fat f—
.
—Hank Hubbard
__. -..„ ™»v,„ "UUJ vail UC A UW iU " ~*""" o»»uu»u aiu lC e
lorce in determining the future developments of the college but ln tne Portland ***«» Herald.
only if we can show that we can be trusted to react maturely' to a 4 Tops' Definitelymature challenge. We at the Onent feel strongly that student
opinion is more than interesting, it is important if directly into
creative channels. H.wever, the trust mentioned must be mutual
lhe administration must merit student trust, something which is
at times doubtful now. If seems as if the .co^ge is demanding that
Letters To The Editor
Tp th^JSditor:
Recent developments on campus point to the fact
that Bowdoin students are willing to become, and in
.faeP*re becoming; -activists.* The formation *of*a-stu-'
dent Arts Committee, a reactivate*. BUCRO, and
-the
Students for a Democratic Society are the most ob-
vious but not the only manifestations of this activism.
The much maligned Student Council Is undergoing a
resurrection and promises to bring changes to the
curriculum and, hallelujah, to the social rules. The
formation of joint faculty-student committees to
examine the freshman year and the fraternities shrould
help Bowdoin professors and administrators to know
what they are talking about when they criticize stu-
dent life.
A scholar who is not a part of the Bowdoin pan-
theon said: "Revolutions are the locomotives of his-
tory." Let's get on the right track. The time Is ripe
for revolution on the campus. The whole administra-
tion should be eliminated and replaced. It does not
matter that any administrators are likely to emulate
their predecessors — at least they will be new. And
the revolution should not be "responsible student ac-
tivity." Students at Bowdoin have been and are now
responsible critics. Responsible criticism has gained
from the administration's nothing but smiling aloof-
There have been enoughand condescension.
students be responsible, be mature, be adult, yet is not willing to
treat them in a similar manner. Until this attitude of mistrust
changes no real progress can be made towards developing the type
of college the administration talks about. The Students Arts Com-
mittee is a definite, positive step taken by the students; and we
are not going to sit back and wait for the college to give a recipro-
cal move; instead, the students are going to take 'unilateral' action
to create a more responsive atmosphere for the creative arts on
the Bowdoin scene.
Make the wrestling team a team — get a coach —
any coach and get it out of the club class. This also
applies to other sports — squash, in which there is
student interest but no administrative sport.
apologies from the President's Council. Irresponsibility
need not apologize to obtuseness — and obtuseness is
the administration's watchword. To get fire from a
match you have got to strike it. — And when will pot
finally come to Bowdoin?
Bob Bell '68
Forget national problems you know nothing about-
and concentrate on putting a competent newspaper.
Put ice cream.cones back in the Union. To the Editor:
If the College can flood the Walker Art Building all I am deeply appreciative of the very generous en-
right with light, why can't it keep all the lights in the dorsement of the BOWDOIN ORIENT. But more im
library on until midnight. It's rather difficult reading portant than my personal advantage from the en
FORUMS, AGAIN
in the dark.
One nomination for Bowdoin College as the
pit of ,the nation". ,






" Forum on Forums" once again Get those big gripes off your mind-
aised the question of the value of Forums and their relation to
the total problem of communicat[on^on the Bowdoin campus. Out. °
et that brillmnt idea for improving Bowdoin out in
tiffing a onef survey of the history of both-chapeTand forum7unc-
Ti«~in n*ij-l 1 . U , .... 1 .' a. • i-» -, , :
the open.
tion and liberalization in Bowdoin's past, Fink took the position Get rid of "Mr. dean" Mike Harmon,
that weekday forums could provide a unique outlet for the im-
provement of communication between students, faculty and Admin-
istration.
Recalling that both President Kenneth C. M. Sills and Dean
Paul Nixon utilized Forums for weekly reports of the state of the
college, the member of the Chapel-Forum Committee held that theForum system could in fact be a primary means of enlarging the
scope of discussion and debate on campus.
Quoting from an Orient editorial of October 7 calling for an
investigation of means of improving the sorry state of communica-
tion, Fink affirmed that the Forum was a means to this end, remind
—Chester Freeman '68
dcrsement is the excellent quality of logic in your
editorial.
I regret that being tied down to the job in Wash-
ington until the last two weeks of the campaign pre-
vented my seeing you because of the resultant over-
loaded schedule when I did get
-back to Maine for
the campaign trail.





Politics — Dirigo Style VI
by Paul Bar ion independent Republican, and con- dacies, though for entirely different
tinually won on that basis, even reasons. Foley faced the Herculean
against Ken Curtis in a Democratic task of unrooting a firmly estab-
landslide.lt is little wonder that the Ushed mcumbent, Bill Hathaway
"GOP team" was met with skepti- who proved nlmself ^^ w|fll
C1sm on the part of the voting pub- second District voters.
During an interview with the




" °rient earlier in the campaign,g students that they themselves cou d suggest tonics to hP Hi* ^
cusse(i.
"kkc i p 10 De dis- Democrats Kenneth Curtis and
We are pleased to see the first siim* n f u ,.r *-i- • Peter Kyros expressed their joint"
sIJTtSVT^T J~= £"« --'»--1 *>ZZZ2ZZZZ o„ *. *. haM . m Repub„.
avallfikl* fv,^., up' Kive-and-take series of discussions Democratic standard bearers into P 3ses - Smith continued to campaign can candidate for the First District
thisfather fZ a . ^^'J' PerhapS Sh° U 'd <>Uestion *^her P°wer ln 1966 independently. Reed minimized as seemed to fa<* a rather unpopularrathe ormal approach to expression is really the best solu- The Democratic sweep in Maine much M J^ party ^InT Ubena DemOCrat wh° never held
certainly does reaffirm the emer- _
, ,
elective office: Garland lunged into
gence of a real two-party system in "^ Garland urged all loyal the contest with a lengthy list of
Maine.
—
The Gubernatorial and the two
House races point out the several
THB critical weaknesses in the GOP
tion.
Republicans to vote a straight ticket.
BOWDOIN1 ORIENT
Upset Analyzed
The result was the reverse of the
expected. The weakest tended to
Volume XCVI Friday, Nov. 11, 1966 Number 7















ADVERTISING MANAGER ......... - "v Boh Seih.1




••• Stan Cutter GOP Strategy:
many of the State's political colum
nists and news media. And last, he
had what seemed to be a polished
and efficient political organization.
Reed's Problem
criticisms of the federal govern-
ment, a platform left over from *64,
and a philosophy demanding com-
plete Republican loyalty to all, in-
cluding himself, GOP candidates.
This was a chilling contrast to his
popular predecessor, Stan Tupper.
Moreover, his opponent was not so
unpopular as some had imagined.
Kyros lined up the State's Demo-
cratic areas and then appealed for
support form Independents and Re-
publicans who found Garland's phil-
osophy unacceptable.
Tom Maynard did less well than
was indicated by the pollsters. He
by party
label to a rather unpopular con-
servative who helped knock Reed
out of the race. In addition, Reed's
own organization seemed out of
Unfortunately. Reed's campaign An^frlftV
*"'"^^ °f VOterS
was intertwined with the stat^wS m"s reach oTt«T T^*"
team effort Since ™T f * "* °f lts 0Wn garnered about three P»cent of the
Senator Smith would be heading the ml/ "h
Vdy ^^^ to ^ total vote ' " * difficult to deter-
ticket. it was thought that her usual amon,
m°re0Ver
'
gain "^ence mine whether or not be drained
large majority would create a coat- nartv bT ° f ^ 0pposite away what woul <l h»ve been Kyros
tail effect to aid some of the per- to reach Th
S g
^"P ^""^ ""^ SUpport
-
MaVnard managed to scrape
haps weaker candidates. This was active na t fTm?
1"1 ^ re&lm °f h 'S general Percentage of votes even





* S6Cti°n '" SCV6ral staunch Republican areas.
Senator's campaign style, but also were *!mJT wT^ '" P°1UiCs The results of the election pose
h. £E„*Vb:^^ contrary to the traditional campaign the ReedTL?^ "i*1"**1 by ihiS que5tl°n: can ^e Republican
'sne^m^^J^SSSSs^^n^i tact** °< «-* ****£. ^SS^Zi^L^ r? prof
r
capab,e and indepen -
previously. Garland h
"»mpered denUy spirited candidates who will
Stan Tupper always ran" as an from the ^1°^^ d00med reSt°re the °°P to a Position ofbeginning of their candi- prominence in the State of Maine?
Z7t t^' : ° t* mY*tU - *»«r Horan^ian. Bni« GriRen.ontnlM,t.r. ; Tom JohnM.n, Stere Reed. Rob Brendler, T»V Kapo.uo
THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
A. P. Dai-tatt, jaaaa P. Graacar, John R.nahan, Bwb Seibel
my at the ORIENT Office in Moalton I
1"^,-
-""J"
eU.. p„.t.,e paid at th T^oa, o.le. « ^EZjZSk M.in.""'^a,«riplion rate for one raar ii P1»e (IS) dollerT "mnawteli, aine The




» Photos,by Stan Cutter
—— t-=-
The- Arts: AtRebuttal
James A. Storer, Dean of the Fac- Dean Stprer, just back, from Wash- Another type, of '"faculty affair"
ulty, was graduated from Bard Col- ington, was named the first man to is faculty distribution. Some courses
lege at Columbia University, where hold the position. His duties include have large enrollments and the
he majored in Economics, in 1943. appointments, reappointments, pro- Dean must judge the trends to see
He spent three years in the "Sea- motions and other faculty affairs. where -more -faculty members aTe
bees" and went to Harvard Univer-
^§ President formerly made all ne^ed. For example, the Religion
sity where he earned his Doctorate appointments with the assistance of Department, in order to implement
in 1955. Professor Storer joined the the Dean of the College. Dean Ken- a major program, must have an-
Department of Economics in 1948. <Wck was, very helpful to the Presi- Qther member ^ „ ,icated




creasing commitments for both the y De Brown, a
College's Center for Economic Re- president and the Dean, they felt member of the Department, must
search when It was founded in 1959, that the College needed a man to devote much time to being Dean of
do this full time.
"We must realize that the size of
the Faculty is fairly large. In recent'
years, it has grown; now we have
men with a lot of different inter-
ests and commitments. Their rela-
tionship to the College and to each
other is becoming a more complex
structure. The nature of faculty
activity demands more attention
. . ;
.
Many are in research, many more
than when I came here in 1948.
The Dean of the Faculty has as-
sisted in matters of grants and pro-
grams.
"If we are going to have a good
Faculty of good teachers, it takes
time to make sure that the good
men are here ... and here to stay."a pioneer in the field
of economic research"
and he served in that capacity until
1965. "This organization, a pioneer
in the field of economic research,
was" composed of people interested
in Maine's economic problems." In-
cluded was an advisory group of
businessmen. This year, it merged
with the Bureau of Research on
Municipal Government to form the
Public Affairs Research Center.
Like its predecessor, the Public
Affairs Research Center publishes
a newsletter, "Maine Business In-
dicators," in its tenth year of pub-
lication. Among the Center's major
projects are a study of the Alla-
gash, a study of the lobster indus-
try, and a study of Maine economic
planning.
In 1963, Professor Storer was
named Chairman of the Economic
Department. He held the post until
1965, when he took a sabbatical
leave to work as an adviser to the
Director of the Bureau of Commer-
cial Fisheries in Washington. One cur faculty ^embers.
i.nm insinuation is an'
impu rtani matter '.
~7
"Although we want a, creative
faculty, it is not enough to have students. This need must be weighed
against other needs — like the fact
that the Physics and Psychology
departments are stretching person-
nel thinly. This is oversimplified,
but it gives an example of the kind
of problems that face a new Dean
who has no precedent to work from.
"Communication is an important
matter for Che Dean of the Faculty.
The post was created because the
President cannot meet with all those
to whom he is responsible — fac-
ulty, students, alumni, and govern-
ing boards. The position of Dean of
the Faculty is designed to provide
a vital communication link between
the growing faculty and the Presi-
dent."
by Thomas, Kosmo
This reviewer has* been asked- to
comment on* the Forum remarks of
Mr. Herbert Coursen on the topic
"Who is Virginia Woolf? ! ' or Arts
at Bowdoin. It is difficult to avoid




glibly that the topic "Arts at Bow-
doin" would set a world's record
for brevity. That's clever, but all
wet. Although Coursen's lecture
marks some intelligent points, it
egregiously ignores the nucleus that
makes the Arts at Bowdoin as ex-
cellent as they are: the men in the
departments of fine arts. The Col-
lege in the last four or five years
fortunately has acquired first-class
men in these departments. This
appears at first glance like a gen-
erality of ecomium, but there is no
risk in making this generality. It's
true that more can be done with
physical improvements, course of-
ferings, faculty size, and it will be
done soon.
But who is this "College" which
"scorns the Arts
. . . (and) em-
ploys them as an adjunct of its al-
ready massive public relations ma-
chinery?" Is it not the same Col-
lege that has attracted and re-
tained those excellent men men-
tioned in a worthy generality above?
It is the same College that pro-
duces again and again superb suc-
cesses in the Arts, such as the Carl
Ruggles Festival, the Summer Mu-
sic Festivals, the exhibits of Homer,
Baskin, and others.
As for the colleges with which,
Coursen says, "we like to compare
ourselves "~< and to which) Bowdoin
simply doesn't compare," I invite
Mr. Coursen to read of the activi-
ties of. the Art and Music depart-
ments at Williams and Amherst —
the latter without the periphery of
Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and the Uni-
versity. He will find that these
colleges just don't measure up to
Bowdoin, .even though both "scheols:,,,.
itfef-^Igain Coursen conveniently
omits, nearly one and a haif-timts,
our size.
And I am sick and tired of the
now highly-stylized criticism of the
Bowdoin Undergraduate — the in-
sensitive, unsophisticated, suburban
dolt whom the much-maligned Ad-
missions People ingest to Bowdoin
every Spring. This famous criti-
cism comes from another quarter of
the faculty — Coursen is excluded
from this group — and is just as
naive as Coursen's criticism of the
College. For it proves nothing that
there are not herds of students at
concerts and museum openings. The
percentages of attendance at Bow-
doin are every bit as respectable as
those at Amherst, Williams, Wes-
leyan, even Harvard. Furthermore,
it must certainly discourage the
Freshman from these pursuits to
inform him early and to repeat of-
ten (1) that his background "doesn't
compare (to the man at Amherst
or Williams/" or worse, <2) that
the "College" is unsympathetic to
his interests, however latent, in the
creative Arts. Start the undergrad-
uate off right by telling him that
his art, music, poetry, and drama
officials want him in and outside of
* —————
their courses. No Bowdoin student's
"background" is perverse to the
Arts, just as no member of these
departments shuns the undergradu-
ate.
The complaint against inauspici-
ous .conditions for "creativity" is
difficult to discuss. Coursen is
quite right that the English de-
partment is understaffed, that the
Art Museum awaits additions, the
Music department offers no applied
courses. But how can -.one cry
out in the Chapel and exalt "crea-
(Continued on page 8)
DROPPINGS
by Bob Siebel
"We want men who are
dedicated to teaching"
everyone involved in research . . .
We can't specialize as larger institu-
tions, so we must demand a lot of
Although there are some clear-cut
areas for the Dean, other areas
evolve out of common understand-
ing. He is, by the nature of his job,
of his assignments took him to the "We want men who are dedicated directly interested in the faculty
Pribilof Islands where he studied to teaching and to the aims of the and faculty affairs, but he is also
ways of improving the economic College. We also like to see them concerned with the Library, the
standards of the people there. interested in activities outside the Computing Center, the Senior Cen-
The creation of the post of Dean classroom, including civic activi- ter Program, curriculum, and cur-
of the Faculty occurred last year, ties." - riculum development.
LIFE AT THE TOP
hy Stephen Rand
If there is anything to epitomize
the Senior Center experience, it
occurred last Sunday morning. I
was absent-mindedly peeling an
orange at the breakfast table when
suddenly I heard Bach harpsichord
music coming from the hidden wall
speakers. I grew more and more
incredulous as the music continued.
Was this really Bowdoin, the
school Newsweek once branded
"the citadel of fraternities"?
Apparently, the tacit credo of
this — Bowdoin's Higher Horizon
Program — is let the Seniors eat
cake — and that we do. Gone are
the raucous suppers at the House
with its unimaginative meals, gone
is the preponderance of blank
stares and. empty beer cans on the
morning of the night before, and
even mitigated is the particular
need to be part of that undergradu-
ate sub-culture. The Center aims
at, and achieves, refinement.
I cannot say that this peculiar
institution is a beehive of intellec-
tuality. Like most college students
everywhere, Bowdoin students just
aren't terribly concerned with the
life of the mind. The talk, if aca-
demic, usually concerns seminars,
Vietnam and the draft, or graduate
school and the life beyond.
The seminars, one of the Center's
major educational innovations, are
working out well. If nothing else,
they free their members from the
drudgery of memory-and-regurgita-
tion — a phenomenon all too pre-
valent at College. For those who
are interested, the seminars offer
challenge and excitement. For
those who aren't, they are an easy
way to concentrate on something
else. Professor Emeritus Green's
seminars on Ethics and Utopian So-
cieties are proving that students can
be far from apathetic given stimu-
lating topics and topflight profes-
sors.
One professed aim of the Senior
Center is to bring the class back
together after having scattered far
and wide for three years; this it
accomplishes.
Friendships put into suspended
animation are easily revived over
meals. No doubt there is some
tendency for fraternity brothers to
stay together but the occasional
chauvinism of fraternity life is non-
existent. No one thinks of people
in terms of Beta, T.D., Zete.
Another noteworthy innovation is
the variety of entertainment that
the Seniors enjoy. There is a
large collection of books and rec-
ords for anyone to borrow, There
are language tables a few evenings
a week and there is also the op-
portunity to meet and talk with
visiting professors and lecturers.
Certainly not least important is
the freedom to have women in the
Tower during reasonable parietal
hcurs.
Unfortunately, no mere summary
cf facets can substitute for the
day-by-day experience of residing
in the Tower. Not all is lux and
Veritas, but I think more so than
in any other living unit that the
College provides. Clearly, the Se-
nicr Center is a paradigm for un-
derclass Houses and a reminder of
what has to be done with them.-
Lately there has been a good bit
of controversy as to whether God
is dead or alive. A new school of
theology, centering around doc-
trines expounded by Thomas J. J.
Altizer and others, claims that
God is dead, and this has obviously
caused a stir among conventional
theologians. One immediate benefit
that stems from the controversy is
a revitalization of the whole field
of theology. But upon examining
the question of God's life or death,
I find that it is, or at least should
be, a dead issue.
What is the main purpose of Re-
ligion? Say it is to bring man near-
er to God, his creator, or maybe it
is to help man develop a set of
morals and ethics, i. e. to give him
spiritual guidance. The two are
the same, for how can an individual
tome nearer to God if not by lead-
ing a moral and 'good" life? What
then is a "good" life? According to
the major religions of the west,
the main criteria is the love one
has and exhibits toward his fellow
man. I contend that this in itself
makes God's existence irrelevent.
Suppose God exists. I assume
that if he does, he is a "good" God,
meaning that his wish for man
would be for him to show love for
his fellow man. Then what man
must do is to treat Ijis brothers
with love and respect, and help
those less fortunate than himself.
Is Prayer necessary? If a man lives
by the golden rule then prayer
seems to me to be superfluous, for
he is giving God the greatest
pleasure by the way he is living.
The "good" man who goes to pray
would probably make God more
happy if he just spent that extra
time in charitable activity. To as-
sume the necessity of prayer is in-
herently to imply that God is vain,
for why else would he demand such
supplication?
Yet, what of the "bad" man? Is
there no absolution for him if he
prays? We cannot assume that
God is so foolish as not to see this
hypocrisy and disapprove of it. And
if we assume our "all forgiving
God", when we are obliterating the
value of the "good". If I am to be
forgiven for my "bad", why be
"good"; it is all the same in the
end, if I pray. Well, then what can
the "bad" man do to absolve him-
self? Obviously, he should do
"good" for if anything will better
God's opinion of him it will be
that, and he'd better change his
ways. God then would like to have
all men live their lives by the gold-
en rule of Brotherly love, and this
is what should be practiced in lieu
of prayer.
If God does not exist, then what?
Man does exist, and so long as he
does, the same principle of Broth-
erly love must prevail or man will
annihilate himself. Man must con-
tinue to help his fellow man for
the preservation of the species.
There are other complex reasons
why man helps his fellow man, but
suffice it to say that such behavior
is desired by man even without the
existence of God.
What is important in life then
is to live by this single guideline—
to love your fellow man and show
that love in . positive action. It
doesn't matter whether you believe
in God's existence or not, your be-
( Continued on page 9)
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tlvlty"? Creativity, is innate ; you
just don't ask for it or put it' on
the College Calendar. The essen-
tial attribute of creativity is^that it
Sts jjrespressible. If a iJowdoln - mail
wants to write, he'll write; if>he
wants to perform, he'll perform.
But a truly great power must have
the strict training of the geniuses
to perfect the power. Truly great
creative genius is usually perceived
long before the college age. So the
genitis rightly enters Conservatory,
Art or Drama school for his pri-
vate lessons with the other geniuses.
Bowdoin is — so the trite epithet
— a small but excellent Liberal Arts
College, without the specialties of
Conservatory, etc. It is hard to be-
lieve that there are any strangled
spirits of creativity here. So the
College makes no pretentions to
foster a "creativity" school, and
provides much for hkn who wants
to appreciate thefcArts. Mr. Cour-
sen is correct that the opportunities'
for artistic endeavor must be seized
4£r, for tHey will never come again.
He "% correct to support the new
Student Art$ Committee, which
now^plknS exhibitions of/ stadent
works. • ^
The solution then is not for the
College to embark on financial ram-
page to salvage the Creative Arts.
Let the student himself know how
much and how well his departments
achieve now. Encourage him to
meet and to partake of, so to speak,
these first-class men at the Col-
lege, which they happen to like
themselves! Assure him that these
"arty" professors enjoy undergradu-
ate interest and enthusiasm just as
much as the coaches exult in a
large squad at the beginning of the
season. Above all, let us applaud
a spokesman who can see that there
are, in fact, Arts on campus.
Poem, Play By Cox «
* Published By VanderbUt
solace: men may love though they
bleed awayfand men may die In
^Igpity. : %;
The play, which had itai premiere
on campus, is based partly on the
: life of Joshua Chamberlain — .Civil
The Vanderbilt University PreojT men?" the aged, narrator inquires at * '•.* . t
announced* today that nVwtfl pub* biw-poinj. He rifuses at lh$prineel-**War her0, Oovernor of.M^te, and
lish Nov. 29 ."Nikal Sf^n and D6c- ing Who had "executive ability aijp President of Bowdoin. * v
oration Day," a narrative poem and large-scale fraud." Professor Coxe, who has been a
a prose play hy Louis O. Coxe, ,Decoration Da ,. ^presents play- member of the Bowdoin faculty
Pierce Professor of English. . . . „ .... . .
wright Coxe, still poetic and again slnce i955i ^ a graduate of Prince-
For Professor Coxe, a distinguished observing war through the perspec-
poet and playwright, the volume tives of time. Here Is the drama of T"-'- w
marks his eighth appearance in Cunningham, the aged President of
book form. a ncw England college who was a
"Nikal Seyn", a lengthy poem, General during the Civil War and
plunges into the emotional and tan- whose memories are triggered by
gible frenzies of the Indian Mutiny the opening guns of the first World
cf 1857. Michael, the 90-year old War. "Today," Cunningham says,
narrator who served in India with "I put new flags on old graves." A
the fabled John Nicholson — the wry bitterness is brought into the s
"God Nikal Seyn" to the natives — play when Confederate and Union
reaches deep into his misty past Soldiers exchange food, adding a
and recaptures the passion of his double irony to double ironies al-
own youth. "Do men hate more ready present. Agonizing at times,
nowadays? Or are there just more "Decoration Day" carries a curious
STUDENTS
Get your supplies for the upcoming
hockey season at the Moulton Union
Bookstore.
FRICTION TAPE 29c
NORTHERN PRO STICKS $3.95
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ton University and a Navy veteran
of World War n. Before coming to
Bowdoin, he taught at Harvard,
where he was a Briggs-Cbpeland
Fellow, and at the University of
Minnesota. He has also taught at
Princeton and at Middlebury, and
has served as a Fulbright Lecturer
at Trinity College in Dublin, Ire-
land.
Fast-talkingyour parents
is the hard way
to get to Britain.
Fact-talk instead.
Tell thenl exactly what your trip will cost. Our free hook-
lets help you calculate it.
One lists prices of organized student tours. They start
around $650, If you want to travel on your own and take
potluck on meeting people— which may be the most fun
of all — add things up for yourself.
Start with a charter flight if your school has one. Or see
our booklet on group flights, student ships, and the bar-
•gam airline.
Add low costs for getting around Britain. Our booklets
tell you about 3o-per-mile buses and the rail-and-boat
pass that takes you- up to 1,(XK) miles for $30. Consider
hiking too. Wordsworth did.
Multiply the number of your nights in Britain by cost
of bed and breakfast or a room in a college residence hall.
If you're hiking or biking, count on about 70<* for youth
hostels. At this rate you may be able to stay all summer.
Allow about $1 a meal in London, less in the country.
The booklets say which restaurants and pubs are popular
with convivial British students.
And the booklets mention the fantastically low cost of
concerts and plays in Britain. You can sit in "the gods"—
galleries up near Heaven—for 75c. Alot of outdoor enter-
tainment, like concerts and folk-singing, is free.
Clip the coupon. Add everything up. And tell your
parents you can spend this summer in Britain for about
what it costs to hang around the house.
British Travel




















- Six outstanding students have
beetLselecfeed bythe'De^Rrtmentdf
Mathematics to participate in an -
undergraduate mathematics research
program during the current aca-
demic year. The program is support-
ed by a grant from the National
Science Foundation (NSF).
Professor Dan E. Christie, Chair-
man of the Mathematics Depart-
ment, said the participants are
Christopher H. Hanks, Lincoln L.
Hayes, David L. Kimport.
Also, John R. Marler, Thomas C.
Rounds, and Peter H. Vanderwaart.
All of the students are juniors, ex-
cept Hayes, who is a senior.
Dr. Christie, Bowdoin's Wing
Professor of Mathematics, said each
of the students will work eight to
ten hours a week with an individual
member of the Mathematics Fac-
ulty on programs of mutual interest
to both.
The NSF program is designed to
provide special opportunities for
scholarly development to outstand-
ing Bowddin undergraduates. He
said students of high ability thus
have opportunities to study basic
theoretical structures, - to explore
their ramifications and applications,
and in general to accelerate and
strengthen their preparation for
more advanced work.
NSF-supported undergraduate re-
search programs in Mathematics
have been conducted at Bowdoin
since 1959. Participants in past pro-
grams, Professor Christie noted,
"have derived a valuable impetus
towards intellectual, ^dependence,
and towards graduate work." Recent
participants have included W. Ste-
phen Piper '62 of Worcester, Mass.,
who has received his Ph.D. from
Stanford and is now an Army offi-
cer conducting research for the
Defense Department in Washing-
ton; and Douglas E. Crabtree '60 of
Needham, Mass., who is now a
member of the faculty at Amherst
College after earning his Phi), at
North Carolina.
In addition to such NSF-support-
ed programs, Bowdoin maintains its
own Undergraduate Research Fel-
lowship Program. Established by the
College's Governing Boards at the
recommendation of the faculty in
1959, this program assists up to ten
highly qualified seniors annually in
working with faculty members who
are pursuing independent research
projects. The Fellowships are award-
ed in all three major divisions of
the curriculum: the natural sciences
and mathematics, the social sci-
ences, and the humanities.
Hanks will work with Professor
Barry M. Mitchell on the subject of
"Commutative Rings," Hayes with
Professor Charles A. Grobe, Jr., on
"Differential Equations," Kimport
with Professor Robert W. Johnson
on "Functional 1 Analysis," Marler
We must not lose sight of the world needs, what this country
whole purpose of Religion by* ar- needs, what this college and every
guing - relatively superficial aspects person in it neetfs js more* positive
of' Theology. What is "important is action, motivated by love and next
fore; to spend time debating the 'action, not words or intentions, to a humanitarian set „of moral
This is wlty I^ay.the- cqntro«ersyv *alues, the question»*ofr God's <x-
DROPPINGS
(Continued fropi page T)
havior, should be the san* Triers-
existence of 0od ,is to waste „t,he
time you, should be using- to halp
others (and ^thereby better your-
self). "Love thy Neighbor" is a
principle often attributed to Jesus
Christ, but it really does not mat-
ter if such a person ever did exist
or not, so long as we all live by this
principle.
with Professor Daniel J. Sterling on
"Lie Groups," Rounds with Profes-
sor Allan J. Silberger on "Hilbert
Space," and Vanderwaart with In-
structor D. Michael Bazar on "Top-
ics in Group Theory."
should be a dead issue. "What this istence seems ipconsequential.
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
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Mathematicians are key members of the
professional fraternity at the National
Security Agency, a scientific and techno-
logical community unique in the United
States, perhaps in the world. NSA is the
Agency responsible for developing "se-
cure" communications systems to trans-
mit and receive vital information.
YOU AND NSA
As a mathematician at NSA, you will be
defining, formulating and solving com-
munications-related problems, many Qf
major national significance. Statistical
mathematics, matrix algebra, finite fields,
probability, combinatorial analysis, pro-
gramming and symbolic logic are but a few
of the tools applied by Agency mathema-
ticians. They enjoy the full support of
NSA's completely equipped computer
laboratory where many of them often be-
come involved in both hardware and soft-
ware of advanced computing systems.
Theoretical research is also a primary con-
cern at NSA, owing to the fact that the
present state of knowledge in certain fields
of mathematics is not sufficiently advanced
to satisfy NSA requirements.
IMAGINATION ...
A REAL REQUIREMENT
Mathematical problems at NSA will sel-
dom be formulated and handed to you, the
mathematician, for solution. Instead, you
^i/ill help define the problem by observing
its origin and characteristics, and the
trends of data associated with it. You will
then determine whether the problem and
data are susceptible to mathematical
treatment, and if so, how. As you grow in
yourappreciation of this approach to math-
ematical problems, and the relationship of
your discipline to non-mathematical sub-
ject matter, both your personal satisfaction
and your value to NSA will increase, as
will your responsibility.
CAREER BENEFITS
NSA's liberal graduate study program per-
mits you to pursue two semesters of full-
time graduate study at full salary. Nearly,
all academic costs are borne by NSA, whose
proximity to seven universities is an addi-
tional asset.
Starting salaries, depending on educa-
tion and experience, range from $7,729 to
The "Cipher Disk" ... NSA symbol
and one of the oldest and most effec-
tive cryptographic devices known.
$12,873, and increases follow swiftly as you
assume additional responsibility. Policies
relating to vacations, insurance and retire-
ment are more than liberal, and at NSA
you enjoy the advantages of Federal em-
ployment without the necessity of Civil
Service certification.
NSA is located between Washington
and Baltimore, permitting your choice of
city, suburban or country living, and allow-
ing easy access to the Chesapeake Bay,
ocean beaches, and other summer and
winter recreation areas.
Check with your Placement Office for
further information about NSA, or write to
:
Chief, College Relations Branch, Suite 10,
4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C. 20016. An equal opportunity
employer, M&F.
national security agency
where imagination is the essential qualification
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(Continued from page 3)
its own identity rather, than being
a subgroup of the whjte culture. He
"calls this idea ''Black Power". In-
stead of censuring the idea, we
ought to give -him a chance tip try
it. Have ybu%any better ideas? No-
body* else seeing to^We'have noth-
ing to lose, and everything to win.
Unfortunately, many hear the
words "Black Power" and im-
- mediately think of Negroes walking^dom by groups like the un-Ameri-
down the streets with guns. 'can activities committee; and we
Bowdoin studentl don't like are concerned about the unfairness
groups like the House,Un-American t gf yae selective service system. We
Aecivi'ties Coiffrnittee. Who has the think- that many of you will want
right, these students ask, to tell an- to jofn with iM^ui "showing youf "dis-
other person that he is "Uh-Ameri- content with many facets of Ameri-
can"? Doesn't this whole concept can life and' politics, and help us
undermine the possibility of a really ' to make the United States a better
free -and democratic society? Why placebo live. This is why* 'we'afie
should .the passport office, have the starting a chapter of Students for
right to request that H Stuart a Democratic Society, SDS. at Bow-
Hughes, a Harvard professor, be
kept under surveillance while trav-
eling in Europe?
Many Bowdoin students are con-
doin..
SDS will have an organizational
meeting at 10:30 p.m., late enough
for everyone to be there, on
cerned about the problems facing Wednesday night, November 16, in
the United States, both internally Conference Boom B of the Moul-
and externally. We are concerned ton Union. I hope to see many of
about the curtailing of our free- you there.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE





NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.'
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
It's trade-in time
for tired old myths.
Like the one about business. Especially
big business. That it is beyond the rugged
individualist's wildest daydream to enter
this holy of holies because he'll lose some-
thing that's very sacred - like his inde-
pendence.
Sure, it can happen. If a guy or gal
wants to hide, or just get by, or not accept
responsibility, or challenges.
We're not omniscient enough or stupid
enough to speak for all business, but at a
company like Western Electric, bright
ideas arc not only welcome, they are en-
couraged. And no door is shut. Create a
little stir, go ahead, upset an old apple-
cart (we replace shibboleths at a terrific
pace — we have to as manufacturing and
supply unit of the Bell System - in order
to pr vide your Bell telephone company
with equipment it needs to serve you.)
.' i.ore's an excitement in business. True,
we're in it to make a profit, but working to
find new and better ways to make things
that help people communicate is very re-
warding and satisfying. Did you ever hear
these wry words of Oliver Wendell
Holmes? "Never trust a generality — not
even this one."
• That's how we feel about the generality
that claims you'll just become a little cog
in a company like Western Electric. You
might, of course, but if you consider your-
self an individual now, odds are 10 to 1
that you'll keep your individuality. And
cherish it. And watch it grow. Even at big,
big Western Electric.
You know, that's the only way we'd
want you to feel. If you feel like coming
in with us.












COME EARLY AND SEE OUR BARGAINS
Shop Open 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Souk, Pqrmenter Set Records * Packmen Search FofrGoalit* *' v**^*™^*
• *
... * s.^** ^^*-/.-. - JtrtWiV ' * touchdown of the year for '
Pfeiffer Honored By ECAC Face Harvard hi Home Opener
'•; Sophomore «lb.ack DJck Par- Tpdb Pfeiffer, So-captaJn ' of the
Renter shattered six College' punt- football team, has been named to
ing records and Junior halfback the weekly Eastern College Athletic
Mort Soule was the team leader in Conference Division n team for his
four categories in final 1966 foot- outstanding performance in his last
ball statistics compiled by the Bow- game,
doin College News Service. Pfeiffer, a tackle, has done iron-
Parmenter, a converted quarter- man duty for the thin Polar Bear
back, booted the pigskin 46 times forces this season, playing both
in seven games for 1,758 yards— offense and defense and missing
just two yards short of a mile—for only a handful of plays throughout
season records in times kicked and Bowdoin's seven games,
total yardage. He also broke the His blocking against Tufts last
modern distance punting record Saturday was one of the key fac-
with a boot of 77 yards against Am- ^x% in Bowdoin's best single game
herst and then topped his own rushing output of the season, al-
mark with a 78-yard quick kick though the Polar Bears lost 7-6.
against Colby. Likewise, his defensive play and
Other recoi-ds Parmenter broke
crunchinK *"*!«» inspired Bowdoin
with his educated foot include most
to its flnest defensiv* performance
punts in one game, 12 against Am- of the year M the Polar Bears held
herst; most yards punted in one
the
J
Umbos to 110 yards rusWnS
and 76 passing.
Pfeiffer's play throughout the
season earned him four other no-
minations to the weekly E.C.A.C.
teams. The selection to the first
by Steve BCGhbinder
»
The Varsity Hockey team faces
«. reserves.' are thin; Coach Watson
plans to try letterman PhiP Coupe
here, along with vejteran Ned Ross.
game, 466 against Amherst; and
best season punting average, 38.2.
From his fullback slot, Parmenter
was also Bowdoin's second-leading
ground-gainer with 129 net yards
,
, _ ,
~, . „ « _, E.CA.C. team in his final game wasgained in 33 carries for a 3.9-yard
o
_ . . «*^I J* '. .
the upcoming season with the po-
tential for another successful cam- The goal-tending spot is the ob-
paign. Last year's icemen compiled ject of greatest contention with
a 9-3-1 record in the small college four candidates vying for the job.
division, which earned Sid Watson Dick Macomber returns from last
the "Coach of the Year" award, year's club, and he will compete
The squad sports a nucleus of re- with Dick Loughran and a pair of
turning lettermen, which is com- Sophomores, Joe Dane and John
plemented by a group of promising Krol. At the present time, no one
Sophomores. seems to hold a significant edge.
The line is solid and has sub- Despite the absence of a proven
stantial depth. Co-captain Steve goalie, experience at the other po-
Wales and Pete Chapman head the sitions and overall team depth
list, supported by veterans Doug should provide another winning
Brown and Andy Cornelia. A quar- year. The greatest obstacle the
tet of second year men, Ken Mar- team must overcome is a very diffi-
tin, Bob McQuirk, Tim Sullivan, cult schedule. They face a talented
and Steve Abbott, should also see Harvard club on November 30, and
plenty of action. The defense finds Coach Watson cites Dartmouth,
a strong front wall of Co-captain Colby, and New Hampshire as other
Tim Brooks and Bob Pfeiffer, yet powerful opponents.
Coots Breaks World Mark
Tufts
and the first time they had been in,
the lead, • ~^- ' v *"•
Tufts ^..-.;> 0. , 7-7
Bowdoin 6 0—0
Scoring summary:
Bowdoin — Benedetto 8 pass from
Viens (pass failed)




60 First Downs 102
299 Rushing Yardage 1351
561 Passing Yardage 816
860 Total Yardage 2167
122.6 Avg. Yds. Per Game 309.6
52 Total Points 170
114 Passes Attempted 118
52 Passes Completed 64
8 Had Intercepted 10
36.6 Punting Average 34.5
26 Fumbles 20
a tribute to Pfeiffer's career as a
three-year letterman at tackle for
the Polar Bears.
average.
Soule added his name to the
Bowdoin record book alongside that
of his older brother Paul, who senior quarterback Maurie Viens.
graduated last year. Mort carried Viens completed 49 of 108 passes for
34 times against Tufts in the final a total of 526 yards and four touch-
game of the season to break the old downs.
single game rushing attempts rec- Two of those touchdown tosses
ord of 28. He gained 103 net yards were to sophomore split end Bob
in the process to bring his total for McGuirk, the squad's leading pass
the four games in which he partici- receiver. McGuirk caught 22 passes
pated to 204 and a 3.8-yard average, for a total of 261 yards.
Soule, who missed three of the Other leading pass receivers in-
Bears' seven games offensively with elude junior halfback Richie Bene-
an injured knee, also led the team detto, with six catches for 75 yards
in scoring with 18 points, in kick- and one touchdown; junior end
off returns with 207 yards in nine Dick Berry with five catches for 68
returns, and in punt returns with yards; and sophomore halfback
226 yards in 13 runbacks. Tim Rogers with six catches for
The team's leading passer was 67 yards and one touchdown.
Army captain James H. Coots,
Bowdoin ^63, set a new world's rec-
ord for the 300-meter swim Wed-
nesday night in competition in the
world modern pentathlon champion-
ship in. Melbourne, Australia.
Competing for the first time in
this championship, Coots, bettered
the old mark by 5.5 seconds in gam-
ing a victory in the second heat of
the event.
Coots, who as an undergraduate
set the current college records in
the 200-yard backstroke and medley
swim, out-stroked Albert Shapirinis
of Russia by fifteen yards. The 25-
year-old native of Boston was
clocked in 3:395, thus erasing the
former time -of 3:45 set by Andras
Balczo at the 1960 Rome Olympics.
His record "time earned Coots a
bonus of 87 points in addition to the
maximum 1,000 for winning the
event. However, Coots is not faring
too well overall in the competition,
which consists of running, shoot-
ing, riding, and fencing in addition
to his specialty.
Balczo retained his leadership in
the competition with a total of 4,133
points, while Jim Kerr placed fifth
with 3,123 points to lead the Ameri-
can contingent.
CURTIS QUARTET
(Continued from page 2)
based on a poem of Matthias Clau-
dius, which is used for the theme
and variations of the second move-
ment of the quartet. There are
many subtleties and obvious nicities
so characteristically Schubert
whose true spirit, the Curtis Quar-
tet captured. The Romantic sophis-
tication of this music was never ob-
scured by the virtuoso playing—
and there was much—of the in-
herent difficulties. They delivered
every small detail with candor and
put it perfectly within the frame-
work of the whole quartet. For ex-
ample, there are three eighth notes
repeated -by the 'cello in the Coda
of the first movement which un-
mistakably whisper the fateful lines
of Goethe's Erlkonig: how eloquent
and inspired a reading was given
here! The Andante was rendered
in the splendid mean between sen-
timentality and moroseness which
antipodes of emotion this inspired
and magistral movement represents.
And the fourth movement stands
as a monument of last movements,
for the six-eight presto rhythm sus-
tains one glorious idea after
another. The Rondo is a brilliant
achievement which epitomizes all
that has "come before in the quar-
tet. Herein lies Schubert's concept
of Fate, the -inner force and spir-
itual quality of the great quartet.
LE MANS RACEWAYS
36 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
NEXT DOOR TO PIZZA KING
PHONE 725-6212
FEATURES A 135 FT. RACEWAY FOR
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
COMING SOON -LARGE HO SCALE TRACK
Rental Cars And Controls Available
THE FINEST SELECTION OF READY-TO-RUN
CARS, KITS AND PARTS IN THE STATE
Racing Weekend 0( The Year
NOV. 12 r COMPETITION STARTS
GRAND PRIZE—16" Motorola Cadet TV
2ND PRIZE—Revel Home Raceway
3RD PRIZE—3 Hours Free Tractime
200 Lap Final Event at 2 p.m. — Nov. 12
Prizes To Be Awarded By Total Points
$1.00 PER SATURDAY REGISTRATION FEE
~
PITCAR 200 LAP EVENT FEATURING THE TINEST DRIVERS IN THE STATE
BLEACHERS AVAILABLE - NO ADMISSION CHARGE FOR SPECTATORS
m
:
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Polar Booters Gain Undisputed Title
Bearings With
. Colbv* Loss To Bates
by DKK MlRSHRt-AU
ly, the final standings read:
W L T G
Bowdoin 4 1 1 13
Bates 4 2 14
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Although the varsity soccer team Overall, the White finished with corps was able tpjjrovide
new start-
played its last game on November 2, a fine 6-4-1 record, scoring 19 goals 'era such as Sandy
Ervin, Ron Sid%
The lull is onr The not-as-long-as-it-ought-to-be football season is their season was not really con- and giving up 20 tallies. Against man, Steve
Moskell, Dave Knight,
over, although that may be a blessing in disguise this year; the soccer ciUde l until last Saturday when out-of-state opponents, Bowdoin Stu Fe!dman, Chip
Abrams, Tom
team, back door state champs for the second straight year, has disbanded; Bates defeated Colby to give Bow- downed Lowell Tech and UNH, and Sheehy, and Billy Miles,
each 01
and the big winner this fall, the cross country "jocks," continue jogging doin its second straight undisputed bowed to Springfield, Wesleyan, and whom contributed mightily to the
it on the indoor track team_ State Championship. The Polar Williams. Coach Charlie Butt was solidarity of the defense.
Behind the scenes the potentially great basketball squad, the equally Bears wm thus retajn possession of extremely pleased with the, show- One member of the squad de-
potent hockeymen, and Charlie Butt's mermen grind out the worst three tne Gi ibert "Mike" Loebs Trophy, ing of this team, since only two serves special mention:
Goalie Bob
weeks of the winter sports picture in preparation for their opening con- emblematic of soccer supremacy in regulars from the outstanding 1965 Swain. Although
he was only
tests toward the end of the month.
"'
Maine, for another year. squad returned this season. Coach "converted"
to goal-tender this
The hoopsters, led by sharpshooter Bob Patterson and the rest of the The heartbreaking loss to Colby Butt felt thai the team worked year, Swain finished atop Xhe Maine
boys back from last year's mediocre team, will be bolstered by a nock of in Bowdoin >s iast game made a tie hard from the first day of prac- statistics with 2 shutouts in 6
potent sophomores. Look for the Bears to be improved but do not expect fcr the state crown between Bow- tice until the final game and show- games, allowing 5
goals, and mak-
any miracles! A winning season, yes, but anything much better is an dQin and Co ,by possib iei DUt Bates ed tremendous improvement by the ing 79 saves for 94',;.
His play in
unfair prediction - "untested," "inexperienced" sophomores will have to fortunateiy dashed the Mules' title end of the season.
the 6ames ' however, was excel-
do the job.
The puckmen, fresh off last year's banner year, have the makings of
another fine team but lack an experienced, dependable goaltender. The
opposition should provide excellent attractions for Bowdoin hockey fans
— Harvard, Dartmouth, and Providence are perennially among the best
in New England.
The swimmers, led by Bowdoin diving record holder Jim LeBlanc, are
also aided by a fine group of sophomores. With this added depth and the
return of several other veterans, the team should improve on last year's.
4-5 record.
'
The trackmen may also be better than last- year's 2-8 slate indicates,
but' they must make up for the loss of captain Alex Schulten, the team's
leading point-getter. Certainly they will be stronger in the distance events
as the sophomore contingent of the cross country team comes indoors.
We may have to wait three weeks, but when the four winter sports
do begin the results should be well worth the wait.
And maybe next year Bowdoin College will see fit, in view of increased
student interest, to provide varsity competition of a bona fide nature for
its squash and wrestling "clubs!'
1
Harriers Defeat Vermont 27-29
For First Winning Season
,
The Bowdoin Varsity Cross of the lasses being by a single point.
Country team closed out its most Ken Cuneo consistently led the
successful season in history with a Cubs with strong support from
27-29 win over a strong Vermont Dave Hudson, Steve Devino. and
squad. Rod Tulonen again led the Bob Glazer.
way. and again surpassed the Bow-j
doin record—this time finishing in
18:47.1. Chuck Farwell and Rick
Paulding took__thjrpL_and fourth,
—
respectively, and Gus" Rea and
Drew Jackson also figured in the
scoring.
The victory brought the season's
record to 3-1-1. Bowdoin 's first AD",
winning season ever in cross Chi Psi
country.
aspirations with a 3-1 victory at The coach was especially pleased lent, and he finished with 20 goals
Lewiston on Saturday. Consequent- with the way in which the defense a»°wed and 160 saves for
88.9';.
started to click after the first few Coach Butts main problem
GA games and stated that the defense throughout the campaign was the
5 was the deciding factor in the team's sputtering Bowdoin offense which
10 success. With co-captains Sandy often found itself unable to get
8 Salmela and Charlie Powell as a staned However, the offense was
17 base, the halfback and fullback able t0 nave its "moments" and
provided many bright spots in most
of the games. The goals scored
were not abundant but, as in the
first Bates game, were often well-
timed. The high scorer was Steve
Mickley with 4 goals in the State
Series <5 overall), followed by Billy
Williams <3>. Sandy Selmela (2>,
and John Brandenburg (2). In ad-
dition, Jeff Richards, Dave Mather,
Jim Lyon, and Bob Ives all played
well and, since they are returning
next year, give rise to hopes for a
high-scoring unit next fall.
The 1966 varsity soccer team,
then, was a great deal more than
Just respectable and brought credit
to themselves and to Bowdoin.
Coach Butt, co-captains Salmela
and Powell, and all the members of
this State Championship squad are
to be commended for a job well
done.
l N
SOCCER CO-CAPTAINS Sandy Salmela. left, and Charlie Powell
flank coach Charlie Butt. These three were instrumental in bringing
the White its second straight Maine State Series Championship. Both
Salmela and Powell are candidates for the All-Maine squad which
will be chosen next week.
White Key— ^ears Nipped By Tufts. 14r
INTERFRATKRNITY HOCKEY »
STANDINGS
Coach Frank Sabasteanski had
much praise for his runners and
high hopes for next season. Tulon-
en. Farwell, and Paulding, all con-
sistently top finishers this season,
are only sophomores, as are Drew
Jackson and Bob Wright, who,
along with junior Hank Adams,
drew praise for their rapid progress
this year. Captain Rea was also
commended by "Sabe" for his ex-
cellent job leading his teammates.
Tulonen was chosen captain of t.D. 3
next year's promising squad. ps i u 10
The Freshmen Harriers finished AD. 15



























On Last Period Touchdown
The Polar Bears closed their 1966 play and this time connected with
football slate by bowing to pre- the junior halfback who was all
viously winless Tufts. 7-6, last. Sat- alone in the far right corner of the
urday at Whittfer Field. end zone. After shifting from a
Jumbo place kicker Bob Froehlich kicking formation, Viens attempted
booted the decisive point with 10:08 to get the two-poir.i conversion via
left in the game following a 17-








yard pass from junior Ed Sevetz to
sophomore halfback Jay Estabrook
for the tying touchdown.
The excitement was not over, how-
ever, since the Polar Bears threat-
ened twice in the last two minutes,
but wefe stymied by an alert, ball-
hawking Tufts eleven. Junior half-




One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PLANT
69-73 MAINE STREET




Richard J. McGee has been pro-
Mort Soule, who set a college rec-
ord by carrying 34 times, gained 44
yards in 10 rushes on the drive.
Sparked by a 14-yard scamper on
a draw play by Dick Parmenter, the
Bears penetrated tp^ the Jumbo
nine-yard line early in the second
offense and defense, picked off Mau- canto. However, as was the case all
lie Viens' desperation pass at the afternoon, the attack bogged down
Tufts goal line just as the game inside the Tufts 20.
ended Terrific Defense
It was" an especially disappointing The Bowdoin defense, led by in-
defeat for Bowdoin since Coach terior linemen Bob Pfeiffer, Charlie moted t0 head coach of the varsity
Kosty's squad had seemingly with- Hews. Bob Giard. and Dave Mc-
iacr0Sse team
stood a barrage of injuries and "mis- Nabb and linebackers Dom Femino.
fortunes to capture the season's Dave Doughty, and Paul Campbell.
final game. Despite winning the bat- held the Jumbos to just one first
tie of statistics for the first time in down until late in the half. With
seven outings, the Bears could not the pass defease conceding the
keep Tufts from rewarding new short toss, quarterback Ed Sevetz
football ccach Rocky Carzo with his moved his team downfield to the
first victory as a head coach. Bowdoin 31. but ran out of downs.
"Benny" Scores The third period was pretty
As a matter of fact, it appeared .much a standoff. The Bears got a
that the Bears were going to pile up break when junior Bobby Giard re-
a big score in this one. The first covered Sevetz's bobble at the Tufts
time the home forces had the pig- 29. Again they were unable to cap
He succeeds Sidney J. Watson,
who asked to be relieved from his
lacrosse head coaching chores be-
cause of conflicts resulting from the
overlapping of the end of the hock-
ey season and the beginning of the
lacrosse season. Mr. Watson, Bow-
doin's head coach of hockey and an
assistant football coach, will serve
as freshman lacrosse coach.
Mr. McGee, who coached the Po-
lar Bear freshman lacrosse squad
"
skin senior quarterback Maurie italize as the Jumbo defense halted last year - ls also an ass*518111 fo°t-
Viens directed the Bears to a touch- them at the fifteen. On the next bal1 coacn a"d conducts an in-
down on a 56-yard drive in 15 plays, play Dave Pond rambled through fern™ 1 weight lifting group as well
Finding the Jumbo line pen- the Bowdoin line for 36 yards. as physical education classes,
etrable, Viens called thirteen con- At the beginning of the last per- A native of Providence, R. I., Mr.
secutive running plays, moving the iod the Jumbos launched their big McGee joined the Bowdoin athletic
ball to the Jumbo three before an drive from their own 28-yard line staff in 1965 after a distinguished
illegal procedure penalty forced a after recovering Mort Soule's fum- ni8h school coaching career. Short-
change in strategy. Viens attempted ble. Seveta completed three of four ly before his appointment to the
to pass to Richie Benedetto in the passes on the 48-yard march in- Bowdoin staff he was named
right corner of the end zone but eluding the TD aerial, his first of Maine's football "Coach of the
overthrew him. On fourth down the year. It was only the fourth Year'' by the Maine High School








elation: Debate On House Values:
No Conclusions Reached
Freshmen arrive at Bowdoin.
Throughout the rest of that first
day and first week they are ushered
from assembly to assembly, from
Senior Center luncheons to chicken
barbeques. The freshmen on the
whole ^cari have little time for the
equally important concerns of he-




Moreover the knowledge to be
garnered from these various assem-




what Bowdoin does during a fresh-
man's first day on campus is as
warm as what Ohio State does."
The Dean of Students hopes that
Bowdoin will stand back and care-
fully evaluate its program of col-
lege orientation. "We pride our-
selves on being a small college
where the emphasis is on close fac-
ultv-student relationships and in-
dividual instruction, a series of
FRESHMEN MEETING — "To some College officials
. . . much of
what Bowdoin does during a freshman's first day on campus IsLas^
warm as what Ohio State does.
SOS m YAfi
by James Gillen
For many campus zanies 10 30
p.m. Wednesday was Union break
but to a few fervent souls an hour
of unrest and action. About 20
students ta fantastic turnout by
Bowdoin standards) gathered In
Conference Room B un^er the egis
of Marc Freedman's new answer to
Bowdoin boredom — Students for
a Democratic Society.
The meeting was called both to
assess student interest and to or-
ganize a protest against the Selec-
tive Service College Qua'ification
Test being given on Saturday. Not
only was interest and concern
shown in discussion of such topics
as Vietnam, Black Power, and the
Draft, by serious supporters of the
S.D.S. cause but equal if not great-
er contributions where made by a
contingent of right' wing conserva-
tives and sympathizers who were
present as intefested observers.,
What otherwise might have been
a run of the mill meeting became a
lively affair full of interesting dis-
cussion and hard thinking. The
next meeting is scheduled for next
week at the same time. Whatever
may become of this group's plans




cussion of contemporary problems
and pub'ic issue one can only
hope that they are successful and
that this spark of activism will
light off future fire of action
^The Student Council's Student
Life subcommittee on Fraternities
met last Sunday, Nov. 13, in the
house of Professor Reginald Han-
naford. The discussion centered
.m.iinly on ti» value of fraternities,
the effect of the Senior Center, and
the advisability of coeducation.
Tom Allen and Don Ferro covered
maj-jr prints in. the fraternity and
Senior issues, taking opposing views.
Allen, '67, said that he ha.s seen
fraternities change freshmen in two
months from interesting individuals
t)- identical representatives of fra-
ternity thought. He'feels that the
Senior is one of the few aspects of
civilization at Bowdoin, that more
students should be provided with
its atmosphere, but that unfortu-
nately-Jts--|M-4>^n^#—bas-*»4~4tt:ye-
effect on the attitudes and actions
of the fraternities.
Ferro, '68. Junior class President,
feels that fraternities serve a valu-
able function as a social organiza-
tion and that fraternities have no,
adverse effects on personalities or
academics. He feels that fraternity
life gives students valuable experi-
ence in practical living (i.e., paying
He also said that the Senior Cen-
ter has a noticeable calming effect
on the houses, which tend to emu-
late the sophistication of the se-
niors. He does not advocate any
specific changes in the system be-
cause he says that each year it is
amended slightly to meet the cur-
rent needs.
The coeducation issue found only-
two of those present in favor of it.
It was stated that women on cam-
pus are often a nuisance and that
usually Bowdoin men don't do with-
out for very long. It wa.s suggest-
ed, however, that perhaps the col-
lege could sponsor low cost trans-
i Please turn to page 6»
HANNAl OKI) S THOIGHTS
Item 1. Many students and
many faculty quite honestly feel
that we dp not have any work to
do — that in fact our first motion
ought be one of adjournment. "Bow-'
doin fraternities are incapable of
change." "Bowdoin fraternities are
fine just the way they are." "What-
ever changes the students them-
bi'ls. fuse blowouts, etc.' and that selves maj wani to nuke in their
the pressure of orientation and gen- fraternities, the faculty has no busi-
eral fraternity life is desirable be- ness buttine in." The fraternities
cause it wiH separate the men from woiild die tomorrow if the college
the boys, those not able to with- were to withdraw their special and
stand the__m:essurjL being the—hoys. LElease turn to page 6i
bhes is great. Yet most of this
information is thrown at the fresh-
men at a bewildering pace, a pace
which is rarely checked in order to
emphasize some important or ob-
scure point. Not only does a great
deal of this information simply "go
in one ear and out the other," but
many honest questions are not ask-
ed because the questioner is too
self-conscious within such a large
group.
Orientation Questioned
In the current issue of the "Bow-
doin Alumnus" this entire program
of college orientation is discussed.
speeches in Pickard Theater hardiy
bears this out."
Dean Proposed Study
With this in mind he proposed to
the Student Life Committee sub-
committees on fraternity life, on
the advisor system, and on the
freshman year that they should
seriously consider all alternatives.
What alternatives should they con-
sider? The various subcommittees
have come up with these sugges-
tions:
1. Having a freshman orienta-
tion week, a week in which the
(Please turn to page 3)
WBOR Feels Manpower Pinch;
Wants Broader Programming
Radio station WBOR is looking
to expand its scope of its program-
ming, but it cannot for lack of
student participation.
In an interview with the Orient,
Ed Mil'er, the c'irector of WBOR,
revealed that he has plans to or-
ganize programs which involve
b) K. K.ORNITSKY
more than the playing of records.
These will tentatively include series
by Professors Schwartz and Rogers
on contemporary music and on mu-
sic required by Music 1. Political
panels, interviews with various fac-
ulty members and a show called
Faculty Favorites, during which
members of the faculty will dis-
cuss and play their favorite mu-
planned a news wrapup, but there
was no volunteer and the position
is as yet unfilled.
Commereia' Competition
One reason for introducing non-
musical shows, is Miller's belief that
WBOR cannot compete with large
commercial stations in the field of
rock 'n roll. Instead, by presenting
programs of jazz, classical, and
SAC Focuses On
Drama. Coffee House
Saturday, November 19 from 8:00
p.m. until 11:15 p.m. the Student
I'nion Committee Ls inaugurating
its new series of off-weekend en-
tertainment experiments, hence-
T. -. . . . '
"_ forth to be known as "Room B."The Student Art Committee was tails a consistent weekly commits All "Room B events are in the
even an unquestionable vote of m,m ^ mechaniCs of acti „ combined area , the maln
confidence- bv virtue of a large and .•-". . ^
articulate turnout at its last meet- *
aPP"ed t0 dramatiC paSSageS fr°m
"""l "f ' '^ Under °f









• j el of the Mou ton Union.
24 undergraduates, were Professors terestel In participating in the TnJs serjes of (lRoom R„ eventsCoursen Stoddard. Hornby and workshop should see Mr. Hornby w,„ b, open to Bowdoin studentsHarry Warren. The Committee or Tom Roulston. and their dates, members of the3 ?3 ' 3T fS ^ ^ a" M°re ™k Concerts " -doin faculty and staff and
rXitv
S,KmflCant Pr°eram Atao in the offing is the continua- '"eir wives, and their guests. The
Decemb • U°n ° f studenl folk concerts on
support




aS S6t aS the date Party weekends, it is hoped fur-
"bW weekend" concerts and dances
niou ofTrnTUST °n tC^" thermore ' that these c°n<*rts will bas made this series possible andq es f artistic criticism. The • .w . _.
panel, moderated bv Thomas Kos- ^ "* foundatlon for a P™' *' encoura*e your fine continued
mo '68 wi'l feature Professors
"^ C°ffee h°USC J°hn Isaacs ts ™PP° ° f *' "^ ™k™«s ln
Coursen, Hornby, Redwine Stod- 7™Uy inVeSUgaUng the problems "* ^ "? "Room B" series
dard. Schwart, L !L^J^_ 0t finanCes and ,ocati°n with re- -»y enjoy a lengthy future. The
small jazz band, the Duane Nyle
Combo, which will perform in
sic
, z ,and Beckwith dis-
cussing the role of criticism in their
WBOR ON THE AIR - Dana Harknett 70 mans the turntables.
According to Station Manager Miller, more such men are needed.
could also be added to the folk music and educational ma-
gard to the coffee house.
Membership Openparticular fields. It is scheduled A1) /"""
u™"* "»™ "
' V™ """ *""o '»
for the Main LoUnge <, f the Mou,_
A» of the actlvit»«* Scribed «°«™ «* "us Saturday evening
;ton Union at 7 30 pm 6 aFe completely °Pen to any
for "ktenlng or dancing, and all fu-
undergraduate or faculty member. lure entertainment will be direct-
Actors' Workshop Anyone interested ln implementing '? supported by the proceeds, of the
An acting workshop has also been these programs «r - suggesting miJor weekend. There will not be
started, under the general direction changes should attend the next an admission charge for this dance
of Professor Hornby. At the meet- Committee meeting, TUESDAY^"1 Saturday evening. One wl'l
lnR Mr Hornby explained that the EVENING, NOVEMBER 22, AT 7:00 merely nml i6 show Vf)ur j D Card
workshop is open to any student, P.M. IN THE GALLERY LOUNGE at lhe door. .
but that to,be at all effective it en- OF THE MOULTON UNION ^^^^1^^^^^^^^
schedule
WBOR Lacks Manpower
There is, however, a problem of
time and manpower which has
hampered progress in this direction.
terial, WBOR will become more
than ordinary.
Sports, Language, Seen
Some progress has been made ir-
vitalizing the programming. Thi«
year most of the hockey games wil
As of this writing. Miller is the be broadcasted. A language half
only administrative official of the hour has been instituted by tl
:
tat ran. and he feels he is not quali- German and French teaching f
tied to organize such shows Also, lows and on 'Tuesday there ism students have offered their tal- program by the International <
ems as interviewers or panel mod- Also, there is a large budgr:
erators Miller, for instance had buying new records




Portland's "Gate" Moves Into
•Second YfeSf: Open To A&
Undergraduates at*"' Bowdoin. College will present an informal recital
in tlie Main Lounge of the Moulton Union on the Bowdoin campus fun-
day evening. •'.'*" '
.
The public is invited to attend the recital, which will begin at 7 p.m.
Refreshments will be served alter the performances.
The program will include several piano solos by David L. Kimport '68,
and Glen R. Johnson '69.
Kimport and Johnson will play works by Bach and Debussy.
The Bowdoin Mathematics Club will meet Tuesday, November 22, at
7:30 in Room 16C in the Senior Center. Topics for discussion will be "The
Russel Contradiction," by John Ramistella '68 and "Minor-Potent Force in
The American Political System," by John Lawlor '69. All curious members
of the College community are cordially invited to attend.
* * * • • •
The "Open Teen-age & Collegiate Physical Fitness" contest will be
held Saturday, November 26, (Thanksgiving Day weekend) at 5 p.m., at
Eastern Nazarene College, Qulncy, Mass. and on Sunday, November 27th
at 3 p.m. at The Phillips Brooks House, Harvard College Yard. All are
cordially invited to attend, no entry or admission fees.
The events will be chinning, wrist-wrestling, push-ups, situps, bench
pressing, curling, and special events, In the spirit of "anything you can do,
I can do better." The teen-agers will be classed according to age as well
as body weight. (Ages 13-14, 15-16, 17-18, 19 and older). (Body weight
classes 110 pounds and under, 123, 132, 148, 165, 181, 198, 225 and unlimited).
Virgil H. Logan, Jr. '69, has won the Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks
Prize Speaking Contest.
Logan was awarded a $75 prize after defeating five other finalists
selected by their teachers in Advanced Public Speaking courses at Bow-
doin. .
Judges for the competition were Professor George H. Quinby of the
Bowdoin English Department, Associate Director of Admissions Robert
C. Mellow, and Charles R. Toomajian, Jr., Administrative Assistant to
the Dean of Students. —
Presiding over the contest was Billy W. Reed, Instructor in Speech.
The prize money comes from a fund established in 1909 by Captain
Henry Nathaniel Fairbanks of Bangor, Maine, in memory of his son,
Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks of Bowdoin's Class of 1895. Income from the
fund is used for various public speaking awards at Bowdoin.
*. *
.
» '> * * *
George S. Isaacson '70 has won first prize in the College's Edgar Oakes
Achorn Prize Debate, Professor Albert R. Thayer, faculty adviser to the
competition, announced today.
Isaacson was awarded a prize of S45. With him on the winning affir-
mative team was freshman Jeff D. Emerson.
Negative team members were freshmen Clark T. Irwin, Jr., and Bruce
E. Cain. Irwin was awarded the individual second prize of $27 and Cain
won the third prize of $18.
The students were chosen as finalists to debate tl.e topic, "Resolved,
that the United States should substantially reduce its foreign policy com-
mitments^ —
Professor Thayer, Bowdoin's Harrison King McCann Professor of
Oral Communication in the Department of English, presided over the
debate. Judges were Mrs. John W. Ambrose, Jr., wife of Professor John W.
Ambrose of the Classics Department; Atty. and former Municipal Court
Judge Joseph L. Singer '33 of Brunswick, Maine; and Glenn K. Richards
'60, Alumni Secretary.
The Achorn Prize, established in 1932 by Edgar (). Achorn of Bow-
doin's Class of 1881, is awarded each year for excellence in debating in a
competition among Bowdoin's underclassmen.
' President James S. Coles of Bow--
doin College announced today that The Gate, only year-round, coffee A few of these programs in forth
-
Bowdoin hai received a grant of house in the Oreater Portland area. «^
ln*






. Grover, folk singe* from .Spring
JM<*>$°?»-- Th^Sears^bucfc will be- eelebraling its first aruuver.* fteld Massachusetts. on November
Foundation .under the Foundation's^sary en the 23*h. of. this month, jgth;* Father Michael Collins, in-
continuing program of aid to prl- Church-sponsored and decidedly formal talk oh Friday, November
vately supported colleges and uni- non-profit, it provides a variety of 25tn ; Tom Beaman of Bowdoin,
versities. lively programs during evening 'oik music, December 10th; Profes-
The grants are unrestricted, al- hours. A high percentage of those sor James Lewisohn of UMP, poetry
lowing the colleger to allocate their who frequent The Gate on week- reading December 17th.
fun's according to their greatest end nights are college students and Beginning Saturday, November
needs. In addition to its grant pro- their dates. Here they can find a 19th. The Gate, located at 654 Con-
gram the Foundation during the quiet, inexpensive place, with en- gress St., will institute a cover
current year will invest more than tertainment of some form, whether charge of $1.00 per person on Sat-
$8:0,000 in a variety of scholarships it's folk singing, play or poetry urday nights only. There is no
and other types of education pro- reading, or an informal talk on a cover charge during the remainder
grams. stimulating topic. of the week - rhe Gate is °Ven days
10-5 Tuesday thru Friday, Saturday
12-5, Sunday 3-11. Evening hours
are Thursday 8-11, Friday and Sat-
urday 8-12.
FLY WITH US -
Make your reservations for the holidays now. Immediate confirma-
tion — Payment not necessary until you pick up the ticket
DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND AT CHRISTMAS
CALL 725-5587
Brunswick Tour & Travel Service
222 MAINE ST. OPPOSITE BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Give Skis and Accessories
for Christmas
PRE-SEAS0N SKI SALE -FINAL WEEK
HART STANDARD
Were 99.50 NOW 79.50
HART PRO
Were 109.50 NOW 87.50
HART GALAXIE I
Were 1 1 9.50 NOW 95.50
Student Council Reports
Student Art Committee: The Bowdoin Student Art Committee was unani-
mously passed by the Council. It is now authorized to appear before
the Blanket Tax.
Curriculum: There has been a reactivation of the Faculty Committee on
Non-Western Studies. Jud Smith will have a report on comparative
ranking systems afterThanksgiving.
Admissions: Letters are being sent to high schools around the country
which state many of the tenets of BUCRO, in the hopes of admitting
more students from low-income brackets.
Campus Chest: The Fatuity voted against the proposal to remove Satur-
day classes for Campus Chest. Hopefully, the concert will still be held
on Friday night of that weekend.
Student Life: There will be a mixer at Wheaton Dec. 2. Also, there are
tentative plans to have a Wheaton mixer at Bowdoin sometime after











READ'S SKI & MEN'S SHOP
Smiths Photo Shop
















185 Park Row Brunswick
Let us help you plan. your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE






NOTE — One evening show at






NOTE —• One evening show at
7:30 p.m. on this engagement
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
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FRESHMEN
(Continued from page 1)
freshmen
voould learn about the
coMege not_ wily throng lectures,
etc. but also by living on the
campus
4 a week free Uf upper-
^
classmen, of ^heS sense
.of im*
* pending doom just before rush-
ing, a week in which* to get ac-
quainted.
2. To have the freshmen brok-
en down into small groups which
can then meet with an advisor
at their conveniece to go over
all rules, the honor system, etc.,
and to discuss individual ques-
tions.
This is by no means the total of
ideas; what other alternatives are
there? On this problem Dean
Brown encourages both freshmen
and upperclassmen to let him know
of any comparable more personal,
more valuable programs which
might be instituted in place of the
current one. Certainly all alterna-
tives must take into consideration
the vast amount of information
which ought to be meaningfully
conveyed. An attempt should be
made to encourage and satisfac-
torily answer genuine questions and
more time should be available when
necessary for further discussion of
important or ambiguous points,
according to Dean Brown.
t udent Support
Finally the student body must
voice its support and demonstrate
its interest in what the faculty is
doing to improve this first impres-
sion of Bowdoin student life.
Fellowships Go Begging:
MEN.^ND WOMEN) WANTED : FELLOWSHIPS GO BEG^N^T *
Would you believe graduate fellowships are going to waste for lactttjf
applicants? Would you believe four fellowships w6rth over ?3,©00 each for
prospective teachers remain unfilled this .yearj*t the University of Maine?
A-copibljiation of University, federal government, and" Ipcar community
financial support lies behind a Master of Arts in Teaching program for
a potential twenty-eight recent college graduates each year. Dr. StanleyL Freeman (Bates '47), Assistant Dean of Education, stated that the
main reason for the failure to award all the fellowships this year was the
late announcement last spring of a federal grant to add eight fellowships
to the twenty previously awarded by the University.
According to Di. Freeman, it is not generally realized that excellent
opportunities for employment, and advancement exist for men in elemen-
tary education. The MAT, with its year of internship teaching, offers a
man who had not considered a career in teaching an opportunity quickly
to gain a master's degree, to qualify for a teaching certificate, to explore
a career in teaching, and to gain one year of credit on the salary scale.
Of course, the same benefits extend to women.
Admission to the MAT program, which provides $1,000 free tuition for
non-resident students ($400 for residents of Maine), and a stipend of
over $2,000, requires a bachelor's degree with at least a B- average and
recommendations which support the individual's promise as a teacher.
The MAT program is open to qualified students whether or not they had
teacher education courses as undergraduates. Dr. Freeman aims at early
decisions so no fellowships will go begging this year. If you want applica-

























"THAT UPOW. WHICH folk wisdom,
common sense, and philosophical
demonstration have always agreed
remains the verdict of reality: men
are unequal—unequal in intelligence,
in ability, in vigor, in moral stamina.
So now we pass to a new stage
of egaliiarianism. If, despite the
leveling of opportunity, inequality
still raises its ugly head, then





For a <re» copy of the
I current issue of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, write
to Dept. CP-4 130 E.
35 St., N. Y. 16, N. T.
KING'S BARBER SHOP
NEXT TO CAMPUS /
Bowdoin'* Favorite Barben
_
SIX — BARBERS— SIX
PHILIPPON S MARKET
78 UNION STREET
Serving Bowdoin men with great buys in Meats, Chips,
and Refreshments with the best buys in town
THESE NAMES ARE
SELECTED FOR FREE







212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS"— "STORAGE FACILITIES"
We set out to ruin




who will be 21 by
July. 1, 1967
Subject: Summer Employment
(with a carry over)
A "Blue Chip" opportunity to
earn good income this summer
and learn about the life insur-
ance career. We have designed
and tested an intensive train-
ing and sales program which
can lead to our Sales Manage-
ment Training Program on




Placement Office for an ap-
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The Bell System has many small, automatic
telephone offices around the
country.The equipment in them
could operate unattended for
ten years or so, but for a problem.
The many electric motors in those offices
needed lubrication at least once a year. Heat
from the motors dried up the bearing oils,
thus entailing costly annual maintenance.
To stamp out this problem, many tests
were conducted at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Lubricant engi-
neer George H. Kitchen decided
to do a basic experiment that
would provide a motor with the
worst possible conditions. He deliberately set
out to ruin some ball bearings
by smearing them with an
icky guck called molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2 ).
Swock! This solid lubricant, used a certain
way, actually increased the life expectancy
of the ball bearings by a factor
of ten! Now the motors can run
for at least a decade without
lubrication.
We've learned from our
"failures." Our aim: investigate
everything.
The only experiment that can
really be said to "fail" is the
one that is never tried.
AT& Bell SystemAmerican Telephone a Teletraph
and Associated Companies
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TO DO WITHOUT
, „ To The Editor^ • -,, , r
It ivS with a great deal of sadness that it must be 3aid that tHe x a™, delighted that Mr. Kosmo' has delivered a
drive for-just a look at the"possibilities for coeducation at Bowdoin
"
rebuttal" to my recent Forum Talk. Actually, if I
is going quietly by the boards, a reacti6n long expected by the «**»**•*«* him correctly, I find that we agree on
administration of the college. There seems to be little, or no stu-
alm0St aU fundamental lssues
-
l wisn now merely to
dent interest outside of a very few students already heavily loaded 5*^5* ^ K0Sm° misunderstood some aspectS
with work who are unable to do everything by themselves. After ° j^ad intended in the talk to make a case for the
an initial burst of enthusiasm on the part of group of undergrad- creative arts, for the values of the "inside" experience,
uates, the Bowdoin Zeitgeist has once again enveloped a worthwhile as opposed to the appreciative or critical course. After
endeavor. In an article appearing elsewhere in this issue it is conferring, however, with members of the departments
observed that among the Student Council Student Life Subcom- responsible for the creative arts, I discovered that we
mittee on Fraternities, only two voices were found in favor of the could not now meet student demand in these areas,
coeducation issue. This alone is not too disturbing, for all views on In some cases we lacked manpower, in others, we
the subject must be acknowledged, but the accompanying state- >«*ed facilities. :tt m»y be naive of me to be concerned
ment must give one pause to reflect seriously about Bowdoin stu-
dent life; "it was stated that women on campus are often a nui-
sance and that usually Bowdoin men don't do without for very
long." There are two things that are bothersome about this quote
;
first of all, since we see women (of our own age and interests) on
campus (in any significant number) only on strategically planned have been guilty of gross irresponsibility — getting the
party weekends, it seems dangerous and wrong to say that women students excited without suggesting a positive channel
on campus are often a nuisance. After all, it could possibly be that into wnicn that excitement could flow. The formation
it is the Bowdoin student who is the -nuisance, because he doesn't of tne student Art Committee coincided neatly (and
know better. The second thing, and the most troubling is the atti-
tude towards women suggested by the last statement; "usually
Bowdoin men don't do without for very long." It is a natural out-
growth of the present social life that women are looked upon as
commodities brought in for sex every so often, so that Bowdoin
.men will not have to "do without."
Anyone who actually believes that this is anywhere near a
healthy situation is totally mistaken. The four years which stu-
dents spend here are. four of his most impressionable years. To
Jook upon women a s mprp things anH nnt m- ivnjntf^
Coufsen On_Kosmo
about the situation, as Mr. Kosmo suggests. If so, it is
a naivete I share with several other faculty members.
At any rate, I could not make a case for the creative
arts if the college was already having difficulty fulfill-
ing its current commitments to the undergraduates.
Had I merely inveighed against the situation, I would
not coincidentally) with my talk.
With this background, let me move on to discuss
specific points in Mr. Kosmo's "rebuttal." I did not
compare Bowdoin with the Little Three in terms of
the arts. The reference to the Little Three was also a
reference to my talk last Spring where I compared
liberal arts offerings at Bowdoin to those of the other
institutions. If Mr. Kosmo will check the text or the
tape of that talk he will find that I accounted for the
differences in institutional size.
the Student. Arts Committee, who are writing for the
Quill, who crowded Mr. Lent's Studio Art Course! who
have participated in Mr. Schwartz's Composition
Course and will participate in Mr. Hornby's Experi-
mental Theater suggests that some, at least, are seek-
ing more from college than a joyless push towards
graduate school. And I might add that if I myself
did not see and feel tremendous possibilities for the
arts at Bowdoin I would not have bothered to give the
talk, would not now be writing this letter.
I agree with Mr. Kosmo that true genius will assert
itself — that there is no such thing as a "mute hv
glorious Milton." Anyone who listened carefully to my
talk recognized that it did not call for a sudden ex
plosion of genius, but for a climate in which
could emerge, in which the first feeble flickerings of
creative instinct could be translated from impulse to
form. College is a place where students should in-
dulge the luxury — I would say necessity — of self-
discovery, of imposing discipline on the chaos of them-
selves and their world. Surely students are acting
from their own deepest instincts when they resist
efforts to push them prematurely into a professional
orientation. If, as I have heard, over three quarters
of our entering freshmen know already what they will
major in, I can only ask why they came here, where,
theoretically and sometimes in fact, the student is
offered a chance to sample of variety of experiences
before deciding on a specific area of concentration.
"It is hard to believe," says Mr. Kosmo, "that there
are any strangled spirits of creativity here." He might
ask those who had to be lopped from the roster of the
Creative Writing Course this fall because the course
was over-subscribed. Surely those students were ex-
pressing some desire for creativity when they signed
In no way did I denigrate the superb results which up. This spring I'll send him the students unable to
a small and dedicated group have achieved in the arts.
That they have done so much suggests that here is an
area into which more of the college's resources might
go — particularly into the development of more and
better undergraduate programs in the arts.
Who," Mr. Kosmo asks, "is this college which
our daily lives can only produce a harmful effect upon many
Bowdoin men. Many marry women whom they do not know as
women
;
some may never really know what women are, except in
the extremely narrow, fraternity house-party perspective. There
are still a few interested in discussing this question, and we of the
Orient are among them. Before Christmas vacation, a poll will be scorns-the arts?" Let, me try to tell him again. When
circulated among the student body which will try to ascertain their a college becomes primarily a prep school for graduate
feelings. This poll will be discussed further in the next issue. study, the creative arts become secondary, mere lux-
uries, unessential to practical pursuits. When course
.
— OUR APOLOCIFS emphasis in both sciences and humanities is on turn-
ing out "Chemists" or "Biologists," "Historians" or
» In last week's Orient there appeared a number of suggestions, "Literary Critics," developing Professionals, rather
a few of which were signed. However, two of them. Hank Hub- tnan on allowinB the student to experience the prob-
bard's and Chester Freeman's, were not-signed by those people lems and points of view of the scientist or the scholar
We extend our apologies to these two men and at" the same tim* ~ then other ."Pgiental possibilities evaporate. And
-question the immaturity oTTOi" who. signed the suggestions. It
is men like you who give credit to the administration's view that
students can not be trusted. Why don't you grow up?
SAVE THE ANDROSCOGGIN
On the front page of this week's Brunswick Record there
appears an Editorial calling upon conservation-minded, anti-pollu-
tion persons to go to Auburn next Tuesday to counteract the
moneyed interests of the State who find it profitable to pollute the
Androscoggin, who will definitely be there. We call upon all mem-
bers of the Bowdoin community who believe in ending the sewer
system of rivers that marks this state's waterways to go to Auburn
on Tuesday at 10 a.m. - JPR
to go. Does Mr. Kosmo contend that some of the
tendencies I outline are not apparent at Bowdoin?
Does he contend that such tendencies will foster the
arts?
Yet the counter-thrust of the students who formed
take English 8 because the course must be held to 15.
And then there are all those who will never know
what that voice deep inside them was trying to say,
because they looked around and saw almost everyone
else engaged in practical pursuits, and joined in. If
such people come to enjoy art at all, it will always be
from the outside — not because they once wrote a
short story, or painted a still-life, or acted Polonius,
or played the cello.
Finally, I hope that Mr. Kosmo is right, that "more
can be done with physical improvements, course offer-
ings, faculty size, and it will be done soon." Whether
more is done will depend to a large extent upon the
maturity with which the Student Arts Committee
carries out its responsibilities and upon the support
it receives Trom other Bowdoin undergraduates. I
hope it is not naive to suggest that the members of
the Committee have a real chance to affect, positively
and profoundly, the nature and direction of Bowdoin's
future.
„
Herbert R. Coursen, Jr.
Sigma Nu Alumnus Comments
The Next ORIENT Will Be Dec 2;
Have A Pleasant lliree-Day Break-
And Give Thanks For Little Dungs
THE
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Mr. William D. Ireland
P.O. Box 7
Brunswick, Maine /
Re: Faculty Action on Sigma Nu
Dear Sir: *• .
Attached is copy of our letter of March 5, 1962.
We are informed by the press, the Boston Herald
ol October 14, 1966, that the Bowdoin faculty has
asked the governing boards to ban Sigma Nu from the
campus.
The United States Government at Washington has
duly acquired the reputation of being the world's big-
gest BUSYBODY, meddling in the domestic affairs
of other
f
nations, to wit, Vietnam. 10.CO0 miles from
Brunswick, Maine.
Now the Bowdoin faculty has taken on the job of
being a National busybody, telling a National Frater-
nity with national headquarters at Lexington, Vir-
ginia, how to run its business.
There are over 700 Bowdoin Alumni who are Sigma
Nui and we do not like it. The faculty should educate
the boys and mind its own business.
Harvard, Yale, Princeton. Amherst, Williams and
Wesleyan, have excellent academic standards; and
yet Meld good football teams. Cannot Bowdoin do the
sane? Look at the record this fall:
March 2, 1962
Mr. William D. Ireland
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I would speculate that 90'; of the faculty are immi-
grants from other colleges. We need men of .wisdom
like Casey Sills and Dean Nixon. It is hoped that the
Governing Boards of Bowdoin have the wisdom and
vision to vote against the faculty recommendation in
the matter of Sigma Nu. If you divide the Alumni
it will affect the Alumni Fund.
S. C. Martin Past President of Bowdoin
Bowdoin 1922 Club of New Hampshire
See Tower Letter, Page 5
Re: FREEDOM OF CHOICE FOR BOWDOIN
FRATERNITIES
Attached is a copy of a news item from the Winter
issue of the Delta, magazine of Sigma Nu Fraternity,
concerning U.S. Senator John G. Tower's remarks at
the Annual Interfraternity Workshop at the Univer-
sity of Texas. I will go along with Senator Tower, a
Kappa Sig, that the college fraternities should have a
freedom of choice in selecting their members; and
not be compelled by the Bowdoin untra liberal faculty
to commit everyone to the same socio-economic status.
My fraternity is Sigma Nu which exercises its free-
dom of selecting anyone except a Negro or an Orien-
tal. A Negro fraternity has the freedom of action to "
exclude white colored people. We want the same priv-
ilege. Let the fraternities alone at Bowdoin, the same
as they operated under Casey Sills.
Bowdoin will lose a lot of financial support from
her Alumni if the faculty starts to tear down Bow-
doin traditions. My son, John Kennard Martin, a ju-
nior at Bowdoin, class of 1963, and managing editor of
the Orient. I have been back often and it is not the
same Bowdoin as you and I knew it. The boys surely
look very different.
It is my firm hope that the Governing Boards in
June will vote down the resolution passed by the
president and faculty, which is in fact an ultimatum
to Bowdoin's fraternities to "do as we tell you or get
out".
Maybe the president and the faculty should get out.
Most of them are not Bowdoin men.
I refer you to the editorial of John W. Halperin,
Editor-in-Chief of the Bowdoin Orient, in its issue of
February 15, 1962. I say Amen to his thoughts.
This is a serious problem affecting the attitude
toward Old Bowdoin of the older Alumni. We know
you will give this serious study before you vote.
Let there be liberty of selection on the part of the
Bowdoin Fraternities. The college should be run by
the Board of Trustees.
Sylvio C. Martin
FRIDAY, NOV. 18, 1966 * turn bowdoin oiinnrr PAOK FIV*





$ - by Marc Freedman \
* A Responsible Ceft?
To the Editor:
Mister Freedman 's essay on "The Left" in
-last
week's Orient demands comment.
There seem to be so many examples of inadequacy
in Mister Freedman's thinking that' it is difficult to
know quite where to start.
-I suppose the beginning
of Mister Freedman's essay is as unfortunate a be-
ginning point for this comment as any other.
He declares: "there might be communists in SDS.
(Students for a Democratic Society). There are un-
doubtedly some communist sympathizers. SDS does
not bother to ask. What is the difference?" One dif-
ference is this: there are two conclusions which can
be drawn from this train of thought: 1.) that the
communists or communist sympathizers that might
be in the SDS will not try to subvert its noble inten-
tions. Or 2.) that SDS does not care if its noble in-
tentions are subverted. I doubt that Mister Freedman
will admit that SDS is not concerned with whether
its intentions are subverted. Does Mister Freedman
then believe that the Communists and communist
sympathizers do not subvert the intentions of those
organizations which they belong to? I imagine that
a well-read individual could give Mister Freedman
perhaps a thousand examples to refute such a view-
point.
I would like to ask Mister Freedman why commu-
nists or their sympathizers would belong to an or-
ganization which "works for freedom, peace, justice,
brotherhood.
. .
." Does Mister Freedman feel that
these are the "goals" towards which communists and
their sympathizers aim. If so, he has knowledge
of a different type of Communist, than I do. I would
appreciate Mister Freedman's sharing of that knowl-
edge with me.
On the problems facing America and American
Negroes, especially concerning "Black Power," Mister
Freedman's thinking becomes frightening. Apparently
Mister Freedman feels any idea on solving these prob-
lems ought to be given "a chance." I imagine George
Lincoln Rockwell has an "idea" which would solve
these problems — should that "idea" be given "a
.
chance." I hardly think Mister Freedman would an-
*
swer "yes." Concerning this problem of "Black Pow-
• er" Mister Freedman exhibits enormous faith in vague
generalizations. Should any group — much less every
group — that is concerned with "getting its own iden-
tity" be given carte blanche without first an examina-
tion of those sponsoring this "concern" and an effort
to find out exactly what "getting its own identity" con-
sists of? Apparently Mister Freedman thinks so. If
he does, he should say so.
Mister Freedman's criticism of the House Un-Amer-
ican Activities Committee is misdirected and ill-pre-
pared. How does HUAC "curtail our freedoms?" By
calling some group or person "Un-American. ..." I
do not recall the free speech amendment to the con-
situation as including use of all phrases but "Un-
American?" Does HUAC operate outside the law? If
—so, Mister Freedman, please tell me and I will applaud
you. Admittedly HUAC investigates organizations
and theirs members thought to be subversive. Its aim,
however, is not to curtail the "freedom to subvert"
which the Supreme Court has upheld, but instead to
make knowledge of this "attempt to subvert" avail-
able to the public. Mister Freec'man probably feels
that we should do away with this regulation, as slight
as it is. I think he wUl find that if we do away with
"regulators", (ICC, FAA, FCC, Federal Food and
Drug) that we would shortly have only anarchy. If
this is what Mister Freedman wants, let him say so.
If he does not feel that anarchy would develop in the
absence of these truely "freedom curtailing" regula-
tors, let* him explain his rationalization. I await en-
lightenment.
There should be an organization for all those con-
cerned with these problems, and I admire Mister
Freedman's interest and initiative in attempting to
start such an organization. Nevertheless, muddled
thinking and. rash acceptance of "ideas" without
thought will get no one anywhere but in trouble.





If-you care nor f6r^mr"ATrcrihro*ugh the looking
glass1 ' antics of our cohorts on cither end of the po-
litical spectrum, and wish to re-enter the world of
reality, I commend to your attention' the philosophy
of political moderation, that broad thoroughfare trav-
eled by most of the citizens.
This philosophy is marked by its refreshing lack of
r'ogma. It is a room which the tenant may decorate
to his own tastes. Whereas, the member of the right
or left finds his ideological apartment already pre-
furnished to blend with the decor of his organization.
Secondly, the political moderate possesses a greater
opportunity to achieve whatever ends he may pursue.
Men, more often than parties, formulate the plans
and ideas which serve as grist for the legislative proc-
ess. In many instances such an individual finds that
he needs more than the voting strength of his par-
ticular party to initiate his course of action. Who" is
able to transcend an-i reach across the bounds of
party? Will it be tho.*e of the two extremes who
differ as black from white, or the moderates whose
ideologies differ as various shades of gray.
The middle path is in fact the only one. The others
are merely gutters which run along on either side of
the main road.
Paul Barton 70
THE TORCH OF FREEDOM
by Michakl Harmon
It was all Just about wrapped up
by Chet Huntley at 10:30 p.m. on
that Election Day, when he turned
to David Brinkley and said, "Well,
it looks like the Liberal Hour is
over." And Huntley replied, "Yes,
it certainly appears that way." As
more and more totals rolled in, the
picture they built up became un-
mistakable — the Liberal's day of
glory was over, after a two-year
reign which had seen more social-
welfare legislation passed than in
any comparable period in the his-
tory of the Republic. The Amer-
ican public surveyed the record of
the "Wonderful Eighty-ninth," and
decided it wasn't all that wonder-
ful. The incoming Congress is
equipped to deal with the present
"Poverty" programs with a cautious
and skeptical eye, demanding value
received for money paid, a require-
ment that has not been fulfilled so
far.
But this Congress is going to deal
with more than Just some over-sa-
laried, superfluous bureaucrats; it is
also a more hawkish Congress as
far as the yietnamese War is con-
cerned, andls bound to view the
President's efforts to keep this war
rolling along on a no-wiri basis with
a justifiable amount of distrust and
criticism. This past election was,
as Richard Nixon stated, the
"soundest rebuke of a President in
a generation," and that rebuke is
going to be heard loud and long in
the next two years.
The safest thing to say about this
election was that people were dis-
satisfied with many things: the in-
crease in crime, inflation, the war,
civil riots, and so forth. But the
people went further than being dis-
satisfied with these things. They
laid them directly at the door of
the party in power, and Democrats
went down in flames all over the
political sky. Republican gains in
Congress (forty-seven seats, thus
fulfilling this column's prediction of
last semester) were sufficiently above
average to give the ordinary Re-
publican a warm glow in his heart,
but the real story doesn't lie there.
Republicans gained eight state gov-
ernorships, (with Georgia still un-
decided at this writing) giving the
Republican Party twenty-five of the
fifty states, but they also gained a
solid majority or the popular vote.
In fact, six out of the nation's
largest states have Republican gov-
ernors, and if the electoral votes of
those states having Republican gov-
ernors are totaled up alongside
those allocated for states having
Democratic governors, it comes out
290 electoral votes for the Repub-
licans, 233 for the Democrats, with
270 needed to elect a President.
L. B. J. cannot fail to be consider^
ing these figures right now, and his
re-election in 1968 must look a lot
less certain than it did in '64.
The President, of course, brought
this all upon himself. He tried to
straddle fences, to please the left
with his domestic policies and the
right with his foreign policy, but
it is a truism in American politics
that people don't vote for a candi-
date but instead vote against his
opponent. So the President alien-
ated both the right and the left and
has now discovered that you just
can't win elections that way. (And
as far as the question of whether
the left or the right is more in-
fluential in American politics goes,
Just compare the average "peace"
candidate's total votes with those
amassed by Ronald Reagan. In
fact, you can total all the votes of
all the "peace" candidates and the
comparison would still be valid.)
4
The country, then, took two years
of leftist mismanagement and
couldn't stomach any more. The
leftist-intellectual fringe • will not,
however, accept this defeat. As
Pat Brown said, upon conceding to
Ronald Reagan, "We have just lost
a battle, not the war." But the
war is made up of a sum of battles,
and the left has lost a major one.
Perhaps the Liberal hour is not yet
over, but it has precious few sec-
onds left to go.
SDS | had an ' organizational
meeting this past Wednesday night.
There was a very large turnout —
about thirty people. As expected
many were there merely to heckle,
and others were there just to ob-
serve. There is nothing like a
healthy opposition.
At this first meeting, some of the
basic positions of SDS were ex-
plained; and it was decided to pick-
et the draft-board test being given
here at Bowdoin on Friday and
Saturday, the 18th and 19th of No-
vember. In this article I would
like to explain why I am going to
be one of the pickets.
To begin with, I am completely
against the whole idea of a Selec-
tive Service system. The selectivity
of the system is my major gripe.
Why should some people have to be
drafted and not others? The way
the system works is that the weal-
thy, who have the most to fight for
and thus the most to gain by the
draft, can usually avoid it; and
th-se who are less fortunate end up
doing most of the fighting. It is
not usually the poorest sections that
are hardest hit: they are often the
people who flunk either the mental
or physical part of the exam for all
prospective inducteesT~Th~e~~hardest
hit are the lower middle classes.
This is not right.
Not only is the Selective Service
system unfair in its enlistment pro-
cedures, but it also implies that the
rnly way to serve this country is
through the military. There are
s->"-e of us who would not mind
being in some kind of government
service, But who Just don't want to
do it through the military. There
ought to be some other kind of way
to satisfy one's service obligations.
The Selective Service, however,
dres not agree. Even now there
are non-military government pro-
grams of service to this country:
the Peace Corps, and VISTA. But
these groups are entirely voluntary
and do not satisfy the requirements
as a substitute for military service.
There is no question in my mind
but that they should. Is not a per-
son in VISTA doing as much, if not
more, for his country than the
military. There definitely should be
some choice for people who do not
think that the military has the
right answers to this country's
problems. Now there is not. In-
deed, it is even very difficult for
people to be classified as Conscien-
tious Objectors, and those who can
not get such a classification must
either go into the army or to Jail.
Think about it for a minute. The
draft is absolutely unfair to large
numbers of the American people.
It is unfair to those who are un-
able, for one reason or another, to
get some kind of deferred status;
it is unfair to those who want to
serve the country in some way, but
want nothing to do with the mili-
tary; and it is even unfair to, those
people who neither get drafted nor
volunteer for service, for they don't
get the opportunity to serve the
country at all.
As I see it, we are left with two
viable alternatives. We can abolish
conscription altogether, as England
has done. Many people desire to
go into the military; somehow they
think that it makes men (but isn't
that something of a philosophical
problem!) Let them, if they wish.
Others may wish to go into the
Peace Corps, or VISTA. The way
would also be open to them. And
those that wish to do nothing could
do nothing! Yet to arbitrarily
choose those who are to serve in
the military is neither fair nor
r'emocratic. One possible solution,
then, is to discontinue the Selective
Service system completely, thus
making the military voluntary.
A second possible solution, which
I think might be both a viable and
a fair alternative to the above, is
some kind of H" universal service,
where one .has a choice between
military and non-military work.
Organizations such as VISTA and
the Peace Corps might be the be-
ginning of such a non-military ser-
vice. There would be no question
about selectivity: EVERYONE
would have to serve. Part of the
program, for instance, might be
further education for those who
don't reach some kind of a mini-
mum standard. Another part of
the program might include teach-
ers to teach these people, and thus
create a need for those who desire
to finish college before entering the
service. Those who want the mili-
tary would be able to enter it; and
those who do not want the mili-
tary would have the choice of other
kinds of service. People could be
used where they might be of some
he'p, and where they might enjoy
helping. A person could choose
for himself when he wanted to en-
ter the service (for instance, be-
tween the ages of 18 and 28,) and
the length of the service, and the
pay might even depend on what the
individual was doing, and the need
for people in a particular field. This
kind of an arrangement might even,
work!
These are the reasons why I am
picketing the draft board test, and
the alternatives that I would put
in place of the present system. I
hope to see many of you out there
with me.
Quote Without Comment:
SENATOR TOWER BACKS FRATERNITIES
FRIEND TO FRATERNITIES
Freedom of choice played a major role in an address given recently
by U.S. Senator John G. Tower at the Annual Interfratemity Workshop
at the University of Texas. Tower, youngest Senator in ihe current 87th
Congress and the first Republican to be elected to the U.S. Senate from
Texas since Reconstruction days, is a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
"The American society is essentially libertarian, not equalitarian,"
Senator Tower said in his speech. "Complete liberty and complete equality
are incompatible; you cannot have both. Certainly we must preserve such
equalitarian features in our system as equality in the eyes of the 1. ,v and
equality in suffrage, but we must reject a system that attempts to commit
everyone to the same socio-economic status.
"The preservation of liberty should be our greatest concern, for only-
through such preservation can we maintain our present society. Freedom
of choice should be limited only to the extent necessary to preserve in the
society, protect the rights of others, and promote the safety of the nation.
"College life should serve not only to develop and stimulate intellec-
tual growth; it should also encourage freedom, the exercise of good judg-
ment, self discipline, and freedom of association. Fraternities can and
should play a vital role in the fulfillment of all these functions."
Tower, who was recently elected to his senatorial post from a field of
71 candidates, went on to answer many other criticisms of the fraternity-
system
,
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FRATERNITIES
(Continued from pa^e 1)
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portation to and Jrom m$jor popu-




There #ei€ no decisions or- con-
clusions reached at this meeting,
but the corfmittee hopes to enact*
some definite programs this year%
The^next meeting will be Sunday,
December 4.
FRIDAY, NOV. 18, 1966
HANNAFORD
(Continued from page 1)
protected status."
. DJflerent peo-
ple put it different ways.
I ail personally fff*from con-
vinced that these students and fac^
ujty are wrong. I see ^o^eowpellln*
reason for the fraternities — or the
college — toChange. Unless, un-
less.
. . . Some people want some














"NEWBERRY'S, The Answer To Your
• Clothing Needs."
-being altogether too blunt: I don't
think we will find anything need-
ing change as long as we accept
the current rationale for "the Bow-
r'oin fraternity. A few fraternities,'
memberships are probably weighted
somewhat heavily on certain socio-
economic'-"aid reiig'bus-rl&lal 'group";*
J^gs,-.."but nothing to get excited




must continue to do so perhaps un-
less vast new scholarship funds be-
come available to it.) Fraternities
are probahly somewhat un-intellec-
tual — possibly even anti-intellec-
tual to a slight degree, but again
nothing to get excited about.
This is not quite the same as go-
ing out to hunt for trouble, but it
comes close. Witness the matter of
beanies and signs. They just aren't
an issue worth getting excited about.
If we can't find more cogent rea-
sons for banning them than we now
have, they will be back next year.
To oppose them now looks suspi-
ciously like a bad casg of "I was a extending their schooling beyond
Harvard undergraduate." And it "^h sch°ol, fraternities expanded





«,.ww. -i*i.Mi-»a ' ^ _ai the movement haUed this growth as.question comes down to whether ^ att ^ th^ tra(^
2ZIT legiUmaSy Want™ tlona! Am""*n collegiate valuStchanges to ocour The answer - frlenc,ship and cQn ^
as far as Bowdoin goes sriven its * ^ 4 ,Kuca bjvcii M) student ^ & person ^ tn_ mids*
nr.es.ent. student body an* faculty „„* «*?.— . ¥ ^ . "f* -
'




; TJn ^ the im" 0nment <>< ever larger educationalprovement' oi the advisor system; lnstltutlons
, t^ZeSStZ
SLSTTJS th? 0ri!nta"°n —rs found that thTTr^nitiesprocedure; a little work on faculty in fact owed their growth to the^
student communications. Unless we 2* 7 V. „ *
lonk ^h t^„^,„ wide-spread anti-Negro, anti-pooro beyond Bowdoin
feelings that most middle class peo-T, „ __ , icciuifto uu» iiiuoL iiiiuuic C uItem 2. There is no question that nlo „, «,„<. ,,„„ v,„^ it ,.
ntomiM.. «™ ZZLZ _„. Dle of that day had even thoughfraternities are growing nationally
"More and more colleges and uni-
versities are recognizing that we
have a good thing here at Bow-
they frequently did not choose to
acknowledge these feelings. Almost
without exception these fraternities
were de facto segregated. The fewTizjzr+r* - zzzzzzjzj?zare adopting it at their institu England colleges that continued toHnnc » »*„,.k t, i. ^ m*'""u wucgeo wm «i unu atUTUS 'l.^™?. * -****«* c.me ,o behistories of higher education in
America 'written say 25 years hence
such a small minority in the frater-
nity movement that they becamenriii f„n~. -r "*"*«=«"cm, inn,!, nic uw,ll following sentences occur: "In
„,„,_„,,„ identified^ non .
response to the wide-spread growth counterparts elsewhere. Consequent
cf opportunities for attending col-







224 Maine St, Brunswick
Telephone 725-4733
ly students from Negro and lower
socio-economic backgrounds and... , ... —~*~ ^^v..i/mn. u(u/& iu iiu lia
minorities hitherto prevented from those WASP students most aware
of the effect of the fraternities on
student life taken nationally avoided


















"We appreciate your business
and are happy to serve you"
LOWERY'S
(Wallpaper - Fabrics)
Art Supplies - Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St Dial 725-5361










LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT
THE J. J. NEWHEB&Y
SHOE DEPARTMENT
Fresh Coffee A Spadnats
Any Time Spodnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St, Brunswick
KICK UP YOUR STATUS WITH
THE RICH CREW:
the Adler crew they call Life/Long in whjte and 30 going colors.
Going on in Orion* acrylic to look good and feel great. With-stretch nylon
to fit all feet. A buck fifty foots the bill and you're socking right
up to your attitude. Just like the rich crew. -.„r .t ^> ; , :K: T „ * '














COME EARLY AND SEE OUR BARGAINS
Shop Open 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.






"Sabe" will be looking to sopho-
mores to provide the necessary bal-
ance and depth, . •.'.•«!£ ;;. .„ f
The nucieus of his squad, how-
s'- in- ever; wfll Be his nine Ywtfrm'ng let
door track squad should Rrove « termen led by Captain Tcinmy Al-
_
pleasant surprise to Bowdoin fans ion aiu}. school record-holders Char-





140 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
vaulter "Skip" Smith. Also return-
ing arl*Kent ^ohnkern. Bruce Buf-
t'dh, Doug MacD'>natd. Bob Randall,
Oary Roa, and Max W'illscher.
Two trackmen who set&freshmen
records 3»st-ye'ar Vill4>e giving the
varsity,, acteted point-getting poten-
tial. These- two riien are John
Pierce, holder of ,the 440 interme-
diate hurdle record, and Dave Pa-
gar, who along with Smith holds
the college pole vault mark.
Claude Caswell, ,-wfid , tied the,
ffbsh two-mile record Vast •year,
shftrhfoe' readv for "action by the
second semester. Other top soph*
omores frickiHe.^broad jumper Frank
Sabiutteanski, Jr., Pete'ifardy, Tin?
Rogers, Dave Goodof, *and Rod
Tulonen.
The team appears generally well-




squad like AlfiXiSchHUeu^nd Andy
r. There are but a* few. weak-
losses ,and these should be couri-
* '
*"
teracfed by particularly g#od«..depth,
in .some events. TJie- season Apens-.






NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
BeSure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House




LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
t VX I e 8
JEWELERS OPTICIANS
86 MAINE STREET, 8PUN5WICK
Phone 725-5111 '
STUDENTS
Get your supplies for the upcoming
hockey season at the Moulton Union
Bookstore.
FRICTION TAPE 29c
NORTHERN PRO STICKS $3.95


















CORNER „f MILL & MAINE ST.
BRUNSWICK - MAINE
Pot your recreation - a lOD jLeiHans iKa'cr 1 rack accommodating
8 drivers - rental car ana controls available*" Ike finest selection of
cars and parts m thv} state,




Qualifying hears commence at 11 a.m.
* 200 lap final event at 2 p.m.
SI. 00 ENTREE FEE
CHRISTMAS BONANZA
1. 30 MINUTES FREE TRACK TIME WITH EACH CAR BOUGHT AS A
CHRISTMAS PRESENT.
2. HOME RACEWAYS BACKED BY OUR PARTS DEPARTMENT AND
GUARANTEE - EXTENSIONS AND EXTRA CARS AVAILABLE.
3. FOR THE MODEL RACING ENTHUSIAST WHO HAS EVERYTHING - A CARD WORTH
$5.40 OF TRACK TIME FOR $4.00.
we service and Guarantee*
PAOE EIOHT ;TBM BOWDOIN OKTMrt
Polar asketba






Athletics at Bowdoin Have received another jolt this past week with
,
the disclosure that there will be no freshman hockev team as such this
year. Only eleven freshmen ,are currently out for the team and two of
these are goalies. The players on, the team have a good deal of ability but
„.L'^'_i:'qiLl.cl..not_be_^xpeeted to go through a difficult ten^ne schedule
with only three spare skaters. Therefore, there will be no freshman hockey
team representing Bowdoin College this winter.
As an alternative the hockey coaches. Sid Watson and Danny Mac-
Fayden. along with Director of Athletics Mai Morrell have decided to
organize an •informal" hockey club. This club will consist f the eleven
freshmen and enough interfraternity-starsi' to give the club depth The
reasoning behind this is plain. In this way the freshmen will gain com-
petitive experience To be quite truthful, the coaches hope to gain in still
another way. The interfraternity players which have been or will be
asked toy-help the College" are those who are, capable of being reserves
on the- varsity squad, but are not out for the team for the usual reasons.
Why should this .situation have to come about:' Why has the fresh-
man hockey team at Bowdoin had to forfeit its games in forming an
informal club for two of the last three years.' The answer is that there
are not enough hockey players in the present freshman class nor in the
present junior class to. field a team. It seems easy to place the blame on
admissions policy, and perhaps that is where it belongs. In the past we
have been hesitant to blame the administration and its admissions policies
tor the poor participation in athletics at Bowdoin. However, in most of
these instances the sports have ben varsity ones. Now we are concerned
ttth a freshman .port It would seem to us that in all but one or two
Uses any freshman who played in high school and was fairly proficient
n. the .sport would play at leas- 'in his freshman vear. This should be
particularly true at Bowdoin where hockey is such a popular sport and
arouses so much interest with the student body. Therefore, we feel the
blame does rest with the admissions policies at this college.
U Bowaonr,V- 3Rb fn continu. to field athletic teams '.that being
.: • unsure at the rribmen l w i t h three Informal clubs in the picture »..n
should at least be able to get sixteen men in its freshman class who play
that .port This does not mean that they need all be top-flight standouts
jus! capable of playing well enough U. .spell the few really Mod men this
eollege get? Why should the college be-ble to get such a good number of
hockey players in the Class of 1909. but fail to held a frosh team from
•i" Classes of 1968 and 1970'? Does the college work on an everv-other-
" pplicv-Or is
,1 true that the college was appalled at the overall
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basketball squad has had a large
turnout in the early stages of the
season. The starting team has not
taken shape and should not be set
until after Thanksgiving. There is
at present a good deal of compe-_
titicn for the forward and guard
spots.
Senior captain Larry Reid will
see action at guard, along with ju-
nior ace Bob Patterson, who last
year averaged better than eighteen
points a game for the Bears. Soph-
cmores Ed McF'arland, Andy Neher,
arid Ken Rowe aie also battling for
a guard position.
Returning junior lettermen Len
Locke and Ken Green should do
sc;me duty at the forward slots.
Sophomore Mike Princi and seniors
Dick Smith and Frank Eighme
round out the White contenders
for Up front. John Mackenzie will
most likely start at center and will
be backed up under the boards by
John Williams, Bob Parker, and El-
liot Hacker.
The large turnout sports only
three seniors, but the strong Junior
nucleus will hopefully carry the
Bears to a winning campaign.
Coach Bicknell stated that the good
competition for spots still open will
give rise to better overall play in
terms of shooting and rebounding.
Improvement of last year's team
performance is needed, and the
Bears look ahead to a tough
schedule. Bowdoin opens up at
home against U.N.H. on December
second and is slated against Am-
herst on the tenth.
1
«Four Bears Selected On
Ah -Maine Soccer Team
Bowdoin's Maine State, soccer
cniffhpioTis 'placed^ ffeur players' on
tkfe AlliMaine *elev#h. The Bears,
who 'opped the Series competition
with a, 4-1-1 mark, sport three se-
niors
,
and a junior on this year's
first team. The squad is rounded




finished second and third respec-
tively in league play. Bowdoin also
had one selection on the second
team.
The White's designates to the
All-State team are distributed even-
ly over the four positions (goalie,
f-rward, halfback, and full). The
All-Maine goalie is senior Bob
Swain, who did such a creditable
j~b in the Bowdoin nets this sea-
son. With no prior experience at
gcal. Swain set the pace in league
action, turning in two shutouts and
making 79 saves while allowing on-
y five goals, for 94- ; . Steve Mick-
ley was named from Bowdoin's
.forward .ranges to the- State team.
Mickffy ;;* fho- tallied twice in* the*
seeond Bates* "game, 'scored Tour
goafs in league, play, while-' pacing
the Bears attack with a five-goal
overall output.
Junior Billy Miles was designat-
ed to a halfback post on the State
team, which was selected by a
panel of four, with Coach Charlie
Butt representing Bowdoin. Co-
captain Charlie Powell rounds out
the Bowdoin contingent at fullback.
The senior defensive stalwart was
a key factor in halting Bates the
second time around and turned in
a fine season performance. Named
to the second team from Bowdoin
was junior lineman Jeff Richards.
Although three of Bowdoin's
state selections will be lost through
graduation, the sophomore and ju-
nior nucleus will be backed up by
this year's strong freshman squad.
The prospects for next season thus
look encouraging.
•<-. we hope that this js the last time a sports team at Bowdoin will
' '• ;•' resort to status as a n 'informal club,"
Another aspect of this problem is its effect on the into fraternity hoc-
KW league Ii sens thai Mr Morrell and Coach Wat. on have asked the
Unite Key to waive, us. rcsi net urns on interfraternity pfavers competing in
Bt-sunnrored mmc,\u<rlimiiU ,ih ft college teams or "dubs." The
White Key complied, as it felt u had to, to allow those upperclassmen who
»av on this hocke.., dub still to be eligible to compete in the interfrater-
'-' league. Tins i* another situation which should not even have devol-
ved However. nP can't help but fee] that there will bo resentment among
me fraternity teams when they race other teams whose ranks include
tiayers,who are practicing with this informal hockev club and competing
Gainst freshman teams such as Harvard. Boston State, and New Hamp-
ton surely someone who perhaps played on last year's tine freshman
earn and also plays, against .harp frosh competition this vear will have
definite advantage when participating againsi the average interfrater-
nity horKPv player




"' th,s hockev fl " b wiH they be ehmble to compete „, the mtcrfra-MniU league as some of :hem did Thursday' night? We strongly ur^e
'hat thi< matte,- be cleared up before the next league games. As a matter
:
.act, we dislike the whole situation when the roh-s of organized team




LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
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Bowdoin will not field a Fresh-
man hockey team this seasan-due
to a lack of candidates. Instead.
the freshmen skaters will be joined
bv a group of upperclassmen to
compose a hockey club. This group
will play out the freshman sched-
ule, but all games are to be for-
feited.
This situation has arisen because
the freshman squad sports only
eleven players. However, this con-
tingent does form a talented nu-
cleus for a strong team, although
their efforts are handicapped by an
absence of support. The Hardy
br.thers. Earl and Steve, present
an excellent trio of defenscmen
along with Rollie Ives. Joel Brad-
ley centers "a swift fir R t line with
Boh Maxwell and Frank Alward on
the winus. The second line con-
sists of Tom Lea. John Siegle, and
Dave Hudson. The goal-tending
spot is capably tilled by Corey Han-
son and Dave Bullard.
HOCKEY CO-CAPTAINS Tim Brooks, left, and Steve Wales joinCoach'Sid Watson in planning: for the season opener with powerful
Harvard November 30.
Football TrophiexyAwarded
Soule. Doughty Named Leaders
Tackle Bob Pfeiffer and halfback this year in Philadelphia Nov. 26.
Richie Benedett.) have been award- This year's ticket winners are
ed trophies in recognition of their Benedetto and Bob McGuirk, Bow-
sparkling performances on the 1966 doin's leading 1966 " pass receiver
varsity football squad. and freshmen Bob Newman, a back',
Pfeiffer, a co-captain of the team, and Tom Mleczko, a lineman,
was awarded the William J. Rear- The tickets are donated annually
don Trophy. The Trophy is given bV Major General Wallace C. Philoon,
t'j a senior who has made an out- R" 1 -. an Overseer Emeritus of Bow-
standing contribution to his team doin and a member of the Class of
and Bowdoin as a man of honor. 1905. General Philoon is a former
courage and leadership Pfeiffer, a football captain at Bowdoin and
60
-minute performer for most of the West Point.
season, recently was honored in the The tickets are awarded to a non-
weekly ECAC selections for his out- senior lineman and back from the
standing play in the Tufts game. varsity squad, and a lineman and
Benedetto, the squad's third l:)ack from th(' freshman team. The
leading ground gainer, received the -fmir P la>'ers will be guests in Phila-
Winslow Robinson Howland Memo- df>1Ph ia of Leland W. Hovey '26
rial Trophy. This award is pre
White Ke?v
a
former Bowdoin football player and
the 1956 winner of the College's
A'mnni Service Award.











































sentod to the varsity player who
has made the most marked im-
provement
.and who best exempli-
fies the qualities of aggressiveness,
cooperation, enthusiasm for the
game, and fine sportsmanship.
(
Halfback Mort Soule and tight
end, Dave Doughty were elected co-
captains of next year's football
squad. Soule, whose brother cap- Members of Bowdoin's informal
tained the Polar Bears in 1965, was wrestling team have begun their
this year's leading ground gainer, second season of practice for intra-
Doughty also played end and line- squad competition and several in-backer on defense. - -
»» i . », ,. formal meets.Malcolm E. Morrell, Director pf
Athletics, also announced the an-
Two meets have been sch«iuled
nual presentation of four tickets to for the team in February. . The
the Army-Navy game, to be played sQuad will compete on an informal





Door Prizes — $5 - $ 1 at 25c a chance
Refreshments
Brunswick Stamp & Coin Club
2nd Floor Adams Hall -
7:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 21
Amherst Feb.
are pending.
The College is in the process of
formulating a program which will
eventually lead to' varsity competi-
tion in the sport The first infor-
mal team was started last sea-
son and com]x>ted in matches with
groups from Amherst and MIT.
THE
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Changes In Pre-Rushing Week
A Pre-Rushing Orientation period for Freshmen has beenproposed by the Student Council Student Life Committee and
approved by the Student Council. The plan would involve Mon-day through Friday schedule of forums on various academic
divisions, more informal meetings with the Faculty, and greater
emphasis on exciting Freshman interest in extra-curricular ac-
tivities and social aspects of College Life.
m It* report, The Committee or oftentimes and unwittingly to
stated that their proposal is design- that distant time in the future -
ed to increase "student participa- tomorrow
tion in athletics and extracurricular
"Everyone loses. Freshmen ab-
activity and for creating a more stain from athletics, clubs, and pub-
re axed and helpful faculty-student lications. They approach their
relationship
- all of which strives courses with more timerity than is
to instill in each student an appre- necessary, and their professors
Chief Here
December 11
Dr. William Haddon, Jr., whose 23
safety proposals as head of the new
National Traffic Safety Agency for
1988 automobiles have been front-
page news in The New York Times,
will speak at Bowdoin Dec. 11 at
7:15 in the Senior Center.
Dr. Haddon was confirmed as first
Administrator of the National High-
way Safety Agency by the Senate
last month.
The Faculty Committee on Curriculum and Educational
Policy has favorably reported out a proposal for the institution
ot a limited pass-fail program.
The tentative plan would provide the option of students
taking either one or two courses a year to receive only the dis-
tinction of "pass" or "fail", instead of a letter grade
According to Professor A. LeRoy Greason, Dean of the Col-lege, the Recording Committee of
Mead On Grades
From The New York Times
18 Nov. 1966
ciation of the totality of the Bow
dorn experience."
Other aspects of the program in
elude two mixers during Orlenta
whether good or bad, with uncritical
awe.
"We feel that an intense expos-
ure to Bowdoin life — academic
ion Week for Freshman and in- athletic, extracurricular, and so-formal discussions in the Humani- cial - with varied and provocative






-;^==; ^ =^~.,. tion and the direction of the col-The report also stated that: lege will help to increase studentA freshman's first intense en- activity and awareness. The pro-
counter on this campus is with gram endeavWs to aid the fresh-
fraternities. Rushing in three days man to feel himself an int
-With its critical decision of where f and not merely a spectator to the
and with whom one is to live -- is activity which is so much a part of
unquestionably the freshman's pa
ramount problem. Before the pin
the life-blood of the college
'The program is not geared for. „.. . i ,. r **« J»v «jn i
>s cold, he realizes the finality of weakening the fraternities- it wil








iShOU5e lty and bein
*
of a fraternity must
conceals
Superficiah* ">f "»""* depend upon the quality and being
,ITV „,
'
«L • * ,
of tne component members. It
thenT
B
la1\ uLIT? °r tW°' se*mS less than tenuous to argue thathe new class is invited to smokers a student living a multi .face
g
ted un _
hT"?" by thCT 0rganiZa" ^graduate life will be less the
the Faculty must now consider the
various administrative details in-
volved with implementing such a
p'an. These include the applica-
tion of the "C Rule" (A student
must receive a minimum of 20
grades of C— or better of 34 courses
needed for graduation); standards
for. the Deans' List; and averages
Sent to the Orient by J. J. stahl '09
Special to The New York Times
NEW HAVEN. Nov. 17 — Mar-
needed for continuation into the „,„ MooJ • , -,
o w garet Mead surprised more thanSophomore and Junior years (Pres
ent requirements are 2 C—'s for
Freshmen and 8 C—'s for Sopho-
mores)
600 Yale undergraduates in her in-
troductory anthropology course to-
day by giving out almost all A's and
tions of the campus. Recru tment, whr>t
.,,, •, _
noie man than the singularly
with its coffee and doughnuts in mi„^OJ ..< , „ J „
*"Mli
fv, »» « tt--
B minded "jock" or "grind" or "gad-the Moulton Union, is hardly effec- fly .. •
tive.
-Most of the new men feel
that to join immediately Is to
stretch one's resources too thinly.








DR. WILLIAM HADDON, JR.
— National Highway Safety Ad-
ministrator.
A physician with degrees from
the Massachusetts Institute of cTech-
nology, Harvard Medical School and
the Harvard School of Public
Health, Dr
. Haddon is a widely-
known authority on accident pre-
vention" and research. His federal
agency will eventually become a
part of the new Department of
Transportation. His current duties
include enforcement of the recent-
ly enacted federal automobile and
highway safety bills.
Pass-Fail Benefits Seen Bs on the midterm examination.
However, Dean Greason, when "Anyone who gets into a highly
questioned on the positive aspects selective school like Yale should be
of the Curriculum Committee's ac- able to do A or B work unless he
tion, stated that there were real Just didn't do the reading," Dr
benefits foreseen from a pass-fail Mead said. "To curve a grade au-
system
- tomatically is absolutely nonsense.
"We think it would encourage We don't in graduate school and I
students to perhaps be little more don't think we should here."
daring or less reticent about tak- To curve a grade is to establish
ing certain courses outside of their a set number of students who will
normal range of interests." receive a certain grade on the ex-
He thought that, freed from the animation,
pressure of getting a good letter Dr. Mead Is a visiting professor
grade, a student might develop more of anthropology at Yale this year
interest in the content of the course She is permanently affiliated with
"To Be At Home In All Lands":
Non - Western Studies At Bowdoin
by Nat Harrison
"To be at home in all lands and
all ages' is a phrase familiar to
thousands of Bowdoin graduates,
^t is from the pen of William De-
Witt Hyde, President of Bowdoin
from 1885 to 1917, and
. while it
ariculates a lofty goal as an offer-
ing of the College, 1966 finds this
goal as yet unaccomplished. It
would be difficult to question Bow-
doin's competence in American and
European history, literature, and
philosophy, but the Colleges atten-
tion to Asian and African society
and culture is hardly commendable.
Problem Recognized
The general plight of nqn-Western
studies at Bowdoin, however, has
Students and their dates
are cordially invited to at-
tend the College's annual
Christmas Concert Saturday
night, Dec. 3, at 8:15 p.m.
The concert, to be held in
Pickard Theater, is open to
the public without charge.
A program of Christmas
music will be presented by
the Bowdoin College Glee
flub, directed by Professor
Robert K. Beckwiih, and
the Colby .Junior College
Glee Club, directed by Hen-
ry Wing.
long been recognized by the faculty.
In 1965 a faculty committee, head-
ed by Professor Daniel Levine of
the History Department, developed
a detailed proposal for the estab-
lishment of a program for East and
Southeast Asian studies. In the sec-
tion of the report entitled "Gen-
eral Principles," the committee ex-
pressed its concern with the ab-
sence of non-Western studies at
Bowdoin. "The well-educated per-
son should have some contact with
a totally different civilization not
only as an indispensible part of
knowledge of how the world is, but
also as a means of belter under-
standing his own Western tradition.
This exclusive devotion to the West-
ern world was as wrong 100 years
ago as it is today. It is less ex-
cusable today, however, when con-
tact between representatives of dif-
ferent civilizations is an every day
occurrence." Specifically, the pro-
posal requested an inter-disciplinary
program concentrating on East and
Southeast Asia to be staffed by
three full time specialises, one of
Whom was to be Chairman., The
program was hot to be directly af-
filiated with any one departmen!
but was planned as a .separate or-
ganization or institute The total
ccst of such a. program, m an es-
timated annual average <>ver a per-
iod of five years covering faculty
salaries, lectures, secretarial re-
quirements, and library acquisitions
was set at $50,000. Because of the
general apprehension concerning
the expense of the plan, together
Wilh the feeling that an academic
approach to the world should be
disciplinary and not regional, the
proposal never came up for de-
cision before the faculty.
Faculty Interest High
Although the committee itself is
presently inactive, faculty interest
in the problem remains significant-
ly inch, giving rise to the inospect
of renewed exploration and analy-
sis. One hopeful sign is the Biennial
Institute, scheduled for 1967-1968,
the subject of which will be Africa
South of the Sahara, and to which
the Tallman Professorship will be
devoted.
Professor John Renscnbrmk. ol
the Government. Department, as a
result of personal interest and ex-
perience <he has served as an AID
representative to Tanzania), is one
faculty member very much involved
with non-Western studies. On a
purely functional level, Prof Ren-
senbrink, considering the increased
importance of the non- Western
world, believes that Bowdoin grad-
uates could be better prepared for
certain occupations which now in-
volve the iiun-Western world, par-
ticularly underdeveloped countries
in Africa He mentioned specific";
( Continued mi page I)
rather than merely preparing ma^Columbia UliTv^rsTty^arid the Amer-
terial for exams and papers. ican Museum of Natural 'History.
On the other hand. Dean Grea- The grade average on her mid-
son hoped that this would not re- term examination was 88 on a to
suit in people using the program to 100 basis. The Yale College aver-
slide by in their work. age is slightly less than 80. Onlv
P'an Gics To Recording Committee 20 of her students received less than
After the Recording Committee an 80 grade; these were not broken
has studied the proposals, the plan down, but the lowest grade was a
woull probably go to the Faculty 65.
for action this Spring. Dean Grea- "I'm not training people to be
son hoped that some form of the anthropologists," Dr Mead said "I
program would be in effect by next just wanted them to learn how to
fall, but emphasized that the vari- think like anthropologists. I was
ous aspects needed rather lengthy very pleased with the exams. Every
-
study
- one deserved what he got,"
"Among the problems which need For Dr. Mead's course, "Man and
to-be considered, there are those Culture," the most popular in at-
of what effect pass-fail would have tendance at Yale this year students
on course sizes, what shifts might were required to read 'two books on
be needed in faculty requirements, primitive cultures, one of which
otc
- they were to use to answer a ques-
(Continued on page B) tion on the examination.
Petition Demands
Abolition Of Cut Rules
Whereas we believe (|, ; ,t Bowdoin College should not regulate our
•
lass attendance by such restrictions as limited cuts for non-Dean's
List students, the "traditional" len dollar fine, and academic probation:
Whereas such regulations as now ovist are an affront to the integ-
rity of flu* Bowdoin student and are inconsistent wilh the principles
of the Honor System:
And whereas wo believe lhat Bowdoin students are aware of the
consequences „f classroom absence.and regulate their attendance ac-
cordingly:
Therefore we. the undersigned, petition for the removal of all
ADMINISTRATIVE regulations governing classroom attendance.
Above is a mpj of the petition, written by a numlier of interested
undergraduates, that uill.be circulated during the coming week We
behove that every student at Bowdoin agrees both with the spirit and
contenl oi this petition, and that mam are wilting lo help win it.
distribution. We hope to have enough people working, with u. -,..
-.hat
everyone will haw a chance m sjgn within the next week tu d, thatW need v. lunteeis. U y, u are Willing In spend a few hour-
even ,-nh a tew minute*, working to make Bowdoin a better college
we ask sun i„ si„,u up ,,! Conference Room B in the M,- ;: • , VB« -, '-,,
10:30 !>m on Sundaj At ta.si
., mmp of interested student- are work:
mg and changing the Bowdoin apathv to actum We need *,, help
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PRONUNCIAMIENTO in a proposed series of ten) on
The Student Arts Committee is Friday, December 2, at 10:00
presenting p *Volk Concert and p.m., jn the Moulton Union's
















READ'S SKI & MEN'S SHOP
185 Park Row Brunswick
Complex Bookstore Finales
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"
by Greg TDarling >
'•
,
Although this questiort has been from .this 20% difference between
dealt* with
;
irv. a pre^oUs. Vticle, , xetaU and wholesale, prices.
This
more information has been brought * also js not true^ according to( Mr.
to light —thus allowing a more Lancacter, in light of the follow-
factual treatment of the subject. ing:
First of all, there is the matter d Prom this 20% otl margin
of price. It is often charged that transportation must be paid by the
books cost more at Bowdoin than
store ^ over suppiy f books
they do at other colleges. This is ' ... /. k_-j._4.__,,
—
. ., _ must be returned, with the bookstore
not true according to Mr. Lancas-
ter. Director of the Moulton Union, again paying the
transportation,
because the great majority of book- 2) The bookstore has -operating
stores, like Bowdoin, sell books at expenses including payment of
list prices set by the publishers, who bookstore staff salaries and wages,
bill these stores the list prices of office and operating supplies, ad-
books and then give a 20% discount, vertising and promotion, main-
Secondly it is often charged that tenance, utilities and fuel, deprecia-
the bookstore reaps huge profits tion on equipment, and amortiza-
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS"— "STORAGE FACILITIES"
lsion
YOU'LLWANT TO HAVE THESE FACTS ABOUT SANDERS
s
WHAT IS THERE TO KNOW ABOUT SANDERS
You don't have to spend much time in industry to learn that
Sanders" growth and technical achievements are near models in
the electronics community. Eleven brilliant engineer-founders
(with a contract for $ I I 7) led the company in 15 years to its
position today—personnel roll exceeds 5,000 at 4 locations.
In a recent 4-year period, sales nearly tripled to a record $59.7
million for fiscal '65, and have already passed this for 1966.
YOU'LL THINK HARD AT SANDERS
Obviously, a lot of hard thinking put the remarkable rise in
Sanders' gTowth curve. As a weapons systems company, Sanders
focuses this thinking on aggressive innovations rather than re-
lying on traditional concepts in order to speed the development-
to-delivery cycle, and to achieve total-mission reliability. As a
technical and business philosophy, this freedom to break with
conventional methods of doing things has fostered a creative
climate where original ideas multiply, professional knowledge
expands and individual advancement is accelerated.
The graduating engineer who seeks a place at the threshold of
state-of-the-art should be aware that Sanders pioneers contin-
uously in advanced areas of radar and phased array, missile
guidance, communications, ASW/oceanography, ECM, tactical
^limited warfare, information display and data processing, data
storage, ground support, navigational aids, instruments, test
equipment, microwave and high density packaging.
A PLAN TO HELP YOU KEEP ON GROWING
Most important to your professional development is your asso-
ciation with men who can display technical "firsts." These are
seasoned .men who encourage you to similar accomplishment
and who urge you to speak your mind freely. As one Sanders
engineer puts it, "Channels of technical communication are
wide open here."
Another spur to professional development is the liberal pre-paid
tuition program for advanced study at well regarded universities
near all Sanders' plant locations. And, too, a growing number
of top calibre in-plant courses are offered.
WHERE YOU FIND SANDERS ASSOCIATES
In Nashua, New Hampshire. Headquarters for the company, this
thriving community in beautiful hill country is about 30 minutes
from Boston's suburbs. In Bedford, Massachusetts. The new Bed-
ford Division is located in the heart of the "Electronics Row"
section—Route I 28-near Boston. In Plainview, Long Island.
N. Y. Situated on Engineers' Hill in the Plainview Industrial Park,
Sanders' Geospace Electronics Division is just 45 minutes from
New York City. In Manchester, New Hampsh.re. Located in the
state's Queen City, this facility is conveniently near the airport
and the Nashua Headquarters plant.
For additional details on Sanders and the available career op-
portunities, make an appointment through your Placement






An Equal Opportunity Employer *
tion of the cost of building the
bookstore.
Toward this latter expense the
bookstore has aimed toward setting
apart 5%*jjjf
J
lhe total income, but'
because these other expense^Sfeobbl-
ed up so much of last year's $166,000
.total income, \% has not succeeded
m doing so yefe The only way tfie
bookstore can attain this goal?Hrc-
cordlng to Mr. Lancaster, is to at-
tract a greater volume of business
from the public and the alumni.
In fact in order to persuade alum-
ni to "buy at Bowdoin" it has put
out an attractive leaflet of gift
suggestions.
3) Each year an allowance of
$1500 is made from the bookstore
lor the program of the Student
Union Committee for the general
social program of the student body.
Funds are spent to supplement in-
come from the weekend movie pro-
gram and house parties, for cups
for House displays, Art exhibits,
records for the record, library the
magazines of the Infirmary, cups
for Union tournaments, off-weekend
entertainment, and Christmas dec-
orations.
Smiths Photo Shop
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Your student ID card is your
passport to bigger savings —
better values.


















Note — One evening show this
engagement at 7:30 p.m.
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. Dec. 4-5-6
BATTLE OF THE BULGE
with
Henry Fonda — Robert Shaw
" Note — One'evening show this
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Blanshard, Noted Philosopher
To SpeaX Here Monday
•' REGISTRATION
* *
'* SPRING SEMESTER 1967
Registration for courses for the Spring Semester will be held from
December 5 through December 10. Freshmen and Sophomores will
register with their advisers. Juniors and Seniors will register with the
chairman of their Major Department or with other members of the
Department designated by the chairman. Students should register with
their adviser or chairman at his office during regular office hours or at
such times as the adviser or chairman designates. Registration cards
will be available at the adviser's or chairman's office.
Please note the following: ^
1. The deadline for filing approved descriptions of 200 and 300
courses with the Dean of the College is December 1, If the deadline
has been missed, an approved description will be accepted as late as the
week of registration, i.e., no later than December 10.
2. Cancelled courses — Although Chemistry 45, Psychology 8, and
Sociology IS are listed in the catalogue, they are not being offered this
Spring Semester.
3.' New courses — Although not indicated in the catalogue as being
offered for this Spring Semester, the following courses are available:
English 7. English Composition. Mr. Friend. — Written work on
assigned topics; attention focused upon the disciplines of compo-
sition, with emphasis upon methods of exposition. Ordinarily limit-
ed to students not planning to take English 8. Prerequisite: The
consent of the instructor.
English 41. Studies in Literary Genres. The Lyric Poem. Mr. Red-
wine. — A seminar on the short poem in English: types of rhythm-
ic structures, types of rhetorical structures, types of figurative
structures, types of lyric "subforms" (e.g., the ode, the elegy, the
sonnet, the dramatic monologue). Frequent brief essays in explica-
tion and critical analysis.
Sociology 14. Social Psychology. Mr. Malec. — Consideration of the
major schools of thought in the field. Socialization, self, attitudes.
Interpersonal influence, structures and processes*™ small groups.
" fnrtudy of significant current research. Prerequisite : Sociology
1-2 or Psychology 1-2. x ~~
4. Changes: — Government 6 M W'F 11:30 Final Exam May 31
at 1:30.
5. There is a charge of $1.00 per day for late registration.
* * * * « <.
On Saturday, December 10 and Saturday, December 17, 196f, the
Columbia University School of Law will sponsor its fifth annual Pre-
Law Conference for undergraduate upperclassmen.
The Conference will be held in the School of Law on the northeast
corner of 116th Street and Amsterdam Avenue. Parking facilities will
be available on College Walk across from the Law School. Since the
Conference will not convene until 10:30 a.m., students arriving between
9:30 and 10:15 are welcome to tour the School and Library with law
students as guides. If any student wishes to attend the Conference, he
should write to Box 2, Columbia University Law School, New York,
New York 10027. ~^~ ""*"
Masque and Gown has announced the casts of four student-directed
one-act plays which will be presented Dec. 9.
The four plays will be staged in the new Experimental Theater,
Memorial Hall, at 8:15 p.m. Tickets, available at the door, will be 25
cents.
The four plays are:
LeRoi Jones' "Dutchman," directed by Charles N. Head '68 with
Nathaniel B. Harrison '68 as Stage Manager. The cast for this play will
include Patricia O'Haverty and Linda Dyer, both of Brunswick, and
John L. Clayborne '69, Richard S. Pike '67, Paul J. Christoff '70i and
Ronald J. Mikulak '69.
Jean Genet's "The Maids," directed by Thomas W. f Collision '68.
The Stage Manager will be Barry D. Chandler '69. The cast will include
Maria Hawkes of Bath, Maine; David E. Gamper '67 and Judson D.
Smith '69.
Richard Stockton's "A Fabulous Tale," directed by John L. Isaacs
'68. Cast: Edward II. Burtt, Jr. '70, Lawrence B. Abrams, HI '67, Don-
ald D. Edinger, Jr. '70, Douglas A. Pearce '69, Miss O'Haverty, Miku-
lak and Pike.
Robert Head's "Kill Vietcong," directed by Bradley A. Bernstein
'69. Cast: Virgil H. Logan, Jr. '69, Stephen L. Reed '69, Robert E. Ives
'69, Christoff, Mikulak, and Jean and Ellen Duncan of Brunswick.
Student Council Reports
Student Council Minutes
Student Life: At last week's meeting the Council unanimously ap-
proved the 4-day Pre-orientation program drawn up by the Stu-
dent Life Committee. The Rushing Committee agreed that the pro-
posal has the potential to serve to the advantage of both the Orien-
tation and Rushing philosophies. Outlines of the program are avail-
able from the new Chairman of the Student Life Committee, B. J.
Markel '69.
Rushing: Chairman Pele Hayes brought his recommendations for next
year's Rushing Program before the floor again. The Council voted
through the program, which includes the following basic points:
1. Abolition of the graduated quota system and its replacement by
a maximum quota of 26 for all houses. This would mean that
under no circumstances could a house exceed the limit of 26
and that the requirement that each fraternity* must honor all
of its bids be terminated.
2. Elimination of the limited bid arrangement and reinstatement
of the old rule that any bid given any time on rushing weekend
is good until rushing concludes.
.'{. Retention of the card system with the hope that the liberaliza-
tion of other rules will make its minimal requirement of three
houses unnecessary.
Dr. Brand Blanshard, an inter-
nationally known, philosopher and*
author, wilf deliver & public lectiSre
at Bowdoin
-CjjMege Monday, Dec. 5.
The lecture, will be entitled "The
Life of the Spirit in the Age of the
Machine." Dr. Blanshard will speak
in the Senior Center at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Blanshard is Sterling Pro-
fessor of Philosophy, Emeritus, at
Yale University, where he was a
member of the faculty from 1945
until his retirement a few years
ago. He also served as Chairman
of the Department of Philosophy
at Ya'e.
He holds an A.B. degree from the
University cf Michigan, an A.M.
from Columbia, and a Ph.D. from
Harvard. Professor Blanshard was
a Rhodes Scholar and holds a B.Sc.
frqm Oxford University, England.
He* is an honorary fejlow of Mer-
ton College 'at Oxford. He, also
holds degrees from numerous oth-
er colleges and universities, includ-
ing Swartnmore, Bucknell, Colby,
Cber in, and St. Andrews. Dr.
Blanshard was a Guggenheim Fel-
low in 1929-30.
He began his teaching career at
Michigan and. before joining the
Yale faculty, he also taught at
Swarthmore and Columbia. He has
been a guest lecturer at Harvard,
St. Andrews, University of Man-
chester, University of California,
and Wesleyan.
Professor Blanshard is a former
President of the American Theo-
logical Society and a former Presi-





English Speaking Union, the Amer-
ican Academy of Arts and Sciences
and-Phi Beta. Kappa,
,Ht, Blanshard' is the authoj- of
"The Nature of Thought," a two-
volume work published in 1940; and
"Reason and Goodness," published
in 1960. He is the co-author of
"Philosophy in, American Educa-
tion" and of "Preface to Philoso-
phy." He has been a contributor to






Art Supplies - Paints • Sundries
24 Pleasant St. Dial 725-5361
(Next door to Post Office)
STUDENTS WELCOME
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
36 Maine St |Hi PNOMEBrunswick, \ 7S5-5111
£8 c r r i e '0
JEWELERS OPTICIANS





SPECIALIZING IN SPECIAL STUDENT TRAVEL:
STUDENT SUMMER JOBS 1967 — Lufthansa (Herman Airlines.
See us for reservation and information.
ICELANDIC RESERVATIONS FOR JUNE 1987 — Immediate
reservations are necessary to guarantee space next June.
BOWDOIN BERMIDA WEEK IN 1!)67 — Make your reserva-
tions nmr-fnr Bermuda Week during the Spring Vacation.
FLIGHT RESERVATIONS to Miami. Nassau, Puerto Rico, Mex-
ico, the Caribbean and California.
HALF FARE STIDKNT RATE TICKETS with itineraries. We
have direct line's to check space availability for you! "
CHRISTMAS BI S CHARTER lor the Christmas Vacation. De-
tails to be aiuioiilieed.
"Serving Bowdoin's Interesl For 16 Years" <
"That upon which folk wisdom,
common sense, and philosophic*!
demonstration have always agreed
remains the verdict of reality: men
are unequal— unequal in intelligence,
in ability, in vigor, in moral stamina.
So now we pass to a new stage
of egalitarianism. If, despite the
leveling of opportunity, inequality
still raises its ugly head, than
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There are so many occasions where sport
coats may now be worn — that they are
practically a necessity. Their dash, not
only does things for a man's appearance,
but also for his ego. Whether your choice
is a Blazer, a subdued plaid or on the bold
side — ours are all in good taste — fashion
right in every detail — and tailoring as-
sures proper fit.
$29.95 to $59.50
Slacks to co-ordinate with hit
Sport Coat— $14.95 to $26.50
ASK FOR OUR FREE
CHRISTMAS CATALOG
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
120 MAINE ST., BRUNSWICK
J
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TPV
portion of the student body that" disagreed with
these opinions, and I almost expected some form of
rebuttal by responsible members of this group. Per-
haps debate could have suggested new approaches
to the forum program, or even made a start toward
THE GRIND ALLEVIATED
(
"" ThoJast two weeks havVjfeeen rriarked by. a,Jwmber-«f,signif-wto^e Editor:
icant events .for the undergraduate life ; ^Vents that portend. * A few weeks ago 1 <>poke atsForum, giving what
exciting" changes in his (jfaily grind. The Saturday before the I considered to be the strengths and values, of the
Thanksgiving break sa^ the opening session of Room B at the Program. It is only natural that there should be a
Union. For the fir^Mime in several years there was an alterna-
tive offered to the normal fraternity weekend 'social' activities;
and the students responded to the opportunity. Harry Warren
and the entire Student Union Committee must be commended for
establishing this new series, which will be continued this year, abolishing"".!! Moreover," I'm fairly certain that any
and expanded considerably over the next two years. The 'non- responsible action would have met with the care-
rock' entertainment offered was certainly a refreshing change; ful consideration of the Chapel-Forum committee
a change which will hopefully set the standard for future pro- and of the faculty and administration, should it ever
grams. reach that level.
ORIENTATION PROGRAM ^ut * cannot condone the actions of Mr. Wilkin-
The Student Council. Monday night, passed a new Orient** son at tne Friday forum of 2 weeks ag0 ' To request
timi Pi-noTOTw fv, + ««««,;„„ ±, „i a- ii *u jr a. j. the privilege of speaking to the student body andtion rrogram that promises to change radically the fratermtv- . ' ,.,
. , „ ...
f~^u~. -„i„i- u- i.u x i_ u -' , then to use it as he did is both irresponsible andfreshmen relationship that has been an outgrowth of the present . ,.,„. , .. t .. „ LLi**~> *u»t
. ... '. downright dishonest; an insult to the committee that
fraternity system. An entire week set aside for college purposes, aliowed him to speak and to those' students who at-
a week m which the freshmen will be introduced into the aca- tended. It not only could have endangered the right
demieand extra-curricular aspects of the college, will create an of students to speak at forums (a common occur-
atmosphere more conducive tojuller participation by the under- rence this yean, but undoubtedly lost the sympathy
graduates in the "total" college. There will be other unforeseen of many towards his views.
effects upon the fraternities. Not only will the freshmen feel Tne problem, however, is bigger than just a far-
more at home at the 'college' before entering the labvrinth of cical forum There is a <ten™te faction on campus
rushing, they will know a great deal more about each fraternity tha '
before entering it- This might lead to more stereotyping of the
houses, but it might also result in intelligent choices of frater-
nities on the part of the freshmen instead of the haphazard,
pressured decisions that are arrived at under the present system.
Still another possible result might be the development of a
viable independent organization.
PASS-FAIL
Also this past week the Faculty Committee of Curriculum
Forum Walkout Deplored
the faculty and administration by methods of farce
and power politics. Looking back at the social rules
protest march, they see no reason why similar pro-
cedures can't be applied to a $10 fine, the forum
jjrogftuti, edrndufHm change* Saturday 'classes, etc;
etc.* They find it difficult to comprehend ^that the
student body does not and perhaps should not run
Bowdoin College. Instead of cooperating with the.
faculty and administration, suggesting and discus-
sing possible changes, they view the latter as "the
enemy" and devote-their energies to fighting the
rulings of those in command. The results are often
more destructive than constructive.
If he is to have no power, should the student
then just sit back and, let things happen to him?
Definitely not. As outlined by the President in a
forum talk before Thanksgiving, both administrative
and faculty committees Want desperately to know
what is on the student's mind, what he wants, what
changes he'd like to see. With this information, they
can more carefully make their decisions that affect
the college as a whole. This is the function of the
student body as far as the administrative rulings
are concerned, to suggest and propose, not to engage
in a power struggle. For the most part, our ties
with Bowdoin College are close for only 4 years.
There are faculty and administrators who have giv-
en their lives to the institution. We do have the
right or knowledge to coerce these people, not to
take matters into our own hands, as Mr. Wilkinson
did. Let us suggest our views, not fight for power;
let us persuade rather than demand. It is in this




Position of Women Disputed
. a side of beef. These men. do, "do without." and they
I was very .much disturbed by the "D
and Education Policy pre.seTited a plan for a limited "Pass-Fail" H~-:unc Values^ which appeared in the November 18
system. This subject has been under consideration for a number
of months and was mentioned in earlier Orient Editorials this
semester. We were in ful! support of the idea then, and still are,
for we feel that such a program is vital Tt> the liberal arts con-
cept. No longer will a non-English major have to compete with
English majors, non-Science majors with Science majors, etc.
This system will, if adopted, encourage men to take courses that
interest them, but courses that thev were afraid to take because
issue of the "Orient." 1 refer specifically to the state-
ment originating from the Student Life subeommit-
tee on the coeducation issue:
"It was stated that women on campus are often
a nuisance and that usually Bowdoin men don't do
without for very long."
I am sure that these responsible for this statement
and those of the student bodv who subscribe to it
olten do without for four years. They have discov-
ered that as well as being slept with women actually
enjoy such activities as serious and stimulating con-
versation, good music, sincere companionship, and
considerate treatment. ,
To allow this pitifully~insipid statement (with
which the Student Life Subcommittee has so gene-
rously branded Bowdoin men inclusive) to represent
the values and attitudes of these students is an in-
justice to them to say the least.
It is, indeed, unfortunate that such insanity should
of fear of a poor mark._ If sufficiently encouraged, this program -and 4ts implications will manage to find' enough of
what they obviously value most in a female.
I am also sure, however, that there is a segment
of the Bowdoin population that is aware of and be-
lieves in the simple fact that a woman is more than
will widen the horizons of many Bowdoin graduates in future
years. —
ANOTHER PETITION
It seems that there are still students at Bowdoin who feel
that student opinion should be expressed in spite of the oft-
t imesr lefhargie reaction of the administration. This time the
Students for a Democratic Society have asked the student body
to sign a petition which points out one of the inconsistencies
remaining in the Honor System. We have to admire the SDS for
trying and we have to hope that the college becomes aware of
what the petition says.
The relevance of classroom attendance to an individual stu-
dent varies from little better than worthlessness almost to neces-
sity, depending upon the course and the instructor concerned.
That the instructor should be allowed to regulate the attendance
habits of his students is justifiable, but on what grounds does
the administration exert this power? Attending a course is often,
but not always, vital to the learning process; but the learning
process is an academic one and not an administrative one. That
the administration feels it necessary to govern our action in this
matter negates the validity of the Honor-System which was ac-
cepted two years ago.
The Orient backs any attempt to examine the prerogatives
of the administration and believes that, the administration bears
the responsibility of following through on the Honor System.
Classroom attendance is the responsibility of the individual stu-
dent as governed by his course requirements and his conscience.
E.W.G.
issue from the student representative organization;
but if it must be so, let it also be clear that there
may be Bowdoin men who do not wish to be repre-
sented by such an opinion.
Howard R. Barnhart '68
Non -Western Studies Hampered
(Continued from page 1)
ally the publishing field, which is of view of the humanities. Like former Student Council committee
becoming much more aware of the Prof. Rensenbrink. Prof. Geary's in- on non-Western studies. He feels
literary potentialities of Africa and
Asia, government service ithe Agen-
cjmtm»~ International Development
United States Information Agency,
the Peace Corps, and the Bureau
of the Budget i, American businesses,
whose investment in India and Af-
teres: stems from personal experi- that a conscientious statement of
ence in Africa As an interviewer undergraduate desires and interests
for the African Scholarship Program
of American Universities, he talk-
ed with many students in French
Africa. Prom his conversations he
discerned a growing feeling of "cul-
rica is steadily rising, and journal- tural identity" as more and more
African states achieve independence
from Western powers These de-
velopments in the essentially na-
tionalistic cultures of newlx
-emerg-
ing African states, he feels, will
produce a wealth of valuable litera-
ture, certainly meriting attention
from an institution sucli as Bow-
doin.
Ism, "With some additions to the
faculty, plus some rationalization of
present course offerings, and a seri-
ous effort at inter-dcpartmcntal
cooperation m giving courses m
the non-Western field. Bowdoin
could mount a significant addition
to its curriculum.
Non-Western Government
"In this department, as an ex-
in this area would be more effec-
tive than student representatives on
faculty committees. Speaking as a
member of the Economics Depart-
ment, Prof. Storer said that unlike
the Government Department, the
"Economics Department cannot
combine or eliminate present
courses and stilt: maintain signifi-
cant instruction in fundamental
economic principles A course in de-
velopmental economics, for exam-
ple, would entail an addition to the
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Prof Geary, while recognizing
ample, it might be possible to in- Bowdoin s responsibility to present Inter-College Co-operation Needed
traduce comparative government non-Western languages and litera- A consideration mentioned by
material into Government 1-2. now tures to its students, is also aware Professors Levine. Rensenbrink,
concerned only with American gov- of the structural difficulty involved Geary, and Storer is the necessity
eminent This would open the way with the implementation of such a of cooperation with other Maine
for a much larger emphasis on non- responsibility "In part I think colleges. Such cooperation would
Western studies in Government 11- non-Western studies haven't had allow each school to concentrate on
12 Such an offering as Govern- any administrative framework in a particular area of the non-West
ment 15. which is now concerned which they could come into being: ern world, with the long-range goal
with world politics could be oriented He observed that most non-Western of a Center for Non-Western Stud-
toward the relationship of the Unit- programs are m the graduate school, ies. making possible lectures by vi-
ed States and underdeveloped coun- while area studies are not common
to small liberal arts colleges. The
basic shortage m linguists compe-
tent to teach a non-Western lan-
guage compounds Bowdoin s prob-
lems of restricted resources and li-
brary material On a positive note
Prof Geary recommended the Se-
tries
"I use this illustration to sug-
gest that there might be similar
courses in other departments which
could be onente-1 toward non-
Western studies The important
thing is that with mter-depaitmcn-
tal coordination all of these of-
ferings could be oriented toward
the same developing areas "
structural Problem
Professor Edward Geary. Chair-
man of the Department of Ro-
mance Languages, is concerned with
siting professors, weekend confer-
ences, and a general exchange of
knowledge among the Maine schools
As is the case with many pro-
posals at Bowdoin the inevitable $
rears its ugly head Any develop-
ment in the area of non-Western
studies will require additional per-
non-Western studies from the point dent bods
nioi Seminar as having possibilities sonnet, • in most cases specialists
in this field, reinforced by lecturers There is also the problem of the
and cqnferences
Undergraduate Desires (ailed For
Dean James A. Storer. in his rol.
a administrator- teacher called for
considered proposals from the stu-
particularly th.- recently
position of the non-Western pro-
gram with regard to tht- existing
curricular structure. Should it be
mter-departmental, within one de-
partment, or a new department en-
tirely
I
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• Colle** across the country are mques* in* acttng. Jirectir^.custum-
oeginnmg to recognize the impor- ing. and staging "
;ance of developed theatre pro- Dual Purpose Of Drama
grams, and Bowdoin is no exception. Bowdoin's theatre program has aThe addition of Assistant Professor dual purpose; it must satisfy the
Richard Hornby to the English fac- participants and the audience^ Ac-
uity has made a more ambitious cording to Prof. Hornby "College
crama program possible. Prof, dramatic groups were formed by
students who wanted to have a
good time acting in plays. Of
course, having a good time is im-
portant, but if the students are go-
ing to learn from, and the audi-
ence is going to enjoy the p?ay,
the students must be willing to ac-
cept responsibility and put in long
litmrs of work
"I don't want students to cut
classes and devote their lives. to the
theatre, but it is necessary to make
sacrifices for a better theatre pro-
gram. The theatre is not just an-
other activity like the model air-
plane club. Students have a re-
sponsibility, to present the best pos-
sible performances they can " Prof.
Hornby believes there is a great
deal of interest in the theatre at
Bowdoin. and a great deal of tal-
ent. To help develop this ta'ent.
Prof. Hornby is conducting an ex-
tracurricular drama class every
Hornby, director of dramatics, was Sunday evening
graduated from M.I.T. and receiv-
ed bcrthJiis masters :andioctoratc Bowdoin* experimental theatre i
degrees from Tulane. one of the most effective means of
More Plays Presented educating students m drama As
Prof. Hornby considers the first Professor Hornby explained. "The
necessary step to be an increase in proscenium stage, which forces
the number of plays performed each plays into a two-dimensional pu-
season. This year the Masque and ture frame area, developed afte-
Gown is presenting three major the Renaissance until it came . to
productions and two evenings of be regarded as the only type of
student
-directed one-act plays The stage However, we have begun tn
-—first evening of oneqfct ^piays will realize the advantages of an open~
oe December 9, when Kill Viet Cong: stage_ similar to the ones used bv
by Head, The Maids by Jean Genet, the Greeks and Elizabethans
The Dutchman by LeRoi Jones, and "The experimental theatre allows
Richard Stockton's A Fabulous Tale a more intimate re'ationship be-
performed. Next year, Prof, tween actors and audience. This
" II r mi wf-f'tiH£ In lin <i\
minn ftltiys /(<, Hi, \lii(lrnl\
hit interested in dotiig."
auditorium ,Tne program should
be quite fruitful."
Prof. Hornby hopes that smaller
student-directed plays in the ex-
perimental theatre will enable the
Undents to concentrate oh learn-
ing, which is impossible when the
major productions are being staged.
The experimental theatre produc-
tions should also provide students
with experience which will improve
the quality cf the major produc-
tions.
Concerned With Audience
In addition to his concern with
instructing students in the theatre.
Prof. Hornby is especially interest-
ed in the audience's view of thea-
tre. One of the major reasons for
the changes in the drama program
was to improve the quality of pro-
ductions in order to please the au-
dience. "At times in the past,
theatre was the central form of
art,' said Hornby, "but now it is
only a peripheral form However,
the establishment cf professional
repertory theatre companies and
serious college theatres with a pro-
fessional outlook are changing this.
Nobody can justify the theatre or
.Experimental Theatre Used
The time is right for change at
Bowdoin College. Life here has
fc.ea in a ferment to: the past few-
years and changes have occurred
4n-H«»ar4y- every aspect of -the-eor--
lege: curriculum, administration,
social life, athletics, physical plant,
etc. Still we are shackled in the
chains of tradition, and many of
the changes we would like to see are
either taking much too long or are
being neglected entirely. While Bow-
doin is changing, in fact changing
at an unprecedented rate, we live
in a rapidly changinu world, and
the
-college, I fear, is not changing
ns quick'y as comparable institu-
tions or as quickly as is necessary
f:r maintenance of its reputation
in the academic world.
One of the critical factors that
inhibits change is poor communi-
cates. The Orient serves as an
"active voice'' for the members of
Lhe college, both students and fac-
ulty, where many issues are dis-
cussed, commented on. complained
about, or just mentioned to make
the community awan> of their exis-
tence There is even some news
coverage- of a more or less ob-




any liberalization of the social rules.
dropping the 10 dollar fine, having
a Christmas vacation, or whatever
the problem, would no t, sa tis fy, th e
students very much at all. and a
similar list of grievances from the
students would accomplish ver. lit-
tle. We need to know the reason-
behind the administrative opinions
what the students must do to bring
about the desired changes. For ex-
ample, if we were informed that
there would be no increase in fac-
ulty or faculty sal&ries,*we would
be justified in asking why. and then
what must be done to make such
changes possible The same holds
true for more subjective decisions
such as social rules If administra-
tion and student don t agree then
how can the student.- persuade the
"powers that be' of the necessity
and desirability of these changes
and if all agree, then how do we.
achieve the changes'
"While more effective use of exist-
ing communications media would
certainly help a direc: confronta-
tion would be ten time: as efficient
in making the needed clarifications
I would like to see a . series of open
occurring on campus. 'The Bowdoih
Thymes provides, at last, a much
needed daily calendar of events to
help everyone remember what's go-
me on on campus WBOR. thougli
it mav no; measure up to its po-
tential, and the Forum, program
provide additiona' means of com-
munication. The College Catalogue
is the much needed organ of satire
forums in which there car bj a:
enlightening give and take amone
Hornby hopes to have four evenings return to three dimensianal^acting^
of one-acts. As Hornby said, "We besides bringing the audience into
are willing to do as many plays as the 'play, makes acting easier for
the students are interested in do- beginners, because it reduces the
ing. We are trying to demonstrate number of dramatic conventions
the possibilities of college theatre. The experimental theatre also en-
They are greater than even the stu- ables us to present more plays, for
dents realize, Here is an opportu- we don't have to wcrrv abou" get-
nityto experiment with new tech- ting a large audience to fill the
and parody on campus. There is
a'so the direct approach;'a letter
or .visit to the President or Dean
to discuss some personal problem
or campus issue Overall it is a
fairly safe assumption that, the "ad-
the various interested parties In-
cidentally this- would prove a good
test for student apathy, for if the
student body is no; interested
enough in an opportunity o: this
nature then they do not deserve in
nav 'their changes Tim. would
not be a meeting where various rep-
resentatives of the administration
" / In* llmile, is m, i i„,si ,m
itlltei. miivil) lilii the iiindii
mi Id,mi i hih."
give excuses lor it; you can't cat
or wear it We simply have to un-
derstand its value: Art is a neces-
sity, a human need, whether or not
people realize it."
Revised Orientation Schedule
Day No. 1 — Monday, Sept. 18
8:30 a.m - Freshman dormiton
rooms_ available
9:00 to 11:45 a.m. — Coffee tor Par-
ents. Moulton Union
11:45 a.m - Luncheon lor Parents
and Faculty i non-advisors. Se-
nior Center
12:00 noon - Welcome to Freshmen
by President Coles and the Dean
of the College. Pickard Theater
115 p.m - Luncheon for Freshmen
and faculty advisors. Senior Cen-
ter. First meeting with advisors.
1:30 p.m - Parents Forum with
President Coles and members of
the Faculty and Staff. Pickard
Theater
3:00 p.m — Introduction to Orien-
tation Week. Student Life Com-
mittee Chairman. Pickard Thea-
ter.




8:00 p.m — RECREATION —
squash, basketball courts, swim-
ming pool; game room, etc
Movies: ill Cleaveland 109; (2i
Smith Auditorium
Bay No. 2 — Tuesday, Sept. 19
3:00 a.m - Breakfast Senior Cen-
ter
":30 to 11 00 a.m — HUMANITIES
FORTJM Two or three lectures
' by professors Purpose to stim-
ulate interest in stud\ of the
humanities Not intended to be
descriptions of courses, offered




pertaining to courses with mem-
bers of the departments, situated
at tables outside of Pickard. m
Quad Weather permitting.
12:30 p.m - Lunch Seniqr Center
First "third" of Freshmen eat
with advisors.
2:00 to 4.00 p.m — SPORTS PRO-
GRAM Pickard Theater Exhi-
bition of football movies, soccer
ball handling, etc Introductory
talk, by Director of Athletics,
coaches. Perhaps history of Bow
doin athletics, anecdotes of past
prea teams, etc.
4:00 to 6:00 p.m. - Dinner Senior
Centei
8:00 p.m - MIXER • Freshmen on-
ly): Westbrook. Bates - possibly
Colby
Day No. 3 — Wednesday. Sept. 20
8 0t) a.m - Breakfast Senior Cen-
tei
U:2:j to 11:00 a.m NATURAL
SCIENCES FORUM Pickard
Theater Purpose same as in hu-
manities lorum
11:00 a.m — Natural sciences open
house Format as above
12:30 p.m - Lunch Senior Cen-
ter Second "third' to eat with
advisors
2:00 p,m - ACTIVITIES ASSEM-
BLY Pickard Field Open house.
with members of extracurricular
activities Band, performance by
Meddies, dramatic "happening.'
etc. Purpose: to enthuse inter-
est in extracurricular activities
4 0) t<: 6:00 pan. All ' campus
facilities' open and faculty avail-
able
C:00 p.m. — Dinner. Senior Center
8:0f) p.m
- Outside speaker or
Profs Brown and/or Dane
Day No. 4 _ Thursday, Sept, 21
801 a.m
- Breakfa t Senior Cen-
ter
9:3) to 1I:C0 a.m - SOCIAL SCI-
ENCES FORUM Pickard Thea-
ter Format as above.
11 03 a.m, .--"> Social .sciences open
house. For;rat as above.
12:30 p.m
- Lunch. Senior Centei
Third group of Freshmen eat
with advisors
2:00 p.m - FRESHMEN VS FAC-
ULTY SOFTBALL
5:30 p.m. - Freshmen - Faculty
barbecue (informal!
8:00 p.m — Conferences with ad-
visors concerning summer read-
ing.
Bay No. 5 — Friday, Sept, 22
As scheduled in Col'ege Catalogue
Morning and Afternoon — Place-
% ment tests
4 01) p.m. - Rushing begins
Day No. 6 — Saturday, Sept, ,23
Morning - Varsity soccer game
Afternoon - Varsity football game
Evening
- MIXER for Student
Body Smith. Wheaton
ministration"
-has a pret'ty clear ide
of what the students think, desire,
and need
The converse is unfortunately not
true. It is not uncommon for the
students to be ignorant of "ad-
ministration" views on campus is-
sues. This cannot be attributed to
student apathy, for the students are
interested There is no place to
Imd any statement ot policy: then-
is no regularly circulated pohc\
statement and there doesn't seen
to be too much, initiative taken by
'.he President, Deans, faculty com-
mittees, govermns boards, or the
"powers that be' to let anyone else
know anything unless they are forc-
ed to do
#
so Those same commu-
nications media referred tn befor-
can be used "hut usually are not
The "administration can speak
through the student council or
president's council, but this again
is not nearly often enough the case
We must also realize that stu-
dents don; just want to hear a
long list of what is approved or dis-
approved hy the "administration."
and conversely the "powers tha'
be
" are tired ot hearing students
opinions of what JS good^ or bad
Fer a statement to be published by
the "administration'' saying that it
is against any form of coeducation
would b« piace;. unoe tin trad
tional bright lights and be bomoara
ed with a thousand questions iron ,
every side in an old fashioned third
degree I am sure tna: then axe a.
myriad of questions thai could b
asked of students, and many are
the suggestions, gripes, and expec -
tations that the faculty and admin-
istration have for the student ooo;
and I would be equally interested
in these as in ainny im own 53"
complaints and suggestion- in
short, both sides bench: in a gen-
tlemanly manner ot discussion
Such a meeting would o< a:, ex-
cellent uuagi of studen: inteu \
for indeed thai interest need i
demons: rated and it vane
mean: c: clear Qommunieatio:
obviously prea! Fron. sue:. meet-








Win' will tak. ant initial
arranging these ope; forums'
is no need for a. special com;
the Student Count;".. Pre-
Council the Aaimmstratio:
BCA. the Chess Club ant, eve; tie
Bowdoin Orient are all capabh Le
this be an .open challenge tor one
ot these groups to show the interest
and take the initial steps: then ah
the others need do is cooperate
I still say. at I ha\> befor< , that
it should be possible to attain satis-
factory accord and changes if desir-
able through discussion and "col-
lective bargaminL' and that activt
demonstrations an not necessan
HELP FIGHT LEUKEMIA
This year Iiowdoin College is
participating in the third an-
nual Ernie Davis Leukemia
Fund Drive. Iiowdoin is one of
over 150 colleges and universi-
ties throughout the country tak
ing pari in the tight against
leukemia.
Leukemia is a cancer charac-
terized by severe anemia. It is
an almost uniformly fatal dis-
ease. It strikes all ages.
Bowdoin's drive will take
place on December 5-10th. Dur
ing that week a representative
in each fraternit> will ask for
contributions during house
meetings. In addition, canisters
will be placed around campus
for further contribution- We
ask you to support this attempt
to help the unfortunate leuke
mia victims of the future and
those who will not be victims of
leukemia because of a break-
through made possible by your
help. I'iease give next week in
memory of Ernie Davis—All
American of Svj-acuse. Heisman
Trophy Winner — 1961, and
leukemia victim.
N
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
(Continued from page 1)
stituting of a pass-fail system, and
in its results.
— Dean of the Faculty James A.
On the whole, though, the Dean. storer
,
commenting on possible ef-
expressed optimism both in.the in- fectjs of pass-fal* "on?rJfae 'jpjfam^
^r
p




GIFTS OVER $5.00 ARE WRAPPED FREE
thought that students exercising a
pass-fail option in a course would
likely be a more iprward, active
voice in the classroom. Thus some
Of this'' noh-grade?pre3sur%d en-
thusiasm migh>^riit»- off and in-
crease a professor's responsePKp his
class. - ( \
'
"JThe professor %&ild '^hot /ge}*<
erajly. know it a^artfcujar, student
had opfioned Tor pass-fail, so that
each student would be treated
equally, and the entire class would
probably benefit from the hopefully
more uninhibited participation of
those on pass-fail." —
—
Dean Storer also noted that par-
ticular attention must be given to
the relation of pass-fail to requir-
ed courses, and added "We also do
not want to run into problems such
as Princeton, whose pass-fail pro-
gram has created an apparent 'pass
only' attitude."
Rogers' Woodwind Piece
To Premiere December '7
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money. '
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
See Shep Lee at
ADVANCE
AUTO SALES, INC.
24 Franklin St., Auburn, Ale.
Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686
Valiant-Plymouth
Chrysler-Imperial
5-yr. and 50,000 mi. guarantee
Low Bank Rates, Terms
Tailored to Your
Individual Needs
— Guaranteed Used Cars —
Excellent Service on All Makes
10% Off on All Service Work
to Bowdoin-Afliliated People
The distinguished Clarion Wood-
^nd, Quintet w^l- perform a^So^v-
doua Wsdnesdajf, Qec, 7; in tjhe sec-
ond event of the 196f-61, Curtis-
Zimbalist Concert Series. .
The 'performance will be given at
8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater, Mem-
cr!al Hall. Admission will be $2 or
by season subscription. Children's
tickets will be available at 50 cents.
Founded in the spring of 1961
by the solo wind player of the
Clarion Orchestra, the Quintet has
performed before enthusiastic au-
diences both here and abroad. The
five American musicians have gain-
ed a wide reputation as splendid
performers of an extensive reper-
toire ranging from Mozart and
Beethoven to choice modern com-










chamber music for wind inst«i"-
ments with piano? and , such rarely
heard *JasjSics as- .Mozart's "Sym-
phonic Concertante" for four wind'
instruments and- orchestra.
Members of "the group are Philip
Dunigan, flutist; Stephen Adelstein,
oboist; Robert Listokin, clarinetist;
Mark Popkin, bassoonist; and Fred-
rick Bergstone, French hornist.
The rapid success of the Quintet
demonstrates not only the artistry
of its members but the awaken-
ing of audiences, musicians and
critics to the wealth of great
chamber music written for winds.
The Quintet has found programs
which set newer works in relief
against the more traditional styles.
The group's Dec. "T concert at
Bowdoin will feature the premiere
performance of "Rotational Arrays"






NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To 'Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House






Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA






63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
OF BRUNSWICK-BATH










LEAVE TOUR SHOES AT




MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS RESERVATIONS NOW
CALL 725-5587










Working Partner with Maine People
from Kitterv to Roekland
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WOOL BLAZER
Goes Everywhere!
Classic blazer in all wool flannel or Hopsaclc in
Navy, Skipper Blue, Burgundy, Hunter Green,





Opt,, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
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Allen Elected One Of Eight
... tf.
'i'A -
To*Receive * Nat'l ^Awardt0 »
Thomas H. Allen, President of the
Class of 1967, co-captajn of the. va*-.
sity football team and member jpf
PhT Beta Kafcpa, won ' a NatfiSial'
Ppotball Foundation and Hall of
Fame Scholar-Athlete Award Mon-
day.
Allen was one of only eight recip-
ients of the coveted awards
throughout the nation. Bowdoin
was the only small college repre-
sented and the only New England
college on the list. Other winners
came from Notre Dame, Princeton,
Georgia, Texas Christian Univer-
sity, Washington, South Carolina
and Missouri.
Allen, will receive a $500 graduate
scholarship from funds provided by
Col. Earl (Red) Blaik's syndicated
newspaper series.
Allen and the seven other win-
ners will be honored in New York
Dec. 6 at the ninth annual Foot-
ball Hall of Fame Awards Banquet
at the Waldorf-Astoria. Each will





at the "21" Club in New York Dec.
«, along wfth the new Football Hall
of Fame inductees.
The Bowdoin senior, who is ma-
joring in English with a minor in
Government, was initially screened
by a committee of the American
Football Coaches Association. In
addition to his sparkling work on
the gridiron, Allen is an exception-
al student and outstanding campus
leader.
Allen was the second Bowdoin
undergraduate to receive the Foun-
dation's award. The first was
Frank M. Drigotas of Auburn, Cap-
tain of Bowdoin's state champion-
ship 1963 football team and now
Town Manager of Medina, N. Y.
Frosh (Jagers
Must Improve
Freshman basketball ,with two
games' upcoming' 'ne*t Cw«ek, ih in
full season. Coach Ed Cdombsdoes
not anticipate a set „ starting five
but rather will field a squad from
some ten "regulars" and may call
upon others from the large turn-
out.
Chip Dewar, Wayne Mayo, and
Jim Mazareus will see action at the
guard positions. Prime contenders
for the forward slots are John Mc-
Grath, Don Weafer, Chip Miller,
and Rick Buckley. Buckley has frosh opening up at M.C.I. Wed-
looked particularly impressive v of- nesday. Contests at Colby on the




and here against, .MIT., on
center" prospects Bob Sweeney and the Ipirteenth round out the pre
-














frcffcad is bigger and stronger .than
.
last year's club; but that it does not
compare favorably to the latter in
speed, shooting, and pressing. Last
season's frosh compiled an 8-2 over-
all mark, losing only to Portland
and the University of Maine.
The current squad must become
more aggressive and improve its de-
fense, as evidenced by a scrimmage
against North Yarmouth. The
schedule calls for ten games and
four or five scrimmages, with the
mmmmmmmmmmmm
Fresh Coffee * Spadmrta
Any Time Spadnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP












Serving Bowdoin men with great buys in Meats, Chips,
and Refreshments with the best buys in town
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896














Guitars St Electric Amplifiers
Musical Supplies
Radios— Portables
Television, Also Color ,
Stereo Record Players















"Let's unplug the computer, boys!
Start thinking!"
A lot of people believe that someday
computers will do all their thinking
for them.
Well, a funny thing is going to
happen on the way to the future:
You're going to have to think
harder and longer than ever.
Computers can't dream up things
like Picturephone service, Telstar®
satellite, and some of the other
advances in communications we
have made. Of course, we depended
on computers to solve some of the
problems connected with their
development. But computers need
absolutely clear and thorough
instructions, which means a new and
tougher discipline on the
human intelligence.
And it will take more than a computer
to create a pocket phone the size
of a matchbook, let's say... or find
a practical way to lock a door or turn
off an oven by remote telephone
control, or to make possible some of
the other things we'll have someday.
It takes individuals . . . perhaps you
could be one . . . launching new
ideas, proposing innovations
and dreaming dreams.
And someday, we're going to have to
find a way to dial locations in space.
Makes- you think.
J^\ Bell System







The problematic state" of Bowdoin athletics has managed to sustain
Hself^at least until the spring season due to the abandonment of fresh-
man hockey. There are eleven freshmen hockey players, and in order
to salvage a year of experience for them, the athletic department has
organized an informal team, composed of the freshmen and talented
fraternity players, to fulfill the freshman schedule. Although this deci-
sion is wiser than dropping the freshman sport, there are still inherent
weaknesses, in the informal team setup which could be corrected if
present student attitude towards the proposal were to change.
Undoubtedly, the need for an informal team presents a transient
problem and the real need for this article stems from deeper sources
which are affecting the entire college community. But the urgency of
this problem requires our immediate attention if we are to solve this
unique problem in Bowdoin athletics. Hopefully, the broader questions
which manifest themselves in such problems as this one will be dis-
cussed in later editorials.
The discussion which follows is based on the critical assumption
that a better 1967-68 varsity hockey team is the wish of the student
body as well as the athletic department in initiating this "substitute"'
informal hockey team. The informal team is definitely part of the Bow-
doin intercollegiate sports program and not a substitute for nor a
complement to the interfraternity Hockey league which provides com-
petition for non-varsity performers.
This assumption is crucial from the viewpoint of coaching these
eleven freshmen. They must be trained in the coaching fundamentals
ot Bowdoin hockey, but the necessary sacrifice and hard work which
resulis m this fundamental training is dependent on such psychological
factors as team moral, competitive attitude, and a feeling of signifi-
cance in representing Bowdoin College. Without this positive mental
attitude this informal program will prove to be an inadequate substi-
tute for the usual freshman program. Whether or not this program
proves worthwhile is dependent on the cooperation the program re-
ceives from the upperclassmcn who have expressed interest in partici-
pating. To them, this willingness to help should be more than an oppor-
tunity for more ice time. Rather, it should enable those marginal var-
siiy and ex-freshmen players to continue playing intercollegiate sports
in (he fullest sense. By the fullest sense, they should he willing to
sacrifice time and the leisurely aura of interfraternity hockey in order
to salvage our freshman schedule and provide a competitive atmosphere
tor the freshmen players. In effect, the interfraternity system is being
isked to sacrifice some of its better players in order to provide the
freshmen with a valuable year of rugged intercollegiate hockey so that
they can contribute to the 1967 varsity.
Thus upperclassmcn must do. more than provide a sullicient num-
ber of bodies; their commitment involves the same sort of sweat and
sacrifice that they experienced when they were freshmen. If this were
the prevailing student attitude, the present problem of White Key
eligibility rulings would be unnecessary. Interested upperclassmcn
would not consider spreading themselves thinly over two competitive
levels", but instead wo^uljL fiire#» mlerfruternity—h+wkey ^hts—rcar^rr
order to contribute to informal hockey.
In light of this need for a compel ilive atmosphere for the team,
'he coaching staff should realize that the upperclassmen's sacrifice
.deserves a proportionate amount of game playing time. Thesi upper-
classmen can not be expected to "put out" during practice sessions if
they realize their chances of playing are slim. Only in cases of equal
ability should freshmen be given playing preference. Probably, fresh-
men who can not beat out marginal varsity performers this year will
lie unable to play for the '67 varsity anyway.
Without the development of a more intercollegiately-oriented com-
petitive attitude towards informal hockey, the athletic department
should feel less shame in dropping the proposed schedule than in mere-
ly mustering up enough bodies to form a "soft touch" club to be
slaughtered by the opposition. If this happens, lew of the eleven fresh-
* men will ever regain the positive attitude which is essential for a
winning varsity team. \
Mermen Set
For Opener
Coach Charlie Butt's varsity
swimming team has high hopes for
improving on last season's 4-5 rec-
ord and certainly appears capable
of doing so. Swimming Is one Bow-
doin sport which is not facing a
manpower shortage this year, since
most of the members from last
year's outstanding freshman team
are on the varsity as sophomores.
The tankers are led by co-cap-
tains Mike Ridgeway and Pete
Stackpole, both of whom placed in
the New England Championship
Meet and broke the Bowdoin rec-
ords in their respective events last
winter. Joining Ridgeway in the
freestyle events will be lettermen
Ed Finsilver, Denny Scharer, and
Gary Taylor, along with promising
sophomores Scott Staples and Mark
Williams. Soph Rick Spencer will
team with Stackpole in the butter-
fly and may swim the backstroke
with another second-year man,
John Ryan.
Ryan also excels in the individual
medley and will be supported there
by sophomore Tom Johnson, who
will also swim in the breaststroke
races. High hopes are also centered
around Paul MacArthur, who set
the freshman breaststroke record
last year. Finally, the diving pic-
ture is bright, despite the loss of
Harvey Wheeler, with veteran's Jim
LeBlanc and Neal Caruso ready to
go.
Opener.
Five Harvard goals in a three
minute stretch in the second period 1
sent Bowdoin crashing to a 9-2 de-
feat in its opening hockey game at
the Arena Wednesday night.
Until this Crimson uprising with
five minutes left in the middle stan-
za, the Polar Bears were definitely
in range of the Ivy Leaguers, trail-
ing only 4-2. However, even this
short a letdown of the defense al-
lowed the game to turn into a
rout.
The large midweek crowd didn't
have to wait long to see the first
gcal of the hockey season. Har-
vard captain Dennis McCullough
startled the Bears by scoring with
assists from linemates Kent Parrot
and Ben Smith at Just 1:02.
Hustling deep in the Crimson
end, the Bears deadlocked the score
five minutes later on Pete Chap-
man's lamp-lighter on a rebound
of co-captain Steve Wales' bad-
angle shot. Harvard immediately
dampened the Bears' spirits just a
few seconds later as Parrot broke
through the Bowdoin defense and
beat sophomore goalie Joe Dane
to put Harvard out in front to stay.
The Crimson left the ice with a 4-1
lead 'following goals by juniors Jack
Garrity and Ben Smith.
For the first fifteen minutes of
the second period it appeared that
the Bears were going to surprise
everyone and make it a real con-
test. Skating fairly even with
"Cooney" Weiland's sextet, the
Bears counted one goal on sopho-
more Bob McGuirk's on a setup by
Tim Sullivan.
But the roof fell in on Sid Wat-
son's, squad as Harvard scored five
times in two minutes* and 52 sec-
onds. Bobby Bauer, Jr., son of the
great former Boston Bruin, tallied
the first two within 22 seconds.
Then Smith notched another pair
to make up a "hat trick" for the
Harvard star. Chip Scammon fur-
ther humiliated the Bowdoin de-
fense by making the score 9-2 at
the end of the period, thus com-
pleting the Crimson's scoring for
the night. The third period was
scoreless with senior goalie Dave
Macomber stopping 16 shots.
Overall the Bear defense appears
to be the weakest part of the squad.
There are two fine defensemen back
from last year, co-captain Tim
Brooks and Bob Pfeifier. However,
Sid Watson has had to break up
this effective pairing. Senior Phil
Coupe has been shifted to defense,
but he still is having trouble ad-
justing, while Junior Ned Ross also
lacks experience at that vital spot.
The Bears are no better off in
the goal as neither Joe Dane nor
Dave Macomber appears able to fill
the shoes of Dick Leger. Dane did
very wejl for parts of the game, but
was unable to make up for defensive
lapses by coming up with the "big"
save. Although Macomber shut out
Harvard in the final stanza, he lets
too many rebounds escape his grasp.
With neither ah" outstanding goalie
nor sure-fire defensive pairings, it
could be a long year for th| Polar
Bears against good competition.
The offense appears to be in much
better shape. The first line of
Wales-Chapman-Cornella can be
counted upon for consistent scor-
ing punch. Sophomores Ken Mar-
tin, Steve Abbott, Bob McGuirk, and
Tim Sullivan will join junior stand-
out Doug Brown and senior Frank
Morgan to form the next two lines.
The Bears should have adequate
scoring this year.
KING S BARBER SHOP
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Bowdoin'* Favorite Barben
SIX — BARBERS— SIX
COACH KAY BICKXELL AND CAPT. LARRY REID eye the
I niversity of New Hampshire eagers who will provide the oppo-
sition as the Bears will kiikoff the 1966-67 basketball season to-
night in the new gym at 7:00 p.m. I'NH, despite a poor 3-21 rec-
ord last season, are big this year and, by the way, knocked off the
Bears with ease last year. Saturday night the Bowdoin quintet





One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PLANT
69-73 MAINE STREET




LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
Rifle Team
Drops First
The return of five lettermen from
last year's 8-5 squad is expected to
help the Bowdoin varsity rifle team
during the current season.
The squad, coached by M/Sgt.
Jackson D. Odom of the College's
ROTC staff, will try to even Its
oiate in a postal match against Wil-
liam & Mary. The Polar Bear rifle-
men lost their opening match at
Vermont by a score of 1,270 to 1,190
last week.
Returning lettermen include last
winter's captain, Mike Harmon '67
and this season's captain, Neal
Bornstein J68.
Other returning lettermen ..in-
clude Jonathan St. Mary '67, David




IS Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
Phone 725-2461
Flowers for all occasion*
Flowers by wire
L& A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Student!
Compare And You'll Do Business At
L& A TIRE CO.
51 BATH ROAD, BRUNSWICK TEL 725-8754
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Student Council Votes Return SAC Sees Futurc Masque & Gown Features
Af n n t> i • Coffee House Started
(Jt rre- Center Kushing
°
In Little-Mitchell
At its meeting of Nov. 28, the Student Council adopted sev-
Experimental One -Acts
eral major changes in the rules that have governed fraternity it is the hope of the Student
rushing for the last three years. The changes enacted were sug- Arts Committee to obtain the use
gested by Student Council Rushing Chairman Pete Hayes in a of some college room as a perma-
report that he made to the Council early in October. Emphasizing nent coffee house. A successful
flexibility for the fraternities and for the freshmen, and in hopes coffee house has been set UP at
of eliminating the artificiality 4hat has characterized Bowdoin Williams College and has been
rushing, the principal points of the highly artificial system of rush- running well over a year. -It is the
changes passed are:
1. Abolition of the graduated quota
system and its replacement by a
maximum quota of 26 pledges
for all houses. No fraternity
would be obligated to pledge 26
men, but under no circumstances
would a fraternity be allowed to
exceed that figure.
2. Elimination of the limited bid
arrangement and reinstatement
of the old rule that any bid giv-
en at any time on rushing week-
end is good until the weekend
concludes or until all Houses are
closed.
3. Retention of the card system
with the expectation that the
liberalization of other rules will
make its minimal requirement of
three houses unnecessary.
The enactment of this list of sug-
gestions stemmed primarily from a
realization that the arguments orig-
inally put Jforth in the defense of
a rushing system based on quotas
and time limits on bids are no
longer applicable. The Rushing
Committee defended this point of
view in its written report:
"The loss of the seniors to the
Senior Center three years ago
engendered, a complicated and
ing necessitated by the possibili-
Committees hope to be able to pro-
vide . entertainment almost every
ty of the financial collapse of a ^.^ night &nd on Qther ^
fraternity. In establishing a sys- sions SAC .S immediate hope was
tern of rushing (i.e. the quota/ to obtain space in the soon-to-be-
limited bid system) which would vacated Little-Mitchell house. The
minimize that danger, the Coun- exact fate of this building is in
cil kept the College's promise not doubt, however, and the committee
to allow any fraternity to die out is looking at other less institution-
as a result of dislocations caused al buildings which will provide the
by the Senior Center. At the needed space with some kind of
same time, the Council diminish- atmosphere. SAC is willing to
ed the possibility of adequately sacrifice atmosphere for space,
fulfilling its responsibility to the however. It is not intended for this
freshman, because under the new activity to compete with the stu-
A FABULOUS TALE — Tonight in Pickard Experimental Theater.
conditions of time and quota dent union or any of its activities
pressure the freshman's op- but rather it is meant as a supple- Bowdoin will test its experimen-
portunity to critically select a ment. The need for some sort of tal theatre for the first time when
fraternity was lessened by the activity Friday nights is obvious, the Masque and Gown presents
rapidity with which he was fore- The range of activities could be four student-directed plays this eve-
ed to pledge. However, the Stu- wide and flexible. It would be a ning at 8:15. The one-act plays
dent Council and the College have place where both faculty and stu- are all contemporary and were
now acquitted themselves of their dents could gather with the idea chosen partly to test the possibili-
responsibility to the various fra- of meeting on a less academic ties of the experimental theatre;
temities as the rushing system standing than in the classroom, however, the directors of the plays
has insured, at least temporarily, Entertainment would be arranged- agree -that each play has literary
the continued existence of all with the idea of allowing time for and dramatic value and that none
twelve houses at Bowdoin. There informal discussion. of them are mere gimicks.
is no longer any need to con- It is the committee's hope to ft- John Isaacs is directing Richard
tinue the present rushing system nance the initial costs of this proj- Stockton's A Fabulous Tale, and
as it stands. The factors which ect with donations from various describes it as a miracle play. He
originally induced the alteration campus organizations. The Phi chose the play because it expresses
of a three-day rushing pattern Deit house has offered 25 this week a view of God and the Universe,
are now neutralized, but those and the Psi U. house $20. It is but is not as seriously concerned
that demand the time such a SAC's hope that other houses and with expressing a philosophy as the
system provides are, if anything, college organizations will likewise other plays. According to Isaacs,
more present at Bowdoin today be willing to donate some small the play might even he considered
than they were five or six years amount to the project. a comedy. A Fabulous Tale also
ag0 > Members of the administration presents problems in production be-
As a result of apparent student Pete Hayes explained what he have been very helpful in these
cause of the special effects and the
discontent with the existing state hopes the effect of this year's early stages. Deans
Greason and types of actors needed Isaacs ex-
(Continued on page 6) (Continued on page 6) plained. "The play involves a blind
beggar who must be played realis-
tically if the play is to be a suc-
cess."
In LeRoi Jones's play The Dutch-
man, which is directed by Charles
Head, a white woman picks up a
Negro man on a subway and alter-
nately taunts and tempts him. Ac-
cording to Head, the play is sym-
bolic on several levels; "Lulu rep-
resents Eve a"nd Clay represents
Adam; Lulu 'causes the destruction
of Clay. But the play also ex-




of social life ai Bowdoin, the Stu-
dent Council laft spring authorized
the formation of a committee to
investigate the problem of social
rules and to make a responsible
recommendation to both the Stu-
dent Council and the administra-
jftion.
In pursuance of these objectives,
the Social Rules Committee dis-
tributed questionnaires to the stu-
dent body, designed to measure
student opinion. The response was
heavy and overwhelmingly in favor
of an active effort to change the
present conditions.
Chairman Bob Bell, in present-
ing an outline of his committee's
proposals, which would include ex-
tention of hours in fraternity
houses and the opening of dorms
to women, stated:
"This committee feels that
there is a profound need for
a change in the social atmos-
phere at Bowdoin College — a
change which would enhance
the academic sphere, offer viable
alternatives to students, and
which will afford the individual
the freedom necessary to de-
velop a responsibility. The com-
mittee's purpose is a rectifica-
tion of the present social at-
mosphere. We feel that piece-
meal changes in the social
rules and hours will not bring
about ah adequate shift in this
atmosphere. Therefore, dis-
cussion of specific hours will
not be as important as will be
discussion of rules aimed at
transforming the social atmos-
phere ."
Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam:
No Black arid White Decisions Possible
by Howard Moffett
The Collegiate Press Service
PART I
EDITOR'S NOTE: Howard Moffett, 1965-66
editor of the Yale Daily News, is a full-time
correspondent in South Vietnam for the Col-
li giate Press Service. His reports will appear
regularly in the ORIENT.
In this article, the first in a two-part series,
Moffett describes the social context in which the
war in Vietnam is being fought.
SAIGON (CPS) - Last year at this time I was
writing editorials calling the American war in Viet-
nam unjust, illegal and anti-democratic.
I could still make a case for the last two (it has
occurred to me since that a just war is a contradic-
tion in terms). But after a month in Vietnam I am
clear on one thing: nothing here is that simple,
nothing is that black-and-white.
Those who ta' : about Vietnam in these terms,
and on the other hand those who mouth cliches
about defending democracy and freedom against
Communist aggression, have reduced one of the
most complicated and agonizing situations in modern
history to shibboleths. Worse, they have succeeded
in making these shibboleths virtually the only terms
of the public debate on Vietnam.
The following analysis is quasi-sociological. It may
strike some as an intellectual game; I see it rather
as an attempt to step back a bit and establish a
frame of reference against which further analysis
and interpretation may be measured. It may also
suggest some of the hazards involved in basing val-
ue judgments either on deadline press reports or on
personal political preferences.
It is based on three assumptions: (1) What is
happening here is as important as what should be
happening here; (2) What is happening may in the
course of time affect what should happen, i.e., the
use of power and the objective conditions to which
it gives rise may either undermine or create a moral
prerogative: morality, like power, is not static, and
must sometimes be measured in relative terms; (3)
Neither what is happening here nor what should
be happening here are very adequately understood
by most Americans.
There is a struggle going on in South Vietnam
between two groups of people, each of them num-
bering several millions: in effect they are two sep-
arate societies, co-existing within the same geo-
graphical boundaries. Each is trying to organize,
strengthen and sanction itself while weakening or
destroying the other.
Though each group numbers millions, they are
both led by relatively small elites which have de-
veloped their own traditions, their own social val-
ues, and their own vested interests. The majority
in each group are people who through varying de-
grees of sophistication, are influenced by the tradi-
tions and values of their elite but have little stake
in its vested interests.
They are people like civil servants, interested in
salaries and a modicum of culture, personal freedom
and opportunity for advancement; or merchants,
interested in the free flow of trade and economic
stability; or soldiers, interested in winning without
getting killed, recognition fur bravery and home
(Continued on page 4)




A student art show will be pre-
sented in March. The show is be-
ing sponsored by the Senior Cen-
'«t, the Student Union Committee
id the Students Arts Committee.
Tentative categories are: Water and
Oil paintings, sketching, sculpture,
and photography. A cash prize/
vill be awarded in each category,
with a grand prize over all. Stu-
dent art hopefully will be exhibited
for approximately a two week per-
iod in March in the Union, the Se-
nior Center, and perhaps In the li-
brary. Work should be submitted
within the first ten days after va-
cation to a place to be announced
right after vacation. All pieces
should be submitted ready for
hanging — matted or framed if
necessary. Work will not be ac-
cepted otherwise. All Bowdoin un-
dergraduates are eligible. Specifics
will be announced shortly.
Residents of Maine will have an
opportunity to hear Dr. William
Haddon, Jr., the newly appointed
Administrator of the National
Highway Safety Agency, when he
delivers a public address at Bow-
doin Sunday evening, Dec. 11.
Dr. Haddon's speech, jointly
sponsored by the Student Council
and the Faculty Committee on Lec-
tures and Concerts, will be given in
the Senior Center at 7:15 pm.
The duties of Dr. Haddon's newly
created agency include enforcement
of recently enacted federal auto-
mobile and highway safety bills.
His agency eventually will be a part
of a new Department of Transpor-
tation.
Dr. Haddon's address will be en-
titled "The Automobile Industry
and National Highway Safety."
"\
?
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Who Runs Bowdoin College?
Pres. Coles' Forum Talk
Captain Randall W. Austin an^ Staff Sgt. Jean A. ArchaiubauH
of the t^'Marine Corps Officer Selection Office, Boston, will be vis-
iting Bowdoin on December 14 and 15 aj the Moulton Union from 10-2
both days. There will" also be 'a program with movies at 7:J5 in the
gallery Lounge oh Wednesday evening ' < T - " . ''-*
Students' are invited "to discuss the. various commissioning pro-
grams with the Officer Selection Team during their visit and possibly
to complete the preliminaries of enrollment.
The Platoon Leaders Class (air or ground) is open to freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors and involves two six-week summer sessions
at Quant ico, Virginia. There are no military classes, drill, or other
obligations during the school year, and candidates are commissioned
Second Lieutenants upon graduation. The Officer Candidate Program
is open to seniors and graduates, and commissioning takes place after
a ten-week course.
These programs are an excellent opportunity for students who
have not chosen a way to fulfill their military obligation and have
several advantages for underclassmen who enroll now, such as pay
seniority.
s
If you have any questions, contact Pete Merry (Senior Center),
Scott Staples (Beta), or Mike Taverna and Tom Johnson (Chi Psi),
all of whom were PLC's last summer. „
* * * I * «
Thousands of summer jobs open to college students are listed in
the new 1967 "Summer Employment Directory" just off the press.
Employers looking for help include resorts, camps, national parks,
business firms, summer theaters, restaurants and ranches throughout
the United States and Canada.
"Summer Employment Directory" may be ordered by mail by
sending $3 to National
.
Directory Service, Box 32065, Dept. C, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45232. Mark "rush" for first-class mailing in December.
*. * * - • *
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Representatives from the following companies will be recruiting




There is no such thing as "the
administration" at Bowdoin College.
It is an undefined,' non-term. What
we do have , are offleers of admin-
istration with* defined responsibili-
ties. And* in an intellectual com-
munity, wh^re' preciseness of definK
tion and of term *is valued, we can
acliieve better* understanding and
have much more coherent commu-
nication, if we will simply say "The
Dean of the College" when we mean
the Dean of the Co'lege, or "The
President" when we mean the Pres-
ident, or "The Librarian" when we
the Librarian.mean
administration" Is a non-term, we
cross this off at the outset, as the
power that runs Bowdoin College.
Someone must run the place, how-
ever. Someone must be responsible
for all of the stupid decisions which
are made, as well as for the occa-
sional intelligent one.
Without too much thought. When
.Jibe injustice of such decisions be-
comes apparent^ we attempt to the
best of t>ur abwty and In the light
of the then existing situation, to
rectify them. ; * «
Legally, „ the charter of Bowdofri
Co'lege places all power in -the two
corporations known as The Presi-
dent and Trustees, and the Over-
seers. But In actuality, and by
tradition and custom, in the imJr
portant tasks of the College and
Governing Boards act primarily up-
on recommendations received from
Since "the* tne pacuity m areas of faculty com-
petence, and from officers of the
College In other areas.
The voice of the students is also
sought and heard. One or more
committees of the Governing Boards
meet formally with representatives
of students at least once each year.
The majority of the Governing
I am sure that some decisions Boards regularly read the Bowdoin
made on this campus are stupid —
In fact as well as in legend. It is
obvious that every decision cannot
please every person — even the in-
telligent, thoughtful decisions. But
occasiona'ly decisions are made by
officers of the College without full
knowledge, of all factors involved,
without full consideration of all
consequences, and occasionally
Chicopee Manufacturing Co.'
Monarch Life Insurance Co.
Peat Marwick
State Farm Insurance Co.


























Masque and Gown has announced that tryou'ts will l>e held next
Monday and Tuesday evenings, Dec. 12 and 13, for its next major
production, "The Physicists."
Professor Richard Hornby, piimor of Dramatics, said the tr-youts
will- be held in the Experimental Theater, Memorial Hall, from 7:30
to 10:30 p.m. on both evenings.
Actors should come prepared to toil when they can rehearse.
Three boys between the ages of 10 and 16 are needed, along with four
women and 13 men.
"The Physicists," by Friedrich Duerrenmatt, will be the Winter
Houseparty Play and will be presented in the Experimental Theater
on four consecutive nights, Feb. 9-12.
The play, directed by Professor Hornby, is the second in a 1966-67
Masque and Gown series entitled "The Scientist in the Drama." The
first production of the series, Bertolt Brecht's "Galileo," was presented
in November. The third in the series, Ben Jonson's "The Alchemist,"
will be performed next May and June.
"The Physicists," a more recent play, won critical acclaim after it
was performed on Broadway and in London. The scene is an insane
asylum and the focus is on three patients who are nuclear physicists.
One thinks himself to lie Newton, another Einsteip, and the third has
visitations from Solomon.
Student Council Reports
student Life: There is a continued effort to set up mixers at Bowdoin
to be held at the Union. Dates now being considered are February
5 and 25, with girls from Wheaton and Colby Jr. College.
•reshman Year: The fraternity presidents have been presented with
questionnaires by the Chairman of the Freshman Year Committee,
Peter Manolakos. Three separate questionnaires are being given to
a sampling of the campus (according to their class) with the hope
of reaching a composite opinion of the student body. All recipients
of these questionnaires are urged to fill them out in full inwrder
that the sample be truly representative.
«ecture: The Student Council is sponsoring a talk on Sunday night at
7:15 p.m. in the Senior Center. William Haddon, Jr. will speak
on Highway Safety.
Social Rules: Chairman Bob Bell presented his Committee's working
plans for improved social rules. The Council unanimously approved
these minimal proposals which will be used for further discussions
- with the Faculty. A detailed study (including theory, last year's
questionnaire results, and suggestions for enhancing the social
atmosphere) will be submitted to the Faculty Student Life Com-
mittee later this week.
tudent Art Committee: Any fraternity which would be willing to
donate a small sum of money (under $25) to renovate the old
Business Office in order to set up a Coffee House should contact
Jim Gillen '67.
"That upon which lolk wisdom,
common sense, and philosophical
demonstration have always agreed
remains the verdict ol reality: men
are unequal—unequal in intelligence,
in ability, in vigor, in moral stamina.
So now we pass to a new stage
olegalitsTianiam.il, despite the
leveling ol opportunity, inequality
still raises its ugly head, than
there is nothing to be done but
to destroy the
standards that I For a fr*» copy of Iho
measure differ- I current iuuo of N
A
•nee " I TION Al REVIEW, writ.
\
to Dopt. CP-4 150 E.
I 3j St., N. Y. 16, N. Y.
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ORIENT, and gain a wide acquain-
tance with student opinion through
those columns. As they distinguish
responsible from irresponsible views,
they give greater or lesser weight to
such opinion.
Thus by tradition, custom, and
de'egation of Governing Boards'
authority, the Faculty is undoubted-
ly the single most powerful voice in
the determination of educational
and curricular policy.
The major factor which must al-
ways remain In the forefront is that
the College exists and is run for its
students. These are the men who
come fbt i^e education which the
College, offers,- These are the inen
"
who are staking noWmly consider
able money, but who are Investing
four previous . years j in their Bow-
doirf education. • • -
Students have their voice, and at
Bowdoin this has been particularly
constructive. This voice is most
effectively presented as organized
opinion, after careful debate with-
in a fraternity, among class of-
ficers, or in the Student Council.
But individual student opinion is
heard, too; the better informed it
is, the more persuasive it becomes.
In other words, the student who
wants to correct a situation he con-
siders wrong, or wants to Initiate
new programs, must take the
trouble to inform himself as fully
and effectively as possible, whether
he is writing a letter to the Editor
of the ORIENT, or a letter to the
President. "Know whereof you
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"We appreciate your business
and are happy to serve you"
Lei us help you plan your printing
as well as produce, 4t with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing. the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
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General Telephone & Electronics is a fast-moving, fast-
growing company of individuals. 135,000 of them. In almost
every state, almost every country, making a personal con-
tribution to their world.
You probably know our Sylvania company. Invented the
Flashcube. Just built two new ground stations for Comsat.
Experimenting now with a new kind of headlight for the
Chaparral. Young ideas. In marketing. In research. In every
area. We're eager for more ideas. Yours. And we'd like to
offer you an opportunity and a chance to move ahead in
exchange for them. General Telephone & Electronics, 730
Third Avenue, New York City 10017.(^Tl?
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,..•*. COEDUCATION AND YOUR OPINION* -
Monday morning at 9:00, an Orient poll on Student Opinion
concerning the problem of ^education, will begin. The questipn-
* naiTes^iH-helrVaiteble tft'the Infocmation Desk of the Union, and
will bflfthere until Thursday night. «The poll consists of two simple
questions: (1) Do you favor some form of coeducation (i.e., mak-
ing Bowdoin coed, or establishing a women's college in the imme-
diate area); and (2) If you favor coeducation, which one of the
forms. No signatures will be required, but this does not preclude
signing the questionnaire if you^ so desire. The success of the poll
depends upon each member of the student body; there must be
some time during the span of four days when each of us has two
or three minutes to spare. The Union is centrally located, and most
of us visit it at least once a week, so next week, take a few extra
moments and fill out_a questionnaire. It is vitally important that
everyone participate/in the poll, even if he disagrees, so we can
show the administration, the alumni, and ourselves what direction
we feel the college should follow in the immediate years ahead.
The Orient is definitely in favor of establishing some form of co-
education here at Bowdoin, and urges students to fill out the poll
in positive terms.
There seems to be little doubt in the minds of many members
of the college community that coeducation at Bowdoin would be a
positive asset to the student environment ; an environment now
often times marked with mounting social pressures on the students,
barbaric, or semi-b;u baric outbreaks of passion, a lack of social
graces, a lack of social understanding, excessive drinking, unhealth-
ful sexual experiences, and a general lack of "couth." It is not, of
course, going to be changed overnight by the establishment of a
women's college in the area, for the social aspects of college life
are only a -part of the 'entire 'educational' experience: Also, it
should be stated that not all Bowdoin graduates leave here in a
perverted mental state, but that some might, or do, is a cause of
great concern. The college experience is one of an Ivory Tower, or
at least it is for mosjt Bowdoin students; we are not sure this is
wrong, but to divorce this experience from normal social mingling
_J& -—
It is for these reasons, and others, that the Orient urges all
students to express their opinion next week. The results will be
tabulated in the first issue following Christmas vacation.
A CHRISTMAS STORY
Since this is the last issue before the Christmas vacation, it
seems somewhat appropriate to pass on this little story that was
sent to us last year at the end of the Fall semester.
"As I (Nick Crinkled) approached the Christmas holidays this
past vacation I was completely overwhelmed by what I had to ac-
complish between that Thursday night and the second Thursday
after our return from vacation. So, I piled my research for my
Senior Seminar, History major paper, Philosophy term paper,
History Honors project, and a few odds and ends (such as my
toothbrush and a dirty pair of socks} into, my suitcases, and
hitched to the Portland airport to catch a flight to Boston, where
I would transfer to the non-stop jet to San Francisco. It took me
fifteen hours to get to Portland, as no one would pick up a guy
with eight suitcases. I missed two planes, and when' I finally got
aboard I had to pay an extra $250 for the flight because I missed
the deadline for the student rate by twelve hours. Also, I had to
pay an extra $46.15 for extra weight. Two days later I was sitting
on the beach in Malibu trying to decide what I should start first;
there was so much to do, and my family had made so many plans
for me that I simply had to leave home to get anything done (the
surf looked so inviting). Well, my Father called the police after
the third day without any word from me, and I wound up sitting
in a jail cell for two days before they fetched me; during which
time they confiscated all my belongings. I was already sweating
. . .
those
. . . professors should be hung. At last, "my Mother came
down and got me out of jail, but with the stipulation that I spend
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day with them. I lied to her, be-
cause I realized that my work had to be done, so after getting
home I immediately packed my books and took off again. I spent
the remaining five days of vacation at a little shack just grinding
constantly. I went home the day I was to leave and discovered
that I had been disowned. This meant no money, and that I'd have
to hitch, back to school. Well, I finally made it, but was fined $10
for missing my first class. I saw Doc Hanley yesterday and dis-
covered that I have a combination of mono and pneumonia, and
will be hospitalized for two months. I'll miss finals, I've got uicers
too; oh hell.. ."
Moral of Nick's story: leave your books here, forget about
Bowdoin until next year, and have an enjoyable Christmas Vaca-
tion. J.p.R.





/This letter is a report on „ttae meeting between
representatives of "Sigma* Nu and "a committee of
the Governing Boards of the -College. The issue dis-
cussed was the Faculty recommendation to the
Boards regarding the continued existence of the local
chapter of Sigma Nu on this campus.
An alumni representative from our House Cor-
poration spoke on the role and position of the alumni
in—this affair. He stated That "the alumni
at large had not been polled for their opinion on
this matter because the House Corporation mem-
bers in this area more fully understand the nature
of the situation. This is completely acceptable to
the undergraduates in view of the responsibility
these men have accepted in fulfilling their long
range commitments to the local chapter. Our rep-
resentative also emphasized that the "Sigma Nu
Alumnus Comments" which the Orient indiscrim-
w
inantly published several weeks ago. hi rib way rep- ^
resent popufar opinion arpgp£ thet ahlmni. In short, > M$ejty
-the* constructively concerned alumni support "the
continued efforts of"'the undergraduate chapter.
The representative from the undergraduate Chap-
ter discussed the recent progress which has been
made within Sigma Nu National toward the elimi-
nation of the objectionable clause. These facts have
been sufficiently explained in both the Orient and —
—
the November issue of the Alumnus and need no
further amplification here. Primary emphasis was
placed on the fact that the members of Sigma Nu
here at Bowdoin, those most informed and imme-
diately concerned with the affair, voted unanimous-
ly to maintain their affiliation with the National as
long as possible, with the expectation that their ef-
forts will eventually be fruitful.
Donald C. Ferro
President, Delta Psi of Sigma Nu
VIETNAM Continued from Page 1
leave; or farmers, interested in the weather, the
market for pigs, owning their own land and being
left alcne. These people have been at war for over
20 years; almost all of them are interested in stay-
ing alive.
This is not to say that the majority in each group
do not participate in the culture of their elites —
they do, and often by choice. But it seems likely that
in a showdown many in either group would be will-
ing to .dissociate themselves from their .own elite
and exchange its culture for that of the other, so
long as their own popular and private interests were
not seriously threatened.
In other words, the ideological and material in-
terests of the two elites are not quite so important
tr their respective sub-groups, except where expert
and intense propaganda has taken effect over long
periods of time (as it has in some areas on both
sides). This means that fundamentally at issue with-
in South Vietnam are the traditions, social values
and vested interests of two opposing elites, fighting
to destroy each other's control over substantial por-
tions of the population.
In such a situation, the distinction between being
supported by and exercising control over different
elements of the population is at best a hazy one.
The question is illustrated by the importance that
both sides attach to the concept of "infrastructure"
or its equivalent in Vietnamese, ha taag co to.
Broadly speaking, an infrastructure is any system of
organized authority. Implicit in the concept is the
idea that an infrastructure — whether at the hamlet
or national level — cannot exercise control over
people without having their support in substantial
degree. Conversely, if control can be established,
support may be developed over time through pop-
ular administration.
The personnel of their respective infrastructures
are the primary weapons in the power struggle
going on here at every level between the govern-
ment and the Viet Cong. Maior elements of each
infrastructure are devoted to strengthening it and
weakening the opposing infrastructure (e.g., both
sides lay great stress on the development of strong
recruiting and propaganda teams, both practice
selective assassination to destroy key links in the
enemy's infrastructure). Furthermore, each infra-
structure is said to be heavily infiltrated by agents
of the opposing one. Significantly but not surpris-
ingly, many Vietnamese believe that both Viet Cong
and government village infrastructures are now
much weaker than the traditional village power
structure prior to the coming of colonialism or
communism.
To gain its political — and cultural — ends, the
elite infrastructure on each side has mobilized
substantial portions of the population it controls.
Each has developed weapons — technological, psy-
chological, logistical " — which are being tested
wherever one side"can find a weakness in the other.
At the present time, one side has technological and
logistical superiority within the contested area,
whereas the other appears to enjoy psychological
advantage. This is a struggle for power, and no
holds are barred. The skill in highest demand is
that of employing the appropriate weapon at the
right time, whether it be a mortar or a lie.
(To be continued in next issue)
Dr. Julian Ansell '44 To Place
Bowdoin Pennant On Antarctic Peak
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If all goes well a Bowdoin Col-
lege pennant will be placed atop
the highest peak on the Antarctic
Continent within the next few
weeks.
The feat will be another in a
long line of significant exploration
achievements by alumni of the col-
lege.
Planning to plant the Bowdoin
banner on the 16,860-foot Vinson
Massif is Dr. Julian S. Ansell of
Seattle, Wash., a member of the
Class of 1944. He will be the Phy-
sician with an American moun-
taineering expedition which will at-
tempt the first ascent of the peak
in Antarctica, the only continent
whose loftiest mountains remain
unconquered.
Dr. Ansell, a native of Portland.
Maine, is Professor of Urology and
Surgery at the University of Wash-
ington and head of the Division of
Urology at the University's Medical
School.
Doncvan D. Lancaster. Director
of the Moulton Union, sent the
pennant to Dr. Ansell after he
wrote Mr. Lancaster and President
Coles that he wanted to place a
symbol of his alma mater on the
Vinson Massif, largely covered by
ice and snow.
President Coles sent the best
wishes of the College to Dr. Ansell
as he and other members of the
1956-67 American Antarctic Moun-
taineering Expedition prepared to
leave Los Angeles last Saturday.
Bcwdoin's interest and active role
in exploration are based on a rec-
ord of achievement over a period
of more than 100 years. It is not
without significance that the em-
blem of the College is the Polar
Bear. Bowdoin has had such close
ties with distinguished explorers
that it has been called by some
the "Explorers' College."
Dr. Ansell is following in the tra-
dition of many other distinguished
Bowdoin alumni, including Admiral
Robert E. Peary of the Class of
1877, first man to reach the North
Pole; and Admiral Donald B. Mac-
Millan of the Class of 1898, who
was Admiral Peary's chief assistant
en that epic 1909 voyage.
President Coles said he is hope-
ful that Dr. Ansell will be able to
bring back with him an appropriate
memento of the current expedition
to be placed in a new Arctic Mu-
seum now being completed in Hub-
bard Hall.
A year ago a Bowdoin banner
was flown at the South Pole by
Commander Corwin A. Olds of the
Class of 1946 during his third trip
in as many years to the coldest spot
in the world. This was believed to
be the first time that a Bowdoin
flag was flown at the geographic
South Pole, although it is believed
that one accompanied Admiral
Richard E. Byrd when he flew over
the Pole during his second expedi-
tion to Little America in 1934-35.
The Vinson Massif was named
'or former Rep. Carl Vinson of
G?orgia, who was for many years
Chairman of the House Armed
9
Services Committee. The huge
peak rises in the Sentinel Range
of the El'sworth Mountains in
West Antarctica, about 1,300 miles
from the main US. Station at Mc-
Murdo Sound and some 1,500 miles
frcm the southern tip of South
America. The mountains were dis-
covered by Lincoln Ellsworth on his
1935 trans-Antarctic flight. How-
ever, no party ever saw them from
the surface until the International
Geophysical Year in 1957-58. Pres-
ident Coles was a member of the
National Academy of Sciences Ad-
visory Committee on Education of
the United States National Com-
mittee for the International Geo-
physical Year.
After its scheduled departure
from Los Angeles Saturday, the
current expedition will be flown by
the U.S. Navy from Christ Church,
New Zealand, to McMurdo Station
Dec. 6 and en to the interior the
next day, weather permitting. The
schedule calls for the party to be
in the region about six weeks.
The expedition is being sponsor-
ed by the National Geographic So-
ciety and the American Alpine
Club, with arrangements made^
through the National Science Foun-
dation. The Society said geological
and paleontological research in the
Vinson Massif area is of prime in-
terest to scientists. "Promising
fossils already have been found
there," the Society added.
I









se» :-In keeping with a spirit ef acad-
emic ferme'nf and contribution,
three of Bowdoin's faculty members
have recently completed, or are
now in the process of completing,
books for publication. They are:
_jgrofessor It, Dodge Fernald, 5r-
former chairman of the Depart-
ment of Psychology, Professor C.
Douglas McGee, Chairman of the
Department of Philosophy, and Pro-
fessor Barry M. Mitchell of the De-
partment of Mathematics.
An "Overview"
Professor Fernold's work, publish-
ed this fall by Houghton Mifflin
Company, was written in co-opera-
tion with his brother, Dr. Peter S.
Fernald, who Is Chairman of the
Program of Guidance and Psycho-
logical Services at Springfield Col-
lege. The text is entitled: Overview
of General Psychology and is meant
primarily to be a companion to the
fifth edition of Professor Norman L.
Munn's Psychology: The Funda-
mental of Human Adjustment. It
may, however, be used as a precur-
sor or review of an introductory
course or to supplement other basic
texts.
This new text teaches the basic
concepts of Psychology by means of
a series of questions. The answers
may be covered with a mask in or-
der to allow the student to check
his progress and correct mistakes.
Ample opportunity for review is
provided by sections specifically
for this purpose.
Professor Fernald, formerly Presi-
dent of the Maine Psychological As-
sociation and visiting professor at
Cornell University, is also the author
of another book, Experiments and
Studies In General Psychology, pub-
lished last year. Incklently, Pro-
fessor Fernald will be conducting a
seminar next semester entitled "Be-
havior Modification."
"The Good-Life'
The Recovery of^nreahirig - by
Professor C. Douglas McGee. Chair-
man of the Department of Philoso-
phy, is concerned with defining the
"good life" and what qualities make
't good. In the writing, Professor
McGee supports a balance between
order and discipline and the desire
for free and spontaneous expression.
This Random House publication is
directed chiefly. at the layman and
consists of a discussion and criticism
of moral philosophy.
Professor McGee analyzes both
classical and contemporary philoso-
phies which try to prove a trans-
cendental purpose for life or that a
life of Immediate experience is suf-




eJRe<*,Tery of Meaning. Pro-
fessor McGee was selected to par-
ticipate in a Summer Institute for
Teachers of Philosophy at the Uni-
versity of Colorado last summer.
"Calculus For Mathematicians-
Professor Barry M. Mitchell, aside
from his instructional duties, lec-
turing on other campuses, writing
of papers for publication, and re-
search, is now engaged in writing a
Anal draft of a new text in the field
of calculus, it will be published
next summer by D. C. Heath Com-
pany. The primary object of the
book is to provide suitable instruc-
tion for first year honor students
who are interested in the mathe-
matical side of calculus as opposed
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,. to , McGee, Fernald, Mitchell.
alism, communism, moral anarch-
ism, romanticism, and existenial-
ism and finds all insufficient. He
then goes on to point out that the
"good life" is of definite personal
value only if evolved from personal
experience.
Articles by Professor McGee have
appeared in "The Journal of Philo-
sophy," "Philosophical Quarterly,"
"Mind," "Inquiry," "The Chicago
Review" and other publications. A
second book is on the way. Its
title is to be Ob Love and will de-
velop questions arising at the end
Professor Mitchell, an expert in
homological algebra, is part of
Bowdoin's growing activity in the
fields of mathematical research.
He already is the author of a very
well received book titled, Theory
of Categories wlijch was published
last year by the Academic Press in
London and New York. He has al-
so written a highly creative article
"The Full Imbedding Theorem" in
The American Journal ef Mathe-
matics. Several other articles are
forthcoming in The Journal of Al-
The Clarion Wind Quintet presented a concert of works by
Danzi Hindemith, Kauffman, and Rogers on Wednesday evening
in Pickard Theater. The success of the concert was largely limitedby the quality of the program.
The first half of the concert was an imfortunat.ply tfidiaus
experience as we' heard the quintet in E. op. 67, no. 2 of Franz
Danzi (d. 1826), a late and loyal Mannheimer of no more than
prolific ability. Nothing, as it were, went right in the performance
which would bring the Danzi any higher degree of interest The
opening allegro was dreadful; the flute runs were sloppy, the bas-
soon inaudible, and there was no blending among the instruments. •
The larghetto came off as a carelessly doleful expression of "Mann-
heim sighs" and womanly laments, the result of over-doing the
rubato and dynamic changes. The minuetto imparted no charm
except for the brief Alberti bass part in the trio plaved delicately
by the clarinetist Robert Listokin. And the whole of the Danzi
presented difficulties where fnere should have been none, namely
uneveness of tempi, arbitrary phrasing, non-enthusiasm of the
players. They played it as if they had needed an "old" composer
on the program whom we would hear, like it or not.
Classical composers would pale on hearing the quintet by the
Alsatian composer Leo Justinus Kauffman (d. 1944, in an air riad)
This was a banal and rambling piece in five movements But it
was written in hapless imitation of the old German masters, prob-
ably as an ingratiation to the Reich, rewarded in Kauffman's pro-
motion in 1942 to director of the conservatory at Strasbourg It
was no piece of the modern trend, being no more dissonant, for
exampje, than parts of the Mozart G minor symphonv>The lento
wavered between lyricism on the one hand and rhournfulness on
the other. In the allegro, there wei* clever, but irrelevant cadenzas
- the. flute. Here and there was a quasi-theme, then another one
of these cadenzas, one musical phenomenon variously following
MASQUE * GOWN
(Continued from page 1)
struggle to be men." Head con- Another play dealing with con-
siders this to be a very powerful temporary issues is Kill Viet Cong
and symbolic play and chose it ^ Head Brad Serns-tem. who is
white society and the relation of ^ * ^
he *"* & eX"
„hit- . «..
presses ** attitude which Bowdoin
white sympathisers to the Negroes' students should be made aware of
directing the play, is presenting
it not so much because he agrees
with its criticism as because the
play expresses so much criticism in
such ah effective manner in a rel-
atively short- time. The play al-
lows for a great deal of creativity
in special effects. Bernstein also
believes that the play could only
be presented in an experimental
theatre, because it requires an in-
tense relationship between the ac-
tors and the audience which is only
possible when there are no artificial
separations between the actors and
the audience.
Tom Roulston is the director of
Jean Genet's The Maids. "Genet's
play," he says, "is a search for"
reality." in The Maids, the rela-
tionship between a rich woman and
Jier two maids is examined. The
maids hate Madam but are also
jealous of -her. The play examines
reality by scrutinizing the roles of
people: the maids are to be played
by men. so the femininity of the
characters will be seen in contrast
to' the masculinity of the actors.
The play also hints at a homosexual
relationship between the two maids,
who are sisters. Their hatred for
Madam is actually hatred of their
own condition, since they wish to
be in her place. Madam's elevated
status points out the otherness of
the maids, and their dependence
upon her. But aside from the asset
of possessing dramatic tension. The
Maids, says Roulston, is a first-
rate piece of literature.
another, all resulting in five boring movements of limp drivel.
The second half of the program proved by far more felicitous
They did the traditional Hindemith Kleine Kammermusik fur
Funf Blaser, op. 24, no. 2, composed in 1922, and Rotational Arrays
for Wind Quintet by John Rogers, composed in 1966. The "Rota-
tional Arrays" is the composer's answer to the composition of
music along the traditionally horizontal line; rotational arrays
may be likened to the "magic square" matrices of mathematics
Thus, Rogers creates his music in a vertical structure or in
"chords" according to the various arrangements of his notes in
the columns of the "Rotational Array.". The piece is, of course, in
no "key" and takes on a different meter to suit practically every
other hne. The score itself is surprisingly easy to follow, in that
every note to be played is written out; dynamics and tempi are all
playedas marked. I cannot say that I fully understand what the
composer expresses in this particular work, but am certain that
future experiments with this structure may prove fruitful.
The Hindemith is a humorous, often ironic work also divided
into five movements: lively, moderately fast; waltz; quiet and
simple; fast; very lively. The Quintet took the Hindemith at faster
than usual tempo, and did not sacrifice clarity and articulation of
the runs and scales. The waltz, as irf the Casella Cinque Pezzi, is a
charming mock-Viennese one, with a coda of typical Hindemith
wit. The Hindemith reflected a quality of polish conspicuously
lacking in the rest of the concert: here was elegant, orchestral
blending, consistency of tempi, and a bright, unburdened reading
given by the Clarion Wind Quintet. This is the true spirit of Hin-
demith, I believe, best kept free of the academic and over-interpre-
tation renderings we often hear today.
DROPPINGS
h Bob Seibel
CONTROL AREA OF SILLS SPEECH CENTER — Professor
•\iiM-rt R, Thayer is seated at control desk of the unique College
>p«'eeli Center. Latest electronic equipment includes closed circuit
I l. ,




Unfortunately, the last paragraph
of last week's DROPPINGS was in-
advertantly lost. Since I feel that
this paragraph was critical to the
nature of the argument, I will
briefly reiterate here.
The bulk of the article expressed
my desire for open forums to dis-
cuss problems which exist here at
Bowdoin. I said that I felt that
many of the problems could be
dealt with in such a manner, rather
than by student demonstration. The
misplaced paragraph, however, states
that if nothing in the way of fruit-
ful discussion becomes a reality in
the very near future, then the stu-
dent body must unite quickly and
efficiently and take action, for the
changes that are necessary.
Let me. now add that nothing,
to my" knowledge, has been done,
but I hope to have the open forum
proposal brought up to the student
council. There are various pro-
posals for change now before vari-
ous committees, etc., but regardless
of the outcomes of these items, I
think the need will remain for the
proposed open discussions. I really
doubt that anything will be done
to make such forums a reality. If
there is no positive movement to-
ward some of the necessary
changes, or at least toward the con-
ference table, by March 1967 (cer-
tainly enough time) then we. the
students who are interested in in-
troducing Bowdoin College to the
20th century, must, in true Amer-
ican fashion, escalate the fight for
iralistic life at Bowdoin.
Tradition is fine with me. but
my idea is to change Bowdoin
tradition from the lethargic, cling -
to-the-past, tortoise-slow change'
type, which is making life here un-
realistic and is taking the vitality
out of the education, to a new'
tradition of progress and change. -
The way to preserve the role of
the small liberal arts college is not
to clutch at the glory that was yes-
terday, but to be a leader in the
field of education for tomorrow
(Please turn to page C)
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DROPPINGS
(Continued from page 5)
To be sensitive to thqfjipeds of the
students, faculty, and to the out-
side world; and to be unafraid^ to
pioneer" lfi! meeting the situations
and demands of a world and a
student body changing at an ever
increasing rate; these are the halli
marks of the^Better schools today.
Bowdoin has £ reputation as a
venerable school with, a fine tradi-
tion, but this tradition won't' be
worth a damn if she fails to face
the reality of today and the pro-
jections for tomorrow's nee*s. The
establishment of a Senior Center
program was a first step for the
toddler, but when will she learn to
walk fast enough to keep pace with
today?
RUSHING
(Continued from page 1)
changes Jn the rushing Vulesjrill
be in these words: , ,,.
*
"Tfie choice%f fraternity that a
freshman makes is neither as life
i-or death as some rushing chatr-
«jpan usually convinces, hup in
"advance, nor is it made entirely
at random, but it is in many
respects alarmingly permanent..
* It should be axiomatic that it is
our responsibility to provide each
freshman with the opportunity
to find" the environment which
will enrich his particular four
years at Bowdoin.
ARTS COMMITTEE
(Continued from page 1)
Brown have bath given their ap-
proval and support to our initial
plans. Mr. W.arren and Mr. Lan-
caster have been instrumental in
obtaining information 'about the
Williams coffee house. The[next
Wp is to find some empty space
an 4 to gain the financial support
of the student organizations on
campus. Please help us
PLEASE PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS
A faculty panel discussion op partment. The discussion, to be
"Standards of Artistic Criticism"* moderated by Tom Kosmo '68, will
will be sponsored by the Student be held in the Main Lounge of the
Arts Committee on the evening of TMoulton Union, and will include a
January §trV at 7:30, The panel -reception afterwards.^
will include Mr. Redwme and m^V
C^ursen of the English depart-
ment; Mr. Hornby, Director of
Dramatics; Mr- Schwartz and Mr.
Beckwfth of the Music Department;
and Mr. Stoddard of the Art De-
VOILA!
The Artisans' Gallery has now
THE NEW SUPPLY OF PRINTS
You've been waiting for
IN GOOD TIME FOB CHRISTMAS
Come in and get yours — and see the
CURRENT SHOWING OF ORIGINALS
While you're getting your tickets for
TRAVEL HOME AT THE HOLIDAYS
Brunswick Tour & Travel Service
222 Maine St. Tel. 725-5587
m^UUa JHotd
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720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
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LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.





GIFTS OVER $5.00 ARE WRAPPED FREE




SPECIALIZING IN SPECIAL STUDENT TRAVEL:
*
CHRISTMAS BUS CHARTER for the Christmas Vacation. De-
tails to be announced. Leaves on December 16 at 12:30 p.m.
from Moulton Union, direct to Boston.
STUDENT SUMMER JOBS 1967 — Lufthansa German Airlines.
See us for reservation and information.
ICELANDIC RESERVATIONS FOR JUNE 1967 — Immediate
reservations are necessary to guarantee apace next June.
BOWDOIN BERMUDA WEEK IN 1967 — Make your reserva-
tions now for Bermuda Week during the Spring Vacation. •
STUDENT SAILINGS to Europe in June 1967.
HALF FARE STUDENT RATE TICKETS with itineraries. We
have direct lines to check space availability for you!
"Serving Bowdoin's Interest For 16 Years"
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
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Trackmen Score
Over MIT
The^Bowdoin varsity track squad
won*eight of 13 events'Saturday to
defeat- M.I/J3.- soundly, WL'-40'' in
the first meet of the season.
The Bear trackmen ( swept the
shot put ahd*botb hurdle events to
gain the victory. Eight' different
men were tesporisible. for the vic-
tories as the. Bears showed strength
in everything except the distance
events.
Tunior muscleman Charlie Hews
led the sweep in the shot put with
Jim Vest and Doug' Windeler gain-
ing the other point spots. Doug Mac-
Donald took the low hurdles, fol-
lowed closely by Ken Ballinger and
Kent Mohnkern. Ballinger then led
the way in the high hurdles.
Other Bowdoin winners were
Roger Best in the weight throw,
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Tim Rogers in the dash, Pete Hardy
in the 600-yard run, and Prank
Sabasteanski, Jr. in the long jump.







..^ -§W*SF*.re «oph<nhriift?s. The
mile 'relay, team
.of Pierce, Reed,-
Randall, and captain Tommy Allen
was also victorious.
The summary: *
.rvpouml jeiaht ,i* Res. lH |. •>. Osborn„IMII).
,i. Von Waldhui-K (MIT)- 52'RV,"
Hijrh jump- 4. Von WaldbufK (MIT)' *2
MncDonald IB), 3. (tie) Sabasteanski
• «) and Osiyoziak (MIT): 5'1(I"
Ixi"K .lump 1. Sabasteanski (B) 2
Wheeler (MIT), 3.. Randall (B) • 21 :"
"
;
Shot Put l. Hews (B). > Vent. (B)
Windeler_
.(B14—W4+-—
Pole Vault 1. Sydoriak iMIT) • Smith









Ka,,u7lk <MIT). 2. Tulonen
(B), 3. Ynnkaskas (MIT); J-",
-j
Dash 1, Rowers (B). 2. Burton' (B), 3McLeod (MIT) ; I.H
600-yard run— 1. Hardy (B). 2. Allen (B)
3. Dunlap (MIT); 1 :17.7
Hitth hurdles 1. Ballinger (B) 2 Mac-
Donald IB), 3. Mohnkern (B) ; 6.1
I*ow hurdles^rl. MacDonald (B). > B
linger (B). 3. Mohnkern (B); 5 9
Two mile— 1. Kazuhek (MIT). " Usher(MIT). 3. Tulonen (B) ; 9:50.7
1000-yard run- J, Karman (MIT). 2
Hardy (B), 3. Naiarian (MIT); 2:21.7
One mile relay-
-1. Bowdoin (Pierce Reed
Randall, Allen): 3:42.2
HOCKEY CLUB
(Continued from page 8)
State came on strong in the final
frame; and forward HWie 5Juvall
beat^rpli on . a rebotufti hi *fch~e
opening minutes, knotting the score
at^-ajl. Bowdoin, had the*- batj^r
cf play but. was unable to up the
'•
count. Then,, following a face-Vff
to Krols right, a State -forward
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NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House




Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York=.Univefsity
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
in New York
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY





went back to college.
And not just for the
football games.
We'd like to clear up what appears to be a
misunderstanding It is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for Cliche Nuts & Bolts.
*- That idea is groundless.
We can't speak for Cliche, but we can
for ourselves—Western Electric, the man-
ufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys-
tem. 6out of 1 college graduates who have
joined us over the past 10 years, for exam-
ple, have continued their higher education.
How're these for openers:
W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets em-
ployees pursue degrees while work-
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have at-
tended schools in 41 states under
this plan. We refund more than $1
million in tuition costs to employees
a year.
To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc-
tion of Lehigh University, is con-
ducted at our Engineering Research
Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected
employees are sent there from all
over the country for a year's concen-
trated study leading to a master's
degree.
You get the idea. We're for more learn-
ing in our business. After all, Western
Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equip-
ment. And the Bell telephone network will
need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.
The state of the art, never static, is where
the action is.
At Western Electric, what's happening
is the excitement and satisfaction of con-
tinued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree
you're aiming for, check us out. And grab
a piece of the action.
® Western ElectricMANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
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Cagers Split ^Pair To Open
Season: Soplis sing
parts of a year ago, as sophomores Bobo McFafJand and John
One.certain way to start
:
the
-merry-go-round of camjfus criticism is MacKenzie and junior Bob Patterson ied a consistent charge
with the impetus of ia losing football season. Then there will be a
The 1966-67 version of the Bowdoin College basketball team"" Unfortunately for Bowdoin Mat-
served floticet^t they are vastly improved, Wef their counter- Kei^e, McFaHand> and Patterson
sat wit parts of the crucial second
half
coalescing of the criticism of independent problems (such as adminis-
that completely overwhelmed the University of New Hampshire
tration policy, admissions procedures, the fraternity system, and here Iast Friday night before a good °Penin* ni&ht crowd -
alumnae activity) into the^ more universal question — what's wrong The Rears started fast with Mc^
with Bowdoin College? Parland providing the spark with
One approach to solving this universal question is to hop on this his passing and shooting, and
critic-go-round at some juncture; I arbitrarily choose the area of ad- jumped out to a 45-34 bulge at
missions in which to hopefully offer some constructive suggestions. halftime. The 6'5" MacKenzie
dominated the action around the
boards, but was helped by senior
Frank Eighme and reserve forward
Mike Princi — Big Mac ended up
with 22 "bounds" for the night —
Eighme grabbed 17.
In the second half TJNH started
Capable and interested upperclassmen should accompany admis-
sions officers to their secondary school alma maters in order to in-
terest top candidates to matriculate here. Such personal contacts
are likely to facilitate establishing the rapport necessary for a fa-
vorable long-range impression of Bowdoin which can withstand
the chaotic compressed interview period. While the individual ap-
plicants are having their formal interviews with an admissions
officer, the alumnus could lead
-a group discussion with the other off fast and closed the gap to 45
"38
before the backcourt combination
of McParland and Patterson broke
up the zone press with a sizzling
fast break and tenacious defense.
With the two TJNH big men on the
2. Whoever is trying to attract applicants to Bowdoin should make bench because of fouls, the Bears
every effort to. distinguish the college from other schools with whom offense really caught Are. After
we compete for talented students. After the interview period ter- having a mediocre first half Pat-
minates, the applicant should be able to associate certain indigenous terson netted 13 within eight min-
characteristics as "Bowdoin." One should not be satisfied with utes of the second half, with Mc-
simply portraying Bowdoin as an institution which compares favor-
ably with competing schools. Bowdoin does have distinguishing
characteristics — a 90% fraternity membership and rushing pro-
gram which promotes a diverse membership within the individual
houses, athletic teams which play against colleges of larger stu-
dent enrollments (and in hockey against university powerhouses),
applicants. Rather than skimming over the college catalogue or
statistics evaluating last year's freshman class, Orients or Quills
could be distributed in order to initiate discussion of campus activi-
ties and student opinion.
Farland bagging eight in the same
White Key
and the senior center program. One should not even hesitate to dis- BASKETBALL
tinguish Bowdoin by pointing out some of its geographical ad-
vantages" such as skiing, the ocean, and invigorating climate.
3. There is great room for improvement in the area of admissions
activity by organized alumnae. Compared to the other pentagonal
schools, both before and after the admission of students, Bowdoin
alumnae activity is based on individual rathe"r than organized effort.
The first step to improve this situation is to organize an informa-
tion center of the individual applicants' qualifications. Then, if
recruitment must at least continue on an individual basis, inter-
ested alumnae can at least be supplied with a list of the most at-
tractive applicants. This would avoid the unpleasant situation
wherein such alumnae spend valuable time talking with students
who are later refused admission.
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If anything positive Is to be
said about the loss it has to be Mc-
Farland's outside shooting which
netted him 25 big points. In addi-
tion to McParland's effort, Eighme
had 15 and Patterson 14.
The potent group of sophomores
lived up to previous billing. Mc-
Parland electrified the crowd with
a couple of great fakes and passes
and put on quite a shooting display
in the opening two games. Mac-
Kenzie, although having a rough
game at Tufts, is a real hustler
and by mid season should be well
adjusted tp the responsibility of be-
ing the Bears' key 'big man.' His
stellar performance against TJNH
is indicative of his ability as a
ball player and the fact that Tufts
scored almost entirely on 'garbage'
under the basket during John's ab-
sence shows his presence is nec-
essary if the Bears are to give big-
ger teams like Tufts a game.
Princi did a good Job off the
boards, too, but what was even
stretch. With four minutes to go more impressive was his defensive
the Bears had pulled to a 69-50 ad- play. Mike never concedes the ball
vantage and Coach Ray Bicknell to an opponent and, with those
substituted freely. At the final quick hands, constantly harrasses
whistle Bowdoin had won handily, the opposition.
90-13. Neher, after a short case of open-
The Bears were not so success- ing game jitters, quickly got into
ful the following night at Tufts, as the swing of things and proved his
they dropped a 92-75 decision to the scoring ability. Andy will be a
tall Jumbos. The game was not a valuable substitute this year and,
complete runaway as the score along with Princi, should see plen-
might indicate — the Black and ty of action.
White trailed only by Ave at half- The Bears will try to get back
time. But a spurt during which on the winning trail this weekend
the Jumbos outscored the Bears when they tfavel to Clark and Am-
17-2 spelled defeat for the visitors, herst for games which are Judged
"Bobo" McParland
Puckmen Drop Second, 7-2;
Brown, Martin Bears 5 Marksmen
hopefully, they will simply act as a catalyst to spur further discussion
and suggestion in the area of admissions. It is a shame that the TD 54, PDP 41
Bowdoin undergraduate refuses to ride on the critic-go-round in some -
constructive fashion. Instead of constructively hopping on at one of
the many junctures, most of us passively watch as its relentless mo-
tion overwhelms us.
Buckley Paces Frosh
Victory Over M. C. I.
by STEVE Buch BINDER built "P a twenty point advantage.
The freshman basketball team, Milter, who scored 20 of his 21
paced by Rick Buckley's 36 points, points in the first half, teamed with
scored a decisive victory over Maine Buckley to control the boards. At
Central Institute, 86-76. However, the half, the count stood 49-28.
the score was notmdicative of the The Frosh maintained their edge
complex of the. game, "as the Polar in the second half with flashy
Cubs held a large lead Until reserves shooting and aggressive defense,
took over late in the, game. The Buckley hit on a sizzling array of
first quarter was evenly played, but shots, mixing drives, jumpers, and
Bowdcin pulled ahead in the second tip-ins. McGrath, who set up plays
period. Maine came out with a full and controlled the ball added 10
court press, which the Frosh easily points. Bob Sweeney had eight for




































Chi Psi 3, Beta 2
Psi U 8, PDP i
DS 3, DKE 3
Swimmers » Nipped
By M I /.. 50-/5
Spectacular goal tending by faceoff in the final minute of ac-
Dartmouth's Warren Cook gave the t jon
Indians a hard-fought 7-2 victory _ ,
, „ _
™,Dr Tj~„„*„i„ i * m-ij , v. t 1 Three men took care of all theover Bowdoin last Friday night at
the Arena. The Dartmouth cap- Dartmouth scoring. Senior Bill
tain stopped 45 shots, while hand- Smoyer registered a hat trick, ac-
ing the Bears their second loss in counting for three of the Indian
as many games. tallies. Sophomores Gary Goode-
Although the Bears controlled nough and Bob Cann, who opened
play for the majority of the con- the scoring with only 59 secopds
test, they were unable to put the played, tallied twice,
puck past Cook until Junior Doug Senior Dave Macomber started
Brown lit the lamp with only 4:22 in the nets for the Bears after his
left in the game. By that time fine third period performance
the visitors had built up a 6-0 ad- against Harvard. However, Dave
vantage on the strength of some managed to stop only four of seven
very accurate shooting by the In- enemy salvos. Joe Dane did some-
dian wings. Coach Eddie Jere- what better, b'ocking 20 of 24 shots
miah's club scored on seven of on- over the final two periods. '
ly 31 shots against the goal tend- Sid Watson's skaters journey to
ing efforts of Dave Macomber and the Hudson to face the always-
Joe Dane. tough West Point sextet tonight,
Meanwhile the Bears tested Cook then face Middlebury Thursday be-
and reserve goalie Jim Cruikshank fore participating in the Christ-
54 times and found the target only mas tournament at Amherst, De-
twice. Flashy Ken Martin flicked in cember 17-19.




Bowdoin 2 — 2
The Polar Bear, mermen lost a The tankers gained several points
John McGrath and Chip Miller played a fine all around game, heartbreaker in their first meet of from second place finishes by Den
provided key steals as the team pitched in with five.
—. r» BRUNSWICK
tides p. 7252979






in their photographic needs"





the year when they were literally "V Scharer in the 50 free, Ed Fin- The Jrosh hockey sextet was
"touched out" by M.I.T. last Sat» sllver in the 200 yard individual edged out by Boston State Satur-
urday at Curtis Pool. Almost every medley and 500 free, Jim LeBlanc dav in tne last minute of play at
race in the meet was not decided in the diving. Rick Spencer in the the Arena The 2_1 score was
until the last few yards, but Tech butterfly. John Ryan in the 200
Bo*doins




contests. The bears had been
was eventually able to gain revenge y** backstroke, and Paul McAr- routed 10_ 2 by a p^^, Har.
for their losses to Bowdoin during thur in tn« 200 yard breaststroke. vard squad in the home opener the
recent years. The score was 45-43 In addition, John Samp splashed previous Wednesday,
for the White going into the last to two third places and Staples Center Joel Bradley gave the
relay but M.I T.'s strength in the
and Nea, CarUfi0 ^ me Bears a 1-0 margin on a score
freestyle sprints prevailed, making ; H midway through the first period
the final score: MIT. 50, Bowdoin The Cubs also lost thelr meet 49" with an assist from Joe Alward.
45 ' *• de5pite ""Ending perfor- This was Bradley's second tally of
Mike Ridgeway was the meets only mances by Bob Stuart,
-Joel Nevels, the season and was the difference
double winner, as he triumphed in John Spencer, and Marc Young. """1 early in the third period,
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for the White were recorded by " «>
i n
goaltend|ng by John j^, denled
co-captain Pete StacKpole m the P°werful Maroons, who must be the state forwards every opportu-
200 yard butterfly aid Scott Staples regarded as one of the best teams nity.




Tom Allen OxforcT Bound
BOWBOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE, FRIDAY, JANUARY l-HST NUMBER 11
by SlKVK Bl'CHBINDKR
New honors have come to Tom
Allen and to Bowdoin College. Dur-
ing Christmas vacation Allen was
awarded a Rhodes Scholarship to
study for two years at Oxford Uni-
versity in England, one of the most
coveted scholarships an American
college student can receive. Less
than 48 hours after the Rhodes an-
nouncement The National Collegiate
Athletic Association named Allen a
recipient of a $1000 NCAA Scholar-
ship for post-graduate study. He is
one of only n small college recipi-
ents of such scholarships through-
out the nation.
Rhodes Scholarships were insti-
tuted in 1902 by the will of Cecil
John Rhodes, British statesman and
Philanthropist, and are therefore*
among the earliest of awards for
study abroad. Rhodes specified that
selection should be made not upon
single quality, but on a four-fold
College Leaders Philip Wilder To Retire
Voiee Vpinions g~= Spans 45 Years
To President
basis of intellectual ability, charac
ter, leadership, and physical vigor
as shown by fondness for and suc-
cess in sports. Selection therefore
implk
; balance of strengths, re-
flecting the founder's wish that
Rhodes Scholars should be "no mere
bookworms", but "the best man for
the world's flght".
The selection of Rhodes Scholars
is. accomplished in a decentralized
way, with selection of winners being
RHODES SCHOLAR ALLEN
made by state and district commit-
tees composed of older Rhodes
Scholars under the chairmanship
ol a prominent citizen outside the
Rhodes group.
-Allen's record"gt~Bowadih .has
been distinguished to say the least.
A Dean's List and straight "A"
student majoring in English with
a minor in Government, he was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa in his
junior year. He was Co-Captain of
Bowdoin's 1966 varsity football team,
is a leading* middle-distance runner
end Caplalr o' the indoor track
squad, and President of the Class
of 1967. This fall Tie was given a




Douglas Biklen, President of the
Student Council, was one of a large
number of student leaders through-
out the country who sent an open
letter to President Johnson con-
cerning Vietnam. According to the
New York Times: Student leaders
from 100 colleges and universities
have signed an open letter to Pres-
ident Johnson expressing their an-
xiety and doubts about United
States involvement in the war in
Vietnam. The letter is not one of
protest so much as one of inquiry
as to why and on what grounds we
are bringing total war to Vietnam.
The students strive to make clear
that they write neither in protest
nor in outspoken dissent, but rather
to:
"... encourage a frank discussion
of some oT The problems raised by
the American role in the war.
"If such a discussion clarified
American objectives in Vietnam, it
might help to reverse the drift.
(Continued on page 10)
Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to the President and Director of
Student Aid, will retire next June. A member of the Bowdoin
faculty
1
in one capacity or another since 1927, Mr. Wilder will
continue in retirement as the College's Foreign Student Adviser
on«fe part-time basis. President James S. Coles noted that Mr.
Wilder's Bowdoin career spans 45 years from the day he entered
as an undergraduate and "has touched on almost every significant
College and his colleagues has been
unswerving and unmatched." Presi-
dent Coles said.
A native of Newton Centre, Mr.
Wilder transferred to Bowdoin in
1921 after attending the Massachu-




degree at Bowdoin in 1923 and was
later awarded a Master of Educa-
tion degree by Harvard University.
After three years as submaster at
Gorham 1 Maine 1 High School. Mr.
Wilder returned to Bowdoin in 1927
as Acting Alumni Secretary.




Sister School Suggested Goal
A week before Christmas vacation the Bowdoin Orient opened
a poll among the undergraduate body on the subject of coeducationThe expressed purposes of this opinion sample were the following-'
(1 > To allow the students to express their opinions for or against
a Jange in the present all-male structure of Bowdoin education;
and (2) to determine whether those who did favor a change would
prefer coeducation per *#>, or the establishment of a sister school1' IT^JT^ SPaCC WM * 4) WClaCk the -eansTo estaballowed on the questionnaire for Jish a "Radcliffe" since the cost ofthose who wished to amplify their developing coeducation would be
response beyond a simple yes or no prohibitive. Bowdoin's resources
answer Questionnaires were made can best be employed in improving




(5) " People want coeducation
In all, 306 questionnaires were re- there are plenty of coed institu-
turned by the students during the tions to apply to" and we must
period of the poll. Of these, 38 maintainVthe alternative of an all
responses were opposed to any male education,
change in the near future, while .«, iiv,„„„v,
178 favored some form of coeduca- ava abT p T" "* "^
tion. Of those who replied "Yes ' T,T ^ "* '" We6k
"
43 favored integrated coeducation, ^on for SStT "^whereas 130 voiced a preference for
The Student Arts Commit-
tee will sponsor another
Student folk concert this
Saturday evening following
the hockey game. In lieu
of our own quarters we will
hold the coffee house In the
special dining room of the
Moulton Union. Students
interested in participating
in the concert should con-
tact Bob Wehmann or Dave
Bulow. Free coffee, donuts.
and folk music will be made
avai'able to the Bowdoin
community.
PHILIP S. WILDER
aspect of Bowdoin activity and de-
velopment."
President Coles added that in all
of nis many activities Mr. Wilder
"has worked diligently and enthu-
siastically, to the betterment of the
College and of all those persons
associated with him. Former stu-
dents scattered around the world
have firm friends in Philip and Bet-
sy Wilder, and it is particularly
fortunate that in retirement in their
heme in Brunswick, they can con-
tinue their association with the
Foreign Student Program at Bow-
doin College.
"Philip Wilder's loyalty to his
and an Instruc-
During the next
14 years he was Alumni Secretary
and Assistant Professor of Educa-
tion. He became Assistant to the
President in 1946, and in 1959 was
appointed Director of Student Aid.
In the latter position Mr. Wilder
has had overall responsibility ^for
Bowdoin's $700.000-a-year program
of financial aid to students, includ-
ing scholarships, loans, and campus
jobs. T"
He has also heeh Foreign Stu-
dent Adviser at Bowdoin for more
than 18 years, and has been Ful-
brigmV Program Adviser since that
program was established in 1949.
He has been active in the National
Association for Foreign Student
Affairs (NAFSAt since 1953, and
has served as Chairman of its New
(Continued on page 2)
Athletic Director To Step Down;
Daniel Stuckey To Assume Post
Morrell Ends Career
President James S. Coles has an-
nounced Malcolm E. Morrell will
retire as Director of Athletics next
June after a distinguished 42-year
career at Bowdoin.
a coordinate sister school, "in the
nearby vicinity." 82 students ex-
pressed written reasons, amplifica-
tions, or qualifications to their
checked responses.
In the case of' both yes and no
responses, no attempt was made to
<7> The questionnaire is inade-
quate.
(8) I have an aversion to the op-
posite sex.
(9) The loss of Bowdoin's pres-
ent "informality" is undesirable.
Coeducation would cause excessive
distinguish arbitrarily between sin- Preenin&. an <* construct present
good rules.
Those who answered the ques-
tionnaire in favor of some form of
cere and ironic responses. All an
swers were accepted at face value;
editorializing was done separately.
The questionnaires were perused coeducatlon also expressed a va-
by several members of the Orient "ety of rea5ons Those who fa-
staff, in order to obtain a clear view
vored lnte8rated coeducation point-
of the variety of 6pinions express-
ed out one or more of tfle follow-
ed. Those who answered in the
'ng reasons:
negative stated one or more of the Ui The Present conception of
following reasons, taken in random women is unreal, unnatural, or one-
order as they appeared: 5ided. Woman should be a more
Ui The quality of coeducation, integ ral Part of liberal education,
or at least of the "kind of girl ,2 ' A sister college is an inade-
who would apply here," is dubious. quate solution.
<2> Coeducation is inherently In- ' 3 ' Woman on campus would be
ferior
-
a "civilizing" influence on the pe.r-
<3> Preserve tradition. (Continued on page 3)
MALCOLM E. MORRELL
Mr. Morrell, who was graduated
from Bowdoin in 1924, joined the
College's staff as a coach the fol-
lowing year and has headed his al-
ma mater's widespread athletic pro-
gram since 1927.
"Bowdoin College has benefited
beyond Imagination from the ex-
cellent direction which Mr. Mor-
rell has given to the athletic pro-
gram during his 40 years as Di-
rector of Athletics," President Coles
said in a statement.
"He is a person of highest in-
tegrity, straightforwardness and
honesty, setting an example for all
members of his department and
for all athletes at the College," Dr.
Coles-added. "He is held in the
highest regard by his colleagues
»nd by directors of athletics at
other colleges and universities with
whom he has worked. Bowdoin la
deeply indebted to him for his de-
voted service."
As Bowdoin's Director of Ath-
letics Mr, Morrell has planned and
supervised a physical education









plished during Mr. Morrell's tenure
have been construction of the Bow-
doin Arena, expansion and develop-
ment of Pickard Field, Improve-
ment of Whittier Field into one of
the finest small college football
(Continued on page 11)
Former Olympian
Daniel Stuckey, Head of the
Classics Department and Coach of
Varsity Hockey at St. Paul's School
in Concord, N. H„ has been ap-
DANIEL E. STUCKEY
pointed Director of Athletics at
Bowdoin, effective next July 1.
Mr. Stuckey, a former varsity
football coach, U. S. Olympic hock-
ey player, and national champion-
.
(Continued on page 11)
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Nature, Death, Decay Seen As Main 'TMJLEN(Continued from page 1)
v




by Nat Harrison , nanj issues in the latest issue of |ne generalizes about themes in a
To see a World in a Grata of -Sand- the Quill, BowdohVs literary ma- publicaWff as complex as
<p Xnd^aHeaven- ta -a Wttd' Flower gazine. As a^general impression of
•£, Hold Infinity il the palm of your the magazine one has the feeling
hand that these Bowdoin authors are
And Eternity in an hour. grappling, as did William Blake,





eternity or infinity as representedThe natural elements (rain, wind,
. „ rV: .ZL^in universally known particulars,
sunlight, etc.) and their symbolic such as wild flowers or grains of
relationships to death, decay, and sand.

















OPEN MONDAY THRU SAT HOURS
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Sat.
Brunswick-Bath Plaza at Cook's Corner
Open 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Mon thru Vri.
$500 National Football Foundation
and Hall of Fame Scholar-Athlete
Award.
WhaTdoes He want to do at Ox-;
a college ford? "It;s hard to say—there' are
literary magazine. The Quill repre- so many things. This is a great op-
sents differing creative processes portunity for travel, meeting hew
arising from differing emotional and interesting people, cultivating
backgrounds. The reactions and new friendships, gaining from the
commentary of this reviewer
^ there- wisdom of others. I also intend to
fore, are not meant to be all-em- do a great deal of reading, whether
bracing. They are instead designed or not iVs Part of my course of stud-
to recreate the personal experience ies. I would like particularly to ex-
he received from an afternoon with plore the field of political theory in
the Quill. order to form my own theories about
With regard to poetry, "Dark government and American democ-
Gardens" by William Fahrenbach racv
"
expresses personal uneasiness <-
through the metaphorical transfor-
mation from '4a garden of light/
Where dreams of the stars only
grew" to a garden of darkness
"Where too many things have been
left/To the breeze, to the lights,
and to dreams." Amandio Batista
in "Summer Into Autumn" juxta-
poses "the decaying air," in which
summer changes to autumn, with
the eternal rigidity of a bronze
monument in a public square.
Perhaps the most effective use of
the nature motif is in "To A Friend
Who Died Young," a pastoral elegy
by Mwindaace N. Siamwiza. Here
the use of the pathetic fallacy,
through which, the elements of na-
ture themselves seem to weep over
the untimely death, is successful in
conveying the emotional impact of
the loss.
The mournful face of nature
weeps for you, Mazuba,
Amid the gay flowers of November.
From this lofty spot, I gasp and
I see
A lonely p'ace, a lonely grave, in
a sick world.
"Winds of Death" by Carroy Fergu-
son is another example of death
treated in the pastoral idiom.
There are a number of poignant
sketches of seemingly insignificant
people or events. E. Brawn con-
veys the agony of isolation and re-
jection* in two very fine poems,
"Russian Refugee" and "School-
girl." Pat Conroy provides an un-
common emotional response to the
common act of squashing an insect
in "Requiem for an Ant." "Bye
Bye," a poem by Mark Winkeller is
a disturbingly vivid portrait of the
sequence of events in a young
man's maturation.
This issue of the Quill also con-
tains a section of photographs by
David Wilkinson, with text by Les-
lie Perlazzo. Wilkinson's pictures
pay homage to the exquisite beauty
manifested in the form and content
of the female body. It is beauty
that is not dependent upon bought-
en clothing, for "if the lady hath
any loveliness, let it be."
There is much, much more to the
Quill than is mentioned here, es-
pecially in the area of prose. These
poems, however, for this reviewer
were sufficient to create a sense ex-
perience not without a certain
unity. For if one of the functions
of literature is to make man more
sensitive and sympathetic to his en-
vironment, it would be worth one's
time to look at the Quill. In this
reader's estimation the empathy
with nature and its inevitable cycle
of death and decay, which many of
these selections seem to express,





A Bowdoin CaUege, alumnus^ho
first earned theUnited States un-
der the Bowdoiif Plan is now 'serv-
ing as Director General of the
Vietnamese national news agency
and as the government's spokesman
in Saigon. He is Nguyen Ngoc
Linh, a member of Bowdoin's Class
of 1952.
Mr. Linh studied at Bowdoin dur-
ing the 1950-51 academic year, the
summer of 1951 and the 1951-52
academic yeaj. He majored in
Government and received an A.B.
degree.
The widely copied Bowdoin Plan
under which he came to the Bruns-
wick, Maine, liberal arts college for
men was begun by undergraduates
in 1947. Since that year more than
170 students from nations all over
the world have come to Brunswick
as Bowdoin Plan Scholars.
After receiving his Bowdoin de-
gree he did graduate work in Gov-
ernment at New York University,
worked as a journalism trainee at
the New York Times, and became
the first editor of "Viet Nam Bulle-
tin," founded in 1953 in New York
City by the General Association of
Vietnamese in America.
He returned to his native land in
1955 and started a series of busi-
nesses including a publishing com-
pany, an advertising firm, a print- —
ing house and two private schools.
He was drafted at the age of 31.
graduated as the top ranking stu-
dent in Officer Candidate School in
a class of 2,500, and served for four
years in the army.
,—.—
:
4 — — - -.
Mr. Linh was later named Direc-
tor of the National Broadcasting
System, including a network of 13
stations, and was appointed to his
present post last year. As a hobby
he has started a School of Journal-
ism within Saigon University and
has been named to serve as its first
Dean.
WILDER
(Continued from page 1)
Meet a group of young Boston bankers.
They are executives of The First National
Bank of Boston, New England's oldest and
largest. They're men on the move . . .
sharp, talented, aggressive and making a
good place in the business.
A short time ago they were doing some
soul-searching, too. "Graduation, and then
what?"
Quite honestly many of these men never
thought about hanking. One of them ma-
jored In Spanish—he's now a credit man
with our South American operation where
the language conies in handy. Another
studied Geography and Geology; today, he's
an Operations Officer in our highly spe-
cialized electronic data processing complex.
At the FIRST, we look for diverse edu-
cational backgrounds. Specifically, we want
men of flexibility who can meet the de-
mands of unusual and challenging situa-
tions.
If you are looking toward a career in a
growth business, take a good hard look at
The FIRST. We have the opportunities . .
.
u
we'll even make a position for the richt
man.











our En,ory Mower and
Richard Hall (Bowdoin '32) will be on
campus to conduct a general information
session on banking and The First NationalBank of Boston. All prospective interview.
ers are invited to attend at the Senior
Center. Messrs. Mower and Hall will beinterviewing all day Friday, January isWe suggest that you contact your Place-
ment Bureau to set up an interview
England Region and as a member
of its Board of Dirertors.
Mr. Wilder was Editor of the
600-page "General Catalogue of
Bowdoin College." which was pub-
lished in 1950. and was Editor of
The Alumnus. Bowdoin's alumni
magazine, from 1927 to 1941. He
has served for many years as Chair-
man of Bowdoin's Committee on
Public Exercises, has been the Col-
lege's Veterans Adviser and is a
former Director of the American
Alumni Council and Director of its
New* England District.
In 1964 he won a Distinguished
Service Award in International
Education from the Institute of In-
ternational Education iIIE> and the
Reader's Digest Foundation He
was one of 25 American Foreign
Student Advisers selected by NAFSA
to visit French universities as guests
of the Ministry of Education of
France While ir> Europe. Mr. and
Mrs Wilder visited former Bowdoin
Plan students at Bo^oin College
The -widely copied Bowdoin Plan,
initiated by Bowdoin undergradu-
ates in 1947 -with the help of Mr.
Wilder, involves an arrangement
under which the College offers full
tuition scholarships to as many as
12 foreign students each year, and
each of Bowdoin's 12 fraternities
sponsors one student by providing
his room and board.
Mr. Wilder has served the HE as
a member of its Advisory Committee
on the Liberal Arts College in the
United States. Last year he was a
group discussion chairman at the
17th annual conference of NAFSA
in Philadelphia and edited the Con-
ference Report, "Overcoming Bar-
riers to Educational and Cultural
Communication."
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f$&?X?S»feBWte*H »»l^ Men.Wednesday night, Jan-Uary 18. Please be prompt as pictures wiU. be, taken at the scheduled
tfcne.*; - ;-*"#- -•»-.,••-.»•-. *"
AIESEC 7:00; B.C.A. 7:10; Bl CRO 7:20; Bugle 7:30; Debate
Council 7:40; Masque and Gown 7:50; Newman Club 8:00;
Orient 8:10; Political Forum 8:20; Quill 8:30; Student Council
8:40; Student Rel. Liberals 8:50; Student I'nion 9:00; White
Key 9:10; Yoyng Democrats 9:20; ThymesD:35; Cheerleader*
9:40.
Eleven Bowdoin College students and seven residents of the Bruns-
wick-Bath area will be amongthose appearing in "The Physicists" to
be presented Feb. 9-12.
The play, by Friedrich Duerrenmatt. will be staged by Masque andGown on four consecutive nights in the Experimental Theater, Memor-
ial Hall. A fifth performance win be scheduled if the demand for tic-
kets exceeds the limited seating capacity of the Experimental Theater
Directing the play will be Professor Richard Hornby, Director of
Dramatics. The Stage Manager will be Barry D. Chandler '69.
Leading roles will be played by Josiah Pierce '69, Stephen T
Thompson 69, Thomas W. Roulston '68, John L. Isaacs '68, and Pa-
tricia O'Haverty of Brunswick.
Playing featured roles will be Carol Dolloff of Brunswick Maria
Hawkes of Bath, and Marcia Howell of Brunswick. Other Brunswick
residents in the cast will include David Bachrach, Ben Savell and
Fred Davis.
Other Bowdoin undergraduates cast in the play include Edward H
Burtt, Jr. 70, Charles N. Head '68, Gregory J. Darling 70.
Also Robert L. Jones '67, Virgil H. Logan, Jr. '69, and Frederick
B. Stocking '69.
* * ».-.« * -,
The Theta chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon has elected officers for
the spring semester.
President, Lloyd B. Thompson III
Vice President, Ralph H. Quinn "
Recording Secretary, Edgar M. Reed
Corresponding Secretary, Charles F. Adams III
Alumni Secretary, Bruce G. MacDermid
sonar appearance an€ Social behav-
ior of Bowdoin men. t
(4) Woman are present in most
^phases of life; they shoufiTbe r^brP
• sented atr Bowdoin. * ** »>>.- v •
(5) Experimentation is healthy.
Those who favored a coordinate
sister school rather than coeduca-
tion expressed many opinions which
overlapped, with some differences:
(1) The establishment of a coor-
dinate school could effect change
without destroying the tradition of
Bowdoin as a men's school (and its
concomitant advantages).
„(2) A coordinate school would of-
fer the more primarily social "bene-
fits" of coeducation.
(3) The present situation is
strained, unnatural, gross, etc. A
change is needed.
(4) The proximity of women
would improve manners, morale,
and academic participation.
(5) Those who want coeducation
per se can go elsewhere.
A sample of the comments made
on individual questionnaires: "No."
"Bowdoin is a concept — small
men's L.A. college. Coeducation
could only hurt."
"There are certain advantages to
the individual man gping to a man's
college. I believe that the individ-
ual should have this choice and that
the current trend towards coeduca-
tion is destroying this choice. The




To She Or Not To She
That Is The Question
The 1966 Alexander Prize Speaking Contest at Bowdoin College
has been won by a freshman who will graduate exactly 100 years after
the distinguished alumnus in whose memory the annual competition is
named.
The winner is Wayne C. Sanford of El Paso, Texas,, a member of
Bowdoin's Class of 1970, and is a recipient of four year ROTC scholar-
ship.
Sanford's first prize_of $99 corae&_fxom the income of a fund es-
tablished in 1905 by the Honorable DeAlva Stanwood Alexander, LL.D.,
of Bowdoin's Class of 1870. The competition, "for excellence in select
declamation," is open to all members of Bowdoin's three lower classes.
Winner of the $66 second prize this year is Josiah Pierce '69.
The -College Catalogue is now in relatively short supply. It is "
'A paper about to be published at
Brown will indicate that Bowdoin
ranks No. 2 of all colleges in the
VS. for work load. Altho' I agree
that women on campus might prove
a civilizing influence, they are also
a distracting one. Let the man
who feels that such distractions, es-
pecially in mid-week, are an essen-
tial part of a good education go
elsewhere."
"It would be unfair to all con-
cerned, for Bowdoin cannot afford
to spread its resources so thin as to
include coeducation."
out the remnants of manners and
civilized graces, if indeed the Bow-
doin student possesses any, and re-
verse the trend toward animalism.
One half of the world is female;
why shou'dn't the representatives of
the other half here study with
them?"
"If there were a coeducational
arrangement at Bowdoin, the idea
that girls are merely creatures of
entertainment for our Sat. nights
assumed, since registration is over, that each student either has a
catalogue or has access to one. Some extra copies of the catalogue
have been placed on the closed Reserve in the Library, however, in
the event that students wish to consult it.
* * * * O »
The Bowdoin Music Club will present a concert by cellist Fred
Sherry and pianist David Volkhausen Jan. 15. Both are students of
Bowdoin's Summer Music School.
Their program will be given in Went worth Hall at the Senior
Center at 8:15 p.m. The concert will be open to the public without
charge and there will be a reception for the artists immediately follow-
ing their recital. I
A highlight of the program will be the Brahms F minor piano
sonata. Other works to be played include sonatas for cello and piano
by Beethoven and Shostakovich, and a cello-piano sonata by Francois
Francoeur.
• And thinkrsir: of tradition:
Here we have a masculine tradi-
tion reaching back to 1802. and you
would throw it all away for the
creature comforts of painted wom-
en."
"Don't want to have to look de-
cent all the time."
"Yes, a coeducation arrangement
at Bowdoin College, itself."
"When young men act as if they
aren't sure if young women are peo-
ple or things, they evidence a void
in their own 'liberal* education."
"Coeducation at Bowdoin could do
a great deal, I think, to help bring
would cease once and for. all.
"I do not think that any really
serious thought has yet been given
to the effects of coeducation at
Bowdoin and I therefore think that
some thought should be directed
us with all the benefits of coeduca-
tion without its drawbacks of con-
stant presence of women on cam-
pus."
"The day-to-day relationship
with 'them' which is so necessary
for understanding of women us
now i impossible. Ninety per cent of
any relationship is either a slam-
bam-thanks-a-bunch-take,- her - to-
the-bus-on-Sunday weekend, or the
superficial and meaningless banter




"Coeducation at Bowdoin itself
wou'd destroy the image which has
taken Bowdoin 250 years to achieve."
that way.
" 'No man is an island unto him-
self! !;"
"I think Prof. Whiteside's forum
on the subject expresses my feel-
ings well."
"Some academic or better level
can be attained — a school in the
same, area would satisfy only the
date problem and not the social
prcblem."
"Yes, a sister school in the near-
by vicinity."
"A decent nearby girl's school,
possibly with an exchange program
for certain courses, would provide
"A sister schobTHbeing ah entity
of itself, yet near enough to be of
value en the weekends, would be
acceptable."
"The men at Bowdoin know what
they're in for when they apply here.
If they want to go to a^ped school
they should think about that ear-
lier."
"I feel that it is perhaps better
to work on the existing social
rules."
STI DENT I NION COMMITTEE BRIDGE TOI RNAMENT
Sunday, January 15th —Gallery Lounge, Moulton I'nion
7:30 p.m. .Mr. Joseph 1). kaniin, Director of News Service, Bowdoin
College, will present a thirty-minute talk which is designed
to provide social, beginning bridge players a quick and con-
cise incite into competitive, duplicate bridge. This talk will
enable the beginner** to take a confident part in the bridge
tournament that very evening.
8:00 p.m. Duplicate bridge tournament.
Open to Bowdoin College students, faculty and staff and their wives
. . .
no entrance fee. Winners will receive a merchandise gift certificate
in the Moulton I'nion Bookstore.
The deadline for submission of scripts to the student-written one-
act play contest is Thursday, January 19, at 12:00 noon. Three copies
of the student's play should be submitted to the office of the Director
of Dramatics. Memorial 106. The playwright's name should not appear
on the scripts; instead, the playwright should simultaneously submit a
sealed envelope containing his name and the title of his play.
The three best plays will be produced by the Masque and Gown
in the Pickard Experimental Theater March 17 and 18. At that time,
prizes of $25 and $15 will be awarded to the best and second-best plays.
Playwrights should remember that the Pickard Experimental
Theater is an open-stage theater. They would be wise to familiarize
themselves with it, and to consider open stage conventions in writing
stage directions.
Robert B. Patterson, Jr., has been elected President of Alpha
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
Other newly elected officers of the fraternity include:
Vice President, Dominic A. Feniino, Jr. *69.
Secretary, Richard W. Anderson *69.
Assistant Treasurer, Walter C, Ahernathy '69.
J
A nationally recognized authority an theater planning and tech-
nical production. Professor Edward C. Cole of the Yale Cniversity
School of Drama, will deliver a lecture Feb. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in the Bow-
doin College Senior Center. The public is cordially invited to attend.
The lecture by Professor Cole will Im> given on the first day of
Bowdoin's second semester in conjunction with one of the 16 Senior
Seminars being ottered as part of the Bowdoin Senior Center Program.
The seminar. Theater Architecture, will be conducted by Professor
George II. Quinby of Bowdoin's Department of English.
Professor Cole served as a consultant on stage equipment when
the interior of Memorial Hall was renovated in 1954-55 to house Pick-
ard Theater.
Professor Quinby retired last June as Director of Dramatics after
81 years but continues to teach courses in the English Department.
He has been associated with dramatic activity at Yale since 1928,
serving in various capacities ranging from Instructor and Technical
Director to Production Manager, Executive Officer, Acting Dean and
currently Senior Faculty Fellow.
*
Robert W. Maxwell, a cum laude member of the Bowdoin College
Class of 1943, has been appointed Chief of the I nited Nations Postal
Administration. He is the fourth I nited Nations postal director since
the service was established in 1951.
After receiving his B.S. degree at Bowdoin Mr. Maxwell, a member
of Zeta Psi Fraternity, entered the army. He later attended Columbia
Cniversity where he was one ..I the founding editors of the Columbia
Journal of International Affairs.
While studying at Columbia, he served an internship at I .X. head-
quarters and, in 1947, joined the world organization's Secretariat in
the Office of the Assistant Secretary General for Economic Affairs.
Mr. Maxwell has served with I nited Nations missions in the Far





^ The "traditional" ten-dollar fine
is no more. Gone the way of re-
quired chapel and formal dances at
Ivy's is the penalty for a student
cutting his last class before or first
class after vacations.
This action was voted by the
Faculty January 9 in the form of
revised standards of class atten-
dance. Although the abolition of
the fine was not specifically an-
nounced it was conspicuous by its
abscence in the amended regu!a-
tions. In a statement of policy
heading the rules, the Faculty
states, "Every undergraduate is
generally expected to attend reg-
ularly the meetings of courses In
which he is enrolled and to give
academic obligations precedence
over a!l other activities."
The report* continues, "Since
courses and teaching methods dif-
fer, each instructor shall set the
regulations governing attendance in
his course."
However, the attendance require-
ments for Freshman, three per
course and two in English 4, stu-
( Continued on page 10)
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/\ Winter's features Ian & Sylvia;
M & G Presents.. The Physicist^ Srtgp
Siamwiza, Bright Plan
International.Weekend
* oy Keith Karlsson
The Masque and Gown's second*
production in a series dettttng with
science will be The Physic^t?, writ-
ten by* Friedrich Dueirenmatt. It
will be given Thursday, Friday, Sat-
urday, and Sunday, February 10-13
in the Experimental Theater. Writ-
ten in 1963, The Physicists concerns
the problems faced 4*y a scientist
—
in modern society.
Starring in the title roles are
John Isaacs, Tom Roulston, and
Steve Thompson. The supporting
cast includes the cream of the col-
lege's thespians as well as local fe-
male talent. Barry Chandler is Stage
Manager and Professor Richard
Hornby of -the English department
is once again directing.
As to why this play is not being
staged in Pickard Theater as is
customary. Director Hornby ex-
plained, "the Experimental Theatre
is simpler, more flexible and affords
greater intimacy between the actors
and the audience, and adds a three- Two African students are trans- voluntarily teaching Sunday school
dimensional effect to what would forming a routine foreign student at a Methodist church and Bright
otherwise be a flat production"
crgamzatl0n into an Internationa l <*unseLing at a summer camp and
However, due to the decreased seat- woricing with a mission society
ing capacity, The Physicists will be club cf Prestiee ana importance on yomh organization
the campus and in the Brunswick b^ young men would Uke tQ
community. travel more. Bright says "America
Using a nucleus of 20 students is such a big place and so full of
AFRICAN STUDENTS AT BOWDOIN COLLEGE—Mwindaace
Siamwiza (center) of Zambia and Kayode Bright of Sierra Leone
discuss expanding program of Bowuoin College International Club
with, Siaiuwiza's tfowdoin roommate, Peter S. Ma torin (left).
Siamwiza is President of Bowdoin international Club and Bright
is Secretary. .
shown on four days instead of the
usual two performances. Therefore
Prof. Hornby advises that tickets
be obtained in advance in order to from 2y different nations plus an _ different concepts and approaches
"IN THE EARLY MORNIN' RAIN"—Ian and Sylvia, interna-
tionally known folk singers and recording stars, will present a
concert at Bowdoin College Feb. 10 during the College's annual
Winter House Party Weekend^jrhe_per^formance_»IIl J)egm-at &
p^m^m the New Gymnasium on campus. Tickets are $5 per couple
at the door and $4 if purchased in advance at the Moulton Union.
avoid an overflow at any particular
showing.
Professor Hornby stated that Sci-
ence in the Drama had been chosen
as the unifying theme of produc-
tions this year because such plays
"haye_somfithing to^xpress which
can be relevant to a Bowdoin edu-
cation."




As in the past, savings in this sale
are most substantial—which is why
response to this early winter clear-
ance has met with such great re-
sponse.
This is not our entire stock—but you
will find a good selection of tine quali-
ty Benoit suits- -sport coats and out-
ercoats. J
If you are in the market for fine
quality men's clothing at worthwhile
savings, we urge you to come early.
USE BENOIT'S BUDGET ACCOUNT
TAKE UP TO TEN MONTHS TO PAY
Alterations Free
lA. H. BENOIT & COMPANY
120 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
other ten members from various to life that I want to make friends
parts of the United States,, the all over, find jobs and work and get
Club's first African president, to know everything about a lot of
Mwindaace N. Siamwiza of Zambia, different places. For somebody
and corresponding secretary Kayode ccming from another part of the
L BrighL_of_Sierra Leone, -are- -or- -world , it is important to wipeTouT
ganiz.ng an ambitious program of misconceptions and broaden under -
speakers, student-faculty forums, standings whenever possible."
community talks, foreign films and On the African Scholarship Pro-
music, and distinguished embassy gram of American Universities
guests. (ASPAU) Siamwiza is a Munali
To complete a year of activity, Secondary School graduate. He
they are planning the second In- came to the United States more
ternational Weekend for the Spring, than a year ago and participated
Bringing to Bowdoin foreign stu- in the Experiment for International
dents from a dozen other New Eng- Living, staying with a Vermont
land colleges, they will again spend family and accustoming himself to
two days sharing experiences, serv- American life. In a sense he found
ing on forums, meeting guest speak- a second family this- way, a home
ers, partying, playing soccer with away from home where he can
their American hosts (and. probably come and go freely at any time,
winning!) and cementing friend- Siamwiza believes that "When we
ships that they earnestly hope en- are future leaders, all over the
rich the international understanding world, our mutual experiences and
of all the students — hosts and personal friendships here at Bow-
visitors — who participate. doin College may help us know to
The two sparkplugs behind all of avoid the major conflicts between
this activity, Mwindaace Siamwiza people and nations. Projecting to
and Kayode Bright, are remarkably the future, our small work here may
alike in many respects. They each help the world."
have chemical engineering as their
professional goal and both are ma-^—'^—————""~~
joring in the sciences; both plan
to return to their ^countries and PLEASE PATRONIZE
work in the developmental stages
of new industries; both have earned
dozens of friendships among their
fellow students and spend frequent
weekends and holidays in American
homes. And both enjoy working







NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
1
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GOD BAU US FOR TO WEXEAND MULTIPLY—An exhibit
of twenty photographs by David
T. .Wilkinson &1 wiH 4» held at;
th.^Artisan's Gallery In Bruns-
* Wick: Thfc exhibit, entitled OF
SOVDRY FOLK is an interpre-
tation of Chair's Canterbury
Tales. Wilkinson is Uhe first
photographer, perhaps ffje-'Srst
artist in any inediuin, to attempt
a visual comment on the famous
old English book. A junior art
major at Bowdoin, Wilkinson is
a professional photographer
whose woriT has appeared in
Yankee magazine, the Bruns-
wick Record, Bath Times, Port-
land Press Herald, as well as in
several local exhibits. He gave
his first one-man show at Bow-
doin earlier this year.
The exhibit will open to the
public Saturday, January 14, and
will run for a month. Valerie
Zint and Mymie Graham, own-
ers of the Artisan's Gallery,
otter local artists a chance to
exhibit and sell their work. Later
in the spring they plan to pre-
sent the paintings of well-known
New York artists.
The Artisan's Gallery is locat-
ed at 222 Maine St. 'in Bruns-
wick, Me. and is open 9:00 to
5:00 daily and 9:30 to 12:30 on
Saturdays.
Stuarts Added To Museum Collection-
urner And^ves DiSplav At Union
BOWDOIN COLLEGE'S TWO NEW STl ARTS-Shown above aretwo Gilbert Stuart portraits of Bowdoin family members given to
Bowdoin College Museum of Art by Robert Winthrop of Old West-
bury. N.Y. Looking at oil portraits of Sarah Winthrop Sullivan
(left) and Elizabeth Bowdoin, Lady Temple, are Marvin S. Sadik,






The Trustees of Vassar College
and Yale Un iversity are planning a
joint study that may lead to the
close cooperation of the two schools
and the possible relocation of Vas-
sar in New Haven. »
Dr. Alan Simpson, President of
Vassar, said: "This is a most ima-
ginative and exciting proposal. The
benefits to these two distinguished
institutions might be tremendous;
the problems to be faced are for-
midable." -"
_.
Problems of relocation include the
legal, human, and financial types.
Whether or not Vassar, with a New
York charter, can relocate in Conn-
ecticut and the degree to which she
wishes to maintain her traditional
entity are among the topics of dis-
cussion.
Alumni (alumnae) loyalties tend
to be strong. Psychologists and so-
ciologists at Yale are discussing
the changes which will take place
as a result of the merger.
However, Vassars present loca>
tion in Poughkeepsie, New York
leaves her at a definite disadvan-
tage. Her isolation makes it hard
to compete for faculty talent.
Mostly in the sciences, faculty
members enjoy working with col-
leagues on major projects. They
welcome graduate students as re-
search assistants. Any small, iso-
lated, liberal arts college, whether
it is coeducational or not, has this
problem.
Another point in favor of merger
is the trend toward coeducation.
Student Council Reports
Leukemia Drive: The Council wishes ,„ express its thanks, and con-
gratulations to Bill McAllister for his successful handling of the
campus Leukemia Drive.
Social Rules: The first meeting of faculty and student committees to
discuss social rules met Tuesday. At least one more meeting will
be held before second semester.
Grading: The final report on grading systems of four New England
men's colleges and their rank distributions in comparison to Bow-
doin should be ready by February. The use of our computer will
help to speed up the process.
Finance: President Biklcn has sen. a letter to Present Coles regard-
ing the ..use of Blanket Tax money for Ivies' Weekend and the




This wa* the last Student Council meeting of the first semester.
Vassar^ sistei^cTTobTsT^mltrT;
~MT
Holyoke, and Wellesley not to men-
tion Radcliffe and Barnard, are at
least in academic cooperation with
nearby colleges and mniversities.
Williams is considering starting a
co-ordinate college for women on
its vast land holdings. And Ham-
ilton College in Clinton, New York,
will open Kirkland College next fall
as a co-ordinate women's college.
The results of the study will be
watched closely by most Bowdoin
men, but no action is to be taken
in the near future, at Ya!e, Vassar,
or Bowdoin.
AT THE INJON-'Sunny Side" is the name of this Currier &Ives print included in the current exhibition at the Gallery Loung*-
of the Moulton Inion on the Bowdoin College campus. It shows
the Hudson River home of Washington Irving.
DRAMA STUDENTS
Spend the summer with a professional resident
company in Wilmington, Vermont. Apprentices
will rotate crews and have an opportunity to try
out for small parts. Must be at least 18 years No
tuition charge, pay only $25 weekly for room
and board. June 18 to September 2, 1967. Send
pictures and resumes to:
Miss Kathryn Cobb, Co-Producer
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As a parting shot, we would like to say_that bipod-letting w^is
onc^'a tradition'.' The sfudent poll on coeducation did hot receive
4hfe overwhelming response thrat we thought ft might, But it did
reveal a wide range Of opinions that can be used as a base for
further thought on the entire question of coeducation here at Bow-
doin. Only a quarter of the student body responded to the informal
poll held at the Union, but nearly 90% of those who did respond
said that they did favor some form of coeducation. Elsewhere in
this issue there is a resume of some of the comments which we
feel are representative of the answers we received. Even those who
favored the concept approached the poll with a negative attitude,
which isn't surprising when one considers that we have an admin-
istration that tells a reporter from another school newspaper that
Bowdoin men are satisfied with the social atmosphere that exists
presently. One of the most persistent answers on the negative side
was that a woman's college would destroy tradition, and the con-
cept for which Bowdoin now stands. This is very true, but they
apparently have not stopped to evaluate the relevance of the tra-
dition that they want to save. Is a small, liberal arts college,
isolated from social reality, really worth saving ? Was the harmful
tradition of blood-letting worth saving? Obviously not, but are
there valid objections to establishing a woman's college connected
with Bowdoin? We feel that there are three reasonable objections
raised by the students who said no on the poll. We disregarded such
comments as "I hate girls," "Females are for weekends," "don't"
want to look decent all the time," "there are enough dates avail-
able,' for obvious reasons (i.e. they are not reasons against any-
thing, only "Bowdoinized" excuses for laziness). There were, bow-
ever, three valid objections ; doubts about the intellectual quality of
women who would be attracted to Bowdoin, Bowdoin can not afford
to spread its resources so thin (improve here first), and if people
want coeducation, there are plenty of coed colleges to apply to..
In answer to the first objection, the introduction of coeduca-
tion does not mean an automatic lowering of academic standards.
Anyone who attended a public high school must be fully aware
that there were a number of extremely bright (as much so as we
are) females around. Hamilton College is now undertaking the
establishment of a sister school, and it is obvious to these men
that they can establish a truly worthwhile academic atmosphere
with the addition of women to that previously all men's school.
The second objection which concerns spreading resources too thin
can be turned into an argument in favor of coeducation. Thet|ues-
tion that must be asked here is how can Bowdoin be improved?
The two obvious fields are academic and social; and these two are
not mutually exclusive, as a matter of fact, they walk hand in
hand. It is admitted that the establishment of a sister school would
be quite expensive, possibly as much as forty million dollars (much
less if Bowdoin became coeducational). But one must question
what this money would do. We feef that the results; i.e., an institu-
tion truly dedicated to the education of complete people, people
(men and women) who have a true understanding of the educa-
tional process, who know each other as persons and not as useful
things, who are liberally educated. This might be an unattainable
goal, but it is certainly worth the effort to attempt to reach it.
It is true,- in response to the third criticism, that there are
plenty of co-ed schools to go to. This is not, however, a valid justi-
fication for what is basically a detrimental atmosphere. It has been
stated before in this column why we feel that the present Bowdoin
atmosphere is unhealthy and, therefore, we^will not restate those
reasons now.
This is not to say, however, that there is nothing worthwhile
at-Bowdoin. This would be a grave injustice to the college. The








The results of the petition for the removal of
administrative regulations concerning classroom at-
tendance have finally been complied. The results
have been rather unsatisfactory: just over fifty per-
cent of the student body eventually signed. This is
even more discouraging in light of the kfact that over
three-quarters of the student body were directly
approached. We are glad to see that the faculty,
through the removal of the "traditional" ten dollar




To The Editor: .: -
s As Ohfc of the members <&* Bbwdoin's 'Informal
Hockey Club", I would like to, raise several ques-'
tions about the team in general.
First of all, according to Mr. Watson we are not
forfeiting our games. Why, then, is it said that we
are? Secondly, why are we called "Informal"? We
practice every day and have a uniformed team.
Third, in the last game there was just one non-
freshman skater. Why is it that much different from
a freshman team?
I agree that it is difficult to build a good team
from such a weak class, but the players who are on
the team are working hard and are put to win every
game.
Joel C. Bradley '70
Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam:
PART II
EDITOR'S NOTE : In the first part of this two-
part series, Howard Moffett, Collegiate Press
Service correspondent in South Vietnam, de-
scribed primarily in physical and organizational
terms the competition between the Saigon gov-
ernment and the Viet Cong for control over and
support of the population.
Both sides in the Vietnam war are using all the
available power they can muster to gain support of
the population. Yet, there is another dimension to
the conflict between the elites of the government
and the Viet Cong, and it is best expressed in terms
Of their values.
One side claims a sincere anti-colonialism refined
by fire through twenty-one years of war. It em-
phasizes social justice and especially the abolition
of privilege. It travels closer tp the ground, and
more often has succeeded in identifying itself with
the simple virtues and viewpoints of the peasantry.
Furthermore, it has often succeeded in identify-
ing all civil authority, which the peasant tends to
view as arbitrary and inimical to his interests, with
the other elite (both sides try to do this). It
stresses the necessity for social struggle, and to
wage this struggle it has built up a system of au-
thority wnich is unified and centralized to the point
of regimentation.
Discipline is strict, and apparently little deviation
from the official point of view is tolerated lest the
infrastructure's effectiveness be weakened. Personal
freedom and ambition seem to be subordinated
(sometimes voluntarily, sometimes not) to the col-
lective goal. .,
The other elite claims nationalism, but has be-
come increasingly reliant on foreign arms and aid
to achieve it. It too speaks of social justice and the
abolition of privilege, but it lays greater stress on
the protection of personal freedoms, fortunes and
points of view. As a result, differences often become
outright dissensions.
This elite is anything but unified. It is riddled
with factions competing for influence across political,
religious, regional and institutional lines. It has
maintained a significant degree of personal and
civil liberty at the expense of the continuation of
privilege and even organized corruption.
Yet this elite, heavily dependent on foreign aid
because of its own factionalism and widespread cor-
ruption, is unified in opposing the regimentation and
loss of personal liberty imposed by the other elite
in the areas it controls.
What is perhaps difficult for American intellec-
tuals to understand is that, though they are often
abused by those in power at any given time, the
convictions of the second elite run as deep and
sincere as tho$e of the first. The issue is better
expressed by a leading Vietnamese intellectual, Ton
That Thien, in a recent article in the Asia Magazine:
One may ask why the Vietnamese fight, and what
has sustained them for so long. The answer can be
summed up to.two words: liberation and freedom.
Those are the aims for which they have fought, suf-
fered, and died, and for which, I think, they will
continue to fight, suffer and die. And they have
found the strength for it in the belief that they
"fight for a right cause (in Vietnamese ghanh nghia).
So long as they continue to believe that their cause
is right, they will persist. And who can convince
them that to right, suffer, and die for a right cause
is wrong?
But the tragedy of Vietnam is that the Vietna-
mese are divided into those who believe in the
primacy of liberation, and those who believe in the
primacy of freedom. The majority of the first are
in the North, and the majority of the second are
in the South. Neither the North's nor the Souths
government .offers the Vietnamese people both lib-
eration and freedom. Each offers the Vietnamese
only half of what they want.
This double half-offer, which gives the Vietna-




ness, is the major cause of prolonged division and
war, with all its terrible consequences. For not only
is Vietnam divided, but each Vietnamese is torn
internally by violently conflicting desires. As a cit-
izen, he aspires toward liberation, and as an individ-
ual he aspires toward freedom. He cannot give up
any of those aspirations without feeling a deep sense
of partial alienation. For a man is both citizen and
individual, and without both liberation and freedom
he is only half a man.
It is against the above background that one can
appreciate the cruel fate which has befallen the
Vietnamese people — a victim of the mistakes of the
statesmen of the great powers, as well as the follies
of their own leaders.
Both the physical war and the psychological war
are being fought here at several different levels.
There is a struggle to build and destroy infrastruc-
tures in each of some 16,000 hamlets. There are
squad and platoon-sized engagements between local
(Continued on page 8)
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The Bowdoin Publishing Co.
has announced the election of
Michael F. Rice as editor-in-
chief of the Orient for the
Spring Semester. Rice, a junior,
managing editor during the Fall
Semester, succeeds John P. Ra-
nahan, who has been editor-in-
chief since last February. A
member of the Orient staff since
his freshman year, Rice is a
chemistry major from Chicago,
III., and has also been a mem-
ber of the Debate Council and
the Student Arts Committee.
Next semester Ranahan will be
a correspondent for the newly
-
merged Brunswick-Bath Times-
Record on campus news. A se-
nior English major, be plans to
Join the Peace Corps after grad-
uation.
Also appointed was Nathaniel
B. Harrison '68, associate editor
MICHAEL RICE, NEW ORIENT EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
for the past semester, as manag-
ing editor. Rice, Harrison, Ea-
nahan, Ebon Graves '67, and
Robert Seibel TO, business man-
ager, will be members of an
Editorial Board responsib'e for
the development of Orient
editorial policy.
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There is probably no man
,, _!*.*_ ZL t *a, ,.*."" ;•"•"! ""wjss nave cnanf^.!^*?'^ived ah Bowdoin man. Rur^alg over ms
undergraduate days, h? remarked
at many thing h h ged forW *
a wider" assortment
' at responsibili
ties than Philip s. Wilder. Further
more, there is. no one who knows
more about Bowdoin than Mr. Wil-
der. A question is asked about
Bowdoin that stumps everybody else
— invariably Mr. Wilder answers
it. Now after long dedicated ser-
vice he has announced that he will
retire in June.
A native of Newton Centre,
Massachusetts, Mr. Wilder trans-
ferred to Bowdoin from MIT in
1921 and received his B.S. degree
in 1923. During the intervening
four years between graduation and
his return to Bowdoin as acting
alumni secretary, Mr. Wilder work-
ed for his Master of Education de-
gree at Harvard and taught for
three years at Gorham High School.
From 1928 until 1932 he was both
alumni secretary and an instructor
that a frantic "busyness" has
. . .
so many complaints in
the Orient are simply re-
phrasing of old complaints."
When ^ked. about, the? current
''revolution" on the Bowfloin cam-
pus, "Mr. Wilder had this tp say,
"There is always dissatisfaction on
the-Bowdoin campus. Just as many
newspaper comments on Kennedy's
assassination- are simply rephras-
lngs of texts used after Lincoln's
assassination, so many complaints
in the Orient are simply rephras-
ings of old complaints about lack
of girls in the immediate area,
buildings, etc." For those who de-
mand coeducation at Bowdoin, Mr.
Wilder simply comments "Why did
they come to Bowdoin?" Liberal-
ism lVhething new to Mr. Wilder,
either. He recalls the time when
student "pacifists" absconded the
War Memorial flag pole and ens-
conded it in the chapel.
Wilder On Financial Aid
Asked whether Bowdoin should
- DROPMJJGS"
h Bob Shibbl
by Bob Seibel *This program' will, of course be
This being the last Orient of the non-graded, non-credit and" volun-
semester, I wish to present a plan tary. It will allow 'the faculty
which should mean massive changes members to deal more in topics in
in the intellectual and educational which they are doingresearch or in
atmosphere of Bowdoin College, and
thereby end the semester on an ex-
topics that hold special interest for
them. It will bring the real world
citing and positive note. Let me closer to Bowdoin via the subject
add right now that this has been matter of the discussions It will
a semester of talk, but the next allow students to pursue personal
must be one of action. Progress intellectual interests in the atmos-
comes only by action, and those phere of uninhibited, unorthodox
students who wish to initiate discussions, rather than the more
changes, but will not participate in restrictive framework of most class-
such action as is necessary to oh- room situations, it will bring fac-
tam those changes, certainly do not ulty and students into close infor-
deserve to have those reforms. Thus mal, and intellectual association
it is the responsibi'ity of all the which no doubt will be beneficial
students to actively participate in to a'l. The seminars will not carry
any way possible to get their de- the normal pressure of re-ular
in education. During the next 14 hold of the B°wdoin campus. The „„„ M
automobile, he claims, is in large
P
*
m°re flnanclal aid andyears he was alumni secretary and
assistant professor of education. He
became assistant to the president
in 1946, and in 1959 was appointed
director of student aid. In the lat-
ter position Wilder has had overall
There in the name spirit of
combined pride and discon-
tent.
part responsible for this change
"The changes, except changes of
degree, have been reflections of al-
most worldwide change which Is
best exemplified by changes in
transportation and communication.
Undergraduates nowadays are con-
stantly going places, and they are
going places with one another. But
in those days there were very few
automobiles — so few and far be-
tween in fact that they constituted
no prob:em, no need for regulation.
Because of this the college .was
much more closely tied to the cam-
pus,"
Furthermore there was a lot less
,
going on on the campus in those
days, he explains. "There were
fewer lectures, concerts and similar
events, but attendance was better
because there were fewer conflicts.
Even then, there was constant com-
plaints that students did not take
advantage of their cultural oppor-
scholarships, Mr. Wilder replied "A
college can never have too many
sired improvements.
The first part of my proposal,
courses, and will be a step toward
the revitalization of the academic
experience at Bowdoin.
Some of the topics which are in
and that part which I hope to make use at Boston University, for ex
a reality during the course of the
coming semester, is to initiate a
ample, are: Bigotry in glorious tech-
nicolor. Topics in Jazz, Eros and
program of extra seminars on a civilization, the death of God. and
voluntary basis. Boston University
successfully began such a plan dur-
ing the present semester. Briefly
let me describe some of the de-
others. Many deal with contem-
porary topics, others take advan-
tage of the teacher's specialty. The
most exciting aspect of the Extra
A college can never have
too many scholarships.
scholarships or-too much money in
its financial assistance funds. There
will always "be students
-.to ' whom
financial aidr ran appropriately be
given — I mean those students who
would cnly be deterred by lack of
money from going to college."
'I would like to see more foreign
upport of both Seminar Program (ESP) to adopt
students and faculty is obviously Boston's name, is th*- revitalization
needed. I plan to ask each mem- of the learning experience In an
ber of the faculty if he would informal, yet organized, atmosphere
participate, and if he would, what students and faculty will meet to
topic would he propose. Seminars discuss only topics of mutual inter-
would meet at- least once a week est. In this program, I hope to gain
fcr a minimum of an hour. The the support of the entire college
duration of the meeting would, of community and make it a realitv
course, depend on the interest of during spring semester 1967.
those attending, and extra meetings « * _*
(ould easily be scheduled by the
individual seminar groups, accord-
ing to the desires of the partici-
pants
tunities."
responsibility for Bowdoins Mr. Wilder also believes that stu-
$700,000-a-year program of financial dents are "busier" from the aca-




and °amPUS J°bS - that in the 30 's and earlier the students
'
of course there is anWilder On The Changes At Bowdoin average student did very little read- optimum of balance If we hadWhen asked what his reaction in g, writing, or research beyond the very many more, they would tend to
was to the many changes that have regular assignments of his 34 get together and concentrate their
aken place at Bowdoin during his courses. I myself took 6 courses social relationships within their ownlong career here, Mz^JUilder re- and was fairly studious, belonged to grcups rather than building friend-
phed, quoting a phrase cherished the Glee Club, and had the leading ships primarily with American stu-by President Sills, "the more it part in the commencement play in dents.
changes the more it is the same." my senior year - but I never 'burn- Mr. Wilder says that he will con-The constant that never changes, ed the midnight oil.' All I had to tinue to act as adviser to foreign
according to Mr. Wilder, is the do in special preparation for my students ("I'm most happy to keep
Bowdoin man. "There is the same oral major exams in Senior year, the foreign students because that's
spirit of combined pride and dis- for instance, was to read two books, the job I enjoy the most") but will
content that there has always But now the Bowdoin student is have more time to do some reading
been, he explained. "The average faced with two things: his course and writing.
student here is proud to be a Bow- program is more sophisticated and "It has been a very interesting
doin man, but is at the same time more extensive, and campus activi- experience working with two presi-
extremely critical of his college - ties are more numerous. The stu- dents, students of various degrees
to his family, to his friends, and in dent today has more things he may faculty, alumni councils - inter-
his hometown." do
,
but he also has more things he esting and completely p'easant for
But Mr. Wilder believes that has to do." the most part."
The second part of my proposal.
more long range and more radical.
will require mere time and effort
Size of the seminars would ti accomplish, but combined with
b 3 set by the faculty member in the first part, will so tremendously
charge, as would (initially, at leasts improve
-the academic life at Bow -
the time and place of the meet- doin, that it will be well worth the
ings. All this, as well as student effort. It wou'd take a minimum
registration and other details, will of two years to work out the de-
be handled by a coordinating com- tails and form a realistic proposal,
mittpp
*, (^Continued on page 8)
EDITORIAL
(Continued from page 6)
Text of Students ' Letter To Johnson
Following is the text of a letter
sent yesterday to President John-
sen drafted by the student-body
presidents or student editors of 100
colleges and universities in the
United States:
In your talk to the student in-
terns last summer, as on other oc-
casions, you have recognised and
discussed problems that have been
troubling members of our genera-
lion. We have been grateful for
your concern and encouraged by
your invitation to express some of
cur thoughts.
Since many of these thoughts
center increasingly on the situation
in Vietnam, the New Year's renewal
<>f the truce seems a suitable oc-
casion to report to you that signifi-
cant and growing numbers of our
contemporaries are deeply troubled
about the posture of their Govern-
ment in Vietnam. We believe the
state of mind of these people,
though largely unreported, is of
great importance, because there are
many who are deeply troubled for
every one who has been outspoken
in dissent.
A great many of those faced
with the prospect of military duty
find it hard (o square performance
of that duty with concepts of per-
sonal integrity and conscience. Even
more are torn by reluctance to par-
'ticipate in a war whose toll in prop-
erty and life keeps escalating, but*
abojt whose purpose and value to
the United States they remain un-
clear.
Serious New Doubts
The truces have high'ighted a
growing conviction on American
campuses that if our objective in
the fighting in Vietnam is a nego-
tiated settlement rather than a
military "victory," continued esca-
lation cannot be justified by the
failure of the other side to nego-
tiate.
If, on the other hand, our objec-
tive is no longer a negotiated settle-
ment, the nature and attainability
of our objectives in Vietnam raise
serious new doubts. There is thus
increasing confusion about both
our basic purpose and our tactics,
and there is increasing fear that the
nurse now being pursued may lead
us irrevocably into a major land
war in Asia — a war which many-
feel could not be won without re-
course to nuclear weapons, if then.
In this context there is wide-
< Continued on page ,8)
college has taken many steps to alleviate the admittedly poor situa-
tion that does exist. The Senior Center program, the Honor System
(as restricted as it is), the liberalization of distribution require-
ments, the serious discussion on pass-fail courses, the willingness
of the Faculty to give responsibility to the students, and the
liberalization of old traditions such, as Chape], Social Rules, and
attendance requirements all indicate a deep concern on the part of
the college for the students. However, these steps are only stop-
gaps; they will fail as long as students are allowed to think that'
their four years at Bowdoin are a vacation from life.
Turning to those who answered the poll with a yes, or a quali-
fied yes, we feel that a number of these responses were as foolish
and as insincere as were some of the negatives. Some men consider
the idea attractive because it will provide a handy source of sexual
enjoyment; these men have become 'Bowdoinized'. These replies
show the immaturity, the sickness that can easily destroy the
morals of Bowdoin men.
But some of the yes replies showed a seriousness of thought
that reflects the seriousness of the problem that now confronts
this college. The college must decide what direction it is gun:g. to
follow in the near future. The student who answered, "When
young men act as if they aren't sure if young women are \ ople
or things they evidence a void in their own 'liberal' eduea on,"
has hit the very core of the problem. We feel that Bowdoin iust
move in the direction of coeducation, and move quickly but ith
thoughtfulness. Most of the students who answered favi hjy
indicated a preference for a sister school, but I feel that th will
not solve the serious problem of not receiving a true and m< ng-
ful education at Bowdoin. We believe that coeducation of tin ow-
doin campus is the only real answer, and we of the Orin will
continue to support this belief.
These past two semesters have brought many changes a' Bow-
doin, most of them good, and we wish we had more space to praise
them, but we feel that the coeducation question is worthy of the
obsession placed upon it this year. If Bowdoin is to continue as an
institution of meaningful education it must move into the world
of realities. J P R
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DROPPINGS
by. BOB Seibeu
(Continued from paffe 7)
ment as well as the athletes them-
selves. '
This is a complicated long range
proposal. It would take years to
work out the details, but the effort
would be worthwhile^ In thje. mean-
time, €ther ^smaller, chawges may be
made with a, view toward the fii*
tur«^
.,, ,
Social Rules In Question
« Report Recommends Changes
'"
' The ' bfisic' idea consists of having
two 1% hour classes each' week1 in
each course, and having afternoon
classes. This will make it possible
to eliminate both the Saturday and
the Wednesday classes. Let me
-elaborater
I assume that under the present
system, each course meets 3 times
a week for approximately 50 min-
utes, total 150 minutes. With two
meetings per week, allowing the
same 10 minutes to change classes,
the total in-class time will be 80
minutes each meeting. This means
there can be a five-minute break
in the middle so that the students
are protected from straining their
concentration powers, and 150 min-
utes per week is still the amount of
actual class time. Courses with
conferences would be arranged in
a similar method to the present.
I contend that as much or more
can be accomplished in the set-up
outlined above, as in our present
system, in terms of in-class cover-
age of the material. Classes would
meet either on Monday and Thurs-
day or Tuesday and Friday. The
daily block schedule might look like
this
:
8:00- 9:30 1st classes
9 30- 11:00 2nd classes
11 :00 - 12:30 3rd classes
1 :00 - 1 :30 Forum Program
1:30- 3 00 4th classes
3:00- 4:30 Extra classes if nee
-
necessary
It should be noted that only sev-
en courses are scheduled for 1:30
meetings under the present system,
and if these could be. rescheduled,
there' awould be no heed for the
3:00-4.30 classes.
This program frees the students
and faculty from Saturday classes.
Let's face it, most guys plan a
great deal of their social activity
in terms of places other than Bow-
doin for obvious reasons. Many
of these men cut Saturday classes,
so why should they be penalized in
this way for inherent environmen-
tal problems. The men who wish
to leave for the weekend should
not have to do so at the expense
of class attendance. Also, the ath-
letic teams would no longer miss
those Saturday classes while travel-
ling to away games or preparing
for afternoon home games. Wed-
nesday will be the day on which
the ESP would be held, labs could
be scheduled, extra athletic prac-
tices could be scheduled, or the
student could catch up on his
work. Mostly, I would like to see
large scale participation in the
ESP.
Athletic practices would be held
just as they are now, beginning at
around 3:00. I would hope that
very few courses would be schedul-
ed at this time, if any, and since
the number of eourse reqr^rements
io very small, most students who
wish to participate in sports could
arrange their schedules according-
ly. I certainly don't think this
proposal poses any threat to ath-
letics at Bowdoin, and I'm sure the
details could be worked out to the
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"FREE ALTERATIONS" — "STORAGE FACILITIES"
In summary, I envision classes on
t'our diys only &"the distant future.
Extra seminars would be on the
Wednesdays which «are Jfrfepd by the
new program! i orj such activities
as the student feels necessary and
beneficial (i.e., labs, etc.). No class
time is lost, Saturdays are free,
athletics don't suffer. The gain
will also come especially in the
ESP seminars which can be a reali-
ty in the very near future. The
entire proposal calls for an excit-
ing injection of a new life into the
academic arm of the college, which
cannot help improving the other
areas as well. Social life would
improve most definitely. The in-
tellectual atmosphere will become
one of interest, not necessity, as
accomplished by the ESP. Also
through the ESP, the students will
be brought closer '.to the outside
world by confrontation with con-
temporary topics of interest.
The above is a serious step for-
ward, which can be initiated by
Bowdoin. The implications of such
a program are tremendously wide-
spread and exciting. But it will
take a great deal of time and ef-
fort to make these ideas realities.
I hope to have the active support
of the faculty, students, administra-
tion, alumni, and friends of the col-
lege in achieving such plans, and I
hope all will judge it with open
minds. More information on the
Extra Seminar program will be
available soon, and it is hoped that
the project will be initiated during
the coming semester. *
Finally, let me say once again:
THE SECOND SEMESTER MUST
BE A TIME OF ACTION.
VIETNAM LETTER
(Continued from page 7)
spread support for the suggestion
of the Pope and others that the
resumed truce be extended de facto
by restraint on both sides, even if
no formal agreement is reached.
And there is hope that if fighting
must be resumed in 1967 it will be
resumed on a reduced scale.
In short, Mr. President, a great
many of our contemporaries, raised
in the democratic tradition of
thinking for themselves, are finding
a growing conflict between then-
own observations on the one hand,
and statements by Administration
leaders about the war on the other.
These are people as devoted to the
Constitution, to the democratic
process, and to law and order as
were their fathers and brothers who
served willingly in two World Wars
and in Korea.
Draft Law Criticized
Unless this conflict can be eased,
the United States will find some of
her most loyal and courageous
young people choosing to go to jail
fcyMtrAN Koi.oi) **•';.•
Tuesday,/ students' and adminis-
trators met, for the firs>tlme in a
serier of discussions of ik, report
. ...
. ;. .. ^ - - .3* *
prepared by the Student Council
Social Committee. The report
criticizes harshly the present social
rules at Bowdoin and suggests sev-
eral modifications.
In the first section, the report
analyzes the faults of Bowdoin's
social life and examines the effects
various changes in the rules would
have. Results of the social life
questionnaire distributed last year
are examined in the second section.
The third part of the report pre-
sents a comparison of Bowdoin's so-
cial rules with Amherst's, William's,
and Dartmouth's and presents the
opinions ^pt several administrators
on how changes in social rules have
affected their colleges. In the final
section, the report states its specific
recommendations for improvement
of the social rules.
The report recommends that
women be allowed in dormitory
rooms between noon and 10:00 p.m.,
Sunday through Thursday and be-
tween 10:00 a.m. and midnight on
Friday and Saturday. It also rec-
ommends that women be allowed
upstairs in fraternities between
noon and JO 00 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and between
10:00 a.m. and Midnight on Fri-
day and Saturday, and between
10:00 a.m. and 10:00 on Sunday.
The report also proposes that cha-
perones be required4 at* fraterrfities
only when women stay overnight.
Although the Student Council has
approved the r^pmniendations of
the report, 'the report itself 'is an
unofficial document being used only
as the basis for discussion with the
faculty. Before they may go into
effect, the proposed changes must
be approved by the Faculty Com-
mittee on Student Life, the entire
faculty, and the Board of Trustees.
The premise of the report is that
a student's social life is part of his
education, and the goal of the re-
port is to improve the quality of
social life for Bowdoin students.
The report states, "We wish to make
it entirely clear that we do not base
our proposals on the meaningless
cliches of student protest or on any
assertion of the inalienable rights
of college students to entertain as
they see fit. On the contrary, we
fully recognize and support the
obligation of the College to enact
social regulations which it consid-
ers to be consistent with the aca-
demic and personal welfare of its
students."
"We argue only that the present
social rules reflect an inaccurate
evaluation of the academic and per-
sonal needs of Bowdoin students,
and should be changed to improve
the general health of the Bowdoin
social environment by lessening the
influence of factors which presently
contribute to a strong dichotomy at
Bowdoin between what is 'social'
and what is related to the class-
room."
rather than to bear the country's
arms, while countless others con-
done or even utilize techniques for
evading their legal obligations. Con-
tributing to this situation is the al-
most universal conviction that the
present Selective Service law oper-
ates unfairly.
We write in the hope that this
letter will encourage a frank dis-
cussion of these problems. If such a
discussion clarified American ob-
jectives in Vietnam, it might help
reverse the drift, which is now from
confusion toward disaffection. To
this end, we submit for your con-
sideration some of the questions
now agitating the academic com-
munity:
There is doubt that America's
vital interests are sufficiently
threatened in Vietnam to necessU
tate the growing committment here.
There is doubt that such vital in-
terests as may be threatened are
best protected by this growing com-
mitment.
There is doubt that a war which
may devastate much of the coun-
tryside can lead to the stable and
prosperous Vietnam we once hoped
rut presence would help create.
There is considerable concern
about apparent contradictions in
the American position on certain
points basic to any efforts to ne-
gotiate a settlement. High Govern-
ment officials reiterate our eagerness
to negotiate "unconditionally," but
we remain Unclear about our will-
ingness to accept full participation
by the Vietcong as an independent
party to negotiations.
Similarly, Administration spokes-
men reiterate our commitment to
self-determination for South Viet-
nam, but we remain unclear about
cur willingness to accept a coalition
(or pro - Communist) government
should the people of South Vietnam
eventually choose such a govern-
ment under adequate international
supervision.
Finally, Mr. President, we must
report a growing sense—reinforced
by Mr. Harrison Salisbury's recent
reports from Hanoi—that too often
there is a wide disparity between
American statements about Vietnam
and American actions there.
We hope you will find it possible
to share your thoughts with us about
these matters. The rising confusion
about national purpose can under-
mine mutual trust and respect
among our people. This seems to us
as urgent a problem as any that
confronts the nation today.
We are grateful for your interest
and send our best wishes for the
New Year.
Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam:
(Continued from page t>i
guerillas and government militia, called Popular
Forces. There are terrorist bombings at luxury
hotels and in peasant markets.
The Viet Cong are trying to build up troop con-
centrations while avoiding pitched battles in the rich
Mekong Delta; government leaders, largely through
the intermediate agency of U.S. Special Forces, are
trying to win the loyalty of the Central Highland
Montagnards, who are generally looked down upon
by all Vietnamese, communist and non-communist:
South of the Demilitarized Zone, full-fledged con-
ventional battles rages between battalions (roughly
1,000 men each) of American Marines and North
Vietnamese regulars. "Pacification" cadres from one
side or the other are at work in .every one of South
Vietnam's 4^ provinces.
The struggle has now spilled well beyond the bor-
ders of South Vietnam and has become in effect a
regional war. Anti-government activity is reported
increasing in Laos, northeastern Thailand, and even
Burma, while the Hanoi government claims North
Vietnam is* about to be invaded.
)
Finally, the international political implications for
the rest of Southeast Asia — from Indonesia to East
Pakistan — are enormous. And however Americans
want to slice it, Southeast Asians see the two major
protagonists — competing for power, influence, and
the vindication of ideology — as the United States
and China.
This, then, is your simple waf
.
It is true that American warplanes are bombing
and burning and killing civilians, more than yo'u
will ever read about in the papers. It is also true
that the Viet Cong disembowel good province chiefs,,
or bad ones, and they do run prison camps under
conditions not so far removed from those of Dachau,
The only thing these two statements prove is that
war is hell, and modern guerilla war is worse than
any other kind.
What is going on here has two sides, in every
usage of the word. It is not just a slaughter of par-
ticularly innocent, peace-loving villagers. Nor is it
a particularly democratic defense of freedom against
terror and tyranny from without. It is a total war
IT




2 Pv Jhomas Kosmo » :
The^ebn'cert series of fhe npw o^i i •* ^
year began inatepicio^ lS Mon 'Z "^ v* 1* of'the ^h-
day evening as Beveridge Webster ^
to a"iehorate hi
« "atural color-'
presented a recital TioiK tZT I 7™ °f thC FeVered
works by Brahm, Ravel, and^- TpLers xT * ^ ^^
thoven. The style of Mr. Web- Zt T% ^ K a bril "




artist respectful of the keyboard
and true to all its principles of good
taste and posture decorum, in
truth, it was Just this stylistic non-




Last weekend saw two presenta-
tions of experimental works by the
members of Prof. Schwartz's Senior
seminar. All I can say is that the
seminar must have been a success.
Botn the elevator music of Friday
nlgh^
Student - Directed Plays .'
"Rare Dramatic Event"
The Hammerklavier Sonata, an
extended and profound piece of ma-
ture Beethoven, constituted the
second half of the program. The
apparent shortcomings of Mr. Web-what dampened enthusiasm for the 7P °
recltal.
ster s A11**™ may be said to repre-
me program included the early ISjTSl'I £.£* ? ^
Brahms Variations on an Orurln* stefd ,f
Pounding of, in-
Theme (1861), opus 21 numht I 2SLf fT * ^^^
This is a case of
. JX™^" Z I ,° 2 ?*" °f diSt0rti°n '
i , X _
a"""*wiy M-yie- and a disturbingly non-chalant anta
'«g»JB» ordinal theme Is pr0Kh to StaE^XT.C
a canon, the seventh a syncopated crucially missing in ^interpret -andante the eighth and ninth tion Monday evening ™ST notvirile like the penultimate varia- to say that the ttmSt HamUons on the theme by Haydn. Mr. merklavier wasS much U Mr"Webster was most expressive in the Webster; it is not Too great forsixth and tenth variations, eliciting such a skillful a*^ ^" tha tally
1ynchne. His eighth and aHeffro, scherzo, and iarffo we heardninth variations were well done bravura, often belligerent pi2wi h articulation and power, but which lacked tne Ts tivity that










*" F = CXamPle ' the St»ted MUnt^SS^SL^ irr the r-cond subject of the
tv,Q f«„,




tiiSCar,yBrahmi ' thC C°da °f the -*2L On theavel s Le Tombeau de Couperin other hand, Mr. Webster was atprovided one bright moment: the his best in the dramati t on o hiizirjTjm feiiigent dynamic c°ntrasts - * s&?£restraint and a classical respect themes with charm and in his
m vetr a"' T\T * reC°Rniti°n °f the^ refln !
eXnTfn ft
tombst°ne" ments in Beethoven. His ada*io
^^eZZ;i^Z 7T° ™ the greatest success
dedications to til 1
Ravels 1917 of the evening, as Mr. Webster here
Z^nTli? *\ T* °f SlX 6XeCUted a" e,°quent and W"
War 7> TJ1 > W°rld theUC reading of this -entimentalr. The first five are transparent movement.
Vaghy String Quartet
The much-heralded Vaghy String We never hear any Barn* atQuartet made its Brunswick debut Bowdoin. and the second (opus 17)
near,"
16
L ^ ^^ °U q™tet ™ the most ^^itous re-ly all counts the Quartet suit of the concert. The Vaghv
theiT T!
1"51351^ SUCCeSS in Qu-rtet played Bartok with ano-her presentation of works by Mo- mg vigor but stm a ricnness of tQne
zart Bartok, and Mendelssohn. It and sympathetic understanding
low ZrrnTT 1 tedi°US t0 f01 ' The °penin* move-^t is a kind» that stilted cutsom of providing of gripping and intense one whichone work from the eighteenth, nine- was best interpreted as by their




Ch0iCe 0f the B -flat cately the Quartet plays pianissimo
majo K
. 159 (composed in 1773. and how precisely they execute the
TZTnr fl
tranSpaTent and fatile •"«! dramatic changes of tempi
\ 7lt
y Ithe seventeen-year-old Mo- and dynamics The second move-zart. The work is in three move- ment allegro moito capriccio is re-
ments: andante, allegro, and a hu- plete of so many great things that
morous allegro gra^ioso. The lack several listenings are necessary to
of brilliance of the strings doomed ascertain the beauties in this move-the piece from its inception, and ment. It is Bartok "folk song" mo-
the too-slow rondo robbed the work tif, but the highly-polished reading
l°
f *SS'ngle *harm
- of the Vaghy Quartet articulatesThe Mendelssohn D-major (opus its accomplished genius They were
44. number 1) concluded the con- unfailingly judicious in the playing
cert, it is a large work, the two of this profoundly difficult Bartok[outer movements orchestral, the They tempered well octaves and
second dignified, and the third a forte unisons in all parts, especial-
ly nc kind of "Song without words." jy against the eloquent melodic line
"he Quartet brought off each move- of the cello. The balance among
nent with the proper aplomb, here the instruments (how smoothly each
n a spirited and youthful render- little part imitation followed the
fng ofprolux Mendelssohn. (Continued on page W)
and the more conventional
concert given Sunday evening were
worth attending, i do have some
reservations concerning the Friday
evening affair, however.
The piece, entitled "Elevator Mu-
sic," was presented on 12 floors of
the Senior Center. Each seminar
member was given 1 floor to do with
as he wished with regard to instru-
mentation and visual effects. These
included poetry, marbles in a buck-
et, tape, record player, electric gui-
tar and a grand piano. The audi-
ence rode in small groups on the
elevator controlled by Prof.
Schwartz. Music could be heard
while the elevator was in motion,
with interesting volume effects as
various floors were passed. When
the door-'opened on a particular
landing they were treated to a
visual effect as well as a portion
of the music. Strange costumes, a
sheet stretched across the elevator
doer, a mirror reflecting the audi-
ence and strange lighting effects
were a few of the rather theatrical
touches to the performance. The
piece itself was divided into 12 sec-
tions each lasting five minutes.
Prof. Schwartz signalled the end of
each "movement" by ringing the
emergency bell of audience elevator.
The score was basically a scenario
within which the performers work-
ed their own instruments and
noises, performing specified actions
and musical effects. The score, a
joint effort of the seminar mem-
bers, was good. The performance
was not. The. whole evening was
troubled by a lack qf seriousness
which may have been more the
fault of the audience than the per-
formers. Students riding in the
non-musical elevator rang the
emergency bell at the wrong times
confusing the performers. Further-
more, the audience, which was fair-
.
ly good sized, could get very little
feeling for the piece as a whole
during their five minute ride in the
elevator or while waiting in the
lobby. The visual effects produced
on each floor, also distracted from,
rather than added to the music be-
ing produced. This weakened the
over-all effect of the presentation.
I thought the basic idea and the
score itself presented interesting
ideas which were either lost or ob-
scured in performance.
The Sunday evening performance
of student experimental composi-
tions can only be given my un-
(Continued on page 10)
The four sjfctdent-dlrecfed one act
plays were presented on December
9' arid must be deemed successful,
if only because of the vast amount
of potential audience that was turn-
ed away. Those of us, however, who
were fortunate enough to be seated,
were very satisfied, at least until
intermission.
It is a rare dramatic event at
Bowdoin when all the actors on
stage are at a level of competent
to excellent. These plays were just
such a rarity. The criticism I have
does not concern the actors; they
all
.did. their jobs well, especially
such standouts as Don Edinger, Pat
Taylor, Virgil Logan, Steve Reed,
John Claybourne, Pat O'Haverty,
Dave Gamper and Jud Smith.
The first play, A Fabulous Tale,
should have been much funnier. As
it was presented, there were many
lines which should have gotten
laughs, but which were received
poker-faced. And the entire pro-
duction came off semi-seriously,
a thing which would probably make
author Richard Stockton cringe. A
b'ind Buddhist beggar, looking for
humanity in a cold, disinterested
world, finds rather God, (through a
mysterious rain of colored Cheer-
ios). The whole play is a biting
satire of a morality play. To pre-
sent it as a morality play itself is
to distort its worth to the point of
reversing the author's intention. It
is comparable to presenting Candy
in terms of Oedipus Rex.
Brad Bernstein's Kill Viet Cong
was probably the mest effective of
the plays and the shortest. The
audience got the full effect of the
experimental theatre, if one can, in
fact, get any effect out of the
ce'lar of Memorial Hall. This play
by Williaivi Be£htold
and, to some' extent, The Dutchman
were really the only ones which
took advantage of the closeness
and intimacy of the audience, there-
by-justifying the experimental thea-
tre. Steve Reed was great, and
Virgil Logan made every person in
the audience feel as if he too were
pulling the trigger of that gun.
The Dutchman was also very ef-
fective, but by a different means,
namely, the intensity of Pat O'Hav-
erty's and John Claybourne's acting.
The audienpe' too, felt as if it was
on that subway, and the play's only
real fault was the gimmicky and
self-destructive ending. Of course,
this is something over which
Char'ie Head had no control.
Intermission was largely success-
ful, the audience feeling very
strongly again that it was part of
the action. Perhaps, it is in this
endeavor that the experimental
theatre really achieves its place as
a valid means of expression.
Jud Smith and Dave Gamper
were both excellent in The Maids.
The selection, however, of such a
difficult and confusing play, was
over confident, even if The Maids
is so avant garde. The stage was
cluttered, and there was little or
no feeding of intimacy on the part
of the audience. The confusion,
however, seems to stem from the
difficulty of presenting a play
which starts at such a high pitch
of action and has nowhere to build.
It is hard for the actors, certainly,
to maintain this pitch; and equally-
hard for the audience to maintain
an interest when the drama lags.
As^ literary material,
. though, the
play is quite good, but almost in the
same category as closet drama.
The Student Union Committee, the Student Arts Committee




Information and entry blanks available
at the Moulton Union
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"We appreciate your business
and are happy to serve you"
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABUERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES
- FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT ^^
LIVERNOIS IGA
SI HARKWEU. STREET UAL 7K.71H
L & A Tire Company Welcomes All Bowdoin Student:
-
Compare And You'll Do Business At
L & A TIRE CO.
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ELEVATOR
(Continued from page 9)
i knowJedgable praise. -The- experi-
mental fiieater provided, the propr
er intimacy for this performance.
Tbe audience was attentive and re-
sponsive^the 'Scores, well done and
tteautifully performed. The works
successfully ran the full range of
emotion using a new set of conven-
tions within a less structured frame-
work. The theatrical aspects of the




(Continued from page 1)
Jhe Bowdoin
which is now from confusion to
disaffection." "•*• :*
These students, as elected leaders
of their respective student bodies
Undergraduate reflect not only a more moderate
performance were less in evidence
than on Friday night and I think
the pieces were better for it. When
they were used they were employ-
ed judiciously and heightened the
effect of the pieces. All the works
were very tight and clearly well
thought out. A great deal of work
must have gone into them. The
composers employed instruments
ranging from the piano and voice
to the banjo and tape. Often the
pieces included part of more con-
ventional pieces. Tchaikovsky,
Beethoven, Ravel all made a well
integrated appearance in some of
the works. As an old doubting
Thomas I now look forward with a
great deal of pleasure to the re-
cital to be given this Monday eve-
ning by trombonist Stuart Demp-
ster, 8:15 pjn. at the Senior Cen-
ter.
TEN DOLLAR FINE
k Personal Library Award
Sponsored^ By Book Stof
e
A local contest to- establish the eligibility of a Bowdoin student in
Teachers, after several years of but also a -more univej^ school of ;the- Amy .Loveman National-Award .for ,Jbest personal library has been-
disorganized "and relatively meffee- . opinion than do members of* the announced^ a cornmittee composed of Profs. .Louis Coxe J> Eaton Leith,




wh6*se 'radical Mrs. Katherimf Graham, and students Russell -Brown amT Richard
themselves into an 'active service thoughts have received. long-winded Caliri - The Loveman Award, a $1000 first prize, will be announced on
group which will provide members attention by the news media. April 15, approximately one month after Bowdoin's local contest, offer-
seriously interested in teaching ca- To quote the New York Times: ine Prizes of 50, 35, and 15 dollars for first, second and third places
reers with some amount of classroom "The tone of the letter is restrained respectively. The suggested judges for the local contest, sponsored by
experience. This -involves^najoF nmd respectful The 4etter is pre- the bookstore, are Profs, William Root, Fritz Koelln, and C. Douglas
changes in the groups constitution sented to the President as a report McGee. The rules of both the local and national contests follow:
to eliminate annual reorganization- on the sentiments of 'significant
al problems and to open the pro- and growing numbers of our con-
gram to members of all four classes, temporaries (who) are deeply trou-
Although plans are tenuous now, bled about tne posture of their gov-
the group, under Dennis McGowan, ernment in Vietnam.'
"
'68, is trying to arrange a meeting The letter notes "apparent con-
with the Brunswick High School tradictions" between the administra-
principal to try and devise a pro- tion
'
s proclaimed policies and the
gram that will benefit the teachers, military's actions. Within the text
the Bowdoin students and the high 0l tne letter th e students only point
school itself. BUT's present pro- cut areas of contradiction and con-
posals call for a teacher and a Bow- fusion. They then submit to the
doin assistant to devTse their own President's consideration "some of
highly personal 12 week plan that tne Questions agitating the academic
could call for the assistant to do community." The students do not
anything from grading quizzes to pretend to know the answers or
doing supplementary research and even to have a thorough grasp of
acting as a tutor. The emphasis is tne whole situation, but they do
on the flexibility of the plan which know and do P°int out on what ls'
would enable it to meet the needs sues they are confused, where they
of diverse classes and teachers. and manv otners . in high schools,
„. , „ . . . colleges, graduate schools, or inCharles Toomajian, Jr., admin-
(Continued from page 3)
istrative assistant to Dean Brown,
while not showing much enthu-
siasm for BUT at present, is inter-
ested in a more expanded service
.: ZTZT ,. r ii sociation conference held last sum
organization which could eventually ... *.
business, see government policies
and actions at odds with each other.
The letter is the outgrowth of a
debate at the National Student As-
dents on probation, and Deans'
List student will continue as in the
past. The passage pertinent to va-
cations states
:
"Saturday classes and classes on
the days vacations begin or end
must meet at their stated times. On
other days, the Deans' Office shall
be notified in advance of adjourns
or of changes in course meetings."
The only penalties regarding cut-
ting which remain are "cut proba-
tion, dismissal from course, or sus-
pension from the College in extreme
cases" of overcutting.
include BUT. Toomajian has found
that there are many students with
the time and the desire to do volun-
teer work but who don't know where
they can be of use, and that organ-
izations which can use them do not
always know how to contact them.
Toomajian's proposed organiza-
tion would include BUCRO, the Big
Brother organization, the Pineland
project, and other groups and in-
terested individuals and would pro-
vide a liaison between volunteers
and groups needing them. There will
be an organizational meeting of
mer on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Illinois. The initial spark
was struck during a speech by Al-
len K. Lowenstein, a previous presi-
dent of the organization and now
a lawyer and active Reform Demo-
crat in Manhattan. At the conclu-
sion of the debate, about 2 a.m., a
group of about 200 students met February 2 —
and agreed to draft the letter in McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
1) The contest to be open to all students.
2) Student must own 35 books to participate—a list to be sub-
mitted.
3) There should be a statement by the student as to why he has
collected his library, and why he is exhibiting his selection of
a minimum of ten or a maximum of fifteen books.
4) All books must have student's name inside or equivalent evi-
dence that the books are his personal property.
5) The student should list ten additional titles of books he would
like to add to his library.
6) The awards to be given to either a general or a specialized
collection.
7) The library may be composed of paperback books, hard-cover
books, or a combination of both.
Moulton Gives Lecture
On Summer Project
Asst. Director of Admissions Wal- at Peter Dana Point, near Princeton,
ter A. Moulton last Sunday spoke Me. Moulton stated that the project
and showed slides of his experiences was an attempt to establish a per-
as director of a nine week work sonal relationship between project
project during summer 1966 on the members, adults and college stu-*





— tims of prejudice and neglect by
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS
R. P. Burroughs Co., Inc.
S. D. Warren Co.
Dewey & Almy Chem. Div.,
W. R. Grace Co.
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co.
the time remaining in the confer-
ence. Postal expenses were covered
by the simple means of then and
there passing the hat. The drafting FeDruary 3
of the letter itself proceeded de-
spite numerous and occasionally
the State of Maine. The project
also tried to help the Indians to
improve their own conditions. Be-
cause of the high rate of unemploy-
ment, life on the reservation was
to a large extent unscheduled;
therefore, project members were
unable to organize activities on a
regular basis. Chief activities of
Union Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Humble Oil & Refining Co.











One evening show at 7:30 p.m.
on this engagement. Saturday


















154 Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7*t2
of the text. However, once com-
pleted most of the students contact-
ed readily lent their names.
Concluded Robert Powell of the
University of North Carolina: "This
letter is an expression of a new February 7 —
mood that should shock the Presi
dent."
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Guaranty Bank & Trust Co.
Aetna Life Ins. Co,
the project included tutoring chil-
dren in reading and other sub-
jects, instruction in sewing for res-
ervation women, and an effort to
improve the physical condition of
the reservation school. Moulton
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
February 6 —
Paul Revere Life Ins. Co.
The Connecticut Bank and
Trust Co.





Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686
VALIANT • PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER - IMPERIAL
4-Yt«r and 50,000 Mile GaarantM
— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Excellent Service on All Make*
10% Off on AU Service Work
to Bowdoln-Afflllated People
"That upon which lolk wiidom,
common lenn, and philoiophical
demonstration have ahvay agtmd
remain* the verdict o/ reality: men
are unequal- unequal in intelligence,
in ability, in vigor, in moral itamine.
So now wo paaa to a now rtage
ol egalitarianiim. It, doapito the
leveling ol opportunity, inequality.
fin taiaoa lit ugly hood, theh% Standard & Poor's Corp
there it nothing to bo dono but
to deutroy tho
tor a free copy et Ifco
current tune of NA-
TIONA1 KVIEW, write
to Dept. CM ISO E.
33 St, N. Y. 16, N. Y.
The Hartford Insurance Group
Ernst <fe Ernst
The Merrill Trust Co.
February 8 —
Ins. Co. of North America
Chesebrough-Pond's Inc.
Mercantile Stores Co., Inc.
February 9 —
Honeywell Inc.





The Equitable Assurance Soc.
of the U.S.
J. J. Newberry Co.
Norton Co.
felt that the project was a success.
He concluded by saying that plans
were currently being made to con-
tinue the project next summer.
VAGHY
(Continued from page 9)
other!), the warmth of tone, the
ability to toss off the most virile
stretto just after the most elegant
sotto voce, a fine technique coupled
with a sensitive and spirited power
of interpretation: these are the at-
tributes of the young Vaghy String
Quartet.
We look forward in glad anticipa-
tion to the sixth of February when
the Quartet presents its second of
four concerts at the College.
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Art Supplies • Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St Dial 726-5861
(Next door to Post Office)
STUDENTS WELCOME





Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing, the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
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(Continued from page h)
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DANIEL STUCKEY
( Continued from page* 1
)
y
The informal >ckey club came from behind twice this week
to overcame Lewiston
.4-1 and* fie Cojby 4-4. In^he LewMon Jmesejmrna^lay^at the^rep Saturday; 5* dol sSCRoah in the final period tomato a 1-1 deadlock. In the Co%
fldds in the nation, an* construe- ship 'lacrosse player at Princeton
tion of Bowdoin's new $1.4 million University, will succeed Malcolm E
gymnasium. Typical If ^his fore- MorreU, w^ j, retiring after* dis-
s.ghtedness is the fact that, the new tinguished 42-year career at flow-
nasiunv contains li squash doin












"O-"1" «*»«< '« »re fortuna* in having
,.
on campus
After a- loosely-played first period Mules had sc^-ph r„,i„ • tu », .
a man of extensive experience as
n^atrvot i*«H«f«n Dni^j « r *. , a ored twice in the first Mr. Morrell is a former r«™. ™ **, .agams Lewiston, Roland Poulin of minute of niov a* * ,« ^^^ -**-a^ Seere-^n athlete and as a coach, and who
Lewiston poke-checked the puck P y '
At 6:40
'
C01^ tar*- Treasurer of the Small Liberal combines with thi. « « rs h
from the Bowdoin defense at his
raiSed the count to 3-0 to close out Arts College Group of the National knnww™ < L 1 , rSt
"hand
own blue line, and scored on a the scoring in the flrst period. aS Collegiate AthleL Ass^Z the , £ "* "*breakaway at 2:34 of the second Bowdoin could manage only five which led t nT s oclation, values of liberal education."
period. Dave Hudson tied the score shots on net. Bradley finally put the
establishment of a member of Princeton Universi-
at 11:24 after a Bowdoin power play, light on for Bowdoin, scoring from
CUm!nt C°llege DiViSi°n °f the ty 's Class of 1942, Mr. Stuckey was
The goal came on an assist from Steve Hardy at 11:03 of the second
NCAA
'
He has been a member of graduated with an A B in Classics
ftel^'cST** * fWm* *K 15 JEV***"^ ^h NCAAS °lymPiC C°mmittee He -" ashman numerals in foot-'me L,ewiston cajp. their 3-goal lead, however, as Wood and College Committee hQ n ,«,The Bears then opened fire in the scored at 11:20, making it 4-1 At n „ • k C ' bal1 - lacros!* and hockey, and was
final period and iced the game by Bowdoin dominated nlav in thP , *"
*" ^^^ CleCted Captain of his fresh™™
the ten-minute mark. At 6:52 center late stages, outshooting Colbv 18 to
^ "" ^^ ph>yer - hcckey S(luad He earned three
Joel Bradlev ipt At- tiHtv, „ i >. «._ it : .... . B -y *° L" serving as ranfoin «* *u_ * .•..,,
!
y let fly with a back- 9 in the last two periods. Earl Hardvbander from fifteen feet, and Tom made it 4-2 in the third period onLea tipped it m for the score. Bob an unassisted tally in the first minMaxwell made it 3-1 after stealing u te. At 4:20 Braly regist d ^he puck on a hard checkoff the his second time on assists fromLewiston boards and tucking in Maxwell and Lea. drawing the Bear"the near corner. Tom Lea added an within one. Bowdoin tied if up at
TlT^t'T^rf* l&tei ,3:52 ' * ith *** ^es scoring Lm
, as captain of the football varsity letters in hockey, serving as.team during
-his senior* year. He
captain during his senior year. Dur-
ing his junior year the Princeton
was President of his Bowdoin fra-
ternity, Sigma Nu. Mr. Morrell
was elected permanent President of hockey team won the Ivy League
his Bowdoin class and later served championship. Mr. Stuckey was
as Class Agent for 16 years. named to the All-Ivy League team
He came to Bowdoin in 1925 as fcr three consecutive years and was
Miller Paces
Frosh Romp
The^ Pf^shman Basketball* Team
coasted to an easy 'victory %ver a
notab'y weaker*5 University of .Maine*''
.
club, 98-67. Paced by the hot
shooting of Chip Miller, the frosh
moved to an early 24-9 lead, and'
increased their margin to 46-26 by
halftime. The team added to this
Tushion after^ h^mtermTssibh,^vTth~
Miller and Rick Buckley supplying
the punch. Miller, scoring "mainly
on drives from the corner and tap-
ins, finished with 33 points. Buck-
ley, who experienced a cold flrst
half, caught on Are in the second
half and added 25 points. Chip De-
war came up with some valuable
defensive plays, and John McGrath
played a steady game as playmak-
er. Wayne Mayo, who came on in
the second half, sparked the club
with his all-around hustle. Coach
Cocmbs was able to use all his
players near the end of the game,







"'"•' uuw} ive irom — "" lv uu"uu"' m i»<»on a aenecuon of a shot from the Lea and Steve Hardy. The Bears Assistant Coach of Football and h:norar.v captain his senior year.point by defenseman Steve Hardy, outshot Colby 6 to 4 in the overtime Assistant to the Director of Ath- He was awarded a trophy for hisThe Bears seemed ticketed for a session as the game ended in-a 4-4 letics - He was Acting Director of P' avin& ability, sportsmanship andlong afternoon at Colby after the tie. Athletics during the 1927-28 aca- influence.
— demic year and served as Head Prom 1946. when he began grad-HOCKEY Coach of Football from 1927 to uate study at Harvard University,jCon tinned fnun pafft.12^ i929 He was appointed Director until 1948. Mr. Stuckey was a lead-
ing hockey player for the Boston_ of Athletics in 1928.
Thirty years later, in June of Athletic Association- team in Bos
1958, Mr. Morrell received Bow- ton - He also served as Coach of
doin's Alumni Service Award — Fo
'Jto:, H. Hockey and Track and
Fisher Named
Wrestling Coach
Raymond E. Fisher, 30, Director
of Athletics at the Hyde School in
Bath and an undefeated collegiate
wrest'er at Tufts, has been ap-
pointed coach of Bowdoin College's
^informal, wrestling team.
Ing play, setting up goals by seniors
Phil Coupe and Steve Wales in the
middle of the first period Junior T"° "'"""" D mC I"T ""^ 3"a *¥
'
r the highest honor which Bowdoin tauRnt Latin at Hebron i Maine)
torn bides and Sullivan added alumni can bestow upon a fellow Academy, in 1948 he was selected
markers in the second period to alumnus. The citation described for the u s hockey team which
give the Bears a 4-1 advantage. him as an "ardent advocate of Participated in the Olympic Games
at St. Moritz. Switzerland.The Lord Jeffs came struggling Sports for a11 • Warmly sup-
back on a pair of goals by John
P° r 'ed by coll(>aK,leK and penera- Mr. Stuckey joined the St. Paul's
Billesdon and were behind Cnlv 4-3 ^. ^
«tud^: ^cted and ap- Schorl faculty
,
n 1948 and has
... ,.
,
> Plauded by competitors for an im- served since that time as a coach
with 15 minutes left in the game, pressive demonstration of. how col-' Classics teacher, house master and
The Bears bounded back, however, lege athletics should be conduct- Head of the Upper School.
ed; devoted alumnus whose service
,
He has coached a variety of St
to his college has neve, been col- Pauls School sports squads at vari-
oied by any thoughts of hjm . mis leve's. He was Coach of Var-
scoring three goals to put the con-
test out of reach. Tommy Sides and
FORMER ARMY CAPT.
-lames
II. Coots (above) of Fort Lau-
derdale. Fiji., a 1963 graduate of
Bowdoin College, has begun pre-
paring himself for swimming
events of 1968 Olympic (James.
One of nation's top athletes.
Coots slashed 5.5 seconds off old
.mark as he set a new world
record of 3:39.5 in 300-meter
swimming event at World Mod-
ern Pentathlon Championships
held recently in .Melbourne, Ans-
Iralia. Coots, former resident of
Brockton, Mass., holds American
Pentathlon record and still holds
several swimming records at
Kowdoin, Where he was captain
of varsity swimming team and
a cadet officer in BowdoinN
Army KOT< program. Before
completing active militan duty
in December of 1 !)<!<;, Coots was
stationed at Fort Sam Houston,
San Antonio. Texas.
'I'.S Anm Photogbtphi <19t;7i
s\\ IMMiNc;
(Continued from page 12)
Ridgeway (B«
;




300 Backstroke l. Shea (Si 2:12.2;
2. Constant me ig»; 3. Ryan .B>.
500 Ereestyk
- I. Hart fgi 5:20.5;
2 Finsilver iB«: 3, Staples tfii.
200 Breaststroke
-- 1. Wright iSt;
2:26 2. 2 M( Arthur iBi; 3 Cady
'Si.
400 Freestyle Relay 1. Bowdoin
"Ridgeway, Williams.' Samp.
Hanksi. 3;344
This week Coach Charlie Butts
Steve Wales each notched ills sec-
ond of the night around Pete Chap-
man's tally. Martin had four assists
for the night.
Battle Coins
Improving quite a bit over pre-
vious efforts, the Bears battled Col-
by even for two periods before be-
coming the Mules' sixth straight
victim. The difference in the game
was Colby's defenseman Mike Self
who scored Uiee aiid assisted on a
third goal
SeJf, the highest scoring defense-
man m the na.ion, tallied the only
goal o| the entire first period at the
3:15 mark. Bob Waldnmer added to
that slim advantage carls In the
second period to give the hosts a
2-0 edge. The Bears came right
back, however, to tie the score be-
t'U'e the end ot the period on goals
bxtKen Martin and Steve Wales
Self their scored the decisive goal
after bnh ! :20 had elapsed as lie
hit the lamp on a solo effort. Goals
by Mark Janes and Ted Allison
insured the Mules' victory and kepi
them unbeaten thus far this season




members of Bowdoin College's
freshman and varsity track squads
will be held Saturday 'Jan. 7),track
coach Frank F. Sabasteanski an-
nounced today.
Coach Sabasteanski said the win-
ning class will be awarded the In-
terclass Track Plaque following the
Malcolm E. Morrell, Bowdoin's
Director of Athletics, said Mr
Fisher is preparing Bowdoin's squad
for two informal meets next month
at Williams (Feb. 11) and at Am-
herst (Feb. 24),
Since construction of the new
gymnasium "in 1965, Bowdoin's Sar-
gent Gymnasium has been remod-
eled to include a practice wrestling
room and other wrestling facilities
where the team works out.
'The Col'ege is in the process of
formulating a program which will
eventually lead to varsity compe-





Among the many other honors
which have been paid him have
been a testimonial dinner by Bow-
doin's largest alumni group, the
Bowdoin Club of Boston; and a
half-time ceremom during last
fall's Bowdoin
-Colby football game
at Waterville. during which Presi-
dent Robert E. L St rider of Colbv
sity Football until 1958. when he
was appointed Head of the eight-
member Classics Department. This
position has involved the procure-
ment and training of new teachers.
as well as the continuing develop-
ment of the Latin and Greek cur-
riculum He is currently the var-
-ity hpefeey coach.
Mr Stuckey is a member of the
formal team was started last sea-
son and competed in matches with
groups from Amherst and M.I.T.
presented him with a Colby chair American Hockey Coaches Associa-
ition of his long service Hon and the American Philological
Assouation He is also a member
t'» athletics m Maine,
But perhaps his proudest accom-
p lshment came m 1935 when, under
his direction. Bowdoin established
an" integrated physical education
program designed, m Mr. MnrreH's
rwn words, "to provide each stu-
dent full opportunity for a satis-
fying experience in physical activi-
ties for the achievement of health
and physical fitness." The integrat-
ed Bowdoin program in< hides phy-
sical education as a regular de-
partment of the College, with its
members on the faculty, its pro-
gram controlled by the Col'eee. and
its budget a part of the total Col-
lege budget. -,
•' f the Classical Association of New
Fngland and served as President
of thai organization during the
1005-66 year.
He is Chairman of the Latin
Committee for the College Entrance
Examination Board, ahnember of the
Harvard Overseers' Committee to
visit the Harvard Classics Depart-
ment, arid a Reader of Advanced
Placement Examinations.
Hanky To Direct
I S. Medical leant
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley. Bowdoin
College Physician and an interna-
tionally known expert in the treat-
ment of athletic injuries, will di-
rect medical services personnel for
i he United States team in the Pan
American Games at Winnipeg. Can-
ada, next July 23 to Aug. 6.
Announcing the appointment. Dr
Merritt H. Stiles, Chairman of the
US Olympic Medical and Training
Services Committee, noted that pr
Hanley served as an assistant phys-
ician at both the Rome and Tokyo
Olympic games.
Suxta J\\otd















LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT
THE i. J. NEWBERRY
SHOE DEPARTMENT
-Quad travels to UConn for a meet mee! whlch wiU be held in the
against one of the favorites for the Hyde Athletic Building on the cam-
New England Championship. Conn- pus. Trackmen from all four class
ctieut. conquerors of an excellent years are eligible. •
imherst team. wJJJ undoubtedly Field events will start at* 1 p.m.
"ove a rugged challenger to Bow- with running events scheduled for
°ms lapjdly-improving tankers 2 p.m.
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While paging through a recent Tufts Alumni Review, I came across
an article pertinent 'to the present football crisis facing Bowdoin. It is
interesting to note that Tufts' football problems are very similar to
ours, and that Athletic Director Harry Arlanson's words parallel some
of the ideas which were expressed in this column last fall . . . thought
—you'd be interested.^
"One solution to Tufts' scheduling problems," says Arlanson,
"would be a Little Six" or Little Eight League. It could embrace schools
like Tufts, Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan, Trinity, Bowdoin, Colby, etc.
"Aside from giving every league member a reliable and predictable
schedule of opponents year after year despite frequent variances of
scores, it would provide a uniform code of ethics in conducting the
entire football program—and perhaps other sports, too.
"It would enable uniform financial aid assistance for student-
athletes. A league would equalize game scouting and film exchange.
"A league championship would keep a goal in front of the players
all the time. Even the lowest team would stay alive with the ever-
present incentive of knocking off the league leader, whereas now one
or two early losses usually kill any real objective for a team.
"For another thing a league would have tremendous fan interest.
If the Little Three teams want, they can keep their round robin series
intact, meeting each other in the last weeks of^he season for that
honor just as they do presently. The IVY League does the same with
its Big Three 'Harvard, Princeton, Yale).
"Tufts is vitally intrigued with the idea of a league of this sort.
Attempts have been made in the past to bring the colleges together,
with no luck. I don't think we should forsake hope, and I know Tufts
will continue to pursue.the idea in the future."
I hope that Bowdoin is aware of Tufts' enthusiasm and that we




,ball quintet staged a tremendous* second fralf/corneb4ck to shoot
into the lead with about seven minutes to go, only to fall victim
to a late Maine surge that carried the Black Bears to an 83-74
win over the Polar Bears Wednesday night at the new gym. The
game was Bowdoin's first in the Maine State Series as Maine won
its second |n its bid for the crown.
The Bears, who have had their
difficulties on the road this season,
entertained a strong Maine five for
their first home game since Dec. 14,
when they dropped an 81-71 over-
time decision to M.I.T. Their luck
fared no better at home, at least
in the
.
opening half, as' they just
couldn't get going and trailed, 48-
34, at intermission. The team that
came out of the locker room to
start the second half was entirely
different. Led by the ball handling
and shooting of Bo McFarland and
Frank Eighme, the rebounding of
big John MacKenzie, and the de-
fense and hustle of captain Larry
Reid, the Bears fought back from
the huge deficit to lead 64-60 with
7:12 remaining. The next few min-
utes were evenly played but a couple
of key steals and Bowdoin errors
enabled Maine to break the Bears'
momentum and pull away for the
victory.
High man for the game
"' ^
FRANK EIGME — Led Bow-
doin scorers with 23 points in
Wednesday night's loss to V.
Maine, 83-74.
Bowdoin's varsity swimming team
won their first meet of the season
in a big way !ast Saturday at Cur-
tis Pool. The Trinity College mer-
men were the victims of the Polar
Bear onslaught in which the final
score was Bowdoin 59—Trinity 36.
The Nutmeggers, with two former
national champions on their squad,
were highly regarded coming into
the meet, but the home team had
40 of the necessary 48 points after
only six events and was able to
coast the rest of the way to a win.
The fired-up White
-was- led- fey-
double-winner Ed Pinsilver in the
individual medley and 500 free-
style and veteran diver Jim Le-
Blanc, who established a College
Record by attaining a total of 79.20
points off the one-meter board. The
medley relay team of Rick Spencer,
Paul McArthur, Pete Stackpole, and
Denny Scharer turned in an excel-
lent time of 3:55.9 on their way to
a first place, as did John Samp with
a winning 23.5 in the 50 freestyle
and Mike Ridgeway with a first-
place time of 51,4 in the 100 free-
style.
Other Bowdoin first places were
gathered in by co-captain Stackpole
in the 200 Butterfly (2:13.4) and
Paul McArthur in the 200 Breast-
stroke with his best time of 2:31.5.
In all, the Trinity men were able
to garner only two individual first
places, Dave Tyler in the 200 Free-
style and Bill Bacon in the 200
Backstroke, along with their triumph
in the final freestyle relay.
Recording second place finishes
for the Varsity were Ridgeway in
the 200 freestyle, Jchn Ryan in the
individual medley and 200 back-
stroke, Neal Caruso in the diving,
and Spencer in the 200 Butterfly.
Scott Staples in the 200 freestyle
and Tom Johnson in the 200 Breast-
stroke were third place winners for
the White.
In a meet held just before Christ-
mas vacation, the' Bowdoin men lost
a close one to always-tough Spring-
field College, 56-48. The results:
400 Medley Relay — 1. Springfield.
Time 3:55.6.
100 Freestyle — 1. Staples (B>
11:54.3 i Pool and New England
record); 2. Miskiv (S); 3. Arm-
strong (S).
200 Freestyle — 1. Ridgeway <B)
1:52.9; 2. Hart <S>; 3. Williams
(B).
69 Freestyle — 1. Fleury (S) 28.4;
2. Scharer (B); 3. Gray (S).
160 Individual Medley — l. Olson
(S); 2. Allen <S>; 3. Johnson
(B).
Diving — 1. LeBlanc <B); 2. Caruso
<B>; 3. Walsh (S).
200 Butterfly — 1. Sbrega (S> 2:09.4;
2. Stackpole (B); 3. Spencer (B).
(Continued on page 11)
White Key
Basketball
AKS 71, ARU 39
Maine's Terry Carr with 26. For the
was Bears Eighme netted 23, McFarland
20.' and MacKenzie 11, in addition
to 22 rebounds. Bowdoin hit more
field goals than their opponents but
Maine outscored the Bears 27-14
from, the free throw stripe. «
Junior standout Bob Patterson
was not able-J^43laxJWednesday
night. High-scoring Bob is recover-
ing from a slight shoulder separa-
tion Which he incurred during the
opening minutes of the January 6
M.I.T. game. Patterson may be able
to return to action in two weeks if
he responds favorably to treatment.
His scoring punch was missed in
al) of the last three games—all of
4 which Bowdoin lost. m , .
Coach Ray Bicknell was under-
standably disappointed that his
charges couldn't quite pull it out
last night, but he was quick to
early mistakes
; fturt? the club and
got them behind.- BWknell doe's -hot
intend to let the loss to Maine af-
fect his plans for a state title. He
feels that with four sophomores in
the lineup much of the time the
team is not going to have as much
experience orrthe courT as its oppo-
nents, but by playing together as a
team they will gain the valuable
experience that every winning team
needs. Bicknell pointed out that a
"concentrated effort" is needed to
win games and that the Bears are
playing better as a team with each
game. Commenting on the Maine
game. Coach Bicknell praised Mac-
Kenzie's work off the boards, which
has been improving all year, and
particularly the play of Larry Reid.
"Reid's hustle and effort pn defense
was a very important part in the
second half comeback," the coach
pointed out. Bicknell admitted that
Patterson's absence was of course
a factor, but refused to use that as
an alibi, as injuries are a part of
every athletic team. '
Eight of the Bears' last ten games
have been away—six of the next
ten are home. That fact, plus the
return of Patterson, and the added
experience of the potent sopho-
mores, should produce a better end
product than the present record has
shown.
Springfield Tonight
Tonight the Bears entertain a top
notch quintet from. Springfield. In
the two teams' earlier meeting at
the AIC Christmas Tournamjnt, the
Springfield team won handily 79-46.
But today is Friday the 13th and
thereTs nothing Coach Bicknell, an
old Springfield man, would like to
do better than to knock off his old
alma mater.


















Zete 7, DS 2















praise the second half effort of his
club. "It's a lot easier to be going
L T TP ahead than it is to be catching up,"










































Third Period Goals Give
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The Polar Bear hockey team
dropped two games, while winning
just one in the past week's action to
bring their season's record to 3-7 en-
tering Saturday's contest with Prov-
idence. The Bears piayed erratic
hockey while losing to Merrimack,
6-4, and powerful Colby 5-2. Even
Amherst pulled to within one goal
of the disappointing Bears before
succumbing, 7-3.
Over the Christmas holidays Sid
Watson's forces placed fourth at
Amherst's holiday tournament. They
licked Connecticut, 8-1, in the open-
ing round, but then dropped the
next two in tight games. Both Nor-
wich and Hamilton mounted late
rallies to upend the Polar Bears by
two-goal margins.
Merrimack Reversal
The Bowdoin puckmen appeared
headed for an easy victory over
Merrimack when they sompletely
dominated the opening jftfihites of
play. Despite outshooting the vis-
iting Indians 18-9 in the period, the
Bears were able to cash in on just
one scoring bid. Steve Abbott tallied
&t 2:57 on a fine setup from Tim
Sullivan. Both "Tom Sides and Andy
Cornelia missed glaring opportuni-
ties on breakaways. The score was
knotted at l-i when junior Jim
Kirby moved past the defense on the
left and beat goalie Dave Macom-
ber to the far right corner of the
net.
Sophomore standout Ken Martin
put the Bears ahead once more at
4:55 of the second period, slapping
the puck past Merrimack's sopho-
more net-minder Wayne Suchecki
on a power play after being foiled
on a terrific rush just minutes be-
fore. Merrimack picked up momen-
tum with two goals injhe last fiveJ
minutes. of the period. They outshot
the Bears 14-5 in that stanza.
Martin Rush
Once again Martin came to the
Bears' rescue. This time Kenny pro-
vided the biggest thrill of the night
with a tremendous play. Picking up
the puck at his own blue line, he
circled behind his own net and
streaked the length of the ice, scor-
ing as the puck trickled off Such-
cki's pads into the net. Neverthe-
less, three Merrimack tallies offset
Steve Abbott's second goal as the
Indians handed Bowdoin a 6-4 de-
feat.
The Bears were far from impres-
sive the following night in beating
an Amherst club that had taken an
18-2 thumping from Colby the pre-
vious night. The Lord Jeffs took
advantage of a Bowdoin defensive
lapse to take a 1-0 lead at 4:30 on
a goal by Sessions Coles. Kenny
Martin then continued his outstarid-










The 3500 California students and
faculty who marched on the State
House at Sacramento yesterday
represented neither a Free Speech
Movement of the turmoil at Berk-
eley two years ago nor specific pro-
test against the firing of Clark Ken-
as president of the University of
California.
Indeed, had such issues been the
impetus of the march, it is doubt-
ful that such unified action could
have evolved from the junior col-
leges, state colleges, universities of
the huge University of California.
The student-faculty march repre-
sented the intense feelings against
political interference in the ad-
ministration of the University and
fear of the destruction of the Uni-
versity of California as a great cen-
ter of Dducation.
These causes of the march were
outlined during a news conference
• of the editors of several California
campus dailies at the 1967 Editors'
Conference of the United States
Student Press Association in Wash-
ington February 4.
The march was characterized by
John Maybury of the Santa Bar-
bara El Gaucho as a "giant teach-
in" of faculty and students on the
three main issues of" the proposed
budget cuts by Governor Reagan,
the institution of tuition in a sys-
tem which has been tuition free
for 99 years, and the "antiMntellec-
tual chopping" by Governor Reagan
and his new administration. May-
bury also emphasized that the march
would be essentially a student-facul-
ty protest directed to "pressure and
influence" the Board of Regents, the
Governor and the state legislators
by iMichael F. Rice
since any moves to institute tuition
and cut the University's budget
would probably come from the leg-
islator, rather than the Regents,
who would avoid having the onus
for these moves placed on them.
"There is no split on basic issues"
between faculty and students at
Berkeley according to Paul Bischin
of the Berkeley Daily Californian.
In fact, in a faculty meeting whose
proceedings were broadcast to the
student body by loudspeaker, the
faculty reworked four times, each
time in stronger language, a reso-
lution of protest presented them by
the students. "We have betrayed
your trust," the faculty said.
Edward Schwartz, National Af-
fairs Vice President of the National
Student Association, working in
California, emphasized that the Uni-
versity would suffer from tuition
charges and* budget cuts that would
necessitate decrease in enrollments
and an exodus of faculty. This
would be felt most by out of state
students, which in turn would de-
stroy the diversity of enrollment as
an asset of the University. It was
reported that the State University
of New York at stony Brook has
offered to move the entire anthro-
pology dept. at Berkeley to the
East Coast, and apparently many
faculty members felt that support-
ing the march would either bring
about their demands or, in case of
failure, they could nrgrate to other
teaching jobs.
Neil Good, president. of the Jour-
na'ism Association of Junior Col-
leges, student section, said he has
formed a committee to link the ac-
( Continued on page 7)
Pres. Coles Plans Sabbatic Leave;
Daggett Designated Interim Head




Bowdoin Honor Grades Sparse
Bowdoin professors award significantly fewer A's and B's than
those at Amherst, Williams and Trinity. This is a preliminary result
of a study of grading at schools similar to Bowdoin undertaken by
two members of the Student Council.
According to Judson Smith '69 and Neil Caruso '68, the figures
(tabulated below) show that "the concern of students about the grades
they had been receiving isn't ill-founded," but pointed out that this study
"cries for more information."
This includes comparing the curriculums of the schools, expanding
the study to more schools. The first is already being undertaken by the
students, in the hopes of producing a more complete report in the future.
GRADE DISTRIBUTION STUDY
PURPOSE
A. Determine the significant difference among the proportion of A's, B's C's D's and
E's given out at Bowdoin College as compared with Williams College, Amherit College! and
Trinity College.
B. Determine the significant difference among the proportion of students achieving
Dean s List at Bowdoin College as compared with Williams College, Amherst College and
Trinity College.
DATA
The data was treated by means of a T test with the help of Professor L. Dodge Fernald
of the Psychology Dept.. The T test shows if the difference between two statistics is real or
a chance variation.
Percentages of grades given outABC
Williams 16.4 46.3 30.3
Trinity 12.2 41.3 32.2
Amherst 10.9 52.1 29 4
B°WtLr T 10 ° ' 351 4I ° *" *' B°"0™NOTE: The Dean's List requirements for Bowdoin, Williams, and Trinity is an 80
or B- average while Amherst demands an 86 semester average with at least an 80
cumulative average.
Increased numbers of course offer-
ings, large numbers of students in-
vo ved in 200 and 300 level indepen-
dent study, and a desire for more
equitable enrollment among Senior
Seminars, have necessitated a rec-
ommendation by the Senior Center
Counci! that a second seminar be
optional fcr. the class of 1968.
These reasons were given by James
A. Storerr Dean of the Faculty for
the lack of sufficient teaching man-
power to offer the thirty-four or
ihirty-six seminars in 1967-68, two
fcr each of the 215 in the senior
class each semester. Instead, with-
in the present manpower capabili-
ties of the faculty, at most twenty-
six will be offered, unless, accord-
ing to the report of the Senior
Center Council, there is "a serious
curtailment cf the other teaching
commitments of the faculty."
Under present plans of seminar
size, this won'd allow about half
of the class^to take a second semi-
nar. Dean Slorer emphasized,
however, that if a larger percentage
cf the class expressed a strong in-
terest in a second seminar, "we will
reallocate our manpower and staff
more seminars."
"The figure of 50 per cent is our
guess at the number of seniors who
would optionally take a second
seminar, but we wish to allow as
much experimentation in the pro-
gram as possible, and be willing to
modify cur predictions as necessary."
Citing the increase in regular
course offerings of about twenty in
(Continued on page 10)
President James S. Coles will be
on sabbatic leave from Bowdoin
during the 1967-68 academic year.
Professor Athern p. Daggett has
been elected by the Governing
Boards of the College to serve as
Acting President while President
Coles is on leave.
President Coles, whose leave of
absence will begin next July 1 said
he plans to spend the year «, uw
University of London attending lec-
tures and seminars in the
-liencef
and the philosophy of science.
Professor Daggett, who holds the
Bowdoin chair of William Nelson
Cromwell Professor of Constitutional
and International Law and Govern-
ment, began his teaching career at
Bowdoin in 1930-. He- has served as
Chairman of the Department of
Government and Legal Studies, and
as Chairman of the Faculty Com-
mittee on the Senior Center Pro-
gram, Bowdoin's unique senior year
plan of integrated study and liv-
ing. He was also Chairman of a
Faculty Committee which made a
self-study of Bowdoin's liberal arts
education program.
In 1932 he taught at Bowdoin and
at Randolph-Macon Woman's Col-
lege in Virginia before becoming a
member of the Bowdoin faculty in
1933. Professor Daggett was a Visit-
ing Professor of International Rela-
tions at Brown University in 1948-
49 and a member of the Columbia
University summer school faculty in
1953.
Dr. Daggett is a former President
of the New England Political Science
Association and a former member
of the Executive Council of the
American Society of International
Law. He is a member of the Amer-
ican Political Science Association
and has served as a member of a
Regional Selection Committee for
Woodrow Wilson National Fellow-
ship Awards.



















Smith contended that during the gathering of the information on
grades, "we received little help from Bowdoin's administration, while
each school except Wesleyan, which didn't return the questionnaire,
cooperated willingly." When he went to the Registrar for the data on
grade distribution, he was told '.'too much work to be done" and had to
compile the material himself from lists of grades.
He thought that this grade comparison raised the following ques-
tions: "Is the Bowdoin student getting chiselled?" "Why should the stu-
dent have to seek answers to school problems?" "Is it the administra-
tion's duty to stem the rising tide of C itis?"
"Will this study bring some response from the ivy-covered files of
Bowdoin's past?"
Over 100 invitational letters have
been sent out this week as the first
step toward instituting a Free Semi-
nar Program <FSP) at Bowdoin. The
letters invited each member of the
faculty to offer a" seminar this se-
mester on a topic of his choice.
The deadline for replies is February
20, according to Robert Seibel, FSP
organizer.
The seminars will provide the op-
portunity for close discussion of
topics outside the regular core of
classroom subject matter. With the
pressure of exams, grades, and cred-
it removed, the emphasis will be
shifted to the interest of the par-
ticipants, and it is hoped that some-
thing nearer the ideal learning sit-
uation will be achieved.
Students will be expected to do
some reading in preparation for the
seminar meetings, but the amount
of work' will vary 'among the differ-
ent seminars. Where possible the
suggestion reading list will be in-
cluded in the FSP catalogue.
Wide Range Of Subjects
Experience at other colleges has
shown that the range of subjects
(Continued on page S) Tasteful Winters' Imports
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N.C. CORE Field Director







Sarah Small is a middle-aged
vessel of humanity, brimming with
vitality,' native wit; arid fundanfcsn-
tai ChriManifJr. <fehe is also Presi-
dent of the Williamston, North Ca-
rolina, chapter of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
and a field director for the Congress
of Racial Equality. At her February
3 presentation before a near-capa-
city audience at the Senior Cen-
ter, Mrs. Small outlined her philo-
sophy and observations of the civil
rights movement at the grass roots
level.
At the podium, Mrs. Small brief-
ly stated her guiding principle: the
goal of the civil rights movement
will only be achieved through
Christian love and God's power. She
then threw open the floor to ques-
tions. What followed was a lively,
two hour exchange of ideas, wit,
and opinion between the SCLC
leader and the audience.
Her views on the purpose and
progress of the civfl rights move-
ment fall into four categories; so-
cial, educational
, 'e^dfiBmic, *$rid
political. • Her focus is primarily
upon the Negroes of Williamston'
N. C. Some of Mrs. Small's opin-
ions:
The only way full racial equality
can be gained is through the prac-
tice of Christian love and brother-
hood. On these grounds, violent
action is unacceptable.
Education is the necessary means
for the Negroes of the South to
achieve some measure of dignity.
Mrs. Small advocates the inclusion
of Negro culture in school texts as
a prerequisite for school integra-
tion, arguing that racial integration
would do little to promote under-
standing if each knew nothing of
the other's cultural background.
In order to reduce the poverty
rate of the Negroes in her area,
the CORE director urged that the
people be taught marketable skills,
not chly to provide jobs, but also to
instill a sense of pride and crafts-
manship. Mrs. Small criticised the
War on Poverty for supporting
- chiejay.administrative personnel,
wftfi little grass roote contact. She
pointed out that the program oper-»
ated -through the inevitable white
"power stjjucture, resulting .in little
direct aid to the poor.
Mrs. Small's ' political views con-
trasted sharply with those of the
Black Left. She did at one time
run unsuccessfully in the North
Carolina Democratic primary for a
seat in the House of Representa-
tives. Although Negroes should
participate in elections, according
to Mrs. Small, they should not nec-
essarily vote as a bloc. She does
not believe that the Negro civil
rights movement should align itself
with any one political party. Ideal-
ly, the Negro citizen should cast his
vote as an individual for the can-
didate he thinks is most compe-
tent.
Mrs. Small closed with a selec-
tion of four spirituals, accompany-
ing herself on the piano.
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland







there are f(4 pieces of self -service
laundry equipment within ivalkitiu distance
of your room. 20 are riuht here on campus.
—Jan
COLLEGE ARTS magazine is sponsoring a $2000 poetry contest,
open to all poets. The first' four grand prize winners will have theif own
boofc qf poetry edited and published by the JTC Publishing Co., while
Tpery entrant wi I if receive an anthology of the top 100 prize .winning
poems. Write for details: Pqetry Contest, ~Box 314, West Sacramento,.
California 95691.




David C. Lowe 70 has won the College's Hiland Lockwood Fair-
banks Prize Speaking Contest.
He was selected by judges for his speech, "Apathy: The Choice Is
Ours."
Lowe was one of six freshman finalists chosen for the competition
by their instructors as the best speakers in the College's basic Oral Com-
munication course. Top prize is $75.
Judges were Louis L. Doyle, Administrative Assistant to the Director
of the Senior Center; Professor Daniel Levine, of the History Depart-
ment; and C. Warren Ring, Development Officer. Presiding was Billy W.
Reed, Instructor in Speech.
* • » *
-"• -
• * •
Talks by prominent conservationists, who participated in Bowdoin
College's symposium on "The Maine Coast: Prospects and Perspectives,"
will be broadcast by Bath radio station WJTO in a weekly series.
The Bowdoin symposium, held last fall, gained national recognition
as leading conservationists gathered on the campus to take a compre-
hensive look at the problem of land-use. =»
The symposium stemmed from last spring's Bowdoin photographic
exhibition, "As Maine Goes—The Maine Coast and Its Despoilment," by
John McKee, now Director of the Center for Resource Studies at the
College.
The Center, established with funds awarded Bowdoin under Title I
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, makes available education material
on the conservation of the Maine coast.
The remaining topics include: "Ecological Considerations: Wildlife,"
Richard E. Griffith, State Bureau of Sport Fisheries & Wildlife; and
"A Place for Everything," Dennis O'Harrow, member of the American
Society of Planning Officials.
* * • * *
Business Firms Visiting the Bowdoin Campus
Feb. 16—Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. ' ^..
17
U.S. Treasury, Comptroller of the Currency
Industrial Nat. Bank of Rhode Island
-United Fruit Co.
Smithtown Central School Dist, St. James, N.Y.
The National Shawmut Bank of Boston
20—General Foods- Corp.
Royal-Globe Ins. Companies
Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co.
21—Star Market Co.
__Pennsalt Chemicals Corp. —3—
The Continental Ins. Co.
22 First National City Bank
Oxford Paper Co.
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
23—The Mutual Life Ins. Co. of N.Y.
The Jackson Laboratory
National Commercial Bank & Trust Co.
24
—John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
General Electric Co. (Adv. & Sales)
The Chase Manhattan Bank
Wilton, Conn. Public Schools
The International Silver Co.
Allstate Ins. Co.
W. T. Grant Co.
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
State Street Bank & Trust Co.
T(
28
K. James Russell, III '68, of Canton, Mass., has been elected Presi-
dent of Sigma Xu.
The fraternity also announced the election of these other now offi-
cers:
Vice President, Charles E. Whitten '69
Secretary, Timothy J. Montgomery '69
Steward, Herbert M. Sumway, Jr. '69«*•*»
An organizational meeting of the Camera Club will be held on Wed-
nesday, February 15. at 7:00 p.m. in Conference B. Anyone interested
who cannot attend should contact Tom Brown '67.
» • » • • •
John S. Mogabgab has been elected President of Alpha Delta Phi.
Other newly elected officers include:
Vice President, Peter Holmes
Recording Secretary, William Williams
Corresponding Secretary, Nathaniel Harrison
Juninr-member-at-large, Marc Williams
Senior-member at-large, Steven Norris
* • • * * • »
Peter F. Hayes has been elected President of Beta Theta Pi. Other
newly elected officers include:
Vice President, Gary Taylor
Treasurer, Donald Scott Murinson
Secretary, Noel Earlanrl Bailey
Social Chairman, Henry W. Newman, II
Rushing Chairman, Robert McGuirk
Recording Secretary, Gary Campagna
,
••••••
Poet A. R. Amnions of Ithaca, N.V., will present a reading "f his
works Feb. 14 at 8:15 p.m. in the Mitchell Room of the Senior Center.
Professor Amnions is the author of four published books of poems.
They are "Expressions of Sea Level," "Corsons Inlet," "Northneld
Poems," and "Tape for the Turn of the Year."
His reading will he the second up|iearanee of a poet at Bowdoin
during the- current academic- year and is in conjunction with the program
of the New Kngland Poetry Circuit, which makes poets available tor
appearances on college campuses throughout the region.
Mr. Amnions, an Assistant Professor of English at Cornell I nlver-
sity, will be introduced by Instruc tor Robert Friend, III, of the Depart-
ment of English. **
I
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And Pomp. aiuWeast and Revelry,
and Antique Pageantry
Seminar Program Desires Opinion
'** tit (Continued from page 1)
'
offered is both
J>y John P. Ranahan
^ •; ' ?^d3y.^ftenjqon and They, arrive on campus'. They
are very different^ but rather interesting.' Most of the
fraternity brothers have even dressed up for a ban-
quet; the Dean, or a Classics professor gives an
entertaining, funny, joking, witty, witty after-dinner
speech, interrupted at planned moments by the hearty
laughs of the' assembled multitudes; everyone is very
happy.
That evening the mass of common humanity surges
into an overgrown bomb shelter to listen to the lilting
strains of one of the best new groups around. Every-
one sits around on blankets, sings "Early Morning
Rain," and claps his hands in rhythm with the two
guitars. Everyone is happy, some a little too much;
they are asked to leave; everyone gets a good laugh
out of it. Everybody leaves and goes over to the
Fraternity 'House Parties'; They are not quite so neat
looking, but still interesting. A 'band' plays, everyone
sweats, drinks (coke). The fraternities have social
hours.
Some people try to get into the Xperimental
Theater, but are pushed away by the staff, who don't
have enough room to put on a play, but are trying to
do it in five different installments. They don't mind,
because They didn't come here to watch science
oriented plays (too much like school for all the enter-
taining, funny, joking, witty, witty Theys). They have
come for Us, for Us alone. They are very interesting.
The social hours end and all of Us are bundled out
into the cold night air, which we, incidentally, prob-
able do not feel after four hours of 'social hours'.
Some of Us go to motels because they are closer than
the doi.ns, odd isn't it??
Saturday morning dawns, and everyone is happily
asleep, to remain that way until Saturday afternoon,
when They are once agajn very different, though not
quite so interesting for We are getting used to Them
by now, but not to the second shave in as many days;
Our necks are all very red (as are our heads). But
Everyone is still very, very happy. That afternoon,
They dress less formally than before; We all go to
the sports events or we go around destroying all the
snow sculptures that the 'townies' have not destroyed.
Everyone has fun, but We (Us) know that it is all a
passing of time until the 'social hours' begin Igain.
The afternoon is very long, but evening comes at last;
Everyone eats a big dinner in preparation for the
lion,', flows, everyone- is happy. The, chaperohes are
hustled off into a remote "corper of the tiouse * and
locked in a room with a 1^ and- a refrigerator that
makes ice"
The parties swing into full beat, people sweat, the
band makes lots of noise, everyone drinks; They are
under Its influence. Some people are turned away at
the Xperimental Theater, but They don't mind. Pretty
soon the 'social hours' are over, We had a big blast,
We had got ours, We are very happy.
HERE THEY COME AGAIN
events to follow. TRe bars open up, the liquid 'damna-
Sunday .morning dawns, and Everyone is happily
asleep, but They have to leave; We are sad. Everyone
kisses, cries, kisses, ( though some give sighs of relief,
guess they want to get back to the grind). The Grey-
hound leaves, 'lie earful of Thems leaves; the snow
begins to filter down from light grey clouds, almost
as if the heavens were ,weeping because of the sad
partings taking place. Winter's is over for another





esting. Besides encompassing par-
ticular specialties of th* faculty
"memBers, manv^topics of current
interest are found in lists obtained
from other programs. Some topics
used in the past have been: LSD,
Sartre, Hack Power, Bartok — the
fourth B?, Vietnam, Saul Bellow,
Eros and Civilization, The Political
Cartoon, b God Dead?, and the
role of Philosophy today.
Once replies are in, a catalogue
will be prepared, and students will
be able to register for the seminars
early in March. The seminar meet-
ings will continue until May.
The program is patterned after
several similar systems at colleges
and universities throughout the na-
tion, and since Bowdoin is so small,
a great amount of flexibility is
found in the proposed FSP. Boston
University, the only other New Eng-
land institution with such a pro-
gram, also initiated the seminars
ihis year.
At Bowdoin the program is de-
signed to have discussion oriented
seminars, on a completely voluntary
basis, with no grades or credit giv-
en. Faculty members will act more
r less as discussion guides. The
topics will be determined by what
the members of the faculty offer.
It has been suggested to them that
they use the FSP as the opportunity
to teach the course they have always
wanted to teach.
Seminar meeting times will be
scheduled at the convenience of the
participating faculty members and
wll be nqted in the FSP catalogue.
Meeting places will also be arrang-




The Physicists is a tragi-comedy,
a parable, a surrealistic nightmare.
When you see the Masque and
Gown's production you will cringe,
laugh, and marvel at this powerful
drama. The story takes place in a
Due to widespread advance
interest, the Masque and
Gown production of "The
Physicists" has been sched-
uled for a fifth performance,
it was announced by Pro-
fessor Hornby, Director of
Dramatics.
The fifth and final per-
formance will be given Feb.
13 at 8:15 p.m. in the Ex-
perimental Theater, Memo-
rial Hall, on the campus.
The other four perform-
ances, all In the Experi-
mental Theater, are sched-
uled for 8:15 p.m. Feb. 9 and
10, 7:30 p.m. Feb. U, and 8:15
p.m. Feb. 12. Tickets are
$1.50 per person and reser-
vations may be made by
calling 725-8731, extension
375.
French sanitorium in which the con-
cept of sanity becomes so distorted
that no one is ever really sure who
is sane. Friedrich Durrenmatt sees
the world as a paradox. Nothing is
really what is seems: truth becomes
carrion, love begets evil, and fath
debilitates the mind.
The Masque and Gown's produc-
tion is honest and direct. Seldom
does Professor Richard Hornby, Di-
rector of Dramatics, resort to any
effect which is not organic to the
drama. The play is extremely well
balanced. The action moves freely,
never forced. The cast functions as
a unit, and there are few moments
when any one character stands out
from his companions.
Although the play began a bit
fiat ias often is the case with open-
ing-night shows) the cast soon de-
veloped a marvelous tempo that
fluctuated not unlike that of a
symphony orchestra. The characters
almost always took full advantage
of rising and falling tension that
abounds in this drama. Since Pro-
fessor Hornby chose to play The
Physicists "so straight, almost under-
playing it. a few of the many iron-
ies dispersed throughout the -play-
may have been Jost to someone
unfamiliar with the text. But this
is really a minor fault. The Masque
and Gown has used Durrenmatt
well in its new experimental theater,
which brings me to the work be-
hind the scenes.
The cage-like set designed by Jo
Pierce creates perfectly the atmos-
phere of isolation and futility. The
lighting, by John St. Mary,. is sub-
tle and purposeful; the sound ef-
fects of violin and piano are truly
enjoyable as well as functional. Cos-
tumes by Laura Thomas are 'delight-
ful and never look shabby or piece-
meal as is so common in amateur
theater. Isaac Newton's garb alono.
is enough to bring the house down.
Bowdoin's Masque and Gown is for-
tunate to have a capable technical
crew with such efficient people as
Liz Pierre (properties), Laura
Thomas and Polly Quinby ( cos-
tumes i, and Bill Moody (technical
director). Professor Hornby, who as
Director must make most of the
decisions and ultimately coordinate
the entire production, has without
a doubt succeeded on all counts. His
foresight and talent have produced
an excellent show with a fine cast.
The play for the most part is cast
- are pure and true.
The four principal characters—
the three physicists and the psy-
chiatrist of the asylum—are all
forcefully y e t sympathetically
played. Mary Mellow aS Fraulein
Dcktor von Zahnd plays her part
with aplomb and honesty, but there
is a lack of command and variety
require
' by the role. Tom Roulston,
Gown, portrays Einstein with vigor
and yet a lack of motivation. At
times he seems to lose his character
and spontaneity, but for the most
"ARRESTING DRAMA"—Roulston '68, Thomson '69, Isaacs *68 in
'The PhvsiHsts".
well. There is a great variety of
physical types and an abundance of
talent. The minor roles are all per-
formed quite adequately and a few
are even outstanding. Marcia How-
ell as the recently divorced wife of
Mcebius, the principal physicist, is
^thoroughly sincere and convincing.
Jed Burtt, who has only a few lines,
is arresting in his ability to react
and interact Maria Hawkes as Moe-
bius' nurse is a critic's delight. She
is vibrant,, always attentive, spon-
taneous, graceful. Her marvelous
eyes reflect an ihner drive; her lines
part he functioned as a part of the
whole. Steve Thompson and John
Isaacs gave truly outstanding per-
formances. Thompson as Newton
momentarily stole the show with
his first entrance. He plays his lines
to the hilt but never without reason.
His strength lies in his ability to
react sincerely and take advantage
of any situation. John Isaacs as
Moebius is superbly believable,, piti-
able, and enviable. He comes on like
gangbusters and never lets his
characterization dwindle. The force
of his "performance lies in his va-
riety and snontaneity.
will meet at least once a week for
a minimum of an hour, and this
.cart be modified according to the
needs of Ihp subject at . the dis-
cretion of the faculty member.
Experimental Basis
The program will begin this se-
mester on a trial basis, dependent
on the response of both faculty
and students. It is realized that
some faculty members, though in-
terested in the program, will be
too busy this semester to partici-
pate. Since the reply form allows
them to indicate this, they will be
contacted during the next semester,
when they would probably plan to
participate.
"The possibilities of such .a pro-
gram are tremendous and exciting.
It can bring the outside world a
little closer to Bowdoin, inject some
much needed enthusiasm into the
learning process, make closer facul-
ty relations, and permit challeng-
ing opportunities for exploration in-
to areas outside the normal class-
room material. In the future, semi-
nars need not be conducted within
the confines of the semester, but
can be started and terminated at
the convenience of the participants,"
according to Seibel.
"WE SHAGGED OFF INTO
OUTER SPACE
To the deserts of the moon -
Foundered in her dust.
Right from the STarTTriere was"
plenty
That soundlessly shot their .
bolts out there.
But most of them cooked
In the lead-fumes of Mercury,
were wiped out
In the oil-swamps of Venus and






He the all-mighty slung over us




What came next a waste of
breath.
Uranus Neptune
Greyish-green, frozen to death
Over Pluto and Transpluto fell
the final
Dirty jokes
We had lung since mistaken the
sun for Sirius
Sirius for Canopus
Outcasts we cast out up into
,
the deeps •
Towards a tew white stars
That we never reach anyhow.
"LONG SINCE MUMMIED IN
OUR SPACECRAFT
Caked in filth





Presented by the Masque &
Gown tonight through Monday
in the Experimental Theater,
8:15 p.m. Tickets at the door or
at the Moulton* Union Informa-
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Admissions Officer Robert Mellow Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam:
To Accept Headmaster's Position c . , A , ^ w ^,f
% grhcorv DAKUNc ^ stu^ for .stance - to push Saigon s Atmosphere Contrasts War hffort*
After csroinn Qa»^j. #_i *J*ii COlleBe education in mnuml »* ' ' , I.-. -• .. * i *t. „ « ^'•t< After serying BOWttoin for f6#r
years, Robert Mellow, AssocfctcDi^^ennore I believe undergrSduatft
rector of Admissions, has accepted
a post as headmaster of, Scarbo-
f
rough School in* Searborouah-pn-
'"rfudsoh, New York — effective July
1. The school educated 245 stu-
dents, both boys and girls from nur-
sery school up to the twelfth grade.
Mellow has served in several capa-
cities for the College during his time
here. In addition to working in the
Admissions Department, teaching a
section of freshman English, he has
headed Bowdoin's Upward Bound
Project, which introduced 50 stu-.
dents from culturally-deprived parts
of Maine to a college environment
this summer.
Mr. Mellow also served as advisor
to the original "Project 65," whereby
Bowdoin students would visit Negro
high schools with the express pur-
pose of encouraging Negro students
to come to Bowdoin. He has two
things to say about the program:
"First, I'm a little disappointed
that there hasn t been wider inter-
est on the part of the Bowdoin stu-
dent body. The fact that there
hasn't been such interest may be
an indication of the self-satisfac-
tion of the Bowdoin student or it
may be part of the famous Bowdoin
apathy. Not that I think the Bow-
doin student is apathetic: harassed
is a better term. The Bowdoin
student is harassed by too many
pressures — from grades, from
courses, from fraternities."
should visit not only Negro high
schools but .high schools and' even
junior
>
high schools in.MBy, disad-
vantaged area
v When a co|gge
student who not* only speaks, thinks,
and breathes like them but also
comes from the same background
gives a talk on college life, the
students will believe him much
more readily than an older man."
b% Howard Moffett
The Collegiate Press Service
iSAIGON (CPS) — Saigon is probably the world's
most relaxedaeenter-of**itrigue, violence antf war.* It
doesn't seem, like a city under siege.
»
Sloe-eyed will-o'-wisp girls dressed in^sott slit ao
dai's and spiked heels walk narrow boulevards over-
hung with green elms or tropical palms.
At the Cercle Sportif Vietnamese and European
"Secondly, I think that the initial
kind of recruiting in which Project
65 engaged is now. obsolete. Rather
than only sending students to Negro
high schools to push Bowdoin alone,
Project 65 should ally itself with
other such organizations — the Na-
tional Scholarship Fund for Negro
ROBERT MELLOW
Asked about his feelings towards
his new job, Mr. Mellow replied
that as headmaster he would be
"closer to the heart of the educa-
tional process. Work on the Ad-
missions Department has been sat-
isfying, but it rea'ly doesn't have
much to do with the curriculum.
It doesn't have much to do with
the student once he has been ac-
cepted." Mr. Mellow has known
the Scarborough School for many
years, through an old teacher of his
at Exeter, Mr. Schuller, headmaster
at Scarborough during the 1950's.
girls lounge in bikinis beside the pool, while wealthy
white-clad warriors shoot tennis balls at each other
on beautifully groomed courts.
In low-slung French colonial office buildings, civil
servants who have kept papers moving for nine gov-
ernments in three years go on stamping and filing,
conversing in French on difficult bureaucratic ques-
tions, and drinking tea.
Young women and middle-aged men wear silk or
cotton pajamas much of the day. It does save time, be-
cause from 12 to 3 in the afternoon the city shuts
down and people sleep.
Newcomers are often baffled by the casual air that
hangs over much of Saigon. "I thought there was a
war going on here," one five-day veteran said recently.
Though it doesn't move very fast, Saigon is one of
the world's busiest and most crowded urban areas.
There are two and a half million people living here
now, cne-sixth of the population of South Vietnam.
The city was built for about half that number: it has
doubled in the last five years.
Saigon wakes early. Curfew ends at 4 a.m. and the
ten great markets* of the capital open for business. A
stream of peasants brings chickens, pigs, nice, vege-
tables and fruit into town. By noon all the food has
been bought, 'the central market is deserted, and rats
the size of kittens scuttle along the cement gutters
gnawing on vegetable husks and other refuse.
The stalls of the "common man's PX" have been
set up downtown. Army ponchos are spread on side-
walks and vendors hawk everything from French
toothpaste to American whiskey and C-rations. Moth-
Layers of dug£ give busy streets thesame dull yel-
low look as fflestuBco walls around FrSfich villas and
offices buildings. • ,
. For lack of private toilel facilities, many urinate or*
defecate in alleys, and streets!; A year ago piles of
garbage lay rotting on Saigon's main boulevards,
'and
even now in some places the trucks can't cart it away
fast enough.
On Tu Do (Freedom) Street, once a fashionable
office and shopping ^istrictr scores of bars now cater
to American GI's. The dull, inevitable pump of Nancy
Sinatra or the Beatles lasts from three in the after-
noon to eleven at night, when military police move
through to hustle lingerers home before curfew.
Inside, a young air cavalryman down from An Khe
tells a sad-looking girl the same war story he told
another girl last night, and wishes he were telling
it to the girl back home. For her part, the bar girl
tells him in broken English about her divided family
—maybe the same story she,.told last night, maybe
not—and wonders if he will take her home. She made
more money last week than her father did last year.
Prices are higher now though.
Outside, teen-age boys peddle pornography and
young men with motor scooters and old men with
pedicabs offer a ride home, and a "nice young girl-
cheap."
Students dodging the draft buy forged credentials,
and money changers—who often turn out to be sleight
of hand-artists or secret police agents—promise double
the official rate for greenbacks.
Despite the weariness, the closeness and the heat,
Saigon's culture has a spontaneity that twenty years
of war has not stamped out.
Night life is tinny, but those who frequent the city's










A. H. BENOIT & CO.
120 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
ers nurse their babies as they sit cross-legged in the
sun, teen-agers hold out sunglasses or cigarette light-
ers, tiny little girls grab your hand and stuff a bag of
peanuts into it, and everybody asks, "Ycu buy? Cheap,
cheap."
In the harbor, port congestion ties up tons of im-
ports for months, while a few hundred yards away
prices soar as speculators hoard the goods that do get
through, legally or not.
American GI's in olive drab fatigues hang from
telephone poles, trying to bolster the city's sagging
and overworked telephone systems.
Saigon is a jaded city. There are no innocents here,
not even little kids. Everything happens in the streets,
and a ten-year-old Vietnamese girl is likely to know
more about the way adults behave in the dark or
under stress than a 20-year-old American college boy.
clubs give it a pulsing rhythm of its own. Any soldier
lives close to the surface, and the Vietnamese infan-
tryman tends to be more fatalistic than most. A
terrorist grenade or a drunken officer's pistol shot
could end it any time. Private dance parties require a
permit, but many young hosts and hostesses take
their chances and often wind up with the police as
uninvited guests.
Well-stocked French bookstores bear testimony to
a, large class of people who continue to enjoy Euro-
pean literature for its own sake. At this moment,
controversy rages over whether to premit the French
to maintain their prestigious lycees, and whether or
not to substitute Vietnamese—or English—for French
as the language of instruction in the universities.
The newspapers are still subject to government
censorship, but political discussion?
.taurants and
cafes are often heated and free. Unlike the last days
under Diem, students now do not hesitate to criticize
the regime, and charges of corruption and/or incom-
petence are regularly if quietly flung at some of the
Directory's leading generals.
But political discussions, even those involving the
new Constituents Assembly, inevitably smack of resig-
nation. South Vietnam is at war against itself, Saigon
is under siege, and even the most hopeful know that
as long as this goes on, and may be longer, the gen-
erals will wield effective power.
LOWERY'S
(Wallpaper - Fabrics)
Art Supplies - Paints - Sundries
84 Pleasant St Dial 725-5361














Frank R. Jenkins fR |s Chairman of 1967 Bowdoin
Bermuda Week for the spring vacation. See hi.,, at
the TD House for information. Reservations are beine
accepted.
For other student travel including itineraries, special studentours and sailings to Europe at modest prices, eonleT or ph„„Pus at your convenience. F""ne
THE H. B. ST0WE TRAVEL AGENCY
AIRLINES
_ STEAMSHIPS - ICELANDIC AIRTRAINS
- HOTEL RESERVATIONS - BERMUDASTUDENT TOURS - RENT-A-CARS - HAl7^8
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINEMARY BAXTER WHITE 725-5573
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A banker today is a lot more than a money
specialist who waits for the community to come
to him. He's a well-rounded, imaginative indi-
vidual who knows how to present a package of
financial services to fill his client's needs. He's
professionally involved with every kind of busi-
ness, from government to space exploration to
problems of emerging nations. And he can't be
pigeonholed because versatility is one of the
keys to his success.
He has job status and pride of profession.
And his compensation and employee benefits
are the envy of many.
His training is thorough and guided by expe-
rienced seniors who cushion the rough spots
and put him on the high road when he's ready
in his own mind and deed.
Before you make your big career decision,
take a long look at banking. Ambition is the
key, and the best way to check yourself out is
to set up a give-and-take session with a Chase
Manhattan Banker.
One more thing.
Modern banking is in. It asks for versatile,
creative, imaginative men who want to range
the community, the nation and the whole wide
world.
Discuss the possibilities of a career in modern
banking. A Chase Manhattan banker will be on
campus soon. Your Placement Office will tell you
when and where.
©
THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
National Association 1 Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York. I
New York 10015 • Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Bowdoin and the World
• Jt fa unlikely tfnrt-any-riairf was particularly startled to see a
page of t\e Onent. But then again, no one would be startled if thestory had not appeared. This is a edition which we feel require
IT!










char^erize both the out-o hese editorial columns and the events reported in the newscolumns in the coming semester, not comprehensive r port nH
to£?JT* ^ ** at Pr0b,emS > SUch " ta in Ca, i-£5£%K35Xwhich have a direct bearin* on the
We do not contend that all this will erase the discrepancy thatexists in Bowdoin s awareness of the larger student communTty buit is our responsibility as journalists to make the attempt
The ORIENT welcomes all editorial correspondence, but will not print unsigned letters. Under ex-
tenuating circumstances, a writer's name^vill be withheld on request. Short letters will be printed
in preference to long ones, and the editors reserve the right to edit letters in context.
. — ;
'.
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To The Editor:
CAUFORfflAN DISPUTES COUNCIL POSITION "
-
' » and State, Colleges should directly contribute finan-
cial support.-
I doubt that the Governor's extension of his pro-
posed reduction-in-spending program to include the
state system of higher education can be defended as
a wise move yet I question labels of 'political inter-
ference' when applied to his actions.
Protest and California
Chastisement abound! The Editorial Board of the
Orient with the advice and consent of the Student
Council has sent most unwisely a telegram of support
and sympathy to those students and faculty of the
University orTSfiforhia who have participated in
marches on the state capitol. This action was taken
as a means to demonstrate some sort of abhorrence
with the 'political interference' in the sacrosanct af-
fairs cf the University of California. The events at the
University cannot be simply regarded as a case of
partisan political maneuvers by right-wing extremists.
Such a facile impression can only be subsumed in
the mainstream of propaganda which has floodetHhe
public mind in this controversy and which ignores the
facts and events which have validity and are properly
discernible by critical intelligence.
What are the facts?
The Governor has asked for a tuition charge for
students at the University and State Colleges. The
Governor maintains that students who directly bene-
fit from the high quality education at the University
The dismissal of Kerr can be regarded properly as
a foreseen outcome of a basic conflict which exists in
higher education in California.
Kerr was not given a vote of confidence precisely
because there is no more confidence in him as an
administrator or educational philosopher. There were
political considerations without a doubt but to claim
these as paramount is to make an unwise and un-
warranted judgment upon the case. I believe, in the
main, that the controversy in California must be
regarded as part of a larger, uncertain, confused, and
emotional framework in which this—the largest and
richest of states—is struggling to grasp with greater
maturity some sense of a better way to live amidst
the madness of our time.
.




the events t*Mng place in themarch on Sacramento by students and faculty of the UniversTty ofCalifornia and those leading up to it, have an ironic ^ alls
W^^T^fS' .S°me/0uId —ringly say -J£ ™g
taken oJofZT* *" ""!« *^^ footba»' •»- KtS no'tut f the game soon, it, and its 87,000 students, will suffer
New Civil Rights Focal Point:
Jobs Before Freedom
by Virgil H. Logan, Jr.
FSP
The student at a typical multiversity attends I.™ lecture
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Robert Set be I
The long hot summer of 1963
marked the beginning of the Negro
Revolution. Officially, The March
on Washington "For Jobs and
Freedom" was the initiating event.
The theme of the march emphatic-
ally stated the goals of the Amer-
ican Negro. It has been nearly
four years since the Revolution be-
gan. What measure of success has
been attained during that time?
Very little. Today, the American
Negro has neither a substantial
number of new or better jobs, and
for this reason, nor does he have
a considerable degree of freedom.
Negroes account for approximately
10',; of the total U.S. population.
In 1964 they made up 20',; of the
total unemployment, and 30^1 of
the .number of long-term unem-
ployed. In 1967, slightly under 50',;
of all Negro men work steadily at
a full-time job.
Why has unemployment persisted
so prevalently among Negroes? Si-
milar to many other unskilled la-
bormen, a large number of Negroes
have found themselves victims of
a technologically-oriented society.
The jobs which many of them per-
formed in the past are either non-
existent or are rapidly becoming
obsolete. Combine this with the
stigma of color and a rather painful
answer materializes.
Certainly we can point with pride
to the advances which have been
made in white-collar jobs for
Negroes, to the growing Negro
middle-class, and to the handful
of American Negro millionaires. But
this is meaningless to a forty-year-
old Negro man who has Just moved
from Jackson, Mississippi to Chica-
go's South Side. This man has a
wife and five children. He is now
living with Cousin Willie (who
moved "up North" two years ago)
and Willie's family of seven in a
five-room house which is on the
brink of collapse. Willie is a grill
cook at a downtown hotel; his
weekly take-home pay is $55. His
rent alone is $80 per month. Since
they have been in Chicago they
have never been out of debt. They
also have never been out of hunger.
Willie's children have never been
to a dentist, and don't know the
meaning of, the word "check-up."
To what, then, can his cousin
from Mississippi look forward?
Again, the answer is very little. He
can share with his cousin the
"fringe benefits"' of daily life. These
are not the extras to which many
industrial employees are accustom-
ed. These are the real fringes:
clothes and furniture bought from
the Sa'vation Army second-hand
store; fattening food bought at ex-
orbitant prices providing very little
nutrition; substandard housing;
substandard education; and a Job
at the bottom of the wage scale.
Perhaps there are those who will
argue that this hypothetical situa-
tion is unrealistic or inaccurate. I
invite them to visit any American
city with a Negro, population of
10',; or more. They will probably
find the circumstances even bleak-
er than the one which I pictured.
The problem has been stated.
How can it be solved? To such a
simple question, only one answer
of annoying complexity can be
provided. It was thought that the
"War on Poverty" wou!d annihilate
the problem of unemployment on
the whole. The fcrces of the War
have only begun to engage in com-
bat, and they are nearly exhaust-
ed. The problem is admittedly a
vast one, and it must be handled
as such. For all of its slovenliness
in administering the program, the
Federal Government has the most
effective means of carrying out the
poverty program. But it must make
use of all of the best means. It
must go to the slums and And the
native talent and imagination which
can give meaning to the sophisti-
cated methods of professionals. The
government must allow a good many
of the ideas for more Jobs to be
fostered from the local level. One
area which has not been fully in-
volved as a resource of ideas is
private industry. Perhaps industry
is somewhat reluctant to enter the
uncharacteristic role of the humani-
tarian. New jobs must be created
though, and industry knows better
than anyone else how to create
them.
The problem of Jobs is an involved
and frustrating one. It is also a
central one. For contingent on It
are the most important parts of
the American Negro's life: money,
food, housing. Without money he
can have neither food nor housing.
Without a Job he won't have mon-
ey. Without a good Job, he won't
have enough money. Somehow the
"Freedom" part of the Revolution-
ary theme became obscured In this
discussion. Perhaps, the 'under-
scores the reasoning which prompt-
ed Bayard Rustin to plea "Jobs"
before "Freedom." The acquisition
of Jobs is a mechanism of free-
dom. Of course, there are other
elements of freedom with which
Negroes are concerned. But more
than anything else, Negroes want
freedom to eat, freedom to live in
a decent house, freedom to work
and live and enjoy the minimum
comforts available in American So-
ciety.
This is the first order of business
on the agenda of the Revolution.
Mia... , * „
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"Sober Up With The ORIENT
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"The Genermion Gap " - Translators Wanted
Student Power Confronts Integration 2nd Administration Assailed
Washington EmWshment To Black Power OnPeaeeFeekr Reports
by Nathaniel B.' Harrison
Editorial Board u£ capacity %FZ£ZJ??/T^™ °' ^ °rient
and commitment at thTuiJiS^I?! »"to 'eelings of exuberance
lege editor,' conference heSt^^t^L^f^' ^
not the environs of student XZTnrtVT "?"* ""^ " °F
Maine. The importance of the rl that rh! I*".""
- "* In B™lck
-
Mon'^h'^^ *hat thC ,nten8e 80e,al commitment and d.ssatisfac-
era mil daih with the dispassionate pragmatism of their elders What
" Sf^f rea8°n" " "reason^ie» by the busmessman o 50 ,"8^ntermed "complacency" or "insensitivitv" hv «. Jl .mS5r the rt=r2i^tssyrsss&J£STJ£Sr "The G™'^ WM -r
on. ^ZSln1 thC "t? ^ "tran8,ato™" t« 'nterpret the ideals of
21 IT32S rmbfre °' ftn0ther' the A8*od*«on engaged a num-£.«'*»*
^ J"***
,eade
". »t them before a conference of
tnfvoHS «d „?„ " S5 PrOVWed a *«*»«"* confrontation ofrne younger and older generations.
uJSL'ZLfT: t°. 8Peak f°r thC 0lder *ener»«on "eluded WalterUKmu, syndicated columnist for the Washington Post and Newsweek
'
^F°^onZ!
de^ "The^ °f AmeriCan ^urnaiists", Senator W^
!rn OhH^f i „
M,n"eSOta
'
The «««»- '-e Jackson of the South-
O^^Ih^6,?? ?nference' Mlchae ' Harrington, author of The
2Tlji2?\ k B08t0W• SpeCial Consultant t« the President, and
SLoth a ^H ^ °:
t0 ^ 0r^nlzation of American States.Tjr ufh series of panel meetings entitled "The Negro Revolution"
2ra?A H "* P„°,iCy"
"Anti-C—'-"- "The Arts in Imerica",'
^flv^ fK
m
^ ETnomy"' stude-t editors from Maine to California££££' COmP,lXl"e8 of ^e social, economic, and educational realitythat both they and their parents must face.
Cultural Lag Basis of "The Gap"
Student activists can rest assured
that in Walter Llppman, who is
well over 30, they will find an in-
tellect that has not grown stag-
nant with the passage of years and
the plaudits of the public. In a
luncheon address on Saturday,
Llppman gave his impressions of
"The Generation Oap."
"The essential characteristic of
the Generation Gap," he said, "is
what sociologists call 'cultural lag.'
"
The cultural lag afflicts many mem-
bers of the older generation, who
insist on applying out-dated ideas
and slogans to a constantly chang-
ing political reality.
Uppman wasted no time in at-
tributing the cultural lag to the
present Administration with regard
to its policy in South Vietnam.
"Owing to the 'cultural lag," our
spokesmen are stiU using the stale
concepts and rubber stamps of
World War II to exp- a quite
different kind of war against a
quite different kind of enemy in a
world which has become radically
different from the 1940's. They
would not be doing this if, as they
have grown older, they had kept
looking freshly at reality and had
kept their eyes open and their at-
tention fixed on the novelty and the
change."
The awesome developments in
technology, he feels, have left many
members of the older generation in
confusion. Nevertheless, he urged
young people to "think charitably
about your (their) fathers and
grandfathers. For in the face of
what has actually been happening
they have, all of them, been un-
prepared and uneducated men.
They do not understand the results
of the science and technology about
them, and they don't even know
how the products are made which
they utilize."
"What you may be able to get
from those who are older than you
is not the translation of modern
knowledge, but the transmission, the
handing on of that which is above
knowledge, that is to say of human
wisdom. ... To be wise is to have
a certain familiarity with the de-
posit of human values that persist
In any environment. When you look
across the gap between the genera-
tions you will find on the other
side some traces of this wisdom. If
you have good sense, if you have
an instinct for what will make life
interesting, you will seize upon this
wisdom when it comes your way."
California
(Continued from page 1)
tmties of tne other state supported
college systems with the Junior col-
leges for the Feb. 9 march. The
JAJC, based in Sacramento, repre-
sents most of the 80 California ju-
nior colleges.
Good said, "Perhaps more than
the university, Junior colleges will
be affected by the disturbing trends
at the University of California.
With scares of tuition fixing and
enrollment cut offs, increased pres-
sures will be put upon the Junior
colleges. Since the JC would be
the last remaining, truly free, high-
er education in California, enroll-
ments would swell to unexpected
highs without an increase in fi-
nances."
Penny Hill, of the Association,
explained, "Junior Colleges receive
their money from property taxes
and since Governor Reagan has said
he would not ask for an increase in
property taxes the only result is
that the Junior colleges would be
overcrowded and under financed."
She also said if the march is to
have any forceful effect it is nec-
essary that all state supported in-
stitutions of higher learning be
represented in the march.
Another march, sponsored by the
California Federation of Teachers,
is planned for Sat., Feb. 11, but stu-
dents for the march on the ninth
said, "We want to be in the capitol
when Ronald Reagan is there. He
has already said he would not be
there on Saturday, We hope »the
Governor comes out and talks with
us in a meaningful dialogue on the
future of the University and high-
er education system in the state of
California."
Integration as the central objec
tive of the civil rights movement has
apparently given way to the concept
of Black Power. Black Power does
not mean militant violence between
the races, but rather the consolida-
tion of the economic and political
potential that exists within the
Negro race as a group. With this
unity of economic and political
strengths, most Negro leaders feel
that their demands for equality of
opportunity will have a greater sig-
nificance.
This change in focus in the civil
rights movement was the chief con-
clusion reached during a panel
meeting featuring George Ware, Co-
ordinator of Campus Programs for
the Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee, The Reverend Jesse
Jackson, Director of Special Proj-
ects and Economic Development for
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, and Nicholas Von Hoff-
man, staff writer for the Washing-
ton Post.
Non-White = Non-Human
Ware was most critical of the
white saciety in America, which he
feels has refused to deal with Negro
demands. Within the philosophy
behind American civilization, he
finds prevalent the attitude that to
be non-white is to be non-human.
Ware sees the recent actions of the
federal government in the area of
civil rights as designed not to en-
sure equality but merely to silence
the voices of protest. An advocate
of Black Power, he urges Negroes
to move ahead in the revolution
regardless of white interest, since
white involvement in \he affairs of
the Negro is both temporary and
ineffective. His message was clear:
Negroes must solve their own prob-
lems.
Von Hoffman expressed concern
over the danger of white vengence
as ar result of summer rioting in
major American cities. Conscien-
tious white liberals, he feels, must
return to their communities and
work to "provide an atmosphere of
restraint."
No Economic Power
"America has refused to deal
with the Negro economically. It
has dealt with him socially, but
not economica'ly.
... No capital in
a capitalistic system is to be pov-
erty stricken.' With these senti-
ments Reverend Jackson launched
into a vociferous tirade against a
distinct feeling of inferiority that he
fee!s Negroes receive from whites.
Disturbed by the inferiority of
Negro businesses, he is currently
operating a project in Chicago
through which capital will be made
more available to Negro merchants.
Jackson, who is more moderate
with regard to Black Power* than
Ware, is convinced that the Negro
must first acquire a secure economit
base if he is to make progress in
the area of social equality. Re-
ferring to the economic situation of
the Negro in Chicago and the role
of the white liberal element, he
stated that the University of Chica-
go, for example, could make its
most worthwhile contribution to the
movement by transferring some of
its funds from the Continental Il-
linois Trust Company to smaller
Negro banks throughout the city,
thereby placing more funds in the
hands of Negro business and al-
lowing them to establish stable en-
terprises. *
The conference was, generally, a
disconcerting experience for many
students in the audience. No long-
er are integration and brotherhood
the main objectives. They are cer-
tainly still objectives, but they have
been overshadowed by the more
tangible offerings to be had from
Black Power.
The war in Vietnam, as one
might expect, received the greatest
attention from both visiting college
editors and professional Journalists
alike. The panel entitled "Amer-
ican Foreign Policy" was given ex-
tensive coverage in a number of
major American newspapers, includ-
ing The New York Times, and
through several television networks.
Richard Goodwin, who from 1960
to 1965 was special assistant to Presi-
dents Kennedy and Johnson, charg-
.
ed that the United States is not
making a significant effort to end
the war in Vietnam through nego-
tiations. He maintained that the
United States has failed to carry
out the key conditions for effective
negotiations. The Administration
has not pursued "vigorously and
brilliantly" every opportunity for
peace talks and has "let opportuni-
ties go by." As the U.S., further-
more, has yet to formulate a con-
crete plan for the termination of
the war, if the Viet Cong or Ho
Chi Minh do agree suddenly to
negotiate, "we are trapped in a
situation which could be very dam-
aging to us."
Representing the Administration
was Special Consultant to the Pres- *
ident Walt Rostow. Rostow first
asserted that the United States and
North Vietnam are presently en-
gaged in "what is or might turn out
to be a negotiating process" in the
area of peaceful settlement in
Vietnam. The statement was made
in response to an inquiry about a
report published recently in The
Washington Post claiming that
North Vietnam had, in December,
agreed to talks ending the war but
had reconsidered after the United
States resumed its bombing raids in
mid-December. Rostow's comments
on the report were tentative to say
the least, as he felt it was "a bad
time to discuss any particular nego-
tiating track." He continued:
"Nothing has yet
-happened- that
would justify us as saying We have
a serious offer to negotiate."
The issue of the American bomb-
ing of North Vietnam brought
Goodwin and Rostow to sharply di-
vergent stands. For Goodwin the
bombing has not succeeded in
"bringing Hanoi to its knees" and
has not stemmed the tide of in-
filtration. Rostow claimed the
bombing was "an important and
significant element in limiting the
level of inflltration."
The basis of American involve-
ment also brought disagreement.
Rostow referred to the Southeastern
Asian Treaty Organization which
he said committed the U. S. to aid-
ing the South Vietnamese. Goodwin
called the SEATO treaty a "justifi-
cation" which the U.S. employs when
it is forced to look for reasons.
Ray Mungo, editor of the Boston
University News and moderator of
the panel, criticizad the U.S., as the
only country "which is being ag-
'
gressive."
Mungo's charge prompted the
third member of the panel, John
Roche, Special Consultant to Presi-
dent Johnson, to declare the college
generation guilty of not having done
its homework. He claimed that
Communists can participate in the
politics of Vietnam because they
can vote, although t^ey cannot run
in elections.
Rostow reinforced Roche's stani
by observing that those furthest
from the event "are the most phil-
osophical."
"Those who really understand
what is at stake," he continued,
"are with us."
In My Life Re/eased, hear Them
Dare To Amplify Judy Collins
by Tom Donald
One of the better recent Elektra
releases is the latest Judy Collins
album, entitled In My Life. A ques-
tion most often asked in folk music
circles today concerns the evolution
of a new pop form called folk-rock
and the seeming demise of unam-
plified, acoustical folk music. This
trend was not altogether unexpect-
ed. With itinerant folksinger Bob
Dylan "went electric" two years
ago, the movement eventually ex-
tended itself to the whole of the
folk world. In light of this great
transformation toward heavily am-
plified folk music, one might ex-
pect Miss Collins to be backed in
her newest album by the instru-
mental talents of the Rolling
Stones. It is soon evident that this
is not the case. She has indeed
changed her style, but in the process
has managed to retain the old qual-
ities that first gained her fame.
Her treatment of Dylan's Tom
Thumb's Blues utilizes a woodwind
quartet, which beside Miss Collins'
usual fine vocalization produce an
arrangement far superior to the
author's original quasi-rock version.
Hard Lovin' Loser by the late Rich-
ard Farina is a similar case in
point. The bluesy piano and insis-
tant guitar combine with her voice
to produce qualities of ridicule
which never came through in the
Farinas' recording of the song. Su-
zanne, which is undoubtedly the
best cut on the album and one of
the prettier songs done by the
artist to t late, is the product of a
Canadian songwriter, John Cohen.
Only two guitars as accompani-
ment, the song well illustrates Miss
Collins' versatility in being able to
sing a shouting Loser or a soft
ballad such as Suzanne.
The other side reveals selection*
as Sunny Goodge Street, a song
written by Donovan; and In My
Life, a Beatles creation. Again,
these arrangements sound far bet-
ter than the originals, which in ef-
fect proves the value of a thirty-
piece orchestra to the world's best
female folksinger. Miss Collins does
not fail to recapture the agony and
anguish of the French Revolution
in a five-minute song called Marat
-
SadeT Sadly, though,~one begins to
feel she is sadly out of place sing-
ing pop opera. A new song, I
Think It's Going To Rain Today,
authored by an unknown whose
name is given only as Newman, is
however the best song on this side.
Poignant verse in conjunction with
excellent orchestration produces a
truly beautiful ballad.
It is certainly unfortunate thai
Pirate Jenny and Liverpool Lullaby
were included, for their mediocrity
only detracts from an otherwise fine
album.
It is evident that if we can as-
sign any qualities of discrimination
and taste to the record-buy;ig pub-
lic, Judy Collins has come up with
another successful record, idthough
after exposure to the outstanding
merit of her earlier Fifth Album,
diehard Judy Collins fan* would
probably rave if waxed eleven mln-
very talented and up-and-coming utes mouthing four-letter words




PROMOTED AT BOWDOIN COLLEGE
- President James S. Coles announced the promotions of Asso-
ciate Professors Robert K. Beckwith (left) and C. Dsuglas McGee. (center) to the rank of full Professorand the promotion of Assistant Professor John L Rowland (right) to Associate Professor
New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD . 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
Professor Edward J. Geary, Chair-
man of the Department of Romance
Languages, has been appointed Hen-
ry Wadsworth Longfellow Professor
of Romance Languages, President
James S. Coles has announced. The
honor was voted by Bowdoin's Gov-
Ierning Boards.
Professor Geary, a former teach-





This Program is designed to develop young college
graduates for careers in life insurance sales and
sales management. It provides an initial training
period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a Home
Office School) before moving into full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual op-
portunities for those accepted.
Arrange with the placement office for an inter-
view with
:
RICHARD M. BOYD, C.L.U.
Bowdoin '33
Monday — February 20
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One of the best ways to keep
a watchful eye on your own
future as well as your coun-
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Quartet Praised
1 /«• Second Awearanee
++ by Thomas Kosmo
'*" An "ideal* balance* a warmth of
» tone, a fine technique, and a sen-
sitive and spirited power of inter-
pretation characterize the Vaghy
String Quartet, which performed in
Pickard Theater last Monday night.
The Quartet, the members of which
graduated from Julliard School of
Music, is part of the Portland Sym-
phony. It is a young quartet with
certain promise of success by vir-
tue of its versatility with various
types of music.
The program consisted of the
Haydn "Quinten" Quartet, op. 76,
Shostakovich no. 8, op. 110, and
Ravel F major Quartets. The
"Quentin," so called from the open-
ing theme of the Allegro in de-
scending fifths, was played in a
nell, has been a member of the
Bowdoin Faculty and Chairman of
the Romance Languages Depart-
ment since 1965. He is a 1942 grad-
uate of the University of Maine,
receiving a B.A. degree in French.
A veteran of World War II, he was
awarded his M.A. at Columbia Uni-
versity in 1948 and his Ph.D. at
Columbia in 1953.
He is a member of Phi Kappa Phi
and Phi Beta Kappa, honorary so-
cieties, and was a Fulbright Scholar
at the University of Paris in 1949-
50.
He rose from Instructor to Asso-
ciate Professor of Romance Lan-
guages at Harvard University from
1953 to 1963, and was Professor of
French at Cornell University from
1963 until he joined the Bowdoin
faculty in 1°-*K
Among Protestor Geary's many
publications are a critical edition
of Diderot". "Le N./eu de Rameau";
a French reader, "Solitudes: Pre-
mieres Lectures Modernes"; and "A
Program of French Studies," which
he co-authored with R. M. Chad-
bourne. He has contributed review
articles to numerous journals, in-









And Many Other Item*
Hallmark Greeting Card*
straightforward energetic manner.
However, there was often glib; read-
ing," as the first violin ignored the
grade notes of the seyenth ^nd
eighth measures of the Allegro.
Granted that this is minor, it^Ioes
represent the lack of polish which
denigrates the classical spirit of
their^ Haydn. Gn the other hand;—
they did achieve a classical balance
among the voices in this work (e.g.
the cello melody against the violin
32nd notes of the Andante!
. This is
rarified late-Haydn with its ex-
tremes of registers, complexity of
parts, and subtle contrasts of tex-
ture; and it requires more than the
facile reading we heard Monday
night.
The popular Ravel F major quar-
tet is an exercise in Impressionism
stylistics in four movements: Alleg-
ro, Assez vif, Tres lent, Vif et agite.
The Vaghy Quartet played this
rather uninspired work with expres-
sive vitality, eliciting a warm melo-
dic quality in the Lent, as well as a ?
well articulated passage work in the
best tempo of the Agite.
The great delight of the evening
was the Shostakovich eighth string
quartet, a brilliant and virile piece
consummated in the finest of Shos-
takovich's language. The five move-
ments cf the quartet relate the com-
poser's philosophy of the cruelty
and futility of war. It was dedicat-
ed in 1960 to those who fell in the
fight against Nazism. The Largo
is a somber introduction to the sub-
ject of death in war. The Allegro
and Allegretto tell of the afflictions
of war on both aristocrat and peas-
ant. Then the Requiem reaffirms
the universality of war's pain and
death as fate: the two harsh trip-
lets repeated against the unmoved,
serene line of the first violin. The
Largo has a last line of optimism
in the cello, and the hymn-like
finale becomes an anthem of hope.
Like the Bartok they did here last
month, thF Shostakovitch shows








"We appreciate your buslnei
and are happy to serve you"
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLJSRITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIYERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 728-7112
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[jtoddard, Boland; Acting Chairmen
tf Art, Sociology Departments,,
PAGE NINE
Professor WafteT R, Boland and
istructor Brooks W. Stoddard havai
en named as Acting Chairmen of
bepartments of Sociology and
,
respectively, for the second
iter of the current academic
,r.
Professor Boland will head the
>ciology Department during the
isence of Professor Burton W. Tay-
who will be car sahbaffc Teave
|r the semester. Stoddard will serve
Chairman of the Art Department
ring the absence of Professor
bilip C. Beam, who will also be on
Jbbatic leave.
professor Boland, who joined the
pwdoin faculty in 1964, is a former
ember of the faculty at Oakland
diversity in Rochester, Mich. Dur-
the just concluded first semester
Jofessor Boland conducted a se-
lor seminar on "Social Change" as
Irt of the Bowdoin Senior Center
rogram.
Mr. Stoddard, who also became a
jember of the Bowdoin faculty in
K54, has conducted a senior sem-
|ar on "Modern Architecture and
rban Planning." He delivered Bow-
bin's annual Commencement Lec-
|re last June, choosing as his topic
Jiwdoin's Art and Architecture."
[
he is a 1960 graduate of Williams
Dllege and received his MA. de-
Trimester System
Gains Af Small College^
STODDARD — BOLAND
Kree in 1962 from the Institute of —
Fine Arts at New York University,
where he is currently completing
work on his Ph.D.
As an undergraduate Mr. Stod-
dard was awarded the Karl E. Wes-
ton Art Prize. At the Institute of
Fine Arts he won the Institute-Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art Museum
Training Purchase Prize and an
Internship Grant. He has traveled
in France doing research for his
doctoral thesis on a Fulbright grant.
Seminars




Edward C. Hinckley, Maine Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, will de-
ver an address at Bowdoin Feb.
Mr. Hinckley, whose topic will be
aine Indian Affairs," will present
s talk at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard
leater, Memorial Hall.
He served two years as teacher
Navaho Indian children for the
•eau of Indian Affairs in Utah
d Arizona; one and a half years
Education Specialist for the U.S.
iblic Health Service on the Papago
dian Reservation in Arizona; and
o and a half years with the Pub-
Health Service as an Education
lecialist doing community devel-
iment work with the Washoe.
iute and Shoshonee Indians of
;vada.
Pulitzer i Prize-winning composer
cbert Ward will discuss his opera,
["he Crucible," Feb. 22 at Bowdoin
Dllege. • ^*^
The public is ocrdially invited to"
tend the 7:30 p.m. lecture in the
entworth Common Room of Bow-
•in's Senior Center. The lecture .
being held under the auspices of
e Senior Center.
"The Crucible," which was based
JONES'
GREENHOUSES
IS Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
Phone 725-2461
Flowers for all occasions
Flowers by wire
on a play by Arthur Miller, won Mr.
Ward a Pulitzer Prize in Music in
1962. He also was awarded the New
York Critics Circle Citation in the
same year for the opera. -
Among Mr. Ward's works are
"Earth Shall Be Fair," "Music for
Celebration," "The Lady from Colo-
rado," and "Let the Word Go Forth."
Northrop Frye, a noted Cana-
dian literary critic, will lecture Feb.
24 at 8.15 p.m. in Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall.
Professor Herbert R. Coursen, Jr.,
of Bowdoin's English Department,
said Dr. Frye, who is the first Uni-
versity Professor of the University
of Toronto, will speak on "Criticism
and the Structure of Society."
The address will be given as Bow-
doin's annual Annie Talbot Cole
Lecture founded to contribute "to
the ennoblement and enrichment
of life by standing for the idea that
life is a glad opportunity." The
public is cordially invited to attend.
Among his major publications are
"Fearful Symmetry: A Study of
William Blake," "The Well-Tem-
pered Critic," "A Natural Perspec-
tive," and "The Return of Eden."
the last two years, and the
crease of men in 200 and 300 inde-
pendent study and honors work
fr,om sixteen two years ago to
eighty-six this semester, which both
required faculty time and also in-
volved students in work similar to
that in seminars, Dean Storer call-
ed the lack of manpower not one
of bad planning, but a result the
unpredictability of where the Col-
lege's requirements would be three
years after the institution of the
Senior Center program.
Director of the Senior Center,
William B. Whiteside expressed
"profound disappointment" at the
move cutting back the seminars,
but called it unhappily necessary,
given the manpower and budgetary
limitations of the College. He is
particularly reluctant to scale the
program down at this time; the
program is in its third year now,
and administrators and professors
are just beginning to learn how to
implement the seminar approach
with some measure of effectiveness.
.--'"fry" Bruce Grij^en
Many colleges are studying the
three-term program af- a siitgtt-
tute for the, U>ng academic Jerms
found 'in most schools. The tri-
mester system, now instituted "at
Dartmouth and Union, and under
consideration in others, offers pos-
sible solutions to many of ' the
problems encountered in our pres-
ent system.
The program streamlines college
studies by placing final examina-
tions just before the Christmas and
spring vacations, therefore shorten-
ing the terms, eliminating Jhe
academic slump encountered before
long vacations, and preserving the
continuity of study, in addition,
such plans often include the elimin-
ation of Saturday classes, considered
by many to be inefficient and de-
moralizing.
Under most trimester systems the
student carries only three subjects
per term. Ideally, this fact, when
combined with the shorter, unin-
terrupted terms, facilitates more
concentrated and efficient study.
The Curriculum Committee at Tri-
nity, which recently recommended
the adoption of a three-term setup
by that institution, feels that with
the change, procrastination and
cramming will be reduced. In addi-
tion to advantages mentioned above,
they also cite the favorable effects
of the long vacations when used as
periods of refreshment for both
undergraduates and faculty, rather
than times of continued pressure.
And again, they recommend elimin-
ation of Saturday classes. Another
healthy aspect they feel will result
from these innovations is the alle-
viation of the "melancholy,, of
March," a late-winter drag that hits
many campuses in epidemic propor-
tions.
with three consecutive terms^per
year, the major program, especially
i
in the sciences,gnould .benefit con-
siderably. The prerequisite courses,
whjch usually proceed slowly, could
be covered at a faster rtJfe, .thereby
speeding progress toward the ma-
jsr. This would' also perhaps help
freshmen make the transition from
high school to college more smooth-
ly and fruitfully.
The problems that the trimester
system attempts to deal with are
certainly encountered, possibly even
magnified
,
at Bowdoin. Other spe-
cial situations also present them-
selves. For instance, the switch
from a science major to the arts is
quite common at Bowdoin, and the
victim of the mistake loses a full
semester's time in learning a hard
lesson. Under the new system he
would lose only a third of the aca-
demic year, and scholastic orienta-
tion would be far less difficult. The
three-term plan obviously has con-
siderable merit, and it is not un-
thinkable that it could be hashed






































W. T. GRANT CO.
offers men an interesting and
challenging opportunity in its
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
PROGRAM to prepare for Store
Management and later exec-
utive positions in a rapidly ex-
panding company. Unusually
high income potential, good
starting salary.
Interviews February 28. Regis-
ter at your Placement Office —
School of Business — and re-




















NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
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f - The Bowdoin Alumnus has been selected as the most improved alum-
• -»"
. ni magaiineln the Ne>v England states and Eastern Canada*- ',
-
.
' * "" ' * - *
The magazjpe won the Time-Life Achievement Award for District I
of the American Alumni Council and will now -be automatically entered
with eight other regional winners in the national AAC competition.
.
'..*.
* * Edwajrf, Bern '57tJEdito/ of the "Alumnus", accepted the regional
award, an inscribes Paul Revere bowl* presented hy Time,, Jnc., at a ban-
quet during' the recent AAC District I convention at the Sheraton-Boston
Hotel in Boston.
The award is presented annually to the College whose alumni mag-
azine has shown the most improvement during the preceding year. The
winning college in the national competition receives a $500 award.
Ribicoff Supports
Student Tax
Bowdoin ROTC cadets will get an insight into Vietnam, its people
and terrain, through film taken by an Army veteran who returned last
fall from that war-torn country.
The film footage, taken by Sgt Maj. Joseph R. P. Daly during his
tour of duty in 1966, shows prominent terrain features of the country-
side, together with scenes of cities and towns and the daily activities
of the people.
It is designed as a special feature of a sophomore map reading course
and will aid cadets in understanding the course, said Sergeant Daly, who
is Detachment Sergeant Major of the ROTC Instructor Group at Bow-
doin.
Sergeant Daly said he plans to supplement his regular 15-hour map
reading course with about 4,000 feet of film. The course begins with the
opening of the spring semester Wednesday (Feb. II.
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS" — "STORAGE FACILITIES"
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing, the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE




Jackets As low as Vi Price
Perma Press Corduroys $5.90
Sport Coats & Blazers 20% off
For Your Houseparty Date






Open every evening except Sat. till 9:001
"U
Senator Abraham" Ribicoff (D-
Conn.) has introduced his bill to
give tax relief to parents and stu-,
dent* who pay the. costs Of a college
.education. Jfc
The proposal provides an income
tax credit of up to $325 on the first
$1,500 of 'tuition, fees, books, and
supplies. It would go to anyone who
pays these expenses for a student
at an institution x>t higher educa-
tion.
The measure this year has picked
up strong support; it is co-sponsored
by 46 Senators from both political
parties and from all sections of the
country.
It is the same as that Ribicoff
has introduced in previous Con-
gresses with one exception: An
amendment would include coverage
for students in accredited post-
secondary business, trade, technical
and other vocational schools.
Senator Ribicoff pointed out that
under his proposal over two-thirds
of the benefits would go to families
earning less than $10,000 a year.
In a statement on the Senate
floor, Senator Ribicoff said:
"Now we must decide if, as a na-
tion, we are to treat education costs
as we do the interest on a home
mortgage, or flood damage, or health
expenses. This proposal is for the
average family in America. It is for
the people who constitute the back-
bone of America—the blue collar
workers, the white collar workers,
the wage earners and salaried per-
sons of the lower and middle in-,
come group who are struggling to
pay their bills, buy their homes, and
educate their children. They work
hard for their wages or salary—and
it is all taxable."
Such tax relief is needed and will
be needed, he explained, because
,
the costs ofe»going to college con-
tinue to increase. "Ben Franklin
could experiment with a kite and
key, but today's universities require
atomic accelerators, mass spectrom-
eters, and other sophisticated equip-
ment."
The oo-sponsors include Senators
Peter Dominick (R-Colo.), Gordon
Allott (R-Colo.), Howard Baker, Jr.
(R-Tenn.), J. Caleb Boggs (R-Del.),
Daniel Brewster <D-Md.), Howard
Cannon (D-Nev.), Prank Carlson
(R-Kans.), Clifford Case (R-N.J.),
John Sherman Cooper (R-Ky.),
Norris Cotton (R-N.H.), Carl Curtis
(R-Nebr.>, Thomas Dodd (D-Conn.),
James Eastland (D-Miss.), Paul
Fannin (R-Ariz.), Hiram Fong (R-
Hawaii). Robert Griffin (R-Mich.),
Ernest Gruening (D-Alaska), Clif-
ford Hansen (R-Wyo.», Fred Harris
(D-Okla), Philip Hart (D-Mich),
Vance Hartke (D-lnd.), Mark Hat-
field (R-Oreg.). Bourke Hickenlobp-
er (R-Iowa), Lister Hill (D-Ala.),
Ernest Hollings (D-S.O, Roman
Hruska (R-Nebr.), Henry Jackson
<D-Wash.), Len Jordan (R-Idaho),
Thomas Kuchel (R-Calif.), Edward
Long (D-Mo.), George McGovern
iD-S.D.), Thomas Mclntyre (D-
N.H.), Thruston Morton (R-Ky.i,
Karl Mundt (R-S.D.), George Mur-
phy (R-Califj, Gaylord Nelson (D-
Wiso, James Pearson (R-Kans.),
Charles Percy (R-Ill.), Winston
Prouty (R-Vt.), William Proxmire
(D-Wisc), Jennings Randolph (D-
W.Va.), Hugh Scott (R-Penn.), John
Sparkman (D-Ala.), Strom Thur-
mond (R-S.C), John Tower (R-
Texas), and Milton Young (R-NX).).
^Sawyer Named
New Treasurer
President Coles has announced
that the Governing Boards have
elected Alderi HT : Sawyet '27 of
Cousins Island, Yarmouth, to succeed
Atty. Charles W. Alien of Portland
as College Treasurer.
Mr. Allen, who as Treasurer has
been an ex officio member of the
Baard of Trustees since 1959, had
requested to be relieved of the as-
signment because of the pressure of
other commitments. Mr. Sawyer,
who now becomes a Trustee ex offi-
cio, had been an Overseer of the
College since 1954.
Mr. Sawyer holds a diploma from
the Graduate School of Banking at
Rutgers University, which he at-
tended* in 1947-49. In 1949 he wrote
"A History of the Trust Business in
Maine," a book which reviewed the
entire trust field in the state.
A native of Bangor and a mem-
ber of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity,
Mr. Sawyer was for 20 years Sec-
retary-Treasurer, and later Presi-
dent, of the Corporate Fiducia
of Maine, and has served as Chair
man of the Stockholders AG>'sory
Committee for the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston and as a Trustee of
the Portland Savings Bank.
Lectureship: Since Dr. Haddon returned the money from his Student
Council sponsored lecture, there is again a surplus of money in this




Grading: Statistical results of the grading systems of Bowdoin, Trinity,
'
Williams, and Amherst will be published in this week's Orient. Many
questions are still left unanswered, and it is hoped that an expanded
study will allow some definite conclusions to be drawn.
Admissions: The Council Executive Committee has chosen Jim Georgitis
'68 to serve on a governing board committee to study admissions
policy at Bowdoin.
Orient: The Council voted to send a telegram to California in support
of the student march on Sacramento objecting to political inter-
ference in state universities. The idea was initiated by Orient Editor
Mike Rice upon his return from a college editors' convention in
Washington, D.C.
Senior Center Committee; The Faculty will vote this Wednesday on their
committee's recommendation for a cutback in Senior Seminars next
year. Their basic plan is to guarantee one seminar per student each
year. A Faculty manpower is at the root of this proposed change.
Library: An attempt will be made to keep the college library open later
hours during the Final period.
In 1942 Mr. Sawyer received the
Alumni Service Award, the highest
honor which the Alumni Council
can bestow upon an alumnus of the
College. He was a member of the
Council from 1942 to 1945 and served
as its President in 1944-45. Mr
Sawyer is a former Chairman of the
Alumni Fund, of which he was a
member from 1939 to 1942, and he
was Treasurer of the Sesquicenten-
nial Fund in 1947-48.
"Study year abroad in Sweden, France, or Spain.
College prep., junior year abroad and graduate
programmes. $1,500 guarantees: round trip
flight to Stockholm, Paris or Madrid, dormitories
or apartments, two meals daily, tuition payed.
Write: SCANSA. 50 Rue Prosper Legoute, An-
tony - Paris, France".





720 Sabatttu Street, Lewiston
Seminars
(Continued from page 1)
Since the January Faculty meet-
ing, the Senior Center Council has
considered how it would adminis-
ter the Seminar assignments, should
the Faculty approve the recommen-
dation that the second Seminar be
made optional rather than required.
For the information of the Faculty,
the Council offered the following
plan, subject to modification, but
one which the Council would expect
to follow in administering Senior
Seminars on the proposed new basis.
Registration Method for 1967-68
Senior Seminars
1. Distribute list of Senior Seminars
for both semesters.
2. Each Junior is asked to rate them
preferentially, first through at
least fifth choice, including at
least two Seminars from each
semester among the five. There
is only one rating for the entire
year, however — instead of sep-
arate ratings for each semester,
as in the past.
3. Each Junior is asked for a state-
ment as to whether he would
prefer a second seminar or a
course. If he elects only one.
Seminar, he can also state his
reason for preferring the fall or
the spring semester.
4. Assignment of as many Juniors
as possible to first choice Semi-
nars. Number who can have first
or second choice assignments will
depend upon the spread of
choices and the relative attrac-
tiveness of first and second se-
mester Seminars.
5. A week for adjustment of the
assignments. .Juniors free to
come in to discuss their assign-
ments. Some may prefer to
ond Seminar to a course, or vice
change their option, from a sec-
vcrsa.
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u W to, a, good, start with a pair of
With three cbr%ecutive "new y£ar weekend at CurUs Pool, and Coach victorie?> oVcr Vermont and M.I.T.,
.
victories oyer Trinity, UConn, and Charlie Butts crew again played *nd a .«inslc.'I<K» -^ UJ«'Ji, enter-
Ulitass, Bowdoin's varsity swimmers the .role of ejant-killers. Almost tak%-#*e Celby^Mulesfthis Eatur--
htfv'rfajse'd' their overall record
'/& the entire team remained' at Bow^ , ^."t1 PJ"*
3-2. *Tffij-*most satisfying triumph dcin for five hours of practice a day Ths Polar Bears - whi - e lacking
by far was registered before exams during semester "break," and the » dePth - nave somfi outstanding in-
results of the hard work were evi- dividua' stars. Skip Smith set a
dent in the sub-par performances n:w B"ydsin pole vaultL record_i^
against UConn.
The Huskies, one of the favorites
for the New England cyown, entered
the meet undefeated in New Eng-
land competition, but the Polar
Bears were not impressed and carv-
ed out a 48-47 win before a capacity
crowd at the new pool in Storrs. An
all-around team effort proved to be
the key factor, since the final score
was ultimately determined by sec-
ond and third places, rather than
first place finishes.
Rick Spencer, Paul McArthur, co-
captain Pete Stackpole, and Marc
Williams provided the White with
a first in the 400 medley relay,
which was followed by the victories
of JOhn Samp in the 50 freestyle,
Neal Caruso in the 3-meter diving,
Rick Spencer in the 200 backstroke,
and Paul McArthur in the 200
breaststroke.
John Ryan churned to two vital
second places in the 200 individual
medley and the 200 breaststroke,
which gave Bowdoin the final 3
points of the 48 needed for a win.i
Other seconds were produced by
Jim LeBlanc in the diving, co-
captain Mike Ridgeway in the 100
freestyle, Ed Finsilver in the 500
freestyle, and Stackpole in the 203
butterfly.
The individual performances were
undoubtedly the finest of the sea-
son, and the tankers gained their
reward from the final outcome:
Bcwdoin 48, UConn 47.
UMass was the* opponent last
against the Redmen. However, the
most important part of the season
is yet to come, and the recent over-
training should bring its own re-
wards in future meets.
Against UMass, the Bowdoin
men were able to score at ease, with
a few exceptions. Both the medley
and freestyle relay teams won eas-
ily, and the White swept 3 other
events. Ed Finsilver was the only
double winner for the home team,
notching firsts in the 200 and 500
freestyle events. Bob Asquith of
UMass did the same in the individ-
ual medley and the 2C3 backstroke.
The final score: Bowdoin 58, UMass
37.
Individual results:
400 Medley Relay— l. Bowdoin (Spencer.
McArthur, Stackpole KidneWay). ."i:.'i«..".
200 Freestyle
— I. Finsilver (B); '.'. Staples
i HI: 3. Morton (UM). 1:58
50 Freestyle— I. Noujik lUMt; '_'. Sump
(H) : :i. 'Scharer (ID. 2:!.H
21ft Individual Medley— 1. Asquith (UM);
•1. Lennon iLIM); ;s. Ryan (B). 2:15.5
Diving—1. L.HLnu- (ID; 2. Larson (UM);
;< r'nriimi \K) . Winning l„ t 1 . 1
—
T-V-*<<
200 Butterfly— 1. tfttukpolt: iH): 2. Spencer
(ID : lb Uvy (UM). 2:ll.(i
100 Freestyle— 1. Ridireway (H); 2. Morton
. lUM) ; 3. Wyser (UM)- *f.3
200 Backstroke— 1. Asquith (UM) ; 2. No-
wnk (UM) : :!. Seaimtvo (K). 2:15. il
500 Freestyle— 1. Finsilver IB): 2. Wil-
liams (H); :S. Cassis (UM). 5:37.4
200 Breastitrnke— 1. I.ennon (UM) ; 2.
McArthur I Hit :i. Severn (UM). 2:30.1
400 Freestyle Hclay— I. Bowdoin (Samp.
Taylor. Staples. Scharer). :i:3C..7
Possibly the best meet of the
year will take place this. Saturday
at 2 p.m. Wesleyan will be the
Winter's opponent at Curtis Pool,
and the powerful Cardinals should
provide the White with their stern-
est test to date.
Freshman Five Drop Tight
Decisions Jo Colby, Exeter
The Bowdoin Frosh Basketball
team took it on the chin for the
second straight time Wednesday af-
ternoon. This time it was Exeter
who nipped the Cubs at the wire,
76-72, in a contest that was marked
by roughness. Apparently the ref-
ereeing left much to be desired as
Bowdoin was called for two tech-
nical fouls; 35 fouls were called
against the visitors, 25 against Exe-
ter. As a result the Cubs were out-
scored 34-18 at the free throw line,
although they scored a 27-21 margin
from the field. Five Cubs left the
game via the foul route.
Playing the prep school, four 10
minute quarters, the game was tied
54 apiece at the end of three, but
v.
the fouls continually hurt the visit-
ors until Coach Coombs lost four of
his starters. Never giving up, Bow-
doin hung in there till the end
when a key bucket and two free
throws by Jeff Prado. his only
points of the afternoon, enabled
Exeter to walk off with the victory
John Landolf led the Exeter scor-
ers with 22, followed by Dick Wheel-
ed with 17, and Bill Dyer and Har-
vey Clark with 14 apiece.
For the losing Cubs, Chip Miller
again topped ttie scoring with 28
markers before exiting because of
fouls. Miller was followed by Bob
Sweeney with 19 and Fred Buckley
*'itn 17. .
,
In the preliminary to the varsity
tilt. Fiidiiy n:ght. the Polar Cubs
dropped a last second decision, 73-
71. to the Colby Frosh. The home
forces had a five point lead as late
as the final three minutes but a
couple of turnovers and missed foul
shots enabled Colby to tie it up and
go ahead 71-69 with less than half
a minute to play. But Bob Sweeney
tapped one in for the Cubs to tie it
with 10 seconds remaining and Col-
by quickly called time out. Obviously
planning some game-winning strate-
gy, the young Mules came up with
a bizarre move that won the game.
Catching the Bowdoin defense un-
aware the two forwards broke to-
ward the backcourt, then whirled
around and sprinted toward the
asket. A full court heave was
perfectly placed to Marshall Todd
beyond the reach of the trailing
Cub defenders Tod took a couple
of dribbles, stopped, and sank the
short jumper to bring home the
victory for the Mules, their ninth
out of ten games. The Cubs have
won four while losing two — both
to Colby.
High scorer in the game was
Bjwdoin's Dick Miller with 25; he
was followed by Fred Buckley with
14. Sweeney and Ghip Dewar, each
with 12 For the victorious Mules,
Dworkin netted 22, Begie 14, Todd
12, and Bunting 10 to round out
the sewing m double figures.
the most recent meet with an out-
standing leap of 13' 7%". Roger
Best and Frank Cabasteanski, Jr.,
provide Bowdoin with strength in
the 35 lb. weight and shot put, re-
spectively. Rod Tulonen runs the
mile and the two mile and is a
consistent point-getter in both
events. Pete Hardy and Tom Alien
make the G30 and 1030 Bowdoin's
strongest cv?r-all events. Two
newcomers to the squad, Dick
Paulding and Dave Goodof, pro-
vide added depth in running
events. Tim Rogers and Bruce Bur-
ton do a fine job in the dash as
does Ken Ballinger in the hurdles.
The Bowdoin freshmen, who lack
depth at all positions, have not won
a match so far. Ken Cuneo has
b3en the team's outstanding per-
former this season, and leads the




*# Weight Throw — |.
2. I Osborne iMITl: :;






Hi»h Jump- 1, Ait Von Wnldliiiris (MIT)
:
1. MacDona ld (ll) : :!. Sahastcamki (II).
and Ojrryoxiak (MIT) (tic). .V10"
I.«nif Jump— 1. Frank Sabastcanski ' (B) :
;-'•, Wheeltr (MIT); 3. Randall ill).
Vest
Burton (ID
Shot Put— 1. Charlie Hews (B)
(B): 3. Windeler (B). 46*11**
Pole Vault— 1. Steve Sydoi iak (MIT)- 2
Smith ill): ». Schroe.Ur (MIT). IS'fi"
(Mctt Record)
One-Mil- Run— I. Stan K.i7ulek I MIT);
2. Tnlonn (ID; 3. Vank.iskas (MIT).
4:29.3 (Meet Re ord)
Dash— 1. Tim Roarers (R):
-i MclooJ (MIT). 4.H-
CliU— l. Pete Hardy IB): 2. Allen (B):
:. tXmluii i MIT)', l :i t.T
Hi ell Hurdles— 1. Ken Ballinger (It): 2.
MncDnn.ild (ID; X. Mohnkern (ID. i.l
!.«« Hurdles— I Doiil- Ma<l)onald (HI-
2,. Ballin-u- (B); 3. Mohnkern (B|,»*.!l
Two Mile—1 Stan Kazuhek (MIT): 2.
tfstffT (MIT): 3. Tubmen (ID. (i:.Vii.7
1OOO—I. |!ol, hai-man (MIT): 2. Hardy
Najarian (MIT). 2:21.7
I. Pmvdoin il'iirri. Rc.-d.
12.2
.III
Oiie-M ; |e Relay
Randall. Allen)
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EIGHME Cited By E.CA.C.
Prank Eighme of Barrington, R.I
,
-an—outstandings forward on tlie
Bowdoin College varsity basketball
team, was. selected Wednesday to
the weekly Eastern College Athletic
Conference (ECAC) Division III
All-East team.
Eighme, a 6-1 senior, was named
to the squad/for his excellent per-
formances in Bowdoin's two bas-
ketball games last week.
In those two games, against pow-
erful teams frcm the University of
Maine and Springfield College,
Eighme was Bowdoin's highest scor-
er and second leading rebounder.
He accounted for a total of 49 points
and was credited with 24 rebounds
whi'e giving a fine exhibition of
pressure shooting as he connected on
19 of his 33 field goal tries. In both
contests he was operating against
Ray Bicknell, Bowdoin's varsity
basketball .coach, described Eighme
as one of his key players. "His
moves around the basket are equal
to those of any player I have ever
coached," said Bicknell, who served
as basketball coach of the National
Team of Egypt for the 1956 Olym-
pics.
In Bowdoin's 12 games to date,
Eighme has led the squad with
a .463 field goal percentage on the
basis of 76 baskets out of 162 at-
tempts. He has also scored on 51
of his 81 foul shots for a free throw
percentage of .629, and he is sec-
only only to 6-5 center John Mac-
kenzie of South Byfield, Mass., in
the total rebounds department.
Eighme leads the Polar Bears with
an average of 17 points per game,
much taller opponents.
toe Gift Works Many Wondei
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Dial 784-5775 or 782-MM
VALIANT • PLYMOUTH
CHRY8LE* • IMPERIAL
S-T«m aa4 S4.MI UiU GtortttM
— GUARANTEED USED CABS —
Excellent Service on All
10% Off ob AO Service Was*
to Bowdoin-Afftll&t«d People
L*i us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kindi of printing for Bowdoin men can show you ahort
cuts i*% time and aave you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY rX)RMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Pan] K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
PAGE TWELVE THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Bears Six Wins Two of Three* Info^nal Squash
Hpst M.I.T. in Winters Clash Prospect^ High
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10. 1967
ii
Since the last edition of the Oqgnt
before intersession, the Bears' have
skat§d to two victorie^against' one
setback. In two ,of the,lr most imc
pressive showpig| tojlaterthe Bears'
downed Providence^and Williams
before" bowing to Northeastern on
Wednesday. In so doing the Black
and White leveled its record at 4
and 4 in Section n play, while the
overall mark becomes 5-8.
Against Providence, January 10,
in one of their finest team efforts
of the season, the Bears delighted
a Saturday night crowd at the are-
na by downing the Friars, 4-1. Tom
Sides sparked the Bowdoin attack,
KEN MARTIN
figuring in all four goals, while
Dave Macomber was impressive in
the nets and registered 34 saves.
The Bears were on the offensive
at the outset and found the range
early in the contest. Sophomore
standout Ken Martin dug the puck
cut of the corner to the left of
Providence goalie Frank Trudeau
ana, his centering pass was tipped
in by Doug Brown at 2:41. Sides
also picked up an assist on the
score, as he did minutes later, tak-
ing a pass from defenseman Phil-
Coupe and hitting Martin on the
right side. "Nuk" streaked past
the defense and flipped a back-
hander in the upper left corner at
6:10. The second line kept the
pressure on and nearly scored again
on two occasions, as Trudeau had
trouble smothering the puck.
The Friars came right back near
the, midway point, dominating the
action but unable to find the mark,
as the Bowdoin defense covered up
well on many scrambles right out
in front. Co-captain Steve Wales
centering the first line for the
Black, got things going with a blis-
tering 15 foot slap shot on a semi-
breakaway, but was thwarted by a
fantastic Trudeau save. After a
line change, Sides stole the puck
at the Providence blue line and
drew a Friar penalty at 8:19, as he
broke down the right side. Brown
split the defense on the ensuing
power play but couldn't put it home.
Providence bad trouble clearing .the
puck in the closing minutes, as the
Bowdoin first "ne was forechecking
well. Defenseman Ed Ross hit the
post cfi
-a* screen '"with two minutes-
left, and Sides nearly put in the
rebound.
Tempers flared behind the Bow-
doin net as the second stanza got
under way, and Bob Pfeiffer was
-sent off at 26 a'ong with the
Friar's Ron Martel, for highstick- 1*
ing. The Bears' passing was sloppy
at the start of the period, and
goalie Macomber was equal to sev-
eral Providence rushes, once stop-
ping a two-on-one break. Wales
again picked up the pace for the
Bears, taking a cross-ice pass at
the Providence blue line and draw-
ing a charging penalty at 6:25 as
he broke in. The closest the B's
came to making good on the power
play was a Martin breakaway down
the left lane, but Trudeau was
equal to the occasion.
It was Martin who came close
again, this time with seven minutes
left, as "Nuk" split the defense for
a clean shot on goal. Trudeau re-
fused, to commit himself and made
a fine body save. The Bears kept
the heat on, as Wales was denied
once more with three minutes left
in the period. Bowdoin finally
found the target with 1:40 remain-
ing, as Frank Morgan picked up a
Brown pass on the left side and
fired across the goalmouth^-with
Sides tipping it in to make it 3-0.
The Friars were on the attack
early in the last period, as Coupe
was called for cross-checking after
eleven seconds of play. Providence
peppered the Bowdoin net for five
shots during the power play, but
Macomber withstood the pressure.
With the teams again at equal
strength, the Bears' passes began
to c.'ick. Timmy Brooks nearly
banged one in from the left side
and Sides came close on the re-
bound. Sides split the defense mo-
ments later and let fly with a slap-
psr from ten feet, but Trudeau
made the stop again.
Providence got on the score-
board at 5:31, following a Bowdoin
defensive lapse. Junior forward
Dan Griffin stole the puck in the
corner to Macombers left, slipped
past two defensemen, and skated
right to the crease before lodging
the disc in the upper left corner.
Coach Watson sent out the sec-
ond line for a face off at 8:22 and
the Brown-Martin-Sides trio re-
sponded moments later with anoth-
er counter to make it 4-1. Sides
made it two goals on top of two
assists as he stole the puck in
center ice and slipped a 30 footer
into the lower right corner.
Last Saturday the Bears traveled
to Williamstown and blanked "the
Ephmen 4-0 on outdoor ice. The
Williams sextet had routed Colby
A. new athletic interest is emerg-
ing on Bowdoin's campus."With the
constrj|ction of eleven squash courts
'Jn^tjhe new gymnasium last year,
Herbert kL Coursen, Jr. organized
' Bowdoin's informal squash team. To
date, the team has competed against
such well-renowned squads as those
of Harvard, M.I.T., Amherst, and
Williams. Although faring second
best in each of these tough com-
petitions, Bowdoin's team has
shown notable improvement in each
successive match. To augment stu-
dent interest in this fast-growing
sport on campus, Bowdoin has host-
ed exhibition matches such as last
year's performance by Harvard's
squash coach and his team captain.
This year the college is hosting Mr.
Henri Salaun, four times National
singles squash champ, in an excit-
ing exhibition match on February
15 at 3:00.
With a record number of over
forty students participating in the
program this year, Mr. Coursen looks
forward to establishing a seasoned,
formal varsity team. Although
t such
a build-up will take a long time, it
seems almost an inevitable end in
view of the rapidly growing pop-
ularity of squash at Bowdoin.
Cagers Whomp W.P.I *98-83
68-56
9-3 the previous night but was un-
able to find the range against Sid
Watson's club. Macomber again
sparkled in the nets, chalking up 25
saves.
Although the first forty minutes
were contested evenly Bowdoin's
first and second lines were each
able to beat goalie Stableton. At
4:37 of the first period, Brown
tipped in a pass across the crease
on assists from Martin and Sides.
At 15.18 of the second period, Bob
McGuirk dug out the puck in the
corner and slipped it out to Wales,
who rammed it home from the left
point.
Bowdoin controlled the action in.
the third period, as the Ephmen
were clipped with three penalties.
Martin made it 3-0 with his tenth
goal of the season at the two min-
ute mark, as Brown picked up the
puck behind the Williams cage and
fed it out in front. "Nuk" has al-
so racked up twelve assists on the
year for a total of 22 points.
With four minutes left and two
Ephmen in the penalty box, Tim
Sullivan picked up a Brooks pass
and let fly from ten feet, with An-
dy Cornelia following on the re-
bound to make it 4-0.
The Huskies of Northeastern
played host to the Bears Wednes-
day night and, with five Canadians
skating on their starting squad,
dumped the Bears, 6-0. The game
was loosely played for the most
part, but the Huskies were able to
outmaneuver the Bears in front,
poking in rebounds and deflections.
Led by,, the, snapshooting of Frank Eighme and the rebounding
of iWin MacKenzie,' the Bowdoin Polar Bears easily disposed of a
scrappy Worcester Polytechnic Institute' quintet, 98-83, hj the new
Bowdoin gym last Friday night. Th« outcome was^arcely in doubt
after the opening minutes of the second half as the Bowdoin lead
soared to a twenty point margin, allowing Coach Ray Bicknell to
substitute freely.
—T-Eghme,
; high for the Black and
White with 22 points, was hot from
the outside but also scored well by
outrebounding taller opponents.
Sophomore MacKenzie was im-
mense, particularly in the first half,
blocking shots,
. controlling the
boards, and hitting from in close
enroute to a 21 point effort. Class-
mate Bobo McParland played his
usual flashy game, driving through
the middle to score on fantastic,
off-balance lay-ups. Although "Bo"
was cold from outside he still came
through with 15 markers" Junior
Bob Patterson, returning from a
shoulder injury, was heavily taped
but saw plenty of action and hit
for seven, while defensive honors
again go to Mike Princi who hound-
ed his man all night and made a
couple of fine steals.
.
Kevin Sullivan, with 28, and Bob
Pleines, with 16, were the only
consistent scorers for the WPI five,
who had trouble containing the
Bowdoin offensive thrusts.
Tech started out like it was go-
ing to run the home team right off-
their court, as it shot out to an
8-2 lead, but the Bears were nqj
flustered and, with Eighme shoot-
ing, MacKenzie rebounding, and
McFarland handling the ball, they
recovered to hold a 55-46 halftime
bulge.
The Bears picked up where they
left off in the second half by
quickly extending their lead past
the 20 mark, as MacKenzie led the
charge. Bicknell's reserves played
the last eleven minutes of the
game, and, with tremendous sup-
port from the crowd, maintained
the huge lead. Favorites of the
night Glen Libby, Dickie Downes,
and Elliott Hacker were urged on
by the unusually exuberant fans.
At one point, it appeared that one
of the referees was in danger, as
he accused Libby of a violation di-





























































One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PUNT
69-73 MAINE STREET
TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
THESE NAMES All
SELECTED FOB FREE
PLAIN PIZZAS AT MARIO-8
Score at halftime: Bowdoin 55. W.P.I. «
n„* f°
rihe firSt time this season the Bowdoin Basketball Bears
Co bTu eesr tV'T^ VhIy handi,y °UtC,aSSed the h^
Smith was a standout in all de-
partments and hit a seasonal high
of 13 points, while Greeny had nine.
The real sparkplug of the game,
however, was Bo McFarland, who
again put on a fantastic display of
ball control and shooting. Despite
a cold first half, Bo led the Bears
in scoring with 20. Junior Bob
Patterson played his usual steady
game, hitting for 14.
Colby, now 1-14 on the year, just
did not have the talent, but guard
A!ex Palmer was deadly from the
outside and led all scorers with 23
points, followed by teammate Pete
Haigis with 10.
Action in the first half was slow,
with the lead seesawing back and
forth. No one was hot for the
Bears, but the rebounding of John
MacKenzie and the all around
hustle of Dick Smith gave the Black
and White a modest 29-25 edge at
intermission.
Patterson caught fire to start the
second half, but Colby gamely hung
in there until McParland took
charge. Leading the fast break,
which had been conspicuously ab-
sent throughout the opening 20
minutes, McFarland dazzled the
crowd with his passing, dribbling,
driving, and outside shooting. Be-
fore long Bowdoin had built* up a
10 point lead and they coasted in
from there.
As part of the Winters' Weekend
festivities the Bears' quintet will
host Wesleyan at 3:00, in an at-
























Total* 25 18 681 Totals
Score at halftime: Bowdoin 29.
ENJOY OUR
FROSTOP ROOT BEER
"Whatever happens in Red China,
it is certain that once more the
touted experts have fallen on their
silly races. For a decade they have
been telling us that Chinese Com-
munism was here to stay iorever,
that the Chinese people fully sup-
ported the regime, etc. These have
been the arguments on which they
based the proposal lor admitting the
Peking government to the UN. The
I- lacade drops and
J
For a free copy of the
I current issue of NA-
' derelict " T,°NAl REVIEW, write
Hto Depr.. CP8, 150 E.
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Dekes Railroad Winter's Award
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GOVERNING BOARDS TABLE







R. James Russell '68, current
president of the Bowdoin chap-
ter of Sigma Nu feels that the
Governing Boards' action on
the recommendation by the
faculty to withdraw recognition




selves to work for elimination
of national discriminatory
clauses.
While the- Bowdoin chapter
has no plans at present to con-
tinue its efforts to in this area,
Russell added that the chapter
would make greater efforts to
take advantage of regional.and
local meetings of the fraternity
'
to influence striking of the
discriminatory clauses from
the bylaws of the national Sig-
ma Nu organization.
Brown Attributes Poor Grades
To Attitudes Formed Each Fall
by Nathaniel B. Harrison
Dean of Students Jerry Brov/n in an interview this week ex-
pressed concern for the grading situation at Bowdoin as represented
in the survey published in the Orirnl last week. Dean Brown attributed
tJ^mmparatLveJad^^
It is true, he said, that professors are not giving enough A's and B's
but it is equally true that students, are not earning their share of
honor grades.
He feels that the root of the problem lies in the experiences of
'
~
freshmen during their first six weeks on campus. The influences of a Availahlp F^TllltV TimP Tccil*>new environment, new companions, and the ordeal of fraternity dllflU,C X O^UII IIIIIC ISSUC
rituals make it essential .that a freshman, conform to the conduct T ^ ~
^rSo^S^Sra,'''y;i"ch^,ormi,yfeM In Free Seminar Plan Success
Dean Brown has observed highly motivated freshmen who, besot
Along with his predecessdi~
Donald Ferro '68, Russell is
optimistic concerning action on
R, James Kussell
this matter in the 1968 con-
vention. The closeness of the
vote, four votes short of a two-
thirds majority heeded to pass
the motion removing the con-
troversial clauses, in WW, in-
dicates the trend in feeling
within the fraternity, he
thinks.
As to what would be the
Bowdoin chapter's position
should these efforts prove fruit~
less in '68, Russell did not care
to speculate.
NationalM(>etsIn*68
h Michael F. Rice
The Governing Boards have ta-
bled a recommendation by the fac-
ulty made last October that rec-
ognition be withdrawn from the
local chapter of Sigma Nu as a
national fraternity. This, in effect,
will give Sigma Nu another chance
to purge its by-laws of discrimina-
tory c'auses at its 1968 national
convention.
According to William D. Ireland
Vice President of the Board of
Trustees, the feeling of the Boards
was that this would allow the
students themselves to work to-
wards the removal ot these by-
laws, rather than seventies by -ad-
ministrative decision. \
At the last national meeting of
the fraternity, a vote to eliminate
the clauses in question came with-
in four votes of a two-thirds nta-
by numerous social pressures/receive poor grades during these first
six weeks, and, consequently, begin to think of themselves as only C
students. Such a self-conception results in a decline of effort to theC level or below. Dean Brown said that this passive acceptance of theC angers professors whose only alternative is to punish those who
do not try by giving them C's.
The blame for this situation, he said, does not rest entirely with
students. "Colleges have traditionally been concerned with faculties
and facilities,, and not the impact of faculties and facilities." He said
that responsible action should be taken, by students and professors
to relieve fraternity pressures on incoming freshmen. Such action, he
feels, must be conducted in an atmosphere of frankness and objec-
tivity.
One final factor of the problem has to do with attitudes of fresh-
men before they become involved with the academic life of Bowdoin.
Dean Brown said that tests given to members of the class of 1970
indicated that a substantial proportion of these students wanted to be




~ Ml K KITH .tjT~t?"AKD?50K" '
Various fjtajMynnembers have presented divergent views on
the proposed Free Seminar Program. The major issue appears to
be whether professors at Bowdoin have the time to devote to such
extra-curricular activities. Professor
.Myron Jeppesen of the
Fhyflica Department fcfls lhjit any wmllUtf* hv could offer in his
field would contain information already available in courses
offered by his department. In a Professor Reginald Hannaford of
jority~need(>dr La st October , when
the faculty made its original rec-
ommendation. President Donald G
Ferro of the local chapter stated
that the "De'ta Psi chapter ha =
been a leader against the restric-
tive clause for many years" and ex-
pressed confidence that the clause
will be abolished in 1968.
As of now. the Delta Psi chap-
(Continued on page 8i
conrict between extra duties to the
seminar and his commitments to
the curricular, he stated, the cur-
riculum must come first. Still, he
"likes to see students interested in
intellectual matters," although he
feels students, as well as profes-
sors, lack the available time for
such a program.
Prof. Howell To Head History Dept:
Helmreich Continues Teaching Position
the English Department, while
recognizing the need for and the
possibilities of, free seminars, also
lacks the time for such a pursuit.
Though he thinks "it would be a
mistake for them to be faculty-
dominated," the pressure of his
academic commitments prevents
him from involving himself in the
program.
Professor A. Myrick Freeman
of the Economics Department,
(Continued on page 8)
Professor Roger Howell, Jr., will
become Chairman of the Depart-
ment of History next July 1. He,
will succeed Professor Ernst C.
Helmreich, who is retiring as De-
partment Chairman but who will
continue as a member of the facul-
ty.
Professor Helmreich, a member
of the Bowdoin faculty since 1931,
became Chairman of the Depart-
ment in 1955. and was elected to
the chair of Thomas Brackett Reed
Professor of History and Political
Science in 1959.
President Coles expressed to
Professor Helmreich "the gratitude
of the College and my own per-
sonal appreciation for the splendid
work you, have done as Chairman
of the Department over the years.
Your contribution to the program
of the College has been immeas-
urable, and I thank you for your
leadership in developing a strong
and outstanding department."
Professor Helmreich. a widely
.known authority on Central-East-
ern European history, is co-author
of the third edition of "Twentieth
Century Europe," recently publish-
ed by Alfred A. Knopf and used as
a text in colleges and universities
throughout the nation.
Professor Helmreich holds A.B.
and A.M. degrees from the Uni-
versity of Illinois, and A.M. and
Ph.D. degrees from Harvard Uni-
Itoger Howell, Jr.
versity. Before joining the Bow-
doin faculty he taught at Purdue
University and Radcliffe College,
and he^ has also taught at the
Fletcmer School of Law and Dip-
lomacy.
Professor Howell, a 1958 summa
cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Bowdoin and later a
Rhodes Scholar, joined the fac-
ulty of his alma mater in 1964 as
an Assistant Professor of History
and Government. He was pro-
moted to the rank of Associate
Professor last year.
After receiving his A.B. degree
at Bowdoin, Professor Howell
studied as a Rhodes Scho'ar at St.
John's College, Oxford University,
England, from 1958 to 1960. He
spent the 1960-61 academic year
as a Junior Instructor in History
at The Johns Hopkins University
and returned to Oxford in 1961.
Professor Howell is currently
conducting a senior seminar on
"Crowd, Class and Political Pro-
test in Modern Britain" as part of
Bowdoin's Senior Center Program.
He was appointed last March to
membership on the special facul-
ty committee which is studying the
feasibility and desirability of es-
tablishing "a small but excellent"
Bowdoin graduate program at the
Ph.D. level in arts and sciences.
See Howell Focus Article
* On Page 5
To Bowdoin Students:
It is the pol'cy of the Col-
lege to announce changes in
fees as far in advance as pos-
sible so that students and par-
ents may have adequate time
to make their own necessary
plans.
Effective with the academic
year beginning in September
1967, the rate for room rent
will be $225 per semester, and
for board $300 per semester.
This increase in room ^wid
board has been determined to
be necessary after consu'ta-
tion with the several fraterni-
ties, which are having difficul-
ty in meeting operating costs
at the present level of charges,
corresponding to the experi-
ence of the College itself.
Please do not hesitate to.
write me should you have any









It would be difficult, in view oi
the Bowdoin campus experience,
to believe that such groups as the
Young Americans for Freedom and
the Students fcr a Democratic So-
ciety could agree on anything.
Neverthe'ess, on February 5 at a
Washington conference sponsored
by Moderator Magazine, YAF and
the SE>S along with thirteen other
student organizations drafted a
policy statement sharply opposing
the present draft system.
The conference agreed that the
present system is inconsistent with
,|he ideals cf democratic govern-
ment, and urged alternatives to the
present Selective Service.
"the present draft system with
its inherent injustices is incom-
patible with the traditional
American principles of individu
al freedom within a democratic
society, and; that for this rea-
son the draft should be eliminat-
ed.
"An urgent need exists within
our society for young people to
become involved in the elimina-
tion of such social il's as ignor-
ance, poverty, racial discrimina-
tion, and war."
The present system of "selective
service" arose, strangely enough,
from an early post-war measure
to provide for universal military
training. The rising draft call de-
veloping from the Vietnam con-
flict has focused criticism on wha*
is alleged to be inequalities in thr
Selective Service, primarily student
deferments. Some quarters have
argued that such deferments are
(Continued on page 8)















went back to college.
And not just for the
football games.
We'd like to clear up what appears to be a
misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for Cliche Nuts & Bolts.
That idea is groundless.
We can't speak for Cliche, but we can
for ourselves—Western Electric, the man-
ufacturing and supply unit of the Bell Sys-
tem. 6 out of 1 college graduates who have
joined us over the past 1 years, for exam-
ple, have continued their higher education.
How're these for openers:
W.E.'s Tuition Refund Plan lets em-
ployees pursue degrees while work-
ing for us. Over 6 thousand have at-
tended schools in 41 states under
this plan. We refund more Chan $1
million in tuition costs to employees
a year.
To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direc-
tion of Lehigh University, is con-
ducted at our Engineering Research
Center in Princeton, N. J. Selected
employees are sent there from all
over the country for a year's concen-
trated study leading to a master's
degree.
You get the idea. We're for more learn-
ing in our business. After all, Western
Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equip-
ment. And the Bell telephone network will
need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.
The state of the art, never static, is where
the action is.
At Western Electric, what's happening
is the excitement and satisfaction of con-
tinued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree
you're aiming for, check us out. And grab
a piece of the action.
® Western ElectricMANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
Jonathan X. St. Star/is the new* Prelfdent oT Masque.and.Gm13,
BowdofiFCollege's dramaWWs'ociety.
New Secretary is Chariest.- Head '68-.
Ronald J. Mikulak '69 is Business Manager,
(
'
Publicity Manager is JudsSnt).' Smith 'fit).
.-;*,'GPorpe R. NTfOiolis '8» is Senioi* MeiMhef at Large. , * '
Junior Member at Large is John L. Isaacs '68.




Two Bowdoin debaters won second place in an open tournament
held at Swarthmore College oyer the weekend. __
Gary B. Roberts '68 and George S. Isaacson 70 wore celled out
of top honors by debaters from Case Institute of Technology. Prince-
ton University was third.
Roberts was awarded a trophy as third best speaker of the
tournament and Isaacson placed sixth of all speakers in the contest.
The Bowdoin team won four of its five matches.
*
»".;'• * * *
The Senior Center will sponsor an address by Edward C. Hinc-
kley, Maine Commissioner of Indian Affairs, at 8:15 p.m. Monday
(Feb. 20) in Piekard Theater, Memorial Hall, on the Bowdoin campus.
Mr. Hinckley will discuss "Maine Indian Affairs" and the public-
is cordially invited to attend.
* $ . * # * ^
Judges have selected the three best student-written one-act plays
and tryouts for the productions will be held Monday (Feb. 20) from
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. in the Bowdoin College Experimental Theater.
Professor Richard Hornby, Bowdcin's Director of Dramatics, said
the three plays for the 32nd annual contest will be produced by the^
Masque and Gcwn in. the Experimental Theater March 17-18.
Student playwrights and their works are:
Theophilus Parsons, Jr. '69, "Babylon Revisited"; Charles N. Head
'68, "That Evening Sufi Go Down"; and Thomas W. Roulston '68,
"Morning, Noon, and Night."
The winning playwright will receive the Masque and Gown's
coveted "Oscar," a woodcarving statuette of a medieval actor which
was a gift to the College by the late poet and editor Harold T. Pul-
sifer of Harpswell, Maine.
Judging the scripts were Professors James D. Redwine, Jr.. and
Herbert R. Coursen, Jr., and Instructor Robert Friend, III, all mem-
bers of Bowdoin's English Department.
* * * * *
,
*
The Student Colon all-campus pool tournament will run from
March 6 to March 17. Pool players can register with the game room
supervisor in the Moulton Union up to Friday, March 3. There will be
a 25c entry fee to help pay for the engraving of the champion's name
on the permanent cup and to partially cover cash prizes for the
champion and runner-up.
President James S Coles has announced the-establishmenl "J the
Han. Id Hit/ Burton Student Book Fund in honor and memory of the
late Supreme Court Justice, one cf Bowdoin's most illustrious alumni
The Fund has been established with gifts from members ot the
Bowd-.in Club of Washington, D.C.. and from other friends and a.i-
mirers of Justice Burton.
A part rrt ihe Colleges financial aid program, the income of the
Burton Student Book Fund will be used to. assist Bowdoin under-
graduates in the purchase of books required for their courses.
Established at Bowdoin last year was "The Hattie M. Strong
Foundation Scholarship Fund in Memory of Justice Harold Hit/
Burton." This Fund was established by the Strong Foundation, of
which Justice Mutton was a Trustee for many years.
In 1959, shortly after Mr. Burton's retirement as an Associate
Just.ce oj the Supreme Court, a Harold H. Burton Library Book Fund
was established at Bowdoin by his former law clerks, secretary and
friends.
* * „
The sixth annual Campus Career Conference, sponsored by the
Bowdoin College Alumni Council in cooperation with the Bowdoin
Placement Bureau, will be held, March 5-6.
The annual Campus Career Conference gives undergraduates in
all tour Bowdoin classes an opportunity to discuss possible future
careers with alumni now successfully engaged in different professions,
industries and commerce.
I>r. John. F. Reed '37 of Wethersfield, Conn., President of the
Alumni Council, will preside over the Conference, which has sched-
uled organizational and planning sessions for March 5 and panel dis-
cussions covering nine different topics for the following day.
I ancl discussions on March 6 will cover medicine, law, military
vnice. finance, government service, radio-television-publishing cdu-
''"»» marketing and scientific research.
A coffee hour for undergraduates and alumni participants will I..'
»'<' mmi 4 to « ,,.„,. at lh( . AIlllin|i „ fo| , d b inform!1 idinner at the
.Senior Center.
One of the highlights of the two-day program will be a public
« re by ,{lehard A. Wiley '49 of We.lesley, Mass., an Overseer of
i< 101 ege and a partner in the Boston law firm of Bingham. Dana
* .ould. Mr. Wiley wiII s|M .ak a , g ., 5 ^ ^ fi |n ^ ^^
v t*iin*r.
.,
STl DF.XT COIXCIL MINI TES
•Admissjons: Dmec.or of Admissions Hubert Shaw will hold a torunfnHoud^ns admission policy next Monday at 7:00 p.m. in the
^ Council members are urged to inform other interested
rfvil rights. auSs; IT'"
"nhC qUCS,i°nS COUkl eaSil> in< ' ,l" k>
Interfraternitv sinw ah u
insti.n.i n r u




me sing. The initial response have all been in favor
^"'bv nex^C? S,Wr vvi " !»2 hi * Orientation Repor, reach.
App, ntmei, I
U>V^™>™ in the fraternities.% ;^n H ,liC;,,i"n °f lftS " WWks m^es shows that the
nXe oTi; 1 ames <**#* « ^ «> * Bowdoin Special Com-
im.gran^i ' Homj,,mt
' nl This committee will "develop
terextinll
m ',ui "ng a large number of applicants with in-
•eiestmgl^versined talents "
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Hokanson On Land Buying:
No Specific Use In Sight
YEAH . . . YEAH . . . YEAH ... it is true. The
Student Union Committee announces that Louis
Armstrong (THE SATCHMO, himself) and his
All-Stars will be the featured entertainment at
a super-concert on May 12th, Ivy Weekend.
Mr. Armstrong's cast includes five talented and
experienced musicians, plus an outstanding
female vocalist, and, of course, topped off with
the original and only Louis Armstrong.
Another of those nasty rumors
plaguing the, campus was- stifled
bf a two* minute Interview wfth
Mr. "Wolcott A*. Hokanson, Vice
President for Administration and
Finance. "There is no tie in at
all," Mr. Hokanson replied when
asked if a connection existed be-
tween Bowdoin^ acquisition—of
land around its periphery and the
establishment of a much coveted
sister school.
The present policy of buying
land when the opportunity pre-
sents itself, he continued, had been
set before he came to Bowdoin
fourteen years ago. The purpose
is simply to prevent the . college
from becoming hemmed in by in-
suring that land is available for
necessary additions; the Senior
4*
Center parking lot, for example,
,j^a?T)uilt on land purchased seven
years ago. /Although'. Mr. Hokari-
json cited no exact figures, he made
it clear that' the College has con-
siderable land holdings.
Concluding on a definite note,
Mr. Hokanson reiterated that Bow-
doin has no specific, immediate





BOWDOIN QUEEN AND ESCORT—Judi Wag-
ner, 18, a freshman at the University of Roches-
ter, smiles after being crowned Queen of the
Winter House Party. Her date is John M. Ramis-
tella of Delta Sigma Fraternity. "
y 86 Maine St,
*won*wick
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Only 1 Pac per Freshman
This valuable array of products comes to you with
the compliments of the manufacturers.
One CAMPUS PAC is yours
only while the supply lasts. Exclusively at:
MOULTON UNION
BOOKSTORE
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery J to Rockland










This Program is designed to develop young college
graduates for careers in life insurance sales and
sales management. It provides an initial training
period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a Home
Office School) before moving into full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual op-
portunities for those accepted.
Arrange with the placement office for an inter-
view with:
RICHARD M. BOYD, C.L.U.
Bowdoin '33
Monday — February 20
Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD
ThmBHm Chip Company • Sine* 1 846
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a Nu afid tlrii Boards
*^r
The Governing Boards' tabling of the Faculty recommenda-
tion that official recognition of Sigma Nu be withdrawn poses a
two-pronged question. The original recommendation was based
on the fact the Sigma Nu's national organization had not removed
a discriminatory clause in its by-laws during its last national
convention. —
Thus, in tabling this action, the Boards have in effect stated
that Sigma Nu should have another chance to clear itself na-
tionally, and, at the same time, give the students themselves a
chance to participate actively in encouraging the removal of these
clauses. We concur wholeheartedly with this effort to allow stu-
dents to be responsible for their own affairs. We also feel that the
students are capable of fulfilling these responsibilities.
To look at another viewpoint, however, the faculty has been
concerned with the problem of discrimination in fraternities on a
national and local level for ten years, and feel that this is indeed
an area in which faculty judgment is the legitimate arbiter. Thus,
the Boards' action may seem an undesirable precedent limiting
faculty autonomy. "A test of a precedent, however, is its subse-
quent results, and until such are seen, we must reiterate our
support of student responsibility in the future of Sigma Nu.
> *
The ORIENT welcomes all editorial' correspondence, put will not print unsigned letter?. Under,
extenuating circumstances, a writer's name will be withheld on rSqwest^ Short letters/..will, .be:
printed in preference to long ones, and the editors reserVe the right to 'ediT'letters in context.
Support for FSP
The Free Seminar Program will not solve the problems of
why there are many large lecture classes or of why there is
insufficient manpower to staff a complete two semester program
of Senior Seminars. What is true is that effective interchange of
ideas on an informal basis among members of the college com-
munity can be augmented.
It is this type interaction which could counteract the pres-
sures felt by the relative anonymity of classroom education.
While a good part of the curricular activities at Bowdoin provide
something more than a "sit in class and take note" situation, we
feel there exists strong evidence of lack of informal communica-
tion.
Thus, the reason the FSP deserves support of the faculty
and students is in providing an outlet outside the classroom for
in areas of common, not necessarily academic, interest. Robert
Seibel has not asked the faculty to teach another course, nor the
students to take another. He wishes to encourage seminars in
areas of particular interest, be it the draft, secondary education
or religion in literature. The important thing is that many un-
explored possibilities of common meeting grounds for the Bow-
doin community can and should be exploited.
Liberation for the Bowdoin Man
Bowdoin is"*today facing the need to liberate itself academ-
ically and socially. In turn, we feel that improvement of these
two areas will provide more than their simple sum in reviving
the Bowdoin environment. There are two specific measures which
are presently under consideration which would make positive
contributions towards this end.
One is the pass-fail proposal. This would encourage students
to enter courses in a broad range and provide more opportunities
to achieve a true "liberal" education; in reducing the emphasis
on grades which colors all academic activities at Bowdoin a dull
grey, would alert the student to the need to look at ideas in a
more qualitative, rather than quantitative manner. As this pro-
posal wends its way through the paths of consideration by the
faculty, we bystanders should offer our serious and enthusiastic
encouragement and support.
Secondly, the area of social rules, particularly in the dormi-
tories, is in need of liberation. All arguments concerning how,
when and where liberalization is effected aside, the fact the
College sees itself in loco parentis requires it to recognize its
responsibility to encourage maturation and growth of the total
personality of the student. Thus, while much progress is being
made in academic liberation, the treatment of the student socially
as a near-adult is lagging behind.
Although we see a greater need to communicate proceedings,
the current Student Council-Administration dialogue on the en-
tire problem of the social environment is a valid approach, to the
particular area of social rules.
KERR AND THE REGENTS
To The Editor:
Recently a large amountjsLspace and time has
been devoted by newspapers (including the Bow-
doin Orient) to the dismissal of Dr. Kerr as presi-
dent of the University of California. Numerous
references have been made to "political interfer-
ence," however before accepting these charges it
might be wise to consider the facts.
Dr. Kerr's relations with the Board of Regents
were adversely affected by his handling of the
Berkeley campus disorders of 1964. His relations
deteriorated even further when he announced his
resignation in the spring of 1965. Only by the
intercession of Gov. Brown was he retained. Sub-
sequent events did not improve his relationship.
He had been the subject of several discussions by
the board during the past few years.
Immediately before the now-famous board meet-
ing Dr. Kerr met with Theodore Meyer (chairman
of the board) and Mrs. Dorothy Chandler (board
vice-chairman) telling them he could not carry on
effectively under the existing conditions, and that
if his continuance in office was to be a question in
any Beard meeting in the near future that he
believed the Board should decide definitely one way
or the other. Meyer and Chandler expressed doubts
ever the outcome and asked if he wished to resign.
He said nc—that it was the Board's responsibility
to make the decision:
DELETION DEPLORED
To The Editor:
I must express my aslonishmeirL at youi^unwar-
ranted deletion of the major contents of my letter
last week. On the one hand you castigate the stu-
dents for their lack of acquaintance with and con-
cern for issues outside Bowdoin; yet on the other
hand when someone does show concern for such
questions you have the audacity to delete portions
of their argument without ellipsis as it suits your
fancy.
The possibility that the Orient may someday re-
gain the status of a reputable publication under
responsible direction shall remain a chimera as
long as its eurrent policy strays from the canons
of objective journalism.
James E. Gillen '67
We stand by our policy of editing letters, when
necessary, in context only—The Editors.
When Meyer called for a closed session of the
Board and asked them if they wished to discuss
Kerr, Kerr left the meeting as he said he preferred
to do if he was to be the subject of a discussion.
Kerr had every reason to believe he would re-
ceive a vote of confidence. He knew Superintendent
of Schools Max Rafferty, the one man unalterably
opposed to hirfL would be absent. Ten Brown ap-
pointees were on the Board and Reagan had not
made any behind the scenes effort tc dismiss him.
COMPUTERS SUPPORTED
To The Editor:
Congratulations! You have again demonstrated
the editorial ignorance that has become the hall-
mark of our illustrious campus "paper." The in-
dividual who editorialized on Robert Seibel's Free
Seminar Program is guilty of a gross misrepre-
sentation of the facts of the situation he describes.
I am referring to his not too clever, nor correct,
attempt to create a mood of shocked irony in the
first twe paragraphs. The exaggeration was nei-
ther one of quantity nor quality, but one of the
author presuming to represent—even remotely—
the aspects of a "typical multiversity" he attempts
to ascribe to Bowdoin.
My main objection is to his—and many other
students'—totally uninformed attitude toward the
use of THE COMPUTER in processing student
The motion to dismiss Kerr came from a Brown records. The College is fast realizing that the only'
appointee. Four other Brown appointees voted for efficient method of processing such large amounts
dismissal. Lt. Gov. Finch, a liberal, voted to dis- of material in the short period of time required is
miss him. Mrs. Chandler, also a -liberal, voted to via a computer. To equate Bowdoin's use of the
dismiss him. Mrs. Randolph Hearst, whose news- computer to that of a school like Michigan State
paper chain endorsed Brown over Reagan, voted or any of the other "multiversities" merely indi-
to dismiss him.
Does this sound like "political interference" on
the part of Gov. Reagan? Not really. Rather Kerr
was dismissed because he could not keep order on
the campus. This, and not political infighting, is
why Kerr was dismissed.
G. Christopher Creighton
Michael D. Harmon
Perhaps to the surprise of the writers, we agree
basically with the facts and opinion of this letter.
We feel, however, that it does not account for
the broader issues brought up in the Orient last
week—The Editors.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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THE GRADING QUESTION
To The Editor:
The lead sentence in last week's article con-
cerning the comparative study of grade distribu-
tions at Bowdoin and three other colleges said,
"Bowdoin Professors award significantly fewer A's
and B's than those at Amherst. Williams, and
Trinity." A writer with a different point of view
might have said with equal accuracy. "Bowdoin
students earn significantly fewer A's and B's than
. .
." Both statements are. equally subjective and
equally misleading. Neither has a 'place in an un-
signed news story.
I foun/1 the data interesting and provocative It
reveals the need for further study to identify the
causes. 'of the disparity in so much as is possible.
Are there differences in the training, qualifications,
and attitudes of faculty members among the col-
leges? Are there difference* in the preparation,
motivation, and attitudes of the students? Are
there differences in the scope, content, and diffi-
culty of course offerings?
I hoj>e that Jud Smith and Neil Caruso will con-
sider these and other aspects of the problem in
their continuing study; and I hope that in the fu-
ture the OruiHs reporters will resist the tempta-
tion to slip in editorials in the leads of their
stories.
THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
A. P. Daggett, James P. Granger, John P. Ranahan, Michael F. Rice,
Robert Seibel /
Published when classes are held during the Fall and Spring Semester by the students/
of Bowdoin College. Address editorial communications to the Editor and business and
subscription communications to the Business Manager at the ORIENT, Moulton Union,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me. 04011. Represented for national advertising by the
National Educational Advertising Service, Inc. Entered as second-class postage paid
at the post office at Brunswick, Me. 04011. The subscription rate is five ($5> dollars
for one year.
A. Myrick Freeman III
Dcpt. of Economics -
We goofed. The word "award" was intended in
a completely neutral context. However, wc concur
completely with Prof. Freeman's call for further
investigation of the gTading problem—The Editors.
V
cates the superficiality with which the author has
researched his topic, if in fact he even bothered
to. The only difference between the old method of
issuing grades and transcripts and the new is
merely the time involved and the final format of
the documents. To say that we are now "receiving
grades from a computer" is totally naive. The
computer merely prints the grades the professor
gave you on the basis of your performance in his
class. Those of us who spend many hours per week
working in the Computing Center realize the vast
potentials' of computer processing and resent the
ignorant cries of "large-scale education" by those
who are more interested in hearing themselves
talk than in finding out what they are talking
about.
As for the other arguments supporting the FSP,
they are equally as meaningless in the context
presented as the previously mentioned one. In the
three and a half years that I have been here, I
have had only four courses with more than thirty
people in the classroom. I have never had any
difficulty in talking with professors, both in my
major field and outside it, about both academic
and non-academic matters.
Granted, there are several classes that are too
large and some professors may be hard to^talk to.
The classroom situation can not be remedied by
uninformed complaints but by positive suggestions
requiring significant thought and resr.urh. Noth-
ing can be done about inaccessible professors
they are masters of their own time and will man-
age to spend as much, or as little, time with the
students as they want.
I am not arguing against the FSP as such; but
I ahi opposed to the arguments used in its support
by the Orient editor. Journalistic acrobatics and
unfounded arguments can never justify the need
for such a program. Those professors willing to
participate in the program are those who already
spend as much time as possjbje with interested
students.
The greatest test of the validity of such a pro-
gram is your convincing a professor who has pre-
viously had little extracurricular contact with stu-
dents that this program would benefit Iwith him-
self and the students participating,
Good luck
" Frank J. Taylor '67
4
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- Roger Howell Jr.*
by Alan Kbu>D *•
Photos by Harknett
Prof. Roger" Bjoj&ell explained
some •of the changes envisioned
for the History Dept. It is diffi-
cult Co predict the exact changes
which would be made, but he in-
dicated several changes he would
like to see in the major program
and In the leaching'of'history in
general. The department would
like to reduce the number of
"Traditional History . . . is
oriented to national lenders and
slights social and economic ques-
tions."
courses necessary for a major to
eight, and no longer require stu-
dents to take History 1-2. -Accord-
ing to Howell, "freshmen are well
enough prepared to enter ad-
vanced courses and they may do
better in advanced courses because
of the greater stimulation."
Howell also hopes for more
courses in historical problems. "We
are in an experimental stage,
-
' he
explained. "Problems courses have
been introduced and have receiv-
ed a good response. This ap-
proach to history has "been ex-
panding, and, though we will re-
tain our survey courses, we hope
to give them more of a 'problem'
orientation." He would "also like
to see more students doing inde-










, y, i "
pendent study and' working on
joint major programs.
Howell's ideas reflect what is of-
ten called the 'new' approach to
history. According to him, "Tra-
ditional history often fails to ask
the right questions, It is orient-
ed to national leaders and slights
social and economic questions. A
great deal of what passes for
economic history is closer to
Bureau of Commerce Marxism."
The new approach to history utili-
zes sophisticated techniques from
such fields as sociology, economics,
anthropology, and psychology. It
recognizes the importance of so-
cial classes and does not limit it-
self to studying major institutions
only. "The new history asks new
questions," said Howell. "For ex-
ample, anthropology can be used
to compare witchcraft in Eliza-
bethan England to African witch-
craft. The family is another ex-
ample; it is only recently that any
attempts have been made to study
the importance of family organi-
zation in history. Computers can
a' so be extremely useful for ex-
amining such things as voting pat-
terns."
Two Audiences
However, Howell is very conscious
of the limitations of the interdis-
*
ciplinary approach to history: "Al-
though the new methods show an
awareness that we should use all
techniques which enable us to
better understand the past, the
new history often fails . to meet
the needs of the general reader.
The historian has two audiences,
the public and his colleagues, and
he must write for both." For this
reason Howell believes that the
art of writing serious, popular his:
—
tory .jmust be .developed, among
historians.
Howell would like Bowdoin to
offer courses in non-Western
studies, but he does not feel that
the history department, which is
already understaffed, should dilute
its present program to offer sur-
vey courses in Asian and African
"... History should give stu-
dents proper- methods and means
of Critical thought necessa>\ for
lije."
history. Said Howell, "I would
like to see courses offered in non-
Western studies, but this should
c:me as a coherent program with
several courses leading to advanc-
ed work. This wiil require a spe-
cialist.
'
"We feel some dissatisfaction
with t.ie major program and would
like to reexamine it in the next
few months," said Howell. "The
program should be attractive and
relevant to the students. History
should givj students the proper
methods and means of critical
thought necessary for life. The
techniques and methods a student
learns are more important than
facts. We want to give students
the tools for a lifetime of educa-
tion." <
Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam:
Pathetic Picture Of Sai gon Life
by Howard Moffett
The Collegiate Press Service
SAIGON (CPS)—The sky was overcast. It was
almost noon, time for a mid-day shower. I was
standing on the curb waiting for a pedieab not far
from the intersection of two of Saigon's main
streets, Le Van Duyet and Hong Thap Tu. the
Cercle Sportif was just around the corner.
There didn't seem to be many empty pedicabs.
A little Vietnamese boy came along the dirt path
that served for a sidewalk, but I was watching
the street and didn't notice him at first. When I
turned, he was standing there eyeing me from
about ten feet away.
I guessed he was six or seven. Even standing
on tiptoe he wouldn't have reached quite to my
belt line. He was probably wearing rubber thongs,
I don't remember. I did notice he had on a match-
ing pair of dark blue shorts and shirt, cleaned and
freshly ironed, with some sort of colored emblem
embroidered on the shirt [>ocket. He looked like
he'd just had a haircut. His eyes were dark and
wide, like a six-or-seven-year-old boy's.
While I was' noticing these things, and keeping
half an eye on the traffic in hopes of finding my
pedieab, he was looking at me with a sort of quiz-
zical expression on his face, his eyes downcast. ^
I turned back to the street for a few seconds,
then shifted so that I was facing him again. In
that brief moment, his eyes narrowed slightly and
his little hand shot out in a gesture that means
the same Ihing all over the world: give me some
money. He didn't say a word, and the unsure ex-
pression on his face stayed exactly the same.
Nobody in Saigon would get upset over some-
thing like this. It happens to any American count-
less times every day. The population of Saigon
Can'Danny Kalb and Steve Katz Play
Soul Bliie|?JThe Project Emerges ^
has doubled in the last few years, to almost two
and a half million. Most of these people are ref-
ugees, who left what they owned in the country-
They form a whole new social class which has
been created by the war and is now trying to make
a living off it.
Many of the young girls become prostitutes, or
hostesses in the hundreds of bars that have sprung
up to cater to American GI's. Many of the men
become pimps or money changers or black mar-
keteers. Many of the little boys shine shoes, and
if you tell them no they try to shine them anyway,
or trip you as you go past, since they know you
could easily afford to let them earn a few piastres
if you wanted to. The children who are too small
to earn any money often just keep their hands out,
begging, as long as an American is in sight.
They've learned a few English words, like "Num-
ber one!" or "Number ten!", "Hello, O.K.!" or
" !" People in Saigon are used to it.
But this is different. This little boy was obvious-
ly not of the refugee class. His parents, if they
were typical middle-class Vietnamese, had prob-
ably taught him that only pariahs beg, especially
from Americans. I may have misinterpreted him
of course, but I think that what he was doing in
those brief moments before he put his hand out.
was measuring both of us. He was asking himself
if I was the kind of person who would give him
some money, and he was wondering if he was the
kind of boy who would ask for it.
Only for an instant I became very bitter, then
just sad. When I shook my head with a sort of
plaintive smile, he stuck his hand in his pocket,
, lowered his eyes and began to walk on, again
without a word. He turned briefly after several
steps, saw that I was watching him, and kept go-
ing 1 turned back toward the street, and when I
looked again he had disappeared around a corner
or into the crowd.
by Tom
The Blues Project is "possibly
the most incandescent group in
folk-rook today,'* according to New
York Times critic Robert Shelton.
The band includes such accom-
plished well-known musicians as
Danny Kalb and AL Kooper, plus,
three other extremely talented
performers. The Project's first al-
bum was recorded live at a Green-
wich Vil age nightspot, the Cafe
Au Go Go, on the Verve-Folkways
label. The recording itself suffers
from the difficulty inherent
in attempting to capture the full
effect of amplified instruments
when they are recorded "live" or
in concert.
Reaction to their first record
was however, mixed. Most critics
agreed that the Blues Project in-
deed revealed great individual mu-
sical talent. Using Shelton's de-
scriptions, the "imaginative elec-
tric guitar of Danny Kalb" and
the "volati'e electric piano- of Al
Kooper" combined to produce one
of the better rock sounds on the
market. Yet the major complaint
revolved around the argument that
the band consisted of five talented
soloists, each vying for the lime-
light, thus registering little or no
regard for the total sound pro-^
duced.
The second album, entitled Pro-
jections, is th°n indeed a revela-
tion. The above criticism can now
no longer be considered valid. In
the year following the Live, album,
the Project has succeeded in trans-
forming itself into a cohesive team
in which there is definite concern
for the "sound" produced. Except
Donald
- ^a
in ?are instances, Kalb's guitar' is,*.'' ......
no longer piercing, at meaningless
moments. The rest of the band
does not try tq outshine Andy Kul-
berg when he booms out a bass
solo. In short, the boys have
-learned to play together 4n aman-
—
ner in which a unique expression
is created. j>^C\*~fc?*SiSbwi L*?
Wake Me, Shake Me is Kooper's
arrangement 6i a recent Four
Tops Motown hit. This song
jumps, featuring Kulberg's bass.
Folkie Bob Lind wrote Cheryl's
Going Home and the Project's ver-
sion, though it suffers occasionally
from over-instrumentation, is a
typical folk-rock song. Flute Thing
is the much-heralded song writ-
ten by Kooper and it is creative,
though it does not come off as well
as some might attest. The song is
too long and is at times repetitious.
There is conscious meaning behind
the drum solo and other sections
of the number. One almost finds
himself wishing they would aban-
don the idea of attempting to imi-
tate current jazz groups and get
down to their barely-touched blues
repertoire.
Caress Me Baby, an old blues
by Chicago bluesman Jimmy Reed,
seemingly fills the above request.
Though slightly long, it remains
a masterful interpretation of
Reed's lowdown South Side of
Chicago blues. Fly Away well il-
lustrates Kooper's creative lyric
talent. The words are in line with
the current direct, person-to-per-
son, put-down dialogue which first -.,
hit Top 40 radio in Bob Dylan's
(Continued on page 6)
^
A Letter From Viet Nam
To The Editor:
I recently received a letter from a serviceman
in, Vietnam asking for my help.
The Vietnam War drags on presently, exacting
a specific personal sacrifice from our servicemen.
Regardless of whether we ought to be there, the
nightmare reality is that we are there—and I hope
we unanimously sympathize with the servicemen
who are involved in the struggle.
Invariably performing their duty without ques-
tion, these men cannot enjoy the luxury of asking
why we are there, nor protest the war through
the various fashionable forms of civil disobedience.
These men are there. And whether right or not,
whether we. stand behind the war or not, surely
we must stand behind the men who are carrying
out the instructions of the national government.
Whether we are in reality protecting the right
to self-determination, in this or any other free
society, it is likely that our servicemen believe
that we are, and are fightirtg for just that belief.
And they deserve some tangible appreciation.
Along with the sometime quiet, sometime heroic
sacrifices of our servicemen, I simultaneously wit-
ness the statement of a student at the nearby
University of New Hampshire, President of the
Students for a Democratic Society there. He coun-
sels: "The most important thing for a student
today is to question the government" »
Brilliant.
Instead, I ask that the students and alumni of
Bowdoin write a letter to a serviceman in Vietnam,
one of who has written me:
"Several of the boys do not have anyone to
write to and it gets pretty lonesome out here
without mail. . . . Anyone who would like to write
a serviceman can forward all letters to me and I
will distribute them as they arrive. You have no




USS Enterprise CVAN 65
FPO San Francisco,
California 96601
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Mexican Art Al Union
-
"Impressions of Mexico" is the
theme of works currently on dis-
p)ay in tjhe Gallery Lounge of the
Moultbn Union by .artists Waiiam,
A. and. Stell B. Shevis of Camden,
Maine. The exhibit, which will




Like a Rol'ing Stone.
I Can't Keep From Crying is an
eld tune arranged and adapted by
Kooper and his version moves. This
is a great blues song, in which
Kalb gives us 'a premier example of,
what lead guitar is all about. Kul-
berg's walking, jumping bass lays
down a steady rhythm. . Steve's
Song is a very ingenious selection
written by the rhythm guitarist.
Steve Katz. Featuring imaginative
use of the flute, the song is con-
structed around several "move-
ments," and is a good example of
an ideal blend of electric instru-
ments and a soft vocal in a ballad.
Muddy Waters' Two Trains Run-
ning is not a good song and the
Butterfield band had no more suc-
cess with it than did the Blues
Project.
February, consists of the couple's




.,MJ. their. Jiil crayon on.pav
per method.
, . ,
Among their painted constructions
are "Cholula," impressions of domes
glowing in the sunlight in the town
of Cholula, and "Blue Perspective,"
an abstract impression of a city at
night. The constructions consist of
blocks of wood, cardboard paper and
clay figures painted with the oil
crayon process.
Residents of Maine the past 20
years, both artists studied at the
Massachusetts School of Art and did
free lance designing in Boston and
New York. Their works have been
shown at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, the Metropolitan
Museum, the Brooklyn Museum,
Carnegie Institute, the Museum of
Contemporary Crafts and various
other galleries and colleges through-
out the country.
They own and operate a gallery
and workshop in Camden and also
work in many other mediums and
have produced woodcarvings, em-
broideries, rugs, and woodcuts, as






« Selections from one of this coun-
* try's outstanding collections of Is-
lamic art will be exhibited at the
Museum of Art Feb. 24 through
March 26.
The exhibition, consisting of
items from the collection of Ed-
win Binney, 3rd, of Boston, in-
cludes 60 miniature paintings, and
calligraphic fragments, manuscript
bindings, ceramics and metalwork.
The collection, being circulated
by the Smithsonian Institution,
represents a survey of the develop-
ment of miniature painting from
the 14th to the 19th century and
indicates the close relationship of
the art of the book to other media
of Islamic arts.
Marvin Sadik, Director of the
Museum of Art, said "This is one
cf the most splendid private col-
lections of Islamic art in the Unit-
ed States, and is a particularly
fitting successor to our more spe-
cialized exhibition of similar ma-
terial — 'Painting in British India'
— held here in 1963."
WHEN I WAS STILL IN
COLLEGE I HEARD THAT
WHEN YOU WENT TO WORK
IN A LARGE CORPORATION...
THEY PUT YOU IN -A
TRAINING PROGRAM







WHAT YOU WOULD DO








GENERALTELEPHONE& ELECTRONICS IS DIFFERENT.
' GOTANY IDEAS WE CAN USE?/
CTE
GENERAL TELEl'l IONE & ELECTRONICS
730 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW ¥«RK 10017
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Ramparts Reveals CIA
ubsidy To NSA, '52-'66
During ^he' last wefek Consider-
able publicity has surrounded the
revelation that from 1952 to 1966
the National Student Association,
the largest college student organi-
zation in the country was receiv-
ing financial support from the
Central Intelligence Agency. Coin-
ciding with the State Department's
admission that the student associ-
ation's overseas activities received
substantial aid were reports that
President Johnson had ordered a
halt to all secret financial assis-
tance to such groups. The aid to
NSA was revealed when it was
learned that Ramparts magazine
was preparing an extensive article
about the NSA-CIA financial re-
lationship.
Such governmental assistance
was considered necessary by the
CIA to enable the American stu-
dent organization to compete with
heavily financed wor'dwide Com-
munist student operations. NSA
officials approached the govern-
ment in 1952 and asked for aid, but
the association's leaders for the
last two years have been trying to
terminate the setup, and the sub-
sidy had already been decreased
when the President ordereda com-
plete stop.
The decision was made to keep
the relationship secret from the
start because it was felt that pub-
lic disclosure of such aid would
have made the NSA vulnerable to
propaganda attacks from the Com-
mupist organizations, which admit
no subsidization. This would be
especially true because of the ori-
gin of the funds — the unpopular
CIA. The only -two members of
the student group to know of the
aid throughout the period of as-
Grifkin. -v, * »-,
sistance were flts two top officers.
Officials deny that the subsidy
had any effect on NSA policies or
operational freedom.
Congressional leaders are call-
ing for an immediate investigation
of the whole case, saying that it
represents an uncalled-for exten-
sion of power by a government
agency into an area where it has
no jurisdiction. This is indica-
tive of the discomfort felt at all
levels of both the government and
the NSA. According to James
Reston of the New York Times,
President Johnson in particular
can afford no more criticism on
the nation's campuses, and stu-
dents have a strong aversion to
anything that even hints at gov-
ernmental meddling in their af-
fairs. And the CIA has had its
share of bad publicity in recent
years. Also, former NSA workers
who are now employed in impor-
tant state department positions
are going to suffer some embar-
rassment.
But in all probability it is the
NSA itself that will suffer most.
Although considered to be very
liberal at the least at home, it has
been attacked by leftist student
organizations abroad for being ma-
liciously conservative. The latest
developments are sure to provoke
howls in other countries. Both
home and abroad, the association's
image is bound to be tarpished.
and many of its members feel that
the damage to NSA's credibility, as
an independent, liberal organiza-
tion is irreparable. Desperate let-
ters of explanation are being sent
to NSA student cenlers overseas,








Sat - Sun. - Mon. - Tues. — Feb. 18-19-20-21
4 MORE DAYS LEFT TO SEE THIS SHOW
Matinee Saturday 1:45 — Matinee Sunday 2:00 P.M.
Evenings except Sunday 2 shows starting at 6:45 P.M.
Sunday evening 2 shows starting at 6:30 P.M.
"'GEORGYGIRL' IS SUPERIOR! WONDERFUL
PELL-MELL ENJOYMENT, IMMENSELY ORIGINAL!"
- Bo«l«r Crowthtr, NY Tlm«t
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Sec. Rusk 's Reply To Student Leaders,




In reply to the student leader's
letter to the President [New York
Times Dec. 30, 1966, Bowdoin Orient
Jan. 13, 1967] Dean Rusk, Secre-
tary of State, sent to the group as
a whole whaFTie
-
felt to be an
answer. In fact it was little more
than a policy statement, a rehash
of what has already been said.
Douglas Biklen, Student Council
President, who signed the letter
to the president and who received
Dean Rusk's answer, was not over-
joyed with what the Secretary of
State had to say.
First Biklen does not feel, as
Dean Dusk does, that the SEATO
alliance is. an adequate justifica-
tion for the enormous United
States commitment in personnel,
equipment, and money in Vietnam.
Nor does he feel that a comparison
of the current Vietnam crises with
the Munich prises of 1938 is a valid
one, a comparison which Secretary
of State Rusk suggests.
Second and most basic to Dean
Rusk's argument for remaining in
Vietnam, indeed for being there
in the first place is the domino
theory. If South Vietnam falls.
Laos and Cambodia will—follow,
Thailand will follow them, next
Malaysia an dso on. Southeast
Asia would become a conglomera-
tion of Chinese satellites. Biklen
does not subscribe to this theory.
The countries of southeast Asia'
deface the threat'Of Communist
China, however, thi^,and what we
like to think *bf as the threat
Oi communism are two very dif-
ferent things.
China in its present position
will be a threat to its neighbors
whether it wins or loses in South
Vietnam. The fact that it loses
would do little to stop a policy
of expansion or to lessen the
possibility of aggression. Ameri-
cans seem unable to comprehend
the philosophy of Communism.
Wr do not seem to realize that we
cannot simply send soldiers in to
fight the "communists" nor can we
say the "communists" are infiltrat-
ing from such and such place. The
fact is Communism is a philoso-
phy. It offers something tangible
to many of these people. Partly
because of its offers and partly
because of built-up enmity toward
the. white man who once ruled
over these colonies Communism
'has widespread appeal, Biklen
feels that ' we do not realize this
fact, that we do not understand
that.this is a battle of ideologies
and not of arms.
Biklen was disappointed In the
answers and in the way in which
the government treated the inquiry;
not as an expression of wide-
spread opinions but as an unim-
portant expression of the unrest
of a few. However, the Secretary
of State met with some forty-five
,
of the students on January 31. Bik-
len was unable to attend and thus
find out if there were answers to
his questions.
Lastly, Biklen has of late receiv-
ed numerous letters of support for
the students' position, some from
as far away as Switzerland. He has
also received complimentary copies
of The Arrogance of Power by
Senator J. William Pulbright and
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Youth is an asset rather than a hindrance in the
retail business
The President of our Brigham's Division is 34.
In charge of our Turn-Style Division is a 31 year
old General Manager. A 31 year old Star Market
District Manager is responsible for 40 million dol-
lars in supermarket sales. Obviously, seniority is
not a prerequisite for advancement at Star.
We are able to advance our bright young men
rapidly for a very simple reason: GROWTH.
In 1957 Star was located in 2 states with one
type of business, supermarkets. Today, Star is
in 4 states with 4 retail businesses. We are part
of the Jewel Companies which is in fourteen retail
businesses throughout the world. This dynamic
growth will push sales over the one billion mark
this year.
If you want the opportunity to develop your
potential now, while you're young, Stpr would like
to talk to you. Schedule an interview through
your Placement Director. A Star representative
will be on campus Tuesday, February 21.
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Faculty .Reaetion To FSP
(Continued from*pa*em
who has &°re^jLBo offer a seminar
on Reform .oFthe Draft,*' prays
down the amount of time Irequir-
edJ to 1 prepare for a seminar. "A
seminar, should be 'on a subject
with whjpii the njstrujctoi is w$l-
acquainted." He envisions spend-
ing perhaps four or five hours
during the semester in prepara-
tion for his seminar. The work
will devolve upon the student who,
-if—he -is- truly- interested"in "tfte^
topic, will use the "resources of
the library" to explore it. Profes-
sor Freeman feels that the value
of the seminar is in "reading,
thinking and getting the reac-
tions" of the other members of
the group. Thus the teacher in
charge of the seminar will have to
spend little mor^tjrhe' than that?






. . . the
Green Hornet
SIGMA NU
(Contintkd from page 1) J
- ter, alorig witii otrier chapters, h%s
a waiver on /the'-"clause" and 'ac-
cording to Ferro, Sigma Nu is one
" of "the best •integrated fraterni-
,
ties on campus — regardless of the






However, last October, Dean of'
tht College A. LeRoy Greason
pointed out the view that "despite
_Ube_fact 4Jiat Sigma -N-u-is-as-weH-
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE




Special fare for Bowdoin students,
faculty, associates, etc.
$280 round-trip New York/Luxembourg
-DEPOSITS DUE NOW -
Contact: RALPH QUINN '68 DKE HOUSE
Tel. 9-9445
or BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
222 Maine St. Across from the College
Tel. 5-5587 ,
integrated as any Bowdoin frater-
nity it belongs to a National that
does support discrimination. The
faculty would "prefer" not to have
such an institution represented at
Bowdoin, he said.
More recently, the Dean has
stated that although it may be
foeneficiaf to have the change come
from the students themselves, there
are those on the faculty who feel
additional time to allow the Na-
tional to eliminate the clause is
uncalled for after a ten -year fight
against discrimination in Bowdoin
fraternities. "After 'living with'
the problem for ten years while
awaiting action by the National,
the faculty feels 'time can run
out.'
"
Edward Born, editor of the
Bowdoin Alumnus feels that the
Governing Boards have taken the
side of the students in general-by-
allowing them to continue to par-
ticipate in the political process of
working towards elimination of the
clauses from inside the organiza-
tion, instead of being subject to an
administrative decision on the
matter.
DRAFT
(Continued from page 1)
turaTly deprived. Cestain "civil
rights" groups hare claimed racial




_goyerriments *"chief employment ,^i
counselor," has pointed out that
the government's manpower needs
are limited, and that "selective
service
-
' is the most practicable
a^ld-«eortomica^^nea^^s^J^ supply^~
ing the armed forces.
The two major alternatives to
the Selective Service, universal
military training and a voluntary
military force, seems to have caus-
ed a split among the generations.
The former is strongly supported
by veterans organizations, several
important members of Congress,
especially.- those on the Senate
Armed Services Committee, and
such political leaders as former
President Eisenhower. Supposed-
ly, its adherents claim that every
male citizen would have the basic
military fundamentals to cope with
a national emergency.
The main drift of opinion at
the Moderator Conference, accord-
ing to New York Times reporter
Neil Sheehan, appeared to be in
favor of the latter alternative,
voluntary military service. First,
this provision would eliminate any
existing inequities in the present
->
system. Its proponents argue tnat
it would guarantee the professional
expertise necessary in sophisticat-
ed technical warfare. Third, mem-
bers from almost all political back-
grounds questioned the consistency













"Study year abroad in Sweden, France, or Spain.
College prep., junior year abroad and graduate
programmes. $1,500 guarantees: round trip
flight to Stockholm, Paris or Madrid, dormitories
or apartments, two meals daily-, tuition payed.
Write: SCANSA, 50 Rue Prosper Legoute, An-
tony - Paris, France".
"
Lei us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and 9ave you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE




Willing to develop & print The Union's Fully
his film. Financial terms to Equipped Darkroom
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NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our* New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
of brunswickVjh
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, I
for that encounter are not defi-
nite. Noiwithstand.inj*, the out-
cbrpe of that administrative de-„
cfcj6n,vtfte frosh will' travel to* Ex-
eter a week from Saturday.
HOCKEY
(Continued from page 10)
freshmen Swimmers
Edge Hebron? 51-
Two of Bowdoin's freshman ath-
letic teams who were in* action *
Wednesday fared well agaipst*
competition' from Hebron Academy
in Waterville and the University
of Maine.
The frpsh swimmers clicked for
a tight 51-44 decisiion over stub-
born Hebron in an afternoon con-
test at Waterville. The match was
up for grabs right up until the final
event, when the combination of
Levine, Lowe, Reinhart, and
Mleckzo nipped the Hebron free
style relay team by a fraction of a
second to preserve the victory.
Coming in with important firsts
for the frosh were Barry Stevens
in the butterfly and Joel Nevels
in the .backstroke.
The successful frosh are con-
templating a meet with Lewiston
High next Wednesday, but plans











past the defense on left wing,
skated across the goalmouth, and
deked around Macomber. The
Wildcats came right back and scor-
ed again at 4 51, this time on a
pass centered from behind the net
right out in front. The Bears,
now down 3-1, refused to quit, and
the second line halved the deficit
at 11:54. Martin broke down the
left lane and Doug Brow% rammed
home the centering pass, with Tom
Sides also picking up an assist.
The second line nearly tied it up
on a power play with five minutes
left, but Martin was sent off for
cross-checking with 4:06 remain-
ing. The Bears pulled .goal with
1:23 left, but to no avail: TJ.N.H,
3, Bowdoin 2.
The scoring:*
U.N.H. f.- 1 2-^3-- ,
^Bowdoin 1 1—2,
'-"Saves:' U.N.H. 32, Bowdoin 32.
Against M.I.T. Saturday, in what
'.fyovgd' to fbe a pathetic mismatch?!
Bowdoin* went -on, to romp; 11-2...
The Black had run the count to
5-0 midway through the first per-
iod, and Sullivan and Bob Pfeiffer
made it 7-0 halfway through the
second. Doug Brown added a
__pair—at—15436—and—^T:©7, ^jefore
M.I.T. got on the scoreboard a*t
17:17, to make it 9-1. The second
M.I.T. tally came at 12:15 of the
last period, and came between




Bowdoin 5 4 2—11





Varsity Mermen Upset Cardinah
As part^t the. Winters Weekend
tie
-
festivities, n Bowdoin Swimming
team entertained a highly rated
Wesleyaiv sqnad, Saftirdly' v-at:the
Curtis- Pool:' The spectators were
not disappointed as the Bears came
through with a convincing 56-39
victory over the Cardinals in a
contest marked by the breaking of
three_pQol_xecord&-and—the-tymg
of another.
Mike Ridgeway of Bowdoin and
George Gallas of Wesleyan were
the only double winners of the af-
ternoon. Ridgeway aided the
Black and White with firsts in the
100 and 200 freestyles, while Gallas
copped top honors in the 200 yard
medley swim and the 200 yard but-
terfly. Gallas's effort of 2:08.8 in
the butterfly eclipsed the old Cur-
tis Pool record, as did the perform-
ances of the Bears' 400 Medley Re-
lay and 400 Freestyle Relay teams.
In the Medley Relay, Bowdoin's
Rick Spencer, Paul McArthur, Pete
Stackpole, and Dennis Scharer,
shattered the old mark by posting
a time of 3:53.2. In the Freestyle
Relay the team of Marc Williams,
John .Samp. Scharer, and RUfee-
way, finished in record-breaking
time of 3:24.4.
SophQslofe Paul McArthur tied
the Bowdoin Pool record of 2:28*
in the 200 yard* breaststroke en-
route to a first place finish.
Other winners for Bowdoin were
Jim LeBlanc in the diving event




100 Medley Relay : Won by Bowdoin
:
Spencer McArthur, Stockpole. Scharer.
Time: 3:53.'.! — Curtis Pool Record.
200 freestyle: 1. Ridtteway (B) ; 2, Gold-
kamp (W): 3. Finsilver IB). Time:
1 :53.6.
30 freestyle: 1. Chance (W) : 2. Samp
(B): 3. Williams (B). Time: 23.0.
200 medley swim: 1. Gallas (W); 2. De-
Miller iW): 3. Staples (B). Time.
2:16.9.
bivimt: 1. LeBlanc (B) : 2. Caruso <B):
3. Stone (W). Winning Points: 75,75,
200 butterflv: 1. Gallas (W); 2. Stack-
pole (B): 3. Martin (WV. Time: 2:08.8.
100 freestyle: 1. Ridgeway IB): 2, Gold-
kamp (W): 3. Chane (Wl, Time: 5110.
200 backstroke :* I. Ketchum iWl: 2
Spencer (B>: ::. Gallas (W). Time
2:11.9.
.",00 freest vie- 1. Finsilver (Bl: 2. De-
Miller (W): 3. Staples iB). Time.
."i:^2 s.
200 breaststroke: 1. McArthur (Bl : %.




100 f r. estvlr- re'-v : 'won v Bowdoin
Ridsreway. WiJIiams. Samn. S-harcr
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"We appreciate your busina










A secret handshake won t help you
makeVR at General Electric.
Something that will help move your
career along at a healthy clip is a
strong, steady hand when responsi-
bility and important duties are
thrust upon you. Plus a firm grip on
your special field of interest,
whether it's marketing, finance or
nuclear physics.
And it won't hurt a bit if you also
want to strengthen your grip on the
subject that interests you. General
Electric runs one of the world's
largest "graduate schools," with
courses in everything from adver-
tising to microelectronics. You can
stay on top of developments in your
field by periodically going to school
at G.E. . . . and learning from G-E
"professors." selected from the
country's top ranks of engineering,
marketing and manufacturing
experts.
If you want to work and study
and get ahead in this kind of com-
pany, this company wants you.
Come to General Electric, where
the young men arc important men.
GE
Tbogrtss Is Our Most lmfx>rtont Product
NERAL#ELECTRIC
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Bears' Puckmen Slap MIT 11-2, Nipped, 3-2 By UNH
B-Ballers Dro^p Two; Wesleyan 101-I0Q; Maine 93*81
by RpB Brj^ndlek. m •
* The Bears' goal output Uiis week hit a new two-game high—
thirteen. What might seem uneconomical," is the surplus of scores
against M.J.T., when iewed in the fi^htof^a 3-2 upending by
U.N.H., in which goal^4vere at a premium. In dropping Wednes-
day's tilt tojiew Hampshire, however,, the Bears displayed their
finest brand of hockey to date. The Black will have a chance in
two weeks to get even with the Division I Wildcats, who sport a
16-4 record overall.
9jl0. Sutherland nearly repeated
the performance moments later,
skating past the Bowdoin defense,
but unable to deke around the
sprawled Macomber.
The start of the second period
found the Bears in serious trouble,
and momentarily unable to bring
the puck out of their own end.
The second and third lines once
again picked up' the pace, and
Brandt of Uifo.H. was sent off for
hooking at 8:57. A second after
his return, at 10:58, the third line
Co-captain Steve Wales engi-
neered the first line to within
inches of scoring on numerous oc-
casions. Wales played really ag-
gressive hockey en route to a per-
formance unparalled this season, as
did Bob McGuirk, who exhibited
frequent bursts of speed early in
trie contest. The second line of
Tom Sides. Ken Martin, and Doug
Brown displayed more than its nor-
mal potency and forced the play
repeatedly in the U.N.H. end. Mar-
tin showed tremendous scrap and
determination, frequently out-
muscling the U.H.N, defense, and
later setting up a third-period
score. The third line of Andy
Cornelia, Steve Abbott, and Timmy
Sullivan showed surprising hustle
and aggressive forechecking, which
paid off in a second-period tally,
knotting the count at 1-all. Dave
Macomber, finally, was magnificent
in the Bowdoin nets, refusing to
commit himself on repeated New
Hampshire thrusts, as the Wild-
cats battered the cage from point-
blank. Macomber recorded 32
saves, as did New Hampshire's net-
mincer. Rick Metzer.
The Wildcats were a man to the
good early in the game, as Pete
Chapman was sent off for tripping
at 37. U.N.H. put the heat on,
although Bob McGuirk had a
breakaway down the right side and
• nearly scored with the Bears short-
handed. Coach Sid Watson put
out the second line after the pow-
er play, and Sides-Martin-Brown
trio had a good rush on goal with
a volley of shots just misfiring.
" The third line kept the pressure
on, and the first string followed
suit, working drop passes and com-
binations beautifully. The second
line came out again, and it was all
FroshCdgers
Win At Orono
Coach B.eezer Coombs' fresh-
man basketballers salvaged the




counterparts from Orono, 83-75.
The game was tight all the. way,
with the Cubs holding the edge
all the way but never being able
to break the game open until the
final minutes.
A late first half surge pulled
UMaine even at 38-38 after the
first twenty minutes, but with
Chip Miller and Bob Sweeney
leading the charge, the Cubs
opened up a six point lead early
in the second half which they held
the rest of the way. High for Bow-
doin were Miller with 25, Sweeney
and Fred Buckley with 15, and
Chip Dewar with 12, while Paul
Lane led all scorers with 26 in a
losing effort for the home team.
Next Wednesday the Cubs will
play at Bates against the Lewiston
school's JV squad. The frosh will
be trying to improve on a 5-3 rec-
ord.
Goalie Dave Macoijiber
Dave's improved play in the
Bowdoin nets has been a key
factor in the Bears' impressive
performance.
Scored on the power play. It was
Sully who banged home a rebound
on the right side from ten feet out,
assisted by Cornelia and Abbott.
The Wildcats were again penaliz-
ed, this time to Goulet for high-
Bowdoin up to the midway point, i sticking at 15:25, but Bowdoin 's
The complexion of the game then Phil Coupe was sent off a minute
changed rapidly, as a New Hamp-
shire forward turned a Bowdoin
defensive miscue into the first goal
of the game. Senior forward Colin
Sutherland, forechecking deep in
the Bowdoin end, stole the puck
just to the right of goal and beat
Macomber on his own rebound at
later for charging. The play was
wide open with each team short-
handed, as a New Hampshire de-
fenseman hit the post on a screen
shot from the left point.
U.N.H. broke the tie at 4:35 of
the last period, as Brandt slipped
(Continued on page 9)




Cologne, 6 oz., (4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick. (1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package. 12 ox., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00






Chi Psi 4 2
Beta 5 3
TD 2 3







Beta 76, Psi U 58
AKS over DS (forfeit)





Hockey W L T
Psi U 8 1
ab£ 8 1
Zete 7 3











Chi Psi 5, DS
Beta 7, PDP
Zete 8, ARU 1
LOWERY'S
(Wallpaper • Fabrics)
Art Supplies • Paints - Sundries
U Pleasant St Dial 728-5361
(Next door to Post Office)
STUDENTS WELCOME
(VOLVO)
Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA
Balk *.. Brunswick. Mr Phonr 713 33«8
A short jump shot off a rebound tfy sophomore center Eric
Esterhay provided the^ margin by which the Wesleyan Cardinals
edged the BowdoiiPPoiar* Bears Saturday afternoon before aWgo'od,
.Winters' Weekend cfowd:~EstJe>hay's clotch' hoop- came with fif-
teen second* to go and made the score 101-1'00,. after Bowdoin's
Bobo McFarland had sank two free throws a few seconds earlier
to give the Bears the lead.
The game was nip arid tuck all
the way, with many fouls_being
called. The game was exception-
ally rough, but the referees were
particularly quick to call every
violation. A total of 102 free
throws were awarded to both
teams.
Wesleyan utilized a good fast
break and a tenacious defense to
open up as much as a ten point
lead during the opening half, but
Larry Reid capped an eight point
string for the Bears with a jumper
,
that put the home forces ahead,
29-28, with 7:11 remaining. In
those last few minutes of the first
half the lead changed hands four-
teen times, as the two teams bat-
tled on nearly even terms. When
the half had ended the Cardinals
found themselves on the long end
of a 46-44 score.
To open the second half the
Bears rattled off eight straight
points to take the lead, which
they never relinquished until the
final minute of play. With Bo
McFarland at the head of a sizz-
ling fast break, Frank Eighme hit-
ting consistently from the outside,
and Dick Smith helping out on the
beards, the Black and White led
78-66 with eight minutes to play.
But defensive stalwart Mike Princi
had fouled out early in the half
and leading rebounder John Mac-
Kenzie sat out the entire second
half due to a serious ankle in-
jury. Their loss was fe't as Coach
plays, muscled their way closer to
the Bears. Esterhay hit a layup
with two minutes remaining to give
the Cardinals a 97-96 lead, but
Eighme promptly connected for a
pair of free throws at the 1:35
mark. Rusty Helgren repeated
Eighme's feat seconds later when
he was fouled. Then followed Mc-
Farland's foul shots and Esterhay's
game winning hoop. With eight
seconds to go the Bears took the
ball out from their their own bas-
ket. The pass in went to Eighme,
who had enjoyed success all day
with his fifteen-foot, turn-around
jumper. Eighme maneuvered care-
fully, but his shot was cleanly
blocked by John Rainey to preserve
the victory for the Wesleyan five.
All in all, a frustrating afternoon
for the Bears, who are playing the
brand of basketball they are cap-
able of.
The Cardinals had five men in
dcuble figures, while- McFarland
with 33 and Eighme with 24 led
the Bears. McFarland hit four-
teen straight foul shots enroute to
a 23 for 28 performance from the
free throw stripe, while Eighme





Bicknell had to call upon his re-
serves to play starters' roles, and
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Totals 2<i 42 inn
Wesle'y:m 46. Bow-
by Dick Mersereau
ORONO — The Bowdoin College
quintet was handed its eleventh
loss of the season, second in the
State of Maine series, last night, as
they dropped a 93-81 decision to
the University of Maine in Orono.
A key factor in the outcome of the
tilt was the fact that Bowdoin did
not have high scorer Frank E ghme
or top rebounder John MacKenz^e
available for action. Eighme was
in Augusta as he was last Wed-
nesday night at NROTC, while
MacKenzie was on the sideline be-
cause of a foot injury suffered dur-
ing the Wesleyan game.
Lacking their two top rebound-
ers, Bowdoin. found themselves
overwhelmed on the boards —
Maine outrebounded the Bears,
63-38, on the evening, enabling
them several consecutive shots at
the hoop.
Despite the disadvantages, the
Polar Bears found themselves
ahead through much of the first
half, the result of some hot shoot-
ing and ball handling by Junior
Bob Patterson, who served notice
that he has recovered from his
shoulder injury, and Sophomore
Bo McFarland, who had 21 points
on the night, and Patterson, who
had 15, were not enough to stem
the tide as Maine shot ahead after
a few costly miscues by the Black
just before the end of the open-
ing half. Finding themselves down,
43-38, at intermission, the Bears
could do nothing to contain the
front three of Maine. Forward
Terry Carr found the range for 37
points as he led the UMainers to
an 18-point lead midway through
the final half. Joining Carr in the
near rout were Rick Woods. Jim
Stevenson, and Tom Farrell, who
combined for 31 points
For Bowdoin, Ken Green finish-
ed with 16 markers arTd Larry Reid
eight, in addition to McFarland
and Patterson's efforts, as they cut
the huge lead down to twelve at
the buzzer. Mike Princi did not
foul out last night and did an
excellent job in holding high-
scorer Stevenson to 10 points.
Maine i :i:i , Bowdoin (81 I
0. F. PTS Ci F. PTS
Half 3 1 5 Reid 4 (1 R
Stephenson 4 2 10 Patterson .i IS
Carr 12 13 3',' McFarland ') 3 21
Km if 11 " 4 2 1C Green 7 2 Hi
Cnase o iOMehfr - 3 ti
Woods 4 3 11 Siinih 1 1
FMsenhard 3 6' Prcnrl •> 3 7
Campbele 2 2 Parker > •>
Dow nc
j
Rt.wr 2 1 3




Wednesday afternoon saw the
Freshman Hockey Club lose to
University of New Hampshire by
a 5 to 3 score. The visitors scored
after only eleven seconds had gone
by. The score at the end of one
period was 3 to 1. The Home
score came on Tom Lea's steal and
unassisted goal. The game start-
ed at a fast pace but was marred
by many penalties.
After UNH scored once more in
the second period, the Home team
finally got rolling in the third,
period with two goals. Joel Brad-
ley and Tom Lea scored making the
final score. The defense was again
well-manned by the Hardy's and
Rollie Ives. Steve Hardy got two
ihud-period assists. The Fresh-
man Club should really be fired
up for their game Saturday against
Bridgton Academy at 4:0© o'clock.
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Bowdoin Is Host New Recruitment Committee
"JUST THAT. A DOG!" — Nat Harrison and Tom Houston




The Student Arts Committee,
organized last fall under the gen-
eral direction of Tom Roulston,
was the result of student discon-
' tent with the place of the arts on
the Bowdoin campus. It was fel&
then that Bowdoin provided far
too few outlets for undergraduate
creativity, and consequently, one
of SAC's central goals was the ar-
ranging of a student arts weekend.
The idea will become reality dur-
ing March 15 through 19 when
nearly every aspect of the creative
arts will be featured via panels,
concerts, exhibitions, and dramatic
presentations.
A Faculty Concert, on Wednes-
day evening, March 15, will begin
fthe events.
Professors Elliott Schwartz and
John Rogers of the Music Depart-
ment will present a panel discus-
sion entitled "Chaos and Order in
New Music" on Thursday, March
16.
Friday and Saturday evening
will feature (the Student Written
One-Act Play Contest. This year
Tom Roulston (Morning, Noon,
and Night), Charles Head (That
Evening Sun Go Down), Ted Par-
sons (Babylon Revisited) have sub-
mitted entries.
Concent-goers will have an op-
portunity to experience some of
the chaos and, one hopes, some of
the order in the New Music at
various concerts throughout the
weekend. The world of electronic
music will be explored at a Satur-
day afternoon concert and on
Sunday evening there will be a
presentation of student experi-
mental works. TKbse- who are
hesitant at the thought of all this
New Music will be g'ad to learn
that there will be a coffee house
concert of conventional folk music,
as well as a dramatic reading, on
Sunday afternoon.
Throughout the weekend stu-
dent paintings, prints, drawings,
and photographs will be on dis-
play at ithe Senior Center and the
Union. The rules regarding the
submission of material can be
found elsewhere in this issue of
the Orient.
The weekend is intended not
only to promote the arts on cam-
pus but to provide a strongly
needed social alternative to the
average weekend at Bowdoin.
To Upward Bound
Teenage Students
Fifty teen-agers from Maine's
poverty, stricken and culturally de-
prived areas will hold a reunion
at Bowdoin this weekend. They
are part of the nation-wide Up-
ward Bound program and this
marks one semester since their
six week stay at Bowdoin last sum-
mer.
These young people were molded
by their environment and tagged
as "losers." All intellectual ini-
tiative had been stifled. In a
rural community where, for ex-
ample, eleven go to high school,
ten of whom are in vocational
course, there is little chance for
individualism. It is difficult for
a 15-year-old to pursue a course
of development when his commu-
nity and environment are against
him. It is a case of poverty and
ignorance perpetuating themselves.
Upward Bound was the only alter-
native. Program Director Robert
Mellow? also with the Bowdoin
Admissions Department, called the
six weeks a "Summer of Discov-
ery." The discovery was of them-
selves.
The aims of the program were
simple. The students were expos-
ed to various experiences and al-
lowed the freedom to respond in
their own way. Included were ex-
tra-curricular activities which they
could not have gotten in their own
communities. The program show-
ed them existent opportunities
and gave them confidence" in their
capacity to 'succeed. The objec-
tives were not exclusively oriented
toward college preparation.
The personal contact and group
(Continued on page 6)
Why Are These
Men Frowning?
Turn to page 5.
TONIGHT
Northrup Frye, a noted Ca-
nadian literary critic, will lec-
ture at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall.
Dr. Frye, who is the first
Universit Professor of the Uni-
versity of Toronto, will speak
on "Criticism and the Struc-
ture of Society."
Among his major publications
are "Fearful Symmetry: A
Study of William Blake," "The
Well-Tempered Critic," "A
Natural Perspective," and "The
Return of Eden."
Seeks Diversified Students
Bowdoin will attempt to attract "able students of diversified
and interesting talents" through a newly formed body of admin-
istrators, faculty members, and alumni. The Special Committee
on Student Recruitment, proposed by the Faculty Committee on
Preparatory Schools and Admissions, was endorsed by the faculty
at a recent meeting.
—
-i "Bowdoin's educational resources
are varied," President Coles said,
"and the College seeks a student
body as interestingly diversified as
its programs, both curricular and
extracurricular. Only by admitting
students who themselves are as
varied and interesting as the edu-
cational programs and activities
planned for them will the College
find its own fulfillment."
In its report suggesting estab-
lishment of the Special Committee,
the Faculty Committee on Pre-
paratory Schools and Admissions
noted that at Bowdoin "a strong
hope has recently emerged that
vigorous well-organized programs
for the further development of the
student body might soon be in-
augurated.
. . . Depending on the
particular point oflyiew of each ob-
server, attention has been called to
the paucity of the following: un-
derprivileged students, non-New
Engianders, Deans List members,
dissenters, athletes, departmental
honors candidates, musicians,
writers, student^ leaders, Latin




The Committee said that with-
out assessing the precise accuracy
of the individual criticisms it is
"convinced that, taken as a whole,
they justify4 immediate and inten-
sive institution
-wide efforts direct-
ed toward the improvement of the
quality of the incoming student.
We emphasize the word 'institu-
tion-wide', for we feel that the re-
sources — primarily those of the
Admissions Office — presently de-
voted to the recruitment and se-




Young Americans for Freedom including the Campus Doug-
las MacArthur Chapter, the nation's largest conservative youth
group, has called for an immediate Congressional investigation of
the relationship between the Central Intelligence Agency and the
National Student Association (NSA).
Salzburg Castle Gift Expands Junior Year Abroad
by Kenneth Kornetsky
Recent developments promise^an exciting extension of the Bow-
doin German Department, with consideration of a plan for a Junior
Year Abroad program in Salzburg, Austria. The faculty has already
voted its approval, according to Professor Thomas A. Riley.
Within the last year the Austrian-American Institute, concerned
with improving relations between Austria and America, invited Bow-
doin to organize a Junior Year Abroad Program in Salzburg. A former
Bowdoin Plan student, Manfred Markoff '51, now a prominent Aus-
trian businessman and Vice-President of the Institute, initiated the
invitation.
Bowdoin students will live in buildings which are a part of the
17th Century paJace, Schloss Klessheim. The palace proper is now
the home of the Austrian President and in the modernized adjacent
buildings, the Americans will live with Austrian and German students.
Primary objective of the program is to offer students the oppor-
tunity for complete mastery of the German language. This will be
accomplished through formal university classes and extracurricular
activities. Four private classes taught by Austrian professors will be
provided at the palace, in the German language, German and Austrian
history and literature, and European history. A fifth elective will be
held at the University of Salzburg, allowing students to 'mix freely
with^Austrians and Germans. This elective, to be chosen from any
course at the University, will be ungraded.
Outside of the classroom students will be gaining insight into the
cultural and political nature of Austrian and German life. In the
dorms students will speak only German, and during vacations travel
will be confined to German speaking countries only. Salzburg's prox-
imity to»the German border, contact with people of both countries
will be possible. Students will also have the benefit of museums in the
area and excellent skiing facilities.
The program is open to students of all departments. Candidates,
however, must have at least a C average in all courses for their first
four semesters, and must have two years of college German. The
cost of transportation, room, board, and tuition will be covered by the
normal Bowdoin College fee.
In past years Bowdoin has participated in a junior year in
Munich under the direction of Wayne State University. However, the
Bowdoin German Department has generally felt that the program is
hampered by its size. The new program may begin in the fall of 1969.
Dartmouth, which had a program of its own in Germany, has
accepted a Bowdoin invitation to join the program when it is finally
approved. Dartmouth terminated its own program because of the
overcrowded German universities which do-not properly accommodate
foreign students.
Newspaper reports have indicat-
ed that the CIA has been subsidiz-
ing the NSA at the rate of $200,-
000.00 annually since the early
1950s.
Bowdoin Chairman, John Wil-
liams '68 has drafted and sent let-
ters to the Maine Congressional
delegation askingtheni to support
an investigation.
Due in large part to informa-
tion provided by the local chapter,-
the Student Council turned down
a motion to affiliate with NSA by
a vote of 17-4.
The National Vice Chairman of
YAP, Alan MacKay of Boston,.
Mass., said in a statement issued
in Washington that the National
Student Association consistently
has taken far-left positions, often
agreeing with Communists on ma-
jor issues. MacKay cited NSA
policy statements which call for an
immediate halt to all bombing by
the U.S. in Vietnam, participation
(Continued on pace 3)
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Lots of people do. Some right on your
campus. And for rationale, they point an
accusing finger at business and say it lacks
"social commitment."
Social commitment? We wish they could
visit our Kearny, N. J. plant, where we
make cable and apparatus for your Bell
telephone company. But we have time for
other thoughts, other talents.
Like the situation in nearby Newark.
With civic and business leaders, we be-
gan buzzing with ideas. "Let's teach higher
skills to some of the un-employed and
under-employed. Say, machine shop prac-
tice. They could qualify for jobs that are
going begging - and help themselves as
well."
We lent our tool-and-die shop, eve-
nings. We found volunteer instructors. A
community group screened applicants.
Another supplied hand tools. The Boys
Club donated classroom facilities. Anotha^
company sent more instructors.
Some 70 trainees enrolled. Their incen-
tive? Self-improvement. Results to date?
New people at better jobs. Happier.
And this is only one of dozens of social-
minded projects at Western Electric plants
across the country, where our first job is
making communications equipment for the
Bell System.
So, you don't give up ideals when you
graduate. If anything, at a company like,
say. Western Electric, you add to them.
And it's not just a theory. It's practice.
Satisfying. Come on and find out. And
watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.
Western Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
:«> Ralph A. Westwig 'i8, 'a^physicisf. on *th*e research staff of the
Corning Glass Works, will Return to his alma mater Tuesday (.Feb. 21)
fo deliveV a Physics Maj» lecture.
Mr. ,Westwig. will discuss "Glass in jivdrospace" at the^4.p.m,
session in the Searles Science^ Building on the campus.
Mr. Westwig is currently working on the Corning company's
Underseas Project.
He has done graduate work in physics at Cornell University,
where he was also an Instructor in Physics. He worked on the re-
search staff of the Accelerator Project at Princeton University in






Mark R. T. Pettit, Jr. has been elected President of Chi Psi.
Other new officers include:
Vice President, Mark B. Brightman '69.
Secretary and Steward, David K. Graham '69.
Treasurer, Stephen I. Bartlett '69.»****
The Department of Military Science is currently accepting appli-
cation for the 2-year ROTC program. The "program, open to sopho-
mores, requires attendance at two summer camps. The first summer
camp must be attended at the conclusion of one's sophomore year.
Three dates are available for beginning this six week summer camp
at Fort Benning, Georgia; the 11th, 18th, and 25th of June. Parental
permission is necessary to enroll in this program. Interested students
should contact ROTC representatives in their fraternity or the
Department of Military Science for further information.******
An exhibition of Islamic art at the Bowdoin College Museum of
Art will open Sunday (Feb. 26).
Tlie exhibit will continue through March 26. It consists of part of
the collection of Edwin Binney, 3rd, of Boston.
The collection, circulated by the Smithsonian Institution, con-
tains works from schools of Iran, Muslim, India, Iraq, Turkey and
Egypt.
• * • » * * •
The films, "Introduction To Denmark" and "A City Called Copen-
hagen", will be shown in the Main Lounge of the Moulton Union 7:30
p.m., Tuesday, February 28th.
All are cordially invited. Peter Nielsen (BP. Denmark I will be
glad to answer questions. Admission free.
* * * " * * .
The Student 1'nion Committee announces that it will sponsor a
duplicate contract bridge tournament Sunday evening (Feb. 26) at
7:30 p.m. in the Gallery Lounge at the Moulton I'nion.
Registration will befjin at 7:20 p.m. and play will start at 7:30.
The fee will be 25 cents per person.
I'LES AND INFORMATION
Re: Student Art Exhibit
1. All entries must be ready to be hung. Paintings. Prints, Draw-
ings and Photographs, must be matted or framed with some sort
of honking device for hanging. Sculpture must also be completely
ready for display; There will be no exceptions to this rule.
2. Ail entries musl be submitted between Friday morning, March
3rd and 5:00 p.m., Monday. March 6th. Again there will be no"
exceptions. Entries should be turned in at the Information Desk
of the Union.
3. We assume no responsibility for any entries. All works will be
treated with care but all works are submitted at the artist's
risk.
The initial selection will lie made by 3 faculty members. The
exhibition will begin on Saturday, March 11th. The final judging
and award of 8100 in prizes will hopefully be made Sunday.
March 12th.
All entries must be accompanied by an entry blank available at
the Information Desk of the Union beginning March 3rd. They
should be either clipped or scotch taped to each work. There is
no limit on the number of entries made by any one student but
each must be accompanied by a separate entry blank.***** *
John L. Isaacs has been elected President of Phi Delta Psi.
Other newly elected officers of the fraternity include:
Vice President, Owen \V. Oilman, Jr. '69.
Secretary, Ronald .1. Mikulak '69. .
I slier, Peter A. McCroskery '69.
Sentinel, Stephen A. Biekford '08.




BOSTON (if) - The Boston Uni-
versity News, an undergraduate
daily, called Thursday for the im-
peachment of President Johnson
because of the Vietnam war.
The newspaper's editorial
brought a quick disclaimer from
the university administration.
President Harold C. Case sent
messages to Speaker John W. Mc-
Cormack of Massachusetts and all
members of the U.S'. House, ex-
pressing regrets on the editorial.
"Under the guise of freedom of
speech, student editors often write
intemperately," Case said. "Stu-
dent editors enjoy editorial free
dom in producing the newspaper
It is unfortunate they do not also
reveal a corresponding sense of
responsibility."
The editorial said the editors
"believe the action of Lyndon
Baines Johnson is turning a mili-
tary assistance command into an
American war without Congres-
sional declaration and in violation
of international accords, and in
killing other human beings by the
thousands without even the bene-
fit of a clear case of self defense,
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Curtis U Maine Budget Cut A Hundred Years
Would Limit Hture Enrollment HinWley to lVWne
by PETER MORRIS
DftTictllties afe^ current' brew-
ing in Augusta "' over G&vernor
Kenneth Curtis' recent recom-
mended cut in the proposed budget
for the University of Maine in,
1967-69. The action, seen as an
attempt on the part of the Gov-
ernor to avoid new tax increases,
has not been received well by either
the administration or student body
in Orono.
Dr. Lawrence M. Cutler, Presi-
dent of the Board of Trustees, and
Dr. Edwin Young, President of the
University, have sent a joint letter
ito each member cf the legislature
requesting that the University's
original estimate of $23,622,748 be
appropriated. They state that the
Governor's figure of $20,582,375
would just allow (the minimal
maintenance of the status quo.
Plans for expansion over the
next two years include: the addi-
tion of 1,800 students to the en-
rollment, salary increases for fac-
ulty members, and an increase in
research and teaching aid support.
According to the administration.
$20,000,000 is necessary to merely
corVJnue^operations at the present
level. The extra $3,000 000 was ex-
pected to provide the previously/
mentioned improvements. Curtis'
proposal would permit the addition
of only 155 new students. Salaries
at Maine are presently estimated
to be $2,5C0-$500 below ,the average
in the other' state universities in
New England. This fact is cited
as the reason why Orono has dif-
fieuYy in obtaining and retaiing
top-flight professors.
Long Range Growth Hampered
by Paul Barton
SfH'rifHhpm.- .Th&se*two programs
will necessarily require heavy* state
cooperation and support.
Students at Orono are also dis-
turbed by the imminent cutback.
The atudents for a Democratic
Society have proposed to the Stu-
dent Senate the formation of a
peering committee which would
have two functions. First, it would
,
urge students to write leftters to
their legislators, friends, and fam-
ilies about the problem. Second,
i*t wou'd investigate the likely ef-
fects of the reduction* and pub-
licize the findings liberally. The
students feel that ,they should and
must show their effectiveness in
such a basic question as ithis.
Campus student leaders recently
voiced the undergraduates' opini-
ons when they testified before the
Senate Sub-Committee on Educa-
tion. They attempted to indicate
what the impact of the lack of
funds would be in terms of ,the
student's personal educational op-
portunity at Maine.
Governor Curtis, on (the day fol-
lowing his announcement of the
proposed cut, asked the legislature
to establish a fifteen man com-
mittee to study the plans of the
Advisory Commission for Higher
Education chaired by President
James S. Coles cf Bbwdoin. to see
how they may be best implement-
ed. The committee would report
to ,the next legislature. However,
the immediate fund problem still
remains. H. Austin Peck. Vice-
President of the University of
Maine, was quoted in The Maine
There are^a^proximately" twelve
hundred "Indians living on resei*"
vations in the Stajte of Maine. The
first occupant of the only state
office concerned exclusively with
Indian affairs, explained his posi-
tion and some of, the numerous
problems he faces to a small audi-
ence at a snowbound Pickard
Theater, Monday evening.
Edward C. Hinckley, whose offi-
cial title is Maine Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, presented the
brief history of Indian relations
in the State, the current status of
Maine Indians, and the problems
of reservation life. Indian affairs
are primarily on a staite level in
much of the Northeast, including
Maine. This has been the result
of early colonial agreements with
the tribes of the area. The history
behind several of Maine's present
agreements can be traced to Mas-
sachusetts' treaties with the Abna-
ki nations.
Until the early "thirties," In-
dian affairs were shuttled back and
fonih between the Governor's office
and various legislative committees.
Then, in the midst of the Depres-
sion. Maine's original inhabitants
youth in the ghetto-like reserva-
tions has^een provided by VISTA.
Despite some opposition from
Eastport's Senator Becket,,the VIS-
TA projeqt, fequlsted by the tribes,
j«has been, the only program worle
:
ing on an individual level with the
Indian yguth? Another step for-
«*re placed under the Department*
8
*%ard has been the establishment;
of >Fores;Sry. This arrangement',- , «*» .scholarship at state colleges.
of Neglect Brings
Indian "Problems
lasted for about three years- The
Department of Health and Wel-
fare undertook the responsibility
until 1966 when the legislature
created the present position of
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
The three reservations reflect
the previously muddled staite of
Indian affairs. Although Maine
Indians have a slight advantage of
not paying property taxes, they
have long been considered as wel-
fare cases, and have been treated
as such. Hinckley illustrated his
point by giving art example of the
former salary arrangements of
tribal officialSr Previously, the
elected tribal chief was paid one
hundred dollars by the state — in
the form of a welfare food allot-
ment. Now tribal leaders receive
cash salaries of three hundred dol-
lars.
A survey of tribal members and
leaders exposed three major trou-
ble areas in reservations: youth op-
portunity; sanitation; and hous-
ing. The first step to provide
greater opportunity for Indian
I
for qualified* Indian students.
Hinckley discussed his disappoint-
ment that the private colleges in
the sitate did not adopt similar
policies.
J
The housing and sanitation
problems, especially at the two
Passamaquoddy reservations have
reached almost acute proportions.
Between 1956-57, $180,000 in Indian
funds was spenjt by the State,
without the advice or consent of
the various tribes, in an ill-plan-
ned housing development program.
The Commissioner is now using
the newly established Maine In-
dian Housing Act to provide fed-
eral funds ait trie tribal and in-
dividual level for housing. The
federal standards have required
an upgrading of sanitation and
sewerage facilities.
The problems facing the Maine
Indians have been developing after
a hundred years of neglect. The
new Commissioner is beginning an
attempt to reverse .the trend and
upgrade Maine Indians from their
long-held position of second class
citizenship.
University officials are also wor- Campus as saying: "The Univei-
ried about long-range plans "for
the school's growth in view of this
development or of the thinking it
represents. .The Long Range
Planning Committee, established
sity isn't like a faucet we can
turn on and off at will "
"WhATKVKK HAI'PKNS lit Red C/jlfl.l,
it is certain that once more the
touted experts have fallen on their
silly laces. For a decade they have
been telling us that Chinese Com-
munism was here to stay forever,
that the Chinese people fully sup-
ported the regime, etc. These have
been the arguments on which they
based the proposal lor admitting the
Peking government to the UN. The
facade drops and
shows u s a I For ° ,ree coPy of the
cracked and I 1""" 1 !s5ue of NA
shaky derelict." I "ON Al REVIEW writ,
to Depl. CP8, 150 E
OF BRUNSWICK-BATH





in 1964. estimates that by 1975
Maine will have 17,000 students.
The committee has made over- 200
recommendations to the Universi-
ty. Two of these are the establish-
ment of further graduate facilities
which state aid and the institu-
tion of two year studies for all






heiLiiS: help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
Working Partner with Maine People





SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS, etc
by
Cant, Van Heusen, McGregor,
HIS, and Puritan
Shop Early For That Spring
Florida or Bermuda Trip
the CANTERBURYshop
BRUNSWICKBATH PLAZA -
Open every evening except Sat. till 9:00












NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Out New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
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Admissions Move Forward I
OK CoEDUcATiOl!:
Bowdoin has been suffering from an occupational disease of
Admissions Departments known as the "valedictorian-football
captain-class president" syndrome. What is more startling than
this fact is the one that the faculty has bluntly recognized this
and has set out to arrest the illness.
Although the problems involved with Bowdoin's homogenous
student body have not in the past been specifically scrutinized,
this neglect must give way to consideration of issues much broad-
er than admissions policies alone.
According to President Coles "the College seeks a student
body as interestingly diversified as its programs, both curricular
and extracurricular."
Apparently admitting the sterility of the "valedictorian-
football captain class-president" approach as was presented by
Director of Admissions Shaw on Monday night, the President
pointed out the paucity, depending on one's view, of underpriv-
ileged students, dissenters, musicians, writers, and candidates for
non-professional graduate work (to list a few).
Fine, but:
This recognition is an important step forward, but ap-
proaches only one- side of the problem. What happens to the
writers, artists, athletes, dissenters who are at present admitted,
albeit in too few number? Why does a Freshman Class Profile
which always lists an impressive number of editors, athletes and
leaders not give a true picture of the interests of the student
body during its four-year stay?
We contend that the central force on this campus is one
which stifles individuality and diversified interests among stu-
dents. We cannot and will not attempt to pin down what this
"force" is, but suggest that some of its components may be fra-
ternities, lack of effective faculty-student communication, and the
absence of mature and diversified social' outlets in the Bowdoin
community.
Thus, we welcome the Faculty's recognition and attack on
the problem of admissions at Bowdoin, but we seen an even great-
er need to study and attempt solution of the question of what
diversification actually means on this campus.
(This opinion on coeducation at Bowdoin comes
from Katky Spendlove of Conn College. The
Orient and The Conn Census ivelcome any
reactions to this opinion.)
We call for immediate and intensive consideration of this
question by the Faculty and students.
CIA and the Students
Pmidwt K.ingm0**Qjynt!ster, 4r. of Yale* seemr to have
'ideas similar to 'our^oum Q% tjte^ subject ofmcoeducatiofi. '
but says them much better. Thus, we quote here an article
from fte-New York Times headlined "Vassar-Yate Ties







* MEW HAVEN, Feb. 18 — /^filiation between
Vassar and Yale would raise the moral quality of. -
campus life, Kingman Brewster, the president of
Yale said Saturday.
Mr. Brewster told 1,000 visitors, alumni and
their wives that Yale students too often settle for
a "mass production, mixer-type big weekend."
.
This, he said in his Winter Alumni Day speech,
was not conducive to the development of respon-
sible relationships. It led Yale students to "frus-
tration, cynicism and callousness in the approach
to social relationships with the opposite sex," he
believed.
"Bringing women in," he said, "will enrich and
enlarge the variety of interests, points of view and
values in the classrooms and seminar rooms of
Yale."
"The presence of the opposite sex is a stimulus
to a higher level of performance on everyone's
part, students and faculty of both sexes," he said.
Letters To The Editor
HEAT, WHERE GOEST THOU?
To The Editor:
The newly-renovated dormitories have intro-
duced among us the common occurrence of one of
the most frustrating experiences known to man. I
refer to turning off"the radiator and getting no
heat. When I consider that this must be the com-
mon experience of perhaps 180 other students, I
wonder that there has not been audible public
complaint long ere now!
With a rumor on campus that Bowdoin's work-
load is one of the heaviest in the nation, why isn't
it assumed that some students will want to burn
the midnight oil in a warm room? With the re-
cently-announced increase in room & board, can
it be assumed that one of the basic utilities needful
during the Maine winter will be adequately pro-
vided? It is common hearsay that these new build-
ings have their temperatures regulated by an
enormously expensive mechanical system. Perhaps
the machine is more accurate in measuring the
precise temperature than the human nervous sys-
tem is. But I know when I feel the need of heat,
and I feel I should have at least equal rights with
this machine in obtaining some. If I could study
until after 1 a.m. in a reasonably warm room, I
could better accept the other foibles of this eccen-
tric contraption. "Eccentric" is a fit description
for a machine that rouses at about 4:30 a.m.
(while most honest folks are yet abed) and, feel-
ing distinctly chilly in its tin insides, gets up steam
with such an awesome clanking as would redound
to the credit of the hosts of Hell. I ask for equal
opportunity with this autocratic automaton!
Finally, let me say that I should be only too
glad to discuss this problem with any interested
member of the academic community. If Bowdoin
must take the beg step backward to the chilly
rooms cf nights of yore, at least let us restore the
fireplaces so that tensions aroused in intemperate
rooms might be released and warmed at the wood-
pile.
Richard Spear '68
We approach editorially the subject of disclosure of Central
Intelligence Agency subsidies of National Student Association
activities with some trepidation. The issues of the ethical and
legal bounds of CIA activities and of the position of the leaders
of the NSA are complex, to say the least. We cannot therefore,
make absolute judgments here as to the proper role of intelligence
activities by agencies of the United States Government.
As students, however, we feel qualified to take a stand now
that the covert relations of the CIA and NSA. In this particular
case, the CIA has ill-used its power to compromise the integrity
of a respected and autonomous student organization, and in the
final analysis, has destroyed part of what it set out to accomplish,
th« er*ntion cf a v.'atle American alternative to Communist in-
fluence in the international youth movement.
The CIA's positive accomplishments may be unrecorded his-
tory, but its mistakes are real and demand attention from Con-
gress and the Administration.
In addition, we decry the partisan approach of the Young
Americans for Freedom in calling for investigation of the NSA
for its involvement and possible income tax violations. While,
possible breach of faith by NSA leaders may call for suck study,
it is the limits of CIA influence which should be the central issue.
Our thanks to Dean of Students Jerry Brown for the most
enlightening and timely Forum of the semester. We only wish
such irreverence was as much tolerated coming from a student
as from a member of the Administration.
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Open Housing Bill Vital
To Race Problem Solution
by Virgil H. Logan, Jr.
Editor's Note: Virgil H. Logan,
Jr. is a sophomore from Dayton,
Ohio who has worked with vari-
ous civil rights groups in Dayton.
He has discussed racial problems
with Roy Wilkins, director of the
N.A.A.C.P., Whitney Young, na-
tional head of the Urban League,
and Comedian Dick Gregory. In
1964, he spoke with Vice President
(then Senator) Hubert Humphrey,
who was at that time floor man-
ager of the civil rights bill. This
is the second in a series of ar-
tlc'es on "America and American
Negroes."
The open housing bill which
President Johnson submitted to
Congress last week faces "a cy-
clonic lack of enthusiasm," accord-
ing to Senator Everett M. Dirksen.
Perhaps this statement indicates
a carry-over of the sentiments
which Dirksen and many of his
cohorts held last year when they
vehemently opposed the original
bill, and eventually saw to its
death.
President Johnson has sought to
engender support in Congress for
the new bill, by appealing to the
public, and contriving an ingeni-
ous time sequence for the bill's ex»
ecution if it is passed. Dirksen and
other Congressmen must be cog-
nizant of the beHefs and opinions
of their constituents, and they
must deal with legislation in this
context. The constituents of the
members of the Senate and House
make up the public. The Presi-
dent made this obvious deduction
and decided to attack opposition
to the bill indirectly.
To placate the
. objections of
Americans who feel that civil
rights legislation is going "too far,
too fast," Mr. Johnson has propos-
ed that it be enacted over a per-
iod of three years. The first step
would begin in 1967, "with a per-
iod of conciliation aimed at volun-
tary compliance; the second step,
to begin in 1968, would expand
this into a requirement covering
"!arge apartments and new hous-
ing developments." All housing
would be included under the law
on January 1, 1969.
The bill touches on a delicate
part cf American life. At its heart
lies the beginning of a solution to
our racial problems. If the hous-
ing b;ll is passed, it will give
American Negroes access to the
suburbs and luxury-!ike apart-
ments which are standard symbols
of middle-class white society. It
is exactly this realization which
has caused so much resistance to
the bill from suburbia. The fears
which most white Americans have
about Negroes "taking over" the
suburbs and lowering neighborhood
standards are ill-founded. Most
whites have a ghetto-stereotype
concept of Negroes as rhythmic,
shuffling people, who are dull and
unimaginative, often less than
clean, with garbage strewn on
their front lawns (if indeed there
are lawns.) The pity of the situa-
tion is that whites fail to realize
or admit that, when they exist,
these conditions are caused by the
ghetto. It is difficult for white
Americans to grasp the fact that
the ghetto did not create itself,
that it was contrived by the atti-
tudes of a basically racist nation,
substantially oblivious to the state
of its Negro citizens.
The bill offers an opportunity
for white and Negro youngsters to
live next door to each other, to
play with each other, and to go to
school together. At bottom, they
will have a chance to discover
themselves and one another with
a measure of naturalness and can-
dor which their parents never
knew.
The Negroes who could afford
to move into the suburb would un-
doubtedly be professiona's with all
the social graces native to the
white middle-class. Those lower-
class Negroes who could not af-
ford to leave the ghetto should
struggle through the channels of
local and federal governments to
have new and better public hous-
ing established in areas outside the
ghetto. The voices of neighbor-
hood leaders will have to gain
greater importance in articulating
the needs of ghetto residents. The
problems of particular areas are
too intricate for any other method.
There are many other ques-
tions concerning America's racial
dilemma which remain unsolved
The solution which the open hous-
ing bill offers is certainly incom-
plete; it is at least though a move
in the right direction. Perhaps it
will bring a little closer to reality
the myth of "Freedom" which has
always been synonymous with
America.
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There is no doubt that some of
the most interesting events of the
past semester were sponsored by
the music department. Certainly
it is time that such an active de-
partment received some much de-
served credit.
In an atmosphere such as that
of Brunswick, Maine, a college is
in imminent danger of losing the
benefits of (the cultural activity that
colleges located in or near cities
take for granted. There is no
question that students here have
suffered in the past from this en-
vironmental shortcoming. It then
becomes the responsibility of the
college, and consequently the in-
dividual departments, to fill the
"Cultural void."
Up until this time the music de-
partment has done a fine job in
providing extracurricular activity
for those interested. Hopefully
this activity will continue and in-
crease in the future. Every year
a fine and extensive concert series
is presented, and this year a se-
nior seminar, "Music in the Age of
Zak," became a dynamic activity
and opened cultural doors for the
entire community. Bowdoin was
privileged to have the first eleva-
tor concert in musical history. Al-
so, several concerts of contempo-
rary music were given, and those
who attended found them to be, if
nothing more, new and interesting
experiences.
The music department is to be
commended for its hard work, and
for a job well done. The respon-
sibility lies with the
>
student to
take advantage of the opportuni-
ties.
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
Due to problems in adjusting to new postal regula-
tions since January 1, several issues of the ORIENT
have been delayed in reaching you. From now on,
you will receive the paper regularly.
Financial Aid Main Recruiting Problem*




Hubert S. Sliaw, Director of
Admissions, emphasized at an open
meeting that the three-man Ad-
missions department merely "car-
ries out the policies dictated by
the faculty and sets no policies of
its own." He went on to clarify
that the purpose of the newly
appointed' Committee on Recruit-
ment is definitely not to infringe
on the activities of either the fac-
ulty committee of the admissions
staff, but rather to assist both
groups in diversifying the student
body and to help "extend all pos-
sible resources" toward this end.
With these two pronouncements,
Mr. Shaw, Associate Director Rob-
ert Mellow and Assistant Director
Walter Moulton devoted the re-
mainder of the time to student
questions.
A major area of exploration was
financial aid. The department de-
cides on awards on the basis of
need, indicated by the Parent's
confidential Financial statement
and compares these decisions with
those of schools competing for
mutual candidates at ah inter-
school conference each spring. At
the end of the conference the
awards are generally the same
from *ach schooh—
It was pointed out that one rea-
son for the lack of student diver-
sity is that the hmitetf* financial;
alflbudgefc >$14D,000 per'year) dic-
tates that 70^'of each class must
be able to afford full tuition. This
aid shortage is one reported rea-
son that a program with predom-
inantly Puerto Rican and Negro
New York 'Jity schools has ex-
perienced difficulty during the
past three years.
Mr. Shaw said that Bowdoin
prefers not to give loans and work
grants to freshman, but only di-
rect grants until the sophomore
year.
Sma'l Staff Hampered
The methods used by the de-
partment to find and recruit stu-
dents were brought up and the dis-
advantages of a small staff became
apparent. The three men are ob- '
viously limited in their ability to
travel during each year, and, in
trying to cover as much territory
as possible experiece a great
press for time to discover, and as
much time as they feel necessary,
with the well-rounded leader-types
Bowdoin seeks. The athletic de-
partment provides names of sev-
eral hundred candidates each year,
but substantial losses of mutual
candidates to such competitors as
the Ivy league schools, Amherst,
Williams, Wesleyan are blamed
partly on the effective and exten-
sive alumni organizations of these
schools* and Bowdoin 's lack of any
* iretaliotofy «rganization. ' To meet ^
,
the* competition for. students and
*to ease the strain pnrt the Admis-
sion Department, the college has
for several years been working on
alumni groups in such areas as St.
Louis, Boston, Chicago, and the
West Coast. The object is to have
these organizations weed out the
most desirable prospects for more
personal attention by the admis-
sions staff.
Ivy League Rivals
Several questions were asked
concerning Bowdoin's comparison
to its Little Three and Ivy League
rivals. Mr. Shaw, Mr. Mellow, and
Mr. Moulton agreed that in the
limited range in which compari-
sons can be made Bowdoin com-
pares favorably. They cited high
sdiool marks approximately the
same and College Board scores
that varied by only thirty points.
Mr. Moulton summed up the
standards and problems of the de-
partment by listing what he felt
were the three main criteria for
admission to Bowdoin. One, that
70% of the students must be able
to pay full tuition; thafc only peo-
ple who apply can be admitted;
and, three, that all students ad-
mitted must first be judged capable
of meeting , Bowdoin's rigorous
standards for graduation, includ-
ing the English, foreign language,
and science requirements.
Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam:
A Hundred Failures, A Hundred Reasons i
by Howard Moffett- "
The Collegiate Press Service
SAIGON, South Vietnam (CPS)—Trang, which
is not his real name, came to see me this morning.
He's been on vacation since the government shut
down his newspaper in December. The GUARDIAN
had always been critical of Ky and the junta, but
its pointed coverage of Tran Van Van's assassina-
tion—specifically its refusal to assume he was
murdered by the Viet Cong—brought the lid down.
Trang is soft-spoken, but capable of bitter invec-
tive. He's fond of imported cigarettes, and reads
both Maugham and Balzac in the originals. He led
a Viet Minh company in the war against the
French. Withal he is one of the most charming
and loyal men I know.
He had nothing particular on his mind. We
talked about Operation Cedar Falls, Ky, the assem-
bly, the price of rice, the prospects for civilian
government. What he had to say wouldn't have
made Mr. Johnson any happier. For example:
Item: American soldiers will never beat the Viet
Cong.
We had been talking about the U.S. attempt to
raze the Viet Cong jungle stronghold known as the
Iron Triangle, 30 miles north of Saigon. "Ameri-
cans can't defeat the Viet Cong; only the Vietna-
mese can do that," he said. But Trang, I protested,
the ARVN sure isn't doing it now. (The Army of
the Republic of Vietnam, except for a few com-
manders and a handful of units, is notorious for
low morale, inflexibility, sluggishness and devastat-
ing public relations.)
"Don't blame the ARVN," he replied. "They are
good soldiers, but they must be led. They must
have something to fight for. They must be animat-
ed by a good example." ARVN soldiers get fed on
20 cents a day. Most of them have little conception
of what they are defending (presumably the Viet-
namese nation). Most of their officers are still
French-trained fat cat hacks.
Item: Prime Minister Ky's credibility gap is al-
most as wide as President Johnson's.
"Nobody believes him," Trang said. "One day he
announces that press censorship will be lifted, the
next day the papers are full of white spaces. (This
is true. It happened just last week.) He shouldn't
say things that he knows will never be done."
"The same thing with prices. He says he will do
everything to keep prices down. Last month first
grade rice was 2100 piastres per hundred kilos.
Now it's 3300. (Prices traditionally go up for Tet,
the Vietnamese New Year, but a 50 percent rise
cannot be explained that way.) Just a couple of
months ago the Economy Minister announced that
imported USAID rice would be sold at 900 p's. It's
1600 now." And going up.
Item; When the people think of the government,
they think of two things American influence and
corruption.
I had asked him what kind of government rnifiht
expect to win the support of the people. "There
will be no solution that is not a nationalist solu-
tion," Trang said. (Is that so hard to understand,
Mr. Johnson, Mr. Rusk, Mr. McNamara?)
He was not optimistic about the chances of Ky
and the military stepping aside to allow a transfer
of pawer to a constitutionally elected civilian gov-
ernment: "If Ky wants to stay in power, there is
no reascn for the Americans to allow anyone else
to replace him. He's easy to handle. He has no
training, no education, no independent character.
His government is full of corruption." But Trang,
I said, I have never heard any of his critics call
him personally corrupt.
"He has his own kind of corruption. One of his
Air Force pilots just came back from the Philip-
pines and Hong Kong with 600 transistor radios.
Do you think he doesn't know about that? Have
you ever been in the houses of the army staff? (I
hadn't) They have everything—cars, television,
refrigerators, air conditioners—and no papers for
any of it. It's all illegal. Or the new police chief in
Rach Gia (a delta town on the Gulf of Thailand)
:
he made 25 million piastres in his first month. Do
you expect the people to love their government?"
Item: American technological warfare is con-
tinuing to make enemies among the Vietnamese.
Trang had just heard from friends in Dinh
Tuong, a delta province southwest of Saigon, that
American defoliation chemicals were killing many
crops. "Even though it is dropped over Viet Cong
areas, the wind blows it. In some areas near My
Tho (the second largest delta town) orange pro-
duction is only one-third of last year's crop."
These problems are not new, nor are they easy
to solve. Basically, they are the same problems
that faced the late Presidents Ngo Dinh Diem and
John F. Kennedy. Promises and programs have
come and gone for six years, making cynics out of
thousands of Vietnamese and hundreds of Ameri-
cans serving in Vietnam. But the problems are
still here.
Some of Trang's details may be inaccurate. The
graft stories would be virtually impossible to ver-
ify, and an American might even have trouble
checking the report of defoliation in Dinh Tuong.
But that's not the point Politically what Trang
said is just as true as if he had made it all op.
Because hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese be-
lieve It They have seen enough of what he was ,
talking about enough promises and programs
7
turned Into pork barrels, that they will believe
The picture Trang painted is perhaps ton bleak.
There are many non-communist Vietnamese na-
tionalists who believe progress is being made how-
ever slowly. By and large they are the ones who
work or deal with Americans.
I don't know if Trang is more right than they
are. I don't know how many Vietnamese Trang
speaks for. But I tend to think it is many, many
more than most of the Americans realize.
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UPWARD BOUND
(Continued from page 1)
atmosphere gave the student an
^exciting new, experience, Frequent
correspondence and visits by* TJp-
#ard Bound directors
, throughput
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120 Maine St Brunswick
the winter provide effective fol-
low-up.
P This weekend's reunion has
many purposes. It is ail oppor-
tunity to meet as a group and' re-
gain the group* identity: Ira addi-
tion the National Merit Scholar-
ship Qualifying Test and the Pre-
liminary Scholastic Aptitude Test
—wiH-be givenr ^
YAF — (Cont. from page 1)
of the National Liberation Front""—
the political front of the Viet Cong
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JEWELERS , OPTICIANS
progress''' *is <a subjective term
i in this .program, measured by as-
^rpiratkm. It was found that after
last summer every one of? the fifty
students was more willing to apply
himself and take an active part
in the group activities.
JONES'
GREENHOUSES
15 Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
Phone 725-M61
Flowers for all occasions
Flowers by wire
Jtizika JHotd














LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
B0WD0IN-EUR0PE
SUMMER 1967
Special Fare For Bowdoin
Open to Students, Faculty, Alumni
and their families
$280 round-trip New York/Luxembourg
DEPOSITS DUE NOW




or BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE













FOR BOWDOIN BERMUDA WEEK
See b rank R. Jenkins '68. Chairman of the l%7 Boudoin BermudaWeek for the spring vacation. See him at the TI) House for infor-
mation. Reservations are being accepted. Tor other student travelincluding half-fare flight itineraries, special student tours and
sailings to Europe at modest prices, come in or phone us at vour
convenience. •'
CALL: 725-5573
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
AIRLINES
— STEAMSHIPS — ICELANDIC AIR
TRAINS
— HOTEL RESERVATIONS — BERMI DA
STI DENT TOIRS - RENT-A-CARS - HALF FARES
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
MARY BAXTER WHITE








185 Park Row Brunswick
tion %overiimen"k cprfdemjning U.S.
«|fen the Communists threatened
aid to the^ Dominican Republic
to take over by .force, urging ad-
mission of Communist China to
the* United Nations.supporting the
Berkeley students responsible for
disorders there, praising Fidel
Castro, and opposing the House
Committee on Un-American Ac-
tivities.
"There can be no justification,"
MacKay said, "for the use of
American taxpayers' money to
support this kind of radical left-
wing group.' The Congress has a
duty to see that those responsible
for this policy in the C.I.A. are re-
moved and that such subsidies are
ended."
MacKay noted that YAF has in
Fresh Coffee * Spadnota
Any Time Spadnnt Time
at
THE SPUDNbT SHOP
212 Maine St, Branswfck
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS" — "STORAGE FACILITIES"
"Study year abroad in Sweden, France, or Spain.
College prep., junior year abroad and graduate
programmes. $1,500 guarantees: round trip
flight to Stockholm, Paris or Madrid, dormitories
or apartments, two meals daily, tuition payed.
Write: SCANSA, 50 Rue Prosper Le^oute, An-
tony - Paris, France".















the past repeatedly called for an
investigation of NSA's tax-exempt
status, smce such groups are for-
bidden bj federal law from seeki
ing to influence legislation betore
Congress. . m




• many occasions' NSA officials haye
appeared before Congressional
Committees and led national cam-
paigns to influence legislation."
"Smce CIA subsidy funds were
routed through such tax-exempt
foundations into NSA hands," he
added, "these foundations, as well
as NSA should be investigated by
the Internal Revenue Service."
MacKay also noted that it is
against federal law to use federal
funds to influence legislation be-
fore Congress. He said that any
CIA funds given to NSA and used
for NSA lobbying activities would
be another violation of the law.
/S3
Bates and Cunningham Ine
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA
Bath ltd., Brunswick. Mr Phonr 729-3369
LOWERYS
(Wallpaper • Fabrics)
Art Supplies - Paints - SundriesU Pleasant St Dial 725-5361















luitars & Electric Amplifiers
Musical Supplies
Radios — Portables
Television, A so Color.
Stereo Record Players
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ADMISSIONS
(Continued from page I)
lection of students are inadequate
to. meet present and emergent
pnptilems.'' ** - . *. .-. *
The report said fesponsibility
for admissions policies and deci-
sions will continue to rest- with the
Faculty Committee on Preparatory




Committee will continue its studies
of the composition of the student
body and its discussions of pro-
cedures for making desirable
changes.
But, the Committee added,
"Even as this study continues,
vigorous action to find the best
possible candidates for Bowdoin is
called for now." Not to act now,
the Committee warned, would on-
ly make more urgent the effort
that will eventually have to be
made if Bowdoin is to remain
competitive in the search for tal-
ented students.
In announcing the appointment
of the Special Committee, Presi-
dent Coles said "The need for
such a program is urgent if the
College is to realize the full po-
tential of the excellent resources
of faculty, programs and facilities
which have been developed in re-
cent years."
Appointed Chairman of the Spe-
cial Committee was Professor A.
LeRoy Greason, Jr., Dean of the
College, representing Bowdoin s
Officers of Administration.
Other members include Professor
Albert Abrahamson '26, the Col-
lege's George Lincoln Skolfield,
Jr.,- Professor of Economics. Chair-
man of the Faculty Committee on
Preparatory Schools and Admis-
THESE NAMES ARE
SELECTED FOR FREE
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HOCKEY
('Continued from page 8)
"the second. The Continentals
were, at, thg mercy of , the iBflw>
doin attack in the middle stanza,
as the .Bears unleashed 27 shots'
in taking a 2-1 lead. The Black
passed up numerous chance&(?.to
break it Wide open, as they did in
the lasfperiod,' when they outfired
the Blues, 19 to 4.
Hamilton's first line broke the
ice in the opening period as junior
center Tom Wheeler skated in
sions, and representative of the
Faculty on the Special Committee;
Walter H. Moulton '58, Assistant
Director of Admissions, who will
represent the Admissions Office;
Atty. Richard A. Wiley '49 of
Wellesley. Mass.,' an Overseer of
the College, representing the Gov-
erning Boards; Dr. Leonard W-
Cronkhite. Jr. '41 of Marblehead,
Mass., representing the Bowdoin
Alumni Council; and James W.
Georgitis '68 of Orono, Maine,
representing undergraduates.
President Coles said that, to as-
sist the Committee, he has desig-
nated Alumni Secretary Glenn K.
Richards '60 as Secretary to the
Committee.
from the Bowdoin blue line and
split the defense. Wheeler's ef-




plick «quirted free, and Jim Good-
fellow put it in for the Blues.
It was all Bowdoin in the sec^
ond period, a"s.all-thr"ee lines ;,kept-
the heat on in the Hamilton erfd.
The second line was skatfng par-
ticularly well, as the foreChecking
of Martin and Sides bottled up
the Blues attack. Bowdoin tied it
up on a power play at 9:31, as
Tim Sullivan put in a Martin slap-
shot, assisted by Timmy Brooks in
front. The B's second line con-
tinued to force the play, and Ham-
ilton's first shot of the period did
not come until 10:45. The Bears
made it 2-1 on another power play,
this time following a Hamilton
tripping penalty at 13:47. Martin
split . the defense for the third
time and fed left wing Steve Ab-
bott, who beat goalie Semble from
point-blank.
The first line wasted no time on
a third period power play, as
Wales broke through the defense
on the left side. Wales' back-
hander was kicked out by Sem-
ble. but Chapman banged in the
rebound at 1:08 to make it 3-1.
Tufts Thinclads Wallop Bears
Tufts University's fine track
team Handed the bowdoin." track,-
"*men their second defeat of the..
~ season, 78-35, Saturday in an in-
door meet at the Tufts Cage. The
Bears have now won three and
lost two in dual meet competition.
Ron Caseley led the Tufts as-
sault with victories in the 600 and
1000-yard runs. In addition, the
Jumbos swept both the high jump
and the two-mile events, while
winning the relay to complete a
successful afternoon.
Bowdoin's best event was the
Bowdoin nearly iced the con-
test, as Doug -Brown and Bob
Pfeiffer each broke through the
Hamilton defense while the Bears
were shorthanded. The Blues
came right back, however, as Pete
Kennedy netted a rebound to make
it 3-2. Hamilton's efforts to tie





snot put in which Doug" Wi'ndeler,
Paul i Gauron, and 1'Jim' Vest .took
all three positions." Windeler's vic-
tory. was his first in varsity com-
petition with ' a heave of 44'6Mt".
Max Willscher won the 35-pound
weight throw, Skip Smith vaulted
13 feet to win the pole vault, and
Ken Ballinger took the low hur-
dles for the Polar Bears' only
other victories.
35-pound Weight: 1. Willscher IB), 2.
Best (B), 3. Cowan (T). Distance
52' 6'i"
Long Jump: I, Anadu (T), 2. Hallnran
IT), 3. Sahasteanski iB). Distance
22'2Vj"
Mile Run: 1. Baldwin (T), 2. Cutteruf
it). 3. Tulonen (B). Time 4:41.6
Shot Put: I. Windeler (B), 2. Gauron
IB), 3. Vest (B). Distance 44'6'i"
Ill-Yard Dash: 1. Jordan (T), 2. Rogers
IB). 3. Hamilton (T). Time S.5
600-Yard Run: 1. Caseley (T), 2. Whito
(T), »-. Hardy (B). Time ! :I5.S
High Hurdles: 1. Frenier (T). 2. Mul-
(lueon (T), 3. Mohnkern (B). time 6.0
High Jump: 1. Small (T), 2. Anadu |T),
3. Wells (T'l. Height 5M1"
Two-Mile Run; 1. Cutteruf (T). 2. Bald-
win IT). 3, Thompson (T). Time 9:40.1
Pole Vault: I, Smith iB). 2. Wells (T).
3. Dorion (T). Height 13"
Low Hurdles: I. Ballinner iB). 2. Beat-
tic iT). '',. Mul'iueen iT). Time ij.fi
1000-Yard Run: 1. Caseley (T). 2. Gal-
lavrher (T), 3. Allen (B). Time 2:23.6
Mile Relav: 1. Tufts lHalloran. Ainslie.
White. Hamilton). Time 3:S4.fi
«=
General Electric is an easy place towork.
All you need is brains, imagination, drive
and a fairly rugged constitution.
Oh, yes. Something else that will
help you at G.E. is an understand-
ing of the kind of world we live in,
and the kind of world we will live in.
There's a lot happening: The
population is continuing to explode.
The strain on resources is becoming
alarming. At a time when men are
being lured by the mysteries of
space, we're faced with the task of
making life on earth more livable.
There's a lot happening at G.E.,
too. as our people work in a hun-
dred different areas to help solve
the problems of a growing world:
Supplying more (and cheaper)
electricity with nuclear reactors.
Controlling smog in our cities and
pollution in our streams. Prodding
better street lighting and faster
transportation.
This is the most important work
in the world today: Helping to
shape the world of tomorrow. Do
you want to help? Come to General
Electric, where the young men are
important men.
GE
Progress h Our Most Important Product
NERAL® ELECTRIC
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Bear Swimmers Win .5th Sraight, 51-44
Cagers Lose To Trinity; Rebound vs.
Last Wednesday evening about sixty Bowdoin stalwarts traveled
to Lewiston to watch Ihe Bowdoin-Bates basketball game. It was a
good night for the Polar Bears, winning the freshman game in a
runaway and. beating the Bates varsity on the foul line. An excep-
tionally good basketball game was ruined by both an uncontrollable
crowd and a complete lack of control by the school authorities. The
Bates gymnasium is built to order for a brawl—small, dark, arid
crowded. Bowdoin fans referred to the gym as "The Pit" and I could
not help thinking of Christians facing lions.
This was my third trip to a Bowdoin-Bates game in Lewiston. As
a substitute on the freshman team three years ago, I held on to the
bench and survived the best threats and four-letter words that Bates
could offer. When I went the second time as a spectator, I gripped
the bleachers and wondered why the car was parked so far away from
the gym. I could mention some gory details about that game but they
wouldn't hold a candle to Wednesday's performance.
Picture the Bales gym, spectators standing, band blaring, cheer-
leaders cheering, and fans foaming. In comes the Bowdoin squad for
pre-game warmups. In most places the fans allow the opposing play-
ers to practice unmolested, but not at Bates. Crude remarks are
screened at the Bowdoin players. Happily, the taunts and threats
help to give the players an added incentive. A Bates student in a
Bowdoin jacket wears a placard around his neck and seems to direct
the abuse, t Although I don't know what was on the sign, I assume it
read "Bates Is Not a High School.") Thereafter, at every call that
went against Bates, the stands erupt and Bowdoin fans and referees
are attacked At one point in the crucial fourth quarter, three or four
fans charge a referee and wave their fists in his face. A policeman, the
only one at. the game, stands ten feet away from the action and. does
nothing. Every time a Bowdoin player takes a foul shot, he receives
vocal support (?) from the Bates fans.
I can honestly say that I saw no attempt by anyone in charge
to quell the riot. We questioned some Bates faculty members sitting
in our area and they looked away in shame. Personally, I was only
threatened twice during the game—a choice of meeting the' "boys"
at either the north side of the gym or the south side. If nothing else,
I've learned to make snap decisions at college. Miraculously, no blood
was spilled after the game.
Every article has a purpose and the purpose of this article is to
remind .Bowdoin of next Wednesday's home game. Regardless of the
treatment that our athletes and spectators receive at Bates, there is
no need for us to stoop to their level. I might add that this harrass-
ment is not limited to basketball. Bowdoin outfielders have had to
dodge Coke bottles and tennis players have had to serve amidst cat-
calls. Along with the hope that Coach Bicknell's squad sweeps both
games with Bates, I hope that the Bates student in the Bow^oin




Palling ^victim* to a second half
'
zone press and some hot outside
shooting, the Bowdoin Polar Bears
were handed their twelfth defeat
of the season by the taller Trinity
basketballers, 97-91, at the new
Bowdoin gym Saturday afternoon.
Jim Stulman led the balanced
Trinity attack with 25 points—one
of five men in double figures. Bob
Gutzman and captain Don Over-
beck chipped in with 20 apiece,
followed by Larry Dupont with 15
and Mike Hickey with 13. The
Bears also had five players in
double figures, led by a 27 point
performance by Prank Eighme, and
19 by Bob Patterson. Mike Princi,
with his best offensive game of
the season, hit for 15, followed by
the ailing Bo McFarland and Ken
Green with ten each.
The first half saw Bowdoin fall
behind 7-0, before Eighme broke
the scoring ice at 16:56 with a free
throw. From there the Bears
fought back, and, with Princi,
Eighme, and Patterson all hot
from outside, shot into the lead
midway through the period and
led, 50-43 at halftime. Bowdoin
did not look impressive on defense
during this stretch, even though
they managed to gain a seven
point bulge. Many of the Trinity •
points came on rebounds, as the
smaller Bears were unable to box
their men off the boards. When
they did come up with the ball,
Bowdoin was able to start a fast
break which was responsible for
the first half success.
The second half was a different
story. Patterson hit one to open
the margin to nine points, but













DKE 3 6 1




Psi U 5, Zete 1
DKE 7, ARU
TD 4, DS 3
nomenal accuracy from the out-
side, and, after scoring, employed
a zone press defense that the
Bears fell victim to. The zone
press slowed the Bowdoin offense
down, and caused several mental
lapses to be converted into inter-
cepted passes and baskets for the
fired up Trinity five.
Feeling the loss of big John
MacKenzie, still out with a bone
injury, the Bears continued to
have trouble off the boards and
guarding Overbeck, Stulman, and
Gutzman in close. With the big
three driving, rebounding, and
drawing fouls, Trinity quickly took
the lead with 16:25 to go, 58-57.
Trinity threatened to pull out of
reach when they opened up a 75-
70 bulge, but a basket by Eighme,
a three point play by Green and
two hoops by Larry Reid momen-
tarily put the Black and White
back into the lead. But an eight
point string gave the visitors a




Sextet Edges Hamilton. 3-2:
Face Conn,Mass On Weekend
by Rob Brendler
The Bears boosted their season slate to 7-9 Saturday by edg-
ing Hamilton, 3-2. The win made it five up and four down for the
Black in Section II play.
The 3-2 score can hardly tell the
-story, as the Bears outshot the
Blues 57 to 14. The Hamilton
sextet skated defensively, for the
most part, doing little forecheck-
ing in the Bowdoin end, but man-
aging to bar the door time and
again on the Bears' attack. The
Bears outshot Hamilton 11-7 in
the first period but fell behind
1-0, before they began to click in




SIX — BARBERS— SIX
LEWISTON — A second half charge led by usually defense-
minded Mike Princi, carried the Polar Bears to an 87-80 come-
back.victory-over- tho Bates BobcataJn a Maine State'Series ganiti
here Wednesday night. The victory evened the Black's Series
record at 2-2 and boosted their season mark to 6-12. The game
was played under very trying conditions for the Bowdoin players,
to say the least—the small Bates gymnasium was overpacked with
overzealous Bobcat rooters.
The, first half, although not un-
eventful, was inconclusive for both
sides. On the strength of catlike
Howie Alexanders 19 points, the
Bobcats' leading scorer, Bates took
an opening half lead of 49-42. The
Bears again had trouble keeping
big men, like Bates' Mark Lynch
off the offensive boards, and the
Cats were able to edge out to
their seven point bulge. Prank
Eighme helped keep Bowdoin close
with some hot shooting from the
outside.
The second half began much as




One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PLANT
69-73 MAINE STREET
TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
Npw Car* «t Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest






team, much to the liking of the
crowd, held an eleven point lead
midway through the period. At
this point, however, the Bowdoin
players, obviously incensed by the
treatment they were receiving
from the crowd, staged a tremen-
dous comeback. With John Mac-
Kenzie back in there following a
foot injury, the Bear attack be-
gan to move. MacKenzie controll-
ed the boards -^ he had 17 re-
bounds for the night — and Princi
started popping from his favorite
right corner spot with amazing
accuracy — he hit on 7 of 9 floor
shots. Eighme and Bob Patterson
continued to play steady ball
through this stretch and the
Bears momentum carried them in-
to the lead with six minutes to go.
Not stopping for anything, the
Black was able to build up an
eight point lead quickly and, as
Bates became desperate, sank sev-
eral foul shots to preserve the
hard earned victory. Free throws
were an important factor all
night. Bates was outscored from
the line, 33-18.
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
81 HARF3WELL STREET DIAL m.7122
Upset Williams
-
. v* - •
- by Tom Johnson t
Bowdoin's vajsijty swimmers
probably had a better time than
anyone else at the Williams winter
carnival last weekend. Interim
Coach Mike Curtis' charges made
it two in a row over Little Three
opponents as they thoroughly
humiliated the once-proud Ephmen
before a capacity crowd at Muir
Pool. The Black and White gained
sweet revenge for two recent Win-
ter's beatings administered by Wil-
liams and also had the satisfaction
of drubbing the defending New
England champions.
Although the final score was
only 51-44, the meet was not ac-
tually that close, since the Polar
Bears gave up both relays and
allowed every man on the squad to
swim in the tilt. After dropping
the opening medley relay, Bowdoin
.
swept the next three events, and
it was all over for the Purple, who
never came close thereafter.
Co-captain Mike Ridgeway and
Ed Finsilver led off the point pa-
rade in the 200 freestyle, followed
by John Samp and Marc Williams
in the 50 freestyle, and finally
Scott Staples and John Ryan in
the 200 individual medley. The
last-mentioned sweep was a real
surprise ani gave the Black and
White a special boost, since it
came at the expense of Williams
captain Rick Williams, a high fin-
isher in the New England Cham-
pionships last year.
Co-captain Pete Stockpole also
racked up a first place in the 200
butterfly, and Ed Finsilver out^
distanced the field in the 500 free-
style. As in the Wesleyan meet,
College record-holder Paul Mc-
Arthur exhibited iron nerves and
provided the final points necessary
for victory by besting Bob Mac-
Artney (New England 100 breast-
stroke champ) in the 200 breast-
strokeT-
Additional Bowdoin points re-
sulted from the diving, where Jim
Leblanc and Neal Caruso finished
behind New England diving cham-
pion Billy Gardner. Rick Spencer
swam a great race in the 200 back-
stroke, only to be touched-out for
first place by the New England
champion and record-holder in the
event. Rick Williams. Mike Ridge-
way also finished second in the 100
freestyle, while Denny Scharer
took third in the same event. Fi-
nally, Scott Staples grabbed a
third place in the 500 freestyle.
This weekend the mermen face
UNH on Friday and Amherst on
Saturday, both at 2 p.m. in Curtis
Pool. The Polar Bears would like
nothing better than to complete
their sweep of the Little Three
against Amherst.
Frosh T-Men Trounced
MEDPORD, MASS. — The Tufts
freshman track squad made it a
clean sweep for the day over
Bowdoin by trouncing the fresh-
men, 74-37, Saturday at Tufts
Cage. The Polar Bears, now win-
less in seven outings, were able
to win just three events.
The Jumbos swept both weight
events to build up a sizeable early
lead which was never threatened.
Jeff Katzeff and Don Evans were
both double winners for the vic-
tors. Katzeff took the 50-yard
dash as well as the 600-yard run,
while Evans triumphed in the long
jump and the high hurdles.
Ken Cuneo, Bowdoin's fine dis-
tance runner, was again the
Bears' outstanding performer. He
won trie mile with a time of 4:40.4,
then plated second to Bowdoin's
Stew Dcvine in the 1000. Bruce
Hamilton won the pole vault by
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Annual Campus Chest Weekend
Will Aid Vietnamese Children
by Nathaniel B. Harrison
A 100 war-burned and war-injured Vietnamese children will come
to the United States for medical treatment in the near future. This
is the goal of the newly formed Committee of Responsibility, a group
of prominent American physicians and clergymen dependent upon
financial support from individuals and organizations throughout the
United States. Bowdoin, through 1 its 1967 Campus Chest Weekend,
will support the committee financially.
Disturbing Statistics j,
415,000 civilians have been killed in the war in Vietnam since
1961, according to estimates published in the January issue of Ram-
parts magazine. The Associated Press has reported, in a dispatch
dated October 24, 1966, that the war-injured ratio was as high as ten
civilians to one soldier. Whether or not one accepts absolutely the
validity of these statistics, it has become evident that civilians in
Vietnam are sustaining a greater number of casualties than are
military personnel.
A more startling statistic, perhaps, can be deducted from a 1964
UNESCO study indicating that 47.5% of the population of Vietnam
was under sixteen years of age. Nearly half of the civilian fatality
estimates, therefore, are children.
- Transportation, Surgery, Home Care
In January of this year a group of concerned Americans estab-
lished a committee "to make available facilities and services in the
United States for the treatment and rehabilitation of war-burned
and injured Vietnamese children who cannot be adequately cared for
in Vietnam." The group, which became known as the Committee of
Responsibility, is attempting to raise three million dollars for trans-
portation, surgery, and temporary home care, particularly for chil-
dren suffering from severe burns. The program, which will initially
benefit 100 children, will be expanded as finances permit.
The committee is currently engaged in "obtaining consent for
entry and exit of the Vietnamese children, securing space on U.S.
Government and commercial aircraft, and appealing directly to the
American people."
No Distinction Made
At a January 11 news conference, Dr. Herbert Needleman, a
psychiatrist at Temple University Health Sciences Center and chair-
man of the committee's board of directors, said that the group will
make "no distinction between children wounded by one side or an-
other", selection being based solely on medical need.
SDS Sparks Bowdoin Activism
by Edward J. Burtt
Students for a Democratic So-
ciety represent a segment of
American undergraduates dissatis-
fied with recent developments in
American democracy. Two mem-
bers of this disenchanted segment
are Bill Norton and Mark Freed-
man, who have brought SDS to
Bowdoin. Although Bowdoin's
chapter has received little pub-
licity, the SDS group is significant
here because of its fundamental
objectives.
SDS is a national movement
founded in 1960 as an outgrowth
of student concern over the lack
of true democracy in the United
States. The movement now has
numerous regional offices and sev-
eral regular publications. Despite
its national scope the program
maintains only minimal bureau-
cratic organization. In the words
of Mr. Carl Oglesby its current
president:
"SDS has no sucjh apparatus —
only — a beleaguered hotspot in
Chicago — and it is a main
point with us that it never shall.
In all our organizing work, in
slums and on campuses, we aim
to involve everyone equally and
openly in the making of decisions,
to break down social machines
that bestow power undemocratic-
ally and withhold it in the same
sorry way. Bureaucracies concen-
trate and conceal power. We avoid
them."
What is the ideal of SDS al-
ready hinted at? It is Radical
Democracy. It is "government
for the people, by the people''
(Continued on page 6)
> «
PHOTO BY DAVID WILKINSON
Seminar Syllabus Expands
Offers Ten Free Programs
Ten free seminars will be of-
fered this semester. Only thirty-
five of 110 members of the faculty
found time to reply to the initial
FSP letter of invitation, those who
did respond were enthusiastic.
Most of the faculty members who
indicated that they could not par-
ticipate this semester did show
willingness to offer seminars next
semester. "The program is begin-
ning on a relatively small scale,"
said Bob Seibel, one of the origina-
tors, "but we hope that it will
be successful, and when its possi-
bilities are realized, it will mush-
room into a major pari of campus
life."
The committee was happy" to
note that some of the faculty
quickly caught the spirit of the
program. As Professor A. M. Free-
man of the Economics Dept. men-
tipned, it should not demand much
time in preparation on the part
of the participating faculty mem-
ber, since the topic of their semi-
nar will be a subject with which
they are most probably already
familiar. Professor Fritz Koelln,
in his reply to the committee, said,
"There ought to be some time in
the life of most students and some
instructors for a voluntary study
motivated entirely by interest."





David Wilkinson, local photog-
rapher and B- average student,
was dismissed from the college
because he failed to attend a to-
tal of twenty forums during his
last two semesters. In Forum
earlier this year, he said that he
considered compulsory forum in-
sulting and left the hall; but this
decision not to support the pro-
gram was due as much to incoh r
venience as to principle, according
to Wilkinson.
He considers both his violation
of the rule and his forum talk "an
extremely mild form of protest,"
and he never really expected to
be dismissed for something he con-
sidered trivial.
Before his case came to the
Recording committee (Dean of the
College, chairman; and the Presi-
dent, the Dean of Students* Messrs,
Abrahamson, Curtis, Kamerling,
LaCasce, Shaw and Whiteside)
Wilkinson was asked by Dean of
Students Jerry Brown to write a
letter to the committee in his own
defense. Still considering the
matter trivial, Wilkinson responded
with a letter to Dean of the Col-
lege A. Leroy Greason.
He hoped that the letter, in-
tended as a parody of the formal
apology requested, would convince
the concerned administrators and
faculty that they were taking the
fered this semester are: Basic
Concepts of Anthroposophy, by
Mr. Koelln; Kecent Books of So-
cial SigniflcancG, by Mr. Malec;
Higher education in India, by Mr.
(Continued on page 6)
matter much too seriously" It was
reported to Wilkinson that the
Dean took the letter literally and
became angered. Wilkinson realiz-
ed that his letter perhaps "was ill—





With a superb overall team ef-
fort the Polar Bears raced to one
of the greatest victories in Bow-
doin swimming history last week-
end against Amherst. In so doing,
the Black and White ran then-
win streak to six straight and
completed their decisive sweep
over the Little Three. The partic-
ular significance of the triumph
is that the Lord Jeffs had been
beaten only once and had so
thoroughly dominated their other
opponents that the New England
championship seemed to be almost
certainly theirs.
The Amherst coach, a favorite
with Bowdoin swimmers, had vi-
sions of a thirty point margin of
(Continued on page 8)
Draft Law Expires In June
Lottery System Is Questioned
At the Faculty Meeting last
Monday, it ' was moved from the
floor that a committee be estab-
lished to decide whether a re-
sponse to the Governing Board's
tabling of the Sigma Nu ouster
should be made by the faculty
and what form this response
should take. The motion was
passed and President James Stacy
Coles appointed Professor Paul G.
Darling chairman of the commit-




The present draft law expires
on July 1 of this year. Therefore
the next few months will see the
development of a noisy Congres-
sional fight over the type of leg-
islation Congress will enact and
present to President Johnson. Two
extremely influential study groups
have recently finished their stud-
ies of the problem, and have drawn
up their recommendations for
change.
Earlier this week a study com-
mission on the draft appointed by
the House Armed Services Com-
mittee and headed by retired Gen.
Mark W. Clark, recommended that
student deferments be continued,
but that certain other student pri-
vileges be abolished. Deferments
for graduate students would be
given only to those working in
fields "critical to the national se-
curity." The panel reported in fa-
vor of a reversal of the present
age preference, so that available
19 and 20 year-olds would be
drafted first, and older men up to
26 after that, the youngest first.
Also under this system, students,
upon receipt of an undergraduate
degree and notification of no
graduate work deferment, would
take their chances with the
youngest group of draft eligibles
on an equal basis. Further, a
(Continued on page 6)
by A, Myrick Freeman, 111
The recent public discussion of
equity, or the lack of it, in the
present draft system seems to have
missed an important point. This
stems from a very narrow con-
ception of equity. Most people
seem to view" the question of equity
in terms of who gets called upon
to serve and how the risk of be-
ing called is distributed among
draft age males. I would prefer
to look at equity in terms of who
bears the economic costs of rais-
ing and maintaining an armed
force whether in times of war or
peace, or how this cost is distribut-
ed among all the members of the
economy.
One could argue that even this
is an overly narrow view of equity
because it ignores a very real bur-
den of service, the risk of injury
and death. But it is legitimate
to abstract from this burden be-
cause the way we raise our armies
has a substantial impact on how
the economic burdens are distrib-
uted.
The economic cost of raising
and maintaining an army is meas-
ured by the opportunities for con-
sumption of public and private
goods and services which must be
foregone to divert resources to mil-
itary purposes. It would be use-
ful at this point to distinguish be-
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Any Time Spudnut Time"
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Lots of people do. Some right on your
campus. And for rationale, they point an
accusing finger at business and say it lacks
"social commitment."
Social commitment?We wish they could
visit our Kearny, N. J. plant, where we
make cable and apparatus for your Bell
telephone company. But we have time for
other thoughts, other talents.
Like the situation in nearby Newark.
With civic and business leaders, we be-
gan buzzing with ideas. "Let's teach higher
skills to some of the un-employed and
under-employed. Say, machine shop prac-
tice. They could qualify for jobs that are
going begging — and help themselves as
well."
We lent our tool-and-die shop, eve-
nings. We found volunteer instructors. A
community group screened applicants.
Another supplied hand tools. The Boys
Club donated classroom facilities. Another
company sent more instructors.
Some 70 trainees enrolled. Their incen-
tive? Self-improvement. Results to date?
New people at better jobs. Happier.
And this is only one of dozens of social-
minded projects at Western Electric plants
across the country, where our first job is
making communications equipment for the
Bell System.
So, you don't give up ideals when you
graduate. If anything, at a company like,
say, Western Electric, you add to them.
And it's not just a theory. It's practice.
Satisfying. Come on and find out. And
watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.
® Western ElectricMANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM
William S, Faraci '69 has been elected President of the Bowdoin
Young Republicans. a. .*.*'.-








Secretary-Treasurer, Chester R. Freeman '68.
Senior Member-at-Large, David F. Huntington '67.
Junior Member-at-Large, Douglas A. Pearce '69.
• • •
• *
Dr. O. Edgar Folk, Jr., Professor of Physiology at the State
University of Iowa, will deliver the annual Mayhew Bird Lecture at
Bowdoin March 8. His topic will be "Field Studies of Arctic Birds
and Mammals," given at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater.
Dr. Folk was an Assistant Professor of Biology at Bowdoin from
1947 to 1952 and was engaged in experiments in the Held of applied
physiology, studying the effect of moisture on temperature control.
One area of Dr. Folk's research has been referred to as "the
study of biological clocks," springing from the question—"Can ani-
mals measure day and night if they don't have an environmental
clue?" His research involved placing animals in control chambers
isolated from noise and temperature and humidity changes.
The Department of Military Science has announced the promo-
tion of Capt. Radcliffe G. Mitchell, Jr., to the rank of Major.
Major Mitchell joined the Bowdoin ROTC staff in 1965 after he
completed the Armor Officer Career Course at Fort Knox.
He has served with Army armored units in the United States
and Germany. He was a platoon leader and tank company commander
at Fort Stewart, Ga., with the 3rd Medium Tank Battalion from
1959 to 4961. . •. •
Major Mitchell was assigned in 1961 to the 3rd Battaljon of the
35th Armor in Germany, where he was commander of a Davey Croc-
kett Missile Platoon. He later served as tank company commander
with the -3rd Battalion of the 70th Armor in Munich, Germany, in
1963.
The following; business firms and other organizations will be
recruiting in the Bowdoin Placement Bureau during the month of
March, 1967
7—Polaroid Corporation
Price Waterhouse & Co.
General Electric Co. — Financial Management Program
8&9—Bell Telephone System
9—Grand Way Department Stores
10—Commercial I'nion Insurance Group
Chase Manhattan Bank
13—Fairchild Semiconductor
14—Lakeland Sr. High School
Xerox Corporation
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
15—John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Fairfield, Conn. Schools
17—Hooker Chemical Corp.
* » » « »
STUDENT COUNCIL MINUTES
Lecture: An appropriation of $100 was made for a lecture to be held
on the Student Arts Weekend, March 17, 18. Tom Roulston '68
will contact the speaker, Mr. Hodgekinson of the Boston Univer-
' sity School of Communication, for confirmation.
Camera Club: The constitution of the Camera Club, submitted by
Tom Brown '67, was approved, making the club an official Bow-
doin organization, and enabling them to petition the Blanket Tax
Committee for funds.
Orientation: The fraternities are asked to discuss and vote on the
suggested changes in the Orientation Program for next year.
Basically, the proposal would place the responsibility of fresh-
man orientation with the Presidents' Council and a special com-
mittee elected by that body.
Bryn Mawr College is offering undergraduates interested in ad-
vanced work in Hispanic Studies an opportunity .for a six-week
summer program in Spain beginning June 16.
The program, known as Centro de Estudios Hispanicos en Ma-
drid, is designed for men and women students who are contemplating
professional careers in Spain or in Latin America.
Classes and lectures are held in the International Institute at
Miguel Angel 8 in Madrid.
The fee of $650 covers tuition, housing, meals, trips in Spain,
plays and concerts, with the exception of expenses incurred from
August 9 to September 3. A limited number of scholarships is avail-
able.
For further information, write to the Director of the Centro.
Professor Phyllis Turnbull, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Penna.
The deadline for application to the ROTC two year program is
March 7. Sophomores must attend summer camp at Fort Bennin^.
Georgia beginning either the 11th, 18th or 25th of June. ROTC can-
didates are paid transportation costs at the rate of 6c a mile and
approximately $180 for the 6 week period. During the Junior and
Senior years, students receive $40 a month. Parental permission is
required to join the program? Any further information may be
obtained from the Department of Militarv Science in Rhodes Hall or
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''defense is measured by federal
expenditures on materials can be.
taken as a fairly good measure
of the economic cost. This is true
because those producers engaged
in supplying these materials have
the alternative of producing for
the private sector of the economy,
and will only voluntarily engage in
production of military materials if
the prices they receive cover their
costs.
Who bears these costs? The
simplest assumption to make about
these monetary costs is that they
are borne by taxpayers. This is
true if the increased, government
expenditures are covered by in-
creased taxes. If the military ma-
terial expenditures are offset by
reducing nonmilitary government
expenditures, the costs are borne
by those who would have benefited
by these now reduced programs.
To the extent that military ex-
penditures are financed by infla-
tion, those who find the prices they
pay rising more rapidly than their
incomes bear the cost of military
expenditures.
The situation with the labor cost
of the military establishment is
quite different because of the com-
pulsory draft system. The expen-
ditures on manpower, including
both sa'aries and fringe benefits,
seriously understate the economic
cost of procuring the required
manpower. Another way to look
at it is that the cost to society of
having these people in the service
is the reduction in civilian output
as a result of shifting them from
civilian to military employment.
In a market economy a person's
salary can be taken as a rough
measure of the value of his con-
tribution to the output or produc-
tion of the economy.
The economic cost of shift.'ng
the individual from civilian to
military employment can be meas-
ured by the civilian income the
individual gives up. (An economist
would point out that in addition
This loss of psychic income is no
less an economic cost of mili-
tary service than the loss of mon-
ey income.) To the extent that
draftees are paid by their gov-
ernment, part of this economic
cost is shifted to taxpayers as in
the case of material costs. But
if the draftees' military incomes
are less than the sum of their pri-
vate incomes foregone plus a mon-
etary compensation for the psychic
rewards of civilian Ufe now lost,
draftees bear part of the economic
burdens of raising an army. The
lower military pay in relation to
civilian pay, the greater is the
burden placed on draftees relative
to taxpayers in general.
Professor Walter Oi of the Uni-
versity of Chicago has estimated
that if the nation were to raise
military salaries and compensation
so as to attract an all volunteer
force of between 2.7 and 3.1 mil-
lion men, the additional cost to
the taxpayer would be between $7
. and $8 billion dollars per year. His
estimate is by no means univer-
sally accepted; a Defense Depart-
ment spokesman stated at Chicago
that the cost could run as high
as $17 billion per year.
If an all volunteer force could
be raised by increasing salaries in
aggregate by, for example, $10
billion per year, this would mean
that all those serving would find
the nonmonetary plus monetary
rewards of military service at
least equal to the psychic and
monetary rewards of civilian em-
ployment. Thus there would be
no special burden placed on those
in service.
With this analysis of the burden
of raising an army we can now ex-
amine the implications for equity
of three alternative systems of
manpower procurement: the pres-
ent draft, a form of national lot-
tery, and voluntary service. Basic-
ally one's own evaluation of the
equity of a particular system de-
pends on value judgments over
Wilkinson Ouster
(Continued from page 1)
advised'' and wrote a second one
apologizing, not for the content,
but for the tone of the first.
Neither letter had the calculated
effect because the Recording
Committee voted to suspend Wil-
kinson for a semester and to "re-
view" his application at the end
of that time. Until he wrote his
first letter he had been assured
that he would be automatically re-
' admitted after one semester. How-
ever, after the letter, he was no-
tified along with his dismissal
that the college would no longer
purchase any of his photographs.
While Wilkinson had not even ex-
pected seriously to be suspended,
he definitely had no idea that he
would be excluded from indepen-
dent competition for the colleges
business.
The administration seems to
have no unified opinion of the
Wilkinson case. Dean Greason
would not discuss it as he said he
would not discuss the circum-
stances of any dismissal. He did
say that the Forum program is
presently undergoing its annual
examination by the Chapel-Forum
committee and that the decision
about Wilkinson's professional sta-
i tus with regard to the college was
an Administration office decision.
Concerning the question of valu-
able students versus questionable
rules, the Dean could only sug-
gest changing the rules through
accepted internal channels or
leaving the college.
In the Adm ' ice
Finance Wolcott A. Hokanson said
that since Dave has been dismiss-
ed for disciplinary reasons, he is
officially not allowed to partici-
pate in college activities and so
is in a different position from
other Brunswick area photogra-
phers. He said that he sees no
reason why the college would not
purchase pictures taken off cam-
pus if they were needed. How-
ever, Edward Born, editor of the
Alumnus, and major user of Wil-
kinson photographs, said that he
would no longer use those photo-
graphs (except those taken prior
to dismissal) lest he appear to be
"undermining" the faculty's deci-
sion. E. Leroy Knight, Executive
Secretary and responsible for cam-
pus publications, college publicity,
and the alumni magazine, said that
since Wilkinson is not a student
and since campus publications weje
concerned with campus activities,
he doesn't see how Wilkinson
could possibly have any photo-
graphs useful to those publications.
When asked if any pictures that
could be of use would be purchas-
ed, he repeated that he didn't see
how there could be any that would
be of use.
Wilkinson does not feel particu-
larly bitter; he only thinks the
affair was poorly handled and out
of proportion. He is not planning
to return to Bowdoin and is mak-
ing application to several other
schools where he will be able to
major in photography. He ex-
plained to the other colleges why
he was dismissed from Bowdoin,
and was told that it didn't make
any difference.
defense spending and is- borne by
taxpayers. A national lottery
would cause a different distribu-
tion of the nonmonetary part of
the burden among draft age males
but would not affect the division
of the total burden between draft
age males as a group and tax-
payers. One might call the lottery
.
an improvement in equity "in the
small." Changing to an all volun-
teer force would shift the burden
of defense entirely onto taxpayers
as a group.
Looking at the burdens in this
light is suggestive of at least some
of the forces affecting political
views of the war and of reform
of the draft. It is the young
people who as a group bear what
seems to me to be a dispropor-
tionate share of the war burden.
It is they who are also most vocal
in opposition to the war.
The feasibility of raising sala-
ries and shifting the burden to
taxpayers is really a question of
the willingness of voters (taxpay-
ers) to lift this burden from a
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Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . .
.
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
Brunswick Publishing Co.
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
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See Frank R. Jenkins '68, Chairman of the 1967 Bowdoin Bermuda
Week for the spring vacation. See him at the TD House for infor-
mation. Reservations are being accepted. For other student travel
including half-fare flight itineraries, special student tours and




THE H. B. ST0WE TRAVEL AGENCY
AIRLINES — STEAMSHIPS — ICELANDIC AIR
TRAINS — HOTEL RESERVATIONS — BERMUDA
STUDENT TOURS — RENT-A-CARS — HALF FARES
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
MARY BAXTER WHITE
"SERVING BOWDOIN'S INTEREST FOR 17 YEARS"
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
THE BEST LOOKING LOAFERS IN
TOWN ARE AT BENOITS
They're Handsewn by Bostonian
In Nine Different Styles— From $15 to $19
A. H. BENOIT and CO.
„ MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
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"But occasionally decisions are made by officers of the
.
College without full knowledge of the factors involved, without
full consideration of all consequences, amd occasionally without
too much tJiriught. When the injustice of such decisions becomes
apparent, we attempt to the best of our ability and in the light
of the then existing situation to rectify them."
President Coles, November 1966
Once more attention has been focused on the paradoxical
penalties meted out for failure to attend the proper number of
Forums, penalties which far outstrip the importance of Forums
relative to academic work and related penalties.
We cannot question the Recording Committee's action in
removing David "Wilkinson on the basis of existing standards. We
question in the strongest terms both the value of the Forum
program as it exists now and the statutory penalties for not
cooperating with it.
If Forums- were made completely voluntary tomorrow, Mon-
day would see an empty Chapel, as do the present Wednesday
services. This is not a valid reason for maintaining the program
in its present form. An effective outlet for communication among
the College must do more than provide a number of warm, not
quite awake, mail-reading bodies two mornings a week at 10:00.
What must be done is to develop the latent interests of the
student body and the faculty to encourage informal talks, dis-
cussions, meetings, debates, arguments, sign-carrying or any
other means of getting ideas across.
That such enthusiasm can be developed for a worthwhile
activity is demonstrated, for example in the successful efforts of
the Student Arts Committee; a group of students and interested
faculty have, starting
-from scratch, attacked the lack of outlets
Letters To The Editor
The ORIENT welcomes all editorial correspondence, but will not print unsigned letters Under
extenuating circumstances, a writer's name will be withheld on request. Short letters will beprinted in preference to long ones, and the editors reserve the right to edit letters in context
in the arts on. campus and are now presenting the college with an
Arts Weekend.
The first step in presenting a more mature program of com-
munication must b'e the placing of the Forum requirements in
their proper relation to the central aspect of the College, academic
work. The penalties for poor work in courses is designed in ideal
conditions to help the student learn why he^ias done poorly in
what diction his efforts must be to attain greater understand-
ing of the material. It would be ridiculous, to "separate" a stu-
dent for slipping behind in class work before trying to improve
his effort.
This analogy is not perfect, but we think it shows the rela-
tion of the Forum program to other goals of the College. As sug-
gestions to what direction reform should immediately go we
.point out that at Hamilton, when a similar program was made
voluntary, attendance "did not drop as much as the Dean ex-
pected." At Amherst, moving a required assembly program to the
evenings brought up attendance 136% and that school is looking
towards an honor system for attendance.
"The major factor which must alivays remain in the fore-
front is that the College exists and is run for its students."
President Coles, November 1966
TO CUT WAR SPENDING
To The Editor: • - •
It's tragic to watch naive young American boys
being sent to die in South Vietnam, defending
General Ky. Ky and nine of 10 of his generals
fought on the side of the French against their
own people. They are all traitors and tories.
My ancestors were revolutionaries. They fought
against the Tories. Had the word been known at
that time they would have been called communists.
I've always been on the side of the poor against
the rich, of the worker against the exploiter. How
a free and presumably idealistic people can be se-
duced into supporting a parasitic hot pilot like Ky
is more than I can comprehend.
*
A lack uf understanding of economics is at the
root of our trouble. How many realize that all our
prosperity since 1929 has been due to war spend-
ing. If peace came tomorrow, our whole economy
would collapse. This is the paramount reason for
prolonging this looney war.
I'd like to debate in public with any professor of
economics who denies this.
I have a very simple solution
:
(1) Take our $73 billion war budget and spend
it all upon feeding, housing and clothing the poor
of the world, no matter what their race, religion
or political belief. Start with Mississippi.
(2) Make the Vietnam war democratic. Let it
be fought by volunteers and paid for by volun-
tary contributions. You'd find out how a free peo-
ple really feel about this ignoble extermination of
poor peasants.
Howard E. Marston, Sr.
Rockport, Mass.
The Committee Of Responsibility
The Campus Chest Committee's decision to support the Com-
mittee of Responsibility provides an objective means of involve-
ment for the Bowdoin community in the unfortunate situation in
Vietnam. Regardless of one's political feelings concerning the
justification of American participation in the war, the unques-
tionable fact remains that innocent children are becoming the
victims of circumstances they neither comprehend nor deserve
The American people, because of the military activities of their
country in Vietnam, bear partial responsibility for the needless
suffering of these young people.
The Committee of Responsibility is a non-partisan organiza-
tion, and one that warrants the support of all conscientious
Americans.
A Lesson From Upward Bound
We regret that our article in the February 24 issue of the
Orient on the Upward Bound Program held at Bowdoin last sum-
mer disturbed many of the students who participated in the





We, the students of Upward Bound, are Writing
this letter as an answer to the article entitled
"Bowdoin is Host to Upward Bound Teen-age
Students". We wish to protest the use of many
terms in that article, most of which do not de-
scribe us accurately. If we may be allowed* to
quote: "These young people were moulded by their
environment and tagged as 'losers' ". Perhaps we
did not have the opportunities offered to us that
many students take for granted, but at least we
were trying to make the best of the materials with-
in our reach.
One of our members lives in an area which has
at least three public libraries, a Theatre Guild, and
last, but eertajnly not least, Colby College. Does
the term "culturally deprived" fit that person?
Although we realize that this article was prob-
ably taken in content from another source, we feel
that the adjectives used to describe us were slight-
ly exaggerated.
We wish to extend, as a group, our sincerest
thanks for the hospitality shown us by our hosts
They made us feel really at home.

































Confrontation with these young people convinced us that
our conceptions of the program were either incorrect or exag-
gerated. The Upward Bound student is very definitely not a
loser
,
nor has he been "tagged" as such. Indeed, in many cases
he possesses more than adequate intellectual capacities, and does
not necessarily come from "culturally deprived" communities.
Th e Editorial Board of the Orient expresses its apologies to
the fifty students in Upward Bound at Bowdoin, and to its direc-
tors Robert Mellow and Doris Davis. N .B H
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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The opportunity for the Admissions Staff to
discuss the wide range of topics at the open meet-
ing with students on February 20 was a very wel-
come one. We are grateful for the Student Coun-
cil's arranging for such a meeting, and the amount
of serious student interest which was demonstrated
made this gathering very worthwhile.
Several statements about the meeting as report-
ed by the Orient however, do need correction.
First, the statement ascribed to me that "Bow-
doin prefers not to give loans and work grants to
freshmen, but only direct grants until the sopho-
more year" is incorrect. Except for four or five
special awards, loans are a part (about 20 to 25%)
of the total awards offered. This is typical of the
majority of colleges today, and it does not place
Bowdoin at any disadvantage when its awards to
candidates are compared with awards by com-
petitive colleges. Jobs assigned to freshmen as part
of their prematriculation awards are limited to
about ten cases a year, but incoming freshmen are
advised that work opportunities do exist for them
after their matriculation.
Second, the Admissions Staff consists of four
men. Mr. Elliot's absence probably resulted in the
reference to "the three-man Admissions Depart-
ment".
Third, the remark in the last paragraph about
"standards and problems of the department-
should have been credited to Mr. Mellow.
Finally, the headline indicating "Financial Aid
Recruiting Problem" does not do justice to the
content of the three-hour session. The discussion
of financial aid was thorough but in no way domi-
nated the conversation. The students raised many
good questions on a wide variety of topics perti-
nent to the admission of freshmen to Bowdoin.
Let me reiterate the positive value of a discus-
sion such as this and the willingness of the Admis-





You also mention that we are culturally de-
prived and also tagged as losers. Before I came to
Upward Bound I never heard anyone say I was go-
ing to be a loser. Matter of fact, many people
thought I was going to be a somebody in this vast
world of ours. I agree that now I am in the Upward
Bound program I have a better chance than before




I wish to thank all the Bowdoin students
who are in the college for taking us into their
world and making us feel a part of them. I say
this in behalf of all the Upward Bounders of Bow-
doin. We sincerely hope that these men reach their




Small Liberal Arts Colleges are renowned for
their small classes which promote more personaJ
attention devoted to individual students. Although
tnis is the case in many departments at Bowdoin
Jt has not been true for the Psychology dept.
which has been under-staffed for quite some time.
This
i
semester, however, Professor Fuchs has de-
cided that Psych 10 will be run in much the same™n"er
f^
a Seminar and has ,lm,ted th* mo-ment of the class. His desire is for the class to
meet once a week following the same format as the
senior Seminars.
The members of the class and Prof. Fuchs all
agreed that Wed. night would be the ideal time,
n fact, there is no other time tfiat a lengthy meet-ing can be held without meal or class conflicts.
Everything seemed fine, but like many of Bow-doins valuable innovations there is alwavs some-la7d wh0 thrives on destroying ihe good









omethmK that could help the name of Bowdoih
'"stead of hampering it is on the'verge of disaster.
Name withheld by request






by Virgil, H. Logan, Jr.
The official Reports last week of
the United States Commission on
,
Civil Rights requested new Federal
legislation to end "racial isola-
tion" of. children in public schools
attended predominately by
Negroes. The commissions report
is largely a firm restatement of
the 1954 Supreme Court decision
ordering the desegregation of pub-
lic schools.
Significantly different than the
Supreme Court ruling is the Com-
mission's proposal to establish "a
uniform standard for the elimina-
tion of isolation in the schools."
It cites as exemplary systems the
New York and Massachusetts
state commissions on education
which define as racially imbal-
anced "those schools in which Ne-
gro pupils, constitute more than
50 per cent of the total enroll-
ment." The commission's recom-
mendation that all schools be ra-
cially balanced is one which cer-
tainly merits support. An inte-
grated educational experience
would best serve the needs of
both white and Negro students, In
a study made by the Commission
of the metropolitan Northeast it
was found that the grade level
performance of both disadvantage
and advantaged 12th g:ade Negroes
improved by nearly 2 grade levels
when the students transferred from
all-Negro classes to classes where
more than half of the students
were either advantaged or disad-
vantaged whites. The dividends
reaped from integrated educaction
are not solely confined to Negro
students. White students enter a
situation in which they can relate
o Negroes as individuals, and not as
an amorphous stereotyped group,
which may or may not be stigma-
tized by the prejudices of* white
society.
That integration of education
shou'd take place immediately, ' if
not sooner, is imperative. Natu-
rally, though, certain obstacles in-
evitably hamper its completion. A
principal, one of course, is the re-
luctance/of white Northerners; "to
accept^the presence of Negro stu-
dents in the classroom with their
children. Another prominent one
is the defacto segregation which
exists in almost every American
city. In the nation's urban areas,
where two-thirds of both the
Negro populations live, the ma-
jority of Negro students attend
schools that are nearly all-Negro,
and the white students go to pre-
dominantly white schools As
whites flee to the suburbs with all
due deliberate speed, more Negroes
move into the central city.
The problem becomes one of
geography as well as race. City
schools which are populated pri-
marily by Negroes face the alter-
natives of transporting students to
distant suburbs, or of establishing
"compensatory education" pro-
grams. The compensatory plan is
one which attempts to solve the
issue of sub-standard education
"of Negroes by recruiting and as-
signing the best qualified teachers
to the ghetto (which generally
has the least qualified teachers).
This system would necessitate more
teachers, more and better programs
designed to fill the cultural voids
of Negro students, and consequent-
ly more money.
Perhaps the argument that the
compensatory plan is a subtle de-
vice to perpetuate defacto segrega-
tion is a valid one. It would be
such if a school system, faced with
the choice of integrating its
schools in a workable fashion,
geographically, or of remaining
segregated under the compensa-
tory proposal, chose the latter.
Where it is physically impossible
to integrate schools, trie only ra-
tional approach to follow is one
which would give Negro students
the maximum intellectual and
cultural benefits.
The most stable solution would
be one in which whites remained
in the central cities, rendering an
integrated school system feasible.
cle-Riding Yale Prof





Robert M. Cook, a- Yale Univer-
sity Professor and opponent of
U.S. policy in Vietnam, will ¥speak
at Bowdoin March 9.
Professor Cook's lecture, "Viet-
nam and American Foreign Poiicy
— A View from the New Left,"
will be given at 7:30 p.m. in the
Senior Center and is being spon-
sored by the Bowdoin Political
Forum,
.
Professor Cook, an ex-Marine
officer, was defeated in a Con-
gressional race last fall in Connec-
ticut's Third District. He ran as
an independent, supported by the
American Independent Movement,
and campaigned against the war
in Vietnam, calling it "wrong."
The motorcycle-riding, guitar-
playing sociology professor has al-
so been active in the civil rights
movement. He '"took part in the
,Selma, Ala., protest march in 1965
and participated in New Havens
Freedom School.
Only last week Professor Cook
announced he would give all his
sociology seminar students at Yale
a "satisfactory" grade in what
has been interpreted as objection
to the use of college grades to de-
termine whether a student should
be deferred from military service.
Professor Cook uses an historic-
al approach in his teaching of so-
ciology and his interest is in the
long term evolution of American
society. He believes that colleges
should strive to close the distance
between the studies of the class-
room and the practical problems of
the community.
Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam:
Chaplains Give Hawk's - Eye View
A CORRECTION
In the article concerning the
new Junior Year Abroad in
Austria in the Orient of 4 Feb-
ruary, it was incorrectly stated
that the program would begin
in 1969. It may start this falL
Also, the program will not be
open to students of all depart-
ments, and specific require-
ments have not yet been for-
mulated.
The Bowdoin Undergraduate
Civil Rights Organization will
meet this Sunday evening (March
5) at 7 pan. in Conference B.
Everyone is welcome to come
and plan the Spring Project
Over spring vacation BUCRO
will visit high schools in the
Northeast and speak to high
freshmen, sophomores and ju-
niors.
Brunswick United Fund Committee of Responsibility
CAMPUS CHEST
MARCH 10-12, 1967
World University Service Pineland Hospital
Dance
MARCH 10 — FRIDAY
The Remains and The Spectres, 8-11:30 p.m.
MARCH 11 — SATURDAY
Folk Concert— Danny Gravis, 2-4 p.m., Room B
Faculty-Student Hockey Game, 2-4 p.m.
Home and Senior Center Auctions— 4-6 p.m.
Glee Club Concert— 8:15 p.m., Pickard Theater
RAFFLE PRIZES
Honda Motorcycle— 12" Television— Ski Sweater
and many others
» COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Dudley Welch '67 - Bob Drake '68 — Co-chairmen
°^
U j5!' Jim Conw.ll »«8
IT " " John Demenkoff *70
..
'""' - Henry Newman '68
Alpha Kappa Sigma ^^ nfat ,gg
JJ
** Ken Lutte '69
_' ; Lewie Johnson '69
DK „ . Neil Caruso '68
._,,
' Dave Sullivan '6»
AD Elliot Hacker '68
c . _. N'at Harrison '68
'mnn No , _.





The Collegiate Press Service
SAIGON, South Vietnam (CPS)—One of Yale's
great courses is Edmund Morgan's review of
American colonial history. Beginning with the
Puritan fathers, Professor Morgan teaches that
our history has been deeply influenced by the
early Americans' view of themselves as a morally
pure and righteous people—by contrast with the
decadent, corrupt sons of Europe.
I didn't really appreciate what he was saying
until I had been in Vietnam for several months
What finally brought the idea homeland left me
depressed and" scared—was a series of interviews
with army and air force chaplains.
There are over 430 American chaplains in Viet-
nam—some 320 protestants, more than 100 Roman
Catholics, and three Jews. All are volunteers.
I interviewed thirteen. Almost to a man, their
consciences were aggressively clear about the
moral rationale for the U.S. military commitment.
That might be expected of chaplains. But what
surprised and depressed me were the glowing
terms they used to describe what is basically an
agonizing, dirty business of making many people
suffer in order to prove a political point In their
view of the world, Americans are still the stan-
dard bearers of morality in the battle against evil.
Cotton Mather would have recognized his descen-
dants instantly.
On the basis of these chaplains' interviews, a dis-
interested observer would have to characterize the
American approach to war as (a) saintly and (b)
child-like. Consider the following four assumptions:
(1) We are here to save the Vietnamese people
from the evils of Communism. This theme was
sounded by at least ten of the thirteen chaplains.
The following quotes are representative, and in
my opinion the complete contexts would not change
their import:
"The Viet Cong are misguided zealots who have
been given the wrong information aU their lives.
What would you believe if you had, been taught
all your life that Americans are the aggressors?"
—Chaplain Ross C. Wright, Conservative Baptist
from Los Angeles.
"How can you call this war immoral? You can't
say life is more important than personal freedoms,
honor, integrity, and the dignity of human beings.
The basic moral issue is: are these things worth
defending?*yFather Thomas D. McGrath (known
to a less bellicose colleague as 'Quick Draw')*
Roman Catholic from Worcester, Mass.
"I see China as an emotionally disturbed so-
ciety."—this from Chaplain Jack Keene, United
Presbyterian, who believes the U.S. has an obliga-
tion to protect South Vietnam from foreign domi-
nation.
"I'm not so concerned about the democratic
process, but I think the clergy should be on the
*ide of right. Maybe the majority of the Vietna-
mese people do support the Viet Cong, but if so
they do it out of ignorance and fear
. .
. It's like
our American race riots. The police at Watts
weren^t very popular, but 'they, were right"—
Orville McCormack, Assemblies of God, Oklahoma
City.
McCormack continues, "It seems to me these
(civilian clergy protesting the war) would rather
switch than fight. This is anathema to the church




McCormack. an air force chaplain, says some of
the men who come back from bombing missions
break down and cry over mistakes they have made
in hitting the wrong village or striking innocent
civilians. He concludes, "But to compare these acci-
dents with cold-blooded Viet Cong atrocities is to
compare a man who has had 'a car accident with a
killer who goes downtown and rnachine guns twen-
ty people
. . .
GI Joe is a healer, not a killer. We're
not here to kill people but to keep them from
being killed, not to conquer but to free, not to take
but to give our lives in order that they might
have
. . .
'Greater lave hath no man than this, that
a man lay down his life for his friend.'
Chaplain Charlie Mills, ^Virginia BaptistrV-a-7"
little mere succinct: "The VC are intimidating
these people and Christianity historically has
fought to aid the oppressed."
Lest the lighthearted laugh too loud, it should
be said that there is some ground for the attitudes
of most of these men, some truth in what they say.
But when all is said and done, in many parts of
this country saving the Vietnamese from the evils
of Communism boils down to saving them from
themselves—whether or not they are Communists.
The Viet Cong may be zealots, but few Vietna-
mese would call them misguided. Personal freedom
and human dignity may be more important than
life to Americans, but Saigon and Washington are
asking many Vietnamese to trade their lives for a
freedom and dignity they never had. China may
be an emotionally disturbed society, but at the mo-
ment many Vietnamese are more frightened of the
United States.
McCormack's comparison becomes a little fuzzy
when we recall that the policy of widespread
bombing is itself no accident, and his eloquent
statement of American intentions might not sound
quite so convincing to Vietnamese widows and or-
phans. Christianity has always thought of itself
as fighting to aid the oppressed, but even in Amer-
ican there have always been those who didn't see
it quite that way; can we blame a Vietnamese
Buddhist for not getting the point?
(2) We should be given credit for our good in-
tentions, for sincerely wanting to help the Vietna-
mese people. Most American officials in Vietnam
like to talk about how America is helping the
Vietnamese. The chaplains were no exception; they
referred most frequently to the military's civic
action programs.
It is true, there are a staggering number of
hopelessly altruistic Americans running around
Vietnam. By old colonial standards, they are shed-
ding much blood and many tears with little to
show for it in the way of dollar profits. GI's build
orphanages, support poor families, put hundreds of
kids through school, hand out chocolate bars the
length and breadth of Vietnam, and often make
considerable personal sacrifices in the process.
But with child-like naivete and almost total
Ignorance of what a century of colonialism has
taught the Vietnamese, they expect to be thanked.
They expect the Vietnamese to take their good
works and good intentions at face value. Less than
a fraction speak more than a few words of Viet-
namese, and many have no idea why their gene-
rosity is often met with suspicion. In areas where
handouts have become. the rule, some Americans
complain that "the Vietnamese act like we owe it
to them."
(3) The Viet Cong should not use sneaky tricks
to kill American soldiers. The thought caricatured
here runs just below the surface of many Ameri-
can conversations. The implication is thai war
ought to be played by the rules,* as definen in the
U.S. Code of Chivalry.
(Continued on page 6)
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GRIFFIN
(Continued from page 1)
student-deferred registrant" would
.*foWeit.his ittyitVt<£any''6tbar'*d*-.'-'
fcnnenipwjltai theexcepUon of ex-
treme hardship. This provision is
designed to prevent young men
service system of humanitarian
work which would be offered as
a substitute for military servjee.
Another commlssfori, appointed
by President Johnson last, July,
has also reached conclusions. Un-
der the guidance of sBurke Mar-
SDS~ T
~
(Continued from page 1)
from -usmg extended deferments^ a^; formed chief of the Justi
Jew .instance a fatherhood defer
ment, to prolong his exemption in-'
definitely. »
Although this report recom-
mends certain changes, it attempts
to endorse the "general philosophy
of the present Selective Service
Act," and avoids any really differ-
ent systems. It completely re-
jects adoption of a lottery process,
although no reason for this judg-
ment has been given. Also turned
down was the idea of a national
ce
not government for the people,
by someone who *knows almost
nothing about the people as is
practiced today. For example one
might consider the current dispute
over school segregation in "'Boston.
M.D. '41,
Council's
IJspartment's Civil Rights Divi- " R°x*>ury Is not directly represented
sion, the group is also expected
to recommend inversion of the
present draft-age preference.
However, informed sources report
that the still-unpublished conclu-
sions in this case come out in fa-
vor of abolishing student defer-
ments, and will urge random se-
lection of all those to be classified
1-A. The Presidential commis-












Bowdoin College Moulton Union
Bookstore
FffiST PRIZEr- FIFTY DOLLARS
SECOND PRIZE: THIRTY-FIVE DOLLARS
THIRD PRIZE: FIFTEEN DOLLARS
The winner of this contest will be eligible to enter the Amy
Loveman National Award for the best personal library.
First prize, $1,000 and many other $200 awards.
Entries must be submitted to Mrs. Elinor Graham at the
Paperback Sect, Moulton Union Bookstore by March 15,
1967. . ~







NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House








t Bb Park Row Brunswick
on a school committee that is
frittering away Roxbury's educa-
tional future. The basis of radical
democracy is education of the
needs of the community, from the
need for improved garbaged col-
lecting to the need for improved
educational facilities. They must
be made aware of the stands of
the candidates on all of these is-
sues. Lastly and certainly vital is
the need for 100% voter participa-
tion. The voter must be made to
see how valuable his vote is and
the responsibility he has to cast
it. Equally important as voting is
the freedom, indeed the desira-
bility, of running for public office.
People, Negroes, Puerto Ricans,
Japanese, and Causasians, who
can represent their electorate ade-
quately must be free to run for
public office.
SDS is strongly against both the
Vietnamese war in particular and
a large military in general. At
present the movement offers no
proposed solutions, though, they
have organized protest marches.
It is felt that in reducing the
size of the armed services, though,
retaining a highly efficient force,
a great deal of the national budg-
et now spent on war and main-
taining a readiness for war could
be used to repay the national *
debt.
SDS is not particularly concern-
ed with the conflict of political
ideologies currently in progress. It
PROGRAM
The Sixth Campus Career Conference
''
., Sponsored by the Bowdoin Alumni Council
-
'* '"
i. -¥ on • .. - . -





10:00 a.m. CHAPEL—Forum—Leonard W. Crqnkhite, Jr.
Chairman of the Alumni
. Placement Committee
10:30 a.m. First Series of Panel Discussions: -
Law— Gallery Lounge, Moulton Union
- Medicine — Council Room, Alumni House
Military Service — Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall
12:30 p.m. LUNCHEON. Alumni Participants will be assigned to
each of the various fraternity houses.
1:30 p.m. Second Series of Panel Discussions:
Government Service — Gallery Lounge, Moulton Union
Radio, Television and -Publishing — Council Room,
Alumni House
Finance — Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall
3:15 p.m. Third Series of Panel Discussions:
Marketing — Gallery Lounge, Moulton Union
Scientific Research — Council Room, Alumni House
Education — Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall
4:00-5:30 p.m. COFFEE AND CONVERSATION — The Alumni
House. For interested Undergraduates and Alumni Par-
ticipants. Plenty of opportunity for questions, answers,
and further informal discussion.
^
8:15 p.m. Special Lecture sponsored by. the Alumni Council. Went-
worth Hall, Senior Center. Open to the public without
charge. The speaker will be Richard A- Wiley '49, Over-
seer of the College and partner in the law firm, Bing-
ham, Dana, and Gould, Boston. His topic will be "The
Future of the Liberal Arts College".
aligns itself with no party, no po-
litical system, but rather, as stated
in the preamble of the Students
for a Democratic Society consti-
tution:
"It seeks to create a sustained
community of educational and po-
litical concern: one bringing to-
gether liberals and radicals, ac-
tivists and scholars, students and
faculty. It maintains a vision of
a democratic society, where at all
levels the people have control of
the decisions which affect them
and the resources on which they




March 8 and 9
Seminar Lists
Available Monday
vance through the continual focus
on realities and on the programs
necessary to effect change at the
most basic levels of economic, po-
litical, and social organization.
It feels the urgency
-to put forth
a radical, democratic program
whose methods embody the dem-
ocratic vision."
FSP
(Continued from page 1)
Dutta; Local Problems of Poverty,
by Mr. Toomajan; United States
Foreign Policy — Current Chal-
lenges, by Mr. Russell; Literature
and Religion, by Mr. Ri'ey; Re-
.
forming the Draft, by Mr. A. M.
Freeman; Disadvantaged Youth —
Myths and Realities, by Mr. Mel-
low; The Print in Photography, by
Messrs. Butcher, Lent, and Mc-
kee; and a selected topic on sec-
ondary education, by President
Coles. The seminars are explained
in greater detail in the pre-regis-
tration circular which is forthcom-
ing. Also included in that "cata-
logue" will be the day, time, and
place of the seminar meetings.
Registration will take place in
the Moulton Union on Wednesday
and Thursday, March 8 and 9. It
wi'l be completely on a "first come,
first served" basis, as most of the
seminars have enrollments limited
to 15, and the rest are even small-
er,- 'Students will sign up for* their
first three choices, and in the
event that their first choice is
closed, the others will be consid-
ered. The descriptive circular
will be available at the informa-
tion desk of the Union and in the
Fraternity Houses by Monday.
The amount of preparation de-
manded by each seminar will vary,
but after all, this program is bas-
ed on the motivation of the par-
ticipants. Registration for a semi-
nar does entail some commitment
of responsibility, and it is expect-
ed that all those who do sign up
will attend the scheduled meet-
ings and do at least the minimal
amount of preparation to make




will begin meeting during the week
following registration, and will
continue until May. At the final
meeting there will be an evalua-
tion of the program. Possibilities
for the future will be considered
at that time, including the sug-
gestion that students request top-
ics, and the committee find facul-
ty members to guide the discus-
sions on these topics.
Vietnam Report
(Continued from page 5)
Chaplain Wright, with quiet indignation, told of
a Viet Cong mine that had inflicted fiv e casualties
on a 1st Air Cavalry Division unit the week before.
A whole platoon had walked over the mine without
touching it off, but somehow one of the last men
unwittingly detonated it. The chaplain told the
story as if the Viet Cong had deliberately lulled
the Americans into ^a" false sense of security and
then attacked from behind.
He also showed me—in the midst of an explana-
tion of how people at home have a distorted view
because the press never tells about Viet Cong
atrocities—a UPI story of a Viet Cong atrocity.
A.young American captain had been killed trying
to clean out an enemy cave in the Central High-
lands. A North Vietnamese soldier had come out
of the cave, pushing a woman and child in front of
him. Not wanting to hit the human shields, the
American lowered his gun, whereupon the North
Vietnamese shot him point blank in the head.
It was a dirty thing to do, and I like it no better
than the young American's mother would. But to
suggest that it wasn't fair, and that the North
Vietnamese soldier was an evil ogre because he
took unfair advantage, is to make war into a
child's game. (Tit for tat: within minutes the cave
had been blown with explosives and one GI esti-
mated over 100 Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
were buried alive inside.)
You dear people who say the Viet Cong should
not use sneaky tricks to kill American soldiers,
have you ever talked with a Vietnamese who says
Americans should not be here in (he first place,
should not bomb and burn and loose their horrible
instruments of death on Vietnamese villages,
should not seek to impose American solutions on a
people whose problems they do not understand.
Only the soldier who sees himself as fairness per-
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WATERVILUE -~ The Colby Mules errded their dismal
basketball season on a happy note, as they upset the* Bowdoin
Polar Bear*, 81-69, Saturday night in Maine State SLeWes, action.
The win enabled We JMfs"t^Mfr the season at 4-i6, while thg
loss dropptd^Bowdoin deeper below .500 at 6-13.
The favored Bears, who had make the contest a close one. The
coasted to an earlier decision over
the Mules, lacked fire from the
outset and never recovered to
Frosh Trackmen
Downed Again
The Bates junior varsity handed
the winless Bowdoin freshman
track team its eighth loss of the
season, 76-36, at Lewiston Saturday.
The Bates jayvees swept the long
jump and the low hurdles and had
superior strength and depth in
most other events. Menke was the
Bobcats' individual hero, winning
both the high and low hurdles.
Ken Cuneo once again provided
most of the thrills from the Bow-
doin standpoint. He won the mile
in a highly respectable time of
4:37.9, then triumphed in the 1000
also. Wayne Sanford in the
weight throw and Bruce Hamil-
ton in the high jump were the
only other Polar Bear victors.
Smith's Photo Shop
146 Maine St., Brunswick
Black and White were close early
in the first half, but fell behind
37-27 at the buzzer and never
really threatened thereafter.
Alex Palmer provided the scor-
ing punch for the home team, as
he accounted for 28 points. He
had ample support from Joe Jabar
with 12 and Jeff Hannon with 11,
but the story of the game lied in
the rebound "department. Colby
controlled both boards for much
of the game and wound up ahead
of the Bears in that vital area,
69-47, with Bob Aisner leading the
board crashers with 18 grabs.
Bo McFarland returned to form
for Bowdoin, but his 24 point ef-
fort was not enough. The Mules
"held" Frank Eighme to 13 points,
and the only other Bear in double
figures was Bob Patterson with 10.
The*Bears' shooting was not a fac-
tor in their defeat as they shot
over fifty percent, but because
Colby controlled the boards the
visitors were able to take fewer




: & the "p>£-
limiriary to the varsity meet, the
Bowdoin Frosh swimming team
handed the Deering High,,School
,
contingent a convincing 59-34
drubbing. The Cubs won both
the relays and won seven of the
remaining nine events — a double
victory by Deering's Ken Klein in
the 400 freestyle and the 200 free-
style saving grace for the Portland
team.
Following Klein's victory in the
200, John Spencer captured the 50
freestyle. He was followed by Joel
Nevels win in the individual med-
ley, Ward Rlnehart's victory in the
diving competition, Barry Stevens'
first in the butterfly, Mark^Lev-
ine's win in the lo6*freestyC and4
*
Bob Stuarffflrst In the 100 back-
stroke. Then came Klein's second
victory. Only to*bft. followed by*
another Bostdpin first — Bob
Young's' in the 100 breaststroke —
to complete the rout.
The frosh now have one meet
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Hniffis 3 6| PHnci
Bubar 2 2! Ei Khme
Palmer 12 4 2S Parker
Young—' 1
—
A—8 i MalKtmfcie— »'
Hannon 1 8 11
I
Smith 1 1
Jabar 4 4 12
I
McKarland 7 10 21
Aisner .'! 2 S I Reid 2 2 K
Weaver 1 2! Patterson :i I 10
Demers 2 2 6 i Neher I S
Totals 30 21 SI I Totals 22 25 fiO
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Eve Show 6:45-8:32 p.m.
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Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
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BUSINESS
Our business leaders are deeply concerned because too many of our college gradu-
ates turn their backs on business as a career. Educated men arc needed to man our
economic structure. Managers of the future are needed now or our capitalistic way
of life may suffer irreparably. .
"It is high time we began communicating to others an understanding of
the challenge and the promise of our economic system which happens to be
the best instrument yet devised by man for the creation of that better world
which our young so ardently desire."
LAWRENCE A. KIMPTON
VICE PRESIDENT,
STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA
"It is even possible that we cannot remain free if our best young people
continue to turn their backs on careers in business."
JOHN* S. 1'IELDEN, DEAN
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
"Business is the only calling requiring great competence comparable to
that in the major professions of law, medicine, and religion where those in
practice have been too little involved with colleges."
DR. CHARLES RUSSELL
BRVANT COLLEGE
Some undergraduates tell us that business is anti-ini
mands conformity, tha,t business is dull and boring, thai A
trolled by a few business executives, and lastly that busim
service.
There are abundant refutations to these many inac
many of our social benefils would be unknown to us, sil-
age, elect ionics, convenience products and packaging, tr
high standard of living, and very high employment.
It is hoped that these few ideas might stimulate a d
the student body and the business community. On March, i
a seminar on Marketing in the Gallery Lounge of the Moi
to attend. We think you will find it worthwhile.
•ctual, that business de-
riea is dangerously con-
oes not perform a social
ies. Without business,
wonder drugs, the air
elation, low cost iixul,
le at Bowdoin between
.1:13 p.m. there will he
Union, You are urged
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Surging Bears Swamp Amherst Puckmen Swamp UConil, UMaSS;
(51 38) ; Medley Relay Record Set. Sunk By UNH; Face Colby Toniffht
fContinued from naee 1) .
' ' s <*• - * ^"" .'..'( p g
victory, but as in the UConn and
Wesleyan meets, the Polar,Bears*
trejiised to be impressed by pre-
vious, performances and churned *
to victory t>y a niheteen point dif-
•ference, 57-38. The sweep of, the
Little Three was the first in four
years^ whereas the Varsity lost to
all three during the past two
seasons.
The trend of the contest was set
in the opening medley re1ay which
saw the quartet of Rick Spencer,
Paul McArthur,, Pete Stockpole,
and Denny Scharer not only de-
feat Amherst's finest but also set
a new pool and College record
with a time of 3:51. The race was
nip-and-tuck all the way, but each
swimmer was able to keep the lead
which Spencer provided in the
initial backstroke leg, and Scharer
ended with a four stroke lead.
A one-three finish in the 200
freestyle by co-captain Mike
Ridgeway and Ed Finsilver, a
sweep of the 50 freestyle by John
Samp and Marc Williams, a sec-
ond place in the individual med-
ley from Scott Staples, and an-
other sweep in the diving by. Jim
LeBlanc and Neal Caruso gave
-Bowdoin a 32-11 advantage after
only five events and effectively put
the meet beyond the reach of the
stunned Lord Jeffs. . .
The tilt continued in the Polar
Bears' favor as co-captain Pete
Stackpole won the 200 butterfly
in a 2:09 clocking, his best of the
year. Ridgeway and Scharer next
placed second and third in the
100 freestyle with Spencer taking
second in the 200 backstroke. The
500 freestyle saw Finsilver give
the Black and White the final
points needed for victory with two
events still to go in the meet. Fin-
silver's first place in a 5:28.2 tim-
Bowdoin's record-breaking; 400 yard Medley Relay Team of (L to
r.) Paul McArthur, Pete Stackpole, Denny Scharer, and Rick
Spencer. The foursome established a new pool and College mark
of 3:51 against Amherst. (Kennedy photo)
WHITE KEY RESULTS
ing was also his best of the year.
The Purple swept the 200 breast-
stroke as both Van Oss and Schlie-
mann barely touched-out Bowdoin
record-holder McArthur. Van Oss
set a new pool record of 2:28, betf-
tering that of 2 28.9 set by Mc-
Arthur on Winter's against Wes-
leyan. John Phillips, a sophomore
like Van Oss, also set a pool record
in the 200 backstroke of 2:10.2,
breaking the former mark of 2:10.6
established by All-Americann Bob
Plourde of Bowdoin in 1959.
Finally, interim coach Mike Cur-
tis put together a freestyle rt'...
.
quartet of Ridgeway, Williams,
Samp, and Scharer which won
handily in 3:255.
Thus, with the New England
championships only two weeks
away, Bowdoin hopes are indeed
high. Especially encouraging about
the win over Amherst is the fact
that the Polar Bears were able to
dispose of one of the East's ack-
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*Chi Psi defeated Beta 5-4 in a
playoff for third placce.
Zete forfeit win over PDP
TD 72, DKE 51
Next Week's Games:
Monday — DKE vs. ARU (7:00);
TD vs Beta (8:30).
Tuesday — TD vs. ARU (7:00);
Wednesday — Beta vs. PDP
(7:00); ARU vs AD (8:30).
Thursday — AKS vs. Zete
(7:00); DS vs SN (8:30).
many outstanding performances.
This weekend the Varsity in-
tends to record its seventh straight
triumph when they go against the
Jumbos of Tufts at Medford, and
then will begin final preparations
for the New Englands at Southern
Connecticut State College to be


















Due to an error by the pub-
lisher, last week's excellent Polar
Bearing column appeared to be
written by the sports editor, when,
in reality, the credit is due to Bert
Kendall, 7-A Senior Center, etx.
475.
by Rob Brenpler
> The Polar Bears faired well oh a three-game road trip tlys !
week, posting Section II »wins over- U.€onn, Intr tf;Mass."4ast
weekend, then bowing to the Division I WiJdcftt8"*>f TJ.'N.H. Wad- '
nesday night. Bowdoin is now" 8 up and 4 down in Section II*
play, while the 9-10 overall slate can be leveled tonight, as the *
Bears host Colby in the season finale.
Six second-period scores devas- Martin and Tom Sides getting the
tated the Huskies Friday night, as
the visitors went on to romp, 9-1.
Steve Abbott turned the hat-trick
for the Bears, as Pete Chapman
and Timmy Brooks also had three
points on the night.
Saturday night saw rough ac-
tion, as the Bears took on U. Mass.
in Amherst. In a game which had
fifteen penalties, the Bears out-
fought the Redmen, 8-3. Abbott
again figured well in the scoring
column, picking up two goals and
two assists.
The Bears jumped off to a 3-0
lead, before Obrien scored for the
hosts at 4:36 of the second stan-
za. With both teams shy a man,
Doug Brown made it 4-1 from Ken
Martin and Bob Pfeiffer at 9.10.
Tim Sullivan raised the count to
5-1 two minutes later, but the
Redmen got right back in the
contest, scoring twice before the
close of the period.
Brown scored his second goal
at 3:06 of the last period, with
assists, to make it 6-3. Abbott
scored at 16:41 and 17:40 on rep-
lica power-play markers. Both
goals were scored off a face-off,
with Sullivan and Bob Macallister
picking up the assists.
The scoring:
Bowdoin 2 3 3 8
U. Mass. o 3 — 3
Saves: Bowdoin 20, U. Mass. 39
The U.N.H. sextet downed the
Bears by the identical score Wed-
nesday night, breaking a 2-2 dead-
lock with six third-period scores.
Bob Brandt and Dave Sheen, who
skated well against the Bears at
the Arena two weeks ago, had
seven points between them. After
an evenly-played first period,
U.H.N. dominated play, outshoot-
ing the Bears 20 to 8 in each of
the last two periods. Sullivan,
Martin, and Steve Wales did the
scoring for the visitors.
The scoring:
Bowdoin i i 1 — 3
U.N.H. i i 6 _ 8
Saves: Bowdoin 43, U.N.H. 24.
Princi Hobbles Alexander
In Bobcat Rematch Here
Down by eight points at halftime, the Bowdoin Basketball
Bears stormed back in the second half to break a fuJl court press,
built up as much as an eleven point lead, but then hid to hang on
in the last two minutes before clinching a hard-fought, 80-77 vic-
tory over the Bates Bobcats. There was no one deciding factor in
this contest, as each Polar Bear contributed significantly in the
team victory which pulled their season's mark to 7-13 — 3-3 in
Series play.
The first half was sloppily play-
ed wij,h both teams turning the
ball over several times. The Bates
five, spearheaded all season by
Howie Alexander, hit more con-
sistently from the outside and set
up a tough-to-penetrate zone to
build up a 44-36 bulge at inter-
mission.
In the second half the Bobcats
outside shooting went cold and the
Bears crept up, with Bo McPar-
land and Andy Neher providing
the offensive impetus and John
MacKenzie the board strength.
With six minutes gone MacKenzie
scored a three point play, which
was followed by a Neher hoop to
give Bowdoin the lead, 51-50. Bates
countered with a full court press
that McFarland, Princi. and Neher
demolished, along with Ken
Green, who starred in a reserve
role. MacKenzie hit another
three-pointer with 2:22 remaining
to give the Bears their biggest
margin of the night, 77-66, and
the victory appeared sealed. But
the scrappy Bates quintet came
down the court and scored quickly
and then fouled the Bears on two
occasions. The Black and White
missed the free throws and Bs
was in business, but the visitors
missed three hoop tries in the last
26 seconds and the game ended
80-77.
All five Bates starters hit dou-
b!e figures, but an important fac-
tor was Mike Princi's defensive
job on Alexander, who was limit-
ed to 15. MacKenzie poured in 24
big ones for the Bears and Mac-
Parland contributed 21 in a fine
effort. But Neher and Green,
coming off the bench, played
steady ball the entire second half
and were vital cogs on the victory
trail. Neher did not reach double
figures but threw in four long
hoops toward the end of the game
that were decisive.
The Bears play at Brandeis Sat-







Green 3 0" 6
MacKenzie 9 6 24
Patterson 2 4 1
Neher 4 1 9
McFarland 9 3 21 '

















Totals 29 19 77
MENS SOCKS
extra SOFT and extra LONG anklets
for Added Comfort
Luxuriously soft and re»llient, "Buoyant 7"
locki ore light on the feet and a delight to Kw
wtar. 75% Orion acrylic fiber for buoyant '
bulk, 25% Nylon for king-size strength.
They're mochine-waihable and quick-drying.
Won't ever shrink out of fit. One size stretches
to fit 1 to 1 3. Choose from 1 8 fashion colors.
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New Leftist Robert CboF~Endowmeiit Needs $10 Million Now
VietnamPawn in Cold War Coles Expects Deficit of $300,000
by B. J. Markel
Expressing the spirit of the New
Left, Robert Cook inspected the'
American involvement in Vietnam
in his speech in Wentworth Hall
last night. Reviewing the history
of Vietnam, theorizing on the es-
sence of revolution, and explain-
ing his views of American foreign
policy, Cook discussed the reasons
behind his initial reaction towards
the war—"a monstrous wrong
. .
the logical outcome of a system-
atic foreign policy."
In a calm and lucid manner
(some observers were disappointed
that he didn't scream from a soap-
box—a ludicrous criticism), "the
Yale Professor presented the "feel-
ing" of the New Left, exuding a
sensible and sensitive judgment on
United States society; not only in
its relation to the actions in Viet-
nam, but also in its attitude to-
- wards civil rights.
Two themes were drawn through
Cook's talk. One, a history of Viet-
nam, traced the French involve-
ment in the twentieth century to
the mid-fifties and the relations
of the U.S. to the present. Related
to this history is United States
foreign policy and what Cook re-
fers to as Vietnam's position as a
"pawn in the cold war" and '"a
bastion against the communist
conspiracy that has to be de-
ROBERT COOK
stroyed.' ... We are not fighting
in Vietnam to save the people, to
save democracy. We are perfectly
well prepared to sacrifice the peo-
ple to the ends of our foreign
policy."
Further emphasizing this view,
•Cook feels the "accidents" involv-
ing citizens that one reads about
in the newspapers are "not by ac-
cident, but by design; that's our
entire design of the war." The sec-
ond theme concerns a philosophy
of revolutions—industrial, "raising
(Continued on page 5)
Financial Remedies Expected
by Nathaniel B. Harrison
Bowdoin needs $10 million immediately. The present cost of
operation has placed the College in a deficit of $300,000 for this year,
and a deficit of similar size is expected for 1967-1968. How did it
happen, and what effects, financial and otherwise, will this situation
have on undergraduates?
A. Wolcott Hokanson, Jr., Vice President for Administration and
Finance, attributed the predicament to the fact that costs have sim-
ply risen faster than the College's income. College officials, however,
did anticipate some degree of deficit back in 1964 when the Capital
Campaign, which produced* the Senior Center, Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library, and the new gym, was initiated. What was not foreseen was
the magnitude of the operating costs for these new buildings. Senior
Seminars, with the consequent increase in faculty needed, and the
over-all increase in staff members required to maintain the buildings
proved especially expensive. Other factors have been at work as well,
for Bowdoin has been experiencing price -difficulties characteristic of
an inflationary economy.
"IMPRESSIVE, IF NOT STAGGERING"
FUNDS NEEDED FOR CURRENT UNENDOWED
ANNUAL COSTS
Eight Professorships „..., $5 million
($600,000 each)
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library $4 million
Scholarships •..: $3 million
Senior Center ~ ~
....,..;... $1.5 million
Art Museum $750,000
ComputingrVenter :::::;;. : ..'.....
.7 $500,000
.Johnson.Urges Lottery Pool
No Word on Student Deferment
by Bruce Griffin
President Johnson has made public a draft reform proposal
which leaves in doubt the status of college students. The proposed
system would center around a lottery pool of 19 year-olds and
men whose deferments had expired. This is designed to eliminate
discrimination among men of various social and economic back-
grounds.
Students will feel the effects of the situation next semester with
the announced rise in the room and board fees. As for tuition Mr.
Hokanson said that no decision has been made regarding a possible
increase, but if such a decision is necessary the increase will occur
in September of 1968.
Faculty salaries are perhaps the most crucial aspects of college
financing, as they comprise the largest expenses. According to Ho-
(Continued on page 3)
Fear Faculty
Pay Lagging
Added endowment to support the
College's present level of operations
will require $10 million immediate-
ly, President James S. Coles told
the midwinter meeting of the
Alumni Council Saturday.
The problem is not unique to
Bowdoin. President Coles said. Cit-
ing one example, he noted that
despite Harvard's successful $82.5
million fund drive, which produc-
ed more than $103 million, and
despita its successful $62.5 million
s^MedicaTSciiorl campaign, Harvard"
at the pre ent time., has capital
needs in excess of $1C0 million.
Bowdoin, which recently com-
pleted a su:c2ssful $10 million ca-
pital campaign, "tDday faces a very
sirr.i'ar predi ament — or crisis, if
:ou prefir to call it that. ' Presi-
dent Coles said. "With increasing
costs, and with better programs
being offered to Bowdoin students,
we are operating in the current
year with an anticipated deficit of
S30C0G3.
Another $300,000 deficit is anti-
cipated in the Bowdoin budget for
The President is said to have
revealed his plans so that sup-
port could gather for them, mak-
ing adoption of his system ear-
lier. He invited the nation to de-
bate the issues, especially regard-
ing the question of student de-
ferments, revealing that even his
expert advisors were in much dis-
agreement over the matter.
In the meantime, he has direct-
ed General Lewis Hershey, Selec-
tive Service System Director, to
work with the Pentagon in try-
ing to create an equitable draft
system by 1969.
The new proposal is the result
of deliberation by a presidential
commission, and was released to
the New York Times and other
news sources on March 7. The
principal request made by the
President was that the present
draft law, scheduled to expire on
June 30, be extended for another
four years. This would avoid ex-
tensive machinations by Congress
in trying to draw up a new law.
But the primary aim* is to pre-
serve the President's prerogative
to act by Executive order, as pro-
vided toy the present law. Thus if
Congress grants an extension of
the current system, the new pro-
posal could be implemented at the
-President's say-so.
Deferments Specific
With the exception of the stu-
dent dilemma, which Johnson
supposedly will decide when he
(Continued on page 5)
Won't You Be Mad When the
Orient Wins The Honda with
The Tan Tickets It Bought?
Buy More Tickets!
Student Arts Week Revisits Babylon
Sunday, March 12 Mr. Philip M. Isaacson, Art Critic of the Port-
land Press Herald will present a lecture in connection with the open-
ing of the student art exhibit.- Sponsored by the Senior Center, 7:30
in Wentworth Hall.
Wednesday, March 15 the Faculty Recital sponsored by the Bow-
doin Music Club, 8:15 in the Senior Center.
Thursday, March 16 a Concert-Lecture given by Elliott Schwartz and
John Rogers with guest composer Hubert S. Howe of the Princeton
University Computer Music Center, entitled "Order and Chaos in
New Music". Sponsored by the SAC, 7:00 in the Senior Center.
(Continued on page 2)
Relate Education To Recent
Historical Changes — Wiley
by Greg Darling
The invasion of specialized studies by secondary schools and
the increase of students attending graduate school have altered
the role of the liberal arts college in the last few years, according
to Mr» Philip S. Wiley. A snmma cum laude graduate in the Class
of 1949 and a Rhodes Scholar, Mr. Wiley is now a distinguished
Boston lawyer.
Speaking on the Future of the
Liberal Arts College at the Fourth
Annual Alumni Council Lecture
held at Wentworth Hall Monday
night, he said the liberal arts col-
lege is no longer a terminal point
for education, but merely a bridge.
"What the liberal arts college
must provide from now on to its
students," he said, "is not a mass
of factual knowledge, but a depth
of knowledge." In order to achieve
this end Mr. Wiley proposed
changes in three areas — curricu-
lar structure, teaching method,
and student life. Such changes,
he said, should be aimed towards
providing a depth of knowledge
relevant to the historical trends
which have shaped our world: the
scientific revolution, urbanization
and the expanding role of federal
government, the rise, in the im-
portance of the East, the institu-
tionalization and depersonalization
of society.
"Our colleges have become en-
trapped in the giving of full-year
or one-semester courses which in-
evitably, and too often not really
adequately, attempt to cover all
facets .of a subject."
Mr. Wiley also proposed various
changes in teaching techniques.
(Continued on page 6)
1967-68, President Coles said. "In
other words," he added, "at this
•very moment Bowdoin College
needs $7.5 million additional en-
dowment merely to meet present
operating costs."
"Impressive, if net staggering"
was Dr. Coles' description of en-
dowment totals required to fund
current unendowed annual costs:
$3 million for scholarships, $4 mil-
lion endowment for the Haw-




Last week in a letter to the
editor of the Orient, a student en-
rolled in Psychology 10 complain-
ed that tha college would not al-
low Professor Alfred Fuchs to hold
his seminar on Wednesday eve-
ning. When asked to comment on
the student's objection. Prof.
Fuchs replied that it is true that
the class had to be rescheduled in
accordance with a college rule,
stating that classes may not be
held in the evening. Apparently
this rule was originally passed to
allow students time for other ac-
tivities He said he did not know
of this rule when he originally
scheduled the course with the con-
sent of his class.
He does not feel that the Dean
was out of line but was merely
doing his job of enforcing the rule.
Professor Fuchs doee feel, how-
ever that such a rule should be
made more flexible. While the
class has been rescheduled for
Thursday afternoon, Professor
Fuchs is as yet undecided as to
how he will seek liberalization of
the ruleA
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Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
in New York
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, N.Y. 10003
"Granted the propriety at ClA ac-
tivity in the field ol international stu-
dent affairs, it might still have seemed
to the public and to Congress, it the
facts had been openly before them,
that some other campus organizations
besides NSA should have shared in
the largesse, and that among the young
Lochinvars sent to do battle in the in-
ternational conclaves a tew hard anti-
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Circular File
Edwin Binney, 3rd, Whsjse collection of Islamic art is corislderei
one of the best in the country, "will discuss art collecting at Bowdoin
"College March 12. .
,
^ ,'
• The lecture will be held at '2:30 p.m. in the Museum of Art.
*
Selections froiVMr. Blnriey's coflectldri went oh exhibit in the
Museum Feb. 24. The show, -which will continue through March 26
contains works from schools of Iran, Muslim India, Iraq, Egypt and
Turkey, including 60 miniature paintings, plus calligraphic fragments,
manuscript bindings, ceramics and metalwork.
* * * ' * * *
» Professor Reginald L. Hannaford of the English Department has
been named Coordinator of a conference on Linguistics and English
Stylistics to be held on the campus May 4-6.
Professor Hannaford is conducting a Senior Seminar this semes-
ter on "Disputed Issues in Contemporary Linguistic Theory."
Recent advances in linguistics which promise to produce new ways
of looking at English style will be explored in depth at the conference,
which is expected to draw participants from throughout the country!
"Masters of Religious Art," a collection of prints from the Na-
tional Gallery of Art, will be on display in the Moulton Union through
March 12.
On exhibit in the Gallery Lounge, they represent originals from
the National Gallery's Widener, Kress and Mellon collections.
Included are works of the following masters: Giorgione, Bellini,
Rembrandt, Botticelli, Tintoretto, Poussln, Buoninsegna, Raphael,
Gerard David, El Greco and Tiepolo.
* * • » * *
The Student Union Committee will sponsor the third duplicate
bridge tournament of the season on Sunday, March 19.
The tournament will begin at 7:30 p.m. sharp and will be rield
in the Gallery Lounge of the Moulton Union. The registration fee is
25 cents per person and the competition is open to Bowdoin students
and dates, and to members of the faculty and staff, their wives and
guests.
A TtS Weekend (Continued from page 1)
Friday and Saturday, March 17 and 18 the Annual One-Act Play
Contest. Presentation of 3 student written one-act plays. Sponsored
by the Masque and Gown, 8:15 in the Experimental Theater.
Saturday, March 18
2-3 p.m. Electronic Music and Poetry Reading. Sponsored by the
SAC in the guest dining room of the Moulton Union.
3:00 Discussion of the short story "The Bride conies to Yellow




An illustrated lecture by Prof. Anthony Hodgldnson of the
B.F. School of Public Communications entitled "Under-
standing the Film." Main Lounge of the Union. Sponsored





1-3:30 Folk music and a reading of N. F. Simpson's "A Resounding
Tinkle". Sponsored by the Masque and Gown and the SAC.
In the guest dining room of the Union.
Viewing of the Film "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky."
Followed by discussion lead by Prof. Hodgkinson. Sponsored
by the Student Council and the SAC. In the main lounge of
the Union.
Concert of student compositions. Sponsored by the SAC
Main Lounge of the Senior Center.
The student art show will be shown in both the Union and the
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ENDOWMENT NEEDS
(Continued from page I)
thorne-Longfellow Library, 4750/100
for- the Museum of- Ark* $1.5 mil-
lion endowment for tgp Senior
Center Program, $500,000 for the
Computing Center and almost $5
million fpr eighty professorshiBs at
$600,000^ each.
President Cojes disclosed that
1967-68 proposed budget requests
were severely trimmed. "Had
funding for all requests been ap-
proved, the anticipated deficit for
next year would have been $500,-
000 rather than $300,000," he told




Coles asserted,' wthfc bnly tntajf
which I can predict with confi-
dence is that I see no end to it all:
In the budget adopted for next;
year, the level is such that, pur.,
faculty salaries are falling badly
behind our competition, particu-
larly at the level of Assistant and
Associate Professor."
In the budget for 1968-69, sig-
Hokanson
The Remains (above) will be featured tonight in a joint concert
with The Spectres at 8 p.m. in the old gym. Tomorrow's Campus
Chest events include: Danny Gravis Folk Concert in Room B
(2-4 p.m.), Faculty-Student Hockey Game (2-4 p.m.), Faculty-
Studpnt Basketball Game in the new gym (2-4 p.m.), House and
Senior Center Auctions (4-6 p.m.), and Glee Club Concert with
Pine Manor in Pickard Theater (8:15).
(Continued from page 1)
kanson Bowdoin has remained in competition, in the area of faculty
salaries, with most New England schools, but is now beginning to
slip behind.
Remedies to the financial problem are expected to come from the
traditional sources, alumni, corporation, and foundation gifts. "For a
school like Bowdoin", Hokanson said, "to raise $10 million is a pretty
substantial task, but not beyond the realm of possibility." Bowdoin
has currerrtly applied to several organizations for support, and there
exist within the Governing Boards committees for finance and devel-
opment.
Mr. Hokanson said that although it is not normal for colleges to
operate in a deficit situation, Bowdoin has been deficit-financing for
the last two and a half years.
Bowdoin's endowment is composed of funds donated to the Col-
lege from alumni groups, as well as corporations and foundatipns. The
principal must remain in tact, and only the income from that prin-
cipal may be used. As of June 30, 1966, Bowdoin's endowment totaled
$31.5 million at market value. Money for current use at Bowdoin is
drawn from student fees, alumni contributions, and corporation gifts.
Mr. Hokanson estimated Bowdoin's endowment to be twice that
of Colby's and a little more than half as large as Williams'.
niflcant amounts of additional
money will be required for faculty
salaries if compensation levels are
nomor| tJjjin to- regain the posi-
tion they held relative to ot^r
"- colleges* two y^fsa^oVPrtsjjmt
Coles said, "\yhile this, is not
such that Bowdoin would be the
leader in "termsfof faculty" salaries,




"Making the rather safe as-
sumption that inflation will not
be controlled and that we will
have spiralling costs," Dr. Coles
said, in ten years the total cost
of attending colleges like Bowdoin
will be approaching $5,000 per
year. This compares with present
totals of about $3500 per year.
The total cost of a student's in-
struction far exceeds the tuition
charged, Dr. Coles said. He ex-
plained that at present Bowdoin
contributes about $2,625 annually
for each student over and above
stated fees, a contribution which
he estimated will approximate $3,-
800 by 1977.
President Coles said the College
needs unrestricted Alumni Fund
gifts for current purposes and not-
ed that each such $1,000 donation
is the equivalent of $25,000 of in-
come-producing endowment.
He also urged alumni to help
see to it that word of Bowdoin's
program for-educating able young
men, and of the requirements for


















WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low
Payments, at Very Low
Interest




















O WMC1 MOW Win m colon
Evenings — 2 Shows
Starting at 6:45 p.m.
Meet Oldsmobile's new four-wheeled fun ma-
chine—swinging 4-4-2! Specs: 400 CID V-8.
115-inch wheelbase. Heavy-duty springs, shock
absorbers, shaft. Performance axle. Sway bars,
Uontandrear. Dual exhausts. Beefed-u- wheels.
White-line or wide-oval red-line tires. Buckets.
Carpets. Louvered hood. All standard at one
modest price. Includes dual master cylinder
brake system, full list of important safety
features. Can also be equipped with Rocket
Rally Pac, UHV ignition, superstock wheels,
front disc brakes, console, tach, ski rack and the
like. That's Olds 4-4-2-sweetest move on rub-







ENGINEERED FOR EXCITEMENT.J0R0NAD0 STYLE!
Olds thtnfcs of your safety, too. with GM developed energy abtoib.ng steering column that can compress on severe impact up to 8 v. ,nches- with
four way hazard warning flasher, outs.de rear„ew mirror; dual master cyhnder brake system, plus many other safely features-all standard I
unit of txcuunct
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It was a disturbing, though not completely unexpected reve-
lation last week as President Coles announced projected annual
operating deficits of $300,000 and endowment needs of $10,000,-
000. ^
During the past, rumors and facts have been bandied about
with varying credibility concerning operating losses and com-
petition in faculty salaries. Last year, as new professorial pro-
motions were announced, an Orient' editorial raised the" question
of financing of these professorships:
"We are sure the money will be found but hope not at the
expense of the College's endowment fund."
A student's letter called such a question of no concern to
a student newspaper and reassured us that the administration
would not have made the promotions without sound provision
for financing them. We questioned this reasoning then and find
that now our doubts have been substantiated.
The facts are clear. It is the complete responsibility of the
Administration and Governing Boards to attack these financial
problems with dispatch, as we are confident they will do.
However, there is also a major area of student responsibility
in financial matters. We need to make known clearly to those who
disburse funds where we feel the best educational investment lies.
We strongly feel that the most pressing concern is faculty
salaries. Yet, we hear the President state that the announced
figures will only maintain the College's salary level on par with
colleges with whom we normally compete in faculty recruiting. Is
this a suitable goal for Bowdoin College? We think not.
The prrstnt needsjna'y be "impressive, even staggering" but
Thewf)RIENT welcomes all edftorial correspondence, but will not print unsigned letters. Under
extenuating circumstances, a writer's name will be withheld on request. Short letters will be



















Howard E. Marston's letter concerning the war
in Vietnam displayed all the political sophistica-
tion of a three year old child. I would like to be-
lieve that his oversimlistic analysis of the' situa-
tion was intended to be satiric; it is indeed Ironic
that he calls American soldiers "naive".
The first of his contentions, that General Ky and
his staff are "all traitors and tories", is rather
difficult to comprehend
-but then that places it
well within the logical structure of his letter. It
would appear that Mr. Marston's knowledge of
Vietnam is culled from a cursory examination of
comic books.
An interesting point which he makes is that "if
peace came tomorrow, our whole economy would
collapse." His answer to this problem is to trans-
fer the defense budget to humanitarian projects.
A laudable aim, but slightly impractical 'if he
really believes "that all our prosperity since 1929
has been due to war spending." Mr Marston is
entirely correct when he says that he has a "sim-
ple solution" to the war.
It is unfortunate that both sides, the supporters
and the critics, are represented in print by ob-
viously uninformed people. I make no pretense
toward understanding all the complications of the
war in Vietnam. But I do believe that any discus-
sion should be based upon a minimal amount of
knowledge. Mr. Marston is willing to spend 73
billion dollars on "feeding, housing and clothing
the poor of the world
. .
.", how much is he willing
to spend on his own education?
Jeff Douglas Emerson '70
Middlebury, Amherst Seek Rules Change
* *
Student - Administration Dialogue Vital
Tfie Jlitutr welfare of Bowdoin requires that attention be paid to
putting faculty salaries in the top ranks of American colleges.
Draft Students Last? •
President Johnson, in a notable departure^ram.his brand^of
"concensus government" has asked thex-ountry to express to the
Administration opinion on the status of student draft deferments.
As ^udt-irtttr^^ts-MwrttHi^ compla-
cent trap that we are a privileged class, whose position is so vital
to the welfare of the country as to warrant virtual exemption
from the Draft.
This view is as fatuous as the one that the Vietnam war
demands unquestioned
--service and suppo rt. It is nut the-expe-
diency of the war which should be the justification for universal
and random conscription.
The concept of equality before the law demands that the
high school dropout from the city slum should suffer the same
risks as the middle-class student whose social milieu has con-
veniently placed him at Bowdoin.
But just what form should this "equal law" take? The Presi-
dent's proposals do not take into account anything but the man-
power needs of a warring state, and as such, are only partially
satisfactory as equalizers.
Coupled with the elimination of deferments should be a
program of alternative service in which participation in the
Peace Corps or VISTA, the Job Corps would fulfill obligations to
serve one's country. The channeling of the efforts of Draft-age
youth into the positive aspects of. service would create a more
genuine and universal respect for obligations to one's country.
The military expediency of the Draft can only be alleviated
by a prompt and necessary de-escalation of the Vietnam war
Then the social merits of universal, but not necessarily military
service can be realized.
We call on all supporters of this view to voice their opinions
to their Congressmen and Senators. When the present Selective
Service legislation expires June 30, reform should not come
through simple Executive directive, but through an overhaul of
the entire Draft structure.
If the above described goals are to be achieved, a completely
new look must be taken at the present aims of the System,
by Steve Rand
Let us not believe that Bowdoin
is so far out of the mainstream of
college life that we share no com-
mon problems with other institu-
tions of Bowdonrg ilk. as a mat-
ter of fact, checking through col-
lege newspapers last week showed
that both Amherst and Middlebury
were deeply involved with prob-
lems of dormitory visiting hours.
Because social regulations as
they now exist here offer no vi-
able alternative to fraternity cen-
tered social activities and the old
rationale that the Bowdoin- dorms
and Ends are unsuitable for the
fair sex because of inappropriate-
ly placed lavatories is ho longer
valid, a look at events at Middle-
bury and Amherst is highly in-
structive. ^—
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Amherst Life
At Amherst College not only are
women currently allowed in dor-
mitories as well as fraternities,
but the students are currently de-
bating whether or not to end all
social hour restrictions in them.
In the February 27th issue of the
Amherst Student was written
"An overwhelming majority of
the dormitory residents indicated
at meetings last week that they




cil will meet this week to compile
the results of the dorm discussions
and prepare a report 1 to the Col-
lege Council which is presently
considering social hours and the
possibility of allowing each dorm
unit to decide its own rules."
The article called attention to
problems of noise, privacy, and
mcrality but reflected the attitude
of the Amherst students in not
believing that any problem would
arise from these areas. In regard
to the moral problem, the article
stated
"The moral question almost all
students agreed, should be strictly
a matter between the persons in-
volved
... if a boy wishes to keep
a girl in his room overnight, he
has only his conscience to answer
to."
A Dean's Reaction
In distinction to the changes
which Amherst is contemplating
is a letter to the editor of the
Middlebury Campus from Dennis
O'Brien, Dean of Men.
O'Brien is perceptive about the
issue at hand: "Let there be no
ambiguity about the fact that the
College's conservative policy on
parietal hours is directed squarely
to the matter of sexual conduct ."
He goes on to defend the adminis-
tration's position by proposing
that .one of the greatest problems




toward dormitory hours .rest on a
factual hypothesis that greatly lib-,
eralized parietal hours would cre-
ate social pressures in the area of
sexual conduct which would en-
croach on individual freedom and
might cause serious psychological
impairment of some students."
Not without liberality, he calls
for 'more student-faculty dialogue
but insists "it is difficult to find
an area of student life where the
faculty and administration would
not feel the need to suggest, ad-
vise, or legislate standards." He
lastly states that the administra-
tion's position is not dimply «n
exercise in sheer prerogative "but
grows out of certain values which
after due deliberation, it fee's must
be mantained."
The editor of the Middlebury
Campus, not fooled by what he
considers wak- justifications and
the call- for dialogue, sees the
problem at Middlebury between
power and democracy. Editor
Dworkin writes "The administra-
tion holds all the power and ac-
tually little of the 'College' is in-
volved in the policy." The crux
of the issue, the editor believes, "is
not sc much regulations, but regu-
lation by whom.'.'
Apparently, there has been much
talk between students and faculty
at Middlebury but yet, says Dwor-
kin, "the administration as savi-
ors, guard the students from soil-
ing ^heir hands nr~tfte~crass ex-
ercise of power."
When You're In Love The Whole
World Is A Jefferson Airplane
by Tom Donald
"All the material we do is about
love. A love affair or loving peo-
ple. Our songs have something to
say, they all have an identifica-
tion with an age group and I think,
an identification with love affairs,
past, beginning, or wanting
finding something in life ... ex-




This is how lead singer Marty
Balin describes the Jefferson Air-
plane, who, like Angel, have "just
arrived here from the coast." The
Airplane, based in San Francisco,
recently began a weeks stay at
the Cafe Au Go Go in New York
City. This group is one of the
best to come out of San Francisco,
which is also home to such lesser
known people as The Grateful
Dead, The Only Alternative and
His Other Possibilities, and Love.
About three months ago their
first album was released, called
simply The Jefferson Airplane
Takes Off. Takes Off is an inter-
esting record, with quite a bit of
original material included. Notable
songs include Come Up the Years.
Bringing Me Down, and It's No
Secret. All in all, it's worth listen-
ing to and worth buying. But this
judgment merely places the group
in a bracket with 'many others. In
short, there are more than a few
merely pleasant sounds available
on the market.
The second album. Surrealistic
Pillow, which was recently listed
in Billboard as a 'breakout."""
meaning that it has begun to sell
nationally, is evidence of a growth
to maturity. From a collection of
competent musicians producing
well-done pleasant songs, the Air-
plane has graduated to the status
of one of the country's superior
groups.
A song win the unlikely title of
D. C. B. A 25 is all about sad
farewells exchanged in parting.
The girl vocalist, Grace Slick, adds
the sound of a recorder to How
Do You Fe«vl, which turns out as
cne of the better cuts. Embryonic
Journey is a two-minute exercise
for lead guitarist Jorma Kauko-
nen. White Rabbit is however the
best song on the album. A sample
lyric: "One pin makes you larger
and one pill makes you small and
the ones that Mother gives you
don't do anything at all -^ go ask
Alice when she's ten feet tall."
She Has Funny Cars and Today
are fine songs on the reverse side:
however a selection written by the
drummer Skip Spence called My
Best Friend, outclasses the others.
This is a short, jumpy song one
might have expected the goodtime
Lovin' Spoonful to have inspired
Comin' Back to Me is a five-min-
ute number written by Balin and
though it suffers slightly from its
length, it remains* ^a-ynore than
beautiful love songV-^
All taken into account, Surrea-
listic Pillow by the Jefferson Air-
plane is definitely a first-rate dem-
onstration of the best in rock mu-
sic today.
\>i
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M'TORONTO*'— This month thou*
sands of men „will be inducted in-
to the U.S. armed forces. Ex-
patriate Bob Thomas will not be
among them.
It's not that Bob isn't eligible
— he's been 1-A for the past nine
months. Rather, he has left his
native Indiana to live here in Ca-
nada where U.S. draft laws do not
apply.
Bob mot his real name) is one
of a growing number of Americans
emigrating to Canada to escape the
draft. An estimated 2,000 U.S.
citizens have .moved to Canada in
the past two years for the same
reason. About 400 to 500 have
settled in this modern Ontario
provincial capital of nearly 2 mil-
lion.
Bob, a soft-spoken 22-year-old,
introduces himself as "your friend-
ly neighborhood draft dodger" to
preserve anonymity.
A cum laude English graduate
of a top Ivy League school last
June, he returned home to find
1-A greetings from his local draft
board.
He carefully weighed the alter-
native methods of avoiding the
draft. To begin with, Bob is not a
pacifist or conscientious objector.
"Besides," he explains, "I wouldn't
take CO. status^ because it's de-
meaning. I have no intention of
cooperating with the military sys-
tem in any way."
The other route was jail — up to
five years and $10 000 for failing
to report for induttirn. "But that
wouldn't do anyone any good. And
I see no reason to make a martyr
*"
of myself."
So he decided the only way out
was North. He told his father who
was dismayed and his mother who
"cried a lot." When he arrived
here in June, Tony Hyde of the
Student Union for Peace Action,
a Canadian affiliate of Students
for a Democratic Society, found
him a place to stay. To qualify
for landed immigrant status and
legally remain in Canada he took a
job at the University of Toronto
library.
Bcb finds Canada ' far more re-
laxed and less hysterical" than the
U.S. Canada has no draft.
"Any government that tried to
start the draft again would get
thrown out of office," explains
Tony Hyde.
He says his fellow employees
unanimously support his reasons
for moving to Canada. In his
spare t'ime he reads, writes poetry,
does watercolors, and generally
leads a tranquil existence.
Except for the fact that he can
never return to the United States
again (where he would face that
$10,000 fine and five, years in jail)
his life is free of "restrictions. A
long-standing pact between the
U.S. .and Canadian governments
prohibits his extradition.
"From up here," says Bob,
"America really looks like it's go-
ing nuts." In fact he goes so
far as to claim that the United
States is "on its way to a collec-
tive nervous breakdown."
An armchair analyst, he gives
half a dozen reasons for projecting
a national crackup. "For one thing,
the right-wing militaristic men-
tality that got us into Vietnam
is going to take control of the
country. Sheer race hatred will
result in constant premeditated
vio'ence between the races within
three years.
Vietnam is goin^ to get worse,
and in three or four years we will
be doing the same thing someplace
else — there are four or five major
candidates. Inflation will rock the
eccnomit structure.
"The psychedelic thing has al-
ready won. As Timothy Leary
says, too many people have al-
ready tried it and liked it. And
ths gap between the generations
will widen. The old people won't
be able to understand our genera-
tion at all."
Bob articulates his dire prophecy
wit.i a great deal of pride and
was somewhat miffed to discover
thao Newsweek reduced it all to
one sentence in a recent article on
draft dodgers. "That reporter just
didn't understand. Ihe Newsweek
gay kept asking me if I would
have fought in World War II. I
probably would have but it's a to-
tally irrelevant question. I'm not
concerned about history. I'm just
against the American role in Viet-
nam."
According to Tony Hyde, "Bob
is not a typical draft dodger. In
fact, I don't think there is any
such thing. We're finding a lot of
political types but for many peo-
ple, coming up here is their first
political act. We even had a right-
wing type from Ariz:na come up
lecsntly. He was sort of a Jeffer-
sonian-type Democrat who didn't
want to fight in Vietnam. His par-
ents even agreed."
Still, Bob contends that his de-
cision to move to Canada was not
political.
"Personal freedom is the reason
I came up here. I want to have
the right to say no to people. I've
get better things to do than be
used like a robot-like killer dog
in the Army. No one has the
right to tell me to go drop napalm
on people. I want the right to
run my own life."
Youth Groups Confer Oit^Draft In Capitol
Remand For Voluntary Service Qption
• %
Fro^the* proceedings* of a. con-"
ference on Voluntary Service arid
the Draft last month:
The following statements, from
the conference, reflect both their
reasons for signing the common
statement and further explica-
tion of their feelings on the Draft.
Tom Charles Huston, National




That young Americans have a
responsibility to serve their so-
ciety.
That the free assumption of this
responsibility is vital to the na-
tional health, security and inter-
est.
That the nation will best be
served on the battlefield by men
who serve willingly, and who
choose to do so as soldiers.
That service on the fronts of
poverty, ignorance, disease, and
urban squalor is as necessary and
honorable as service on the bat-
tlefront.
That voluntary service is a prin-
cipal and imperative national re-
quirement, and shculd be insti-
tuted with all deliberate speed."
Joseph^T. Berlant, Chairman,
Policy tiommissionr College Young
Democratic Clubs of America:
"The College Young Democratic
Clubs of America believe that seri-
ous study and continuing dialogue
on the Draft on all college cam-
puses will be a necessity before
favorable political action can bring
a needed liberalization of the Se-
lective Service System. We favor
programs which will allow students
<-to engage in all aspects of society
and in all phases of public policy-
making. We also feel a strong
need for student groups to develop
political ideas that are not dic-
tated by or dominated by political
make viable ind voluntary choices ~i
for his life activity. Hundreds of
thousands of students in all re-
gions of the country from large,
small, private, and public schools
are already serving voluntarily —
both in military and non-military
activities. They must be freed to
make decisions dictated by their
consciences. The call is for volun-.
tary national service, and. to this
end, conscription in any form
must be abolished.'
Betty Mattingly. Executive Sec-
retary, National Federation of
Catholic College Students:
".The present Draft law is not
only inequitable, but also violates
leaders seeking personal goals. We ^the principles on which our coun
feel that this conference must be
one of a series sponsored by dif-
ferent groups covering a broad
spectrum of American youth to
develop these political ideas and
initiate independent political ac-
tion."
Eugene Groves, President, US.
National Student Association:
"This generation of youth wants
not rebellion, but reconstruction of
one of the most respected tradi-
tional American values: that the
society should provide the condi-
tions in which each individual can
try is based. It should be abolish-
ed as soon as possible- . While I
do not see compulsory universal
service of any kind as an accept-
able alternative I believe that all
young men and women should, be
encouraged to perform some ser-
vice toward the elimination of
poverty, ignorance, disease, and
war, L also be'ieve that such ser-
vice must be recognized in the
public and private spheres as a
valid and valuab'e contribution to
the welfare of the c untry and the
world."
Student Draft Deferments Questioned
— (Continued from page 1)
has had a chance to observe pub- President has called this a "fair
lie, military, and political reac- and impartial random" system,
tiens, the system" is quite specific. thereby making an acronym of
Extreme hardship cases, Reser- FAIR,
.vists, sole-surviving sons, and cer- It is clear that the student de-
tain aliens and elected officials
would continue to be deferred au-
tomatically. Also, high school stu-
dents under 20 and students of
divinity, medicine, and dentistry
would still be exempt.' Classifica-
tions losing exempt status would
include fathers and men in critical
. occupations or agriculture.
All men would be examined soon
after reaching draft age to de-
termine their physical and mental
fitness. Then a'l new draft-eligi-
ble men would be subjected to a
lottery drawing to fill military
quotas. After a 19-year-old had
survived one drawing, he would
be dropped to the bottom of the
list and his chances of being call-
ed up would be very small. The
ferments are going to be the ma-
jor stumbling b'ock. Many people
b3licve that student deferments
are unfair and discriminatory, but
at present the military seems to
Bern favTT oTTlTemTbecause foiir-
fifths of all its officers are re-
cruited from among college grad-
uates. If the Johnson lottery sys-
tem were implemented immediate-
ly, and student deferments were
continued, then 64 per cent of the
available 19 year-olds would be
drafted. If student deferments
were abolished, only 40 per cent of
each pool would be cal'ed.
Legislative Dissent
The President's call for discus-
sion has already provoked con-
siderable dissent among two ma-
jor grcups, students and legisla-
tors. Southern Democrats in par-
ticular are strongly opposed to a
lottery, which would completely
eliminate the jurisdiction of local
draft t cards.
South Carolina Representative
Mendel R.vers. a "TJe not rat and
chairman cf th Hi use Armed
Services Committee ' which has
already released a .study report
differing substantially from the
Presidential recommendations >
,
has declared that he favors chang-
ing the present law rather than
Southern Democrats agree with
him.
Students naturally ar.> alarmed
at the possibility of losing their
cx-mpt status, although some
groups have come cut in favor of
abolishing the student deferments.
Student newspapers at Brown,
Cornell, Dartmouth, and Penn
have cal'ed for -preservation of
the present situation, but pub-
lications at Yale, Princeton, and
Columbia countered by urging
discontinuation of academic ex-
emptions. The Harvard Crimson
has refused to take sides.
Cook Calls For Vietnam Withdrawl
(Continued from page 1)
Dutta To Begin Tallman Series
Indian Education First Topic
Dr. Mahadev Dutta, internation-
ally known Indian mathematician
and physicist, will open the 1967
Tallman Lecture Series March 14
at 8:15 p.m. with an address en-
titled "Study and Research in
Ancient India."
His lecture, the first of a series
of three with the generaL theme,
"Education and Research in In-
dia," will be given at 8:15 p.m. in
Wentworth Hall.
The second and third of Dr.
Dutta's lectures will be "Study and
Research in Modern India," March
17; and "Entropy and Its Signifi-
cance," March 22.
Dr. Dutta is Visiting Professor
of Mathematics on the Tallman
Foundation at Bowdoin for the
1968-67 academic year.
The author of many books and
papers on mathematics, he is
Head of the Department of Math-
ematics at North Bengal Univer-
sity, India. He has been a mem-
ber of the North Bengal Univer-
sity faculty since 1962. From 1958
to 1962 he was Reader in Mathe-
matics at Jadavpur University in
India and from 1954 to 1958 was
Lecturer in Pure Mathematics at
Calcutta University.
Through the Tallman Founda-
tion, Bowdoin is enabled to bring
to its Brunswick campus outstand-
ing teachers and scholars from the
leading universities of the world.
In addition to offering a course
for undergraduates the Visiting
Professors give series of public
lectures on subjects of their spe-
cial interest.
The Tallman Foundation was es-
tablished at Bowdoin in 1928 with
a $100,000 gift from Frank G. Tail-
man of Wilmington, Del..
the level of gross national product
to raise the standard of living of
most of the people"; and demo-
cratic, divided into two subdivi-
sions, political, "the assertion by
the people of a country that the
government belongs to them", and
social, concerning the redistribu-
tion of privileges and land, and a
shift of classes. ,
According to Cook, since the
American Revolution the United
States has never completed these
revolutions. "In other countries,
for reasons of progress, this (com-
pletion) has been essential. This
has always been a violent revolu-
tion. We have proclaimed non-
violence, as shown in the civil
rights movement." Continuing this
theory, Cook finds a failure in our
revolution "to continue beyond its
own beginning and develop fully
its own internal logic." He con-
cludes: "The final realization of
the war in Vietnam is in fact the
logic of our own society, of our
failure to face the problems of
political and economic and social
equality in the United States—the
failure to carry through^our revo-
lution."
"The final result is that there
has developed in the U.S. today a
revolutionary class, who feel sep-
arated from, outside of the exist-
ing social order, who no longer
accept the authority of the gov-
ernment and the people who run
it. . . . This interpretation must
stem from an understanding of a
distinction that has been blurred
in our minds between the society
and the state, because the things
that we admire and the things
that we grew up learning to fight
for are part of this society. They
are not necessarily represented by
the current state, nor the institu-
tions which that state controls,
nor the people who man those
institutions. So that it's perfectly
possible for that revolutionary
class to exist—American, yet total-
ly opposed and outside of the cen-
tral institutions of that society to-
day, primarily the federal govern-
ment and the huge corporate and
financial interests."
In concluding, Cook expressed a
fear of an inevitable war with
China: "The logic of escalation
leads to a challenge with China
and very possibly to an all-out
nuclear war. The thmg »hat wor-
ries me really is that the class
won't grow fast enough nor will
it attain power rapidly enough to
prevent this final disaster, that is
the culmination of our policy in
Vietnam."
In a question-and-ans\u r per-
iod, Cook emphatically stated his
solution to the war: ". . to get
out as fast as humanely possible
and also offer to pay the Vietna-
mese for reconstruction of ;l«cir
country the amount of money
which we would have spent de-
stroying it."
i
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Coffee House
(joining Soon
The Student Arts - Committee
has at last succeeded in acquiring
. space for a coffee house. Within
, **the next few weeks a section of
- the Mfcement of Appletbn Hall W4ll
be transformed into a room for
student entertainment of all sorts.
The coffee house concept has
become an established aspect of
undergraduate social life at many
New England colleges. At Bowdoin
the coffee house will provide an
alternative to the free-wheeling
fraternity atmosphere now pre-
valent on the weekends. Tradi-
tional coffee house enntertainment
has included folk music and poet-
ry readings, but at the same time,
coffee houses have often been the
scene of creativity in, the drama
and avantegarde forms of music.
Bowdoin's coffee house, specifical-
ly, will feature folk concerts on
the big weekends and several of
the off-weekends as well. In ad-
dition, student readings of poetry
and one-act plays will be offered.
Presently, the room in Apple-
ton basement is unfurnished and
needs a paint job. Grounds and
Buildings has offered its assistance
in the initial work of renovation,
but student help is also needed.
The bare walls, incidentally, offer
an excellent surface for student
originals, but there is also a great
deal manual labor needed.
This Monday evening. March J3.
at 7:30 in the Union the Student
Arts Committee will meet to for-
mulate a plan of attack regard-
ing the coffee house.
WILEY TALK
(Continued from page 1)
Primary among these is the aboli-
tion of the> lecture system, which
"places an unjustifiable premium
on thfe ability Jto write at speed.
'"
Most lectures move too' quickly to
permit tim^ 'for contemporaneous
thought." In place* of thisV he
looks forward to a situation in
which "every class hour can then
be turned into a guided Socratie-
type discussion with intensive stu-
dent participation, as, is done at
the best law schools."
Student life also needs change
according to Mr. Wiley. Refer-
ring specifically to dormitories and
fraternities he feels that these
should perform the function of
"intellectual sub-centers" working
for the advancement of the intel-
lect, rather, than is sometimes
the case, against it. Taking Sig-
ma Nu, Deke, and Delta Sigma
as examples, he suggests that these
form one multi-center complex
replete with faculty members who
would lead students in after-din-
ner discussions.
As for financial problems, Mr.
Wiley proposed several solutions.
Most important among these is
"multi-institutional cooperation,"
by which students at several col-
leges would take a course, for ex-
ample Chinese history, at local
campuses under a professor whose
salary would be met by a group of
colleges. Resources could also be
pooled to finance equipment none
of the colleges could afford by it-
self SlKh gn i^r* ha<; alrnady-
been tried and found successful
at Case and Western Reserve. Mr.
Wiley also stressed the ever-grow-
ing importance of government aid.
in view of the probable decrease
in private help in the future.
Finally Mr. Wiley stated that
"although colleges in the past have
cortce^rated on producing intel-
lectuals, they must now concen-
trate on producing broadly-based
leaders, men who are not limited
to a particular field, but who can
coordinate activities in many,
fields.': '.A
gr^g^R^g^^j u ii u yuuuu u u
Sj
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You'll enjoy a visit to
the CANTERBURY shop






Mar. 25 thru Apr. 8











224 Maine St., Brunswick
Telephone 725-4733
BRUXSWICRBA 77/ PLAZA -
Open every evening except Sat. till 9:00
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
Fast-talking your parents
is the hard way
to get to Britain.
Fact-talk instead,
Tell them exactly what your trip will cost. Our free hook-
lets help vou calculate it.
One lists* prices of organized student tours. Thev start
around $650. If you want to travel on your own and take
potluck on meeting people— which mav he the most fun
of all — add things up for vourself.
Start with a charter flight if your school has one. Or see
our booklet on group flights, student ships, and the bar-
gain airline.
Add low costs for getting around Britain. Our booklets
tell you about 3< -per-mile buses and the rail-and-boat
pass that takes you up to 1,(XX) miles for $30. Consider
hiking too. Wordsworth did.
Multiply the number of vour nights in Britain by cost
of bed and breakfast or a room in a college residence hall.
If you're hiking or biking, count on about 10c for vouth
hostels. At this rate vou may be able to stijv all summer.
Allow^about $1 a meal in Loudon, less in the countrv.
The booklets say which restaurants and pubs arc popular
with convivial British students.
And the booklets mention the fantastically low cost of
concerts and plays in Britain. You can sit in "the gods"-
galleries up near Heaven—for 75c. A lot of outdoor enter-
tainment, like concerts and folk-singing, is free.
Clip the coupon. Add evervthing up. And tell vour
parents you can spend this summer in Britain for about
what it costs to hang around the house.
British Travel
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Bearings
by Dick M£rsereau
There seems to be a certain amount of haze surrounding the newWhite Key resolution that altered the method of determining the
mterfraternity athletic trophy given at he end of the year Let me
try to clarify the situation.
'
The system as it stands now, in, effect, awards the trophy to thefratermty having the lowest number of points at the end of the vear
Points are distributed according to place at the end of the individual
sports season-one point for first place, two for second etc all
the way down to 12 points for a last place finish. All interfraternitv
sports count in the point total toward the big trophy except the track




f°r/ SlXth P,aCei f0F instance ' w°"ld result in a division ofthe sixth and seventh place points between the two teams involved.
Thus, 6% points would be designated to each team finishing in a sixthplace deadlock Playoffs, as voted unanimously at the last meeW
are now meaningful as before because they do count in the point'determina lon-thus giving a fourth place team a shot at first ifThey
can upset the teams above them in the playoffs.
'
«
r^il"™ meth°d haS tW° mai" effects ' one direct ™d one indi-
thfSLTm PUTSe K t0 aWard the trophy t0 the eternity withhe highest consistent standing in all sports. The system penalizesteams severely if they choose not to participate. Thus the "rophygiven at the end of the year will be given to a house that is2
rounded and not just a specialist in three or four sports. The indirect
ss o s
a
Lh rtem Hhas i to aid teams that consistenti^ssfifth r ixth who, under the old system received no more benefitthan a team finishing last. The non-super-jock house is able to compete for the trophy if they can win more than they lose. This system
also helps keep up spirit at the end of a season for the weaker teamT
ZZSSZtSSZ W0U,d f3de " SO°n aS the team dropped - °<
Bear Swimmers
tit* «*, Mules ' With Early Seise,
,OinfiJufts, 64-31;. .
. .+... .. .
•' •
, p '
iwo Records Set Outskate WhiteSextet' 7-3
White Key Results
Two„Tufts pool recordsmen* vic-
tim to Bowdoin's *ever-improvirig"
. varsity last- weekend as the- PoYar
Bears ended their dual meet sea-
son with an easy 64-31 win over
Tufts. The Black and White thus
won their seventh straight con-
test and finished the campaign
with a 7-2 record. Victories were
gained at the expense of Trinity,
UConn, UMass, Wesleyan, Wil-
liams, Amherst, and Tufts, after
close losses to M.I.T. and Spring-
field early in the season.
Co-captain Pete Stackpole set
one of the new records at Med-
ford with a 2:10.5 clocking in the
200 butterfly, and the freestyle re-
lay of Mike Ridgeway, Marc Wil-
liams, Gary Taylor, and Denny
Scharer established the other new
mark with a time of 3:31.6. Bow-
doin now holds six of the eleven
pool records at Tufts.
The Jumbos never came close
last Saturday, and Coaches Char-
lie Butt and Mike Curtis were able
to make several changes from the
usual lineup. After Rich Seagrave,
Paul McArthur, Scott Staples, and
Rick Spencer captured the opening
400 medley relay, Scharer and
Chris Hanks finished one-three in
the 200 freestyle. Taylor was third
in the 50 freestyle- after winner
Ridgeway was disqualified, but the
Bears swept the next two events
.
•
*'.-•> by Rob* Brendler.
A first period, spree,of four Colby
-goaftnn thret'-- mimics up-^
ended the Polar Bears in the season finale Friday
-Wht at the
arena. The Mules were able"to sit on an early 5-0 lead, as the 7-3
verdict dashed the Bears' hopes for a .500 season. The high-flying
Blues became 10-2-1 in Section II play, while the Bears finished
































NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
with John Ryan and Tom Johnson
taking one- two in the 200 individ-
ual medley, followed by Jim Le-
blanc and Neil Caruso doing the
same in the diving.
Bowdoin also received first places
from Williams in the 100 free-
style, Ed Finsilver in the 500 free-
style, and Johnson in the 200
Breaststroke. John Samp grabbed
second place in the 100 freestyle,
as did Seagrave in the 200 back-
stroke, with Steve Workman end-
ing up third.
This weekend the Mermen jour-
ney to New Haven for^the New
England Championships at South-
ern Connecticut State College.
Bowdoin has an excellent chance
for the title and is a prime con-
tender along with Amherst, South-
ern Conn, and Springfield. It would
appear that defending champion
Williams is out of the running, but




200 Freestyle— I. Scharer (H) 2:00 7- '
Henton (T) ; 3. Hanks (B).
50 Freestyle— 1. lord , T ) n„ time 2
Slater (T): 3. Taylor (B).
200 Individual Medley— 1 Ryan '-21 1-
2. Johnson (B) ; 3. Chuculate IT,, '
Divinir— 1. Lehlanr IB) Kit. 55 ; 2. Caruso
(B): 3. Cushinif IT).
200 Butterfly— 1, .Stackpole (B) 2:10 5 4 *
2. Sacknoff IT): 3. Welch IT).
100 Freestyle— 1. Williams (B) 52.6: 2Samp (B) ; 3. Slater (T).
200 Backstroke I. Maher IT) 2:26,1;
2. Seaurave IB): 3. Workman IB)
o00 Freestyle
— 1. Finsilver (B) 5:30 5-
2. Heaton (T); 3. Chuculate IT).
200 Breaststroke— 1. Johnson IB) 2:42.9;
2. Arrand IT) ; 3. Ruhenstein (T).
400 Freestyle Relay— 1. Bowdoin 3:31.6".
*'"New Tufts pool record
The Bears got off to a shaky
start, as Timmy Brooks was pe-
nalized at 2:23 for holding and
Phil Coupe was sent off at '3:06
for crosschecking. Prank Morgan
and Bob Pfeiffer covered up well
on the Bowdoin defense, but the
Blues made good, seconds before
the teams were at equal strength.
Bill Henrick got credit for the
goal with a screened 30-footer
from the left side.
The Mules capitalized on an-
other power play at 11:41, as Pete
Phillips' centering pass from the
corner wAs banged in by Mark
Jones. Ed Allison made it 3-0 at.
12:18 with a slap shot from forty
feet out. Colby's fourth goal came
on a scramble in front at 14.00,
and Mickey Self made it 5-0 at
14:38 on a 30-footer Which caught
the upper corner.
The third line scored for the
Bears at 17:11, as Andy Cornelia
put in a rebound from Steve Ab-
bott and Tim Sullivan.
The Bears played Colby even in
the middle stanza, and the third
the period. Sullivan set this one
up, breaking down the right lane
into the corner and centering
across to Abbott, who tipped it in.
Frank Morgan, playing aggressive
defense for the Bears, also picked
up an assist on the Abbott score,
which put the latter atop Bowdoin
goalgetters with thirteen.
The Bears' momentum was brok-
en moments later when Self's shot
from neutral ice slipped through
Dave Macomber's pads to make it
6-2. The first line got it back at
18:31, when Pete Chapman tipped
in a pass from Bob McGuirk" on
right wing.
It was all Bowdoin as the third
period got underway, with tremen-
dous forechecking by Ken Martin
helping to keep the heat on. The
Mules were called for interference
and charging penalties at 12:47
and 14:29, and Coach Sid Watson
pulled Macomber. as the Bears
skated six on three. The strategy
backfired, however, as Self won
the face-off and hit the open net
line struck again midway through at 14:35 to make it 7-3
inJudges Shade Bears, 90-
A young Brandeis five, four of whom were 6*4" or taller,
handed the Bowdoin Polar Bears their fourteenth defeat against!
seven wins Saturday night at th> Brandeis gym by a score of
90-77. Brandeis led from the start but could never open up a big
lead until the final minutes. With ten minutes remaining the
Bears trailed by only six but could not overcome the tremendous
height deficit to register a win.
For the Judges, Larry Zimmer-
man popped in 12 of 18 floor shots
enroute to a 33 point performance.
Six-ten sophomore center Steve
Haggerty contributed 21 points to
back up Zimmerman's effort and
grabbed as many rebounds to con-
trol that department. Freshman
Bill Nayer hit for 20 points as the
trio combined for 74 of the Judges'
90 points.
The visitors also had three men
in double figures with Bo McFar-
land netting 18, senior captain
Larry Reid 17, and Frank Eighme
16 in a losing effort.
The score at halftime was Bran-
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One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PLANT
69-73 MAINE STREET
TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
LOWERYS
(Wallpaper - Fabrics)
Art Supplies - Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St. — Dial 725-5361
Dial 725-5361




A dead heat in the final relay
caused the points to be split in the
event, thus giving the Tufts frosh
a tight, 48Vi-45>/i win over the
Bowdoin Frosh, here Saturday in
the preliminary to the varsity
meet.
Bowdoin had taken an early
lead by capturing the opening
relay, and by victories by Joel
Nevels in the 200 individual med-
ley, Ward Rinehart in diving, Bar-
ry Stevens in the butterfly, John
Spencer in the 100 freestyle, and a
sweep by Bob Stuart and Nevels
in the backstroke. But the young
Jumbos finished with a flurry by
sweeping both the 500 freestyle
and the breaststroke to take a
slim lead going into the final re-
lay, which, deadlocked, gave the








LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.n\
JONES'
GREENHOUSES
15 Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
Phone 725-2461
Flowers for all occasions
Flowers by wire
ARTISAN'S GALLERY
222 MAINE STREET OPPOSITE BOWDOIN
JUST ARRIVED—200 reproductions of famous artists
$1.00 each
Hand Crafted Jewelry by Alexandra WatkinsWe can also help you with any travel plans







LORING, SHORT & '
HARMON





Eat, Drink, & BeM
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FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS' IGA
31 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
TRAVEL TIPS From-..
YOUR TRAVEL AGl^lT! *iP
DID YOU KNOW...
. . .
that Frank Jenkins of the TD House is organizing the
annual Bowdoin Bermuda Week Group for the spring vacation?
. . .
that many students are picking up their half fare air
tickets with flight itineraries in advance at Stowe Travel?
. . .
that Greyhound will have a Bowdoin College Spring
Vacation Special Express stop at the Morton Union on Friday,
March 24, at 12:30 p.m. with reservations and tickets pur-
chased in advance at Stowe Travel?
. . .
that the Greyhound Special will leave from Boston to
the Moulton Inion on Monday, April 3, at 5 p.m.?
. . .
that the Air Youth Fare rates will not apply on all air-
lines on Thursday, March 23, and certain other dates on the
various airlines? Be sure to check with your travel agent on
all other specific dates.
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
AIRLINES — STEAMSHIPS — ICELANDIC AIRTRAINS — HOTEL RESERVATIONS — BERMUDASTUDENT TOURS — RENT-A-CARS — HALF FARES
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
PHONE 725-5573












Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. .
.
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS •"* STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
Brunswick Publishing Co.























TThe Full Report of the Social Rules Committee-See Page 7
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Within three minutes the spirit-
ed conversation had transfigured
the drab basement of Appleton
Hall 1 into a vibrant coffee house.
However, after the meeting of the
Student Arts Committee came to
order, it became clear that the
cellar of Appleton was still dingy
and that there was still much to
be done. That was Monday eve-
ning. Tonight, the coffee house is
a part of the "new Bowdoin."
The Arts Committee's purpose in
establishing a coffee house is to
offer the College a congenial place
where students, faculty, and guests
can exhibit art, read poetry, sing,
or simply meet and talk in a re-
laxed atmosphere.
NUMBER 17
Council Asks For Changes
In Campus Social Scene
While the idea of a coffee house
is not a new one, it was not until
this semester that SAC could eli-
cite sufficient support from the ad-
ministration. As one member
wryly put it, "And finally Nobo-
daddy saideth to his Priests, 'the
Boys shall have a coffee house.'"
The coffee house itself consists
of two narrow rooms whose coarse
cement walls and low ceilings cre-
ate an atmosphere vaguely re-
sembling that of the Roman cata-
combs. (SAC had promised, how-
ever, that by Friday the walls
would be covered "in wild col-
ors" eliminating any fears of
"institutional pink.") The larg-
er room, in the northern cor-
nf"" of Appleton, will be used to
present entertainment, the smaller
will have a coffee urn, and both
will be supplied with music when
no one is performing.
At present, SAC plans to keep
it open mainly on weekends, and
since parietal hours have not been
Tnntinued on page 9)
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APWJ5TON BASEMENT — "Vibrant Coffee Home'' (Kennedy Photo).
'Pass-Fail' Plan Postponed
Grading Study Organized
The entire problem of grading
will be reviewed by a subcommit-
tee of the faculty Recording Com-
mittee. This action was taken at
Monday's faculty meeting and re-
sulted partially from consideration
of the pass-fail proposal.
According to Dean of the Col-
lege A. LeRoy Greason Jr., to add
the pass -fail program to the pres-
ent grading system with its re-
visions of the past fifteen years
would be inadvisable.
Although the Recording Com-
mittee had voted in favor of the
pass-fail proposal in principle, the
problems envisioned in applying
seemed to call for a broader study
of the question of grades.
Among these problems was the
application of the "C rule". A
freshman must receive two C's, a
sophomore eight C's to advance
and twenty C's to graduate. Thus,
pass-fail would cut down the num-
ber of course grades available to
be counted for this requirement.
Latin honors, for which a stu-
dent's best of last two, three or
four years grades can count would
also become more questionable
with the pass-fail plan. This as-
pect would be particularly affected
by 'the existing pass-fail-distinc-
tion system for grading Senior
Seminars. Dean Greason pointed
out that in this situation, Latin




These, and other changes, such
as the institution of + and —
grades necessitate a complete study
of the grading problem, said the
Dean.
The subcommittee is chaired by
Professor Elroy LaCasce of the
Physics Dept., Professor William
Whiteside, Director of the Senior
Center, and Myron A. Curtis, Di-
rector of the Computing Center.
A position of mutual, understand-
ing_has_been reached between the
Student Council Social Rules Com-
mittee and the Executive Commit-
tee of the faculty Committee on
Student Life. Both Committees
feel, that the social atmosphere
at Bowdoin is in need of extensive
changes. In the first joint meeting
of both committees, Dean of Stu-
dents Jerry Brown, cbairman of
the Executive Committee, spoke of
the Student Council report as a
"warranted indictment.''
Mutual understanding and con-
cern have marked the joint meet-
ings. The agreement between the
two committees has resulted from
the extensive research that went
into the report, the careful presen-
tation of this report to the faculty,
and the cooperative attitude which
Dean Brown and his committee
have shown.
In the report the change of the
social atmosphere has been stress-
ed as the primary goal of any
changes. Further effects may oc-
cur in the fraternities and the
present method of enforcing the
social rules. The position of the
student committee is that frater-
nities will be strengthened by
rules change and that students
will continue to prefer the closer
friendships of the houses to the
ties of dormitory residence,
Thus the Student Council Com-
mittee on Social Rules, according
to the chairman Bob Bell '68, hat
developed a two-pronged attack or
the unhealthy social atmosphere
which now exists. First, the frater-
nity house parietal hours should
be extended. Second, the dorms
should be granted parietal
hours comparable to the fraterni-
ties. The social atmosphere will
never change unless both of these
proposals are a Bowdoin reality.
stated the student committee.
"The outcome of these proposals
depends on a responsible student
body and a responsive faculty. In
its journey through the various
committees the basic considera-
tion social rules change should
always be the amelioration of the
present social atmosphere and the
creation of viable alternatives to
this unhealthy situation. This is
not. a matter of the rights of stu-
dents as much as it is a profound
need for a real change in the so-
cial environment, of Bowdoin —
a change which can only come
through ' liberalized social rules
The students have shown them-
selves to be responsible, thorough,
(Continued on page 5) '
Parsons, Head. Roulston Wtrrk^
Featured in X-Theater Tonight
by Alan Kolod
Tonight, students will compete in the 82nd annual student-
written one act play contest. The three plays will be presented
at 8:15 tonight and Saturday and the preformance will be judged
and a $25 award will be given to the writer of the best play; $15
will go to the writer of the runner up play; and the best actor,
director and designer will each receive $10 prizes.
MissBrightman, North Vietnam Visitor, ToProbeAir War
One of the handful of Americans who has visited North Vietnam
will be coming tA Bowdoin March 22 and 23 to speak on U.S. foreign
policy in Southeast Asia. Miss Carol Brightman, sponsored here by
the Political Forum, is a 1961 graduate of Vassar and has just re-
turned from a twenty-four day tour of North Vietnam, preceded by
two weeks in Cambodia. Her visit included investigation of the "Ho
Chi Minn" and "Sihanouk" Trails, and inspections of Cambodian
border violations by the U.S., South Vietnamese, and Thai troops.
Miss Brightman is Editor of Viet-Report, a monthly magazine
(20,000 circ.) of news and analysis oi U.S. foreign policy, primarily
in the underdeveloped nations. Simultaneous with her visit to the
North another of V-R's editors toured South Vietnam as paTt of the
magazine's continuing effort to gain comprehensive coverage of the
war.
Miss Brightman also went to North Vietnam as a member of the
second Investigating Team of the International War Crimes Tribunal,
led by Jean Paul Sartre and sponsored by Bertrand Russell. While
there, she traveled further into the bombed zones than any previous
American visitor. Her team was assigned the task of answering the
following questions:
1. What are the targets of the bombing? 2. Does the pattern of
the bombing reveal any effort to destroy specifically civilian targets?
3. What was the proximity of the raids from observable military
targets? 4. What weapons are being used and what is their "normal"
target assignment? 5. Was the nature of the weapons being used con-
sistent with official American explanations of the targets and objec-
tives of the bombing of North Vietnam?
The investigation was carried out by visits to the bombed sites,
where survivors were interviewed and weapons fragments collected.
Twice during Miss Brightman's visit she was forced to take shelter
from U.S. air attacks in her immediate vicinity.
Individual team member.! will submit written reports to the
appropriate Commission of the Tribunal which will then try to deter-
mine, based on these accounts, whether the incidents fall under the
relevant international statutes on war crimes, etc. as defined by the
Nuremburg Tribunal following the Second World War, by the Geneva
Protocols and the Hague Conventions, etc.
HOSPITAL IN VIETNAM: Carol Brightman talks with Nuc Van
Loc who has been injured by anti-personnel pellets in Ha Tu,
Quang Ninh Province. Miss Brightman will be on campus March
22 and 23.
Charles Head, author of That
Evenin' Sun Go Down, describes
his play as an adaptation of a
story by William Faulkner. Ac-
cording to Head, the story is a
study in terror. Said Head, "A Ne-
gro maid, pregnant with a white
man's child, is terrorized as she
awaits the return of her husband
who has threatened to kill her.
The reaction of three children to
the maid's situation is crucial to
the play. I have altered the focus
of the play slightly by emphasiz-
ing the racial implications of the
story as well as the psychological
implications of the exercise in ter-
ror.
Tom Roulston is the author of
Morning, Noon and Night The
play occurs in three scene's in each
of which an artist, played by
Roulston, discusses love and sex
with three different women. Roul-
ston says, "The play attempts to
deal with three sexual situations.
Each scene shows the application
of a type of morality and demon-
strates that every situation has its
own morality. The play also deals
with the personal development of
the artist and the role of illusion
in both drama and life."
Ted Parsons is the author of
"Babylon Revisited. The two act
play examines the psychological
factors of a situation in which a
man seeks custody of his child
from his hostile sister-in-law, who
believes he was responsible for her
sister's death.
*••
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New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR *
"•*' •' b
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LODGING, DINING AND GOGKTAIb^ LOUNGE '



















"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-




















Cologne, 6 oz., $4-50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00










Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland









Bowdoin debaters captured several Individual and team honors
over the weekend in two separate forensic events. •
, At the annual New England Fifrenslc Conference at Norwich
Univergty, the Bowdoin squad ' won the*Sweepsttike8 Trophy for'
scoring the most points In the 'four debating- events. _ , >
Clark T. Irwin, Jr. '70 won first place in the Extemporaneous
Division.
In the Original Oratory Division, sophomore Virgil H. Logan, Jr.
took top honors. Sophomore Marc D. Block finished second in the Oral
Interpretation Division.
The Bowdoin squad won second place in the Debating Team
division, being edged out by St. Anselm's. The team Included Irwin,
Jeff D. Emerson *70, George S. Isaacson '70, and Gary B. Roberts '68.
In a tournament at Brooklyn College, Bowdoin's two-man team
finished among the top 15 In the event, in which 49 colleges and
universities from across the country competed. The Bowdoin squad
beat Yale and Navy, but was defeated by Rutgers and Hunter.
Making up the Polar Bear team were John H. LaChance '68,
and Bruce E. Cain '70.
• • » » •
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY
Tim Ellis (Bowdoin 1960) director of Camp Chewonki, a boys'
summer camp in Wiscasset, Maine, will be in the office of the Place-
ment Bureau to discuss summer camp opportunities and the experi-
ence and background required. Interviews will be held on Tuesday,
Mar. 21. Please report to the Placement Bureau for appointment time.
The Music In Maine Chamber Orchestra, conducted by the dis-
tinguished Paul Vermel, will perform at Bowdoin April 6 in the fourth
event of Bowdoin's 1966-67 Curtls-Zlmballst Concert Series.
The concert will be given at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater, Me-
morial Hall.
Included in the program will be the premiere of "Texture for
Strings, Wind and Brass," a composition by Professor Elliott S.
Schwartz of Bowdoin's Music Department
The Music in Maine project began In 1966 with funds supplied
under Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965. The major objective of the program is to stimulate Maine school
children's interest in, and appreciation of, good music Initial plan-
ning of the project was due to the efforts of the Maine Superinten-
dents Association.
• »•**•
Masque and Gown announced today that tryouts for its major
spring production, "The Alchemist" by Ben Jonson, will be held next
Sunday and Monday (March 19-20).
,,
Tryouts will be held in Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall, on the
Bowdoin campus from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. Sunday; and from 7:30
to 10 p.ni. Monday.
Professor Richard Hornby, Bowdoin's Director of Dramatics, said
"The Alchemist" includes principal roles for Sen men and two women,
and numerous "walk-on" parts. Scripts are now on reserve at Bow-
doin's Hawthorne-Longfellow Lihrary for those who wish to read the
play in advance. -
"The play win be performed May 10 and May IS as part of Bow-
doin's Ivy Weekend, and again June 9 as the College's 1967 Com-
mencement Play. Actors will be requested at the tryouts to state
precisely when they will be available for rehearsals.
The following is a list of the dormitory proctors for 1967-68.
Mark C. Bisgrove '69, Paul H. Campbell '69, Richard E. Downes,
Jr. '69. Paul R. Gauron '69, Robert E. Ives '69, Stephen R. Ketaineck
'69, Edward J. McFarland. Jr. '69, John M. Mackenzie '69, Richard A
Parmenter '69, Michael J. Princi '69, Walter Simmons '69, Michael
G. Weare '69.
The third duplicate contract bridge tournament of the season
will be held in the Gallery Lounge of the Moulton Union Sunday eve-
.
ning (March 19) at 7:30 p.m.
The tournament, sponsored by the Student Union Committee,
will be open to Bowdoin undergraduates and .their dates, and to fac-
ulty and staff members, their wives and guests. The registration fee
will be 25 cents per player.
The leading'student pairs in the first tourney of the year were:
North-South, Dennis McNabb '67 and Paul Newman '67; East-West,
Walter Hess '67 and Dave Bottomy '67.
Student winners of the second tournament were: North-South.
Paul Karlsson '68 and Mike Charles '68; East-West, Ken Anderson
'68 and Ken Rowe '69.
• • * * • •
The film, Nigeria, Culture in Transition, originally scheduled for
7:30 p.m. Thursday, March 23 has been rescheduled for 7:00 p.m.,
Wcntworth Hall, the Senior Center. .
• • * • • •
Student Council Minutes
Social Rules: The full report of the Social Rules»Committee will be
published in the Orient this Friday. The report will be brought
up at the April Faculty meeting, and voted on in May.
Coffee House: Permission has been granted to the SAC to convert
the basement of Appleton Hall into a temporary coffee house.
The success of this year's operation will determine whether or
not an enlarged coffee house can occupv the Little-Mitchell
House next year. Any fraternities willing to donate a small
amount ($5-25) toward this purpose should report back at the
next Council meeting.
Orientation: The change in the Orientation program was unani-
mously passed. Next year's program will be directed by the
Presidents Council and a specially named committee.
trading: Dean Greason has graciously consented to carry on th<
study of Bowdoin's grading system, and its influence on graduate
school admissions.
Interfraternity Sing: All houses who are entering in the Sing should
elect a captajn by next week. At the Monday meeting detail
such as the date and house percentages necessarv for participa
Hon. will be worked out.
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Campus Arts Week Rallys Student Interest
PRIZE WINNING PHOTO BY TOM BROWN
Lyman^ Brpwn^Tops
In Paintings, Photo^
Winners in' the Bowdoin Collejfe
Student Art Contest have been an-
nounced by the Student Art Com-
mittee.
Top prize of $40 was won by
Frederick W. Lyman TO. His win-
ning entry was an oil painting' en-
titled "The, End of the Day."
Judging; some 50 entries was
Philip Isaacson, Art Writer for the
Portland Sunday Telegram. The
contest was one of the highlights
of the Student Arts Week program
this week.
Sharing second place honors
were photographic entries submit-
ted by Thomas M.D. Brown *67,
and Jerker R. E. Hetta, a Bowdoin
Plan student from Sweden. Each
was awarded $20.
Two $10 third prizes went to G.
Stanley Cutter '67 and R. Drew
S. Webb '68. Both submitted pho-
tographic works.
All 50 entries will be displayed
through March 24 in Bowdoin's
Moulton Union and in the Bow-
doin Senior Center. Art categories
include water and oil paintings,
sketching, sculpture and photog-
raphy.
s
WINNING PAINTING BY FRED LYMAN
Lent Upset With Lack of Studio
Art Space, Faculty Apathy
SAC Chairman Chides
Campus Art Complacency
The following is a copy of
Thomas lioulston's Forum talk on
March 13: "The Student Arts Com-
mittee: A Progress Report." —Editor
Since its formation last Octo-
ber, the Student Arts Committee
has sponsored or promoted a
great many activities. The com-
mittee was more or less born out
of a student folk concert held last
fall. Since then the committee
has sponsored many such concerts,
in an effort to provide both an
outlet for student talent as well
as to fill a gap in Bowdoin's so-
cial life. A panel of faculty mem-
bers held a discussion, sponsored
by the SAC, on standards of artis-
tic Criticism. The Student Art
Show was arranged by the SAC
with financial help and advice from
the Senior Center and Mr. White-
side and Student Union Commit-
tee and Mr. Warren. We are like-
wise indebted to Mr. Sadik for all
of his advice. The forthcoming
Arts Week-End is a combined ef-
fort of the Student Arts Commit-
tee and various members of the
faculty and administration. Every-
one from Mr. Mellow and Mr.
Schwartz to Deans Brown and
Greason have been helpful, in-
deed indispensable, in arranging
these events. Finally, we have
secured space in the basement of
Appleton Hall as a permanent cof-
fee house. The entire administra-
tion from President Coles to John
Brush of Grounds and Buildings
has been instrumental in secur-
ing this space for student use.
It's now up to the students and,
hopefully, interested members of
the faculty to use the room to
best advantage. The room is com-
pletely flexible. We have virtually
been given a blank slate.
The success of the Student Arts
Committee, and I do think it has
been a partial success, has of
course been personally gratifying
The real cooperation we have re-
ceived from individual members of
the administration has changed my
opinion of many people I use to
paint the traditional student
black. This experience has, hew-
ever, forced certain ideas upon me
jphich I will now try to relate to
you. If you will allow me to, I
shall now change the title of my
talk to, "Bowdoin College: a view
from the bottom."
The success of the SAC is in
part a result of a vacuum that
existed here at Bowdoin College.
Quite obviously a student arts
show should have been started
years ago. Concerts of student
compositions are regular events at
most colleges. The coffee house
idea has been needed for a long
time.
As I thought of this vacuum that
the SAC seems to be filling, it oc-
curred to me that there were many
such vacuums here at Bowdoin.
If you will allow me to speak now
completely as an individual I shall
explain. I feel Bowdoin is in a
period of retarded growth. While
the college has quite obviously
grown physically it does not seem
to be growing intellectually. Phy-
sical growth must not be mistaken
with intellectual growth. The ad-
ministration, to me, does not seem
to be providing the college with
any kind of dynamic educational
policy. My alma mater, for which
I do have a great deal of affec-
tion, seems to be so exhausted
from giving birth to the senior
center that it has been unable to
initiate any other major change
in the curriculum. Indeed, it
seems to be sitting in the dol-
drums waiting for the next breeze
to blow in from the national sci-
ence foundation. Or some alumnus
to kick off and leave the college
money to set up the course in home
economies', which we need so badly.
We could then staff it with 2 or
3 full professors and require each
freshman to take a semester in
chocolate chip cookies. Individu-
ally, the members of the adminis-
tration I have dealt with have
seemed very concerned and some-
what progressive but as a group
they seem to become arch conser-
vatives. If Amherst or Williams
will run it up the flag pole we may
form a committee to see if we
should salute. Personally, I couldn't
care less what happens at these
schools. I'm paying $3000 a year
to go to Bowdoin, not to watch
what's happening in western
Massachusetts. Instead of being
constantly buffeted by the winds of
the academic world we should start
making some of our own waves.
It's about time we stopped sitting
on top of the . senior center and
initiated some real changes in the
education of other people besides
seniors. Freshman seminars and
cross curriculum courses are just
two of the possibilities.
But the administration is hard-
ly the only group at fault. The
faculty as a group also seems to
be undynamic. Any group that
has 50 of its 80 members on one
of its committees is operating in-
efficiently. I'm speaking now of
the faculty committee on student
life. No wonder changes in the
social rules are so slow in coming.
The faculty if it does not overtly
give direction to educational policy
should at least insist that the ad-
ministration do so. Ideally, the
faculty should be constantly creat-
ing new and examining old educa-
tional direction. The administra-
tion should then give form to this
* (Continued on page 9)
This is the text of a Forum given
by Donald M. Lent, Visiting Lecturer
in Art. on March !! indicating the
status of the creative arts is still in
doubt. Mr. Lent presently fetiches a
studio course intituling work in
painting, sculfiturc, drawing, f>hotog
uiphx, and film. He will have a show
of his paintings at the Museum oC
Art later in the sfning.—Y.d.
™
"It is, needless to say, an unusu-
al pleasure to be speaking at a
meeting no one bares about on a
subject no one is interested in.
"Still, the situation may not be
that bad. My experience over the
past few months has led me to
believe that although the faculty
and the administration may not
be particularly interested in "The
Study of Art at Bowdoin," at least
some of the students are. The
enrollment of thirty students in
the studio class this semester is,
I think evidence of student inter-
est — to say nothing of the num-
ber of students who have been
turned away because there simply
isn't space for them. And, may I
say, that in the five years I have
taught at the University of Califor-
nia at Santa Barbara, a campus
of over 10,000 students, I have
never had a studio class of as
many as 30 students. So much
for the myth of small colleges
and small classes.
"The interest exists, but amidst
a most fantastic set of misconcep-
tions. Let me give you an idea
of some of the things I have been
told about the study of art at Bow-
doin. "Our students need to study
^mwcausF someday—they- might
be, as executives in a large cor-
poration, on a committee formed
to choose the colors and decor of
a new factory." Or, said with an
apologetic smile, "Well, you know,
Bowdoin isn't a girl's school, so I
don't think the art program is go-
ing to grow too much."
"Gentlemen, we are not teaching
interior decoration, except in the
sense that Michelangelo or Orozco
could be called "interior decora-
tors." We are not — at least I
am not — teaching "taste" — not
at any rate, as something disen-
gaged from the content of man's
examination of his experience,
which is at the hub of every work
of art.
"Nor is it in any sense the func-
tion of a college art department
to establish a program of group
therapy, an amateur's craft room,
or a dilettante's source of cocktail
party material.
"I am often told that students
do not come to Bowdoin to study
art. This I am inclined to believe.
People who do not know what the
California Condor is do not rush
off to the Sierras to find one. But
if they happen to be there on a
hike and chance to see one, they
(Continued on page 5)
O
The Hilton Hotel Corporation has
announced special courtesy rates to'
full-tlllie students and faculty mem-
bers. The savings is at least 25%
compared to regular guaranteed rates.
Most Hilton Hotels across the country are in-
cluded in the student-faculty plan.
Additional information and a Hilton student-
faculty card can be obtained by sending your
name and campus address to: Kempton Kocha,
College Representative, The Statler Hilton, Bos-
ton, Massachusetts. *
Make your reservation now to stay
at the Boston Statler Hilton if you
plan to attend Bowdoin Night at Bos-
ton Pops, Thursday, May 11, 1967.
Call Hilton Reservation Service in
Boston HA 6-5420.
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Mixed-Media Makes Message:
MrLuuhatiisni. Movies, Minds
The demands that media make
in molding content will be the
focus of two discussions in the
Moulton Union as part of the Arts
Week. The two part analysis of
* the "development of materials fox
mixed media derives from the
work of Marshall McLuhan, au-
thor of "The Medium is the Mes-
sage" and "the Medium is the
Massage."
The discussions will be based
_/« oh Stephen Crane's short story
"The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky"
and its adaptation for film by the
late American writer James Agee.
Leading the discussions will be
Professor Anthony Hodgkinson of
the Boston University School of
Public Communication, a nation-
ally-known expert on film educa-
tion. The first panel on Saturday
at 3 pih. will compare the Stephen
Crane short story and the Agee
film adaptation. On the panel will
be Professor Hodgkinson; Jim
Salem '67, and Professor Herbert
Coursen of the English Depart-
ment.
The second part of the presen-
tation will be a panel on Sunday
at 3:30 to view the film "The
Bride Comes to Yellow Sky," pro-
duced by Huntington Hartford
Productions for Republic Pictures,
and an analysis of it and the
Agee film script. Professor Rich-
ard Hornby, Director of Dramatics,
will replace Professor Coursen' 6n*
the Sunday, panel. ,...„• *
The two presentations were de-
veloped as a unit for an experi-
mental composition and rhetoric
course in English 2 by Robert C.
Mellow. "The idea behind this
unit is to have the students see
the development of content as a
function of media and to intro-
duce the film ,as a legitimate study
into the English curriculum. It is
no doubt that within the next ten
years we will see the film as a
study introduced in secondary
school and college English curric-
ula as an independent genre sim-
ilar to drama, the essay, or the
novel. As far as I know, this is
the first time such a unit has been
developed for inclusion in a course.
It will be interesting to see how it
works."
Supplementing the Saturday and
Sunday programs are a week-long
exhibit of James Agee materials
in the Hawthorne-Longfellow Li-
brary through the courtesy of
Phillips Exeter Academy and an
exhibit of Agee paperbacks in




By Law Admissions %
by Nathaniel B. -Harrison
•fedwdoln applicants to Harvard*"
--Jaw School are evaluated in light
.-of the presumed difficulty o* the <
grading system here. Wesley E.
Bevins, Jr. '40, Assistant Dean and
Director of the Harvard Law
School Fund, addressing the Alum-
ni Council Committee on Under-
graduate Liason on March 3 also
said that other major law and
graduate schools review Bowdoin
candidates for admission in consid-
eration of the grading policies here.
Mr. Bevins observed that at
Harvard Law, for example, an es-
sential facjor in a Bowdoin appli-
cant's change of admission is his
rank in class. The fact that a
Bowdoin graduate is in the top
20°/ of his class but has few A's
wi'l not seriously affect his chances
when in competition with gradu-
ates of other schools also in the
top 20'-; of their classes but with
an abundance of A's.
To acquaint graduate schools un-
familiar with Bowdoin of the grad-
ing system, Mr. Bevins suggested
an addition to the transcript in-
dicating the student's rank in class
in relatfon to the quality of the
class as determined by median
college beard scores. In this way,
he feels, the total intellectual pic-
ture of a Bowdoin graduate will
PRIZE WINNING PHOTO BY STAN CUTTER
be represented.
Harvard's recently developed
standard for Bowdoin " applicants
stems from an inquiry the Dean
of Admissions at Harvard Law
and Mr. Bevins made a few years
ago. Concerned with the com-
parative sparseness of successful
Bowdoin applicants, they investig-
ated the general grading records
of all Bowdoin undergraduates and
discovered that there were rela-
tively few A's and B's given out.
With this realization they decided
to use other factors, especially
rank in class, in their selection. Mr.
Bevins also stated that Bowdoin
graduates at Harvard Law have
"held their own" in competition





The> newly created- organizatipn Maine Peace Conference, sched5
uled for March,19 at Bates CoL
le'ge. Registration begins at
a.m. in Room 109 of the Carnegi
Science Building. Students, mem
bers of the clergy, supporters of
peace candidate Thomas Maynard
and interested citizens will be at-
tending. The proposed conference
is the product of the University of
Maine SDS chapter. The peace
conference, however, is not label-
led a purely SDS function.
The campus organization will be
playing a major State role in the
upcoming national protest week
extending from April 8 to 15. Pres
ently, in the tentative^stages of de
velopment, are plans for an April
12 teach-in at Wentworth Hall of
the Senior Center. Concrete pro
pcsals will be forthcoming after
spring vacation.
has jarred the campus but of its
political apathy. The Students for
a Democratic Society has rallied
enthusiasm among campus liberals,
and has undertaken an ambitious
program to promote its ideas and
principles.
The SDS has placed itself in
active opposition to the Vietna-
mese War and the Selective Ser-
vice, according to chairman Marc
Freedman. The "new left" organi-
zation circulated protest literature
against the series of Selective
Service Examinations and station-
ed pickets outside Hubbard Hall
on both occasions when the test
was administered. On the 11 of
this month, the SDS mustered
eight picketers to protest the ex-
am.
Several Bowdoin members plan




A faculty committee at Prince-
ton University, assigned to study
the effects of that institution's tra-
ditional eating clubs has recom-
mended thatPrihceton become co-
educational. The study group "has
also advised", in this private report
to the trustees which was made
public by The Daily Princetonian,
that the clubs' membership poli-
cies be changed.
The eating clubs, the centers of
social activity on the Princeton
campus, called for such a study in
the first place. Under the present
system, their membership is deter-
mined primarily by social stan-
dards. Each sophomore is inter-
viewed by a'l fifteen of the clubs,
and then^given a rating by each
one which decides Whether he will
or will not be invited to join. The
faculty committee has said that
students should be allowed to be-
come members of the clubs they
prefer. A similar recommenda-
tion was previously made by
student committee.
The faculty group has also de-
cided that the lack of women on
and around the Princeton campus
poses definite problems in student
life. At present, the university
has thirty-five graduate and un-
dergraduate female students oh It's
rol's, out of a registered total of
<610 people who attend Princeton.
The first woman was a graduate
student admitted in 1961.
Although the few girls at Prince-
ton seem to be in favor of retain-
ing their present male- female ra-
tio advantage, most faculty and
students appeared strongly in favor
of the report's general attitudes
The president of the University.
Dr. Robert F. Goheen, has made
no official comment, but has re-
marked that no drastic changes
are to be made in the near future.
Seniors Divided On Draft Lottery, Deferments
by John Ranahan
i
What are the reactions on the part of Bowdoin Seniors concern-
ing President Johnson's proposed lottery system? To find the answer,
twenty seniors were chosen at random, and were asked" to express
their views on the lottery question.
Of the twenty, seventeen were in some way in favor of the lottery
idea. Three men totally opposed the concept, while a number of those
in agreement expressed seriously reservations about the system as
proposed by the President. Four of the seniors suggested some form
of universal service as an alternative to either the present Draft
procedures, and the proposed lottery.
Dean Milliken felt that "the lottery would be better than what
we now have, but not really good. I would like to see something like
Switzerland's national service, where everyone serves for two years
immediately after leaving high school. This way everyone would know
how to plan for the future. I don't think that the lottery will work
out well; it won't make people any happier than they are now under
the draft system."
Deferments Supported
Charlie Powell, on the other hand, stated, "I am for the lottery,
but with certain deferments such as for medical students. I think
that most of the present deferments for graduate .school should be
cut out. The question is who is to determine whether one person is
more valuable in school, or in the army. I am in favor of drafting
graduate students, but this is only directed at the emergency at hand.
It could be different in peacetime. The lottery Would provide more
justice than a real desire to go there (Vietnam). I favor a lottery for
nineteen-year-olds, but am not in favor of an universal service, there
is no need for it."
Representing those who opposed the lottery were Steve Rand
and Bruce Bushey. Rand declared, "the lottery idea is absolutely
wrong if it allows for any exemptions. A person in the humanities
has as much right to a deferment as a medical student. The criterion
for selection must be on interest, and this would be difficult. We
should get out of Vietnam (alleviate the entire problem), and use the
money we are spending there to aid the poor in our country- We
are fighting a criminal war."
Bushey also responded that we should not be in Vietnam. He said
that he approves of a lottery over the present system, but if it were
done, it should be done immediately at -the end of a person's high
school career. "I favor a lottery system for a national service to
include programs such as VISTA and the Peace Corps, with an addi-
tional pay increase for the armed forces, so as to make that alterna-
tive more attractive."
Draft After High School
Some of the other comments were, "We should have the lottery
when students graduate from high school. Under the proposed system,
those students now in school would be at a disadvantage. We are
likely to be drafted if we continue our education at this time." "I
favor the idea because it would be a great deal fairer than the present
system. If we are going to have a war. we should have some form of
lottery to make service in the armed forces decided upon in a fairer
method." "The Peace Corps, or similar programs should be made to
count as an equivalent service to the Army, Navy, etc."
Concerning the lottery. Rob Jones said, "the idea is unrealistic,
• because many of the officers now come out of colleges. There would
be no incentive to go into college, and then into the army afterwards.
I am against the lottery, what we have now is better. If they do
have a lottery, women should also be included. If they want equal
rights, they should share equal responsibility." ,
Another senior replied "as far as I understand the President's
proposal, I favor it, for it would be much less discriminatory towards
the poor."
"Defer All In College"
Michael Suvaller answers that he was not in agreement with the
ideal of having deferments for specific groups. "Either you give
deferments to everyone in college, or you give none. For the nineteen
year-olds, this idea sounds like a good idea. P^ach person would know
then what his commitments would be, and would be able to plan his
life upon them. I do think it is unfair for us to be thrown in before
we complete the education we want. After we have attained the edu-
cation we want, then possibly we should be thrown into a pool; it is
up to them at that time."
There was a wide variety of answers given in this abbreviated
poll, but it seems that most of the Seniors interviewed supported the
lottery idea as l>eing a bettor alternative to the draft system we now
have. There was a feeling among some of the seniors that we would
be placed in a bad situation if the lottery went into effect right now.
Some of them mentioned the double jeopardy that medical students
would be placed in, arid some also felt that universal national service
was a much better, and fairer alternative.
Faculty Reaffirms
Sigma Nu Action
The faculty has reacted to the
Governing Boards' tabling of the
Last fall motion on Sigma Nu with
a reaffirmation of the principles
stated in the original faculty mo-
tion to ban the national fraternity
as discriminatory.
Pointing out its ten-year fight
against discrimination in Bowdoin
fraternities, the faculty denied
that its action was "hasty," report-
ed Dean of the College A. LeRoy
(".reason. The faculty called upon
the Governing Boards at their
spring meetings to confirm the ac-
tion banning Sigma Nu as a na-
tional organization from the cam-
pus.
This would be a reversal of the
stand taken by the Boards in Feb-
ruary, when the ^Vice-President of
the Board of Overseers, William
D. Ireland stated the purpose of
the tabling move was to allow
Sigma Nu an opportunity to purge
itself at its next national conven-
tion of discriminatory clauses in
its by'aws.
The convention is in 1968. At
the 1986 meeting, a move to re-
move these clauses came within
four votes of a two-thirds majority
needed to pass.
At the time of its original ac-
tion in October, the faculty em-
phasized that the move was di-
rected at the national organiza-
tion and was not an indictment of
the Bowdoin chapter of Sigma Nu-
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Lent On Art
(Continued from page 3)
will never forget this massive bird
with- Its six' foot wii* spread. Col-
lege Is not merely a. place to j#-.
,fflrm or extend what you al-
ready know, it Is also a place to
ma^te discoveries,, and >ftnv,-Jhta;,
latter puropse there must be many
doors to open.
"Generally speaking, the art pro-
grams of most secondary schools
— and there are, of course, not-
able exceptions — New York High
School of Music and Art, for ex-
ample — fall into one or more of
the misguided categories previous-
ly mentioned. In my experience,
the best art students both here
and at the University of Califor-
nia are not usually the favorite
products of such programs. In-
stead they come from a wide range
of interests and majors: Biology,
Psychology, English, and so on.
"Let me also say that I do not
think of my courses as existing
solely for the purpose of develop-
ing artists. I do not exclude the
possibility from my thinking that
an artist might be developing in
one of my classes — indeed, I can
think of one case in the last se-
mester where a student, now no
longer enrolled in school as a re-
sult of the infraction of some silly
rule, was, and still is, well on the
way towards a serious and thor-
ough engagement in art. How-
ever, my main effort in class is
to teach people — no matter what
their directioh in life — to see
es, io^sefi liow pictures are
made, to be able to approach pic-
tures from the standpoint of the
creative process, to understand
painting as a record of the artist's
experience.
"All of this must begin in the
classroom. Therefore I do ' not
consider as important contributions
to the study of art various faculty
or student motivated "extra-cur-
ricular" activities such as amateur
exhibitions, panels on "criticism
in the arts" (really a ca§e 6! put-
ting the cart before the horse),
and so on. However, the pro-
gram of professional exhibitions at
the Walker Art Gallery while un-
der the direction 6! MarVffi Sadflc/
a man whose contribution to this
college will be felt long after his
untimely departure, has been of
great significance in relation to the
classroom study of art. Sadly, it is
hard to believe that the program
will be able to continue with the
same degree of vitality and per-
sonal vision which Mr. Sadlk has
been able to bring to it.
"In the final analysis, what I
must say is that in order for Bow-
doin to achieve the kind of art
program it should have, there must
not only be a change in attitude
towards the study of art, but there
must be concrete changes as well.
You need studios, not the broom
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have, but a building — old or new movies. They are on all levels of
— with three or four big roowk development. I simply cannot
with high ceiling. And, most im-'X'juggle in one class that many dlf-
pbrtently, you need more faculty.^rferent needs. T*heje
3
: must be
"The Art Department, does not
.
teachers -and- fadlitles%to allow
need special treatment — It needs for the existence of beginning and
the elevated position of an artist
in residence ho more -than the
Biology Department needs a biolo-
gist in residence. It needs Instead
at least 3 or 4 teachers in the
studio aspect alone; and certain-
ly to give the range of courses
necessary to even the most modest
program, it needs at least 3 or 4
Art Historians. This is, I might
add, a request for a staff no larger
than, for example, Williams has.
This semester at Bowdoin the Art
Department is operating with 1 art
historian, 1 studio teacher, and 1
gallery director. In my own case,
I have what constitutes a one-
room school-house. I have stu-
dents interested in sculpture, draw-
ing, photography, painting and
advanSed courses in most of these
disciplines in order for Bowdoin
to begin to do its job in the
study of the visual arts.
"And let me say emphatically
that the staff should not be part
time — borrowed from other
schools or from the local amateur
scene. You need men involved
directly with the College as a
whole, men who are able to see
their subject in relation to the
other subjects taught on the cam-
pus. Otherwise, you will be simp-
ly carrying out Plato's advice to
keep the artist on the outskirts of
the community.
"Perhaps, underneath every-
thing, that is really the present
objective anyway."
SOCIAL RULES
(Continued from page 1)
andWair in the presentation 'of "~\
.this- report. We anticipate that .
How it is time for the faculty to .
respond similarly."
The repar^, together with the *
report of the Executive Committee
will be presented to the faculty
Student Life Committee. Then It
will go to the faculty, to be voted





I MEAN YOU'RE REAILYONTHE WAY,
BUDDY80/! ALL THOSE IDEAS YOU'VE
BEEN HITTING ME WITH! MOWSYOUR
CHANCE ! WHAT COULD BE GREATER?
YOU'VE GOT ITACED! WORKINGWITH
THE REALPROS...THE GUYS WHO
KNOW WJUAT& HAPPENING- IN RESEARCH
EXOTIC METALS AND ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY. WHAT GOULD BEAT IT?
A NEW SCOOTER.
AND WHAT COULD BE CLA9SIER
THAN SAYING"IMWITtI GENERAL
TELEPH0NE4ELECTR0NICSVTHATC
STATU3 ! WHAT COULDTOP THAT ?
A NEW SCOOTER.
AND THE MOKES'! YOU'LL BE ROLLING-
IN BBEAO! WHAT'S GOING- TO BE YOUR
FIEST MAJOR PURCHASE YOU BRIGHT-
TALENTED-VOUNC E*fCUTIVE YOU?
SIX NfW SCOOTERS.
• At General Telephone & Electronics, we
want people who have learned how to think.
We help teach them to think bigger.
fpr GENERAL TELEPHONE OPERATING COMPANIES • GENERAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY COMPANY • AUTOMATICljl>JD ELECTRIC • LENKURT ELECTRIC • SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS • GT&E LABORATORIES • GT&E INTERNATIONAL i
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JThe Report and Responsibility
THE ability*to make rational Secisions based upon airffitel-
'
ligent awareness of divergent influences is the central objective
of the liberal arts educational process. The usefulness of such an
ability with regard to abstract intellectual concepts is obvious, for
if progress within academic disciplines is to be made, an enlight-
ened, objective atmosphere is essential.
IT is this kind of intelligent awareness which is strongly in
evidence in the report of the Student Council Social Rules Com-
mittee. Each aspect of the problem of Bowdoin's social environ-
ment has been carefully considered and a reasonable conclusion
has been reached. The same kind of awareness must be encouraged
at Bowdoin in general.
THE responsibility of the College is to encourage this kind
of maturing process and is complemented by the responsibility
of the student to approach open-mindedly and maturely this
freedom.
IN the area of social life, this dual responsibility has not fa
the past been fully exercised. The right of all students to enter-
tain and mingle with women under conditions of his own choos-
ing, rather than a vapid, unvarying stereotype has not been, to
say the least, encouraged.
IN 1967, students are ready to accept their half of the
obligation. The thoughtfulness and thoroughness of the Student
Council report are but one sign of this.
WE stand 100% with the Council, and we hope, all students
in strongly urging for the institution of the report's proposals.
M.F.R., N.B.H.
Jtei d^ma^
Letters To The Editor
A Larger Issue
THE Student Council Social Rules Committee Report is fine
as far as it goes. However, one major area of possible social life
improvement has been completely ignored, the fraternity system
itself. While fraternities were relevant to the- Bowdoin social
atmosphere of the '40's and '50's, they no longer reflect the opin- .
ions of the undergraduates and the larger college community
concerning the social development of an individual. On the con-
trary, fraternities at Bowdoin today systematically engender an
unhealthy apathy into the incoming freshmen.
THE entire fraternity question is seldom mentioned because
people are afraid to "rock the boat." We feel that it will not
take much to-upset the-pfesen^syatem, because itMs^artificf'aily
supported by the college.
FRATERNITIES in general cannot stand by themselves, and
for this reason it makes no sense for Bowdoin to give continued
support to organizations which seriously damage the aims of the
college. We suggest that serious consideration be given now, in
connection with the new social rules study, to the entire college
atmosphere so wrapped up in fraternities. J.P.R.
BATES APOLOGY
To The Editor:
We are writing^J|n§ letter in reference to the
conduct of certain of our students who were spec-
tators at the recent basketball games between
Bates and Bowdoin. It is our feeling that courtesy
at athletic events is paramount to maintaining
good relations with other colleges. Therefore we
would like to extend an apology for those imma-
ture few who do not exemplify the student body
as a whole. We hope that you will accept these
regrets and that by our next athletic competition





personally lpaded and trucked up here from Bos-
ton, unloaded and installed. It was worth the extra
effort; the machines are the prettiest and most
sophisticated of their type (presently, the only
examples of their type in the entire state)
.
For over two years, fraternities on campus have
had laundry equipment operating—without so
much as a scratch inflicted. That's a laudable rec-
ord. Right now in Appleton Hall there sits a six-
week old washer with a maimed lid. It can't be
PITY MAYTAG!
To The Editor
called anything else, for it's twisted and chipped
all out of shape jis the result of someone's sitting -
on it. Because the machine's so new, parts haven't
yet been fully distributed in the field, and a new
lid has to come from Newton, Iowa, which will
take 4 weeks. We therefore have a maimed KA-
15CM Avocado which has to grimace for a month
before repairs can even be attempted. Should it
really be necessary?
To the few who find it amusing to dismember
defenseless coin-op unit and still don't understand;
Qoodbye to Qrading
THE pass-fail proposal, the Student Council's study of com-
parative grading, and this week's revelation that at least in the
instance of Harvard Law School (page four), grades per se are
not weighed heavily in graduate school admissions are all signs
of a growing questioning attitude of academic grading.
AS a first approach, yet another subcommittee of the faculty
has been formed to study informally the present grading struc-
ture at Bowdoin and suggest possible reform. In doing so, how-
ever, the faculty has shunted aside action on the meritorious
pass-fail plan. We believe the benefits of the program far out-
way the administrative problems entailed in its use.
INSTEAD of awaiting the conclusions of what ic likely to
be a deservedly lengthy study, pass-fail should be instituted now
on an experimental basis.
ALREADY individual grades are being discounted as major
factors in graduate school admittance, in favor of class standing.
Class standing could give way to judgment of the one's fitness
by teachers' evaluation alone.
WE believe seriously that in fifteen, perhaps ten years,
quantitative grading as we know it today will as much be a thing
of the past as the rod and dunce cap. The first steps towards this
goal must be taken today.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT .
Member United States Student Press Association
This note is not motivated by any thoughts of
savage chastisement, but rather as an explanation
and suggestion.
For some time, students have asked about hav-
ing vending and other self-service equipment in;
stalled in the dorms, as an ordinary convenience.
This is a reasonable request, obviously, and the
college has condoned a trial, with the installation
of laundry equipment in the basements of Maine
and Appleton Halls. Thus the school was provided
with some of the very first models of the finest
laundry equipment to ever come out of the May-
tag Co.; however, getting the best possible ma-
chines entailed a bit of extra work. Because of
a nation-wide shortage of appliances, these ma-
chines had to be gathered in odd lots from all
over the place and shunted through New York in
a special shipment (no one else in New England
was lucky enough to pull off such a feat), then
think of it in terms of simple economics. Each of
those machines represents an investment of over
three hundred dollars before it's ready to operate
(thank God for the American credit system).
After this type of an outlay, one finds it exceed-
ingly difficult to absorb the additional costs of
unnecessary destruction, especially on parts de-
signed to outlive the rest of the machine, in nor-
mal use. *
My machinery is not on trial
—
you are! Why
chance aborting the birth of a useful campus
commodity? and more, why jeopardize the pos-
sibility of having more services provided in the
dorms? The opportunity for yet more luxuries
exists. It's senseless to throw it away. Need I say
more?
With wishes for a quick recovery of washer
146620DB,
Al Janjigian
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The recent history of Chapel
and Forum at Bowdoin was traced
by Professor William B. White-
side in a Forum March 10, also
arguing that the institution should
not be abandoned. He observed
that recent criticisms in the Orient
and elsewhere were not entirely
new. "I have heard Chapel dis-
cussed, criticized, and condemned.
I have even heard it defended."
Whiteside noted that daily cha-
pel had been modified in recent
years. Complaints of the inappro-
priateness—not to say the hypoc-
risy—of requiring Catholic, Jew-
ish, and unaffiliated students to
attend a Protestant devotional
exercise are no longer relevant.
The Sunday vesper service has
been abandoned, and the elimina-
tion of the hymn and benediction
from the Forum exercises "per-
mits any Bowdoin student to meet
his requirement without suffering
the danger of having his religious
sensibilities offended, or his anti-
religious principles compromised."
He suggested that one further
change" might be the possibility of
an appeal by . any student who
wished to be a "conscientious ob-
jector" to a joint committee of
students and members of the Fac-
ulty and Administration. "Let the
future of Chapel and Forum be
decided on its merits, and not in
terms of cries of outrage over the
case of David Wilkinson, or any
other student who may not wish
to participate."
Whiteside then referred to a
recent Forum talk by Professor
Koelln, in which the emphasis
had been upon a series of regular
College exercises as a means of
developing a sense of "Gemein-
schaft" or community. He referred
to other recent talks, such as one
by Professor Coursen on the need
for more opportunities for work
in the creative arts at Bowdoin.
"Such talks have had an impact,
and it is hardly likely that their
impact would have been so great
had the^ideas been expressed in
the classroom, or at a fraternity
or the Senior Center." Chapel and
Forum exercises encourage the
discussion of these ideas by the
entire college community:
He suggested problems before
the College which could well be
discussed in the Chapel, such as
the pros and cons of graduate
study at Bowdoin, the possibility
of coeducation, and the question
of possible changes in the social
rules.
In conclusion, Whiteside admit-
ted that Chapel and Forum have
their value as expressions of. com-
munity values. "John C. Calhoun
once observed that Daniel Webster
and others could not keep the
Union in existence by shouting
about it. A physician does not cure
patients by crying "Health, Health,
Glorious Health.' Daniel" Webster
cannot preserve the United States
by cries of "The Union, the Union,
our Glorious Union.'" The same
argument, Whiteside observed, ap-
plies to a cohesive college com-
munity.
If a sense of community at Bow-
doin is dead, he concluded, let
Chapel-Forum be abolished. But
if this is done, he wondered
whether we might consider simply
turning over the campus and its
buildings to the University of
Maine for another of its growing
series of branches. "If we wish to
preserve Bowdoin and the tradi-
tional values of a small, private
college, we ought to give careful
thought to the function of Chapel
and Forum in that preservation."
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Lengthy Student Council ConimitteeAud¥:
Suggests New Social Attitudes and Rules Systefri
IN RECENT YEARS .educators and ad-
ministrators have increasingly " pointed
out the importance of a college student's
social environment to both his academic
and personal development and advance-
ment. Just as the liberal arts college
cannot afford to graduate half-educated
men, it has become axiomatic that it must
not produce half-matured men. That
Bowdoin's social environment breeds soph-
omoric behavior and immature values is a
commonplace, but for too long faculty
members and the students themselves
have idly criticized the College's atmos-
phere while failing to strike at the roots
of the problem. This Committee cannot
lay Cairn to suggestions which would
bring total resolution to Bowdoin's en-
vironmental difficulties. It fully recog-
nizes the vast complex of factors which
to a large degree dictate the quality of
social relations at the College, factors
which are beyond our immediate control,
such as geographical isolation or the ab-
sence of a comparable women's institu-
tion. However, given the facts that there
is a Bowdoin stereotype of social behavior
and that this present pattern of social
relations is inimical to the creative de-
velopment of students at a liberal arts
College, this Committee feels that some
reasoned and responsible action in the
direction of improving the social picture
here at Bowdoin is now imperative. To
our way of thinking, the first step in any
such movement for improvement must be
a liberalization of the present administra-
tive regulations governing the entertain-
ment of women on the campus.
AT THE OUTSET we wish to make en-
tirely clear that we do not base our pro-
posals on the meaningless cliches of stu-
dent protest or on any assertion of the
inalienable rights of college students to
entertain as they see fit. On the con-
trary, we fully recognize and support the
obligation of the College to enact social
regulations which it considers to be con-
sistent with the academic and personal
welfare of its students. We do urge on the
faculty the reminder that responsibility is
as responsibility does; in other words, that
no one can fairly assess the "responsibility"
of the Bowdoin student in an expanded so-
cial field without according to him a mi-
lieu in which he may reasonably be ex-
pected to exercise responsibility; but this
is not our major contention. Instead, we
argue only that the present social rules
reflect an inaccurate evaluation of the
academic and personal needs of the Bow-
doin student, and should be changed to
improve the general health of the Bow-
doin social environment by lessening the
influence of factors which presently con-
tribute to a strong dichotomy at Bowdoin
between what is "social" and what is re-
lated to the classroom. For, quite obvi-
ously, there • is at Bowdoin a' polarity of
weeks opposing weekends which becomes
all-too-easily translated into a contest of
the library vs. the fraternity house.
A Logistics Problem
THE POLARITY of which we speak
results from the fact that a date at Bow-
doin is a frantic, strained, and dread-
fully uniform experience of drinking,
dancing, and retreating to some dark
corner. A date here is not casual, nor
is it unhurried, nor is it personal; it
holds the status of a collective major
event to be enjoyed to the hilt in the
brief time available. Small wonder that
Bowdoin behavior is sophomoric when
the campus offers no alternative to an
endless round of loud, raucous fraternity
parties. Moreover, it is the social values
engendered in the existing social environ-
jnfent at Bowdoin which is disturbing. A
weekend is a problem of logistics — one
must transport the girls, have them serve
the needs of the student, and then ship
them away. Such an arrangement is
clearly unhealthy and unlikely to be con-
ducive to the maturation of the student.
The maturity of thought, the self-posses-
sion; and the independence demanded of
a man in the classroom is quite obviously
out of place in this social context which
glorifies the socially irresponsible and
precludes entertainment other than that
with a group.
WHAT DOES THIS SITUATION have
to do with social rules? or, more con-
cisely, how would a change in social rules
change Bowdoin's present social stereo-
type? The primary beneficial conse-
quence of social rules change would be the
creation of an alternative to the cease-
less round of fraternity parties which
presently define the Bowdoin student's so-
cial sphere. The usefulness of the oppor-
tunity to retreat from these parties is
presently diminished by the prohibitions
on use of dormitory rooms and strictures
concerning the presence of chaperones
before upstairs facilities may be used for
a meaningful amount of time. An ex-
pansion of the hours when entertainment
of women in private approved study
rooms, whether such rooms be in dormi-
tories or houses, would in this Commit-
tee's judgment raise the general tone of
fraternity activity. For, as those stu-
dents unwilling to be "grossed out" or
jostled about lessen their allegiance to
house parties and begin to go elsewhere,
fraternities will find themselves first neg-
lected, and then forced to adapt to an
improved social pattern.
_________
HOWEVER, IT IS IN THE LONG-
TERM effects of a revising of Bowdoin's
social rules that this Committee sees the
most hope for the improvement of social
relations on the campus. It is the poten-
tial improvement of the quality of fresh-
man life that is of critical significance.
Consider the change in the evolution of
each person's social conduct at Bowdoin
if he were able to entertain in circum-
stances which would allow him to develop
his,own va'ues complemented by those of
his fraternity only insofar as he chooses
to allow them to be. The freshman who
may entertain in his dormitory room ob-
viously has a good deal more social inde-
pendence and discretion than the one who
remains tied to his fraternity and the
ccnduct accepted there.
House Party Syndrome
THAT BOWDOIN'S PATTERN of fra-
ternity party conduct is inadequate to a
student's need was conceded two years
ago when the faculty and administrative
officers of the College adopted new so-
cial regulations. The goal was then, just
as it is now, a raising of the level of
social behavior by giving students an op-
portunity for privacy. Quite apparently,
the arrangements concluded two years
ago have not had the desired effect, and
this Committee would be remiss if it did
not try to point out why.
IT IS OUR CONTENTION that the
present social rules have not served their
purpose because they represent more
structural reform. Such alteration of in-
stitutional regulations as was made two
years ago did not strike at the heart of
Bowdoin's social difficulties: the accepted
assumptions which govern a student's con-
duct here and which are inculcated into
him during his first year at the College.
Token changes in hour regulations have
not led to progress in changing social pat-
terns because they are too limited to pres-
ent the student a real alternative to the
fraternity party syndrome; instead they
merely expand the field in which present
behavior is possible.
BECAUSE THIS COMMITTEE believes
that token administrative change has done
and will do little to ameliorate the social
conditions at the College, and because its
proposals are calculated to have real ef-
fect, suggestions may at first glance seem
rather sweeping. Particularly noticeable
as a departure from past Bowdoin prac-
tice is the proposal of the opening of the
dormitories to women. Yet, we contend
that the suggestion is not so revolutionary
when seen in the light of our problems
and of past action. The faculty and ad-
ministrative bodies of the College con-
ceded the desirability of a student being
able to entertain a guest in more mature
surroundings than those of the ground
floor of a fraternity house when it opened
the study rooms of the upper floors to
women. In doing so, the College recog-
nized a social problem and acted to mini-
mize it — at that time the College made
no distinction by age or class as to who
would be allowed to make use of the new
arrangements. However, was the College
community's approach to the problem
that it saw logical, or, more importantly,
could it reasonably have been expected
to attack the poor social conditions then,
and, in a large measure, still, in exis-
tence? This Committee submits that the
answer to both of these questions must
be in the negative.
THE NEW RULES WERE ILLOGICAL
in that they arbitrarl'y divided the stu-
dents of the school who could reasonably
benefit from a more diversified social
scene by virtue of their residence. Upper-
classmen living in fraternity houses were
to- be granted wider social privileges de-
signed to give them an opportunity for
more mature social exchange, while men
of the same age, class, and social envir-
onment were to be denied this opportunity
because they live in a dormitory. The dis-
tinction on this campus between the dor-
mitory and the fraternity as living quar-
ters per se has become increasingly irrele-_
vant in recent years, and with regard to
the matter of social rules its "irrelevancy
is singularly well illustrated.
Liberal Modifications
THE RULES PASSED two years ago
could also not have been expected to
eradicate Bowdoin's social deficiencies for
two readily apparent reasons: (1) be-
cause of the exclusively fraternity center-
ed nature of the new rules a good portion
of the upperclassmen remained untouched
by their allegedly emancipatory opportuni-
ties; and (2) because dormitories were un-
affected and freshmen must live in dor-
mitories, the men most in need of an
available alternative to a steady diet of
fraternity parties had no such alternative.
THEREFORE, WE FEEL that an indi-
vidual has adopted an unreasonable argu-
ment if he points out that more liberal
rules were recently granted, but they have
produced little noticeable improvement in
the social sphere at Bowdoin, so no new
rules should be enacted, as they, too, will
inevitably be futile and potentially dan-
gerous. For the previous social rules mod-
ifications were, in our view, unequipped
to attack Bowdoin's social problems; and,
we further believe that any future rules
enacted by the College will also be in-
adequate until the entire student body is
covered by them, in other words, until the
dormitories are opened to women.
FROM TIME TO TIME there have been
unfortunate and. embarassing explosions
on the Bowdoin social scene which have
served as ammunition for those who would
cite the irresponsibility of the Bowdoin
student and his unfitness for more realis-
tic social regulations. As this report was
being prepared discussion of the recent
incident of a rather uncontrolled frater-
nity party was current. It is this Com-
mittee's view that'such outbursts stand as
distressing symptoms of what is wrong
with Bowdoin's social life rather than as
evidence of a lack of responsibility on the
part of all Bowdoin students. If the Bow-
doin social environment remains unchang-
ed, such incidents will recur infrequently,
and, quite frankly, they,:*re rather to be
expected. We are particularly offended
by that body of opinion which holds that
such incidents denote an unwarranted so-
cial irresponsibility on the part of Bow-
doin students such as to make it justifi-
able to deny them a change in social pri-
vileges. An illustration may suffice to show
the folly of such a line of reasoning : Once
in a while, after a particularly emotional
football contest a riot takes place; Such
occurrences evince a volatility on the part
of some football fans, not a general ir-
responsibility on the part^of the student
body's of the schools involved in the game.
Generally, certain instigating individuals
are punished, but seldom, if ever, is it
suggested that the members of the student
bodies of the schools involved in the riot
thenceforth be denied the privileges of
watching football games.
A Last Bastion
THERE REMAIN SEVERAL ARGU-
MENTS to be answered. First is the ar-
gument symbolized by the phrase in loco
parentis. However, we believe such an ar-
gument to be obsolete — the College has
already agreed to abandon strict adher-
ence to this principle by expanding the
social hours of fraternity houses two years
ago, and it would be inconsistent for the
College to reassert such an argument with
regard to dormitories. Further, it has
been said that some parents will be re-
luctant to let their sons come to Bow-
doin if the social rules are too liberal. We
would be constrained to note that we see
little evidence of students staying away in
droves from Harvard, Dartmouth, Bran-
deis. Yale, or Williams because of extravj__
gant social rules, if we did not feel that
such an observation would dignify what
is a patently ridiculous argument. We
strongly believe that Bowdoin College is
an institution for advanced education —
it is not a'last bastion of traditional moral
standards..
ANOTHER ARGUMENT often advanc-
ed in opposition to changed social regu-
lations is that the image and reputation
of the College would be damaged by any
expansion of privileges. We trust that
our compilation of social regulations of
institutions comparable to Bowdoin will
show that liberal social rules and low
academic status are not even remotely
correlated. Furthermore, we are con-
vinced that, if the rules which we pro-
pose can improve the level of Bowdoin
social behavior even moderately, they will
have served to measurably improve the
College's reputation, which in many cir-
cles is that of a partying and drinking
center.
THIS COMMITTEE feels that our diag-
nosis and characterization of Bowdoin
social activity is accurate; that Bowdoin's
poverty in this area is reflected by poverty
in academic motivation and production;
and that an improvement of Bowdoin's
existing social rules as is suggested by this
report would go far towards altering the
social situation we have described. Real
change which has some hope of success
requires the courage to be imaginative
and a determination to be flexible, but
real change is what is needed^
—
W - ask ~
for reasoned and fair appraisal of this
report and of the points on which it is
premissed, for in our view, as no doubt in
yours, Pres. Coles was accurate wh -i he
said in Forum on Nov. 21, 1966 The
student is the most important p: luct,
and his welfare is our greatest co: >rn."
II
LAST SPRING, after various rr. ues-
tations of student discontent in U, nat-
ter of social rules, the Student ( :ncil
formed a social rules committee in oi r to
determine the nature and extent this
student discontent and to make r om-
mendations to the Student Cpuni . and
administration. In pursuance of this ob-
jective, a questionnaire was distributed to
the classes of '67, '68, and '69. The ques-
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Mature
vionnaire was aimed "solely at ascertairf-
'"ing student opinion In regard to various
areas of the present social regulations.*
7*
As a measure of student discontent Va&>
survey could not have been more em-
phatic. In a school whose students or-
dinarily are noted for their diverse opini-
ons about campus phenomena, Bowdoin
students have expressed a firm and abid-
ing discontent with the present social
rules. This discontent is not reflective of
the usual student rebellion against rules,
nor is it merely a wish for -greater indi-
vidual freedom. The discontent which
was expressed in last spring's question-
naire is a manifestation of the need for
radical changes In the social atmosphere
of the college. Several students wrote
comments on the questionnaire such as:
"The present social rules actually pro-
hibit mature personal relations with wom-
en," and "It's time that the whole set-up
here was changed. We need rules which
are more conducive to a quiet, private at-
mosphere, if that is what a student
wants."
Widespread Discontent
OF 600 PLUS QUESTIONNAIRES which
were sent, 308 were returned. In a blanket
survey of this sort, such a return is ex-
traordinary. It is well over twice the nor-
mal expected return on this type of survey.
The only explanation for such a high re-
turn lies in the widespread discontent with
the present social rules.
uisite
>r m
To summarize the findings of this ques-
tionnaire:
1. Should off-campus housing be govern-
ed by the present social regulations of the
college?
Yes 15% No 85%
2. Should the same hours which apply to
the living rooms of the Senior Center
sjuites also apply to the upstairs living
rooms oLtheJraternltlesfc- =
Yes 92% No 8%
3. Should women be allowed downstairs
in the fraternities after 9 p.m. on week-
days?
Yes 82% .No 18% ,
4 Do you believe parietal hours should
be extended to the living rooms of the
dormitory suites?
Yes 77% No 23%
5. Do you think the chaperones should
be required when women do not stay
overnight in the fraternities (in order
to have women in the upstairs living
rooms)?
Yes 12% No 88%
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to treat these find-
ings lightly. They deflect a deep chasm
between the feelings of students and the
official policy of the college. Such a state
does not help either party. Students are
distressed with the current social situa-
tion. They blame the social riiies for
creating a major portion of this situation.
THE FINDINGS of last spring's ques-
tionnaire is a mandate which is not to
be ignored or passed over lightly. The
time has come for a radical change in
the social rules of Bowdoin College.
m
ALTHOUGH THE PROPOSALS of this
committee have been formulated with the
sole consideration of the conditions and
atmosphere peculiar to Bowdoin and the
college community, the committee also
believes that the rules of other schools
are helpful as guide posts. The schools
which are the subject of our investiga-
tion are, we believe, comparable to Bow-
doin both academically and environmen-
tally.
AT WILLIAMS COLLEGE the visiting
hours for women in residential houses
are as follows:
Sunday through Thursday
9:30 AM. to 12 midnight
Friday 9:30 AM. to 1:00 AM.
Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 2:00 A.M
On Williams holiday weekends Friday
night hours extend until 3:00 A.M. Satur-
day and Sunday night hours end ai 9:30
PM. The visiting hours for women in
all other college dormitories are as fol-
lows:
Sunday through Friday **
» >l:00P.M,to6:30j£M- '
Saturday 1;00 PM. to 12 midnight
On Williams holiday weekends Friday
night hours are extended in upperclass
dormitories until 3:00 AM. Saturday,
and Saturday night hours until 2:00 AM.
Sunday.
AT AMHERST the hours for women in
the fraternities are as follows:
Sunday through Friday
8 30 A.M. to 11 :30 P.M.
Saturday 8:30 AM. to 12:30AM.
In dormitories the hours for women are
as follows:
Sunday through Friday
10 :00AM. to 11:30PM.
Saturday 10 :00 AM. to 12 :30AM.
AT DARTMOUTH COLLEGE the hours
for women in both fraternities and dor-
mitories are as follows:
Sunday through Thursday
10:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M.
'
Friday 10 : 00 A.M. to 12 midnight
Saturday 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 AM.
THE CASE AT DARTMOUTH is both
interesting and pertinent to the discus-
sion at hand. Within the past few
months, the students at Dartmouth peti-
tioned the administration to extend pa-
rietal hours in the upper floors of fra-
ternities in order to bring them into co-
incidence with dormitory privileges. In
affirming the petition of the student body
the Committee on Administration stated
in part:
"We believe that every Dartmouth stu-
dent has the right to a decent atmos-
phere for living and learning:
1) A quiet and orderly place in which
to live and study.
2) An atmosphere of mutual respect
for personal dignity and considera-
tion for others.
3) A mature respect for personal prop-
erty and for the facilities of the
fraternity or dormitory.
4) A suitable atmosphere for the en-
tertainment of guests, whether fam-
ily, friends, or dates.
-We consider these Issues to be far more
important than the fine print which
defines the time and place for the en-
tertainment of lady guests."
to the Student Council. It was the unan- -
imous opinion of the Student Council
^that these, changes were, appropriate. In . .
fact, the Council unanimously voted to
approve these proposed rules changes as
the minimum changes necessary to rec-
tify those aspects of Bowdoin social life
which are unhealthy. The Council em-
phatically felt that this committee is cor-





phere. Both this committee and the
Council agreed that the lack o£ viable
alternatives is the, chief 4ia* in our %6*
Trial life.
In order to rectify this bad situation,
our committee has drawn up a set of pro-
posed rules changes which we submit is
a sorely needed attempt to change a sit-
uation which has continued for too long







(A) Women shall be allowed in the, liv
ing rooms of the dormitory suites
at the following times:
Sunday-Thursday
Noon - 10 P.M.
Friday-Saturday
10 A.M - Midnight
(B) 1. Students most register women
guests with the dormitory proc-
tor before bringing them to
rooms.
2. Students must notify the proc-
tor when women guests leave
the dormitory.
II. FRATERNITIES
(A) Women shall be allowed downstairs
in. the fraternities from 7 A.M. un-
til midnight, Sunday through
Thursday.
(B) Women shall be allowed in the liv-
ing rooms of the upstairs suites
which are approved by the Dean
of Students at the following times:
Monday-Thursday
Noon - 10 P.M.
Friday-Saturday
The Responsibility
IT IS THIS LAST STATEMENT which
this social rules committee wishes to
stress. Further, Assistant Dean of Dart-
mouth, Jay C. Whitehair, Jr., in a letter
addressed to our committee, stated: "You
have asked for my opinion as a Dean, of
the above liberalization of the social regu-
lations. I must admit that I am pleased,
for the willingness of student government
to assume the responsibility involved in
such a step is certainly heartening. Re-
sponsibility is the key word, for without
the support of a mature undergraduate
body such liberalization would most cer-
tainly be out of the question." Respon-
sibility, we submit is also the essence of
our proposals, and responsibility likewise
is characteristic of the Bowdoin student
body as a whole. .
FINALLY, YALE PRESIDENT, King-
man Brewster, Jr., in announcing the
new social rules permitting Yale, stu-
dents to entertain women in the dor-
mitories dally, said that the rules were
"sensible and in line with both good taste
and the atmosphere of a university com-
munity."
WE HAVE PRESENTED the above in-
formation for consideration by the facul-
ty, administration, and alumni, merely as
a means of comparison and as a means
of examining the rationale behind change
at other "comparable" institutions. If it
be determined that the conditions and
atmosphere at Bowdoin differ markedly
from that at the schools cited, then this
social rules committee also should dismiss
them as irrelevant. However, If they be
found similar, we strongly urge the con-
sideration and weighing of the social
rules at schools of Bowdoin's stature.
ON DECEMBER 6, 1966, this committee
presented a set of proposed sochu rules
changes and a rationale for these changes
Sunday
19 AM. - 19 P.M
(C) When women are staying overnight
in the fraternities:
1. Chaperones shall be. required.
2. Students and their dates may
be in the living rooms of up-
stairs suites from 9 A.M. to 1
AJM.
(D) The individual houses sha'l decide
at their discretion:
1. The hours which women shall
be allowed upstairs.
2. The hours which women shall
be allowed downstairs.
Naturally, these hours shall not ex-
ceed the college maximums outlin-
ed In Section II, Paragraphs (A)
and (B).
10 A.M. - Midnight
III CHAPERONES
(A) Chaperones shall be required when
women are staying overnight in
the fraternity houses.
IV OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
(A) The ool'ege shall have no control
' over the entertainment of
in off-campus housing.
APPENDIX: COMPLETE RESULTS OP SOCIAL RULES QUESTIONNAIRE
A I. Should off-campus bousing be governed
by the present social regulations of the
college?
yes 53 yes 15%
no 306 no 85%
If yes, should these rules apply equally
to men over 21?
yes 31 yes 53%
, no 27 no 47%
2. Should the same hours which apply to
the living rooms of the Senior Center
suites apply also to the upstairs living
rooms of the fraternities? (i.e., until 9
p.m. on weekdays, 12 p.m. on Fridays,
and 1 am. on Saturdays)
yes 335 yes 92%
no 30 no 8%
3. Should women be allowed downstairs in
the fraternities after 9 p.m. on week-
days?"
yes 299 yes 82%
no 62 no 18%
B 1. Do you believe parietal hours should be
extended to the living rooms of the
dormitory suites?
yes 277 yes 77%
no 82 no 23%
C 1. Do you think Chaperones should be re-
quired when women stay overnight in
the fraternities?
yes 298 yes 88%
no 42 no 12%
2. Do you think Chaperones should be
required when women do notftay over-
night in the fraternities during the hours
outlined in (A)? (A=when approved
chaperones are present, women may be
entertained in approved studies from
noon to midnight on Fridays, from noon
to 1 a.m. on Saturdays, and from noon
to 3 p.m. on Sundays)




3. If yes for either of the above, would
you advocate a staff of college-approved
chaperones from the town and/or fac-
ulty for hire by the fraternities?
yes 190 yes 64%
no 103 no 36%
D 1. If there were a possibility of changing
the present social regulations would you
support these changes?
yes 306 yes 99%
2 no 1%no
'
The Orient and the Student Council
Are Particularly Interested In
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SAIGON, South Vietnam (CPS)—Thousands of
Vietnamese disappeared from Central Vietnam
after Prime Minister Ky brought his heel down on
the Buddhist-led Struggle Movement in Hue and
Danang last spring.
They were students, soldiers, citizens, priests.
Virtually all were non-Communist Vietnamese na-
tionalists, but they were bitterly opposed to the
American-supported military government in Sai-
gon.
Some were imprisoned at government detention
centers throughout Vietnam ; of these a few have
subsequently been released on good behavior.
Others, it is rumored, joined the National Libera-
tion Front. Still others went into hiding—a few
have given themselves up in the months since
May, but many are still trying to keep one step
ahead of the National Police.
This is the story of three who did not join the
NLF. They were Buddhist student leaders in Hue,
the ancient imperial capital of the River of Per-
fumes about which no one can tell you if you
don't know.
Qf the three, only K really looks like a
revolutionary. A former president of the Hue
Buddhist Student Association, he is thin and ner-
vous, -smokes continuously. His features are taut,
his eyes dark and darting behind rimless specta-
cles, and his hair won't stay down. He does not
like to talk in English, but when he begins to
speak in Vietnamese one listens intently and nods
whether one understands him or not.
K—— was in Hue when the Struggle Movement
began. For several weeks, he travelled with "Thich
Thien Minh as the monk sought support for the
Struggle in Dalat and Saigon. When Ky sent his
troops against Danang, K went into hiding
in Saigon. In August the government paid him.
the dubious honor of announcing that he had joined
the Viet Cong, along with several other student
leaders none of whom actually went over to the
NLF. He has stayed indoors for eight months
reading; talking with a few trusted friends, never
venturing into the streets for so much as a hair-
cut.
T —j by contrast, could pass for a young exec-
utive on the make. He is smooth, carefully
-^KJomedr^elf-confidentrHrKTIiandlcs English well.
In fact the only thing he cannot handle is a ques-
tion about where the Buddhist student movement
goes from here.
His appearance belies what he has been through.
Captured in the initial crackdown, he was held in
Saigon from June to December:* For the first two
months he was kept in a small room without light.
His head was shaved and he says he was beaten
daily while undergoing intensive questioning. "I
tried to explain to them that I was a nationalist,
that I only wanted to build a national assembly,
that I didn't want Ho Chi Minh to take over our
country," he said. Clearly they weren't convinced.
P is brooding, heavy-lidded, slow of speech,
aloof but meticulously courteous. In a recent intra-
mural drama festival he played a court mandarin,
and even in Western clothes he looks something
like a last Confucian. He came to Saigon at once
when Danang was attacked, and has been hiding
ever since.
I met them several times in a sparsely furnished
students' room in Saigon. The story that follows
is lold largely in their own words. It should be
read not as an account of fact but as a point of
view, factual at times, that is held by sonfe of
Vietnam's leading Buddhist students. After all,
Vietnamese politics—like American—are fashioned
not out of facts but out of what people believe.
There are four Buddhist student associations in
South Vietnam one each at the university cen-
ters of Saigon, Dalat, Hue and Quinhon. AH are
young; the University of Saigon itself .was estab-
lished only in 1954.
Partly because *Nro Dinh Diem discouraged stu-
dent political activity, partly because of a tradi-
tional Buddhist reluctance to take sides on tem-
poral issues, the four.groups from the beginning
emphasized cultural and social rather than political
activities. "We participated in politics as citizens,
not as Buddhist students," the three young men
said several times.
Yet twice in the last three years during the
1963 revolution against Diem and again in the
Struggle Movement last spring—Buddhist students
have taken to the streets in an attempt to topple
governments.
The Hue leaders explained that political action
could only come by agreement among all four
associations. Their last joint meeting was in Hue
last March, just before the outoreak of the Strag-
gle- Movement.'
"We wanted to help pur country," said K .
"We decided that the cause of most of Vietnam's
social problems was the war. Therefore our prob-
lem was: how to stop the war? We felt that the
Vietnamese people did not start the war, and that
they are not responsible for it. And we thought
that to have peace, we needed a strong and inde-
pendent government. Therefore we had to let the
world know we wanted peace and a strong, inde-
pendent government—this is what the Struggle
Movement was all about."
What would a strong, independent government
be?
"
—One supported by a majority of the people
and acting as the people desire. We don't want, an
extremely strong, independent government now
because that is impossible—but we want an elect-
ed government, not one kept in power by the
Americans."
P explained, "The Ky government is a gov-
ernment for Americans, not for Vietnamese ... If
Mr. Johnson says 'We must fight to the last man
against the Communists,' Mr. Ky will say 'We
cannot negotiate.' But if Mr. Johnson says Let us
seek peace,' Mr. Ky will say the same words. So
we can say that Mr. Ky has no real stand for our
.country."
"The mistake of the U.S. is always to support
that government which supports the American
government. Americans seem to believe that a
strong Vietnamese government is a government
supported by Americans."
T added, The lesson of the past three years
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limited, the coffeehouse will re-
main open until most of the peo-
ple decide to lease. Planned addi-
tions include anVeppresso machine,
murals, candles, and flashing
lights.
Financing the project will ap-
parently not be a problem: pledges
have already been received from
Psi U, AD, Phi Delt, and Beta. The
director of the coffee house, Mack-
in Pulsifer '68 believes that $300
should cover expenses for the re-
mainder of this semester, with
the greater part of that amount
used to purchase a stereo unit and
to pay special performers. Furni-
ture will in part be supplied by
Grounds and Buildings and in part
begged and borrowed.
Some anxieties, ranging from
drunks wielding fifths to an in-
vasion by the townie-teeny-boppers,
have been expressed, but these
are trivial compared to the great-
est problem plaguing SAC: the
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is that the U.S. government does not want leaders
responsive to the hopes of the Vietnamese people."
I asked if he believed the U.S. had controlled all
the coups d'etat since 196.1 "Surely," he said.
Observers in Vietnam still argue over the extent
to which the Struggle Movement was influenced
by NLF agitators. One American newsman, for
example, swears that Thich Tri Quang's radio
broadcasts were dictated by Viet Cong propagan-
dists. The argument proves little except that al'U
years' of open warfare it is still difficult to
distinguish between Vietnamese nationalists, Com-
munists, anti-Communists and non-Communists
for those who count themselves in the first group
may also lie in any of the last three.
At first K ^_^_T_
—
r- and' P sttrterr-ftatty--
that there were no Viet Cong elements involved
in the struggle. Then T said, "Precisely how-
can we know whether a citizen is a VC or a
nationalist? They always try to infiltrate, hut we
remained in control of the movement . . . The VC
would consider as enemies the leaders of the
Struggle Movement."
Adding to the confusion was the fact that the
Vietnamese words for the Buddhist-led Struggle
tranh dau- -carry roughly the same meaning as the
NLF's term for its "popular struggle" program-
dau tranh. The Hue students explained: "The
terms are commonly used by both sides to indicate
undying opposition to the established regime. The
NLF is only the best organized struggle move-
-ment."
"The important distinction," they said, "is in
purposes or -aims. The aim of 'our Struggle was to
ask for a constitutional assembly in order to come
to a civilian government. The aim of the Com-
munists is to communize Vietnam and make it
a part of the Communist bloc."
Their attitude toward Communism was much
harder than many peace-loving American students
miRht expert. Listen to the same young; men that
have just demanded free elections: "Since we are
nationalists, we cannot aerept a Communist vic-
tory in the elections. Communism is not acceptable
—socially, historically or culturally—to Vietnamese
society. Communism is connected to foreign pow-
ers and therefore it is against the interests of
Vietnam."
They do not want U.S. troops to leave Vietnam,
for that would mean a takeover by the Com-
munists. At the same time, they maintain that only
if the U.S. permits a truly independent Vietnamese
government to emerge will the Vietnamese them-
selves rally to drive out the Viet Cong.
To what extent then is the National Liberation
Front a Communist organization?
"—By Communist, we mean anyone directed
and controlled by the international Communist
bloc. When we say Viet Cong we refer to those
who have infiltrated from North Vietnam and
China. But there are patriots within the NLF
whom we do not call VC." ("Viet Cong" is short
for "Viet Nam Cong San," literally meaning Viet-
namese Communists. Thus the students are more
exclusive and more correct in their use of the
term than the government, the press, and most
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Fiaci Cofpsman Feter Larkin 465: FSP Response Widespread;
ISt §m%MMm£$m& Vi<^8" ; Mm Tamed-Awayfilters Note; Peter S. Larlun graduated in In arfountry of two and a half times the Domila- J ..,.;,.-;.... ^ J(Edito ki
1965 from Bowdoin before joining the Peace Corps.
He is assigned to a poultry project in India.)
fy Peter S. Larkin
»*• *&* ''<•: ••••-•.
JABALPUR, M. P., India—In spite of all the,
pamphlets telling about how I 'was going to do
poultry work in a rural community in India, and
how I was going to learn Hindi, I had no idea of
what I had let myself in for.
Training, of course,' cleared up many of the
vagaries, gave us a background in Indian culture,
language, history and politics—but I still didn't
really know what the Peace Corps did, or what it
would be like to function in an Eastern society so
different from our own.
No doubt you give up a lot when you join the
Peace Corps—Budweiser, Senior Center-type liv-
ing, dates every Saturday night, 11:59 Union calls,
Batman—but most important of all, you give up
provincial, stereotyped views of the country to
which you are assigned, and also of the United
States.
And there is nothing like living in a country for
a while to give you an emotional experience as
well as a physical and intellectual experience.
There are the frustrations: waiting an hour and
a half for a bus that doesn't come, and when it
does come it takes three hours to go 35 miles;
telling a poultry keeper time after time to keep
feed and water in his chicken house, and every
time you visit, the feeders and waterers are com-
pletely empty; taking 9 pills a day for 30 days to
combat a case of amoebic dysentery which you
have contracted because it was 120 degrees out-
side, and there was no boiled water around to
drink—so you took anything that was available
The rewards, though few, are encouraging and
satisfying in a foreign situation: an Indian tells
you that you "speak Hindi good"; you become al-
most an adopted son of a family, and learn to un-
derstand them (and perhaps part of the society)
on a much deeper, more meaningful level than
merely a casual acquaintance. This is no' small
thing in a society in which familial ties claim first
place among a person's attentions.
Both the frustrations and the rewards come as a
result of being a Peace Corps Volunteer 24 hours
a day—you are always on the job| even during
your personal leave time, even during the time you
are sleeping. It isn't a, coil you can shuffle off after
eight hrffli-s at the office, or a cohple of hours in
the classroom.
^p p pu
tion of the U.S., and one tMird the land mass of
the U.S., the job of development in, poultry, agri-
culture, public health birth control, education^and;
small industries is of paramount
-importance, but"
the personal touch which tfie Peace Corps c$h and*
does give to these projects can mean almost as
much as millions of dollars' worth of inanimate
machinery given for the cause.
Is Peace Corps service worth it? Have I,accom-
plished anything? I'll probably be in a better posi-
tion to answer these sometime hence, when my
term is over. And even if I never know the extent
to which my visit in India has affected the people
I've met and worked with, it's like nothing I've
ever done before, or will do again.
during registration for the FSP
last week. Approximately 175 stu-
de«ts*$Jgned up, and mt^ny others
were turned away' because
-.the
seminars filled rapidly.
The strong response indicated
that the program was sorely need-
ed here on campus, according to
FSP organizer Robert Seibel.
"Hopefully it can be expanded in
the future to accommodate all
those who are interested." By
now the program is in high gear
with all seminars meeting reg-
ularly (the Black Power seminar
begins in April).
Seibel said, "One undeveloped
aspect of the program is that it
is opened to interested people from-
outside the student body. There is
no reason why the rest of the
community can't participate, in-
cluding as discussion leaders. This
would be advantageous to both
the members of the college com-
munity and those people outside
who are interested in such a pro-
PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER — Peter S. Lar-
kin '65, examines a chicken at a job site in
India where he serves in a poultry project
"You give up stereotyped views of the country
you're in."
Initial Tallman Lecture
Looks At Ancient India
by /effrey
First of a series of three Tall-
man lectures on study and research
in India was professor Mahadev
Dutta's lecture "Study and Re-
search in Ancient India." Major
emphasis was placed on higher
education systems. Also included
in the lecture was a survey of In-
dian art, philosophy, and literature
through Indian civilization,
Dutta pointed out that educa-
tion was available primarily to the
wealthy. Education was a four
stage cycle consisting of a period
of study, a period of family life, a
period of solitary study of philo-
sophy and religion, and a final
period of silent meditation.
The Vedas are particularly im-
portant in education every kind
of Indian knowledge can be traced
back to them. Although there are
170 of these Books of Knowledge,
only twelve are in great circula-
tion. Some titles are The Rig-
Veda (book of knowledge of in-
spired poets), The Sama-Veda
,
(book of Knowledge for sacrificial
ceremonies), The Yajur-Veda
(Book of Knowledge for sacrificial
ceremonies), and The Athrarva-
Veda (Book of Knowledge for ac-
complishments)
.
One method teaching used in
Indian universities was Polishots
teaching. Under this system stu-
dents formed scholarly societies
which were completely indepen-
dent of outside support.
Maine fe the Only State
with NO Disease of Cattle
HOVANESIAN
A student, after having met all
the intellectual challenges of his
scciety, would move on the an-
other.
Prof. Dutta remarked also that
Indian universities were academic
centers in much the same way as
Italian universities during the Re-
naissance. Tokosila was the oldest
Indian university whost medical
school was famous in southern
Asia. No ruins have been found,
nowever. At the University of
Naranda Buddha, Vedas, chemis-
try, and mathematics were taught.
Unfortunately, in 1175 the univer-
sity was massacred by Moslems.
The Tallman Foundation was
established at Bowdoin through a
gift of $100,000 from Frank G.
Tallman as a memorial to mem-
bers of his family who had at-
tended Bowdoin. Now the Fund
amounts to $137,000. The terms of
the fund lectures are to submit-
ted by faculty members either
here or abroad. Each Tallman
lecturer must teach an under-
graduate course and give the re-
quired lectures.
Mr. Dutta is the 31st Tallman
lecturer. He holds an MS. and
a Phx>. in science from the Uni-
versity of Calcutta. He taught at
West Bengal, was head of the
mathematics department at North
Bengal University. He has re-
cently been appointed to a pro-
fessorship at the Indian Institute
of Technology at Bombay. His
next lecture will be "Study and









"Would you be very surprised if
Uncle Ford Foundation, Aunt
Carnegie Endowment, Great Aunt
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poor CIA orphans like NSA
and making sure they continue
to live the good life to which
they have been so long accus-
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Below is a list of all the sem-
inars with their meeting times and
places? Watch , the THYMES for
any possible changes or correc-
tions.
Mondays
3:00 literature and Religion, Se-
nior Center
4:00 Reforming the Draft, Hub-
bard Hall
7:00 Local Problems of Poverty,
Conf. B
Tuesdays
4:30 Disadvantaged Youth, Conf.
B
Wednesdays
7:00 Foreign Policy, Conf. A
7:30 Books of Social Significance,
84-B Federal St.
9:00 Photographic print, Senior
Center
Thursdays "^^V ,
4:00 Education in India, Adams
105
Fridays „.
3:00 Anthroposophy, Sills 111
OF BRUNSWICK-BATH







Bowdoin College Moulton Union
Bookstore
FIRST PRIZE: FIFTY DOLLARS
SECOND PRIZE: THIRTY-FIVE DOLLARS
'THIRD PRIZE: FIFTEEN DOLLARS
The winner of this contest will be eligible to enter the Amy
Loveman National Award for the best personal library.
First prize, $1,000 and many other $200 awards.
Entries must be submitted to Mrs. Elinor Graham at the
Paperback Sect., Moulton Union Bookstore by March IS,
19677 ~ L
Application forms may be secured at the Bookstore or the
Information Desk.
H
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SWIMMING
(Continued from page 12)
Williams of Williams won the Mu-
lr Trophy at the end of the meet
for«ccumulating the highest num-
ber of points among this year's se-
niors over the last three years.
The 1966-67 season was indeed
an outstanding one for Bowdoin
swimming.
,
This ^year's, team i*.
certainly one"of the finest, if no?
the finest squad in the school's
history. The campaign was par-
ticularly remarkable because the
Bears were certain of only one win
at the start of the season and had
to swim "all-out" in every meet.
However, the sophomores were able
to adjust to varsity competition
quickly and Joined the veterans to
form one of the best teams in
New England. The high point of
the season, of course, was the
sweep of the Little Three which
must rank as one of the greatest
feats in Bowdoin athletic history.
Special credit should go to Coaches
Charlie Butt and Mike Curtis. Af-
*lr Cgte& Butt left on a leave of
absente*kr. Curtis took over and
did a tremendous job in becoming
Bowdoin's only* undefeated coach
9Mar this year: His use of the
computer in analyzing results' and
predicting the outcome of meets
provided a tremendous mental lift
to the entire team.
In addition, much of this sea-
son's success is due to co-captains
Mike Ridgeway and Pete Stackpole
who conducted several practices
and provided constant leadership
in all aspects of the sport. They
will join Rich Seagrave as gradua-
tion losses and will be sorely miss-
ed next year.
Patterson To Captain Hockey Statistics Announced:
NextYeariB-^lien
.Br0Wa Ejected Gapjain . .Ed (Bo) McParland, Prank
Eighme and Bob Patterson were
»the leading individual scorers for
- the ,1966-67 Bowdoin College var-
sity basketball squad.
Complete statTs&cs" coflfplled to-
i . day showed that MeFarlahd sank
.119 field goals and 103 free throws
for a total of 341 points — or an
average of 17 points per game for
the 20 contests in which he play-
ed.
Eighme connected on 111 field
goals and 109 foul shots for 331
points and an average of 18.4 for
each of the 18 games in which he
played.
Patterson had 74 field goals and
65 free throws for 213 points and
an 11.8-point average for 18 games.
Patterson has been elected cap-
tain for next year's team, and
Eighme, who will graduate in
June, received the Paul Nixon
Basketball Trophy. —*—
(From left to right) John Ryan, Ed Flnsllver, and Scott Staples
—three of Bowdoin's top performers at Southern Connecticut.
ROULSTON
(Continued from page 3)
policy. Now it seems the faculty
can not come up with anything but
committees and the administration
is administrating away with no
apparent direction. The college,
in my opinion, is stalled. Others
may call it a period of transition.
Everybody talks and everybody
seems agreed on many of Bowdoin's
needs but nobody does anything.
As students and faculty we have
right to demand that the college
conform to our wishes within its
physical limitations. Students pay
small fortunes every year to come
here and the faculty take a cut'
in pay from what they could earn
elsewhere. This college belongs to
us, not to the alumni. We live
here and, at least for a while,
this our life. We must and can
shape this place into what we think
it should be. The overseers, on
the other hand, should oversee
and not override the faculty. For
the faculty must know far bet-
ter they what Bowdoin's imme-
diate needs are. Faculty and stu-
dents are both virtually paying
to be here. We must ask not what
we can do for the college but what
the college should do for us.
The students too, are hardly
blameless. The Student Arts
Committee has, in my opinion, re-
ceived more interest from Presi-
dent Coles than it has from most
students. So perhaps the arts
don't interest you, but
must. I have seen very few stu-
dents willing to take any real
responsibility or make any com-
mitment to anything besides the
Anhauserbusch Co. You're paying
S3000 or so to live in this commu-
nity so why don't you demand
that it be the kind of place it
should be? If the students do
anything it seems to be done by
the same 20 or 30 undergraduates.
Everybody else seems to be exist-
ing through 4 years of prep school.
There are very few channels
through which students can direct
their opinions but a clear demon-
stration of student opinion does
bring results. Note the change in
G& SuLita JiioUl
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the social code some time after
the» student demonstration. Do
anything. Picket, sleep in, sleep
out, pack chapel, write letters,
jump up and down hut stop sit-
ting on your hands. There are
glaring anachronisms around here.
Compulsory forum is one of them
The idea that you should be driv-
en in here to listen to me is ridicu-
lous. The college maintains a very
nice theater for Victoria Crandall
to use in the summer. She does
88 productions a summer, this is
much more use than the theater
gets the entire academic year. She
does, however, allow us to use the
theater occasionally during the
winter months. An old curricu-
lum and the old method of teach-
ing: 7 quizzes, 2 hour exams, a
final, and long paper, are like-
wise slow to die in the face of the
educational revolution going on
at other colleges. Even individual
faculty members who express con-
cern over possible changes in the
curriculum always seem to end
up teaching with this tried, tired
method. Quite honestly, in my
opinion, Bowdoin is not in the
same class as those colleges in
western Massachusetts. There was
a time, many years ago, when
Bowdoin was in a class with Har-
vard.
From the faculty I ask for some
dynamic leadership. Assert your-
self. From the administration I
ask for a breath of fresh air. Go
_on limb. Try some new ideas.
From the students I ask for some
sort of enthusiasm. I like to think
that the Student Arts Committee
and our cofTee house are two, al-
beit small, steps in this direction.
Bowdoin seems to be sitting in
the doldrums lets stop whistling
for the wind and move it our-
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Sophomores Ken Marin and
Steve Abbott were the leading
scorers for the. Bowdoin College
varsity hockey team during the'
just concluded 1966-67 season.»-
-S
Final statistics compiled by the
team manager, Bill Faraci, show
that Martin scored 12 goals and
was credited wth 19 assists for a
total of 31 points. Abbott led the
squad in goals scored with 13 and
had 15 assists for a total of 28
points.
Co-Capt. Steve Wales had 21
points, with 10 goals and 11 as-
sists. He was followed by Doug
Brown with 10-9-19; Tom Sides,
11-6-17; and Tim Sullivan, 8-9-17.
Other Polar Bears in double
figures included Peter Chapman,
10-6-16; Bob McOuirk, 5-10-15;
and Andy Cornelia 5-6-11.
- Cc#CapE>^TlrrT*Brtt>ks and Phf
Coup* had identical records of 1-
7-8. Frank Morgan was 1-4-5 and
Bob Macallister was 0-5-5. " *
Rounding out trie Bowdoin
O
scor-"
ers were Bob Pfeiffer 1-3-4 and
Ned Ross 0-3-3.
Goalie Dave Macomber finished
the season as the fourth leading
goalie in the small college division
of the Eastern College Athletic
Conference. Playing in 17 games,
Macomber was credited with 434
saves and allowed 58 goals for an
average of 3.41 goals allowed per
game.
Doug Brown has been elected
captain of next year's team and
Phil Coupe was awarded the Hugh
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TRAVEL TIPS From . . .
YOUR TRAVEL AGENT! -sspr
DID YOU KNOW...
. . . that Frank Jenkins of the TD House is organizing the
annual Bowdoin Bermuda Week Group for the spring vacation?
. . . that many students are picking up their half fare air
tickets with flight itineraries in advance at Stowe Travel?
. . . that Greyhound will have a Bowdoin College Spring
Vacation Special Express stop at the Moulton Union on Friday,
March 24, at 12:30 p.m. with reservations and tickets pur-
chased in advance at Stowe Travel?
. . . that the Greyhound Special will leave from Boston to
the Moulton I'nion on Monday, April S, at 5 p.m.?
. . . that the Air Youth Fare rates will not apply on all air-
lines on Thursday, March 23, and certain other dates on the
various airlines? Be sure to check with your travel agent on
all other specific dates.
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
AIRLINES — STEAMSHIPS — ICELANDIC AIR
TRAINS — HOTEL RESERVATIONS — BERMUDA
STUDENT TOURS — RENT-A-CARS — HALF FARES
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
PHONE 725-5573
"SERVING BOWDOIN'S INTEREST FOR 17 YEARS"
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Trackmen End Season Successfully:
Drop BU, 68-43lFinkh 4-3; Fresh.Win 1st
Because of the lack of sports action this week and a lack of
material for a sports-oriented Polar Bearings I decided to, utilize my
valuable sports-page space, usually so very limited, to a few views of
mine on the present chapel-forum program and an alternative for
the future that I feel would be beneficial to the college community.
I should point out that I'm not really violently opposed to the
present system because it represents a significant step in the "liberal"
direction. Ten forum attendances a semester represents another small
pain that the Bowdoin student has to contend with, but many of the
forums are enjoyable and informative. Yet that, I believe, is where
the real problem lies. Looking at it psychologically, students, other
than on exceptional occasions, do not attend forum because of the
nature of the talk or who is speaking. Rather attendance is generally
based upon factors such as number of forums attended so far, what
day of the week it is, and how strong the craving for coffee and
donuts is in the pit of the Bowdoin man's stomach: So many times
one is left unmoved by a forum talk that he fails to identify with. Of
course there are the times when a truly valuable and thought-stirring
forum speech, like Professor Coursen's, is stumbled upon by the re-
quirement seeker. Forum also can be an aid to those of us who did
not hit the sack early enough the night before.
What I'm getting around to is the opinion that the present situa-
tion is not the best that it could be. A forum attended by students
fulfilling a requirement, whether that be their purpose in being there
or not, is as much an insult to the speaker as are many fine, college-
sponsored lectures, sparsely attended. What I am proposing is a
flexibly scheduled forum program—doing away with anticipated Mon-
day and Friday forums
—
which would schedule forums arbitrarily
according to other college activities and those of the speaker. My half
hour Utopia would include informative addresses by the President
and the Deans as well as by enthusiastic faculty members and per-
tinent outside speakers. I don't believe a professor should have to
give a forum that he does not really care to give that his listeners do
it were, on some occasions to the old meaning of the word—letting
interested students address the college a la soapbox on issues of their
choice. This would, I believe, provide better communication between
conflicting factions of the college community and would pave the way
toward open discussion on many matters. This would help to remove
the strains of formality and deference that necessarily exist in the
inadequate but improving communication channels of the present
system. It might also help to create an outlet for much of the verbal
fire that everyone says does not exisl^—says is enveloped and drowned
by the denizen of iniquity, the all-encompassing demon "student apa-
thy". I think this fire does exist but lacks channels through which it
can be easily and effectively expressed.
Which all brings us to a few basic tenets. A good forum, under
this proposed plan, will be well-attended, unlike the many lectures,
previously alluded to. One of the reasons will be that, unlike the
times when lectures are held, there will be no conflicts except the
coffee break, which, if the forum promises to be a good one, will not
really interfere. Another reason is because good forums are worth
attending and it is my belief that much of the college community will
recognize the possibilities such a system has to offer. And, like a
football team, the only way to insure spirit, good attendance, and
participation is to build- a winning tradition. And the way to build a
winning tradition is to cut out superfluous, assigned forum topics on
assigned days and open the forum floor to officials of the college and
interested faculty and students (of which there are many). Pull out
the stops and let the fur fly!
It seems to me that there is a fear among governing officials
that if forum requirements are dropped, attendance will diminish. The
point they miss when they assume this is that, yes, if many of the
existing forum talks are allowed to continue, attendance will be next
to nil, but if a forum only takes place when someone feels he has
something worthwhile to say, or complain about, or praise then I feel
forum will become just that, a forum, which will serve a real purpose
in bringing to light real issues or events, that the responsible Bowdoin
man (and believe it or not, ye decision-makers, he Is responsible),
will recognize and appreciate.
To get off that subject and on to one concerned with the Bow-
White Key Results
Near Final Basketball Standings Bowling
W L W L
Zete 11 SN 28 8
AKS 10 1 Zete 23 9
Chi Psi 8 3 AKS 28 12
Beta 7 3 PDP 27 13
TD 7 3 Beta 27 13
AD 7 4 Chi Psi 29 15
DKE 4 7 ARU 17 23
ARU 3 8 Psi U 17 23
SN 3 8 DKE 13 23
Psi U 2 9 AD 14 26
PDP 2 9 TD 7 29
DS 1 10 DS 4 36
To be reschedule
Recent results:
SN U. Zete; DS vs. PDI
TD 78, Psi U 65
vs. Beta; DKE vs. TD; Zeb
Chi Psi 55, DKE 46 vs Psi U.
Despite a tremendous individual effort by Boston Univer-
sity's Peter Hoss, the, Bowdoin Polar Bjears were abU to register
a 68-45 victory over the Termers at. Hyde Cage on Saturday
afternoon Hoss didliffllhing more than 'win three events-the
600, the 1,000, and the mile—and place third in the two mile'
But Bowdoin got exceptional per- and Roger Best, Max Willscher
Your Sports Editor Needs Help!
Man needed on Thurs. and/or Fri. afternoon
Contact Dick Mersereau
(Ext. 407 or Chips!)
formances from Frank Sabasteans
ki, Kent Mohnkern, and Ken Bal-
linger to more than offset Hoss's
one man show. Sabe won the long
Jump, placed second in the high
Jump, and notched a third in the
pole vault. Mohnkern won the
lows, and got two seconds in the
highs and in the pole vault, while
Ballinger won the highs and was
runner-up in the lows.
The Bears were aided by sweeps
in two events, Skip Smith, Mohn-
kern, and Sabe in the pole vault.
and Jim Talbot in the 35 pound
weight.
Timmy Rogers equaled the meet
record in winning the 40 yard
dash in 4.7 seconds, while the re-
lay team of Pete Hardy, Ballinger,
Mohnkern, and Steve Reed took
first honors.
Paul Gauron took the other first
with a 44 foot heave in the shot.
The victory enabled the indoor
track team to end their season as









Paul McArthur—outstanding breastetroker on this year's success-
ful swim team. Paul excelled last weekend at the New Englands
by placing third in the 100 breaststroke,
-and fifth in the 200
breaststroke and the medley relay.
Swimmers Cap Season —
~J>lace Sixth In N.E.'s -
by Tom Johnson
Bowdoin's varsity swimming
team completed a highly success-
ful season last weekend by plac-
ing sixth out of eighteen teams at
the New England Intercollegiate
Swimming Association Champion-
ships in New Haven. Amherst,
who lost to Bowdoin by nineteen
points in the dual meet, won the
team title with 243.5 points while
host Southern Connecticut was the
runner-up. Wesleyan, Williams,
and Springfield also topped the
Black and White total of 170.5
points.
Although the final placing of
the Varsity may seem somewhat
disappointing in view of the 7-2
dual record, Bowdoin did actually
demonstrate how it did so well
during the regular season by scor-
ing in every event at New Haven
but the 50 freestyle. However,
depth and an all-around tea,n do
not gain the points in a big meet
that a few big stars can accumu-
late. The absence of some "super-
stars" did not hamper the Polar
Bears in the dual meets but was
painfully obvious in their drive
toward the regional crown.
Nonetheless, the team turned in
outstanding performances in al-
most every event. The two dis-
tance events on Thursday night
saw Ed Finsilver place eighth and
Scott Staples twelfth in the 1650
freestyle, followed by John Ry-
an's twelfth place in the 400 in-
dividual medley. The long-stand-
ing New England record in the*
1650 which was held by Peter
Seaver of Bowdoin was also broken
on the same night by Davis Hart
of Springfield.
Friday witnessed the 200 yard
events among others. Co-captain
Pete Stackpole tied for fifth in
the 200 butterfly in which Jeff
Gallas of Wesleyan set a new pool
and New England record. Rick
Spencer then grabbed tenth in the
200 backstroke, followed by Paul
McArthurs fifth place in the 200
breaststroke. McArthur broke his
own Bowdoin record in the pre-
liminaries by qualifying in first
place with a clocking of 2:25.3. The
200 freestyle proved to be one of
the team's top events as co-cap-
tain Mike Ridgeway captured fifth
p!ace, Pinsilver took seventh, and
Marc Williams ninth. Billy Gard-
ner of Williams, one of the na-
tion's top divers, next won the
one-meter contest, but Jim Le-
Blanc and Neil Caruso finished
third and twelfth. In the 200 In-
dividual medley, Dan Sullivan of
UConn broke his second league
record of the evening (the other
in the 200 freestyle). The same
event saw Ryan take eighth and
Staples twelfth for more Bowdoin
points. The final event on Friday
was the 400 medley relay In which
Spencer, McArthur, Stackpole, and
Denny Scharer finished in fifth po-
sition.
The final day of competition
witnessed Bowdoin placings in ev-
ery event. Ridgeway led off with
a fourth in the 100 freestyle after
having broken the 50-second bar-
rier for the first time in the pre-
liminaries. In the 500 freestyle,
Filsilver took a sixth and Staples
eleventh as national champ Dave
^uneOiNewrnQtiExeel
In the preliminary to the varsity
tilt the Bowdoin Frosh trackmen
handed a four man contingent
from Boston University a 75-22
loss. The win was the first for
the Cubs, who finished their sea-
son with a disappointing 1-9 rec-
ord.
A sweep of five events provided
the impetus for the victory. Ken
Cuneo was again Bowdoin's out-
standing performer with excellent
times in both his victories in the
mile and the 1000. Other Black
and White winners were Mike
Garroway in the 35 lb. weight,
Dick Card in the high Jump, Steve
Devine in the 600, and Les Evans
in the 2 mile, while Bob Newman
checked in with victories in the
40 yard dash, the highs and the
lows.
For the losers John Winskowicz
set a new meet record In the high
Jump by soaring 6' 4", while John
Conway broke the record in the






We the brothers of Psi U. here-
by deem it appropriate to inform
you of your gross error which oc-
curred in the last edition of the
Orient. In the listing of the final
results of the interfraternity track
meet, you neglected to include the
placing of Psi Upsilon Fraternity
which compiled a total of three
points, thereby placing the under-
signed 9th in the keen competi-
tion.
We sincerely hope that you will
publish a corrected listing and an




In our haste, we did indeed ne-
glect to credit Psi Upsilon Frater-
nity with their hard earned three
markers. At this point let me
make it clear that there was no
malice-aforethought intended in
this inexcusable error, which must
be, by definition, an error. So,
without further apology, let me
apologize for the entire sports staff
here at the Orient for the incon-
venience and heartache caused to
the brothers of the reputable Psi
Upsilon. Credit Psi U with three
points and ninth place in the
Interfrat. Track Meet. — Editor
Tyler of Trinity set a new rec-
ord. Stackpole then ended up
tenth in the 100 butterfly, follow-
ed by Spencer's ninth place in the
100 backstroke. High-point man
McArthur then captured his third
medal by recording a third place
in the 100 breaststroke. Bowdoin's
divers again provided valuable
points in* the three-meter event.
Leblanc was able to take a close
second to Gardner while Caruso
finished strongly to gain sixth po-
sition. Finally, the 400 freestyle
relay of John Samp, Williams,
Scharer, and Williams gave the
Black and White its last points
with a sixth place.
Thus, Bowdoin concluded the
1967 championships in sixth place,
close benind 'Springfield. Rick
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Project 65 Awarded Financial Grant




Richard V. West, who is pres-
ently associated with the Al-
bright-Knox Art Gallery in Buf-
falo, N.Y., as Curator of the Mu-
seum of Ari^ He will assume^his
The Rockefeller Foundation has
awarded Bowdoin a grant of $150,-
003 to help support Bowdoin's
unique Project 65 — a student to
student program which assists men
from the nation's disadvantaged
areas to obtain higher education
in the liberal arts. ^
Announcing the grant today,
President James S. Coles of Bow-
doin said "We are indeed grateful
for the support from the Rocke-
feller Foundation for scholarship
assistance to make attendance at
Bowdoin possible for some who
would not otherwise have this edu-
cationa' opportunity."
With the Rockefeller Founda-
tion's financial support, Bowdoin
will now be able to double, from
five to ten, the number of scholar-
ships for disadvantaged students
admitted to the College annually
from secondary schools in the
South and large urban and rural
areas elsewhere.
The Foundation grant will pro-
vide four-year scholarship aid for
a tcta' of 15 students, with the
first five of the Foundation's schol-
arships to be granted to members
of Bowdoin's incoming freshman
class next fall.
In each of the following four
years Bowdoin will assume the
responsibility for one additional
scholarship while the Foundation
will support one less until, by 1975,
the College expects to be in a po-
sition to provide the total financial
resources required to sustain the
complete ten-scholarships-a-year
program.
President Coles said the Bowdoin
proposal was discussed with of-
ficers of the Rockefeller Founda-
tion in New York City during a
personal visit last June by An-
thony L. Moulton of Limerick,
Maine, a senior who has been a
student leader in the Project 65
movements
The Rockefeller Foundation, es-
tablished in 1913, seeks "to promote
the well being of mankind through-
out the world." One of its major
program areas is equal educational
opportunities in the United States.
The Bowdoin program had its
beginnings in the fa'l of 1963, when
a group of undergraduates deter-
mined they wanted to take an ac-
tive role in improving higher edu-
cation opportunities for young
men from underprivileged areas.
The undergraduates said they were
convinced of the existence of a
large number of academically and
intellectually qualified high school
students who because of their eco-
nomic and environmental circum-
stances did not consider that an
education at a New England liberal
,arts college such as Bowdoin was in
any way a possibility for them.
(Continued on page' 6)
post at Bowdoin Sept. 1.
Mr. West, an art historian, is
completing his second year of a
Ford Foundation Museum .Cura-
torial Program. He will succeed
Marvin S. Sadik, who was named
Curator of the Bowdoin Museum in
1961 and was appointed its Director
in 1964. Mr. Sadik will become
Director of the Museum of Art of
the University of Connecticut July
1.
Mr. West was one of eight art
historians from throughout the
country selected ler the Ford
Foundation Fellowship program.
He served in a curatorial capacity
at the Cleveland Museum of Art
during the first year of the pro-
gram and his fe'lowship was re-
newed for the current year.
His fields of interest include
19th and 2Dth Century German
art, with emphasis on sculpture,
and he has pursued research in
this area on the doctoral level
(Continued on page 7)
College Ph.D. Controversy
Topic of Symposium Here




No Bowdoin students were named Woodrow Wilson Fellows
this year. One senior, Randall Bond, was awarded an honorable
mention. The fellowship program began in 1945 in order to at-
tract talented college graduates to the field of college teaching
by providing them with one free year of graduate study.
Since 1945, Bowdoin has had a Woodrow Wilson Fellow, feels
Latent or apparent, there are advantapes and drawbacks to the
proposal that Bowdoin establish a graduate school. In an attempt to
brine; these to the surface, Bowdoin is hosting a symposium on "The
Development* of Doctoral Programs in the Liberal Arts College,"
April 21-22. Beeaifcje interest in such a program is not limited to
Bowdoin alone but is common property to the self-doubting liberal
arts college in general, represent al-ires- from irthetHtrat i t utions
-ami Presi4©mv-i
other individuals have been invited to participate. Arrangements are son to be
being marie for coverage by newspapers and other media.
In an advance program set up for the symposium, the following
topics have been suggested. First, an introduction, which will simply
delineate the background of the problem and list the factors to be
considered. Secondly, graduate studios and the liberal arts, which
will relate graduate programs to a "liberal" education. Thirdly,
doctoral programs and the nation's need, which will project require-
ments for doctorates ten, twenty, thirty years hence, the need for
graduate centers, and above all, the need for innovations in doctoral
(Continued on page 6)
seventeen fellows. Amherst, which
had four fellows this year, has had
eighty-six; "Williams has had
sixty-two. This year both Wes-
leyan and Union Colleges had
four fellows.
Philip Wilder, Assistant to the
it there ^was no rea
—
disconcerted by the
proportionally small number of
differently. "Although it is not
really fair to judge a school .by,
the number of fellows it produces,"
said Levine, "this is a crude index
of the job a school is doing in
educating students." According to
Levine, a liberal arts college
(Continued on page 6)
\ISTA Volunteers To Recruit College Students For Programs
Woodrow Wilson Fellows who have
come from Bowdoin. He said, "Our
goal is not to turn out Woodrow
Wilson Fellows." Wilder pointed
out that most of the men "at the
tap of each class go on to med-
ical or law school. In the last five
years, onlv a half of the top fif-
teen members of each uraduating
class have gone on to graduate
school in the arts and sciences.
However, Prof. Daniel Levine of
the History Department, himself
Columbia I\ rases
I ratiiti(ma I Ranks
VISTA recruiters will be on the Bowdoin College campus, according to assistant field director Ken
MaeKen/.ie, on April 12 and 13. VISTA has recently adopted a new, accelerated policy for students who
have received their bachelor's degrees or expect to receive them this year. "Our recruiters will now be
able to invile o,uallfied students to training programs while they are on campus," said Ken MaeKenzie,
asst. field director. More than 75 percent of VISTA Volunteers are drawn from college campuses. This
year VISTA will reciuil and train 4,500 Volunteers to serve in more than 300 projects from coast to
coast and in Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Iiico and the Virgin Islands. The projects are located in urban
shuns, rural areas, Indian reservations, migrant camps, Job Corps centers and mental hospitals. To
Pat Sehultz, seeing rabbit stew prepared for the first time, her year of VISTA service might help the
villagers *J Hmmonak, Alaska obtain a fish freezer that would reduce spoilage and increase profits.
VISTA^recruiters will he on campus April 12 and 13.
hit Bruck Griffin
The trustees of Columbia Uni-
versity decided this week to dis-
continue the traditional class
ranking of its students. The ac-
tion was an expansion on a rec-
ommendation by an advisory group,
the University Council, which
called for the withholding of class
rankings from local draft boards.
The trustees modified the council's
recommended; policy, something
that is rarely done, because they
felt that the broader action would
appear to be less of an intrusion
into political controversy.
The decision was made after
university officials had said that
to discontinue the use of class
rankings would not impose a hard-
ship upon the students, although
class standing is widely used by
graduate schools to determine ad-
missions. Four out of every five
Columbia seniors plan to engage
in graduate studies.
The original University Commit-
tee proposal was made in the face
of pressure from faculty and stu-
( Continued on page 7)
-*s
Protests Favored
On Vietnam Fig lit
The following is a statement by-
Marc Friedman, co-chairman of
the campus SOS, concerning his
irasons fcr supporting the spring
inn hi I iz jt ion for peace.
/>i Marc Freedman
"They have made a desert and
i ailed, it peace." a quotation from
Tacitus, heads the "Call to Viet-
nam Week." It is a tall to all
Americans to oppose the war in
Vietnam: a weeklonc mobiliza-
tion, climaxed by a gfgantic march
and ra ly in New' York City.
The exact philosophy of the mo-
bilization is Impossible to pin down.
There are rJeople ifrom extremis!
groups involved; the Communist
party, W. E. DuBris Clubs: also
some hot so extreme people from
such organizations as the Student
Pe: ce Union, the Committee for
(Continued on page 6)
"The Psychology of Literary-
Form
: Conrad and Faulkner"
w ! ll be the subject of the an-
nual Phi Beta Kappa Lecture
tonight.
The address will be given by
Albert J. Guerard, noted liter-
ary critic and novelist, at 8:15
p.m. in Pickard Theater, Me-
morial Hall.
He is the author of six nov-
els and four critical studies.
Professor Guerard was award-
ed his A.B. and Ph.D. degrees
at Stanford, and his A.M. at
Harvard1
. Since 1961, he has
been a member of the faculty
at Stanford, where he teaches
English and Comparative Lit-
erature.
ti>«
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NOON TILL 2 i».M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House











NOTE: ONE SHOW ONLY AT
7:30 P.M. Matinee Saturday
Only at 1:45 P.M.
Outfitters to Bowdoin Men
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
GOLF
The name of the game — the name of the
jacket you play it in. By London Fog, for
men who appreciate the advantage of prop-
er fit, appearance,, wear, choice of colors,
regular and long sizes. $19.00
Other windbreakers from $8.95
MR. GOLF, Arrow's knit shirt made es-
pecially for active use. Completely wash and
wear, short sleeves, long tails. New colors—
all sizes. $5.00
A. H. BENOIT and CO.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
l«TH AN IMTERMATIOHAL AIL STAR CAST
sAMAvrciwr
1967 International Tourist Year.
This Film' Shown In Coopera-
tion With Brunswick Tour *
Travel Service, 222 Maine St.
OPERA
^^^ M O U S »
Bath, Maine - 443-2541
Wednesday, Apr. 5th thru
Tuesday, Apr. 11th
Eves 6:30 - 8:40 p.m.
Sun. Matinee - 2 p.m.




David Hemmings • Sarah Miles
COLOR
1 8»mnm«nded for Mpture Audimcw|












Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rocklanc1





*^ William Bonyoh, guitarist and folk singer, will present a program
of fo* songs of social significance in American history at a Special- -
Worship- Service*at the Unitarian Untversalist Church in Brunswick.
The program will run from 10:30 to 11:30 Sunday morning, and will *
be followed by a coffee hour. Students are particularly invited. '.
* * * * » *
John McKee, Director of the Bowdoin College Center for Re-
source Studies, has announced publication of the proceedings of last
fall's symposium on land-use held at the College. , ^
The 100-page booklet contains the text of all addresses and dis-
cussions by seme of the nation^ leading conservationists, who gath-
ered at Bowdoin to participate in the symposium, "The Maine Coast:
Prospects and Perspectives."
Mr. McKee said newspapers, radio and television stations, state
legislators, state officials and city and town planners across the state
are being mailed copies. The general public may secure copies without
.
charge by writing Mr. McKee at the Bowdoin Center for Resource
Studies, Brunswick, Maine.
The Bowdoin Center, established with funds awarded the College
under Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965, makes available
education material on the conservation of the Maine coast.
A book written by a Bowdoin College professor is included in the
"Notable Books of 1966" list compiled by the American Library
Association.
Professor Philip C. Beam's book, "Winslow Homer at Prout's
Neck," is included among 60 titles in the March Bulletin of the
American Library Association and is described as "The growth of an
American painter meticulously unfolded."
The list of notable books is compiled for use by readers and
librarians. It is designed "to call attention to those titles published
during 1966 which are significant additions to the world of books."
The ALA Bulletin noted that 30 libraries from all sections of the
United States assisted in the compilation of the list by the Notable
Books Council, part of the ALA's Adult Services Division.
In January Professor Beam was appointed Curator of the Wins-
low Homer Collection in the Bowdoin Museum of Art. The memora-
bilia, which formerly had been in Homer's studio at Prout's Neck, was
given to the Museum in 1964 by Mrs. Doris P. Homer, widow of the
artist's nephew, Charles Lowell Homer.
On sabbatic leave during the current semester, Professor Beam
is continuing his research in the Bowdoin collection of Homer mem-
orabilia.
• • * * • •
Stephen P. Rand '67 has won the Personal Library Contest.
Rand was awarded the top prize of $50. The contest was spon-
sored by the Moulton Union Bookstore.
Second prize winner of $35 was Richard B. Spear '68. The $15
'
third prize went to David P. Becker '70. - —
—
The winning entry will be submitted to the Amy Loveman Na-
tional Award Contest, in which a first prize of $1,000 will be awarded
April 30.
Rand's personal library ranges from the Bible, "Paradise Lost"
and "The Affluent Society" to a book on physical chemistry. He is a
Biology major.
Judges were the following Bowdoin faculty members: Professors
Louis O. Coxe of the English Department, Eaton Leith of the Ro-
mance Languages Department, William C. Root of the Chemistry
Department, C. Douglas McGee of the Philosophy Department, and
Fritz C. A. Koelln of the German Department.******
"Ten Portraits," a collection of prints from the National Gallery
of Art, is currently on display in the Moulton Union.
The prints represent originals from one of the many collections
at the National Gallery, and illustrate several distinct types of por-
traiture.
Included are the works of the following masters: Botticelli, Hol-
bein, Romney, Goya, Renoir, and Van Gogh.
m
...,.
- Professor Robert K. Beckwith, Chairman of the Bowdoin Music
Department, has been elected a member of the Council of the College
Music Society, it was announced today.
The Society is a national organization, the membership consisting
of music teachers from liberal arts colleges and universities. Professor
Beckwith was named to a three-year term.****«»
DORMITORY ROOM APPLICATIONS
Room application forms are now available in the campus housing
office in the Placement Bureau, Banister Hall, for dormitory reserva-
tions for next fall. Please obtain these forms, complete and return to
this office as soon as possible. No assignments will be made to men
without roommates.
It is requested that married students or those planning to be
married before next fall and students who will be living at home
report their addresses to this office.
S. A. Ladd, Jr., Dir. Housing***«*
Elliot Hacker '68 and John M. Rector, Jr. '68 will be participat-
ing in the Conference on Military Affairs at the United States Mili-
tary Academy during the weekend of April 6-9. The conference
represents an effort to create better understanding between the
Academy cadets and the members of the ROTC program. The topic




Friday and Saturday Nights
DANCING
- Nine to One
Don Doane Orchestra
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Indians Ruthlessly Swindled By Maine;
.Ramparts
By Nathaniel B. H/rrison
, "Swindled out of theirJand and
deprftfld of gainful employment^
: cheated- in countless ways, humili-
ated and progressively pauperized,
the once proud Indians have been
reduced to begging at the coat-
tails of the master thieves."
Since 1820 legislators have been
assembling in the city of Augusta
to formulate laws that, ostensibly
at least, will ensure an equitable
social and political system for the
citizens of Maine. Nonsense,
claims David Welsh in the April
issue of Ramparts Magazine. Since
1820 the master thieves assembled
at Augusta have consistently dis-
regarded treaty stipulations guar-
anteeing the territorial integrity
and basic we' fare of the once proud
Passamaquoddy Indians of north-
eastern Maine. Because of this
disrespect for treaty rights, says
Ramparts, the white man has been
able to indulge in selfish exploita-
tion of these original Americans,
and has created, consequently, a
situation of unjustifiable social and
political deprivation for a minori-
ty group.
Today, the Passamaquoddys are
"fighting ... for the right to
profit from their rich timberlands,
long since taken over by the state
and by white squatters and busi-
nessmen. They are fighting for
the right to govern themselves like
any other Americans, to dispose
of their property as they see fit;
fighting for the chance to get off
welfare."
A Peaceful Tribe
The Passamaquoddys, a funda-
mentally peaceful tribe of hunters
and fishermen, settled along the
St. Croix River, from what is now
Eastport to the lakes of Aroostook
*County. Banking on' Agreements
m*ade by , George „ Washington's
agents, promising them retention
of ownership of their hunting
grounds, the Passamaquoddys
fought with distinction with the
American Revolutionaries.
In 1794 Colonel John Allan,
Washington's field commander in
eastern Maine, and officials from
the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, signed a treaty with the
Passamaquoddy giving them, with-
out mention of expiration, 30,000
acres of land, which Ramparts call-
ed "a pittance compared to the vast
hunting grounds that had been
theirs. They had surrendered not
only their best land but their very
source of livelihood, and with it
their cultural identity as huntsmen
from time immemorial. The treaty
still stands today, amended by an
additional grant of land to the
tribe in 1801 and the transfer of
Massachusetts' obligations to the
new state of Maine in 1820."
The treaty also established two
Passamaquoddy reservations, one
near Eastport and another just
north of Princeton, Maine.
Today, 800 Indians occupy these
two reservations which contain
only 200 of the 30,000 acres prom-




'The State of Maine,' " says
John Stevens, Chief of the Prince-
ton reservation, in the Ramparts
article, " 'has been stripping the
timber from our lands, selling it
,and never accounting to us for the
money; said they're putting it in
a trust fund fir us. Well, after
140 years se'ling the timber off
m
our 3o,000 acres, now all they say
they can show* for if is about $2,
an acre in 6u£ trust fund,' "
* When Maine* assumed* respon-
sibility for Indian lands in 1820,
it accepted 350,000 acres of tim-
berland, the income from which
(rents and timber sales) was to
provide financial support for the
Passamaquoddys. "But instead of
holding the title perpetually in
trust for the Indians, as provided
by the deed from Massachusetts,
Maine promptly sold it off to pri-
vate interests. The Indians never
saw any income from their trust
property, and their fate as pub-
licly supported paupers was ef-
fectively sealed."
Efforts at redress have been fu-
tile. "Administration of the trib-
al trust fund — a mere $70,000 to-
day — has been a unilateral and
often shady business. For 75 years
Passamaquoddy leaders have
trooped to Augusta to demand an
accounting; each time it was re-
fused them. A century of timber
revenue had somehow vanished,
and the state was not about to
open the books."
Recently, the Passamaquoddys
have had the legal services of an
Eastport lawyer, Don C. Gellers.
"Gellers, 31, has been working for
several years without fee as the
Passamaquoddys' lawyer, preparing
a court test for the restitution of
treaty lands and trust fund to the
tribe, as well as compensation for
past infringements."
In 1965 Maine created an Indian
Affairs Department, with a Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs at its
head, removing the responsibility
from the state Department ' of
Hea'th and Welfare. The new
commissioner (Edward A. Hinck-
ley, who spoke at Bowdoin in Feb-
ruary), according to Ramparts,
"has done nothing more significant
Jhan campaign to abolish drinking
x»n reservations." jr
C^af Cents An Hour"
Few Passamaquoddy- can find
r)rk outside of the reservation.
ost of„ the tribe "subsists on
parti-time 5r seasonal work —
'
wood-cutting, sardine packing,
blueberry raking, guiding — and,
of course, the welfare. Most of
these jobs come under neither the
Maine nor the federal minimum
wage scales of $1.25; basket mak-
ers average 28 cents an hour."
Faced with these intolerable in-
justices, the Passamaquoddys are
nevertheless denied their basic
political rights. "No Passamaquod-
dy was allowed to vote in any
election, state or national, until
1956, 32 years after Congress gave
the vote to all Indians. Today
they still cannot vote for members
% of the state lower house. This
means that Indians may be charg-
ed with breaking laws over which
they have no say in the making."
Perhaps the bitterest pill for the
Passamaquoddys to swallow is the
stigma of being "wards of the
state," an attitude which insults
their traditional independence and
undermines their cultural identity.
"If the Indians were given full title
to their 30,000 acres of rich timber-
land — almost all of its fraudu-
lently claimed and held by the
state and private interests — then
'there would be no need for wel-
fare handouts or for the Job Corps,
no need for the great white father
at all. 'Integration' in the view
of many Indians, fs just another
subterfuge for the theft of their
reservation lands, and grand theft
at that.
Another key to the Indians* new-
ly found militancy is their deter-
mination to hold on to their tribal
heritage. Here again they have to
fignt the stranglehold of state con-
trol. . The prohibition against
teaching the Passamaquoddy lan-
guage and^pulture in the,, schools, -,
add the°fact that the Indian agent
has discouraged all but- the aged
and immobile from making baskets
are, in Attorney Gellers' view,
'signs of
_v deliberate* attempt' to
.annihilate the, Indian cujfnr.e.'
"
Legislators' Criminal Conduct
Ramparts considers the conduct
of the Maine legislators regarding
the Passamaquoddys as being al-
most criminal. The refusal to
honor treaty commitments made
to a group of citizens whose fore-
fathers settled the land and fought
for its freedom is disgraceful. The
Passamaquoddys "did not fight the
American Revolution to integrate
into the white man's world; on the
contrary. They fought the Revo-
lution, as others did, for the free-
dom to live and worship and to
do business, separately if they so
chose, by themselves, not to sub-
mit to the tyranny of a unitary
state of which they would be sec-
ond-class subjects. All the Pas-
samaquoddys want is the chance
to get the white man off their
backs — for once and for all."
• * « •
Governor Kenneth Curtis has
recently recommended a cut in
the proposed budget of the De-
partment of Indian Affairs. The
proposal would reduce expend!- *
tures over the next two years from
$263,315 to $60,000. Commissioner
Hinckley, Attorney Gellers, plus
numerous, clergymen and tribal
governors have expressed their -
concern with the suggested de-
crease. It is feared that existing
services will be limited and new
projects scrapped. In the words
of Penobscot Tribal Governor John
Mitchell, an inadequate budget
will force the Indian to "endure
the embarassment that he is a
ward under a trustee, rather than
a beneficiary to a trust. -
Review: One-Act Plays A Fiasco;
Evening Dead Except For Head's Play
by John Isaacs
Generally at a mediocre high
school theatrical one is left with
the satisfaction of saying, "Weren't
they Just wonderful for kids." Un-
fortunately, at the Masque and
Gown's Thirty-Second Annual
One-Act Play Contest, with a sin-
gle exception, this viewer was de-
nied even that pleasure.
The exception was Charles
Head's winning "That Evenin'
Sun Go Down." With the help
of imaginative direction from Tim
Sabin, Head was able to turn a
fair script into the only interesting
production of the evening. Lisa
Baratta in the lead role of a Negro
prostitute in fear of her life was
the standout performance of the
night. She received fine support
from John Clayborne as her mur-
derous husband, Marcia Howell as
Mrs. Compson, her employer, and
the three children. Louise Stod-
dard as the old Negro housekeeper
was left without a part. It was
hard to tell the difference between
Head's Dilsey and Aunt Jemima.
Steve Thompson as Mr. Compson
had so much trouble struggling
with a Southern accent that his
usually talented acting was lost.
Credit must also go to Director of
Dramatics Hornby for the excep-
tional make-up job that was done
en Miss Baratta and Mrs. Stod-
dard.
Head did well in sticking close
to Faulkner's original story. His
script needs much polishing and
cleaning up, but it could be turned
into an excellent one-act. It de-
served the award it received.
Tom Roulston's sex fantasy
"Morning, Noon and Night" also
deserved its second-place award,
but unfortunately only by default.
For a play dealing with the world's
For the third year in a row
Charles N. Head has won the
student-written oneract play
contest. Head, a junior, is the
first student playwright in the
history of the contest to win
consecutively in his first three
years of college.
His pay, "That Evenin' Sun
Go Down," took the $25 first
prize in the 32nd annual con-
test, sponsored by the Masque
and Gown.
Three plays were selected
for performance in the finals
of the contest.
Runner-up prize of $15 went
to Thomas W Roulston '68.
His play was "Morning, Noon,
and Night."
Selected as "Best Director"
was Timothy A. Sabin '69, for
his direction of Head's play.
The "Best Actor" award went
to Roulston for his role in his
own play.
'"Best Designer" prize went
to Jonathan L. St. Mary '67,
for his set design of Head's
play.
Sabin, Roulston and St.
Mary were each awarded $10
prizes.
Judgris for the finals were
Instructor James E. Fisher, Jr.,
of the English Department;
Mrs. Doris Davis, of the Up-
ward Bound office; and Mrs.
Mary Mellow, wife of Upward
Bound Director and Associate
Director of Admissions Robert
C. Mellow.
most interesting subject, it was a
terrible bore. Every character and
almost every line in the entire play
was a cliche. Although Mark, the
artist-hero played by Roulston
himself, talks incessantly through-
out, we know no more about him
at the end than we did at the be-
ginning. As a rule audiences do
not like to be preached at, yet this
was exactly what happened. We
were not shown the moral of the
play, we were clobbered over the
head by it. In the acting depart-
ment, Roulston was adequate,
Louise Stoddard, as a woman who
wants to continue her adu'terous
relationship with Mark, was ex-
cellent. She played her objective.
Maria Hawkes and Marcia Howell
were not up to their usual fine
standards simply because they
were left with no objectives to
play. They were written as sym-
bols, not people. Roulston is to be
given credit for the experimental
hature of his work It was a noble
experiment which failed.
The same cannot be said for
Ted Parsons' adaptation of Fitz-
gerald's "Babylon Revisited." It
was an atrocity. Having stripped
the original of all its subtlety,
Parsons was left with a plot which
would have been rejected by any
self-respecting soap opera. Di-
rector Dave Kimport did the best
he could, i.e. he kept people mov-
ing. Brent Corson was success-
ful in his attempt to navigate
around his hideous lines, while
Eini Johnson was able to call up-
on her store of emotional energy
t3 carry her through a fine per-
formance. Unfortunately, Fred
Stockings talent was lost in the
tripe that he had to spew out.
The One-Act Play contest was
no contest at all. The Faulkner
adaptation showed the only sign
of dramatic life. Head's play needs
to be consigned to the typewriter,
Roulston's to the hope chest, and
Parsons' to the trash basket.
mimii«
An Invitation to Bowdoin mm (Me ti
libl 1:1
The H. B. Stowe Travel Agency
requests the pleasure of your company
at a continuous showing of BOAC movies of
England and Europe
on the occasion of the
Opening of Its International Travel Center
at the Stowe Building
from Friday, April 7 to Friday, April 28
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
PHONE 725-5573
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The Qlsp&scence 0/ Grading - 5
Recent news that Columbia has abolished all class rankings,
that Harvard Law tends to discount grades in favor of class
standings, that student deferments based on grades are being
reconsidered from many sides, and that at least one Bowdoin
professor has expressed concern for the scarcity of Woodrow
Wilson Fellowships here are further causes for serious question-
ing of the grading and ranking practices at Bowdoin.
There are two current approaches being taken by schools to
liberalize their grading practices. One is the adoption of a 'pass-
fail' plan, in which a student is allowed to take a limited number
of courses receiving a grade of pass or fail, with no attempt at
quantitative grading. The other is the abolishing of class ranks,
as a measure of de-emphasizing grades.
Both these should be considered as possibilities to liberalize
-the academic environment at Bowdoin in the hopes of creating
one better suited to an ideal educational process. T7"
A pass-fail plan recently under consideration by the Faculty
has been shunted aside in the brunt of a move to study the entire
grading structure at the College. The reasons cited for this action
were primarily that the pass-fail system would create administra-
tive difficulties because of the nature of certain grade require-
ments and policies, such as the "C Rule". We question the logic
of this reasoning, and even to the extent that the pass-fail pro-
posal might pose administrative snags, its educational value is
overwhelming. • "
We think that a pass-fail program would have as one of its
effects the necessitating closer interpersonal contacts among fac-
ulty and students from the simple fact that the plan would require
these to communicate qualitative judgments of a student's work.
What of the problem a pass-fail program- presents in allow-
ing students to "slide by" in courses. Herein lies the goal of
creating an atmosphere which puts a high premium on learning,
questioning, analysis and clear thinking rather than one where
feedback of empty phrasery is valued. As a concrete offering, we
suggest the following as a feasible implementation of this phil-
osophy :
1. Allow all students to take one course a semester on a_
pass-fail basis, counting a pass as a "C" for the present
"C Rule".
"27 After faculty and student have become acclimated to the
liberalized atmosphere and can operate within it on a
personal level, pass-fail could be reduced to only qualita-
tive assessments of a student's capabilities made after
consultation between the parties involved.
We ^re heartened by what appears to be increased concern
by various components of the College community about the prob-
lem. We are hopeful that the views expressed in the New York
Times, claiming that ranking is an efficient way of measuring
relative ability, and that such a system can be detrimental to
faculty student relations and the desired scholarly atmosphere
will receive serious thought by the entire community.
An Earful of Propaganda
We are sure the readers of the Portland Press Harried are
a sophisticated lot who realize that the paper's editorials are
presented as a special pleader for South Vietnam and its war of
aggression against Hanoi.
The Press Harried slants its coverage in favor of the Saigon
regime ; and while the paper says a correspondent spent six weeks
in Southeast Asia, most of it in South Vietnam, there is not the
slightest hint the paper's announcement of their correspondent's
reports that he will even suggest the suffering of the north and
its people at the hands of American bombers.
So -the readers are not going to learn that in 1966, the U.S.
bombed, burned dozens of villagers, slew workers and citizens,
and carried away thousands more, or that upwards of half of the
casualties witnessed by Carol Brightman of Viet-Report were
caused by anti-personnel weapons.
On the understanding that this will be an Administration




t have received word frdrn no less ah
v
authority
than Gene, the College Shpveler, that Spring is
*
coming. Although I am in no position to doubt the
word of such a venerable personality, the facts
that as of March 17th a foot and a half of snow
lay on the quad, with drifts reaching to the roof
cf the passage connecting the Curtis Pool with the
Sargent Gymnasium, that the mercury outside my
window was at the unGodly one degree below zero
level, atA that another snowstorm was imminent
have given me justifiable cause for grave concern.
Is it necessary that the whisper of the famed Bow-
doin Pines be muffled by a considerable burden of
snow? that students must daily imperil their lives
by walking under heavy snow cornices on the roof
above the entrance of each of the dorms? that the
quad be hidden from sight during 4 months of the
eight month academic year? that students should
risk acute conjunctivitis under sunlamps for lack
of a natural means for acquiring a healthy, tanned
look? The answer in each case must be an em-
phatic "No!"
The report of the Student Council Committee
on Social Life cites geographical isolation as one
cause of Bowdoin's unhealthy social atmosphere.
Certainly more important is the indisputable fact
that the duration of Winter in Brunswick positively
^reoiudes any chance of outdoor recreation, ath-
letics, or socializing! For three-quarters of the
school year, the social life of Bowdoin men is
confined to those buildings which provide warmth
and alcoholic spirits, i.e. the fraternity houses.
Should fraternities be done away with for provid-
ing the bare essentials of survival in the sub-Arctic
wilderness cf Brunswick, Maine? The very thought
is absurd! As an alternative measure, I propose
that Winter be, if not abolished entirely, at least
restricted to a seven-week period from Christmas
_until Winter Houseparties. Perhaps the adminis-
tration could establish a traditional $10 fine for
every day that Winter outlasts, her allotted dura-
tion. The anticipated income from the collection
of such a fine over the course of only five years
would make a sizeable dent in the "impressive, if
not staggering" $10 million deficit that Pres. Coles
is bemoaning. Such a fine might seen to be in loco
Dei. However, I maintain that the ends justify the
means in this particular instance.
To this end, I propose that the faculty Commit-
tee on Student Affairs establish a Subcommittee
for the Purpose of Restricting the Injustices of
Nature to Given periods, SPRING, for short, to
look into this problem in greater detail.
In the meantime, pray to whatever Gods there
be to grant us surcease from this inhuman climate;
but hang onto your longies for a while yet. .Until
such time as the snow melts on the quad, probably




* #6 the Editor: *
'"**"'"
"
'*» I db agree with the proposals made by the Stu-
dent "Council regarding the change* of the social
rules. In general I also agree with the arguments
for such changes. Just in passing I wish to express
my astonishment that such an elaborate reason-
ing seems to be necessary. Perhaps such is neces-
sary everywhere in Maine ...
What I am much more concerned about is, that
also the Student Council Committee seems to re-
gard the distinction between academic and social
life as valid. This could be interpreted as accep-
tance of some kind of "departmentalization" of
the students' lives. In the one area of life the
teacher plays the dominant part; that seems to be
necessary and inevitable. Our "academic life" be-
longs to the professors, it is. theirs not ours. There-
fore let's forget about it. Ours is the social life.
That is the area where we have to fight for more
freedom, where we have to prove hew responsible
and mature we are. And we only can do so by
having extended hours and places for entertaining
dates. Hew ridiculous! Why don't we ask for more
"academic freedom"? Our academic life takes
, much more time than our social life anyway! The
committee states: . . . "maturity cf thought, self-
possession and independence (is) demanded of the
man in the classroom . . ." At best, that is an
ideal. If our social life were as free as our aca-
demic life, the college would also "assign" dates
to us like it assigns the books we have to read, it
would specify how, at what time and to what ex-
tent we were held responsible for entertaining
them as well as ourselves for our own sake (of
course!) Why should the college trust the student
mere in the academic life than in the social life"
especially as there exist "unfavorable drives" in
the latter? That the college trusts the student
"academically" even less than "socially" is an en-
chanting examples of inconsequence.
Again, I favor the proposals made by the Stu-
dent Council Committee, however, they are vir-
tually unimportant in comparison with changes
necessary in the "academic rules". There is not
even a committee which deals with our "academic
life". To make it worse, the student body is not
even aware that such a problem exists. The ini-
tiative is completely left to the "administration".
If we separate our life in an academic and a
social one, we neglect their interdependence. Much
of the "social life" in fraternity houses can be
explained as a kind of adaptation to overcome
emotional instability resulting from the pressure
of the academic rules which do not increase the
efficiency of studying at all. So why not change
those in order to avoid during the week and on
weekends a social life which is a "frantic, strained
and dreadfully uniform experience of drinking,
dancing and retreating to some dark corner".
Such a change might even increase the quality of
our academic performance. To extend the hours
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The following analysis of Gov-
ernor Curtis' legislative problems
is based on an exclusive Orient
interview given by the Governor to
Barton over Spring Vacation.—Ed.
By Paul H. Barton
Governor Kenneth Curtis is a
rising political figure with whom
the leaders of the Republican op-
position with have to reckon. Be-
neath his grayish-white hair, but
generally youthful appearance, is
a skillful and energetic politician
now trying to grasp -the few basic
elements of statesmanship.
Curtis is a newcomer to state-
wide elective office. His first at-
tempt met defeat in encountering
the individualistic and highly pop-
ular Stan Typper in the 1964 First
District race for Representative.
He was the only Democrat to lose
on a state-wide level. The Demo-
crats did, however, gain control of
the State legislature, and duly
elected Mr. Curtis to the position
of Secretary of State. The office
provided the future Governor with
a strategic center where he could
maintain and build organizational
strength, assess the weaknesses of
his opponent first-hand, and
launch an effective campaign for
th2 governorship.
Cut cf a series of public opinion
polls, a reasonable alternative
strategy was brewed up. The polls
indicated that a majority of voters
were discontented with Governor
Reed, and would probably vote for
any bt'.rer candidate who could
pr:ve that he was in sortie way
capable cf managing the office of
g.vsrnor.
Campaign Problems
When Curtis embarked upon the
gubernatorial campaign, he found
that his opponent had reconstruct-
ed his own image into that of a
progressive and efficient executive
of national stature. A week and
a half before the election, a Port-
land Sunday Telegram poll indi-
^ cated that Reed would receive six-
ty-percent of the ballots cast. The
results were clearly an upset, buff-
ing "a shine on the Curtis image.
The Office of the Governor was his,
and by a more than respectable
margin for a pronounced under-
dog. The electorate, nevertheless,
firmly reentrenched Republican
leadership into the State legisla-
ture.
Governor Curtis is now attempt-
ing to practice "statesmanship"
in his relaticnship with the legis-
lature. Etatesmansnip is a euphe-
mistic term for the art of gaining
approva of ones program from a
htEtile body over which he exer-
cises little or no control. It is
much like coaxing a tempermen-
tal hound to let go of the Sunday
paper.
Education is the largest ex-
penditure en the State's budget
and is providing the Governor
with his biggest executive head-
aches. First, Governor Curtis has
come under sharp partisan criti-
cism for his reduction of budget
requests for the University of
Maine. The cuts were in line with
the Governor's overall budget poli-
cy of keeping within the State's
means without a major tax in-
crease. The reduction deflates the
somewhat "sacred cow" image the
U of M had developed in govern-
ment circles, and will place future
appropriations under closer scru-
tiny from both the executive and
legislative branches.
The second major problem area
is embraced in what one legislator
skeptically called the "Coles* re-
( Continued on page 7)




rf*Claiiiis U.S. Bombing Futile
V Morale Undaeunted
a * j
by ft/ffHANfEt B. Harrison"
-
'.-..'• #
The United. States dropped 638,-
000 tons of bomb's on North- Viet-
nam in 1966. And yet despite this
massive pounding of the tiny
country in Southeastern Asia, the
war today drags on and on. Has
the bombing proven itself to be
militarily effective? What areas
in North Vietnam are considered
legitimate military targets by the
U.S.? How authentic have been
the reports surrounding civilian
bombings?
Not satisfied with State Depart-
ment justifications, Miss Carol
Brlghtman, twenty-seven year old
editor of Viet Report, a monthly
magazine exploring U.S. foreign
policy, recently traveled to North
Vietnam to probe the myths sur-
rounding the controversial bomb-
ings.
Describing her observations in a
lecture in Wentworth Hall on
March 23, Miss Brightman said
that the United States has select-,
ed administration and communica-
tion centers, bridges, and supply
lines for bombing targets. She
noted, however, that many towns
and villages lccated in the vicinity
of . these strategic centers hava
been severely damaged by U. S.
bombing. Schools and hospitals
have been destroyed.
Dams and dykes, (.crucial to th?
agricultural welfare of North Viet •
nam, have also been hit. Mis 3
Brightman, who visited a critically
bombed dyke, could only attribute
the attack to the American prac-
tice of punishmSnt bombings, or
in the words of Maxwell Taylor
"strategic persuasion."
Miss Brightman said that U. S.
pilots were instructed not to bomb
.civi'ian areas, but she claimed that
American reconnaissance equip-
ment is not sufficient to determine
clusters of non-strategic structures
and personnel.
Trapped amidst an American
bombing attack while trying to
visit a hospital, Miss Brightman
observed a dual purpose in the
raid. The first attack included
general purpose explosive bombs
Carol Brightman
only. After a brief pause the
planes returned, this time releas-
ing incendiary rockets setting the
entire area ablaze. Miss Bright-
man, watching from within an un-
derground bomb shelter, said that
the second attack was presumably
designed to catch people scurrying
away after the first raid.
Regarding the type of weapons
o.nployed by the U.S. in its at«-
Vacks on North Vietnam, she said
that the use of cluster bombs and
antipersonnel pellets result in
needless loss of civilian life. She
referred to Dr. Howard Rusk's re-
cent statements concerning the no-
ticeable absence of napalm burned
individuals as "despicable lies."
Discussions with North Vietna-
mese leaders and peasants plus ob-
jective observations of the coun-
try itself convinced her of the in-
effectiveness of the bombing policy.
Hanoi is a totally mcbilized city,
rationing of fcod has not increased
Eince 19:7, and education has been
expanded considerably. These facts
coup'ed with the "Messianic ob-
session with liberation from for-
eign aggression" prevalent within
the social psychology of North
Vietnam were evidences enough of
the failure of the bombings to
bring the war to an end.
The following poem was published in the Cleve-
land State University Cauldron. Their editors stat-
ed that "although the literary value of the work
may be open to debate, the editors felt that it was
an eloquent expression of their sentiment on the
war in Vietnam, and all war in general. The poem
is printed with the author's permission."
Why should sou worry or give a damn
About what happens in Vietnam?
Why is it any of your concern
If men and women and children burn?
Only a pacifist, saint or fool
Believes in stuff like the (.olden Rule . . .
You know the answer — you know it icell —
"This is a war and war is hell!"
Yes, war is hell for the men that fight.
Pawns on a chessboard , brown and white:
Mar is death in a sea of mud
To the sound of bullets nnd stench of blood:
War is madness told as the truth,
Torturing women and crippling youth . . .
Hut you knoic the ansner — vow know it well —
''This is a rear and war is hell!"
Try to project what your thoughts would be
If you left your home as a refugee: -
Try to imagine the sense of fear
When the napalm scatters and flames appear . . .
What kind of feelings would it inspire
If you uatched a child with its flesh on fire?
Could you find words for the pilots above
Who boast about morals and Christian love?
War is a gamble played with Fate
Where the stakes are high and the hour is late:
Wa> ts the writing seen on the wall —
»
—
Which threatens to come and engulf us all' . . .
It's time to worry and time to care,
It's time to pity and time to share;
It's time to consider the Human Race




To Phi Beta Kappa
Six Bowdoin College seniors have
been elected to membership in Phi
Beta Kappa, national honorary
fraternity for the recognition and
promotion of scholarship:
David P. Bottomy, Daniel E.
Boxer, Brine L. Bushey, Arlan F.
Fuller, Jr., Paul S. Hurwit, Roger
W. Manring.
Six other Bowdoin seniors were
elected to Phi Beta Kappa during
th?ir junior year. They are
Thomas H. Al'en, Fred E. Haynes,
III, Steven P. Mickley, William
D. Mone, C. Cary Rca, and Judd
Rcbbins.
Covering both .sides of the war...
FROM NORTff VIETNAM
j, *v - Carol Brightman,
FROM SOUTH VIETNAM
John McDermott
And the wider war...
C. P. FITZGERALD on Cambodia
John Gittings on the "Cultural Revolution" and Vietnam*
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*In March-April Issue
Demonstration Season In Saigon
Collegiate Press Reports From Vietnam
*:$
by HOWARD MOFFETT
The Collegiate Press Service
SAIGON, South Vietnam (CPS) — The great
issues of the war came to a head here last week
as the demonstration season opened—one month
early. Catholics, high school students and the Anti-
Ccrruption Youth League took to the streets in
"popular" demonstrations staged by the govern-
ment.
The first marches were in protest against a
"false peace." Then a girls' high school led a stu-
dent strike against coalition governments-in-exile.
By the middle of the week a boys' high schfol was
boycotting classes in protest against the Educa-
tion Minister's attempts to manipulate students
for political purposes.
Saigpn laughed, and sighed. Old Asia hands
talked of other things. One serious Vietnamese
patriot wept that once again his country had be-
come "the laughingstock of the world." But many
of his compatriots chuckled in their beer and set-
tled down to enjoy the show while they could,
before it got dangerous.
The chain of events began with a press confer-
ence on February 22, where Undersecretary of
Information Mai Van Dai announced the formation
in France of a neutralist-communist coalition gov-
ernment-in-exile. The coalition government seemed
to exist, however, only in the imagination of the
Saigon government. It was said to be headed by
Dr. Buu Hoi, a respected pharmacist and a mem-
ber of the royal family of Bao Dai. NLF chairman
Nguyen Huu Tho was named as Deputy Premier
and Secretary of State. Another prominent post
went to Tran Van Huu, a wealthy South Vietna-
mese francophile. And the commander-in-chief of
the armed forces was none other than the deposed
anti-Communist strongman Gen. Nguyen Khanh.
The SAIGON POST, published by Bui Diem,
close advisor to Premier Ky and now Ambassador
to Washington, headlined: "PLOT FOR NEW
VIETNAM PARTITION BARED." It quoted a
high official in the Ministry of Information as say-
ing, "This is a true indication that the Communists
now are unable to lure any true nationalists into
their coalition farce, and had to seek alliance with
a group of have-been politicians who do not repre-
sent any political force or tendency in Vietnam."
Perhaps ccincidentally, at the same press con-
ference Gen. Nguyen Ngoc Loan, director of Na-
tional Police, shewed newsmen a little red book
which purported to prove that Viet Cong terrorists
had murdered a prominent nationalist editor in
Saigon early in 1966. The object lesson was plain:
true nationalists cannot afford to compromise with
Communists.
" The report of the new coalition government in
Paris was a matter of great curiosity to many
newsmen, but for three days nothing further was
heard from any government ministry, and no Sai-
gon papers mentioned it again.
Then, the marching started in Saigon.
Feb. 25—2,500 members of the Greater Catholic
Unity Bloc held a torchlight parade through down-
town Saigon, ended by burning DeGaulle, Siha-
nouk, Ho Chi Minh and U Thant in effigy before
the Constituent Assembly. The marchers' lay lead-
ers said their intent was to protest "the fallacious
peace that a coalition of colonialists, communists,
and feudal elements are presently trying to impose
on the people of this land."
Feb. 27—500 members of the Progressive Youth
of Vietnam marched on the Consulate-General of-»
France and broke through the gate, smashing
automobiles, burning motor scooters, and breaking
windows in the main building. Their signs read
"Down with DeGaulle" and "We protest the False
Peace campaign."
Feb. 28—200 three-wheel Lambrettas snarled
traffic once again in front of the French Consulate.
The drivers of the empty vehicles, most of "them
members of the Vietnamese Confederation of Lf
bcr, chanted "Down with DeGaulle." The resolu-
tions they Uirewove^tfie^compound fence asked
the Ky government to "listen to the urgent voice
of the poor," nationalize and distribute all French
property in Vietnam, and seize the property of
Buu Hoi and Nguyen Khanh in particular.
March 3—Taxis and buses massed in yet another
demonstration against the French Consulate, or-
ganized by the Anti-Corruption Youth League. The
middle-aged youths demanded that South Vietnam
break all relations with France./
. March 4—6,000 public high school students gath-
ered at the Hoa Lu Stadium to protest President.
DeGaulle's "unavowed intentions," and to warn
against a false peace and a coalition government-
in-exile. From Hoa Lu they marched - on the
""French" Consulate, burned effigies of DeGaulle and
Ho Chi Minh. Their petitions called for a firm
stand in the war.
March 6—500 of the 1,500 girls at Truong
Vuong High School boycotted Monday morning
classes in protest against "the schemes of the
communist colonialists and to denounce the gov-
ernment in exile and false peacemakers." By
Tuesday morning classes at the school had been
closed and only a few girls were sitting on the
steps outside the main gate.
Monday night the Progressive Youth and the
Anti-Corruption Youth'Leagiie led another torch-
light parade. Several hundn-J youths marched on
the Constituent Assembly building in Lam Son
Square. This time the protest was against "foreign
defeatist statesmen," namely William Fulbright
and Robert Kennedy. The message was getting
more pointed.
March 7—On Tuesday the first crack in the
protest campaign appeared. Chu Van An Boys'
High School struck in sympathy with the girls of
Truong Vuong. But the boys at Petrus Ky High
School also went en strike—against the Ministry
of Education^ for trying to manipulate high school
students for political purposes.
Next morning the government-operated Vietnam
Press reported that both schools had struck
against the "False Peace" campaign. A contrary
report in the SAIGON DAILY NEWS was cen-
sored. But by now the Petrus Ky boys had their
own mimeographed statement out. Signed by rep-
resentatives of 62 of 64 classes in the school, it
read in part:
"As the Ministry of Education has brought
politics into the schools by hanging banners on the
school gate, and by sending a professor to explain
about the government-in-exile during a school
ceremony; And as the boys of Petrus Ky School
have only the opinions of private citizens about
the 'false peace'; And as school boys are not and
can not be pawns of any political forces; And as
the Board of Directors does not respect the opin-
ion of the school boys as expressed by their repre-
sentatives.
"The boys of Petrus Ky have therefore decided
to boycott classes indefinitely, to take a firm stand
if not satisfied by March 13, and to have confidence
in their representatives in the struggle for these
"
requests."
Petrus Ky is the oldest and most prestigious
public school in Saigon, and the government was
considerably embarrassed by this open defiance. A
school official later said that the Minister of Edu-
cation promptly called the principal. Ho Van ThA
and told him to get his boys back in school.
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PROTEST
(Continued from page 1)
Non-Violent Action, and the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. The people involved
•agree on one basic thing: that the
United States shoufd hbtf
1
be in-
volved in the War in Vietnam, and
,
they are wiilmgjsto' protest^ our
military involvement in that far
oft 3and. " " ' -
Based on this primary point of
agreement are many important
but secondary issues. The Draft
is one of these. Most, but def-
initely not all, of the people tak-
ing part in the mobilization are
against the draft in any form.
Many others feel that there
should be some kind of manda-
tory service with a non-military
alternative. It is felt that without
&ejlraft,,wars likt that inVietr
nam could not exist: there are
simply not- enough, young ^people
willing to risk their lives in the
neo-colonialist submission of a
small country, half way around
the world.. It ,is felt that the
draft is prejudiced against the
poor; and who can doubt that the
army builds animals, not men!
The Military Establishment
A second concern is the rela-
tionship of the military establish-
VIETNAM WEEK at Bowdoin College
Sponsored by SDS
;
ALL WEEK: We will wear black armbands to show our opposition to
American involvement in the war in Vietnam.
Saturday, April 8: Picket the draft board test, 8:15 am. Protest
against ALL forms of the draft and mandatory military service.
Monday, April 10: Forum: Marc Freedman; "The Spring Mobiliza-
tion: A step towards ending the war?"
Wednesday, April 12: Foreign Policy teach-in on Vietnam, 7:80 in
the Senior Center, Wentworth Hall. Hear: Professor Helmreich,
Professor Whiteside, Professor Rensenbrink, Professor Levlne.
Saturday, April 15: Rally and March in New York City.
Literature Tables will be set up in the Senior Center and
in the Moult on Union during much of the week.
For further information on any part of the program, see
Marc Freedman, Senior Center 18-B, ext. 507.
ment to the American campus. It
is noUonly through ROTC that the
American campus is tied to our
military effort. Many campuses
have large government military
contracts* fease^ft point Unlver*
sity of^Perinsylvahia's contracts
for development of chemical war-
fare. Another aspect of campus
involvement, is the sad fact that
one must have a satisfactory aver-
age in order not to be drafted; and
then if one is lucky enough to
have such an average (and most
people do) there is always the
knowledge that their good grades
might have forced another to go
to Vietnam and die.
There is also the feeling, al-
though not very widespread, that
this is basically a racial war. We
are whites fighting a religious war
against the heathen Asiatics. It is
the rich west using the poorest of
its people to keep the rest of the
world poor and backward, enabling
us to exploit them easily. How
true this is I do not know; but
many people seem 'to believe it
and there is considerable evidence
to support this belief. What must
it seem like to a poor Negro in
the south: he is being sent to
Vietnam to fight for the "freedom"
of a people, when he himself is
neither able to vote nor obtain a
decent Job. How much can our
leaders mean by the word "free-
dom" if they are able to use it so
easily with regard to Vietnam,
but so rarely and with so much
Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA
Balk JUL, Brauwlek, «fe. Mm at-UM
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difficulty in Mississippi. Even the
most superficial look will tell one
that the "free world" is not free;
rather it is that part of the world
which agrees with the United
-Stafes, - '* \ '-'- -*
Waste Of Human Resources *-
.
However, the* most important
"
consideration of those taking part
In the " mobilization is the enor-*
1 mous was*te%f "both human and*
material resources. Over 8,000
American soldiers have been killed
and 48000 wounded since 'the war
began in 1961. Over 5,000 killed
in the last year. The figures have
been escalating rapidly and it is
now expected that over 200 Amer-
icans will die in any given week.
This neglects entirely the number
of South Vietnamese soldiers kill-
ed. President Johnson put the
figure at over 20,000 for the last
year. Add to that 50,000 Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese, and
untold thousands of civilians. With
one escalation following upon an-
other, there seems to be little in-
dication that the figures will go
down. This alone should be suf-
ficient reason to end the war. But
add to that military expenditures
of over $30 billion a year for Viet-
nam alone and the war becomes
ridiculous. How much is $30 bil-
lion a year? It is over $80 million
dollars a day; $53,000 a minute;
one Senior Center every hour. In-
deed most of this money is going
into American industry, but why
couldn't it be spent on something
worthwhile? There is still an
enormous need for hospitals and
schools. Build roads, c'ean up our
seashores and solve the pollution
problems. The money is badly














The North American Yacht-
ing Association Is soliciting
summer job applications.
Due to the results of a re-
cent survey of sail and pow-
er vessel owners on the East
coast, West corns*, Gulf area
and the Great Lakes, appli-
cations from college stu-
dents or graduates are be-
ing accepted (no full time
employment) . Employment
for experienced as well as
inexperienced young men
and women of good charac-
ter is available. Facility in
cooking or child care is par-
ticularly helpful. Crewing
affords the opportunity to
acquire or sharpen boating
skills, and Visit new places
while earning reasonable in-
come in pleasant outdoor
surroundings.
TO APPLY: Send NAYA a
resume using the form be-
low and your application
will be reproduced and for-
warded to over 3,000 owners
of large craft.
NOTE: Our reproduction
system requires tint all re-
sumes be clearly typed with
black ribbon (or hand print-
ed with dark black ink) on
a white 3" x 5" card using
the exact format outlined be-
low including each item with
appropriate number (i.e. (1)
John Doe (2) 1704 Main St.)
fl) Name (2) Address (3)
Phone 'No. (4) Age (5)
School K) Available from —
.to In (state area(s) ) (7)
Previous relevant experi-
ence (8) Two Personal ref-
erences (0) Preference (sail-
ing or cruising, etc.) (10)
Other pertinent facts (11)
Two or more applicants
wishing to work together,
state this preference.






222 MAINE "STREET OPPOSITE BOWDOIN
JUST ARRIVED—200 reproductions of famous artists
$1.00 each
Hand Crafted Jewelry by Alexandra Watkins
We can also help you with any travel plans





"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-










And Many Other Items
"Would you be very surprised if
Uncle Ford Foundation, Aunt
Carnegie Endowment, Great Aunt
Rockefeller Foundation and
maybe a tew of those rich global-
minded corporate Cousins like
Xerox began adopting these
poor CIA orphans like NSA
and making sure they continue
to live the good life to which






For a free copy of th« i
current iuut of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ,
to Depi. CP-2. ISO E.




' Tirei Batteries - Specialties
Maine and Noble Sts.
Brunswick, Me.
Dial 729-9507
Fresh Coffee A Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP







224 Maine St., Brunswick
Telephone 725-47SS
COLLEGE FAILS
(Continued from page 1)
ought not to^be set up to turn-out
lawyers; and doctors. "A liberal
arts, oolitic should turn out edu-
cated"men with intellectual inter-,
ests, not technicians, and lawyers
and .doctors' usually are techni-
<
cians. of coilrse; lawyers and doc-
tors may be intellectuals, but a
school which produces few people
interested in careers in college
teaching is probably not produc-
ing professional people with intel-
lectual interests." Levine believes
that the small number of Wood-
row Wilson Fellows reflects the
small number of students inter-
ested in devoting themselves to
intellectual pursuits, and that this
is symptomatic of many of Bow-
doin's shortcomings. He criticizes
the faculty for being content with
a curriculum which turns out pro-
fessional technicians, and he crit-
icizes the administration for being
content with accepting students
who have mainly professional in-
terests,
ing this money on destruction is
pure stupidity.
As said in the "Call": "Finally,
we propose that the focus of End
the War in Vietnam Week be on:
(1) Bringing the GI's home now;
(2) Opposing the draft, and sup-
porting the right of individuals to
refuse to cooperate with the mili-
tary system; and (3) Ending cam-
pus complicity with the war ef-
fort." We support these objec-
IfvesTand therefore, will be taking
part in the Spring Mobilization to
End the War in Vietnam.
SYMPOSIUM (Continued from page 1)
programs. Other topics to be included are doctoral programs in the
liberal arts college environment and implementation of doctoral
programs.
The following persons have agreed to participate as speaker or
panelist: Polykarp Kusch of Columbia, John C. Abbott of Southern
Illinois University, Fred C. Anson of the California Institute of
Technology, Louis T. Benezet of Claremont, Bernard R. Berelson of
the Population Council, Allan Murray Cartter of NYU, Harold B.
Gores of the Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., John F. Hornig
of Columbia, Katharine E. McBride, President of Bryn Mawr College,
Peter P. MuirHead of the United States Office of Education, Richard
J. Storr of the University of Chicago, Robert A. Rosenbaum of Wes-
leyan, Richard H. Sullivan of the Association of American Colleges,
F. Champion Ward of the Ford Foundation.
ROCKEFELLER
(Continued from page 1)
»^^——— ——^™ ^^—.—
With, encouragement and assis-
tance from members of the Fac-
ulty, Officers of the College, the
student body, alumni, and friends,
these undergraduates organized
and financed visits by Bowdoin
students during their 1954 spring
recess to 65 secondary schools in
Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cincinnati,
Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville, Mem-
phis, and Nashville, and in com-
munities in Virginia and North
and South Carolina. The Bow-
doin undergraduates spoke with
guidance directors, principals and
214 high school students.
Originally designed to find can-
didates for the class entering
Bowdoin in the fall of 1965, hence
title "Project 65," the project pro-
duced immediate results by finding
qualified applicants for the fall of
1964.
The student project has con-
tinued with unabated interest and
success since that time. During
the 1964-65 academic year the pro-
gram of school visits by Bowdoin
students and by members of the
College's Admissions Office staff
was continued. In the spring of
1966 six Bowdoin students from
all four undergraduate classes
again visited economically deprived
and predominantly Negro areas of
Washington, D.C., Baltimore,
Richmond, Louisville and Memphis
to interest young people in higher
education.
As a result of the Bowdoin stu-
dents' efforts a total of 12 young
men have been admitted to the
College and the admissions staff
has helped arrange for admission
and scholarship aid at another in-
stitution for two additional can-
didates.
At the same time equally well
qualified students who applied to
Bowdoin were denied admission
because of a lack of scholarship
funds.
Bowdoin asked for aid from the
Rockefeller Foundation after de-
ciding that "in- order to translate
awakened interest into reality, op-
portunity must be provided. To
carry forward in succeeding years
a program of youth to youth en-
couragement and fulfillment, the
College must obtain financial aid
funds to supp'ement its existing
funds for this purpose."
FREAK OUT
The Park St Under
Psychedelphia comes to Bowdoin tomorrow night as Delta
Sigma presents a FREAK OUT with the fast-rising Boston-
based PARK ST. UNDER. A total environment has been creat-
ed for the new blues band which has played at Boston area
fraternities and nightclubs. Light shows, superimposed slides,
and the loudest sound you've ever heard will transport you and
your date to new heights. It all starts at 7 p.m. Come to Delta
Sigma tomorrow night for a totally different kind of entertain-
ment.
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COLUMBIA ERASES
(Continued from page 1)
a
dents The latter had planned an
.
organised boycott of classes to
protest sending ranks to -draft
boards. Resolutions to withhold
rankings haa previously met with
overwhelming Approval from fac-
ulty and the student body.
One other well-known college,
Haverford, abolished class rank-
ings last spring. In addition,
Bennington College and Sarah
Lawrence College, two schools for
women, have given up all grading
systems.
The dropping of class ranking
has merits other than those con-
cerned with the draft, as the New
York Times recognized in an editr
oriaTon Wednesday, April 5, which
hailed the Columbia action as "a*
fundamental long-overdue re-
form." Instead of viewing " the
,
changes 4, as little more than an
effort- to elude the draft law,t v jth.e
Times cited them as doing away
with "an unhealthy form of com-
petition," claiming that class
ranking is an inefficient way of
measuring relative ability. The
editorial a!sd points out that such
a system can be detrimental to
faculty-student relations and the
desired scholarly atmosphere.
WEST
(Continued from page 1)
Mr.. W^esj wrote portions of the
catalogue for E. B. HenningV "SO,'
Yea*B "df^oderfi Art" exhibit at
the Cleveland Museum of Art in
1966, and is currently arranging a
Septajjabec exhibit at the. Albright-
Knox Art GaUery entitled "Painters *
of the Section d'Or." He "has writ-
ten the entire catalogue for this
exhibition.
In connection with the exhibit
on "Painters of tre Section d'Or,"
he is also organizing a circulating
exhibit on the subject for the
Museum of Modern Art in New
York.
Curtis & the Legislature
(Continued from page 4)
port:" the co-ordination and cen-
tralization of the State's educa-
tional planning and financing.
'
Presently, each state college,
branch of the U. of M., and the.
various technical schools submit
individual requests for funds and
development. Curtis is weighing
the advantages and political feas-
ibility of a single state university
under one board of trustees, as ad-
vocated by the Advisory Commis-
sion for the Higher Education
Study (the official cognomen of
the Coles study committee), or a
co-ordinating board to consolidate



























WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low
Payments, at Very Low
Interest




















is most noticeable while blocking
efforts of government reform.
During the campaign, Curtis sup-
ported the concept of an execu-
tive branch directly under the
governor to provide for a cohesive
administration of programs. Pres-
ently, the legislature elect all ma-
jor executive officers outside the
governorship, placing these posi-
tions under GOP rule. The mass-
ive Republican majorities in both
houses (two-thirds in the Senate;
five votes short of a two-thirds
majority in the house) have ada-
mantly opposed the relinquishing
of these legislative rights, especial-
when they consider that the.
posts would be filled by Democratic
appointees.
The Governor has maintained
his veto power. The Democratic
House minority has prevented the
majority from gaining the addi-
tional five votes necessary to over-
ride a gubernatorial veto. Curtis
recently vetoed the Republican
proposal to abolish the "party box"
on the top of the Maine ballot.
The reasons for the action firmly
anchored in sound democratic gov-
ernment and an understanding of
Maine politics. Elimination of the
"party box" would complicate the
voting process, especially when
there would be a long list of can-
didates. Secondly, much of the
Democratic Party's hard core sup-
port in Maine is among the
"straight ticket" voters. The
"straight ticket" has helped many
Democratics at a local level to gain
electoral success.
The Governor faces the peren-
nial problems of enticing new in- rhances sev-erely^
dustries to settle in a relatively
poor state, finding challenging job
opportunities for the state's youth,
and providing the necessary ser-
vices of a modern government on
a limited budget. He also faces
the special problem of gaining a
foothold in grappling with these
issues while facing a powerful par-
tisan Republican legislature whi6h
"once'" promised to be cooperative
and progressive.
BASEBALL






an ewor, infield single, texas 1«b«-'
guer to ' right loaded the bases
with one but. An outfield miscue
brought in one run, theft' an in-^.
fielder's choice brought'Hh -another
before a walk and a third infield
hit and Estey double cleared the
bases and any hope of Bowdoin
salvaging their second victory.
Sophomore Downes once again
did an admirable job yielding three
runs on six hits but fell victim to
hitting non-support and poor play
afield.
In conclusion: There was little
semblance between Bowdoin '6*.
and Bowdoin '66 which led the
nation in total pitching and tied
Texas Christian University for na-
tional fielding honors. Only the
ERA'S of junior Withe (1.80) and
Downes (1.17) showed promise.
The team total of 16 errors (six by
pitchers) fell only nine shbrt of
last year's seasonal total of 25
which covered 18 games. At bat a
.197 team average wrought only 8
runs in 45 innings of baseball. Sta-
tistics don't lie. Bowdoin must
shore up its defense, maintain its
pitching, and get some clutch hit-
ting if we are to win. Beyer's de-
cision to leave school due to ill-
ness will hurt the Polar Bears'
LACROSSE
(Continued from page S)
~ZIZ
aH a waste, since both the attack
'anthmltJfljBW unfts of ttieVoffense
'demonstrated their strength, and
Goalie Leonard gained, much ex-




primary task now is to strengthen
the defense. The first home tilt is
scheduled for April 22 against a













OPEN ALL YEAR -
.
'1
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
JONES'
GREENHOUSES
15 Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
/ Phone 725-2461
Flowers for all occasions
Flowers by wire
SECRETARIAL WORK
Typing, dictation and mime-
ographing done reasonably
and efficiently. 50c per page
for typing. Dorothy A. Tit-
comb - Public Stenographer,
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Maine. Telephone 725-4741.
PLASTIC AND METAL ENGRAVINGS
Done At
NO E S
140 MAINE STREET 725-8709
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS"— "STORAGE FACILITIES"
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP at
LIVERNOIS' IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
720 Sabattua Street Lewiston
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . .
.
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
Brunswick Publishing Co.
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B-Ball, Lax Teams Warm Up In South
Good Pitchy Nb Hit Bears Una 4-5 .• ErT'F"^' u,d, sf!™».
Many times in the past two years we have used this space to
complain about the Bowdoin athletic picture, sometimes finding the
administration at fault and sometimes the students themselves. This
time we would like to commend two Bowdoin students on their drive
and determination in organizing a Southern baseball trip when every-
one else had given up on the idea. As just about everyone now knows,
Mhe Bcwdoin baseball team lost four of five exhibition games on a
spring trip to Salem, Virginia and Princeton, New Jersey. However,
few people realize that this trip was the result of student initiative
and alumni support.
As most students were preparing to leave for spring vacation
two weeks ago, the baseball team was a dejected group. The normal
spring schedule of Villanova, Loyola, Baltimore, and Upsala had been
_
cancelled because of the inclement weather and poor field conditions
" in these Middle Atlantic States. Thus, the team was faced with the
unpleasant prospect of missing a week of baseball, probably having
to practice in the cage for another week or two after coming back
from vacation, and then playing only a Li-game schedule.
At this point the University of Maine offered the Polar Bears'a
chance to go to Salem, a Pittsburgh Pirate rookie league town, to
play a series of practice games with the Black Bears. Unable to
finance the extra costs of the longer trip.without the usual guaran-
teed lodging and meals provided on the normal trip, the Bowdoin
athletic authorities took the position that this would be a good thing
to consider for future years but something unfeasible this year on
such short notice.
Nevertheless, seniors Pete Pappas and Ed Moore saw hope of
salvaging the spring trip through this arrangement with the Univer-
sity of Maine, whose original trip had also been cancelled. Pappas,
captain of the squad, received permission from school authorities to
try to raise the money necessary to go on the trip. Moore then called
alumni and other interested friends who assured him that they could
raise $600. This amount was immediately, transferred to Moore's
account for use on the trip, All 17 hliidonls nukifl on the t rip also
agreed to contribute $30 each to help the financial situation and
make the trip possible. Thus, by pulling together the team was able
to go on a nine-day Southern trip" playing five baseball games. Inci-
dentally, the players' money will all be refunded from what was not
spent on the trip and from further alumni contributions.
The purpose of this column is to give credit where credit is due
and certainly Pappas and Moore deserve the credit for the fact that
there was a spring trip at all. But equally important is the
-example
this sets for the rest of the college community. This shows that much
can be accomplished by student action and initial rveT^Thc numerous
'fltorioa that have appcarcd-hrThi^ T^pn- reqacsTing ;i[-"Southern"
trip that really went South have all been in vain. The athletic <!epaii-
ment took no action whatsoever. Yet .when Two students srKWved that
.they were genuinely interested, interested enough to do the college's
own work, something positive resulted. We feel that positive action
like that taken by Pappas and Moore, and by Bob Seibcl in organiz-
~mtr the-Frec Srmtnar Program, is WornrTfV.ro'Uiah all the words
that appeal' tm these pages] We also* hope lhat the athletic depart-
ment will take up the challenge of formulating' a better Spring base-
ball trip how that the students have shown a genuine desire for it.
-.-.'* by Pete Pappa:?
The University of Maine baseball J;eam ran its winning







i Ace ff|fPllfMyai!]^TyRlvni9p^d-''lYr i&t'lirfeaP^^liri^Aie's'tlHeii
Bowdoin 's hopes for a share in the state championship with a
four hitter, yielded only six singles today while going the full
nine innings. Only Polar Bears Giard and Wormell with two
singles each gave an intimation of the potential stickwork that
we're reputed to have.
While Ordway was throwing
pills at the White Bears, the Black
Bears found pitchers Withe and
Corey fu 13 bingles including
home runs by ss Ferguson and
catcher Stafford. Stafford also
had a long double to star along
with cf Tardiff who had three hits.
In short Maine's pitching" seems
ahead of the Bowdoin batters who
are sti'l looking for their timing.
Commentary: We're playing at
the" beautiful park of the Salem
Rebels, a Pittsburgh Pirate rookie
farm club. The name Butkus is
remembered by the native folk;
Bob was here for two weeks last
summer before moving up a league,
and pitched a two-hitter in his
first appearance. Mort Soule
adapted to the cf position beauti-
fully with sophomore Beyer un-
able to make the trip due to ill-
ness. The fences are 320' down
the lines and 420 in center —
Strong boy Ferguson's homer was
at least 380'.
-Tuesday
N.J., where Maine rescheduled
part of the original spring exhibi-
tions while Bowdoin arranged two
games with UNH. Unlike the
quick dry field of Salem, Prince-
ton's fields were still moist and
slow thus changing the pattern
of play to a safe one-run-at-a-time
style.
i Friday —
Bowdoin needed a clutch ninth
inning double by Bo McFarland,
playing with a broken finger, to
eke cut a 3-2 victory.
A Soule walk and Wormell dou-
ble staked Bowdoin to a 1-0 lead
until UNH rallied for two in the
sixth on a walk, pitcher's error,
and single by cleanup batter
Bartlett. Withe gave up one
earned run in yielding six hits to
the Wildcats. The portsider had
the Durham men off balance all
morning with an assortment of
slow breaking pitches.
Saturday —
Bowdoin wound up a disap-
Interfralrrnity Point Tola's
\Yhite Key




1. Alpha Kappa Sigma* 5
Final Basketball Standings 2. Bi-ta Theta Pi 7
1, Alpha Kappa Sigma 3. Beta Pm 12
2 Beta' Theta Pi 4. Chi Psi 14',
3. Beta Psi 5. Alpha Delta Phi 18
4. Chi Psi G. Psi i; psiIon 20
5. Theta Delta Phi 7. Theta Delta Chi 21 1;





Delta Kappa Epsilo* 9. Delta Kappa Epsilon 2") '.
8. Alpha Rho Upsilc . 9. Alpha Rho Upsilon 1 '5
8. Sigma Nu 11 Sigma Nu * '29'.
in Psi Upsilon 12. Phi Delta Psi 32n
10. Phi Delta Psi Note: Bow'ine rnlloffs anion R AKS





One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PUNT
69-73 MAINE STREET
TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
Despite a sparkling varsity debut
by sophomore pitcher Downes, the
Blaok Bears eked out a 1-0 victory
on an eighth inning rol'er.
Maine starter Engstrom, who
ranked sixth nationally last year,
was touched for seven hits, two
each by shortstop MacFarland and
catcher Moore, but repeatedly
worked out 6f trouble
In two days Maine has not made
an error lftr had a passed ball in
giving Bowdoin their only run in
18 innings. On the other hand
Maine has been guilty of poor
baserunnina as centerfielder T
di'ff and third baseman Keeny
were picked off bases today to
squelch potential rallies.
Commentary: Downes got stron-
ger as the game progressed and
held Maine's power in check with
eight singles. Only 'eadoff batter
Tardiff, 3-4. and Tth batter Keeny,
3-3. could solve the soph's slants.
Newspaper and TV coverage of the
game today with the usual eager
cub reporters interviewing Coach
MacFayrien about baseball in the
old days. Bowdoin bats must be-
come more ambitious if the Black
Bears are to be had.
Wednesday —
The Black Bears turned to fun*
damentals of basennming. and
pitching to trounce Bowdoin 8-1
for their third exhibition victory
A Ferguson single, error, and
fielder's choice bromhtin one run
in the second. A delayed steal by
Bonner made it 2-3 Maine after
fWO lniiin :s A walk, steal. "fielder's
choice, and an ihfie'd out scored
piti her Emery m the third. A
single, steal, and Bonner double
scored Keeny to make it 4-1 be-
fore a four run outburst in the
fifth, in that inning a Tardiff
blocp triple, walk, single, inten-
tional walk, and a Keeny single
got two. Then a wild pitch upped
the score to the filial 8-1. Re-
lievers Panpas and Carson hurled
shutout ball for the next four inn-
ings t,, >„, avaj| ag -jow^nin man .




A day of travel to Princeton
pointing week of spring training
by giving UNH a 6-3 victory on
five unearned runs in the eighth.
It was UNH's lone victory on their
six-game trip.
Bowdoin scored early with two
runs in the first on run produc-
ing singles by Moore ahd Pappas
after two men had reached on a
walk and error.
the eighth inning nightmare,
(Continued on page 7)
But Stickmen Drop Four
4
by Tom Johnson
Although: Coach Dick McGee's
Vaisity*Tacrosse;team dropped all
four of its 'gasfcs an the spring*"
tour, there were some bright spots
in an otherwise disappointing
week. As usual, the Polar Bears
headed south without any outdoor
practice behind them and had to
face good squads who had been
having regular practices and scrim-
mages on their fields. Consequent-
ly, the tour has become somewhat
cf an annual drubbing for the
varsity, but the experience, gain-
ed the hard way, usually yields its
cwn benefits during the New Eng-
land campaign.
Several individuals performed
wel! and earned Coach McGee's
praise. Sophomores Sandy Ervin
and Hugh Fisher were the high
scorers fcr the four contests, while
Pete Quigley, Bob Ives, and Drew
Spalding also played well on of-
fense. Co-captain Bob PfeifTer
was the standout on defense and,
in addition, scored 3 goals from
his midfield position on the man-
up team. Roger Bryson and Jim
Harris are the other two starters
en a defense which improved with
each game.
Bowdoin's first outing was
against Hofstra, and the shaky
Bears fell by a 15-4 tally. Co-
,
captain BucT£y~'ieeter ana krvm ~*
were injured early in the game,
and the defense was not able to
check the quick offense of the
Flying Dutchmen. Goalie Mike
Leonard did a fine job in the nets
as most of the scores came from
open men with clear shots.
Next was a tilt with Stevens
Tech which proved to be the most
encouraging game of the series.
.The Black and White led 3-0 after
IIOWDOIX LACROSSE LEADERS—Dlok McGee, varsity la-
erosse eoaeh is Hanked by his 1!)(J7 Co-Captains: Bob PfeifTer
(lelt), and Bob Teeter (right). Polar Bears will plav at New
Ilannwliire April |fi and Brandeis April 1!). Home opener conies
April 22 against Weslevaii.
LOWERY'S
(Wallpaprr - f(thrift)
Art Supplies • I'ainU - Suiulni ,
2t Pleasant Si. — Dial ?2.i-33ft!
Dial 725-5361




Bow dun i Co. lege tennis coach
Kay Biekneli foresees a close bat-
tle for his net men against Colby
tins year for the state title.
Last season the Polar Bears, with
a G-j recHid. tied the Mules for
the title, which Bowdoin has either
won or tied in the past live out of
six years. , %
This season will feature a pre-
dominantly senior team. Amotu
lettermeii returning are Capt.
Spencer Smith. Tim Brooks, Tom
Cranshaw, Bert Kendall, and Mike
.Wartman.
Missed will be Phil Brad'ey, who
together with Smith made up the
doubles team that captured the
Maine intercollegiate championship
last year, and Ro-ier HinchhfTe.
CoacM Biekneli said sophomores
Bob Wordman. Dave Anthony. Jeff
Harrison and Clark Lauren are all
i prospects for varsity dutv.
Junior Jim G.ldfarb also shows
promise. Biekneli said.
The Polar Bear nctmen open
then- schedule at MIT. April 15.
the first period with the defense
looking much better. However,
the Engineers had a big second
period making the count 5-3 and
went on to register a win by 10-
7. In this clash, Hugh Fisher
did the trick with three scores,
and the offense as a whole begaiT
to live up to its potential.
Against c. W. Post, the Varsity
succumbed 16 7. but the offense
proved that it could score often
facing a big. fast .'and experienced
team. Bowdoin held the Cereals
even for the first half, but the
New Engenders - ' lack of depth
told the story in the second half
as the Toasties men woe able to
roll up the score.
Fmal'y, the stickmen faced-off
against an always powerful squad
f'-om Adclphi. Remarkably, the
Greeks <nlv held a 7-6 lead at
lialftim,'. The Polar Bear offense
was. outstanding in the first two
periods but was obviously tired
111 the !!»sj two and the margin
between the teams widened.
As mentioned above, the sweep
through thi "South" was not at
if'ontinuert on page 7l
[ardfefii^NYC
^




"We, people from all walks of
life^declare an end to our silence.
We declare It particularly to the
government of the United Stages."
— Statement of purpose of The^fe
Committee For Non-Violent Ac-
tion.
New York City thts weekend will
be the rendezvous of an estimated
100,000 individuals concerned with
the American action in Vietnam.
The gigantic rally, to be staged at
United Nations Plaza on Saturday
afternoon, is being arranged by
The Spring Mobilization Commit-
tee To End The War In Vietnam,
and is supported by the Students
For A Democratic Society, the
W. E. B. DuBois Club, The South-
continued on page 7)
TEACHING-IN: Professor Daniel Levine
(left) — "The first thing we must do is end
the bombing". Professor. John Rensenbrink
(right) — "We are fighting against the mod-
ernization of society." (Hetta photos)
War Teach-in
Attacks Policy
by John Ranahan- *
"We have fostered a type of im-
perialism." With this analysis, by;
Professor Ernst "ftelrirreich. an
-*jsoverflbWjcrowd heard a' reexamine '
ation of United States policy in
Vietnam at a teachin sponsored by
SDS Wednesday night. Along
with Professor Helmreich, profes-
sors William Whiteside, Daniel Le-
vine and John Rensenbrink lashed
out against present policy.
Professor Helmreich began by
presenting the history of the
French involvement in Indochina.
He established the basis from
which much of the following three
talks could be understood, and
further asserted that the United
(Continued on page 5)
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Congressional Committee
Charges Red Manipulation
by Michael F. Rice
The House Committee on Un-American Activities has charged
that Communists are the principal organizing force behind ex-
tensive demonstrations to take place during "Vietnam Week,"
April 8-15. A Committee report, "Communist Origin and Manip-
ulation of Vietnam Week," says the aims of these demonstrations
————————^———
— are to reverse the US. policy of
Melhm Proposes Student Council Food Fast





In response to student agitation
against the U.S. position in Viet-
nam during the Spring Mobiliza-
tion, the Bowdoin chapter of
Young Americans for Freedom, a
conservative campus group, has is-
sued a position paper outlining
reasons for that organizations sup-
port of current policy.
The paper presents three main
reasons justifying American in-
volvement:
( 1 ) the SEATO Treaty, of which
the Republic of Vietnam is a proto-
col member, obligates us to answer
a call for assistance from an at-
tacked ally; South Vietnam re-
quested this aid; (2) armed ag-
gression must be checked at every
outbreak if a tide of war is to be
avoided; (3) the United States has
a vital interest in preserving and
encouraging freedom everywhere
in the world. Only the second
and third statements are arguable:
the MacArthur YAF stands con-
vinced of their correctness.
The report also states that "what
is happening in Vietnam is but
the latest attempt of Asian com-
munist power to establish its
hegemony over that continent. It
cannot be honestly maintained
that the action of the 'National
Liberation Front' is civil war, or
some ineffable nationalistic yearn-
ing. •
"The pattern forged by the
Chinese Reds in the World War,
and repeated in Korea, is again
being tested in a probing of the
Free World's resolve. Should the
Red Chinese, through their pup-
pets, succeed in overrunning all of
Vietnam, the encouragement for
further aggression, the pressure on
neighboring nations to appease
the victors, and the material
wealth and strategic position of
(Continued on page 7)
resisting Communism in Vietnam,
undermine the United States, de-
stroy any possibility of establish-
ing a stable democratic govern-
ment in Vietnam and promote a
Communist takeover there.
The Committee names two groups
as the planners and organizers of
the demonstrations — the Student
Mobilization Committee and the
Spring Mobilization Committee. It
says "Communists are playing
dominant roies" in both organiza-
tions.
(Continued on page 3)
by Bruce Griffin
In a letter to the Faculty Cur-
riculum and Educational Policies
Committee, December 22, 1966, As-
sociate Director of Admissions
Ftobert C. Mellow proposed a five-
year A.B. degree program for de-
prived students. The proposal was
approved at the February faculty
meeting and will go into effect
next fall. ——;
—
Mr. Mellow is Director of the
Bowdoin Upward Bound Program.
His plan would provide that twelve
students from the nationwide Up-
ward Bound project be admitted
to Bowdoin in September. Such
students cannot usually handle a
full load of college work, so Mel-
low has suggested that they be
. (Continued on page 3)
by Peter Morris
The Student Council came forth this week with an unusual
proposal for a student "fast" in order to raise funds for UNI-
CEF's aid program to hunger stricken portions of India. The
Council, under the leadership of Doug Biklen, is unanimously
asking for the support of the student body in this undertaking.
The Student Council came
forth this week with an unusual
proposal for a student "fast" in
order to raise funds for UNICEF's
aid program to hunger stricken
portions of India. The Council,
under the leadership of Doug
Biklen, is unanimously asking for
the support of the student body
in this undertaking.
According to C. Lloyd Bailey,
Executive Director of the United
States Committee for UNICEF, the
nutritional needs in the states of
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh are
(Continued on page 7)
The Story Behind The Rockefeller Gift:
Project 65 Earns Foundation Esteem
by Anthony Esposito
Last spring, faced with the dis-
heartening prospect of abandoning
Project 65 because of a lack of
funds, Tony Moulton '67 and Ed
Bell '66 decided to go "grant hunt-
ing" in New York City, the most
luxurious of a'l jungles. Because
of their initiative, Bowdoin recently
received a $150,000 grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation, and Proj-
ect 65 will be able to continue its
dynamic role in "improving higher
education opportunities for young
men from underprivileged areas."
According to Moulton Project 65
was founded in 1963 by a group of
Bowdoin undergraduates who were
interested in bringing to the Col-
lege qualified men from restricted
backgrounds and correcting the
social and economic inbalance that
existed in the student body. Dur-
ing the recesses that followed,
students and faculty made pri-
vately financed trips to over sixty
cities including Washington, D. C,
Memphis, Chicago, and St. Louis,
where they met with guidance di-
rectors and students. They en-
couraged capable students to ap-
ply to Bowdoin as well as to other
comparable schools in the North-
east.
Initial results were encouraging.
Although Project 65 managed to
get only one man enrolled at Bow-
doin in '64, Moulton said it was
instrumental in obtaining admis-
sions for others to colleges in the
North. The program continued
through '65 but last year it was
terminated. The reason was sim-
ple: Project 66 did not have stiffi-
TONY MOULTON
cient funds to carry on the pro-
gram and no financial aid could
be elicited from the College itself
which was in the middle of rais-
ing money for its bold building
program. Therefore, rather than
give students false hopes for schol-
arship aid when there was ob-
viously none to be had, Project 65
discontinued their recruitement ac-
tivities. Plans were made to re-
initiate the program as soon as
the College began a scholarship
fund drive.
Project 65 wasn't willing to
wait and so with the aid of the
Administration, students drew up
a proposal to present to several
of the large foundations. Accord-
ing to the proposal, the founda-
tion would provide financial aid
for five Negro freshmen in the fall
of '67, and Bowdoin would match
this by also aiding five freshmen.
In '68, the foundation would sup-
port four freshmen in addition to
the five from the previous year
and again the College would match
by giving scholarship aid to six in-
coming students and by continu-
ing aid to the five from the pre-
ceding year. The process would
continue until by 1975, Bowdoin
alone wou'd be aiding 10 Negro
students in each class. The amount
of money needed to implement this
program was originally set at
$132,000, but later raised to $150,-
000 by the Rockefeller Foundation.
In early. June of 1966, Moulton
and Bell traveled to New York and
presented the proposal to the
Ford, Carnegie, Sloan, and Rocke-
feller Foundations, Most of the
(Continued on page 7)
Grading System
Studied By Dean
The effects of Bowdoin's grading
system on admittance and perfor-
mance by alumni in graduate
schools is being studied by Dean
of the College A. LeRoy Greason.
The Dean told the Orient he had
sent letters to eighty-five graduate
deans and department heads at
schools where Bowdoin students
have studied, inquiring into their
The Faculty has directed the •
Committee on Educational «
J Policy to study the feasibility ,
J of allowing faculty and stu- #
• dent wives and women staff #
• members to take courses for
* credit at Bowdoin.
The Committee,• at the •
• March 10 faculty meeting, was *
• also called on to Investigate *
«• •
• the possibility of encouraging •
• the hiring of women faculty •
• *
• members. A clause in the By- •
• •
• laws of the College which pro- •
• *
• hibited the hiring of women •
• was removed by the Govern- •
I tag Boards in 1964. •
• •
performance both compared to
other students at these schools,
and to there grades and standing
at Bowdoin.
The preliminary response from'
about thirty schools indicates, ac-
cording to the Dean, that in gen-
eral Bowdoin students fare well in
graduate schools, with a small per-
centage of exceptionally good and
poor students.
The complete results of this study
will be turned over to the Student
Council and the Recording Com-
mittee of the faculty.
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Smith's Photo Shop
146 Maine St., Brunswick
Photo Supplies,
Contemporary Cards
* Ball Point Bens
Recording Tape
Hallmark Greeting Cards
And Many Other Items
'*»
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes j£* ; %-
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St, Brunswick
m mm aL
Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA t
Bath B*. Braaawtch. Mt awW-uR





Tires - Batteries - Specialties
Maine and. Noble Sts.
Brunswick, Me.'
Dial 729-9507
720 Sabettas Street Lewiston











happy to serve you"
Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick. $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After.Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
"Sons and Daughters," a documentary-style film on Vietnam,
will be shown on Monday evening (April 17). ...
f TheTllio M*H be pr*sen«ft*t 7:30 p.m. in SmftK Auditorium,
Sills HaU..* ,*-„ ,_'. 'V . ' -^
Producers of the feature-length movie said it "records 36 hours
in the life of a community challenged by the impact of an unpopular
war." The film is set in the San Francisco area during protest dem-
onstrations in October of 1965.
Marc B. Freedman, a member of the Bowdoin chapter of Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS), one of the sponsors, said the film
also depicts those Americans who fight in Vietnam and those who
protest against the war. ^»••• *
Dr. Harold J. Ockenga, international religious leader and pastor
of Boston's historic Park Street Church (Congregational), will speak
at Bowdoin April 20 and 21.
The widely traveled evangelical theologian will deliver a public
lecture at 8:15 p.m. April 20 in Wentworth Hall and will speak the
following day at a 10:10 a.m. service in the Bowdoin Chapel. His




- Dr. Ockenga has been pastor of the famed churcfiorTthe Boston
Common since 1936. The church supports 93 missionaries in 48 coun-
tries and Dr. Ockenga has made missionary journies to Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Europe. He has preached in numerous countries
throughout the world.
* * » -
• * *
Steven Z. Kaplan *68 has been elected President of Psi Upsilon.
Other Psi Upsilon officers at Bowdoin include:
Vice President, Robert L. Bell, Jr. "68.
Secretary, Douglas G. Green '68.
Treasurer, G. Keith Jonas '68.
, * * * *




^fn^eT Delta Sigma officers include
:
Vice President, Gerald E. Jettison, Jr. '68.
Treasurer, John C. Lawlor '69.
Recording Secretary, Daniel A. Noiles '70.
House Manager, Dennis E. McCowan '68.
Anthony W. Buxton '68 has been elected President of Zeta Psi.
Other Zeta Psi officers include:
Vice President, George F. T.-Yancey, Jr. '68.
Recording Secretary, Jean F. Mason '68.
Treasurer, Geoffrey A. Miller '68. .-.
House Manager, Roger N. Austin '69. . .
* • » * *
William C. Bechtold '68 has been elected President of Theta Delta
SWANK, MtW rO*K - SOLE 0ISTRI8U1OR
Other Theta Delta Chi officers include:
Vice President, Dana R. Wilson "68.
Treasurer. Stewart P. Newell '68.
Recording Secretary, J. Whitman Smith '68.
House Manager, Jeffrey C. Richards '68.
Dr. Roland N. McKean, Professor of Economics at the University
of California in Los Angeles, will deliver a public lecture at Bowdoin
Monday afternoon (April 17).
Dr. McKean, who is currently Visiting Professor of Economics
at Harvard University, will discuss "The Unseen Hand in Government
and the Role of Program Budgeting."
' His address will be given at 3:30 p.m. in the Mitchell Room of
Wentworth Hall at the Bowdoin Senior Center.
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland





1. President Doug Biklen has arranged an agreement with Mr.
Lancaster for a "Fast for India". Under this agreement it is
requested that the fraternity and Senior Center Dining Halls not
serve an evening meal on some occasion in the immediate future -
to be specified by the Council. The amount of money saved will |
be turned over by the Dining Service to the Council as a con-
tribution to aid people in India starving because of famine condi-
tions. The fraternities and independents are urged to agree by
next Monday to join in this program. The goal is 100% participa-
tion by the Student Body.
2. $200 was appropriated for the new coffee house.
3. $125 was appropriated for Room B.
4. During the next few weeks the Council will undertake to establish
a Senior-Freshman Counseling system. If any present junior
would be willing to assist in advisingTrfreshman next year, he
should submit his name to his Council representative. Freshmen
with special problems will be referred to these men interested in
this program on the basis of their experience.
5. Student Council Officers will be elected on May 1.
DRAMA
The school will be sponsored jointly by the Edinburgh Univer-
sity Department of Adult Education and the Edinburgh Civic Theatre
(Royal Lyceum). It will take place in Edinburgh from Saturday, 19th
August, to Saturday, 2nd September 1967.
,
Those interested see Prof. Howell.
The closing date is 7th May 1967 and all applications addressed to:
The Director of Adult Education,
International Summer School in Drama,
Department of Adult Education,
Edinburgh University,
1 1 Buccleuch Place,
Edinburgh, 8.
r+
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Harrison, Rqulston.Awarded FDR Cup New Appointment To Staff
'-»
1 Two 'Bowdjtflri Jt3hk>rs who have
played leading roles ^community
service activities both on and off
the* campus were awarded- the
Franklin Delano Rooseveft Cup at
the College Wednesday. *
The joint award was presented
to Nathaniel B. Harrison and
Thomas W. Roulston at a Forum
on the 22nd anniversary of the
death of President Roosevelt.
Professor Roger Howell, Jr., of
the Bowdoin History Department
presented the award, established
by Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity at
Bowdoin after President Roose-
velt's death in 1945 and given an-
nually to "that member of the
three lower classes whose vision,
humanity and courage most con-
tribute to making Bowdoin a bet-
ter college."
Professor Howell said Roosevelt
displayed in full measure the at-
tributes of humanity, vision and
courage. "When we come to ca-
talogue his achievements," Profes-
sor Howell said, "we will remem-
ber him as a leader who helped
turn depression into recovery, as
the man who committed our na-
tion to the concept of the welfare
state, as a vaiiajitJeader of this Roulston,. who Is an actlye parT
nation In the baTOF against the ticipant in dramatic producfions
dictators, and as one of the prinr and activities of jihe Masque and
cipal architects of the .vjcjory ft Gown,. has been- a deader encoulVjr
t,hf» frpp wnrlri t.hnnoh ht> riiaii An aa<n« n.n.«<r •>4t.JM— i_ ft l-
Douglas Heads Development
e ee world,, though he djed 6n
«r*the eve of this" his greatest tri-
umph."
An English major, Harrison has
been active in the Bowdoin Un-
dergraduate Civil Rights Organi-
zation (BUCRO) and currently
serves as Secretary. He was one
of six undergraduates who parti-
cipated in Bowdoin's unique, stu-
dent-initiated Project 65, giving
up their spring vacation to visit
economically deprived areas in the
Northeast and conducting work-
shops and. discussion sessions to
interest young people in higher
education.
Harrison is President of the
Bowdoin Christian Association and
Managing Editor of "The Orient.''
He has been active in dramatic
productions of Bowdoin's Masque
and Gown and served as Secretary
during the recent Campus Chest
Weekend. He has also been ac-
tive in Bowdoin's Upward Bound
program and has worked in the
Pineland Project.
aging more activities in the arts
for students. Through his efforts.
the Student Arts Committee,
which he founded, sponsored last
month a student arts week which
included various activities 'ranging
from folk concerts to a student art
exhibition and contest.
A Dean's List student and so-
ciology major, Roulston is Libra*
rian of the Masque and Gown. In
this year's Student Written One-
Act Play Contest his play took
second honors and he was named
best actor for his performance in
it. He has been cast in leading
roles in several Masque and Gown
productions during his past three
years at Bowdoin.
Both Harrison and Roulston
have participated in Bowdoin's
"Big Brother" program, under
which undergraduates serve as
"big brothers" to boys in the
Brunswick area. The poir was also
instrumental in the recent es-
tablishment of an undergraduate
coffee house on the campus.
Five-Year A.B. Seen
(Continued from page 1)
^ HVAC
allowed to take just three courses
for their freshman year, in Eng-
lish, mathematics, and a foreign
language. Then for the following
four years he wou?d" take a pro-
gression of 3,3,4, and 4 courses. All
courses will be part of the regular
curriculum.
1(
Mellow prefers this program of
a limited number of regular courses
to instituting special corrective
classes or having the students at-
tend a year of prep school before
coming to owdoin. He feels that
the latter idea is undesirable be-
cause most of the candidates are
older than their classmates and if
wou'd be bette'r to get them into
.
the college environment as quick-
ly as possible. Special courses
would put a strain on the college
faculty and finances, and would
give the students less of a feeling
of belonging and achievement
within the college community.
Students in the program will
earn a regular A.B. degree. They
would fulfill the same requirements
and take the same courses as other
A.B. candidates.
Trinity Plan Is Similar
The Bowdoin program is similar
to one that will be instituted next
fall at Trinity, which is making it
possible to earn a degree in five or
six years. Trinity President Dr.
Albert C. Jacobs said he felt the
college had an obligation to the
segments of society from which
the special students will come, and
also to the present Trinity stu-
dents, who wil' have a chance to
"rub backs with people they
wouldn't meet elsewhere."
Like the Bowdoin proposal, the
Trinity plan provides for no dilu-
tion cf the undergraduate degree.
It is designed for men with high
potential who could not otherwise
survive the freshman year. Stu-
dents entering under the program
will take only three courses for the
first year, and can delay the
freshman math requirement. The
Trinity faculty passed the proposal
unanimously. Dr. Jacobs said he
knew of no other similar program,
so apparently Trinity and Bow-
doin are taking a unique step.
Four-Year .Option
Mr. Mel!ow has proposed op-
tions for students in the special
program who respond favorably' to
the challenge presented them. If
a student achieves a B-minus av-
erage the first year, he may elect
to finish his undergraduate studies
in the standard four years by add-
ing more courses for the succeed-
ing six semesters. If a candidate
measures up to a* B-minus after
two years, he may take two credits
in an approved summer session,
and still go on to a four-year de-
gree.
Candidates for the five-year pro-
gram will be admitted through
(Continued on page 1)
Decries
Dissent
(Continued from page 1)
The student group, the Commit-
tee states, grew out of a conference
in Chicago last December, called
by Bettina Aptheker of the Com-
munist Party's National Commit-
tee to organize a, nationwide stu-
dent strike against the war. in Viet-
nam. The conference decided to
limit the strike proposal to a few
key campuses, but to stage exten-
sive on-and-off campus student
demonstrations throughout the
week of April 8-15.
The aim of the Spring Mobiliza-
tion Committee is to stage on
April 15, as a culmination to Viet-
nam Week, the largest demonstra-
tion ever to take p!ace in the
U. S. against the war in Vietnam.
The two committees have Joined
SECRETARIAL WORK
Typing, dictation and mime-
ographing done reasonably
and efficiently. 50c per page
for typing. Dorothy A. Tit-
comb - Public Stenographer,





A •tadent the War at the Teach-in. (Hetta photo)
Available in new formula FLOW
KOTE*). Easy to apply, quick
dry, a pleasure to the eye, and
economical to buy.
mim






Russell S. Douglas of Bruns-
wick, a .Vice President * of the
Casco. Bank & T/ust, Compaq has
"been appointed a Development Of-
ficer at Bowdoin.
Mr. Douglas, who will assume
his new position May 1, will be in
charge of Bowdoin's corporate de-
velopment program. He will serve
on the staff of the College's Execu-
tive Secretary, E. Leroy Knight,
who has general supervision over
Bowdoin's development, public re-
lations and alumni programs.
Development officers are respon-
sible for maintaining contacts with
corporations that are sources of
financial grants to the college.
A native of Brunswick, Mr.
Douglas is a cum laude member of
Bowdoin's C?ass of 1949 but was
actually graduated in 1950 due to
an interruption of his studies for
service with the VS. Army of Oc-
cupation in Germany in 1946-47.
Mr. Douglas began his banking
career at the Guaranty Trust Co.
cf New'York, with which he was
associated from 1950 to 1954, when
he was appointed Manager of the
Brunswick branch of the First-
Auburn Trust Co.
In 1959 he joined the staff of
the Casco Bank & Trust Company
as an Assistant Vice President,
RUSSELL S. DOUGLAS
working in the bank's main office
in Portland. Mr. Douglas return-
ed to Brunswick banking circles in
1961, when Casco opened a Bruns-
wick branch and he was appointed
officer in charge of business de-
velopment and commercial loan
activities.
Mr. Douglas was elected a Vice
President of Casco in 1963 and
since 1965 he has been working
out of the Portland Office in the
bank's business development and
commercial lending programs.
forces to insure the success of
their Joint projects.
Representative Edwin E Willis,
Chairman of the Committee, said
evidence indicates that the organ-
izers of Vietnam Week may suc-
ceed in their basic objective of
staging the largest and most ex-
tensive demonstrations against the
war in Vietnam.
"We must keep in mind, how-
ever, .that they originally hoped to
turn out 500,000 people for their
march in New York and the same
number for their San Francisco
march and demonstration --=* a
total of 1,000,000 people. I am
convinced they will not get any-
thing like this number. It will be
a Communist failure in this re-
spect, though they will succeed in
providing a lot of grist for the
worldwide Communist propaganda
mil'.
"Naturally, this is disturbing. It
is encouraging, however, to know
that the great majority of stu-
dents in this country are refusing
to have anything to do with Vietr
nam Week and counterdemonstra-
tions are being organized on some
campuses."
The Committee report finds that
global publicity will be given to
the Vietnam Week demonstrations
by Communist propagandists in all
parts of the world and will have
the following effects:
(a) It will give aid and comfort
to the Communists everywhere,
particularly in Vietnam;
(b) Among non-Communists, it
win tend to create the false im-
pression that a truly large segment
of the U. S. population is vehe-
mently opposed to this country's
policy in Vietnam;
(c) U. S. leaders will be faced
with greater difficulties in con-
vincing our allies of the correct-
ness of this country's policy in
Vietnam. (Other Committee con-
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Democratic Dissent 7
Legitimate dissension has traditionally been one of the most
highly respected perogatives of an American citizen. An Ameri-
can's right, indeed his duty, to criticize actions of his govern-
ment which he believes are immoral or illegal is an essential
democratic tenet. The rally to end the war in Vietnam in New
York tomorrow will be attended by conscientious Americans who
are requesting their leaders^ to reconsider present U.S. military
policy in Vietnam.
There has been an unfortunate tendency in recent months
to brand those Americans who publicly demonstrate their oppo-
rition to the war in Vietnam as traitors or Communist sympa-
thizers. So short-sighted an attitude is in reality contrary to the
fundamentals of American freedom. The man who stands in
opposition to his country's foreign policy and reinforces his
belief with intelligent, active protest is as much to be admired
as the man who supports America in Vietnam and substantiates
his conviction with military service.
Thus, we view with dismay and alarm the recent report of
the House Un-American Activities Committee on supposed com-
munist exploitation in the organization of the Spring Mobiliza-
tion to End the War in Vietnam.
In the introduction, the chairman, Representative Edwin E.
Willis, supports what he considers legitimate dissent on the
grounds that any careful evaluation of the facts of Vietnam^will
result in support for present policies.
This "I will defend your right to dissent as long as you
don't dissent with me" attitude is greatly disturbing,- seemingly
denying any possible alternative to our present commitment in
Vietnam.
Contrary to Mr. Willis' witch-hunting statements, we feel
strongly that the Spring . Mobilization represents the broadest
possible spectrum of attitudes towards the war, having in com-
mon only a desire not to take at face value present policy. To
make a sweeping generalization that such demonstration of con-
cern is playing into the hands of some great communist con-
spiracy is only a black mark on the traditions of participatory
democracy.
The statements of the campus YAF are a legitimate expres-
sion of one viewpoint towards the war, setting forth an inter-
pretation of the geo-political reasons for U.S. involvement in
Southeast Asia. We disagree with these interpretations, partic-
ularly when they say "we are fighting ... a system of govern-
ment that is imposed by force; sustained by force, and is wholly
dependent on force for expansion." Surely this is as succinct a
description of the Ky regime as any we've seen.
We hope the YAF, and the public in general are capable of
greater tolerance of dissent, and cognizance of its value, than is
the McCarthyistic HUAC. M.F.R., N.B.H.
Students Demonstrate Responsibility
What is particularly noteworthy and laudable about the
recent $150,000 scholarship grant by the Rockefeller Foundation
for Project 65, is the intense and essential student involvement
at all stages of development of the project and grant.
That the grant itself was made only after Tony Moulton had
presented the program from a student's view, literally knocking
on the door of one foundation after another, is the best kind of
affirmation of the effectiveness of student responsibility in gov-
erning their own interests.
As outlined by Robert Mellow in these pages, much needs to
be done to make the program for disadvantaged students effec-
tive. The degree of student participation in the Project 65 is a
superlative example of the kind of responsibility which can and
must be delegated to students.
This responsibility must be forthcoming in the areas of
grading, with the institution of a pass-fail system, and with the
implementation of the proposals of the Student Council in the
liberalization of Social Rules.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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To twe Editor: t .
-
~Arthou~h it wa$ unfortunate that- fh Monday's
/o-rum ye were treated to what might- be termed
an "anti-war-mongering" speech, (i.e. Mr. Freed-
man used the same name-calling, unproven gen-
eralizations as we liberals usual'y like to associate
with the conservative "war-mongers") it was more
unfortunate still to have been associated with the
Bowdoin student body at that time.
Tn past forums there has renerally been a
healthy disrespect f*T the speaker which et him
know if he had done' a bad j >b or tried to pull the
w *i rver anyone's eyes. This would probably
been appropriate at some points in Mr. Freedman's
hMily emotional speech. However, the fact was
that hissing and catcal's were evidenced from the
rnr.—cnt he took the podium. This demonstrated
a most unhealthy air of complacency and ill-
manners more commonly found at jingoist meet-
ing than an assembly of supposedly open-minded
col'e^e students. If I may indulge a generally held
Northeastern prejudice, one would expect to find
such conduct at "Ole Miss" rather than Bowdoin.
There was, however, one bright spot. The upper
class sections were, with a few exceptions, rela-
tively quiet. Most of the noise seemed to come
from the freshmen and sophomores. Perhaps there




In a recent issue of the Orient you printed a
letter from a classmate of mine, Richard Spear,
dealing with the condition of the heafng facilities
in the dormitories. To my mind, there is another
campus accommodation which needs more imme-
diate reform. I refer to the linen service for the
fraternities—our own "Gordie Linen," as it is
affectionately (?) called.
At the beginning of this school year, "my room-
mate and I were members of a select group of
fraternity men who were obliged to sleep for the
first few weeks of our junior year in bedrolls be-
cause we somehow missed the first "linen call."
It was not until I cornered one of the "linen men"
(for want of something better to call them).be-
tween Hyde and Appleton Halls that we were once
again able to know the pleasure of rest without
inhaling the down insulation of the sleeping bags.
I don't wish to dwell on the quality of the linen
provided by the service. Only very seldom have I
found rips more than three inches wide in the
sheets, and I suppose my hair may be a bit long
to dry with just one towel. But I'm of the rare
sort who likes to change his linen once a week and
yet can't afford to wait around on Thursday after-
noon for a delivery which comes anywhere between
one o'clock and four!
At the time of my writing this, I have once
again missed a linen change. I foolishly thought
that after lunch I could go to the library for per-
haps an hour and take out some books that I need
over vacation. Consequently, when I returned at
two o'clock, I found the linen "gone a half an hour
ago"- approximately two hours earlier than last
week. Perhaps I could have left the linen to be
changed by a brother. I have done that in the past,
and, indeed, I intended to do it today. Is it, then,
my only recourse to present my linen to a brother
the night before, to insure that I will get it to him
in time for him to change it for me?!
• I don't wish to burden another brother with the
responsibility of exchanging my linen anymore
than I wish to sleep in a sleeping bag for the rest
of the year. Surely the College should be able to
indulge its students with a more reliable linen
service. Or must we wait for Al Janjigian to pro-
vide us with that, too?
Jim Cogswell '68,
The President of the College
would like to remind students
that they are welcome at ses-
sions of the Symposium on
Doctoral Programs At Small
Colleges, April 21-22 as seat-
ing permits.
Hinckley Defense l*£ '-
To (he Editor: "'. • , .»
?
''"
I redd with great "interest the article oh "Maine
Indians"; which appeared in the A*j*ril 7 edition of
the Orient. While I agree in great part with Mr.
Nathaniel Harrison, the article's author, that
Maine's Indians have been extremely abused by
the State government for many years, there are
certain errors in fact contained in the Ramparts
article upon which Mr. Harrison apparently relied
for his information.
'
I should particularly like to record a correction
on two points made by Mr. Harrison and Ramparts.
Ramparts accuses Edward Hinck'ey, Maine's new
Commissioner of Indian Affairs of having done
"nothing more significant than campaign to abol-c
ish drinking on reservations". This is totally un-
true. The author of Ramparts article is a VISTA
w: rker on one cf the Indianj-eservations. As such
his most immediatedealings with the Department
of Indian Affairs are via the local Indian Develop-
ment Specialist, a Mr. Arnold Davis. Mr. Davis is
very upset about drinking on the Indian reserva-
tions. The job description written by the Maine
Bureau of Personnel for the position of Indian
Affairs Specialist calls for a person of four years
of college or equivalent experience. It furthermore
describes the desired person as one who is familiar
with workings with groups of people in community
development activities. It perhaps quite accurately
describes a Sociologist with specialized training in
working with Cultural sub-groups and some de-
gree of experience in the field. It then goes on to
offer this person a salary ranging from $109 to a
maximum of $132 per week. As a result, the gen-
tleman currently holding the job is a former State
Forester and Game Warden who has substituted
many years of experience in State employment
for the requisite educational and sociological back-
ground. The Commissioner, on the other hand,
holds a decree in Cultural Anthropology from Har-
vard and an M.Ed, also from Harvard. He has, in
addition, spent a number cf years in working with
Indians in b~th an educational and a community
development capacity in the western states. I
think the quotation in Ramparts maybe far more
accurately attributed to Mr. Davis than to the
Commissioner.
Regarding this year's proposed budget for the
Department of Indian Affairs, a misunderstanding
ought to be corrected. The budget consists of three
parts. Part 1 is quite accurately described as a
welfare section of the budget. It provides for a
dole for Indians who require it. As such it is
nothing of which the State can be proud. It is
merely a poor means of keeping the Indians from
utter starvation.
Part 2 and Part 3 are new with the advent of
Commissioner Hinckley. Together in his proposed
budget, they accounted for some $260,000 which
would have been devoted to self help projects,
employment, housing improvements and other
necessary activities for the benefit of the Indians.
These activities were aimed at ultimately making
the Indians self-supporting and removing the need
for a Part 1 budget. It was Parts 2 and 3 of the
budget which Governor Curtis saw" fit to reduce to
.$60,000, thereby insuring that the Indians would
continue to be mere welfare recipients rather
than self-supporting citizens.
I should like to emphasize that Maine has noth-
ing to be proud of in its pass: treatment of its
Indian citizens. However, to blame any part of
this despicable record upon Commissioner Hinck-
ley would be an injustice as well as an inaccuracy.
Louis L. Doyle




Although the major portion of the current aca-
demic year now lies behind us. we would like to
expose a major discourtesy which has been shown
to the junior class. Our grievance concerns the
lack of upholding one of Bowdoin's time honored
traditions, namely that of seniority in the chapel.
After two years of willing compliance with this
tradition we now feel that we as juniors are being
denied this same privilege. While holding in the
highest esteem the lights of the individual, we do
feel that this is one tradition which should and
must be maintained. We, as self-appointed repre-
sentatives of the junior class, now formally re-
quest that piv.per respect be shown to upperelass-
men regarding chapel seniority as designated in
the Rowdoin Handbook which is received by each
incoming, freshman.
Respectfully,
John A. Whipple '.68
Dana T Gallup '68
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War Teach-in Attacks Policy
* *-
(Continued
States merely stepped into the
role^f the colonial power in Viet-,
nam. ^Professor He'mreich said^
that whereas the United States did"
not fall into the pattern of'Euro-
,
pean colonialism ofJJie early twen-
tieth century, "We have fostered
a type of imperialism."
U.S. Puppets
Picking up the discussion from
the beginning of the American in-
volvement in Vietnam, Professor
Whiteside expressed a moral in-
dignation, even outrage against
the war.
Professor Whiteside continued,
__j»We were going to give the Viet-
namese people peace, but only if
they would do it our way. The
C.I.A. had a great deal to do with
the setting up of Diem as the
'saviour' of South Vietnam. The
greatest criticism of the United
States is that we refused to hold
elections, and that we have tried
to force our own system on the
Vietnamese. I have no blue-print
for action now, but the war In
Vietnam is sheer insanity!"
P««*l)
^
Professor Levine took over at
this point and presented a num-
ber of the traditional arguments
iupporting U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. He thep argued they -
are invalid in . ligty, of our
knowledge about thrwar.
Atrocity Question *
Responding to the argument that
the Vietcong commit terrible acts
of terror, Professor Levine re-
marked, "I talk more about
American killing because I am an
American. I am more respon-
sible when my country, my Presi-
dent, and my tax dollars kill. I
feel more guilt about these
deaths."
The next argument examined
was that the U.S. is protecting the
government of South Vietnam.
, This is true, according to Levine,
because if the U.S. were to pull
out, "the present government
would not last a week. It is a
case of that government being
a puppet of ours." He continued,
"We are there to defend the free-
dom of these people so long as it
is freedom for anything not Com-
Maine Republicanism Dead?
Not If Jolv Can Help It
This analysis of the future of
Maine Republicanism as seen by
Mayor Cyril M. Joly of WaterviUe
is. based on an Orient interview
given Barton over Spring vacation.
—Ed.
by Paul Barton
In late January of this year,
members of the Republican State
Committee gathered together to
plot their future destiny. Their
tasks were to elect a new state
chairman (the previous one re-
signed, and is now lobbying for
a well-known power company), and^
perhaps promote some action
which would halt the erosion of
GOP strength in Maine. By an
overwhelming vote, Cyril Joly was
chosen to supply the organization-
al leadership to the stormblasted
Maine elephant.
Joly is a native of WaterviUe,
and a product of Colby College and
Boston University Law School. He
has spent time in Washington and
New York, working for various Re-
pub'ican organizations, the De-
partment of Health, Education and
Welfare, and the National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers. In ad-
dition, Joly, usually pictured as a
Goldwater conservative, contribut-
ed to the campaign efforts of
Rockefeller and John Lindsay. Af-
ter moving back to WaterviUe in
1961, he was elected mayor of the
city, and served as Governor
Reed's campaign chairman. Joly
gained state-wide attentions in
1964 as Barry Goldwater's chair-
man, both in the preconvention
"cit'zens for Goldwater" move-
ment, and then as regular organi-
zational chairman. He recently
lost the mayorship of Watervi'le
by sixteen ballots.
In recent years, the Maine Re-
publican Party has not been on
the receiving end of the balloting.
The party holds no state-wide
elective office serving Maine and
only one of four national offices:
William V. Shannon, author
and member of the Editorial
Board of the New York Times,
will speak at the Senior Cen-
ter Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Shannon's subject will
be "The Heir Apparent Rob-
ert Kennedy and the Struggle
for Power," the title of his
forthcoming book.




and columnist for The
New York Post. He joined
the staff of The New York
Times in August of 1964.
He has contributed articles
to "The Reporter" and other
magazines, and was co-author
of "The Truman Merry-Go-
Round," published in 1952.
the Senate seat of Mrs. Smith.
Her success is not attributed to
R3publican standing in the State.
It was interpreted at the time that
the chcice of party chairman would
ind'eate the organizational core's
choice of future policies and pro-
cedures in meeting these prob-
lems. They picked an energetic
party stalwart of well-publicized
conservative leanings.
Joly has applied himself quite
diligently to the tasks of what he
feels will boost the sagging state
of party affairs. His chief con-
cern is the establishment of chair-
men in each city and town of
Maine. This; he considers, will
solve many of the party's prob-
lems. Another problem is the
maintenance of existing organiza-
tions. A typical example of how
this is accomplished took place
at the Lincoln Day dinner of the
Knox County Republican organiza-
munist oriented. There is no real
freedom in South Vietnam."
Domino Theory
The "domino theory" was the
neft statement to come under fire
^y" Levine. He*said,^"We can
win. a victorjSSn Vietnam and
Northeast Thailand will be just as
vulnerable to aggression as it is




The final question handled was
the Chinese threat to the security
of Southeast Asia. Levine called
this a legitimate question, but
asked if our present policy is the
right way to handle this threat,
imagined or real. His answer
was a resounding no.
"We say that we are not a
colonial power, and I believe that
a ring of American colonies
around China would be inaffective.
The best counterweight to Chinese
Nationalistic Communism is oth-
er nationalism; nationalism in a
united Vietnam, Thailand, Burma.
The war in Vietnam is counter-
productive to our goals partly be-
cause we are in the role of a co-
lonial power. We are supporting
a bunch that are not worth the
support. Every time we escalate
the war, everything the Commu-
nists say about us is true. We are
solidifying the entire Communist
world against us. We are forcing
every Vietcong to fight to the bit-
ter end. And, as a side effect,
domestic policies such as the War
on Poverty have been thrown
out."
Levine's Plan
What then should be done? Pro-
fessor Levine offered a plan of ac-
tion. "The first thing we must
do is to end the bombing, which
even McNamara says is not work-
ing. Then we should contact the
Vietcong, and the National Libera-
tion Front, and try to split them
away from Hanoi. After this we
should try to de-escalate the war
as much as possible, and express
a willingness to seek a neutrali-
zation of South Vietnam. Our
presence should be gradually de-
creased, to be replaced by an in-
ternational force consisting main-
ly of Asians. The generals have
Author Ranahan and Friend
been consistently wrong, it is time
to try another approach."
At this point, Professor Resen-
brink took up the discussion. His
opening statement was, "The most
astounding fact about the war in
Vietnam is that, for Heaven's
sake, how do the Vietcong stay
alive? We have 400,000 men
there, or 40 Vietnamese for every
G.I., and we spent over $20 billion
last year to fight the Vietcong."
Colonial War
Agreeing with Professor Levine,
Resenbrink said that "we are en-
gaged in a colonial war, and this
has many overtones such as a
father-recalcitrant son relation. We
regard ourselves as having a le-
gitimate purpose in Vietnam, but
this legitimacy is slowly disap-
pearing."
He continued, "Ther£ is much
to be said about theWL and its
cause, but we must look at what
we are supporting. It is a re-
gime that has been historically
proven to be opposed to progress
into the modern world. The Viet-
cong has established itself with
the elements of the country most
in favor of modernization, and of
kicking the foreigners out. It is
an astounding fact to me that we
don't get out and form some form
of an allegiance with the Vietcong,
the progressive foijce of Vi^taam.
"
.Resenbrink went on ttf*ayT"We
think that we are fighting Com-
munism, but we are not. We are
fighting against the modernization
of society. yW4e think that we, are -
fighting aggression^ but we are
not. How in God^s name can we
call them aggressors in light of the
refusal Qf the West to live up to.
the Geneva Conference in 1954?
What we have done is to create a
new species of the 'White Man's
Burden.' If we don't see this we
are kidding ourselves. And in so
doing this," we are ignoring the ma-
jor problem facing the world, the
problem of an exploding popula-
tion."
Getting Out Easy
According to Professor Resen-
brink, getting out of Vietnam is
easy. "A just parallel is to the
Algerian War. It was the most
ghastly colonial war in history,
until now. DeGaulle has every
right to call our policy despicable
because he got France out of that
war. We had better be on the
right side of the forces of history,
or this country is finished. It is
our moment of truth. What do we
do? First of all we must have the
will to act. We would be much
better off even with a National
Communist government in Viet-
nam. But the real question does
not lie in Vietnam, it lies here in
the United States. We must face
up to the progress of history, we
must develop the will to act.
"There are three types of people
who are unable to make this de-
cision. There are the 'hand-wring-
ers'. whose silent acquiescence to
the war catches them up in a fa-
tality that makes it impossible for
them to do anything. The second
class of people are those who are
dominated by an anti-Communistic
psychosis. To them, Communists
are not human. And the third type
are what I call the dominant min-
ority who control our government.
They are men of the institution
who have lost all direction. They
are men who are dead or dying.
They are not living for life, but
for an institution."
Fm Feeling Good, Fm Feeling Fine^_
Until Tomorrow, That's Some Other Time
CYRIL M. JOLY
tion, held in late March. Joly be-
gins by stating the advantages of
belonging to a political party, and
then, the advantages of belonging
to the Repifclican Party. For in-
stance: During the years of Re-
publican administration under
Taft, Harding, Coolidge, and Hoov-
er there were fewer people un-
employed las an average) and
fewer budget deficits than under
the Democratic years of Wilson,
Roosevelt, Truman, et al. » After
this enthusiasm rousing patter, he
praises the local organization and
states what he would do to make
other county organizations as ef-
fective as theirs. Final'y, he sug-
gests a few activities the local or-
ganization mi?ht indulge in in the
near future such as enrollment of
new voters.
In an Orient interview. Governor
Curtis predicted that the Demo-
cratic Party would be the majority
party of Maine by the end of the
next decade; In order to thwart
this, Cy Joly will have the task of
demonstrating to the voters of
Maine the effectiveness of his par-
ty in providing contemporary so-
lutions to the increasing complex,
and in some ways unique, problems
facing Dirigo.
by Tom Donald
The new album of Andy War-
hol's Velvet Underground rock
band is guaranteed, double your
money back, to enrage anyone over
thirty who listens to it. This is a
proclamation of youth and all that
happens in youth's special world.
The Underground unabashedly
and matter-of-factly sings of the
life of drugs, sex, and the kind of
bui't-in defiance for all that does
not represent youth that is becom-
ing so common among the "why
really care" crowd that is in-
creasingly populating the new
generation.
This of course does not paint an
appealing picture to today's adult,
who worked nis way through a de-
pression and fought a world war.
But the Underground, in acting as
spokesmen for the group so loose-
ly labelled "hippies," doesn't want
to know about the Establishment's
reaction to the new long-hair scene
and could care less. It takes a
special sort of cynic to put down
the world that spawned him and
then ignore any response to
change it, and the members of the
Underground fit the mold.
Nico: Haunting
Sunday Morning is a samp'e yet
melodic song which features the
haunting voice of the girl vocalist,
Nico. There is no other way to
describe this person. She is like
a blond dream come to life, almost
as if an .apparition. Her voice
stays with you as it floats past the
music and keeps you moving long
after it has stopped sounding. The
song itself is beautiful however. It
captures the feeling, the emptiness
of the Sunday morning after what
seemed like your last Saturday
night. As Nico brushes the lyrics
against you, you can almost pic-
ture yourself walking the wet,
e.npty streets of Sunday morning
New York, sleep being, impossible
and anyway the way you feel the
town's beautiful at four in the
morning.
The simplest cut on the album,
musically, turns out one of the
most effective. I'm Waiting For
My Man is a moving, jumping song
which vividly describes the process
of obtaining drugs from the up-
town pusher : Quite obviously the
lyrics and not the melodic struc-
ture are where this song is. "Here
he comes, he's all dressed in black,
twenty-dollar shoes and a big
straw hat, he's never early, he's
never late, first that you learn is
that you always got to wait —
I'm waiting for my man." And
then he gets it: "I'm feeling good,
I'm feeMng fine until tomorrow but
that's just some other time."
Run, Run, Run is a song def-
initely calculated to anger the old-
er generation and those in the
younger who've grown up already.
Lines like "take a drag or two"
do not cloud their message with
symbolic language. When they
sing of "goin* to Union Square"
it's certainly not to feed the pig-
eons.
"A Spike Into My Vein"
Heroin goes further with this
theme. The following stanza is
especially effective as the vocalist
sings it to a gradually increasing
tempo: "I don't know just where
I'm going, I'm going to try for the
kingdom if I can,/ "cause it makes
me feel just like a man,/ when I
put a spike into my veiny and I
te?l you things just aren't quite the
same, when I'm rushing on my
run,/ and I feel just Jesus' son,
and I guess I just don't know."
And so the song continues for sev-
en minutes as we listen to him
flying on the heroin. The song
ends in one of the strangest con-
glomerations of feedback and elec-
tronic tinkery ever recorded. Al-
though the stuff will probably "be
the death of me," what can he do
— "it's my wife, my life."
European Son will leave you
shaking your head, if only in dis-
belief that such things are pos-,
sible. Indeed strange noises ema-
nate from the speakers in this
nearly eight-minute expository.
Critics have said jhat it takes
about eight listenings and an
enormous amount of patience to
even begin to comprehend the
meaning of all these weird, dis-
cordant sounds. He misses the
point however in even attempting
to discern meaning in a'l this, be-
cause at the very most there is
none intended. A song like Euro-
pean Son is simply an eight-minute
improvisation; to be sure quite a
bit unlike that of Benny Good-
man and Sweet Sue, but still a
legitimate form.
A Pyschedelic Future
This is the music of the future.
Already the West Coast, long a
leader in American pop culture,
has exported its sound of the new
rock to the rest of the country.
Groups like the Grateful Dead,
the Jefferson Airplane, and Love
began the process of emigration to
the East, thus showing us where
things are musically.
Perhaps not coincidentally this
is also the greatest dance music
intheworM. San Francisco, which
practically invented the pyschedelic
rock concert, revealed to the rest
of us the hallucinatory effect of the
throbbing, insistent new music.
Light shows and slides aid and
speed the process but the sound has
got to be there to fill the ears and
flood the brain.
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"Would you be very surprised if
Unqle Ford Foundation, Aunt
Carriegie Endowment, Great Aunt
Rockefeller Foundation and
maybe ajfew,ot, those ric&^fobaJ-
minded corporate ColisirtT like
Xerox began addpting^these
poor CfA orphans like NSA
and making sure' they continue
to live the good life To which
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Vi Price On Wooden Skis
READ'S SKI SHOP
185 Park Row Brunswick
BCDMT7
TtADlMAtK
extra SOFT and extra LONG anklets
for Added Comfort
fay
luxuriously toft and resilient, "Buoyant 7"
socks on light en the f««t and a delight to
wear. 75% Orion acrylk fiber for buoyant
bulk, 25% Nylon for king-size strength.
They're machine-washable and quick-drying.
Won't ever shrink out of fit.One sise stretches
to fit 10 to 13. Choose from II fashion colore.
Benoits
120 Maine Street, Brunswick
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.by HOWARD MOFFETT, '
.jtm -
The Collegiate Press Service „
SAIGON, South Vietnam (CPS) — "We have no
national education," a young high school teacher
said here recently. He was bothered by a problem
that will plague South Vietnamese governments
"for years to come, in war and in peace.
Simply stated, the national curriculum for pub-
lic high schools, drawn up by the Ministry of
Education in Saigon and used in each of the
country's public schools, is French. The program
is French, the administrative techniques are
French, most of the textbooks are French, many
of the teachers are French-trained, and by the
time they graduate the brightest students have
learned to think in French.
By its own admission, one of the government's
most pressing needs is the development of a sense
of nationhood among South Vietnam's dozens of
ethnic, religious, cultural and regional groups. Yet




systematically teaches young Vietnamese that
Western values and institutions are superior to
their own national heritage.
For 40 years nationalism has been the burning
issue in Vietnamese politics. Now the Viet Cong
are trying to drive out the Americans and their
lackeys^in the name of nationalism, and in the
name orSmtionalism non-Communist Vietnamese
vow they will never submit to a Communist take-
over of South Vietnam. Ironically, to continue the
struggle both sides have become increasingly de-
pendent on foreign arms, foreign supp'ies, foreign
training and foreign personnel.
s
90 Maine Street, Brunswick
sm
(One young .teacher .complains that all th/ee "»
' program's suffer from a heavy 'emphasis on rote ^
learning rather than independent thinking.' He
cites this as a major reason for the atrophied
character- of many Vietnamese institutions, from
government bureaucracies and Constituent Assem-
blies to daily newspapers.) Finally, in these un-
certain times, math is simply a lot safer than
programs which might take the bright student
into the whirlwind cf politics and public affairs.
But no matter which major a student chooses,
he must study 11 subjects at once; this is true of
every public high school in South Vietnam. The
scattershot national curriculum requires that each
year an upper form student must be exposed to:
Vietnamese, English, French, history, geography,
mathematics, physics, chemistry, natural sciences
(meaning biology), civics, and physical education.
But the curriculum shows even more clearly
that Vietnamese high school students are getting
a .foreign education. One might expect that the
math and science programs would have little bias,
either foreign or patriotic. Yet most of the texts
are either French or translations from the French:
the math is French math; the chemistry comes
out of French laboratories; and the physics texts
often refer to technical problems that would chal-
lenge a French boy but leave a Vietnamese boy
cold.
; It's no wonder. With an hour or two a week, and
litt'e emphasis on Vietnamese history and geog-
raphy in the French-oriented baccalaureate exam,
why should they take them seriously? Yet the
South Vietnamese government is supposedly try-
. ing to build some consciousness of na tional cul-
Thus, unfortunately for those Vietnamese who
want neither Communism nor Americanism, a na-
tionalist solution to the war is no longer possible
here. But even if it were, South Vietnam would
still be in hock to foreign influence for some time
to come. Peace will only bring more foreigners to
build back what other foreigners have destroyed.
A lock at one of the country's best public high
schools shows why.
The Quoc Hoc, or National High School, fronts
on the south bank of the River of Perfumes in
Hue, across Le Loi Boulevard from a long green
garden mall . . . Beyond the main gate of modified
Chinese design is a quadrangle of two-story build-
ings in French colonial pink. Clumps of bamboo
and other exotic* shrubs dot the grounds.
-The- school was founded as a . French
-
lycee in
1896. For many years there was no better pedi-
gree in Vietnam; among the Quoc Hoe's most
illustrious graduates were Ngo Dinh Diem and
Vo Nguyen Giap. In 1947 the French turned it
over to the Vietnamese, and it has since been run
as the best of Hue's seven public high schools. The
French shadow lingers, but the greatness of the
past is gone. Even the interscholastic athletic
program has been abandoned.
There are 1800 boys at the Quoc Hoc. The
earnest young vice principal, Hong Giu Luu, ex-
plains that 1900 were enrolled at the beginning
of the year. "But many have been drafted. Some
have to work to support their families. Some can-
not come into Hue from their villages—they are
controlled by the Viet Cong." This last explana-
tion of course may be interpreted in several diffeV-
ent ways.
Students are classified into three lower and
three upper forms, which correspond roughly to
American junior and senior high school. Upper
form students are asked to choose between three
major programs: mathematics, the experimental
sciences, or letters. Fully 65 percent choose math,
23 percent opt for the sciences, and letters gets
the remaining 12 percent.
There appear to be several reasons for this im-
balance. In past years math was the most chal-
lenging program, since engineering and related
fields were the most prestigious professional ca-
reers open to a Vietnamese under the French.
Secondly, by common consent the letters program,
especially the all-important final examination or
baccalaureate, is much more taxing; the sciences
require too much memorization; math by com-
parison is the gut course, though Mr. Luu esti-
mated that only 20 percent of the students can
follow it easily.
ture, as a prerequisite for putting a nation to-
gether.
Civics too requires only an hour or two of listen-
ing per week. In five years, a Quoc Hoc student
is exposed to: (1) family relationships; ancestor
worship and filial piety; and traffic regulations.
(2) school relationships; duty to teachers, dis-
cipline, dress etiquette; and more traffic regula-
tions. (3) social relationships; language, customs
and religious institutions. (4) the Rights of Man
(from the United Nations Charter, 1948); political
theories cf democracy, socialism, and communism;
and national mstitutions-^-the constitution, the
draft, elections, taxes, 'etc. (5) economics (free
trade, currency, etc.) and political science.
^ Political scjence covers "the Eastern democratic
spirit" (Confucius, Mencius, Sun Yat-sen and
Vietnamese village councils), "the Western demo-
cratic spirit" (Britain's ccnstitutional monarchy,
the American revolution and the republican-fed-
eral system, and the Third and Fourth French
Republics—but not the Fifth), and Dictatorship
(Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and Communism
in Russia and Eastern Europe—but not in China
or North Vietnam).
I asked Thanh if his civics professor had ever
talked about the Constituent Assembly that shaped
South Vietnam's new Constitution. "No," he said,
"not the Constituent Assembly. We talk about
laws and things like that." From what I could
tell, there is absolutely no effort to stimulate
thought or discussion on Vietnam's present politi-
cal problems, or its future as a nation. (In fair-
ness, teachers can hardly be blamed for this situa-
"
tion. Teaching relevant politics is probably a good
way to land in jail.)
The desire to go to America for college raises
the next specter over Vietnamese "national" edu-
cation. Hundreds of South Vietnam's best students
are going to the U.S. every year on American
government scholarships. Many of these who re-
turn will want to incorporate American ideas into
the curriculum. Already a number of professors in
the country's five universities want to change the
language of instruction—not from French to Viet-
namese, but from French to English^
But for the moment, American influence in sec-
ondary education is only beginning to be felt. The
dominant strain is still French, and it probably
will be for years to come. As Nguyen Due Mai, an
outspoken science teacher at Quoc Hoc, says:
"Not only do we have a French educational sys-
tem, but it's 20 years old. It was copied from the
French in 1947, and hasn't been changed since it
was instituted. I still must explain to my students
that Lavoisier is not the last word in chemistry."
tt»Man&va&
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The Choice: "Action Or Apathy" WQWIE
VISTA Wants Bowdoin Men
;
• by B. J. Markel.*'
i don't like 'her
she don't like
colored children
she told ^he. cruise
"**
I man we be fighting
' whe* twenty-five
children get off >
the bus policeman
took his bill stick
and startin beating
a girl that high
then a woman
hit him in the head
with it i ran
back here to keep
out of trouble
' This poem, written by an eight-
year-old child, expresses a feeling
to a new friend — a VISTA vol-
unteer who has helped a commu-
nity in Baltimore. Published in
February's The VISTA Volunteer,
the poem is an example of why
this Baltimore volunteer believes
the motto of VISTA: "Join VISTA
and see the world. It may look a
little different when you're
through."
Miss Delores Cole, representing
VISTA, stressed this personal side
of the program in an interview
with the Orient. "The volunteer
must have, above all, the ability
to get along with people." Miss
Co!e stressed that service in VISTA
is a learning experience, an educa-
tional process for the volunteer.
psophies, and an honesty."
What does the* VSlfrA volunteer
do? "Every variety of VISTA vol-
unteers do 'little; things that we
Development Of Subjectivity:
The Art Of Conrad & Faulkner
take for grantedf "Y<K suddenly
realize ^everybody in „ our "society
does not have basic -necessities."
As examples, Miss Cole cited tak-
ing a young child to the doctor
for the first time;- or washing
lice out of clothing. On another
level, legislation for strip mining
has been initiated in West Vir-
ginia under the prodding of VIS-
TA volunteers.
-"The poverty^"persorF is rioFTobe
pitied in every aspect of life. The
volunteer will find -out there is
more he has in .common with the
people he meets and helps — on
an emotional basis. They have
something to offer — values, phil-
The VISTA volunteer is usually
between 2D and 24 years of age,
but age range of the program is
from 18 to 85. Right now there
are 3200 volunteers; by June 4500




from California to Maine since
September. Pleased with response,
she expressed a desire for greater
allocations from Congress, so that
more volunteers can be accepted
in the growing program of the fu-
ture.
by Mark Winkellen
Start) — in at Bowdoin -
For those who dale oppose
Motherhood, the draft, the Amer-
icana in general the recent pro-
posal from the Student Council is
roughly akin to poisoned manna
from heaven. The exact wording
of the proposal is in the minutes
of the April 10, 1967 Council Meet-
ing. Briefly, 100% participation is
expected in a move that will send
all the money saved from not
serving an evening meal to the
college to India. Of course, the
thought does occur — why not
have a collection?. Granted that
Bowdoin is purported to be apa-
thetic, is the cure to force people
^n>arUcTpate in activities? Sup-
pose someone doesn't want to take
part in the "Fast for India?"
Should he be suspended or maybe
we should give him detention, as
was common in high school. How
about a fast for the people in Ap-
palachia, or in the s'ums of New
York, or for any one of several
billion people currently underfed
this world? As one Bowdoin
by Gregory Darling ,
Although Faulkner and Conrad sor Guerardl th*> conflict.became
"
.„.,. '- -
belong to two" ^different; genera
-
****
''embodied in a'strugjgle between the
- tions, they followed a^similar^ pat-
tern in their development as writ-
ers: a painful struggle to shape
their material and styles to their
personalities. This was the thesis
advanced by this year's visiting
Phi Beta Kappa lecturer, Albert J.
Guerard, Professor of English at
Stanford University, speaking on
"The Psychology of Literary Form
:
Conrad and Faulkner." Professor
Guerard showed no polemicism in
the presentation of this thesis.
Rather he loose'y compared the
two writers as to their personal
development, their gradual discov-
ery of themselves, their proper
fictional worlds and styles.
Picturing JjJonrad as .. youthful
.smuggler and Faulkner as a street-
corner loafer, Professor Guerard
summed up the youth of the two
men as "most unpredictable." But
accompanying this haphazardness
-in their development was a keen
sensitivity which led to a concern
with the conflict between individ-
dual integrity and an increasingly
commercialized world hostile to it.
For Conrad, with his smuggler's
background according to Profes-
individual "arid a hbstile universe
both within and without himself.
For Faulkner, with his complex
Southern heritage, it became em-
bodied in a fictional world more
paradoxical and ambiguous, one
which was more imbued with a
sense of the past and of the repe-
titive nature of human behavior,
than it did for Conrad.
Both writers had to struggle
painfully, however, according to
Professor Guerard, to discover first
the material and secondly the
style conducive to depicting the
fictional worlds hovering in their
imaginations. Why? Because the
fiction of the time dealt with ex-
periences foreign to both authors
— the life of a Parisian artist, for
example. They succeeded in
breaking away from the mold, but
only after years of mediocre work.
The Bear represented the turning
point for Faulkner and The Nigger
Of The Narcissus for Conrad in
Professor Guerard's estimation. In
these works they were finally able
to utilize only those elements in
their experience which was rele-




(Continued from page 1)
ern Christian Leadership Confer-
ence, and others. Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King, Jr., Dr. Benjamin
Spock, and Dave Dellinger, editor
of Liberation magazine.
Fifteen Bowdoin students will
'
participate in the protest rally;
Marc Freedman, Chairman of
Bowdoin SDS has been organizing
transportation to New York in
conjunction with the Maine Alli-
ance for Peace, recently establish-
ed at a Bates College conference.
The Bowdoin involvement con-
cludes Vietnam Week here, which
has seen a draft test picket, litera-
ture tables in the Senior Center
and the Union, a teach-in, and the
wearing of black armbands sym-
bolic of dissent.
Student Concern Attested
(Continued from page 1)
pressing and nearly unlimited. He
states in a recent bulletin that in
these sections of India approxi-
mately 60 million persons, of which
about 24 million are children, are
now suffering the effects of a food
and water shortage resulting from
a second year of drought. Officials
anticipate the need for large scale
feeding programs during the cru-
cial inter-harvest months of June
through September to prevent the
wasting away of thousands.
UNICEF's contribution to this
effort is evinced in several forms.
It trains local farmers, aids in
feeding programs, and provides:
food, well-drilling rigs, garden
tools, seeds, fertilizers young
chickens, and seven milk plants.
The proposed "fast" which these
conditions have fostered would
consist, according to Biklen, of
shutting fraternity kitchens for
cne evening meal. Employees will
be paid and the date will be
chosen from the middle of the
week so that as little inconvenience
as possible will be made. No one
is expected to refrain from eating
completely.
This idea is seen by the Student
Council as far more than the
donation of a moderate sum of
money. The dollars, although
needed and constructive, are only
a symbol of something larger. The
Council says in an age when hu-
manitarian intentions are claimed
by all, with relative degrees of sin-
cerity, here is an opportunity for
Bowdoin to again show its real
concern for peoples and events out-
side itself.
gc* 2 goddam cupcakes at dinner."
Certainly there is no use argu-
ing that the cause is not worth-
while — for it certainly is. In
principle, the idea is very nice. A
bit of humanity from Brunswick
to New Delhi. However, as in al-
most all cases on this campus, the
means to the end are less than
ideal. This smacks of a platform
statement in a Junior High
School e'ection. If people, want
to participate, let them. If not,
leave them alone. It seems foolish
to create a situation that almost
forces participation for then such
participation becomes quite mean-
ingless.
The entire proposal seems to be
a scheme to determine whether
the Council has at least the power
to coerce people into not eating
one meal. After all, we wouldn't
want the Council to get involved
in anything radical like improv-
ing the academic ca'ibre of the
college. This is a Gentleman's
School so let's be gentlemen and
send the Indians money and then
fire up for some beer. Wowie
Zowie.
-Sutdents^Wrn^kFrrrGfaM






reaction by the foundations was
discouraging. The Ford Founda-
tion was mainly interested in aid-
ing Negro institutions, the Sloan
Foundation was concerned with
assisting students direct'y, and the
Carnegie Foundation was involved
GRIFFIN
(Continued from page 3)
special procedures, and much apply
specifically for the special plan.
They will receive substantial fi-
nancial assistance, with a large
portion supplied by government
funds. Qualifications for the Edu-
cational Opportunity Grant and
the National Defense Education
Act apparently would be met, and
the federal government would pay
90 '% of the wages in a Work-Study
plan.
The Dean of Students will ap-
point a special counselor for the
five-year A.B. program, who will
also provide for any special reme-
dial work of tutoring found neces-
sary. Mr. Mellow will be leav-
ing to take a position next year as
Headmaster of the Scarborough
School in Scarborough, New York.
in projects concerning Negro
teachers.
The Rockefeller Foundation was
the only source that held promise.
Its directors were admittedly im-
pressed by Project 65 itself, and
by the fact that this unique pro-
gram was initiated and supported
by a group of undergraduates. That
the program had had three pre-
vious years of tangible success was
apparently enough to show the
foundation that the Bowdoin stu-
dents were serious, and the support
of the Administration indicated
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Southeast Asia would be great
prizes. The only sequel would be
an ominous rampage of aggran-
dizement, which could be stopped
only at a cost dwarfing that now
imposed upon us."
"We are fighting not nations
as such, but a system of govern-
ment that is imposed by force,
sustained by force, and is wholly
dependent on force for expansion.
And expand it must, for by its
nature, the communist system can
never match the attractions of
free capitalism. We would be the
worst of fools to imagine that we
have no 'egitimate concern in
Asia In Asia lies the only power
openly embracing conflict as the
solution to its task of spreading
Really Works
from page 1)
revolution. If we grant such a
power free rein, we barter imme-
diate ease for ultimate misery. The
battle, now running against the
aggressors, must be pursued in a
manner that leaves no doubt of
our intent, and to the end that
further aggression is clearly folly."
"The MacArthur YAF, therefore,
approves of an American com-
mitment in Asia. We maintain
that only a complete check of the
Chinese-supported invasion of the
South by the North can make
clear our national resolve and re-
store the sovereignty of the Re-
public of Vietnam. For a genuine
peace, for some measure of free-
dom, the fight must go on."
KING S BARBER S H 0.P
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers
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Many Ifs As Bears Gear For Opener








If .the snqiv and ice disappear, Bowdoin will field a baseball team
for a shortened twelve game schedule. Whether the 'team is success-
ful or not hmlesVn the following quWfrbns!^'
'
1. Assuming that a t<?arfr*5
' Strength ^ierlh tHe^middle men —
catcher, pitcher, second, shortstop, and centerfield, is the club suffi-
ciently endowed in these positions with talent to carry the burden of
a concentrated 12-game season?
Certainly the capable receivers Giard and Moore will be more
than adequate. However, the pitching situation is still untested.
Semor Withe is the mainstay of the staff. But the key services of
Sophomore Downes has been slowed by academic probation. He,
along with Carson will be unavailable for next week's Little Three
series. Downes' 1.18 ERA will be sorely missed on the away trips
and has pressed Sophomore Martin into an unexpected starting role.
Martin performed well in two short relief stints against UNH but his
effectiveness over a nine innings is questionable. Junior Cory is the
third starter with Senior Pappas expected to do the relief work.
Based on the Spring tour Bowdoin can depend on some key clutch
play, both at bat and in the field, from classy soph shortstop Mac-
Fa rland. His keystone counterpart Pappas has not yet regained hjs
last year form as his three error, .187 (BA) trip statistics attest to.
The ability of MacFarland and Pappas to make the double play and
Fe^orrtase are crucial to having a successful season. In centerfield
there is a big gap to fill. Illness to Sophomore Beyer and injury to
Junior M. Soule deprived the club of two fine ballplayers. Hopefully
Martin, Brown, or Bennedetto can cover the ground and come up
with the necessary clutch play in their absence.
2. How indicative is the team's sub-.200 trip batting average?
The Bowdoin bats have failed to live up to potential. Only Sophomore
Wormell batted over .300 and can hardly be expected to sustain the
.476 Spring average. Martin, MacFarland, Pappas, and Giard are all
potential threchundred hitters, and although it would be unrealistic
to expect all this potential to be realized, two of the four along with
Wormell must produce at a .300 clip if we are to improve our unim-
pressive 1.8 run per game average.
3. What are the expectations for additional help from vet untested
ballplayers?
Martins mcv* to the outfield has given Junior Parker a shot at
third base. Parker has shaken the rustiness of his one-year layoff and
should handle the hot corner in varsity style. Soph Campagna has
displayed great potential with the bat and, when platooned with an-
3ther lefthander Bennedetto. should give the Polar Bears two pesty
batters. Against left-handed pitchers Brown and Wormell will patrol
•eft and right fields respectively. Dependable Senior Paul Newman
will hold down the first base position when Wormell is in right.
The team has been forced to make changes that were unfore-
seeable at the season's onstart. We have better-than-average pitchers
T h e . i n te r ft* an: e i- n i t y,
swim meet will *be, held'
next Wednesday night
at 7:30. in Curtis^' Pool.
There is no, lmiit^ to* Jt|,e*
number of swimmers
each House can enter.'
Events are as follows:






200 yd. Free Relay
Sailers Place
4th At U Conn
STORRS, Conn. — Bowdoin
opened its varsity sailing season
.
by
-placing fourth in a Hexagonal
event at the University of Connec-
ticut. The Bowdoin squad was
barely nosed out for the third spot
by Holy Cross in the event 'vhich
was won by Tufts. Northeastern
finished second in the competi-
tion.
Commodore Dave Bittenbender
and junior Pete Vanderwaart, who
did the skippering for the Bow-
doin team, brought the Bears in
with 39 points, while Holy Cross
manager 40.
The freshman sailing team also
opened 'its campaign at an invi-
Best Shines In Hammer
Bui Bears Nailea?100^9
, AMHERST, Maqjg-- The, Am-
herst College trackmen roiited
Bowdoin, 100-49, Saturday. in the
- opening meetr*0f-*her outdoor *ea-
,ion for both schools.
Pistol Ted the Lord Jeffs with
victories in three events, the long
jump, high jump, and triple Jump.
Steinhart and Kaye paced the
field in the running events for the
home squad which has had the
benefit of some outdoor practice.
Steinhart won the 220 and 440,
while Ka^e swept the mile and
two-mile.
The Polar Bears, missing some
key performers, were able to win
only five of the 17 events. Soph-
omore Roger Best turned in the
best effort of the day in winning
the hammer throw with a heave
of 178-10. This was particularly
outstanding since it is the first
time Best has had the opportunity
to throw outside this season.
Other Bowdoin victories were
notched by senior Tom Allen in
the half mile, Dave Pagar in the
pole vault, Paul Gauron in the
discus, and hurdler Ken Ballinger.
These last three winners are part
of Coach Prank Sabasteanski's
strong sophomore delegation.
The Polar Bears were severely
handicapped by the absence of
tational event at the Coast Guard
Academy. Steve Kennedy and
Dick Crispin paced the frosh to
sixth place in the nine-team field
in their first oiTfing this spring.
several veterans who did not at- '
company the squad to Amherst.,
Pole, vaulter Wilson,, '.'Skip" Smith,
•the 4 college record-holder, j ui that >
eve*nt, has decided to forego the
spring track schedule in order to
concentrate on his studies. Juniors
Kent Mohnkem, a fin* hurdler,
and Doug Windeler, a weight man,
were also unable to make the trip.
The summary:
Long Jump: 1. Pistol (A) ; 2. Eustis
(A) ; 3. -Sabasteanski (B). Distance
21 '5"
Shot Put: 1. Rea (A); 2. VesU4B>;-3.
Gauron (B). Distance 46'5>4*
Pole Vault: 1. Pairar (B); 2. Snyder
(A); 3. Abrams (A). Heiuht ll'S"
Hammer Throw: 1. Best IB) ; 2. Wills-
cher (B); 3. Bisgrove (B). Distance
178*16"
Javelin: 1. Nielsen (A): 2. Roehrig (A):
3. Wallace IAK Distance 172'4'H''
Mile: 1. Kaye (A): 2. Johnson (A); 3.
PauMinft (B). Time 4:37.4
Hiifh Jump: 1. Pistol (A): 2. Strange
• A): 3. iierre (B). Height 5'8"
120 Hi<rh Hurdles: 1. Ballinsrer <B): 2.
Voiecairt (A) ; 4^—Keeno
.16.1
440: 1. Steinhart <A> ; 2. Hardy (B) : 3.
Brinthall <A). Time 51.fi
THnle Jumn: 1. Pistol <A> : 2. Randall
iB»: 3. Keene 'Ai. Distance 44'4"
100 D»«h: 1. Ka'zynski fA); 2. Bur-
ton (B^: 3. Lo'to fA). Time 10.7
fSO: 1 All»n fB» : 2. Rmwn (A): 3.
Ct'shin" ( A>. Time 2:03 R
440 M"Hi"m H»rdl»i: 1. Voi»ourt fA):
> WHore (A': 3. Ballinger IB').
Tinv» M» 3
pt.*.*,. i r.-.nmn <B): '. Steinh»rt
(A): 3 Wil]«-her 'BV ni«tan«-e IIM'9"
2?0: 1 ftsrinHAt ">:2 K-czvnski (A) :
3. H-rdv <BV Time ?*.R
Two Mil*: 1 Kave (A): 2. Johnson
'M: 3 Tr^nen fm. Time 9-55 7
Prlnw
. J, Ar^*)i*>»«t iK»~"»- Rrmvn.
Steinhart. Wallace'. T'me :>-3*.7
ST0WE SERVES YOU
and fielders, but hitting is the big question mark: The club is not so
talent-laden that it can afford "to make the errors and mental mis-
takes which characterized the Spring tour. The club is voung, with
seven sophomores and six juniors, and if Bowdoin is to follow up
last year's record setting 14-4 record, these new men must mature
rapidly only five w&ks remain before the final game (and we are





WHILE YOU ARE IN THE STORE SHOP
AT THE BARGAIN TABLE
Please can us for travel assistance. Our services
are free, and we'll always be happy to assist you.
For example, we can make your flight reservations
and issue your airline ticket. You can consult with
us on new air excursion fares, too. One call does it
all!
THE H. B. ST0WE TRAVEL AGENCY
HOTEL RESERVATIONS — CRUISES — ESCORTED
AIRLINES — STEAMSHIPS - HONEYMOONS
TOURS — RENT-A-CAR — BUS — TRAIN
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
MARY BAXTER WHITE TO5-8573
"SERVING BOWDOIN .MEN FOR 17 YEARS"
Dave Bittenbender is Commo-
dore of the Bowdoin College
varsity sailing teanr, which
continues its spring schedule
this weekend at the Coast
Guard Academy.
Uit us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
Brunswick Publishing Co.





NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge





LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
LOWERYS
(Wallpaper - Fabrics)
Arl Supplies - Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St. — Dial 725-5361
Dial 725-5361
(Next door to Post Office)
STUDENTS WELCOME©
/
VIETNAM WEEK at Bowdoin College *=
Siaia JHoltl
U.S. Rourr i. south
130 »»»-*a«a»«t Stub are
e*HOW« 7*».9»*A
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
Sponsored by SDS
ALL WEEK: We will wear black armbands to show our opposition to
American involvement In the war in Vietnam.
Saturday, April 8: Picket the draft board test, 8:15 am. Proteat
against ALL forms of the draft and mandatory military service.
Monday, April 1©: Forum: Marc Freedman; "The Spring Mobiliza-
tion: A step towards ending the war?"
Wednesday, April 12: Foreign Policy teach-in on Vietnam, 7:80 In
the Senior Center, Wentworth Mall, Hear: Professor Helmrelch,
Professor Whiteside, Professor Rensenbrink, Professor Levine.
Saturday, April 15: Bally and March In New York City.
Literature Tables will be set-up in the Senior Center and
in the Monlton Union during much of the week.
For farther Information on any part of the program, see
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Over 150,000 Mobilize
For Diverse War Protest
DEMON8ntATOB8 FILL MADISON AVE. IN LAST 8ATUHDaT*8 MARCH (Hetta Photo)
ARU Members Propose Alternative To Frats
—Petition Signed Fori^ew^oTtdi^fdup^-
America's military activities in North and South Vietnam
received their most spectacular criticism last weekend in New
York City. More than 150,000 people converged in Central Park
and points east towards the United Nations on Saturday to dem-
onstrate their dissent. At 11 a.m. the crowd began its- slow trek
to the UN Plaza for what was the largest peace rally in the his-
tory of the United States.
Sponsored Ijy-the-Sprmg- Mooilizat^n-C-omrmttte^to EmfTTfer
War in Vietnam, the rally featured Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr..
Stokely Carmichael, Dr. Benjamin Spock, and a group of Sioux
Indians as speakers. In San Francisco 55,000 marchers turned
out to protest against the war.
Bowdoin and many, many other New England schools sent
delegations to the march. The Women Strike for Peace, The
Students For A Democratic Society, The Progressive Labor
Party, and several groups of veterans for peace in Vietnam were
there as well. Flags (both American and those of the Vietcong),
buttons, banners, and signs were in abundance.
In the crowd were students (both college and high school),
mothers with children, women well over 40, veterans and laborers.
One of the most colorful contingents was composed of university
professors in full formal academic regalia. —
by Alan Kolod
Almost 80 per cent of the mem-
bers of Alpha Rho Upsilon have
signed a petition calling for a
radical change in that fraternity
status. The petition is a proposal
that the fraternity sell its build-
ing and grounds to the college
and disband in order to form a
novel type of social organization
membership in which would be
open to all undergraduates and
faculty members.
If the plan is approved by the
college and the alumni of ARU,
the college would become respon-
sible for the maintenance of the
building, and would underwrite
the cost of having faculty members
dine frequently at the house. The
proposal also states that students




One of the major innovations of
the proposal is the plan to have
a faculty member live in the house
with the students. He would not
serve as a proctor, but as an ad-
visor, and would help the students
establish a greater rapport with
members of the faculty.
President of ARU, Neal Born-
stein emphasized that the purpose
pus life in areas where fraterni-
ties have failed. Said Bornstein,
"We want to create an atmosphere
to aid academics, increase parti-
cipation in college activities and
improve social life and student-
faculty relations. We don't want
to destroy fraternities. There is
a place for fraternities at Bowdoin
for those who really want to be-
long to them; but a Student
Council report has stated that
nearly 50 per cent of Bowdoin
students join fraternities simply
because there is no alternative that
allows for any social life. We
want to provide, a viable alterna-
tive. Fraternities that meet our
challenge to change will be
strengthened."
According to the sponsors of the
plan, the new organization would
have several advantages over the
present fraternities. Members of
the organization would have more
time to devote to creative activi-
ties because orientation would be
eliminated and students would no





This week the Student Council
gave recognition to the Students
For A Democratic Society as a
Bowdoin College organization,
making it available for funds from
the blanket tax.
Marc Freedman as representa-
tive of SDS -opened the Monday
by reading the
The preamble
Just before the march began 70
demonstrators assembled oh a
knoll in the southeast corner of
Sheep Meadow. To the beat of
drums and in an atmosphere of
incense several draft cards were
promptly burned. Demonstrators
claimed that 200 cards were de-
stroyed.






Coles Cites Advantages Here
' by Paul Barton
President James S. Coles is etch-
ing a large question mark for the
future educational plans at Bow-
doin: should a "sma'l, but excel-
lent" liberal arts college develop a
graduate program? The quandary
has initiated exchanges of points
of view among alumni, faculty
members, and members of the gov-
erning, boards. The end product
is a two-day symposium April 21
and 22 at Bowdoin on "the devel-
opment of doctoral programs by
the small liberal arts college."
In the discussion of graduate
studies at Bowdoin in the Presi-
dent's opening speech, several pieces
of background must be taken into
consideration. First is the consid-
eration of the college's financial
condition. It was recently disclos-
ed by the administration that Bow-
(Continued on pace 3)
To consider the prospects of
graduate-level studies at smafv
liberal arts colleges, Bowdoin this
Friday and Saturday will host a
symposium, composed of some of
the nation's mere prominent edu-
cators. The symposium is an off-
shoot of the Faculty Study Com-
mittee on Graduate Programs,
chaired by Dr. Dan E. Christie,
Wing Professor of Math.
Both days will consist of a series
of talks by guest speakers: Louis
Benezet, President of Claremont
Graduate .School; Vernard Berel-
son, Vice President of the Popula-
tion Council, and author of Gradu-
ate Education in the United States;
Allan M. Carther, Chancellor of
New York University, and author
of An Assessment of Quality in
Graduate Education. These will
be followed by a second series of
(Continued on page 3)
Vigil for Peace
This Sunday, April 23,
from 11:15 a.m. until
12:15 p.m. there will be a
second silent vigil held to
decry the death and de-
struction that are taking
place in Vietnam. The vigil
will be held on the Bruns-
wick Mall near the center
of town.
The vigil is not spon-
sored by any formal group.
Those who wish to take
part are asked to stand
silently, facing out. Every
ten minutes the group will




Bowdoin Chapter of Students for
a Democratic Society is an associa-
tion of young people. It seeks to
create a sustained community of
educational and political concern.
Article III states that the "local
chapter shall make all decisions
as to policy" and will "only use
National SDS recommendations as
recommendations."
Article IV emphasizes that the
purpose of the organization is to
"provide a channel for campus
political activity in any way the
members; feel advisable," and that
"no violence shall be tolerated in
any of these activities."
In his statement Freedman ex-
pressed his belief that as the
Young Republicans and the Young
(Continued on page 7)
Harmon Deplores Gullibility
Of Vietnamese War Opponents
Michael Harmon '67, pronunent
member of Bowdoin's Young Amer-
icans for Freedom, "criticized in a
Forum talk Monday recent demon-
strations against American in-
volvement in Vietnam here at
Bowdoin and in New York and
San Francisco last weekend.
Unhappy with Orient coverage of
the war, Harmon referred to the
campus weekly as "the Odious"
because of its "shocking pink tint."
"In a signed editorial," he said,
"the impartial, fairminded editors
stated that the Chairman of the
House Un-American Activities
Committee made 'witch-hunting
statements,* Thus they demon-
strated how much they dislike
blanket condemnations of any
peace-loving group, and especially
the notoriously peaceable Commu-
nist Party."
The "credibility gap" came un-
der fire next. He claimed that
people like Carol Brightman and
Harrison Salisbury, who insist on
the credibility gap between the
people and the President, accept
"all that Uncle Ho seems willing
to shovel; and he has a really big
shovel." Those who accept Com-
munist propaganda handouts as
objective fact are doing as much
to deceive the country as are those
who exaggerate the U.S. position.
"After all, we're napalming chil-
i Continued on pare 3)
A group of students, apparently
dissatisfied with certain editorial
practices of the Orion, has begun
to circulate a petition decrying
"biased" news reporting and con-
tending a "great imbalance in the
representation of a variety of
viewpoints."
The petition, \. ritten by Michael
Harmon '67 and Clark Irwin 70,
also calls for "appropriate action"
in light of these alleged practices.
At the house meeting of Alpha
Rho Upsilon April 19, a motion
supporting the petition was passed
by a three-to-one majority, it was
reported. Information was not
available as to the action of other
houses or thl number of signatures
expected.
The text of the petition:
A STATEMENT FROM THE
MEN OF BOWDOIN' REGARDING
THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPER
We, the undersigned men of
Bowdoin, here make known
our concern for the current
practices of the collage news-
paper, the Orient. We mean to
cast no aspersions on individu-
al staff workers; we accept th»
fact that a responsib'e staff
should present its views as well
as the news. Indeed, we re-
spect the forthright positions
taken by the Orient, though
often they are less than agree-
ab'e. We are, howev. , dis-
pleased by the often appar-
ently biased (as distinguished
from -ejudiced) writing of
news, i' e heavy reliance c' the
paper in syndicated material
of questionable objectivity and
value, and especially the great
imbalance in the representa-
tion of variety of viewpoints
We request appropriate acUo'-
r
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Be Sure To Visit
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here's your chance to get
a running head start
in a successful career.
There's only one hitch : it will take eight months of your time.
But measured against results, these eight months could be the most -advanta-
geous ones you'll ever spend. —.Xr-—
If you have the right qualifications -a B.A. or B.S. degree and a genuine
interest in succeeding—you may be one of a select group of young men partici-
pating in the new Management Internship Program at Saranac Lake fn the
Lake Placid area of upstate New York.
This unprecedented program starts in early September and is sponsored by
the American Management Association - the world's" largest and foremost
non-profit educational organization devoted to advancing and sharing the
principles of sound management throughout the entire management com-
munity. Last year alone some 1.800 separate AMA educational programs were
attended by more than 100,000 managers representing such diverse fields as
business, education, labor, government, religion, public health, and the com-
munications media.
Everything about the Management Internship Program is unique. The
Management Center where you'll live and study is equipped with every recent
technical advance in educational methodology. The faculty is drawn from
the nation's most gifted and successful practicing managers. And the
curriculum is tailor-made to the knowledge every beginning manager needs
but few possess- including well-developed leadership skills ... a sophisticated
understanding of the interrelationships between business and other social and
economic organizations ... a thorough indoctrination in the various phases
of management . . . and a firm grasp of practical business techniques.
In addition, you will have the invaluable opportunity to associate with the
company presidents, labor leaders, government officials and other top-level
administrators who participate in AMA's regularly scheduled meetings.
It's unlikely that there rs a manager at work today who would not have
welcomed a comparable opportunity to get a practical orientation in manage-
ment before embarking on his demanding career. Can you afford to pass it up?
For further details on the Management Internship Program - including
information on scholarships and fellowships -write to:
Dr. Robert I. Brigham
American Management Association, Inc.
The American Management Association Building
135 West 50th Street, New York, N. Y. 100?0
Four sophomores liave been elected t#¥hefouf„top offices of 'the
College's Student Union. Cosjmittpe. Harry ~K. Warren, Assistant
Director of Bcwdoin's Moulton Union and Committee adviser, has
announced the election of John F. Pritchard as President; James M.




Lt. Col. Richard S. Fleming, Professor of Military Science at
Bowdoin and head of the College's ROTC unit, has announced that
two sophomore cadets have won two-year Army ROTC Scholarships.
Colonel Fleming said the recipients are Neal C. Corson and Da-
vid P. Forsberg.
The? scholarships will include tuition, fees, and textbooks, as well
as an allowance of $50 per month.
Corson is President of Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity and Vice
President of the Bowdoin Political Forum. Last fall he won a Re-
serve Officers' Association Award as the outstanding freshman ROTC
cadet He also has been awarded an ROTC Academic Achievement
Wreath.__ 1__—- "
Forsberg has been active in sports activities during his two
years at Bowdoin and was awarded a letter as a member of last
year's state championship soccer team.
Selections from the James A. Michener Foundation Collection
will go on exhibition at the Bowdoin Museum of Art Friday (April
21). The exhibit, "Sources for Tomorrow," will continue through
May 21.
Director Marvin Sadik said the works in the collection repre-
sent leading movements in American painting from 1946 to 1966 in
abstract expressionism, pop art, and op art, as well as the work
of painters concerned with figural representation.
Among leading artists whose works will be displayed are Josef
Albers, Richard Anuszkiewicz, Elmer Bischoff, James Dine, Morris
Graves, Philip Guston, Hans Hofmann, John Hultberg, Robert
^dianaTFranz KlineT Morris Louis, Kenneth Noland, and Larry Rivers.
The paintings of the Michener Foundation were collected by the
celebrated American novelist and Pulitzer Prize winner.
* * * * *
To all Freshmen and Bowdoin Plan Students:
A follow-up of the questionnaires administered last September
will be conducted soon. The information gathered from these studies
helps the College to know more about itself and about its impact on
the students.
In order to be accurate, full participation is required in the to\-
low-up study. Therefore, all Freshmen and Bowdoin plan Students
should report to Hubbard Hall West at 3:00 P.M. on one of the fol-
lowing days:
Monday, April 24; Tuesday, April 25; Wednesday, April 26.
You should be finished by 4:30 P.M.
'
Student* unable to attend on one of the above days should con-
tact Mr. Toomajian to arrange an alternate date.
Liberal and vocational education will be discussed by a noted
Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor in a public lecture
at Bowdoin on April 28.
Dr. Nathaniel H. Frank, Professor of Physics at M.I.T., has chos-
en as his subject, "The Vocational and Cultural Goals of Education:
The Need for Change." He will speak at 8:15 p.m. in the Main
Lounge of the Moulton Union.
Dr. Frank will also address the Bowdoin Teachers' Club April
29 at 10 a.m. in the Moulton Union on "The Student Who Doesn't
Go to College." He will be the keynote speaker at the annual ses-
sion of the Club, which includes Bowdoin alumni active in various
areas of education.
STUDENT COUNCIL MINUTES
Fast for India: Approximately 90% of the student body has pledged
its support for the Fast for India, which will be held on the
Bowdoin campus on Monday, May 8. The proceeds will be sent
through the I'.N. to India for food production programs.
Each Council representative should submit an exact list of
those men not participating, so that meal tickets can be handed
out to these men for their meal in the Union that night. Any
changes should be reported by this coming Monday.
Student Judiciary Board: The presidents. of Zeta, PDP, and AKS
will form the nominating committee for next year's Judiciary
Board.
Social Rules: The Social Rules Committee will meet with the faculty
committee next Monday concerning the proposed rule changes.
SDS: The constitution of The Bowdoin Chapter of Students for a
Democratic Society was approved by the Council, giving the or-
ganization accredited campus status.
Interfraternity Sing: The long-awaited results for the ever-popular
Sing indicate that there is insufficient interest to hold the com-
petition this year. •*****
The final bridge tournament of the year will be held in the
Gallery Lounge of the Moulton Union this Sunday night, April 23 at
7:30 p.m. The cost as usual will be 25c.
* * * * *
Members of the freshman and sophomore classes are reminded
that applications for dormitory rooms should be obtained at the
Housing Office in the Placement Bureau. Any undergraduate hold-
ing application form should return this form immediately as ho as-
signment can be made until application forms are on file.
S. A. Ladd, Jr.
Director of Housing
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(Continued from pact I) ,
dpin is running up a deficit of three •
hundred thousand dollars, and
needs ten million "immediately." '
<Ziy such a perspective, the rele-
v
vance of Jhe college's ability to
support graduate studies without
loss to its undergraduate pursuits
increases in magnitude. Secondly,
Bowdoin lie? under a double heri-
tage. It has continually reaffirmed
its status as a small college, "ex-
celling" in undergraduate studies.
But, the college was also the seat
of the Maine Medical School, and
possesses a long heritage of meeting
the intellectual needs of Bowdoin's
geographic region. Third, despite
the maintenance of the small col-
lege status, there has been con-
tinuing pressure for growth, pres-
ently represented by swelHng en-
rollment figures.
Sketches Adj&ntages
Relying heavily on comments by
James Perkins, President Coles
sketched some of the advantages
of a doctoral program:
"The incentive to potential new
faculty members of high caliber
to settle at Bowdoin."
"The enrichment of undergradu-
ate curricular opportunity both in
depth and in breadth."
The close relationship between
undergraduate, post-graduate, and
faculty which supposedly occurs in
a small college setting."
"Derivitive support for the un-
dergraduate program through fac-
ulty and research funded by. Gov-
ernment and foundation grant."
"Contribution towards national
need."
"The appeal to prospective grad
uate students to a graduate school
in a small 'college atmosphere."
"Maximum exploitation of pres-
ent facilities . . . handsomely sup-
ported by the society."
attract) are already eagerly
. .
ARU _ .
sought after by the better known (Continued from page 1)
manag
MARCH
^ (Continulkl frontpage 1)
SYMPOSIUM
(Continued from page I) «
Opponents Cite Expense .
.,.•
The . opponents of graduate
studies at Bowdoin have been as
articulate in their objections to
the concept as President Coles in
his presentation of advantages.
First, the cost of graduate edu-
cation is "enormous'y expensive."
There, is strong doubt whether
Bowdoin can afford such a pro-
gram. Another point, there is real-
ly no need for additional graduate
facilities of the type Bowdoin
conceives. It seems that highly
qualified Ph.D. candidates (the
type which Bowdoin would like to
universities. Then," there is the
problem of attracting the needed
,
research professors and the pre-
requisite facilities. There is .some
fear tftat if Bowdoin did adopt a
graduate program? if- would quick-^
ly degenerate into a second-rate
project.
The objection which has attract-
ed the greatest attention concerns
the effect of a graduate school
upon the undergraduate studies.
There is a general concensus that
Bowdoin must place undergradu-
ate pursuits above all e!si. Presi-
dent Coles contended that a gradu-
ate school is one way of attracting
high caliber faculty to Bowdoin
in the future. Others argue that
a graduate school would be detri-
mental to undergraduate life. The
cost would drain needed resources
from the four-year program. Sec-
ondly, at least some element of the
faculty would be distracted from
their undergraduate teaching du-
ties.
Questions Raised
The controversy has raised sev-
eral questions which were outlined
by President, Coles:
"How wi'l it affect the quality
of faculty recruited?"
"Will it be easier, or harder to
recruit and retain faculty of the
quality desired?"
"Are faculty recruited for doc-
toral programs apt to be poor un-
dergraduate teachers, uninterested
in teaching, or uninterested in un-
dergraduates?"
toral students refuse to teach un-
dergraduates, even inja small col-
lege?"
"Is it possible for the able under-
graduate to enrich his program by
enrolling in beginning graduate
courses in his fle'd?"
"Do doctoral programs tend to-
ward narrowness and overspeciali-
zation by the faculty, or fpr more
intensive departmentalization?"
"What are library requirements,
relative to those required by a col-
lege with a faculty active in re-
search and an intensive honors
program for its undergraduate ma-
jors?"
"What are the financial implica-
tions — for faculty, for library, for
facilities?"
"What will be the role of the
Federal Government in financing
graduate programs and supporting
doctorate work twenty-five or fifty
years hence?"
longer have, to e the fi-
nances of the house, nor wou?d
they have to spend time on main*
tetiahce.' '* . /
Because the college Would un-
derwrite a great many of the
costs, more money for experimen-
tation would be available than is
currently in the fraternities. The
organization's dues would pay for
parties, lectures, and films. Most
important, the relation between
students and faciUty would be
greatly improved in much, the
same way as the Senior Center
has improved relations between
seniors and faculty.
John Ranahan '67, a supporter
of the plan, has said, "This is a
step toward a community of edu-
cation. Present social life at Bow-
doin is actua'ly detrimental to the
students' -social-growth. This ~wttt
create a new, exciting atmosphere
in which students can develop dur-
ing their first three years at Bow-
doin."
Five Goals
In their original statement of
goals for the new organization, the
students list five reasons for es-
tablishing this hew unit. "1. To
extend the goals of the college in
a realistic way into the student's
life. This organization would
ideally promote higher expecta-
tions among the students through
meaningful \ctivities and closer
student-faculty relations! 1
™2. It will free student time, en-
ergy, and interest from the con-
finement of internal social pres-
sures, administrative busy work
and many pointless activities such
as rushing and orientation. This
would enable the students to pur-
sue their academics, campus ac-
tivities, and, hopefully, the profit-
able goals and activities of the or-
ganization.
"3. it would provide fellowship
not only among students, but also
among students and faculty. The
programs, dining facilities, and the
resident wou'd tend to integrate
faculty and students.
"4. It would provide a varied
and improved social life for the
members. A larger operating
budget would make this possible.
"5. It would establish a college
backed social group that would be
open to change and willing to ex-
periment with new ideas.".
,_
The group leftX3entw*P*rk with
Dr/ King and the other leaders in
the vanguard and moved* alopg
Central'' Park South and 59th
Street. Latere dembnstratorssurged
down Madison Avenue chanting
"We Want Peace!" Turning east
oh 45th Street and then down
Second Avenue, thousands of
marchers emptied into the UN
Plaza to hear Dr. King and others.
By 2:30 the bulk of the crowd
had barely moved from Central
Park. Realizing the speeches were
to begin soon at the Plaza, a group
from Harlem broke away from the
march and went streaking down
6th Avenue (an unauthorized
street) yelling "Hell no, blacks
won't go" and waving Vietcong
flags. Police stopped the onslaught
before it reached the UN with a
blockade. Generally, however,
there -was a minimum of "violence
and heckling from people opposed
to the march.
At the Plaza Dr. King told the
huge gathering that "we must
work for the day when nation
will not rise against nation and
neither will they study war no
more . . . Let us save our national
honor—stop the bombing. Let us
save American lives and Vietna-
mese lives—stop the bombing. Let
us take a single instantaneous
step to the peace table—stop the
bombing. Let our voices ring out
across the land to say the Ameri-
can people are not vainglorious
conquerors—stop the bombing."
Required Approval
Before the proposal can go into
effect, it must be approved by the
ARU alumni and the financial and
governing boards of the college.
Members of the fraternity would
like the new organization to come
into existence before the begin-
ning of the next school year,
ning of the next school year;
however, there may be difficulty in
getting the proposal before the
college financial board before it
meetSi T~mmZZZ^ZH
speakers: Katharine McBride,
president of Bryn Mawr Colleger-
. Rfchard Sullivan* President -ofttie
Association of Colleges; Peter
Muirhead, Associate Commissioner
of the Office of Education; and
finally, Richard Storr, a former
Bowdoin faculty member, and au-
thor of The Beginning of Graduate
Education in America.
The speaking sessions will be
followed by a panel discussion
composed of a wide assortment of
individuals from the field of edu-
cation. Scheduled are Nobel Prize
winner, Polykarp Kusch; Robert
Rosenbaum of Wesleyan Univer-
sity; James Hornig of Dartmouth;*
F. C. Ward of the Ford Founda-
tion; Fred Anson, Associate Pro-
fessor of Chemistry at CalJTech;
^John Abbot '43T ahcT Harold B.
Gores, President of Education Fa-
cilities Laboratories, Inc.
The topics under discussion in-
clude "Doctoral Programs and the
Nation's Need," "Doctoral Proprams
in the Liberal Arts College Envir-
onment," and "Implementation of
Doctoral Programs."
Sons and Daughters: The Berkeley Bag
by Ken Slosberg
Sons and Daughters, shown in
Sills Hall last Monday night, failed
to leave anyone who saw it un-
moved. Some were angered, some
depressed, some disgusted. Not all
these emotions were directed to-
ward America's foreign policy in
Southeast Asia. Many directed
such sentiments towards the film
and/or the Berkeley protest move-
ment. The fi'm has as its focal
point the Berkeley Campus of the
University of California and the
protests there against the Vietnam
War in the spring of 1965.
The film is committed to the
viewpoint that we should not be
there. This is its premise, not
its conclusion.
The answer comes like a scream
at the conscience of those who
accept the premise. You mobilize
everything within your power to
fight the powers that have commit-
ted you to that which you do not
want you or your country com-
mitted. You do this because you
are morally and legally respon-
sible for what is done in the name
of America. You do this because
this is what is in the best interest
of this country, both in maintain-
ing respect and power abroad and
the fabric of society at home. This
in a nutsheH was what Jerry Stoll
and Stephen Lighthill were saying
with this film.
The message is not: Don't think,
march. But rather, If you think
this way then you should feel a
commitment to act. The film is
sophisticated enough to assume
an audience that has already heard
of Vietnam and has already heard
the issues. If one is aroused, then
the film has met its objective.
The visual content of the film
predominates as the working lan-
guage. Action scenes in Vietnam
are not used to illustrate some-
one's speech, but rather the speech
adds supporting undercurrent to
the dynamic action on the screen.
Each shot is picked carefully to
fit into short sequences rarely
lasting more than 10 seconds. The
result is a forceful rhythm of se-
quence cycles. Each nearly al-
ways ends in some scene of vio-
lence by American soldiers, bombs,
or police, the next cycle often be-
ginning with the aftermath of vio-
lence or a return to the Berkeley
campus. The rhythms of action
and sound flow throughout the en-
tire film.
Wide angle vistas of a bombing
squadron are contrasted with dra-
matic close-ups of grief stricken
peasants. Telephoto shots are con-
nected with fast moving pans, giv-
ing us an intimate view - of "Mr.
Apathetic America" dusting his
coat and buying a paper or an
intimate contrast between a ra-
diant protester singing, "We are
not afraid," and a scared cop
with nervous eyes. S!ow motion
dramatizes violence; stop action
heightens irony. A Hell's Angel is
aggressively attacking the protest-
ers. He is screaming, "Who the
hell do you think you are! This is
America!" STOP. The Angel is
frozen on the screen, words still
ringing in our minds, irrational
hatred etched in his contorted face.
The film is a fine piece of work
regardless of the political im-
plications. One does not have to
agree that the Klu Klux Klan
saved the South or that Hitler
could save Germany to see that
Birth of a Nation and Triumph of
the Will are great films. Sons
and Daughters is more sophisticat-
ed and more honest than either
of the above or for that matter
the films put out by the American
Legion or the USIA of our State
Department.
HARMON
(Continued from page 1)
dren aren't we? The New York
Times says so does Ramparts. The
Bath - Brunswick Times - Record
makes that claim and so does the
Daily Worker. It must be true!
True, that is until the medical au-
thority for the New York Tones
travels to Vietnam and returns to
report that those burned children
that Ramparts was so morally in-
dignant about were really burned
by gasoline. Of course, Miss Bright-
man called the Doctor a liar be-
cause after all she saw what the
North Vietnamese wanted her to
see, and aren't they objective?' 1
Outfitters to Bowdoin Men
NUVO HOPSACK
Levi Sta-Prest jeans in a great new fabric
in exciting new colors. Trim-cut, long
wearing, polyester and cotton.
$7.50
Famous denim white Levis in
Wheat and Loden
$4.98
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
120 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
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TKe ARU Proposal - Yesi
There have been indications from many sources recently
that the present^ social system, built around the twelve frater
nities, is less than ideal.In fact, we feel, 'less than ideal' ;
probably an understatement,
—Fifty percent of freshman indicate that Jhey join fraterni-
ties only because "there is no alternative", according to a
poll conducted by the Dean of Students.
—The Report of the Student Council Social Rules Committee
contends that at Bowdoin there is "a polarity of weeks oppos-
ing weekends which becomes all-too-easily translated into a
contest of the library vs the fraternity,"
Into this problem, with remarkable, if yet tentative, boldness
has stepped Alpha Rho Upsilon.
It is noteworthy that their proposed plan includes the open-
ing of all its activities to all members of the college, and also that
provisions are being made in the plan for a resident faculty
member.
The first point, open activities, recognizes the great need to
move across outmoded fraternity barriers in participation in
interests which do not necessarily fit best in this mold. That is, as
the ARU statement emphasizes, it will "free student time, ener-
gy, and interest from the confinement of internal social pressures
. . .
(and) enable the students to pursue their academics, campus
activities, and hopefully the profitable goals and activities of the
organization."
Thus, while the proposed organization will have membership
on an open basis in terms of living and eating, the activities of
the club would cross all fraternity or class lines.
The second unique feature is the inclusion of a resident fac-
ulty member within the house itself, tending to "integrate faculty
and students." We see in this provision a truly worthwhile and
potentially far-reaching idea that could fundamentally change
the traditional gulf between faculty and students outside of
formal classroom situations. Just as the Free Seminar Program,
for instance, brings all interested parties together in areas of
common academic interest, the ARU plan hopes to do this in the
broader area of common living situations.
The plan is not perfect; while the activities of the proposed
club would be open to all, we foresee problems in encouraging
participation from a large number of students still confined by
the fraternity system, just as many activities today suffer.
The attempt and the approach, however, are highly desir-
able. The men of ARU have shown courage and foresight in
considering this plan. We hope their efforts will be rewarded by
/ SDS RECOGNITION.SCORED
To the Editor:
I want to register my opposition to the vate tak-
en hy the Student Council last Monday evening
which permits the Students for a Democratic So-
ciety (SDS) to use the name of this College in con-
junction with their activities. Prior to Student
Council action members of this organization felt it
their right to use Bowdoin's name in connection
with the protest against the war in Vietnam. Evi-
dence of this is recorded on the front page of the
Brunswick Times-Record on Monday, April 17
which shows a picture of a sign carried in the
march in New York City. The sign says, "BOW-
DOIN is against the WAR."
Further, I oppose fhe official recognition of SDS
because it allows them to go before the Blanket
Tax Committee in order to procure funds for the
support of their activities. Like all Bowdoin stu-
dents I contribute money to the Blanket Tax but
in so doing I in no way wish this money to be used
indiscriminately by any and all political factions
on Campus. It is a negation of my personal free-
dom not to be able to choose to support or not sup-
port radical political organizations (SDS, YAF,
SNCC etc.). This freedom is violated when such
organizations are allowed the possibility of gaining
my financial support when I am opposed to their
tenets.
In addition, I do not feel that it is in the best
interests of the College to allow its name to be-
come officially associated with any radical political
faction. In my mind unless the action of the Stu-
dent Council is reversed there is no logical justifi-
cation for not recognizing a Bowdoin Chapter of
the K.K.K. or the Nazi Party.
I hope that for once the inactive majority on
this Campus will arouse themselves and examine
the implications of the action taken by the Student
Council. If people other than myself feel that their
freedom of choice has been jeopardized I wish that
these sentiments would be made known at the next
Student Council meeting (which is open to all
members of the student body) and to current Stu-
dent Council representatives so that the vote taken
last week may be reversed.
Edwin L. Russell
Vice President Student Council
REPUTATION ENDANGERED
an opportunity to implement their experiment in the same spirit
of innovation as the Senior Center and the Free Seminar
Program.
The Petition
By necessity the Orient is a product of the efforts of a small
group of students. Thus, we welcome any dissenting views from
those presented in our columns ; we also are pleased to have any
students who object to any practice of the Orient express their
opinions, be it in the form of a letter, verbally, or a petition.
However, we object strongly to the contents of the petition
currently being circulated. When it is stated that our coverage of
news is "apparently biased", we look for substantiation, clarifi-
cation, specific instances, anything that will define exactly to
what objections are being raised. We find none. When it is stated
that "syndicated material" is of "questionable objectivity and
value", we find no specifics. Again when "great imbalance in the
representation of a variety of viewpoints" is allegated, we are
left to guess just what we are doing to offend the writers and
signers of the petition. Lastly, we find it hard to take "appropriate
action" when we do not know what faults we are expected to
correct.
The editors have responsibility for all that appears in these
pages; we ask the writers of the petition take the same respon-
sibility in substantiating, if possible, their criticisms.
M.F.R., N.B.H., R.S., J.P.R., E.W.G.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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To the Editor:
In the name cf equality, or more precisely, in
the name of "active neutrality" as Doug Biklen
put it, the Bowdoin College Student Council grant-
ed its official recognition to Students for a Demo-
cratic Society on the Bowdoin campus. This sanc-
tion by the student body allows the SDS to use the
name of Bowdoin College in its activities and to
go before the Blanket Tax Committee for the use
of student funds in its activities.
I disagree with the judgment of the Student
Council. Marc Friedman, in proposing recognition,
stated that the Young Republicans and the Young
Democrats had been given recognition and that the
SDS was no different. It is my feeling that the
SDS does not represent the interests of even a sub-
stantial minority of Bowdoin students, that they
are a political faction and not a political party, and
that we cannot sanction or support a political
pressure group. I believe that association with
SDS could be injurious to Bowdoin's reputation. I
cannot envision myself giving sanction or financial
aid to the SDS. I agree that a teach-in or lec-
ture might have its benefits, but such a thing
could be financed through the Political Forum;
certainly the student body should not finance a
parade through New York by a few student car-
rying a sign saying "Bowdoin is against the War."
I do not believe that most of the members of
the Student Council acted with full consideration
for the consequences of their act. I call for a
student referendum on this issue to see iiow many
students are in favor of lending their name to this
orqanizntion, or any function like it.
In the event that most people feel recognition
and financial support of such a splinter organiza-
tion is worthwhile, why should not someone start
a Bowdoin Chapter of the United Klans of Amer-
ica? If the hallowed eagle of the Bowdoin coat?-
of-arms must have a right wing and a left, so too




The question has now arisen on campus as to
whether or not the Students for a Democratic So-
ciety should become an eligible for student activity
funds under the same arrangement as the Young
Republicans and YD's. Though it is not stated in
President Hyde's offer of the College, the need
and advantages of a politically active segment of
the campus is self evident; especially in a general
atmosphere of apathy and indifference. The SDS
is indeed politically active. It has also become a
stimulus to activity to other campus groups which
had begun to sink into inactivity.
Providing funds for the SDS would allow this
new organization to function under the auspices
of the Political Forum. From all indications the
Students for a Democratic Society do represent
a comparatively sizeable segment (in comparison
to the other political organizations) of the student
body. They should be allowed financial support to
the amount of the other sponsored political or-





Last week's article about the activities of Proj-
ect 65, though quite complimentary — for that I'm
grateful — also contained a few misconceptions
which I feel should be clarified. It also neglected
mention of some recent activities which I feel is
peYtinent to putting things in a proper focus. Along
the same lines, I would like to give some credit to
people not named in the article.
Project 65 was initiated three years ago by men
who felt that the Bowdcin student body was too
homogeneous: men from more varied cultural and
ethnic backgrounds were needed. Visits to pre-
dominantly Negro high schools were made, and
qualified men were encouraged to apply.
Several.men applied after the deadline, but the
Admissions Office waived that requirement, and
several of the men were deemed qualified for ad-
mission. President Coles managed to raise some
"emergency" scholarship funds for some of the
students, and admission to comparable Northern
schools wag arranged for those for whom funds
were unavailable. The problem has been a sur-
plus of qualified men for the available funds.
Hence the necessity of the grant.
Funds were available, but they were limited; so
it was felt that it would be unfair to actively en-
courage a large number of men to apply, since
most of them would require substantial financial
aid. Therefore, recruitment activities (for want
of a better term) were de-emphasized last year,
though not terminated. The program — now co-
ordinated by BUCRO, just in case any men are
interested in helping in next year's activities —
shifted its focus to younger students, trying to
initiate at that level some serious thought about
higher education and suitable high school cur-
ricula. Parents and community groups were con-
tacted, as well as newspaper and radio interviews
held, in an attempt to create an awareness of schol-
arship opportunities.
This program was continued this year, along with
the revitalization of the recruitment activities.
Groups of Bowdoin students visited high schools
during Christmas recess (something new this year,
to enable present seniors to apply before the March
1 deadline), semester break, and spring vacation.
Activities were concentrated in the Northeast to
cut expenses and to make travel less of the pro-
hibitive factor it has been in the past. As part
of this year's program, applicants were encour-
aged to visit the campus, BUCRO paying the trans-
portation expenses for those otherwise unable to
come.
Two other men deserve mention when the grant
from the Rockefeller Foundation is discussed.
President Coles actively encouraged Ed Bell '66
and' me, and it was he who arranged the appoint-
ments for my visit to New York. But it was
Robert Mellow and E. Leroy Knight with whom
the proposal itself was drafted. When the proposal
was updated and revised this past fall, they were




Owing to technical difficulties and limitation, of space, several letter, on topic, of cur-
rent«>ntrover»y could not be printed. An attempt will be made to distribute these in leaflet





5 NEW YORK — That the earth
underfoot In Central Park was
still damp from the spring thaw
this weekend is perhaps symbolic
of the freshness and hesitant hope-
fulness which were Just some of
the emotions some Bowdoin stu-
dents felt within and around
themselves during the Spring Mo-
bilization to End the War in Viet-
nam in New York City April 15.
Central Park was the gathering
place for tens of thousands of
persons of varying degrees of
beardedness and long-hairedness,
of outlandish dress ranging from
double-breasted jackets which are
so Jar out their^hvto shirts war skits and
wearing overseas caps with "War
Veterans For Peace" embroidered
on them, Negroes carrying signs"
"No Vietnamese ever called me a
nigger," trade unionists, men in
business suits
. . . the pageant was
endless.
And it was a pageant. On a
hill on one corner of the Sheep
Meadow, a large crowd surround-
ed a group of students and adults
burning their draft cards. Close
at hand was a small band of
counterdemonstrators, who, after
about fifty cards were turned to
ashes, quietly left.
Other groups, acted out anti-
AS DRAFT CARDS BURN:
brightly painted with the slogans
of "Love" or "Luv" or "Luve" and
"Tune-in, Turn-on, Drop Out.''
BUT THERE WAS something
more than this. When the gaudi-
ness of the some of the gathering
masses, of the elaborate floats de-
picting supposed American atroci-
ties in the war, of the waving, yel-
low, green and red of Viet Cong
flags was absorbed, and some less
obvious characteristics of the
crowds could be observed.
There were families, from babes
j carried papoose-fashion by their
mothers to aunts, grandmothers
and in-laws it seemed, and young
couples, well-dressed, and not so
well-dressed college students. And
high school students, and men
playlets, an old
woman earnestly made a pitch for
a line of "peace" Mothers' Day
Cards. Banners of every degree
of elaborateness and size floated
or were carried high: "Even Maine
is against the war," was crudely
scrawled on one. "Norwalk, Conn.
Committee against the War" top-
ped a group suburbanites in knit
dresses and tweedy jackets. And
near the marshalling area for New
England contingents, was held
aloft the most moving comment I
saw. it was simply a large print
of Picasso's brutally effective mural
of the Spanish Civil War atrocity,
"Guernica."
MORE THAN MOST SLOGANS,
songs or symbols which will come




most universal sign of support was
the humble daffodil. This flower
sprouted spontaneously in the la-
bels or pockets or ears or hair, of
men, boys, girls and women, with
a lack of self-consciousness but yet
a strong feeling of pride in it which
surprised me as I wore one given
me by one of scores of girls who
circulated through the ever-dens-
er crowds distributing them free-
ly.
The little splashes of yellow did
more, I think, to dispel the rela-
tive gloom of the chilly, overcast
day, than all the banners and
posters.
-At 1:30, we had barely moved
two hundred yards from our gath-
ering place, the air was chillier,
but still spirits were high. After
all, one sign read "Can the Easter
Parade Match This." Just before
we moved onto Central Park
South, shouting was heard, and
dozens of people broke off the
main body and headed towards
Sixth Avenue. Immediately, we
thought that the previously un-
marred demonstration had finally
run into a scuffle with counter-
demonstrators. What it actually
was was that a group of Negroes,
impatient to hear Dr. J£ing and
Stokely Carmicriael • had surged
down Sixth (The march was sup-
posed to go down Madison) block-
ing traffic, down to Times Square,
(startling a group of pro-war pick-





The scene is Central Park, Saturday.
ets stationed there) and then
moved, on the run, crosstown to
the United Nations Plaza, as I
heard later, and been enthusias-
tically cheered as they entered the
Plaza.
ONCE ON CENTRAL PARK
SOUTH, past the highest-rent dis-
.
trict in Manhattan, the line open-
ed up, and marshals had to urge
us to move faster and close ranks.
At the Plaza, easily N.Y.'s most
staid and prestigious hotel, I was
pleasantly startled to see a United
Nations flag flying over the en-
trance. (This is at a hotel which
is so sure of itself, that nowhere
on its walls does it announce its
name.)
Sporadic clapping and cheers
greeted our contingents, and our
blanket banner reading "Bowdoin
is against the war" wa& greeted
onee by "Hooray for you, whoever
you are!" and later by a couple
who said their son was at Bow-
doin, exclaiming excitedly "You
mean there's really political ac-
tivism at Bowdoin?" Well, I ad-
mitted, there was some.
Every few blocks now, a small
l&%W:Wx::::::::::::S^
(Hetta photo)
band of counterpickets and heck-
lers punctuated the air with shouts
of everything from "Support our
boys" to "Bomb Hanoi!" to "Trait-
ors!" and "Commies \" Once, as
the parade was stopped to allow
crosstown traffic to get by, our
group was caught alone on a block
while the rest either moved ahead
on the next block or was stopped
on the last block. Then the traf-
fic was stopped, and as a single
mass we watched the line of march
approach us, their chants rever-
berating wierdly down the avenue.
That sight, as much as anything
I saw that weekend, symbolized
the unity of all the men, women,
boys, girls, students, workers, bu-
sinessmen, veterans, young and
old, whatever their ideological
stripe, groping that day for some
out'et for their frustration in the
face of the absurdity of that
strange and dirty war 10,000 miles
west.
WE WERE HEARING that the
main participants were now speak-
ing at the U.N., but for most of us
the disappointment of not being






"The marchers have appealed to conscience, they have •:•:
sought to sever themselves from the blood guilt in Vietnam. Let $
their consciences, then, tell them what to reply to those who :•:•
may yet die because of the illusions fostered in Hanoi by this :§
mobilization for 'peace.' :•:
—The New York World Journal Tribune, April 17^
"A serviceman watching the San Francisco marchers is
quoted as saying: 'I'll bet we could get ten times this number
out here to support the war if we made the same effort these
people did/ which may be true. But the pro-war people have
not made the effort, and the anti-war people have. . . .
"And amongst the rank-and-file marchers the hippies and
beatniks obviously were in a different world from the pacifist
clergy."
—The Boston Globe, April 17
"A tyranny of the extreme leftists is today seemingly silenc-
ing a large segment of American opinion, just as the tyranny of
the extreme right silenced American conscience under Mc-
Carthyism. . . .
"McCarthyism manipulated many misguided spokesmen for
diverse and good causes into becoming tools and pawns to per-
form its evil work of frightening its critics into silence.
"Today we witness Dr. Martin Luther King and Dr. Ben-
jamin Spock — a strange pair of bedfellows — and a pedantic
pilgrimage of professors becoming tools of the New Left."
—Portland Sunday Telegram, April 16
".
. . what the demonstrators sought is not considered either
by the American Government or by a majority of the American
people, to be within the bounds of practicality. .
. .
"It is one thing to call for a suspension of the bombing of
North Vietnam (in the hopes that It might lead to peace talks),
or for a 'hold and defend' policy, but it is quite another thing to
demand that the war be brought to an early and sharp end by
America's one-sided withdrawal."
—The Christian Science Monitor, April 18M
"The organizers of today's demonstrations against the war
in Vietnam presumably wish to have both moral impact and
political effect They will have neither.
. . .
"The war is not a simple bedtime story between heroes and
villains. All the morality is not and never was confined to one
side in this miserable struggle. In moral terms, the demonstra-
tors are pursuing a double standard.
"In political terms a demonstration In favor of a halt to the
bombing of North Vietnam as a prelude to negotiations could
realistically serve the cause of peace. But a demonstration in
favor of unilateral American withdrawal would only mean a
.











—The New York Times, April 15 »
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RFK Image Studied by Shannon *
MS T)OWCr"^frctm ntM/>v. +„ auk »>,-. will'J*.*?. t-^-M -" .. » ;^S-£j KEITH E Karlsson* powe * ro which to seek the
Mr^ William V. Shannon, /a presidency. < . '
member of the Editorial Board of The Senate "had no appeal" for
the New York Times, last Sunday him because he is the "executive
lectured at the Senior Center^ on type . , . whq likes danger, crises,
and problems," not one to observe"The Heir Apparentl Robert Ken
nedy and the struggle for Power?'
His talk was basically a preview
of his 85,000-word manuscript of
the same name.
Mr. Shannon spoke Of the "pass-
ing of the torch" from Jack to
Bobby. Although Teddy is a more
appealing man, RFK took over
following the Kennedy's "royal
rule of primogeniture." After
JFK's death, Bobby needed to
"establish an independent base of
the decorum needed in the* Senate.
He had hoped to capture the
vice-presidency in '64, but was
undecided whether to announce
for it on the strength of his name,
thereby forcing Lyndon Johnson's
hand, or to "campaign discreetly."
He chose the latter course, but
Johnson, unimpressed, eliminated
him but ruling out the entire
cabinet from consideration.
fW ^S7








Shut out of the convention,
Bbbby hatf to^seltle for the New
York Senate seat, though unable
to vote for himself, Mr. Shannon
attributed his victory in* pari to
,the Goldwater "suction pump . . .
pulling Republican candidates
down."
The last part of the lecture was
a discussion of Robert Kennedy as
a man. Any analysis must come
from observation because the Sen-
ator refuses to answer "couched *
questions" about his motives, Mr.
Shannon spoke of Bobby's "rude-
ness to Inferiors and political
peers" for which he is "much dis-
liked." To the Senator from New
York, "hurt feelings dont matter,
only the job does."
He also discussed Bobby's "com-
pulsive athleticism", illustrated
with stories of 50-mile hikes, 3-
hour touch football games, and
janoe, trips in .. torrential down=
«
pours on th£ Amazorrf Mr.- Shan-
non related these |scapade%*to trie
fact that RFK was a middle son
driven t^ prove himself, but ques-
tioned jyisethe^ his ac.tionj& *were
"nutty or gutty."
Mr. shannon also pointed up'
two opposing strands within the
man. First, a "stern moralizing
outlook" which led him, among
other things, to pursue Jimmy
Hoffa for ten years. Kennedy also
places a "high value on clearing
up problems, getting to the core,
and solving them," showing him-
self, to Mr. Shannon, to be almost
a "pure pragmatist."
In response to a question from
the floor, Mr. Shannon stated that
he would like to see RFK presi-
dent for Bobby shows the neces-
sary qualifications: "the brains to
understand complex issues and the
emotional stability to make a de-
cision and stick to it ."
Smith's Photo Shop


































"Would you be very surprised it
Vn$ie Ford .Foundation, Aunt
Carnegie Endowment, Great Aunt
Rockefeller Foundation and
maybe a tew of those rich global-
minded corporate Cousins like
Xerox began adopting these
poor C/A orphans like NSA
and making sure they continue
to live the good life to which
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IN PMWVISiON AND HETROCOUW
Si^ING MOBILIZATION
(Continued from page 5)
there tajjpiSten; "t think, was sub-
.
ordinate^ to an intense desire to
see the march through as a group.
People wfehad marched next to for
an hour breathe old friends.
On topic of constant discussion
was estimation of* just how many
thousands we were. -On paper, it's
easy to tell the difference between
100,000 and 200,000 massed people
but to be in the middle of a pro-
cession whose head had already
reached its destination, and whose
end was apparently hours behind
us, stretching from Central Park
to the United Nations, a distance
of some three miles.~ ,'. Well, just
the thought of such a group- was
staggering, let alone any mathe-
matical consideration involved.
With the end only blocks away,
some of the aching in our feet and
fatigue from the long drive from
Brunswick was less ignorable. On
ro^jlock-swing-dowirpirst Ave-
nue, the largest and loudest band
of counterpickets briefly livened the
proceedings, the lines moved faster
and then, there we were.
HOW CAN I DESCRIBE IT? In
the dimming light we could see
at the far end of the Plaza the
speakers' stand. The main speak-
ers had long since gone. The pres-
ent one was a Puerto Rican nation-
alist. At our end, the crowds were
very light, people were leaving,
sitting down in the street on
rumpled posters, the wind off the
East River was sharp, the plaza
was surrounded by sullen-faced,
tired-looking cops. Even the de-
serted United Nations buildings
looked cold, and people at a litera-
ture stand of the UJS. Committee
to Aid the National Liberation
Front was packing up their wears.
Some of us sat on the cold pave-
ment awhile, then left.
Was it anticlimatic? Perhaps
we had missed any real peak or
central focussing for our energies.
We wandered back to Grand Cen-
tral Terminal to get warm and
take a look at what the evening
papers were saying. Grand Cen-
tral was filled with sitting, talking,
laughing marchers. We had taken
over there, too, one of the largest
rooms in the world.
Had we been a moral and po-
litical failure because of the dis-
unity of the positions represented,
as the papers said? I don't think
so; if nothing else, the Spring
Mobilization had been a massive
session of group therapy where all
of us talking with our feet could
work off the intense sense of frus-
tration and powerlessness in the
face of an obstreperous Adminis-
tration. Effective political action by







Vi Price On Wooden Skis
READ'S SKI SHOP
185 Pork Row Brunswick
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Reviewer Finds Quartet* Trite
PAGE SEVEN
^Thomas Kosmo
ThW composer in this age of mu-
sic must often answer the, charge
that he composes music too in-
cc^pitlwnsiblg^for: the public
judgment, (Much of it is truly
bad music because of its experi-
mental kind. Last Wednesday
evening, however, the Vaghy String
Quartet presented a quartet by
Morton Gold (b. 1933) which al-
layed the anxieties of many of
the very few in attendance.
In its four tidy movements (a so-
nata, an andante, a scherzo, and a
rorido) the Gold quartet is charac-
terized by an unfailing degree of

















Hearing Aids & Batteries
bridge betwfen trio and scherzo,,
a
most tirisubtle build-up of tension
resolving merely to the restatement
of the now-familiar first theme.
The foufth*roVemeht
'begins a la
Shostakovitcrr and is followed by
a subject of syncopation well ar-
ticulated by Deszo Vaghy. And
there were other moments of
conspicuously good playing, such
as the delicate treatment of the
textures and harmonies in the sec-
ond subject of the a'legro (IV).
The penultimate subject of the
rondo was a lyric solo for cello,
played in the most forceful, robust
quality of Mr. Holm. For the most
part, the tempi were well chosen
and the balance good, especially
in the redeeming sonata, a splendid
achievement of unity done by Mr.
Gold. But the work suffers from
being wrought with too many melo-




Democrats have already been rec-
ognized, ther^ is
.rib substantial
reason ^not to .extend the same
^benefits fb' another political club.
In the 'following discussion, it
was revealed that the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF),
had previously applied for recog-
nition and had been rejected. Al-
so, when asked what the SDS
planned to do with the funds it
would receive, Freedman replied
that it would primarily be used to
pay visiting lecturers. However,
he quickly added that SDS chiefly
wants the recognition to establish
itself as part of the college and
that it is not now specifically ask-
ing for a sum of money.
Edward Russel 67 led the oppo-
sition to the recognition of SDS,







The North American Yacht-
ing Association is soliciting
summer job applications.
Due to the results of a re-
cent survey of sail and pow-
er vessel owners on toe East
coast, West coast, Gulf area
and the Great Lakes, appli-
cations from college stu-
dents or graduates are be-
ing accepted (no full time
employment)
. Employment
for experienced as well as
inexperienced young men
and women of good charac-
ter is available. Facility in
cooking or child care is par-
ticularly helpful. Crewing
affords the opportunity to
acquire or sharpen boating
skills, and visit new places*
while earning reasonable in-
come in pleasant outdoor
surroundings.
TO APPLY: Send NAYA a
resume using the form be-
low and your application
will be reproduced and for-
warded to over 3,000 owners
of large craft.
NOTE: Our reproduction
system requires that all re-
sumes be clearly typed with
black ribbon (or hand print-
ed with dark black ink) on
a while 3" x 5" card using
the exact format outlined be-
low including each item with
appropriate number (i.e. (1)
John Doe (2) 1704 Main St.)
(1) Name (2) Address (3)
Phone
-No. (4) Age (5)
School («) Available from —
to in (state area(s) ) (7)
Previous relevant experi-
ence (8) Two Personal ref-
erences (9) Preference (sail-
*ng or cruising, etc.) (10)
Other pertinent facts (11)
Two or more applicants
wishing to work together,
L
state, tiiis preference.







The second half of the program
consisted of Haydn's "Seven Last
?« ords of the Saviour Chris* *
composed in 1787 on a commission
from the Cathedral of Cadiz. The
preseht work is of an introduc-
tion, a terremoto conclusion, and
seven adagios that were to illus-
trate the seven sentences of the
passion of Christ, which the bishop
pronounced and discoursed upon.
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP









150 Maine St, Brunswick
725-7062
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low
Payments, at Very Low
Interest






FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS' IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
SENIORS
Teaching opportunities for hegiiiners la private
independent schools. Education courses not pre-
requisite.
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
Post Office Box 278
Windsor
.Connecticut
be opposed to accepting any or-
ganization
, wlficA subscribes tn
~
'Shy manner to literature similar
td that published by the SDS na-
tional. He also cited the inci-
dents, in which the SDS picketed
the Selective Service Tests. Ac*
cording to Russel these actions, and>
therefore the organization, do not
represent "a viable minority of the
college."
John Mackenzie '69 continued
along this line with the opinion
that as the Student Council repre-
sents the majority, it should not
recognize an organization whose
policies are popular with merely
a small minority. Peter Hayes '68
also in opposition to the proposal,
feared that acceptance of SDS
^would set an inconvenient prece-
dent, which would compel the
Council to accept any political
club that applies for recognition.
Russel again expressed his op-
position to SDS by accusing the
organizatiorrnjf working outside
the U.S. political spectrum. "I do
not want to recognize financially
any 'organization that would? use*:
tM 5"°ney for speaker's that aliep-
aflrthe campus." <*
During the discussion there
were speakers who* were,'* equally
convinced that SDS should be ax>
cepted. kn essence "they felt that,
the Student Council had already
committed itself to supporting po-
litical clubs by recognizing Young
Democrats and Young Republic-
ans. They expressed the opinion
that the college is in great need
of more events patterned after
the SDS sponsored teach-in, which
according to most was well at-
tended and did not "alienate the
campus."
Despite the dissenting faction,
the proposal was passed, recogniz-
ing SDS as a College organization
and making it eligible for Blanket
Tax funds. Also, before the mat-
ter was dismissed the Council in-
















happy to serve you"

















- Paints - SundriesU Pleasant SI. — Dial 725-5361
Dial 725-5381
(Next door to Post Office)
STUDENTS WELCOME
SECRETARIAL WORK
Typing, dictation and mime-
ographing done reasonably
and efficiently. 50c per page
for typing. Dorothy A. Tit-
™»"b " Public Stenographer,










15 Jordan Avenue, Brunswick
Phone 725-2481
Flowers for all occasion*
Flowen by wire
YOU PROBABLY KNOW ONE
OF OUR
PRODUCTS BETTER THAN
TOU KNOW OUR COMPANY.
Wt Unfit Hit vtr tie ctre »#/ wt ire /»
ivtt It ptitt out titt oti /tnli t, it
miltilt It mttt fttr trery prmtitn rtfminmtil.
BRUNSWICK PUBLISHING COMPANY
'M •» •>..,..,. iwis aitono m .„ D0», us , „„„[,
tnduitf. Road It.^pSo..- \ , rt. -• * m - SJfl
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS"— "STORAGE FACILITIES"





y0U £aVe chosen the date and flis"hts y«» wish t« take,
call stowe Travel. Tell us you are a YOUTH PLAN passenger'
ard have us check space availability and issue vour Half-Fare
Ticket for you. Call or come and see us for all your travel needs.
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
HOTEL RESERVATIONS - CRUISES - ESCORTED
AIRLINES
_ STEAMSHIPS - HONEYMOONS
TOURS— RENT-A-CAR - BUS - TRAIN
• PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINEMARY BAXTER WHITE 725^73
"SERVING BOWDrilK MEN FOR 17 YEARS"
•
!'
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Withe Pitches Bears Over Wesleyan, 2-1 PmUbig,TukZ5*s* Meet Marks




* by Alan Lassila *v








MIDDLETOWN, Conn. — The Bowdoin baseball team scored
single runs in the* eighth and ninth innings to back up senior Jen*
Withe's fine five-hit pitching performance 'to defeat W#sley«ai*. 2-1,
in the Polar Bears' regular season opener. The victory was Bow-
ddhVs eleventh" straight over Little Three competition.
t
* Withe, winning his fourth game without a defeat in his varsity
career, allowed just five hits and one walk in his route-going effort.
After-Wesleyan had scored once in the third inning and had two
men on in the fourth, the Bowdoin southpaw came on strong in the
final five frames. Yet he stood to be a loser until the Polar Bears
rallied in the closing innings.
Thirdbaseman Bob Parker started the Bowdoin rally in the
eighth with a single to left field off Wesleyan righthander Legette
who had allowed just three hits in the first seven inpings. Withe
then sacrificed Parker to second, and Coach Danny MacFayden sent
Doug Brown in to run for Parker. Legette forced sophomore "Bo"
McFarland to bounce to third for the second out, but senior Paul
Newman came through with a single to right field, scoring Brown
with the tying run.
The Polar Bears started their ninth inning attack with one out
as catcher Bob Giard drilled a drive down the left field line for a




1. Theta Delta Chi
2. Psi Upsilon
3. Alpha Delta Phi
4. Beta Theta PI
5. Alpha Kappa Sigma
6. Chi Psi
7. Alpha Rho Upsilon
8. Phi Delta Psi
9. Delta Sigma
(Zeta Psi, Delta Kappa Epsilon and
Sigma Nu did not participate.)
INTERFRAT POINT TOTAL
Thru swimming excluding bowling
(Low point total wins)
singled "to'righT; wTtTiTJiard 'stopping at third. Legette bore down to
strike out Ken Martin, but then his defense failed him. Secondbase-
man Sitarz bobbled Doug Brown's grounder for an error, allowing
Giard to score the Polar Bears second run.
Some fine fielding on the part of Bowdoin helped Withe get
through the ninth inning on only five pitches. The Cardinals' LeClair
• led off with a sinking line drive to center field. It appeared that
Doug Brown would be able to make the catch, but he tripped and
was forced to make a spectacular diving grab at the last minute.
This could have resulted in a double or triple. Shortstop "Bobo"
McFarland then made fine plays to throw out Sitarz and Hicks on
close calls at first base.
Bowdoin's only scoring chance before the eighth came in the
fourth inning. Newman and captain Pete Pappas each singled and
the Bears had two runners on with no outs. Legette came back to
get Wormell, Giard, and Benedetto, two of them on strikeouts. Le-
gette managed to whiff eleven Bowdoin batsmen over the course of
the game.
The Polar Bears now move on to Williams College to take r>n
the Ephmen today, then complete the circuit of Little Three schools
with a Saturday game against powerful Amherst. The Lord Jeffs







K BH RBI Sitarz. 2b —t-—6
Hicks, lb 4 2
Newman, lb 4 2 1 Whiteker, c 3 110
Pappas, 2b 4 1 Lenette, p 10
Wormell, rf 4 Totals 31 1 5 1
Giard, c 4 1 1 X — ran for Parker in Hth










Bowdoin 00000001 1 — 2
Wesleyan 00 *1 000000—1




34 2 7 1 The Bowdoin Lacrosse
Team won its first game of
WESLEYAN AB R BH RBI the season yesterday,
Wrobel, ss 4
2 n crushing Brandeis 17-3.






Wesleyan — game time
LeClair, rf-cf 4 2:00 p.m.




LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE




One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PLANT
69-73 MAINE STREET
TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
Botfdoirf evened-.' its spring track . record ^wilh a convincing ,
72-41 victory over the University of Vermont "Saturday in a meet ^
which had to be moved into the Hyde Athletic Cage because of
the poor field conditions outside.
**
1. Alpha Kappa Sigma
2. Beta Theta Pi
3. Chi Psi
4. Alpha Delta Phi
5. Psi Upsilon
6. Theta Delta Chi
7. Zeta Psi
8. Alpha Rho Upsilon
9. Delta Sigma
10. Delta Kappa Epsilon


















In a complete reversal of form
from two years ago, the Polar
Bears won all the running events,
swept the long jump, took 1-2 in
the weight throw, and triumphed
in the mile relay to take the dual
meet easily. Coach Sabasteanski's
squad accomplished all of this
without the services of three of its
most valuable men during the
winter season, "Skip" Smith, Doug
Windeler, and Doug MacDonald.
All three have decided to forego
the spring track season.
Meet records were established
by a pair of sophomores in the
Cub Thinclads
Lose, 86-23, To Vt
Vermont's freshman track team
atoned for the varsity's defeat by
whipping Bowdoin, 86-23, Saturday
in the Bowdoin cage. The Ver-
mont squad won every event on
the program, setting five meet rec-
ords.
Ken Cuneo, a fine distance run
ner, came the closest to giving the
Polar Bears a victory. He finished
second to Vermont's Ken Cook in
the mile, forcing Cook to run a
record-smashing time of 4:23.4.
The two milers were practically
even for the first half mile which
was c'ocked in 2:00.2. Then Cuneo
started to fade as the fast pace
was too much for him. Cuneo also
placed second in the 880.
Other Vermont records were set
by Ralph Alexander in the weight
throw-, Neil Bouffard in the high
hurdles, Carl Decavalante in the
discus, and Sandy Magid in the
shot put. The Vermont trio of
Janson, Baker, and Cooke swept
"distance events. Dick Paulding,
who last year broke the Bowdoin
freshman record for the half mile,
set a meet record in the mile with
a time of 4:34. Rod Tulonen, cap-
tain of next year's cross country
squad, turned in a fine time of
10:10.1 to better the two-mile
standard.
Vermont's Paul Ardell was the
lone double winner of the meet.
He won both the shot put with a
toss of 46'3%" and then led the
field in the discus at 136'3". His
teammate Bruce Kabat was the
victor in the pole vault and also
placed second in the 40-yard dash.
Captain Bruce Burton won the
dash for the Polar Bears in 4.8,
while senior Tom Allen edged out
Vermont's Crown to take the 880.
Max Willscher (weight throw),
Pete Hardy (440), and Ken Bal-
lihger (high hurdles) were the
other individual winners for Bow-
doin. The team of Hardy, Dave
Goodof, Ballinger, and Allen won
the mile relay.
The summary:
35-pound Weight — 1. Willscher
(B), 2. Best (B), 3. Seasman
(V). Dist. 53'
Long Jump — 1. Sabasteanski (B),
2. Randall (B), 3. Goodof (B).
Dist. 21*3"
High Jump — 1. Cate (V), 2. Sa-
basteanski (B), 3. Bahrenburg
(V). Height 5'6"
40-Yard Dash — 1. Burton (B), 2.
Kabat (V), 3. Randall (B). Time
4.8
the pole vault. Dick Barbour also
picked up two seconds in the long















Mile — 1. Paulding (B), 2. Jones
(V), 3. Rea (B). Time'<:34
440 — 1. Hardy (B), 2. Goodd? (B),
3. Bahrenburg (V). Time 52.3
45-Yard High Hurdles — 1. Bal-
linger (B), 2. Bahrenburg (V),
3. Cate (V). 6.2
880 — 1. Allen (B), 2. Crown (V),
3. Paulding (B). Time 2:02.6"
Two Mile — 1. Tulonen (B), 2.
Howard (V), 3. Jones (V). Time
10:10.1
Shot Put — 1. Ardell (V), 2. Vest
(B), 3. Gauron (B). Dist. 46'3y4"
Pole Vault — 1. Kabat (V), 2. Pa-
gar—(B), 3. Sabasteanski (B).
Height 12'6"
Discus — 1. Ardell (V), 2. Gauron
(B), 3. Whittier (V). Dist. 13C3"
Mile Relay — 1. Bowdoin (Hardy,








Breathable Army Duck is self-loose lined
for Coolness, Comfort and, is Non-Chafing.
Full Sponge Cushion Insole, with Double
Heel Cushion.
Women s$10.00 Men's $11.00
juniors' $10.00




Breathable Army Duck is self-loose lined
for Coolness, Comfort and, Is Non-Chafing
Built-in Sponge Cushion Arch, Full Cushion
Insole and, Double Heel Cushion. Winged
Design Toe Bumper gives Longer Wear.




Hand-Crafted Elk-Tanned Cowhide remains
soft with proper care. Flexible and Light-
weight. Sperry Top Sidtr anti-slip sole.
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THE BO,TWIN ORIENT
Supplement 21 /«pril 196?
Owing to technical difficulties ar.d limitations of space, the following
letters to the Editor wore unfile to be printed in. this week's Orient ,
Because we feel they are of general and timely interest, wo sre publishing








• At n St'.dent Council me- ting last. werik r-5tjideftt^or-*-4)emerat^-^^
was recognized as a Bo'-'doin group arid given the right to epoly for money from
the blanket Tax Committee. The natural consequences of t : :is action are that
every factional group on the campus, present or future, must be recognized
if it satisfies the minimal requirements of the Student Council. If a
st dont decides to form n Sowdoln chapter of the Naei Party of AmericS, then
Jewish students here ma./ end up paying for oost^rs urging that they then-
selves should be gas:ed. A Bowdoin Students for Apartheid group could lead
to the Negroes at Bowdoin contributing to an effort for their own subjugation.
The Council's action last week has brought into focus a more far- reaching
problem, the desirability of using our blanket tax money for the support of
any part ran political group. The primary argument of the SOS for its right
to recognition was that the Loung Republicans a d Young Democrats wore Bowdoin
organizations '><ith access to blanket tax funds and that there ••as no fundamental
difference between the SOS and these organizations. The Counc'l had a choice.
They could accept the party vs faction argument put forth by opponents of
recognition, or they could accept the SO'; stand th*t if one group has access
to college funds for expressing its political view, so should all other groups!
X find either side untenable,
A party is an organization with a political goal, like the SDS. The
fact that relative memberships nay bo v stly different is not a difference in
es:ence, but in degree. Just as I fell it would be absurd to use the money
of the student body to aid Maoism, so also do I feel thrt itrts~lrrpHnciple
wrong to use the money to support, cither of the two major parties* or, in
general, any partisan political group*
The right to use blanket tax funds for oolUical speakers and rr.->vies, etc.
should rest with* a representative and responsible.. political forum. X am
honertly-not-^we as -to whether we have that now*- Political grouos themreTveir"
generally receive funds proportionate to their popvPar support, Excluding
the major expenses refer <dd to „bove, I am in doubt as to why it should be
different here,
1 wojid urge all Bowdoin students to request their Student Council members
t support all council action toward eliminating the availability of fund's
to avowedly political groups. 1 don't deny these groups the right to exist,
but X feel ju tificd in ??./ing th-t as I wouldn't ant Bo* doin through my money
to make me a supporter of a single jolitical philosophy, I lUs'-ise find it
intolerable that B>doin c-ri r.'ko me oontr ' bute financially to every politic*?
J
faction on campus.




The 14 Aoril edition of the Bowdoin Odious surely passed a new landmark
in its relentless gro.Anft for the n*d.ir of good journalism. Having valiant! y^
resisted the tenpatation to seek permission to edit rec, ested articles, or print
objective headlines, or report more than what accommodates editorial taste,
or v.fcitc rMtional editorials, our college grates-dreadful has fi -mly established
itself as a paragon of t. e intellectually puerile. For exaroi-s, >n order,
consider the trurle-ted YAF st-tement, the marvelonsly relevant follow-up
headline, the b'a.tant omission from the HUAC article of fact? that might
substantiate your implicfti ons, and the reivrkab^e wounded outcry of an
editorial that relied on the same undemonstrated premises.
About that IAF pa. oer. X can spe*k frcly of it. I wrote it. 'ow, real /,
sir, would it have taxed the init i-tive and dedication of your staff to request
a condensation by ZK?$ rather than toss the paper to the --ereies
of an editorial
hatchet-man? And X assure vou that the tenor of the SfAF position could be
better conveyed tnan by your ta g "C .n talis- Really .fo-.s." Is this unreasonable
unjust?
About that HDAC afcticle. I can speak fr ely of it. I re-d it. J* you
must critici'/.e the report, wouldn't it be charit ble to cite HUAC's evidence





concoction/ And wouldn't it be interesting to hear your reasons fors^the
inpUcit denial that thismigr-'ition of black-banded lemmings to the big city
is helping our enemies? rVobably not, considering your first review of these
subjects.
Last but not least trite, your hurt and righteously outraged edit6<ial.
ion accuse IIUAC of w ; tch-huntin?, intolerance and KcCarthyisn, This is cer- ;
tainly not warranted by the innocuous article, ajTe^a_reading„o£JLhe^whole--
-ibr^^r^-©fr^?ie^^reiJort_T?ill giv^you~no~mor^roport. The general tone of the
document impressed me a*= a model of unemotional, objective reporting (hint).
The curious may re?d my copy :.f they so desire.
Flinging a cheery g odbey in your direction, I comfor myself «Ath the hooe
that the Bovdoin Odious will eventually emerge from its aura of general
crumminess.
-Clark T. Irwin, '70
MMM QUESTIONED
To the iiditor; [ *
i'dchael Harmon'? forum attack of the Orient vas little short of
disgusting Lo the listener who could hear the words under his smooth r'olivery.
.o one ofvus liberals denies Kr, Harmon* s right to soen.k out against what he
feels Lo bV-wrtyag, however, the »y he did so reveals n curious stito of nind,
K?rmon ap arently Itrs fallen victim to that strange disease wh;-?e s?»»n.ptorJB lead
one Lo say, "If you don't agree with me you're a (insert bad name here),"
In his short talk, Harmon m.-ma'jed to call the Orient both the "Odious" and
i: our own version of the Peki'.g Review ," and assorted that Vts journatiem -as
,f f;hoc.d.ng oinv This is as patently ridiculous as calling Harmon and the -
1AF a group of Ka7is. But" -Karon's '-e.es to be best with a more fertile
imagination t'i.*h the rest of us. One can only H-ep© that someday he- vrlll seo
that not all n.e':s'>apers must be the direct descendants of Wi 1 'i?"i Randolph
UearptfjBj ajjd that there is no gre^t value in TThat he approvingly rilled
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Council Acts On Political Forum;




A short-lived amendment to
the Student Council constitution
specifying that campus political
groups must request appropria-
tions through the Political Forum
was offered by Vice President Ed-
win A. Russell '67 and passed
Monday night.
However, the amendment, which
prohibited the use of Political
Forum funds for "transportation,
demonstrations, picketing or 'par-
tisan' " literature, was rulled out
of order by the Council Execu-
tive Committee on Tuesday. The
construction of the constitution
requires that the action be pre-
sented as an amendment to the
by-laws, which would not require
ratification by the houses.
Since the proposal will be con-
sidered at the May 8 Student
Council meeting, as a by-law
amendment the ramifications dis-
cussed Monday retain some of
their relevance. The motion was
precipitated by the presence at
the Spring Mobilization, to end^
the war in Vietnam, of several
members of the Bowdoin Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society
along with members of the Bow-
doin Christian Association. The
statement was made, and not
contradicted, that the Blanket
Tax funds are already distribut-
ed according to the provisions of
the proposed amendment except
in the case of newly recognized
SDS.
Bruce Bushey, President of the
Political Forum, asserted that
the amendment would not change
the activities of the Forum ex-
cept to eliminate spending on
travel, demonstration and par-
tisan literature. He also said that
the Forum handles no money,
but only approves intended ex-
penditures to the Blanket Tax
Committee. In answer to a ques-
tion by the Orient Russell added
that the Forum would also have
to judge what constituted preju-
diced literature.
(Continued on page 3)
*\
PEACE VIGIL
More than 100 students, professors, and citizens of Brunswick
assembled once again Sunday morning on the Mall in silent pro-
test against American military involvement in Vietnam. A third
vigil is planned for this Sunday from 11:15 a.m. until l'*:15 p.m.
Senior Sparks Mall Pageant
One of the most ambitious stu-
dent projects of the year is be-
ing undertaken by senior Ron-
ald Davis. With a large contin-
gent of college and townspeople,
Davis is directing an authentic
Medieval Pageant to be given
next Saturday night May 6, on
the campus mall.
Before the performance the
players will parade through town
in costume. A specially con-
structed wagon, to be the staging
area, will lead, the procession
drawn by a pair of oxen.
He said he became interested
in staging such an event while
doing research for one of his
courses, Medieval Prose and Po-
etry, taught by Professor Reg-
inald L. Hannaford of Bowdoin's
English Department.
"I thought the dramatic quali-
ty of such plays of the times,
together with the excitement gen-
erated by the procession of play-
ers through town, would be ap-
preciated by a contemporary au-
dience," he said.
Next in the line of march will
be the cast of "The Deluge," the
first of two plays to be perform-
ed. It portrays the Biblical story
of Noah. /
Following will be an elegantly
dressed St. George astride a
horse and an actor representing
the dragon St. George slays in a
"mumming," a dance pantomime
with origins going back to pre-




Social rules changes proposed
by the Student Council several
weeks ago will meet their fate
within the next ten days. Pres-
ently, there are two suggested
programs for change, one from
the Executive. Committee of the
Faculty Committee on Student
Life and the other from the Coun-
cil. The entire Faculty Com-
mittee on Student Life will de-
termine today which of the pro-
posals will be submitted to the
faculty as a whole on the sched-
uled meeting date, May 8.
The two proposals differ in
their approach to social prob-
lems as they exist in the frater-
nities. The Executive Commit-
tee's plan calls for open hours
in the dormitories from noon
Friday until midnight and from
noon Saturday to 1 a.m. Fra-
ternity hours, under this sugges-
tion would remain essentially the
same, with the exception ' that
houses .would be open on Sun-
days from noon until 8 p.m. No
(Continued on page 7)
by Bruce Griffin
The fraternity systems has been indicted as a "hindrance rather
than an asset" by three prominent seniors. In article prepared for
the May Bowdoin Alumnus, Douglas P. Biklen, Thomas H. Allen
and John P. Ranahan also suggest an alternative which "builds upon
the best aspect* of fraternity life, adding to it some of the features
of life in the Senior Center."
The three, respectively President of the Student Council, Presi-
dent of the Senior Class, and former Editor-in-Chief of the Orient
assert that "the process of education is the freeing of the individual
from parochial bonds created by his environment, socio-economic
class and upbringing. We also recognize that a particular grqup_
cither-can provide seeuritrthatrencourages the student to associate
with other groups or can make him dependent upon itself and
restrict his growth. We believe the effect of Bowdoin fraternities
today is the latter."
INDICT HOUSES: Ranahan, Biklen, Allen
They feel that although fraternities have not become more
restrictive, neither have they kept up with expanding student hori-
zons. The report holds that the functions which the houses do
perform adequately could be performed just as well, quite possibly
better, by some different system, and that in carrying out other
crucial responsibilities they do not begin to make use of their
potential."
Fraternities Provide Friendship
For example,, fraternities ideally provide incoming freshmen
with friendship and a framework within which they may be assimi-
lated into college life. However, contends the report, "In exchange
for some degree of initial security, the freshman submits to an
orientation program that is (he most juvenile and potentially
destructive activity of the "fraternity." And, unfortunately, "In
these circumstances the diversity of an incoming class noticeably
decreases as its members tend 1o concentrate on the interests that
(Continued on page 7)
I
Graduate Programs Considered
Not Feasible For Bowdoin
by John Ranahan
Should Bowdoin have a grad-
uate school?
This was the question discussed
at the weekend Symposium on
the Development of Doctoral
Programs, and the concensus ex-
pressed was that Bowdoin should
probably not try to establish a
graduate school.
A gentleman who blends
French literature and "the
big band sound" Dixieland
style is Professor Gerald
Kamber of the French De-
partment. Under his direc-
tion Crusty and the Crusta-
ceans will be making their
world premier this Saturday
night, April 29, in Boom B.
The concert and dance, Joint-
ly sponsored by the Student
Council and the Student
Union Committee, will be held
from 8:15 p.m. until 11:15 p.m.
Professor Kamber will man
the saxes and the clarinet,
while on the trombone and
piano the Music Department
will be represented by Pro-
fessor and Mrs. John Rogers.
Mr. Wolcott A. Hokanson, Jr.,
who is also Vice President of
the College for Administra-
tion and Finance, will keep
the beat on the drums.
Crusty emphasizes the
dance band sound of the Ws
and '«•% with a hoary Influ-
ence from Jerry Mulligan.
Allan M. Cartter, Chancellor of
New York University, presented
as precise a statement on the en-
tire problem as any speaker.
Whereas he feels that Bowdoin, or
any college, must do something in
order to maintain a lively faculty
and student body, he gave the
general impression that it is not in
Bowdoin's cards to develop a doc-
toral program. There are too
many things working against the
idea.
He maintains that the argument
the U.S. is going to need an ever
increasing number of PhJD.'s in
order to keep up the demand for
college teaching, and for the tech-
nical world is not valid. Cartter
showed that by 1980, the number
of Ph.D's being offered will far
outnumber the demands. He also
stated it is unlikely that Bowdoin
would ever achieve real distinc-
tion as a graduate school because
of the small size of the college. A
much larger undergraduate base
is needed to support a graduate
program.
Another argument that Cartter
brought up against moving in this
direction was that such a move is
bound to divert some attention
away from the undergraduates.
Professor Polykarp Kusch of
Columbia University was even
more outspoken against the, idea
of creating a doctoral program at
Bowdoin. He stated, "It wont
work, it will damage the institu-
tion. It is hard to see how any
small liberal arts college is going
to get many top-notch students.
The intellectual quality of such a




by Gregory J. Darling
In its preoccupation with
drafting young men the govern-
ment hopefully has not ignored
the state of American education.
Two weeks ago the Senate ap-
proved a plan to provide a Fed-
eral Income Tax credit of up to
$325 for tuition, books, and fees
by a 53-26 vote. The plan was
offered Friday, April 14 by Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn.), as
an amendment to a House-passed
bill which would restore the in-
vestment tax credit to business-
men. Final enactment of the bill
depends on the action of a House
conference committee.
Under the plan tuition and fee
credit would cover 75% of the
first $200 paid, 25% of the next
$300 and 10% of the next $1000.
It would be available' to anyone
who pays the tuition: working
students, wives as well as par-
ents.
Wolcott A. Hokanson, Vice
President for Administration and
Finance at Bowdoin, said that
"I dont And any reason to be-
lieve it's likely to get by the
House this year^ The objection
made to this type of plan is that
it favors the wealthy. A student
going to a high-tuition private
institution, for example, would
get the maximum 325 dollar tax
credit, while a less fortunate
student going to a state unlver-
( Continued on page S)
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Circular File
> STUDENT COUNCIL MINUTES
Political Forum: The Executive Committee of the Student Council
has decided that the amendment passed by the Council on Mon-
day was out of order. The motion should have presented as a
bylaw, which dees not require ratification by the houses. This
matter, which would place all political activity under the juris-
diction of the Political Forum, will be discussed at the May
8th meeting.
Interfaith Council: The Student Council voted to have the Blanket
Tax Committee investigate the use of funds which have been
'
appropriated by the Interfaith Council, and, more specifically,
by the Bowdoin Christian Association.
Orientation: Ben Pratt '69 was elected. Chairman of the Orientation
Committee for 1967-1968.
Rushing: John Mackenzie distributed copies of the Rushing Report,
which includes the changes passed this fall.
Social Rulot i The outlook for th» pawaga of a major portion of the
changes suggested by the Council committee and the Faculty
Student Life Committee seems much more promising. This
issue will come up at the May Faculty meeting.
ELECTIONS: THE ELECTION OF STUDENT COUNCIL OFFI-
CERS WILL BE HELD NEXT MONDAY, MAY 1st.
* * * • •
Two-year graduate fellowships for prospective teachers of
Spanish and French are now available at New York University's
School of Education.
The new program, leading to a Master of Arts degree, is open
to persons who have completed at least 24 credits of Spanish and
10 credits of French as undergraduates.
Those awarded fellowships will be prepared as secondary school
teachers of these two languages.
Fellowships will carry a stipend of $2,000 for the first academic
year and $2,200 for the second year. Fellows will receive an addi-
tional $400 for each eligible dependent per year. Fellows will not
have to pay tuition or fees.
Complete information and application forms can be obtained
from Dr. Emilio L. Guerra, Division of Foreign Languages and
International Relations Education. NYU School of Education, Wash-




Delta Sigma Fraternity and the Independents will compete May
3 in the finals of Bowdoin's annual Wilmot Brookings Mitchell De-
bating Tournament .
Professor Albert R. Thayer, Faculty Adviser of the Bowdoin
Debate Council, said the competition will be held at 8:15 p.m. in
Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.
Representing Delta Sigma will be John H. LaChance '68, and





The Independents team will include Clark T. Irwin, Jr. 70, and
Jeff D. Emerson 70.*****
Walter W. Simmons '69 has been elected President of Psi
Upsilon Fraternity at Bowdoin College.
Other new Psi Upsilon officers include:
Vice President, Robert S. Blackwood, Jr. '69.
Secretary, Bradley A. Bernstein '69.
Treasurer, Leonard H- Dowse, Jr. '69.
Social Chairman, Joseph A. Dane '69.
Rushing Chairmen, Bernstein and Robert E. Ives '69.
House Manager, Michael A. Fasulo '69.
Steward, A. Lawrence Crimmins, Jr. '69.
* * * * * -
A PLEA FOR STUDENT ASSISTANCE
Now that WBOR is under new management, we are going to
try to revamp the programming of the station in order to make it
a more educational service to the college and town community. We
still hope to entertain our listeners with music which they like. In
order to do this, WBOR would appreciate any suggestions from the
student body for new programs, format, etc. If anyone has any
ideas, please send them to Dana Harknett in care of WBOR.
* * * * *
The annual meeting of the Bowdoin College Teachers* Club will
be held on the Campus Saturday (April 29). Scores of Bowdoin
alumni, all active in various areas of education, are expected to
attend.
Dr. Nathaniel H. Frank, Professor of Physics at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, will be keynote speaker. He will ad-
dress the educators at 10 a.m. in the Gallery Lounge of the Moulton
Union. The subject of the morning meeting will be "The Student
Who Doesn't Go to College."
Dr. Frank, a noted physicist and author, is actively interested
in the field of vocational education and in 1965 headed the M.I.T.
Summer Study on Occupational, Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion. Dr. Frank will deliver a public lecture the preceding evening
(Fri., April 28) at 8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall. The
subject of his Friday evening address will be "The Vocational and
Cultural Goals of Education: The Need for Change."*****
Bruce G. MacDermid '69 has been elected President of Delta
Kappa Epsilon.
Other newly elected Delta Kappa Epsilon officers include:
Vice President, Edgar M. Reed '69.
Alumni Secretary, Richard P. Lampert 70.
Recording Secretary, William L. Babcock, Jr. '69.
Corresponding Secretary, James P. Garland, II '69.
Treasurer, John C. Foss '69.
Steward, John G. Brandenburg '69.
Social Chairman, A. Charles Lane 70.
Student Council Representative, Frederick W. Lyman 70.
House Manager, Roger W. Bryson. Jr. '69. -
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Glee Club Featured at 'Tops" Night
Tickets are now available for students, alumni
and friends of the College for "Bowdoin Night at
the Pops?' which will be held in Symphony Hall,
Boston, on Thursday evening, May 11. The affair
is the traditional spring musical highlight of the
Bowdoin Club of Boston, which supports the Col-
lege's scholarship program. The entire main floor
and choice first balcony seats have been reserved
for Bowdoin. Floor tickets are available at Gibson
Hall.
Hundreds of Bowdoin alumni, undergraduates,
their families and friends are expected to attend
"Bowdoin Night at the Pops". This year's concert,
at 8:30 p.m., will mark the 20th appearance of the
Bowdoin Glee Club with the Boston Symphony
"Pops" Orchestra under the baton of the conduc-
tor,. Arthur Fiedler.
LOUIS ARMSTRONG is coming to Bowdoin
c*«e' The great Satchmo and his All Stars
will present a "super concert" at Bowdoin May
12 as one of the highlights of Ivy Weekend.
The concert will be presented from 8 to 10
p.m. in the New Gymnasium. The great maes-
tro, a jazz legend in his own time, has been
thrilling audiences with his own kind of music
since his first appearance in a band in 1917.
His trumpeting has been heard throughout
Europe, Scandinavia, Australia and Africa,
and by virtue of his extensive travels he has




There was some worry that ex-
treme elements gaining control
of the forum might be inclined
to discriminate against dissenters,
but Bushey pointed out the fact
that this has never been and is
not likely to be the case. Presi-
dent Douglas P. Biklen reassured
the Council that any attempts to
smuggle funds to a political group
through a non-political group
would he Investigated by -the;
Blanket Tax committee.
As soon as the short-lived
amendment was passed, Ed Rus-
sell switched from legislator to
investigator and began question-
ing Bill Norton '67 Secretary-
Treasurer of the Bowdoin Chris-
Tax Relief Bill
Could Aid Bowdoin
(Continued from page 1)
sity which charges low tuition
might get only $150. By no
means has there been a concen-
sus that this is the way to pro-
vide assistance."
If the bill passes, he feels that
"obviously the plan would reduce
the need of some applicants at
Bowdoin. But whether this will
mean reducing the amount of
scholarship funds available or
benefitting a greater number of
applicants with the existing
funds, I cant tell right now. It
all depends on the action of the
governing boards. There Is no
question but that this could be
an indirect way of providing
scholarship funds to a greater
number of students, but you
can't look at the problem in a
vacuum. As you know, we're run-
ning at a deficit. And we've got
to consider what can and needs
to be changed at Bowdoin."
Write
from page 1)
tian Association, about the re-
cent participation in the Spring
Mobilization. Russell felt that
the nature of the trip was such
that the $40 granted by the BCA
for the trip was a misappropria-
tion cf Blanket Tax funds.
Norton gave three justifications
for his actions.
First, that there is a historical
precedent for BCA taking politic-
al stands in light of its actions in
the civil rights area; second, the
precedent of funds granted for
trips to University Christian
Movement activities and the
Pineland project; and third, that
the cause in question is not just
political but is quite in keeping
with the aims of the BCA. He
further pointed out that after
all the Blanket tax committee did
approved the request submitted
and that neither money granted
to a po'itical group or money
used for traveling expenses is a
new idea, but only the combina-
tion of purposes is new. He de-
nied giving any money to Marc
Freedman, SDS chairman, whose
group was only recognized after
the New York march.
Russell moved that Norton be
censured and, required to reim-
burse the $40 to the Blanket Tax
Committee.
At this point "Peter Maholakos,
'67, Suggested that Norton and
Freedman were being railroaded,
and Peter Hayes '68 asked that
Russell drop his motion in favor
of a motion to have the Blan-
ket Tax committee carry out an
investigation. Russell agreed,
the motion was made and pass-
ed. The matter was referred to
the Committee which met jm
April 27.
TEL. PA. 5-5362k j
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(RECOMKNOED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES)
MICHAEL CJUNEaAIRE
IMCO-KATUM
Gun, gun, gun, who's got the gun?
Hark nell Will Attempt
To Stir Interest In WBOR
Dana Harknett 70 has been
elected Station Manager for
WBOR. In an Orient interview
this week Harknett outlined his
thoughts concerning program-
ming for 1967-1968.
One major idea is to record
various speakers who appear on
campus and which draw wide
student interest. WBOR Will try
to record as many as possible and
play them one or two days later.
The new WBOR feels "re-runs"
of John Rensenbrink, Carol
Brightman, Robert Cook and oth-
ers would have proven of interest
to the college community, es-
pecially to those who were unable
to go to the lecture. Also on the
agenda is the acquisition of tapes
made during some of the more
interesting and or controversial
forums.
Added to the lectures, WBOR
is planning a show (length of
which is undecided) devoted to
readings of various literary works
by either the author or faculty
members. Shows concerning world
politics, the UN, and various gov-
ernment programs — VISTA and
the Peace Corps — will also be
considered in the planning.
Music will still remain an im-
portant part of their schedule.
Rock and folk, which seem to be
the most popular, will be given a
good chunk of the program and
jazz and classical music will be
given coverage as well.
The broadcasting of various
sports events will be a large part
of the entertainment segment.
The station is hoping that to ob-
tain enough money from Blanket
Tax to pay for the broadcasting
of games from Wesleyan, Dart-
mouth, U of Maine, UNH, etc.
WBOR's main problem still
will be the gathering of a staff
varied in its musical tastes and
broadcasting talent. The station
will need sportcasters, newsmen,
disk jockeys, jazz enthusiasts.
"Once WBOR gets some students
who can act as interviewers, etc."
said new station manager Hark-
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LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11 :00 p.m.
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LYNN REDGRAVE-
"BEST ACTRESS*OF THE YEAR!"
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Qames Play People
"One step forward and two steps back" is a game politicians
and children play. We are not quite sure exactly which category
the Student Council fitted in when it played this game last
Monday, but at best, there was a partial measure of political
astuteness in its action on the (Political Forum.
In fact, in pursuing its parliamentary peregrinations, the
Council's action was out of order, according to the Executive
Committee and now they can start all over. This opportunity
to reword the amendment should not be overlooked.
In clarifying the fiscal relationship of political clubs to the
Poljtiral Fnnitn, thp pft^n&tiijitinnaLAropndmPtt^pftaaed performs
a necessary formalizing of the sketchy and loose ties which
formerly tied club and Forum.
Yet, in specifying how funds will be handled, the amend-
ment goes too far in specifying how funds will be used. In
particular, the provisions that Blanket Tax funds cannot be
appropriated for "partisan literature" or "transportation". What
is "partisan literature?" Is it reprints from a respected liberal
or conservative publication? Or is it a poster depicting burned
children in Vietnam? We don't know. We do know any determi-
nation of either the Political Forum or the Council would amount
to censorship, subject to all that practice's subjective vagaries.
Either the provision should be modified to exclude all use
of funds for literature, or allow funds to be so used, When the
group can demonstrate that the literature is necessary to its
programs^ en campus (for instance, a group might want to
distribute reprints of an article by a forthcoming speaker). We
feel the latter is a reasonable. alternative.
"Transportation" is almost as nebulous a term as "par-
tisan" and we again think that the criteria for such funding
should be relevance to the groups program. A Young Republican
should have the same opportunity to attend a YGOP convention
as does the Orient in attending an editors' conference or the
Outing Club to climb Mt. Katahdin with the aid of Blanket
Tax funds.
The amendment passed was as much an emotional reaction
to recent anti-war activities as a needed remedy for hazy stan-
dards. Cleariflg up the two points described would make the
"game" more rational and less childish.
On The Mall
Thanks to the recent teach-in on Vietnam and to extensive
coverage of the war and peace movement on these pages, the
Orient, feels that adequate factual material about the situation
is available to Bowdoin students. Now we ask that all students
and faculty take a long, hard look at these facts. Is America
becoming a nation bankrupt of a moral conscience? We urge
that everyone examine the facts objectively and then take a
stand.
. The Orient feels that a rational review of the facts will
S-—-certainly lead to the conclusion that the war is an immoral
exercise of power. We urge all with similar feelings to join in
the vigil, this Sunday, on the Mall, as a model of sensible and
responsible protest. R.S.
On Fraternities
Those expecting a harangue for or opposed to Messrs. Allen,
Biklen, and Ranahan's proposed reforms for fraternities will
only find the admonition that the authors' reasoning and facts
are valid, that their conclusion are only those of many other
seniors and underclassmen, and that drastic changes in the
present fraternity system are inevitable. These strengths of
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IS THE EAGLE PLUCKED?
To the Editor:
I believe the proposal dealing with the Political
Forum which was passed this past Monday by the
Student Council is damagingly broad and totally
uncalled for. That part of the proposal which
relineates the structure cf a new Political Forum
is possibly desirable, but when the resolution con-
tinues to an across-the-board prohibition of college
financing for all off-campus activities of all politi-
cal groups, any hint of desirability is lost.
The impetus for the proposal came from those
students who were defeated in their previous at-
tempts to block college recognition of the Students
for a Democratic Society. The result of this im-
petus is damagingly bread in that by partially
accomplishing those previously rejected goals of
-the—^ncn-recognition'^—group, it has i
political PToups under the same confinements.
I feel that a major function of all political groups
is the free exchange of ideas which national and
state conventions can foster, and I feel that off-
campus activities can often add much to a campus
organization. The College seems to have felt like-
wise in the past, but now, because of a few angry
young men, college financial support has been
withdrawn from such activities. Surely responsible
supervision cf all funds spent for off-campus
political activities would be more desirable than
this irresponsible bow to expediency.
If the Council wishes to attack or restrict the
SDS, let it attempt to do that. But 1'e.t it not wrap
such an attempt in the fo'ds of legislation such as
that passed on Monday, unless it truthfully feels
that all off-campus activity by any political group
is intrinsically more evil than off-campus activities
by ncn-political groups. Such is the only conclu-
sion to be drawn from Monday night's vote.
And in the event that most people accept the
reasoning behind the Council's vote, let them
rea'ize that the "hallowed" eagle of the Bowdoin
coat-of-arms will now have a right wing, a left,
and possibly someday even an ass. But these
extremities will have been recognized only after
the entire eagle was plucked.
James M. Hughes '67
" P.S. It now appears that the resolution is uncon-
stitutional under the Council's rules of procedure
ARU ACTION DISPUTED
To the Editor:
The Courage and Foresight of the ARU Proposal
I agree, that the ARU proposal shows in some
respects courage and foresight. In some respects
it also shows an alternative to fraternities:
1. It shows the steps an insolvent fraternity has
to take in order to get rid of their debts. Unfor-
tunately the Orient fcrgot to point out this rather
important aspect of the ARU proposal.
2. It shows how to keep all advantages especial-
ly social advantages of fraternities without taking
the same responsibilities.
In other respects this proposal does not show
courage and foresight nor does it present an alter-
native: -
__i.
1. In its non-concern for the independents who I
regard as presenting an alternative. Whether this
is at the present time a favorable one is doubtful.
2. In its idea the college might ever want or
dare to try to persuade any faculty member to
live in a fraternity. The reasons are obvious.
3. In its idea "to integrate (?!) faculty and
students". To clear up misunderstandings I have
four advisers. Probably more, who I just don't
know yet. If this is not enough that poor bachelor-
instructor will not change anything.
I do not think that the present "social condition"
at Bowdoin is ideal. However, I feel that fraterni-
ties serve as scapegoats for many who do not
understand the causes, or who do not wish to
recognize them. The causes lie in the "academic
situation". Fraternities are largely a retreat for
these who seek some retreat from the pressure of
the "academic life". The foresight of the ARU
proposal reaches no further than to the red num-
bers in their budget. And the courage to dissolve
therefore should find approval. However, I do not
see why this proposal is accompanied by the claim
to present a more or less revolutionary alterna-
tive. The eatinghouse ARU will be no different. It
will serve the same functions which all other fra-
ternities fulfill. The "alternative" presented is an











Last Monday night, some of
the Bowdoin community had the
pleasure of watching a situation
that might have been truly com-
ic, were it not for its ludicrous
overtones. A certain Student
Council Vice President decided
to combine the best of Perry
Mason and Senator McCarthy.
We really expected him to "name
names an1 tell facts." At best,
Mr. Russell was curious about a
possible mishandling of funds
obtained from the Blanket Tax
Committee.
At worst, the whole Socratic
dialogue was a lesson in the
Theatre of the Absurd. The au-
dience and most of the other
Council Members had a good
laugh and that was that. As was
pointed out by more level-head-
ed Council members, the entire
affair was in poof taste and
showed a definite lack of judg-
ment. The supporting perfor-
mances from members of the
audience were simply marvelous
—all we needed wasyTfoseph E.
Lcvine and we could have pro-
duced the melodrama of the
year. Great stuff guys—keep it
up.
The, symposium on the possi-
bilities of a Graduate School has
come and gone. Au revoir. Last
Friday's Orient carried argu-
ments pro and con. We feel that
there are several reasons against
having a grad school. First, we
would be called B.U. and we all
The Holy Connection
mmMmmikwmmmmi&
[The views expressed In this cartoon are not necessarily those
of the editor. As a matter of fact, they are not our views at all.]
know what a groovey place B.U.
is. Also, all of the college t-
shirts would have to be replaced.
A horrendous expense. After all,
if we are going into debt every
year now, we should really have
the money to set up a grad
school. And can't you see all
those Science and Math gradu-
ate students simply dying to in-
teract with those little under-
graduate kiddies—especially those
associated with the dying sec-
tion of this Liberal Arts college
known as the Liberal Arts.
Lots of professors in a scien-
tifically oriented graduate situa-
tion will be itching to "teach
freshman and won't it be great
to have Graduate Students cor-
recting your papers? Just like
those big, impersonal universi-
ties. Ickie Pooh. Whatever hap-
pened to the Liberal Arts college
that was small and select and
good? If you know, please write
to me c,o the Orient.
After all. as costs rise simply
to maintain the status quo—we
know we're being misled some-
where. To quote the great bard—
there's something rotten in Den-
mark. As one of the 140 students
enrolled in Psychology 4, I want
someone to tell me how a grad-
uate school is going to provide
more undergraduate professors
so that we'll have a nice, inti-
mate system instead of a big,
entangled mess. Hoping to elicit
a response from someone in the
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Looking at the James Michener Foundation
Collection "Sources For Tomorrow: 50 American
Paintings 1946-1966" currently on display at Walk-
er Art Museum, one must sense the frustrations
of the artists. The paintings are, in general, poor,
but fittingly demonstrate the indecision and lack
of unified direction in today's art. As the catalogue
accompanying the traveling collection points out:
"If our own schools of painting were less fugitive,
and had the artist a fuller chance to learn from
the experience of his near-contemporaries and his
predecessors, the outlook for maturing self-assimi-
laticn would appear much greater than it is under
present conventions . . . His present success leaves
him no time for this. And frequently we find him
scurrying at his trade at thesame pace as Ihe^
Wall-Streeter> whom he dispises as living in a rat
race but on whom his sales depend."
It is not surprising, then, to find Tadasky (Ka-
buki), Anuskiewicz (Plus Reversed), Kenneth No-
land (Split Spectrum), and Reginald Neal "litho-
collage, silk screen on plastic" Maze With Green
Squares), all struggling with critic-inspired and
acclaimed Op Art, when much of this quasi-artistic
problem can be summed up with less mind- and
eye- bending in Josef Alber's simple Homage To
The Square: Nocturne.
The focal point of this exhibition seems to be,
then, "what is art?" The Op Artists are in a sense
explorers of this question; the paintings are more
philosophy of art statements thr.n \v;:rks of art.
Naturally stemming from the question "What is
Art?" is the question "What is the style we are to
work in today?" I think that the paintings by
Larry Rivers entitled Dead Veteran and Paul
Georges' Self Portrait Standing With Seated Nude
best exemplify this personal confusion over what
style is to be used. Rivers could probably be an
acceptable draughtsman if he wanted to, but here
he mixes vague linear drawing with bold color
areas that are close to the Abstract Expressionism,
of James Brooks or even the late acknowledged
bi-chromatic "old master", Franz Kline. It is this
indecision, prompted by recent trends in art, that
ruins what effectiveness Rivers could have.
Georges, on the other hand, is rebelling against
complete 'atistrac1ien''ana"rs^"al^m^nXto"wolTnir
a mere naturalistic manner in his Self Portrait.
His only problem is that he is not a good painter.
—Philip Pearlstein's Two Nudes shows greater
talent.
Other interesting paintings that reflect the limbo
art is in today are Robert Birmelin's Dark Interior
Exterior, the meaning of which is obscured in the
personal surrealistic imagery employed, and the
painting which perhaps I most prefer, Balcomb
Greene's Place Pigalle. Greene seems to have
united the flat space of the Abstract Expressionists
IN ART EXHIBIT: "Dead Veteran," a 1961
oil painting by Larry Rivers, is among selec-
tions from the James A. Michener Foundation
Collection on exhibit at the Museum of Art
and Op Artists with the three dimensional space
and linear perspective of a street scene. The black
and white areas of paint lead one back into space
as well as about the plane of the canvas.
There are other paintings that are interesting
cr pleasing: John Hultberg's Angel In The City,
Walter Rattner's Stele Of The Jaguar, No. 12,
Merle Pottle's After Hours, George Mueller's An-
ton Webern, Op. 5, No. 3, but on the whole this
has to be recognized as poor art. Morris Graves,
Philip Guston, and Hans Hoffman are not well
represented by their canvases in the show. One
can only wonder why Michener selected these
particular works.
Ultimately if there, is to be any great value ir
this exhibition, it must come in connection with
the question "what is the true and 'best' art of
today?" The nearest thing to an acceptance of a
school that has occurred in the period 1946-1966
has been the recognition afforded the Abstract
Expressionists. Will there be a revolt against
them? Is that what Pop Art is doing? The multi-
plicity of movements today are shown here, there
aren't any solutions, but the problems are pre-
sented. We can only view the paintings, the future
will decide what is pure junk and what is at least
sienificant.
Polykarp Kusch Against Doctorate
school will be eroded if you don't
get the good graduate students."
Professor Kusch went on to de-
fend the liberal arts college,
speaking of it as "the great civiliz-
ing influence of the world."
In Favor
Not all the voices beard were
against the idea. Professor Rob-
ert A. Rosenbaum of Wesleyan,
and President Louis T. Benezet of
Claremont Graduate School and
University Center both spoke fa-
vorably about such a move on
Bowdoin's part. But, Wesleyan's
endowment is many times greater
than Bowdoin's and Wesleyan
works closely with Yale Univer-
sity. The Claremont Colleges are
located in the Los Angeles area
and the Claremont Graduate
School was established as a grad-
uate school. It Works closely with
Claremont Men's College, Pomona
College, Scripps College, and Har-
vey Mudd College. Bowdoin shares
none of these advantages.
Katharine E. McBride, Presi-
dent of Bryn Mawr and an advo-
cate of small graduate schools,
cited two serious problems as yet
unresolved at Bryn Mawr. First
of all, few people find Bryn Mawr
st close-knit society, and second-
ly, the attitude held by many un-
dergraduates and faculty mem-
bers towards undergraduate learn-
ing was not in the lines of a lib-
eral education, but one aimed at
professional education. Bowdoin
President James S. Coles feels
both of these things are essential
(Continued from page 1)
to a good, small doctoral pro-
gram.
Despite the pessimism expressed
towards Bowdoin moving into the
graduate field, there was an un-
derlying current of optimism
throughout the entire symposium.
Most, if not all the speakers, felt
that colleges such as Bowdoin do
have a place in today's educational
world. Professor Kusch spoke of
the imperative need in society for
the liberally educated man; Presi-
dent Benezet of a discovery of
wonderment as the "quintessence
of a liberal education;" President
Sawyer of Williams College of a
type of education that has been
going on since Athens.
A number of the participants
who felt that doctoral programs
are not the proper direction,for
Bowdoin suggested a number of
alternatives. Some of these pos-
sible choices are: to establish a
number of research assistants
among the undergraduates who
would work closely with a faculty
member; to bring in any number
of teaching fellows in all depart-
ments; to create research insti-
tutes, programs, and centers
staffed primarily by the regular
faculty; to move the liberal arts
college into a more active role in
community and national problems;
to innovate within the present
structure; or to consider an en-
tirely new invention at the under-
graduate level.
Whatever the final results are
of Bowdoin's contemplation, it
seems the message of this sym-
posium was for Bowdoin not to go
into the graduate school, but to
innovate with what it has in order
to develop as an excellent liberal
arts college. As Peter P. Muir-
head, Associate Commissioner of
the United States Office of Edu-
cation, said, "There is much to be
said on both sides of the ques-
tion." The need for change has
been recognized by President
Coles, and by the entire Bowdoin
community. The future of the col-
lege is uncertain, but the forces
of intelligently directed change
are in control. What lies at the
bottom of the entire question is the
welfare of the undergraduate stu-
dent. In closing his remarks, Al-
lan Cartter stated, "If graduate
work will strengthen the under-
graduate life, do it, but do it with
the idea of trying out something
new, and don't just copy everyone
else." •
The decision now lies with Presi-
dent Coles and Bowdoin. The ex-
perts have spoken, and have sug-
gested that Bowdoin work within
the liberal arts concept. Presi-
dent Sawyer spoke of opening up
the liberal arts college as "educa-
tional institutions of wide breadth.
We must clear away the obstacles
already present in our institutions
before we move into new areas.
Let the student find the undergrad-
uate college a fresh, invigorating
,
experience, and then let him move





Summer in the Ghetto
fa Bob Seibel
It certainly seems odd, in re-
mote Brunswick, Maine where it
is cold and some things are stilj
covered with frosty white, to
speak of things black and indeed
very hot. But the issue is there
and wiU not, in fact has not,
disappear when we look in the
other direction. I'm speaking of
the heat generated in the slum-
ghettoes of our cities.
Each year for the past three
we have had a "long hot sum-
mer" marked by several race
riots in major nnrthprn—an&
western cities. You ain't seen
nuttin' yet. This summer will
be the longest and hottest yet,
and its effects will be directly felt
in more places than ever before.
This is certainly a bleak prophecy,
but what lies behind it?
For all the talk, littTe lhas been
done to alleviate the problems of
the ghetto Negroes. NoTnajor
civil rights legislation has been
enacted this year, and little more
of that enacted within the past
decade has been enforced. Ad-
vances have been made, but not
for the poverty-stricken ghetto
Negro. The Negro middle class
has made the largest gains in em-
ployment, education, and housing.
Tokenism Fostered
This fits in neatly with a grand
old American tradition of token-
ism. Never has the Negro made
a gain because it was morally
right or even because he had
earned it. Only when it has been
politically or economically expe-
dient has there been any advance.
Witness: economically during
told War II when industry
opened up for Negroes only be-
cause there was a labor shortage.
After the war was over you know
who got fired first. Politically, it
would have meant a great loss of
vctes in both 1960 and 1964 to be
opposed to civil rights, as the re-
sults clearly show.
During 1966 and 19S7 it has
been very convenient for Mr.
White Establishment to forget
the lesser immorality he has been
imposing on the Negro, while he
concentrates on his larger and
more important effort in Viet-
nam. Indeed, even the Negroes
were silenced by the magnitude
and importance of that issue.
Now they are beginning to re-
awaken.
Certainly it has been a year
« of frustration for Negroes. A fu-
ture that looked bright in 1964-
65 for the first time in four cen-
turies is already dimming. There
has been no change in the slums
or for the people there. These
people have seen the light of
hope for the first time and have
been trying to make something
of it. To learn that this hope
was an illusion, as all in their
past dreams liave-heenT Wi.'l cause
despair and anguish to say the
least.
Neglect In Watts
One of the chief causes of the
famous Watts riot was neglect —
the Watts people and their hope-
less,,, oppressive state of semi-
existence were being ignored by
the establishment. It seems to
me that this has become a na-
tional phenomenon now, but the
slums have begun to awaken and
demand attention. The result of
our neglect will be seen this
summer, I'm afraid, in the streets
of our cities, ncrth and south,
• east and west.
America will condemn these
riots — she will say "Don't these
people realize they are only hurt-
ing themse ves and their cause?''
This shows that there is a basic
lack of understanding on the part
of the white establishment, of the
real background and causes of
such rioting. Such Negroes have
said that it is virtually impos-
sible to understand the Negro
unless you are cne. As true as
this may be, some sympathetic •
understanding is possible if one
is really interested in scratching
below the surface.
Until more people become in-
volved in the morality of the is-
sue, there will be no change. An
apathetic America will remain a
racial battlefield. Until white
America faces its conscience, it
had better stay off the streets of
our cities at night. Non-violence
was a gift from the black man to
the white in America, but like a
child with a new toy, whites are
rapidly ruining non-violence.
There is no Negro problem in the
United States, the black man's
burden is the white man's prob-
lem.
Zak, Freak Out, Folk, Jazz, and
'even Debussy for mellower moods,
are in the works for Bowdoin's
newest, only, and most success-
ful coffee house. Opened last
Saturday night, thanks largely to
the efforts of Mackin Pulsifer '68,
almost 150 students, dates and
faculty drifted through during
the night. Again this Saturday,
^
with an improved arrangement of
space and service, The Bear Bot-
tom hopes Bowdoin will turn out
to enjoy her sounds. While un-
able to give a full program yet,
several student performers will be
on hand and some members of
the faculty.
Reborn actively last year but
unable to find a home the coffee
house, the Student Arts Commit
tee hopes to evolve into a real
addition to the Bowdoin enter-
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CPS in Vietnam * - • t
Bombing of Laos Copfirmed Officially; Villages Hit
- *V " by HOWARD MOFFETT •t&mtmms&i
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SAIGON, South Vietnam (CPS) — A U.S. spokesman in Saigon
yesterday confirmed that B-52 Stratofortresses, the largest bombers
America has in Southeast Asia, have been pounding the Ho Chi Minh
Trail ,in Laos for several weeks. Though officially outside the war
zone, it is now known that B-52's were bombing Laotian infiltration
routes as early as 1965.
But B-52's aren't the only American planes bombing Laos, and
the Ho Chi Minh Trail isn't the only thing they're bombing. Accord-
ing to a young American volunteer working in Muong Phalane, Viet-
nam war bombs have started falling on Laotian villages.
On the morning of February 13, three American jet bombers,
said to be F-105's, dropped a total of eighteen 750-pound bombs on
the village of Muong Phalane, in the Laotian panhandle 60 miles east
of Savannakhet and some 40 miles west of the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
The bombs killed two villagers, injured 15, and destroyed 30 houses.
Lewis Sit^ej^3^^an Iniegnationaf ^Voruntarv- Service—member"
"Those who have worked hardest
and most productively for the dim-
inution of human misery and know
that the preconditions are 1) political
stability, and 2) economic freedom,
will be disappointed not at the
goals, exquisitely described by the
Pope in his new encyclical, but by
the suggested means, illusory
and self-defeating, which if fol-
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who had been teaching in Muong Phalane for eight months, told of
the bombing in a letter to friends in Saigon dated February 18.
In his letter Sitzer also indicated he might be relieved because
American officials felt he had become "too involved with the people
to be useful." International Voluntary Service, which served as the
prototype for the Peace Corps, is a private organization under con-
tract to the U.S. Agency for International Development, a branch of
the State Department. IVS currently has 130 volunteers doing com-
munity development, education, and agricultural work in Vietnam,
and another 100 serving in Laos.
A native of Los Angeles, Sitzer graduated from the University
of California at Riverside in 1965 with an AB in Philosophy. He
worked as a counselor to blind students in Los Angeles and as a
civil rights worker in Mississippi in the summer of 1964.
His mimeographed letter, headed "Dear Friends and Family,"
was a highly personal account of the emotions that ran through
Muong Phalane after the bombing.
He said the three planes came at 6:45 Monday morning, catching
the villagers by surprise as the children were preparing for school
and the morning market was forming. At the time, Sitzer was in a
nearby village, visiting friends during the Lunar New Year festival.
He returned to Phalane on the first helicopter at 10:30. .
With him were a delegation of Lao generals and a U.S. Air Force
demolition crew. (Six of the bombs had exploded on impact, but the
rest had time fuses and had not yet gone off.) He wrote that the
villagers were still in shock: half had fled to the forest, a few were
wandering around consoling each other, some just sat and stared,
and some were beginning to get angry.
"It was strange to see the emotional conflict the villagers were
going through—feeling unfriendly, worn, abused, and growing hostile,
yet having to kowtow and show humility with these important men.
With me, whom they knew, they could begin to be more open and
less tolerant. It Was hard to believe those whom I had considered my
friends now viewing me with suspicion and hatred. Why did I leave,
they asked? Why did the jet planes bomb Muong Phalane? Had I
been here the jet planes would not have come, they said."
Sitzer had to use a crow-bar to break into his house. When he
finally got in and found his camera, he said, he noticed the Peace
Calendar on his desk (published by the War Resistor's League)
:
"Bitter irony. I picked up the camera and quickly ran out of the
house. The war had come to Muong Phalane. I could taste the tears
and see the hurt in reddened eyes. God damn it!"
He walked through the bombed village. "Some took me and
showed me where their houses had been, where their father was
buried, where their roof was in shambles, where they had lost all
their possessions and had nothing. Some just glared at me. The chil-
dren were without smiles and greetings. They had grown up quickly."
Each bomb crater had its own story: "Here is where my family
slept and my wife is still buried. What will I do with my young child
who is still breast-feeding?"
The village teacher was luckier. His wife had been on the front
porch of their home when a bomb hit alongside. The woman was
injured by the rocks it threw up, but the bomb itself did not explode.
By this time the demolition team had found that two-thirds of
"the bombs had*"not yet ^exploded ; they might go off at any moment. -
Sitzer wrote, "We all realized how lucky we had been that the bombs
did not explode as we were looking at them—which was their pur-
pose." ,_' .
The area was promptly evacuated. Sitzer started walking away
with the teacher, the one whose wife had been on the porch when the
bomb dropped without going off. Suddenly, "we heard a tremendous
blast, looked in the direction of the house, saw the great burst of dirt
flying and ran helplessly, defenselessly, not knowing where to hide,
clods of dirt falling around us. Luckily we were not hurt. I looked
at him and saw he was speechless, on the verge of tears, then, finally
looking at me and saying, "I have lost all, I have nothing."
U.S. helicopters airlifted the wounded to a hospital in Korat,
Thailand. The village. was abandoned. Most of the villagers set up
temporary shelters in a dry river bed nearby. Sitzer tried to take
pictures, but the villagers told him to put his camera away: "They
were angry and did not want their poverty exposed."
He went back to the river-bed that afternoon, taking half a sack
of rice and^U-the-ieed-in his house. "Wrslept togeTner7sliare^ourr
~
blankets and food—and we have continued to share for three days
and nights," he wrote. "They were surprised and grateful for me
sharing their misfortune—and so they shared their feelings and fears."
"These people are still afraid to light fires at night to warm
themselves because they are afraid the jets will see them. When the
jets are heard voices are hushed and people are tight with fear. These
people will not return to Phalane until the bombs are removed."
Eight more bombs had exploded; two remained in the center of the
village. The demolition experts said it might be two weeks before
they could be reached and detonated.
Earlier in the letter Sitzer had written:
"This was one of the most difficult periods of my life. I was met
with suspicion, distrust and hatred because the people felt that this
was my work. They didn't understand the nature of the mistake. All
they understood was their loss—and that this loss was caused by
American jet bombers.
"For three days and three nights I talked with the people, slept
with them in the forest because of their fright, and shared the mea-
ger food we had for meals. It has been difficult for me but more
difficult for them—who have lost homes, possessions, father, wife.
"Because I have shared with them in these last three days of
crisis, I have felt their feelings turn towards accepting me where
before there never was acceptance, towards liking me where before
there was suspicion and towards talking with me where before there
was acquiescence. I am involved with these people now and I can
feel their pulse—and finally my own also."
Sitzer explained that he had written this prologue because he
had been "shocked into self-concern. A few hours ago a friend told
me that the USAID director • in this area will request that I be
removed. Apparently it is this supervisor's feeling that my ways are
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not in accord with those of USAID and to get the community rebuilt
would best be done by someone who would carry out the dictates' of
USAID. I have become too involved with the people to be useful.
"It has taken me eight months to work through my own per-
sonality barriers to where I can understand, participate with the
people and anticipate their feelings—and now he will request that I
be replaced. Once again the gap and seemingly unbridgeable distance
between administrator and field worker is visible . . .
".
. . and what happens to the people? . . . they learn to survive:
From break of day
Till sunset glow
I toil.
I dig my well,
I plow my field
And earn my food and drink.
What care I
Who rules the land
If I
Am left in peace?
—Anonymous (Chinese, 2300 B.C.)"
Sitzer's conclusion is bitter:
"The people will survive. This disaster has united many—many
in suffering, many in fear, many in suspicion, some in hatred. The
people have lost their peace and the Americans have lost the people."
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, '(Continue #on* page i)
are reinforced by the rest of the fraternity,jnrnfeers-*and neglect
those that are not."
The authors of the study feel that upperclassmen force the
freshman into accepted attitudes and behavior, playing on his fear
of rejection by his peers. "The eventual result is a tendency toward
conformity that frequently is sticking because of the speed with
which it grows among freshmen during their first two months at
the college."
The trio also charges that close student-faculty relations, the
pride and strength of a small college, are damaged by the frater-
nities. Familiarity with professors is difficult because there is so
little social contact with them; guest nights and the advisor system
are inadequate, inefficient, and frequently embarrassing. Thus, says
the study, we have a "system of undergraduate life that keeps
faculty separated from their students. At Bowdoin the results of
this system have been student anti-intellectualism and a strong
resistance to change."
Social Patterns Scored
Fraternity social patterns also come under fire. Undergraduates
find "no existing alternative for a meaningful social life," but "are
becoming increasingly dissatisfied with a social life that is confined





jiji The future of fraternities will be discussed by a faculty- ;•:•
| student panel at Phi Delta Psi tonight at 7:00, open to |
jij: the community. Biklen will present a Forum on frater- :•:!
% nities on Monday.
The study proposes a recommendation for an alternative to the
fraternity system. Essentially, "What is needed for underclassmen
at Bowdoin is a living system that builds upon the best aspects of
fraternity life by adding to it some of the features of life in the
Senior Center. The obvious virtue of a small group living unit must
be preserved. The restrictions of life in a fraternity must be elim-
inated by adding faculty residents and by selecting members on a
random basis. Instead of fraternities there ought to be student
living centers with a faculty member and his family living in quar-
ters adjacent to each of them." In addition to the faculty member
in residence, there would be several of the faculty who would be
expected to dine with the students for a few meals a week.
The report suggests that two alternative methods of instituting
such a system present themselves. The first is to renovate and
enlarge about ten of the present fraternity houses to fit the needs
of the proposed setup. A second and "more satisfactory way would
be to purchase the fraternity properties, tear**down existing struc-
tures, and build three student living centers.
Living Centers Described m^^—.
Each center could consist of three buildings. Two oTthe build-
ings would house fifty students each and have dining and recreational
facilities large enough to accommodate about twice that number
(to accommodate those students living in existing dormitories).
These two buildings would be linked by a common kitchen. Each
would have a large living room, dining room, and a small library on
the first floor. The resident faculty family would live in the third
building." It is suggested that the first method could be implement-
ed, and then construction for the second could be spread over a
convenient period of time.
The report concludes that, "the discrepancy between what
student life is now and what it could be is the difference between
the fraternity system, which enables a student to get by with a
minimum confrontation of ideas, and the proposed one, which would
offer an exciting educational experience. We are no longer content
to accept the sterility, the restrictiveness, and the crudeness of the
Bowdoin fraternity system. Immediate, serious thought must be
given to implementing an acceptable alternative."
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The cast of the second play,
"Everyman," will follow m som-
ber procession, indicating the
presence of death. It is the story
of how every man in the world
should prepare himself for death
and when confronted by it how
he seeks companionship for his
trip to the grave.
The orchestra or group of min-
strels will follow, booming the
musical fanfare for the parade,
with recorders, lutes mandolins,
drums, symbols, glockenspiel and
guitars. The use of trumpets and
oboes are the only break with
Medieval times.
Coming after the orchestra will
be God, richly attired as a king,
leading a choir of voices, Ringing
out Gregorian chants of the day.
Following God and the choir
will be the oxen-drawn pageant
wagon, a flat-bottomed hay rack
Davis borrowed from Beechwood
Dairy of Topsham. The oxen
came from Topsham farmer Hil-
mar Utecht.
The final contingent of the pa-
rade will be the character por-
^^SUita JKotd







OPf.S MONDAY THRU SAT HOURS
DID YOU KNOW
. . . that new Greyhound Bus times and Northeast flight times go
into effect on April 30 and that Buses for Portland, Boston and
New York City now leave at 6:40 a.m., 9:20 a.m., 1 p.qi., 4:55
p.m. and 8:09 p.m.? See us for new airtimes.
THE H. B. ST0WI TRAVEL AGENCY
t PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
MARY BAXTER WHITE 7*^!r
"SERVING BOWDOIN MEN FOR 17 YEAR
flying death, who will be dress-
ed in dark clothes and will be
dragging seven actors represent-
b ingr the seven deadly' sins, all
Ybped together.
The Noah play, called a miracle
play because it is based on a Bib-
lical story, and "Everyman," a
morality p!ay characterizing vir-
tue and vice, were the popular
plays of the times which stirred
and enlivened the devoutly re-
ligious Medieval peoples.
Assisting Davis with the project
has been Robert Wallace, Bruns-
wick High School student, in
charge of carpentry ; David L.
Fenimore '69, lighting; David F.
Scott '67, props; Mrs. Richard L.
Chittim of Topsham, costumes;
and Professor George H. Quinby,
makeup.
PAGE «EVEN
—Also lending support to the
project have been the Bowdoin
Student Arts Committee headed
by Thomas W. Roulston '68; Pro-
fessor Richard Hornby, Director
of Dramatics; Professor Robert
K. Beckwith and Instructor John
Rogers of the Music Depart-
ment; Professor William B.
Whiteside, Director, and Louis L.
Doyle, Assistant to the Director,
of the 'Senior Center; Professor
Hannaford; and Mrs. Quinby.
Hannaford Coordinates
Linguistic Conference
Eight nationally known schol-
ars in the field of linguistics will
present papers at a conference
on Linguistics and English Sty-
listics at Bowdoin May 4-6.
The scholars will gather in the
Senior Center from various sec-
tions of the country to attend
the session, sponsored by the Ru-
ral and Coastal Maine English
Language Curriculum Group in
cooperation with the Senior Cen-
ter Program; '
Professor Reginald L. Hanna-
ford of the English Department
is coordinator of the conference
and will deliver a paper entitled
"Catching the Poem 'On the
Move': Looking at a Poem in the
Process of Becoming."
Conferees will examine re-
cent advances in linguistics which
promise to produce new ways of
locking at English style, Professor
Hannaford said.
The Curriculum Group is a
joint effort of 58 elementary and
2=£j
>LVO>
Bates and Cunningham Inc.]
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA
•*lh «4. Branlvtck. Mr PkMt IB-MI
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secondary teachers in 17 commu-
nities on or near the Maine coast
to improve the teaching of Eng-
lish in their schools with finan-
cial support from the federal gov-
ernment.
Others delivering papers will be
Professor Archibald A. Hill, Uni-
versity of Texas, "Analogies,
Icons and Images in Relation to
Semantic Content of Discourses";
Professor H. A._ Gleason, Jr.,
Hartford Seminary Foundation,
"Probing into No-Man's Land:
The Marches of Grammar, Se-
mantics, Stylistics"; Professor
Edmund L. Epstein, Southern
Illinois University, "Pour Lines of
Pope: An Approach Toward a
Framework of Stylistic Analysis";
Professor S. Jay Keyser, Bran-
deis University, "Three Prosodies
-Old, Middle and Modern."
Also, Professor Samuel R. Lev-
in, Hunter College, "Poetic Com-
petence"; Professor Richard Oh-
mann, Wesleyan University, "The
Syntax of Imagery"; and A. Bar-
ton Jones, doctoral candidate at
the University of Chicago, "The
Poetic Use of Imitative Sound:
Onomatopoeia and Phonetic Sym-
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Premarital sex, the family as
an institution, the nature of
Christianity, the war in Vietnam,
were the topics of a discussion
Sunday evening at the AD house.
Rev. Gilbert Taverner, a gradu-
ate of Colby and Boston Univer-
sity Theological School, and
Methodist minister from Milton,
Mass., led this lively talk.
He began the evening by out-
lining the basic tenets of situa-
tional ethics as developed by Dr.
Fletcher of the Episcopal Theo-
logical School. According to this
system ot ethics, the ^Classical
-
Moralities" are laid aside and the
guidelines for behavior are ex-
tracted from each situation. The
individual acts in a moral way he
feels consistent with this particu-
lar set of circumstances.
Mr. Taverner felt that perhaps
one of the drawbacks of this par-
ticular method of reasoning is
the individual's inability to for-
see all the ramifications of any
one act.
SOCIAL RULES
(Continued (rem page 1)
mention is made of the necessity
of chaperones.
Some changes have been made
in the original Student Council
proposal. The Council wants a
standardization of social ru'es
for the fraternities and the
dorms, asking that both be open
from noon until 10 p.m. Sun-
day through Thursday, from noon
until midnight on Friday, and
from noon until 1 a.m. on Satur-
day. All these hours, the Coun-
cil feels, should be permitted
regardless of chaperones.
At a meeting last Monday with
the full Faculty Committee on
Student Life, Council members
Douglas Biklen, Robert Bell, Pe-
ter Hayes, and David Kubiak
criticized the faculty proposal
for the advantage it gives to
dorm rules over those of the fra-
ternities. The students charged
that the faculty committee has
transformed the issue of the need
for campus-wide social changes
into the much thornier problem
of fraternities in general. Coun-
cil representatives also maintain-
ed that the faculty plan makes
an arbitrary distinction between
those people living in houses and
those in dorms, to the detriment
of the former. Bowdoin's social
problems, they feel, cannot be at-
tacked in piecemeal fashion, as
the entire social situation must
be improved. Merely giving the
edge to the dormitories will pass
over the problem of social life
in the houses..
The Committee, on the other
hand, held that fraternities have
not "responded creatively" to the
changes made two years ago.
To this criticism, Council rep-
resentatives replied that the
fraternities could not respond
creatively because of the social
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Shocking though it may sound many students at Bowdoin are
not proud of their school, and I'm not saying that lifting the ban
is going to remedy the several other academic-athletic-sociological
problems that plague Bowdoin (and is just beginning to face up to)
but I would, have felt proud to see my "small, liberal-arts college
located under the pines in Brunswick, Maine" (where?) represented
in last year's hockey tournament which was won by Colby, a team
we beat, or in last year's baseball tourney. It may be recalled that
Northeastern, a team we crushed during the season, represented
the East in the national playoffs! Bowdoin conceivably could have
represented the entire East! Now that's something!!
Beyond these considerations, by abiding by an agreement such
as the one we're in, the college is denying individual players a
rewarding experience—not just in the tournament experience itself,
but in individual publicity which in the cases of Bobby Butkus and
Bruce MacLean, could have been crucial to their future. Sure Bow-
doin is not manufacturing professional athletes but, on the other
hand, it should not deny individuals their fullest opportunities to
perform.
That is all I have to say. I would appreciate any opinions you
might have, agreeing or dissenting, on the subject. If you want your
voice to be heard concerning this matter contact me and I'll include




SIX — BARBERS — SIX
A Losing Week For Bowdotn Sports:
Traekste^r* Crushed, 7448, By UNH
The Post Season Ban— Part of the Athletic Problem
Recently I received a letter from Jim Barns, co-sports editor of
the Williams Record. In it Barns explained that the Record is con-
ducting a campaign to repeal the four college ban on post season
tournaments—in effect, a Ban the Ban crusade. He asks our assis-
tance in explaining our position on the matter. This proposal is not
a new one to the Bowdoin campus, the problem having been dis-
cussed in several Polar Bearings and at top level meetings in the
past, but this is the first attempt at a grass-roots movement by the
ones affected by the rule—the sudent bodies. Involved in this afree-
ment which disallows any post-season participation in tournaments
for all varsity teams, are Bowdoin, Williams, Amherst, and Wesle-
yan.
My opinion on the subject is this: the main argument against
post-season play seems to be the academic hardship it places on the
athletes. I say that .such post-season play is not binding on any
team that is good enough to make the grade- that the individual
team members should be able to decide if they want to represent
the school and "sacrifice" their studies for the duration of the
tourney.
Getting away from the political aspect of the ban, I think that
there is a distinct positive value in allowing deserving Bowdoin
teams to compete in tournaments. Not only would participation -in
such tournaments beef up the rather drab athletic schedule offered
now, providing teams with some sort of incentive to win that is
somewhat lacking at present, it would also help to publicize the
athletic picture of Bowdoin and with that, Bowdoin College itself.
And in view of the increasing competition for student athletes, which
Bowdoin seems to be losing, such publicity could not hurt. Such
participation would help to establish a winning traditf|n at Bowdoin
which is lacking here but conspicuously present at other colleges
—
notably Williams, Wesleyan, and Amherst—which in effect is to
say that the agreement is hurting us more than it is them. And
yet they too want to can the ban.
The University ofNew Hampshire trampled 'Bowdoin, 74-
48, Saturday in a track meet dominated by New Hampshire's
Bill Phillips.
Phillips set an UNH record in the javelin with a throw of
206 feet, 3% inches on the soggy Whittier Field turf. He also
won the discus and shot put, placed second in the high jump, and
finished third in the long jump for a total of 19 points. It was
one of the most outstanding individual performances seen at
Whittier Field in some time.
New Hampshire won nine of
the thirteen individual events
and also copped the mile relay
in handing Bowdoin its second
loss in three spring track meets.
The Wildcats also had two
double winners, Bob Crellin and
Bob Vanier.' Crellin leaped 22' 5"
to win the long jump, then won
the 40-yard dash in 4.7 seconds.
Vanier was victorious in both
the mile and half mile.
Frank Sabasteanski was the on-
ly Polar Bear to place ahead of
Phillips all afternoon. Prank
won the high jump and finished
second in the long jump, just
edging out Phillips in both events.
Other Bowdoin winners were
Roger Best in the hammer throw,
Pete Hardy in the 440 in 51.8, and
Kent Mohnkern in the 45-yard
high hurdles. Rod Tulonen also
turned in a fine effort in the
two-mile. Despite placing third,
Rod came in with his best time
in competition, 10:03.
The meet which was scheduled
for Whittier Field was again hin-
dered by the lingering snow and
wet field conditions. Only the
Hammer throw, discus, and jave-
lin events were held outside,
while the rest of the meet had
to be moved into the Bowdoin
cage.
Javelin: 1. Phillips (NH) ; 2. Hardy
(U); 3. Dinsmore (B). Distance
206' 3-H"
Hitrh Jump: 1. Sahasttanski (B); 2.
Phillips (NH); 3. (tic) Pierce (B)
and MaeKerizie (B). Height 5' 6"
Lonvr Jump: 1. Crellin INH) ; 2. Sa-
basteanski (B); 3. Phillips (NH).
Distance 22' 5"
Hammer Throw: 1. Best (B) ; 2. Burns
INH) ; 3. Bisgrove (B). Distance
167' ll 1//'
Discus: 1. Phillips (NH) ; 2. Burns
(NH); 3. Gauron (B). Distance
128' 3"
40-Yard Dash: 1. Crellin (NH); 2.
Roirers (B); 3. Burton (B). Time 4.7
Mile: 1. Vanier (NH); 2. Estabrook
INH): 3. Dunklee (NH). Time 4:26.3
440: 1. Hardy (B); 2. Wear (NH); 3.
Goodof (B). Time 51.8
45-Yard Hich Hurdles: 1. MohnWn
• (B); 2. Townsend (NH); 3. Ballin-
__HLL (B). Tims 6 2
880: 1. Vanier INH): 2. Allen (B) ;
3. Rheehan (NH). Time 1:59.8
Two-Mile: 1. Dunklee (NH) : 2. Esta-
brook INH); 3. Tulontn (B). Time
9 -52 1
Mile Relav: 1 : UNH (Tucker. Crellin,
Eiori, Wear). Time 3 32
Shot Put: 1. Phillips (NH) ; 2. Gauron
(B) : 3. Vest (B). Distance"45' 5'{."
Pole Vault- 1. Tu'ker (NH) : 2. Pacer
(B) ; 3. Mohnkern (B). Heipht 12' 6"
UNH Frosh Roll
Bears Cubs, 81-32
The New Hampshire freshman
track team crushed the Bowdoin
frosh, 81-32, in an indoor-out-
door meet held Saturday at
Bowdoin.
Bowdoin won only three events
on the program, as UNH used
its great depth and strength to
win the rest. The UHN frosh
swept the 440 with Bill Young
winning and the high hurdles
with John Johnson leading the
pack. .
Ken Cuneo was the Bowdoin
standoul, taking the mile in
4 34.9 and finishing just behind
Larry Morris in the half mile.
Mike Garroway, an improving
weight man, won the hammer
throw with a heave of 120' 11",
while Larry Howe took the jave-
lin with a throw of 166' 1".
BOWDOIN TENNIS COACH AND CAPTAIN—Spencer Smith,
Captain of Bowdoin College 1967 varsity tennis team, Is pic-
tured with his coach, Ray Bicknell. Bowdoin tennis squad plays
at Colby April 29 and hosts Bates May 3.
Bowdoin Sports At A Glance
GOLF
Amherst 4 Bowdoin 3
5 Bowdoin 2
Bowdoin 5V£ Vermont 1V&
TENNIS
Springfield 6 Bowdoin 3
Maine 6 Bowdoin 3
LACROSSE
Bowdoin Fr. 6 Hebron 3
BASEBALL
Maine Fr. 7 Bowdoin Fr. 2
The University of Maine,
led by George Ferguson, de-
feated Bowdoin 7-3 Wed-
nesday. Hurler Bob Corey,
on in relief of Jeff Withe,
was seriously injured in the
fifth inning when his foul
ball struck his glasses, shat-
tering them and causing




-Your Friendly Student Council
Wesleyan, UNH
Dump Laxmen
Bowdoin's varsity lacrosse teom
came out on the short end of the
score twice last week in tilts
against Wesleyan and UNH.
Coach Dick McGee's crew has
been greatly hampered by Maine's
abominable weather and only had
one day of practice on their own
field, before last Saturday, com-
pared to almost two months of
outdoor sessions for the Wesmen.
Although the final tally was 8-2
in favor of the Cardinals, the
contest was a moral victory for
the Polar Bears. Wesleyan has
an excellent overall lacrosse pro-
gram, and in recant years, they
have trampled Bowdoin by scores
of 14-2 and 15-3, but on Satur-
day the White wouldn't quit and
clearly outplayed the visitors in
the second half. Tightness and
bad-timing cost the Varsity dear-
ly in the first half, and the score
at intermission was 5-0.
However, the team kept its fire,
and Bob Ives was able to break
the ice at 4:19 of the third per-
iod. Hugo Fisher scored the oth-
er Bowdcin goal at 6:48 of the
fourth period, but repeated pen-
alties kept the Bears short-hand-
ed too much of the time to nar-
row the gap. In all, the home
team had eleven penalties to
Westeyan's three. Admittedly,
the visitors had superior talent
and skills, but their conditioning
was not up to par, and the White
ran them ragged during the sec-
ond half, outshooting the Cardi-
nals 21-9.
Tory Peterson led the Wesleyan
scoring with three goals, while
Chance, Barnett, Cornwall,
Blackburn, and Talmadge added
one apiece. One bright spot for
the Bears was the fine job co-
captain Bob Pfeiffer did on Bob
Dyer, limiting the All-American
to two assists.
Wednesday's game at UNH
saw Bowdoin lose 9-4 to a squad
that Wesleyan had beaten 16-2
last week. The laxmen jumped
out to a 2-0 lead in the first
quarter on goals by Sandy Ervin
and Pete Quigley, but the White
eased up in the second quarter
so that the Wildcats held a 5-3
halftime edge. Penalties again
proved to be a factor in the
team's downfall as UNH scored
three out of their five second
quarter goals while they had a
man advantage. Fisher scored
for Bowdoin in the second per-
iod on a pass from Drew Spald-
ing, and Pfeiffer added the last
Polar Bear tally in the third
quarter after taking a long pass
from Dick Loughran. UNH kept^
their momentum, however, mak-
ing the final ; UNH 9, Bowdoin 4.
The Varsity takes on another
rough opponent in M.I.T., Satur-
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Ivy Concert ,In Question
Replacemehts Still Sought
The Student Union Committee has received a second setback in
its search for concert performers with Ivy Weekend but a week
away. Harry Warren, Assistant Director of the Moulton Union re-
ceived word today that Jim Kweskin and the Jug Band will not be
able to appear at the Friday evening concert. The Jug Band, which
was to have replaced Louis Armstrong, [who was originally sched-
uled but who was forced to cancel because of illness] has a concert
engagement in California on Tuesday, May 16. Kweskin's agent told
Warren that the group wants to travel to California by car and needs
six days for the trip, making it impossible for them to appear at
Bowdoin May 12.
As the Orient was going to press, Mr. Warren was waiting to get
in. touch with the Committee's booking agent in Manchester, N.H.
He expressed some hope that some entertainment could be present-
ed, "even if few people come and we take a financial loss on the
show." There was an unconfirmed possibility that the Brothers
Four might be available. Because these unexpected events are cast-
ing a shadow on the party weekend Mr. Warren wanted it made clear
that the Student Union Committee's efforts were unremitting and
not to blame.
BACKGROUND OF PROBLEM
VOLUME XCVI BOWDOIN COLLEGE. FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1967 NUMBER 22
Hayes, Bell, Patterson Elected
Council Seeks Wider Influence
\
With only two weeks left be-
fore his scheduled Ivy Weekend
concert, May 12, Louis Arm-
strong was forced to cancel as a
result of bronchial pneumonia.
Jim Kweskin and the Jug Band
will present the Friday night
concert at three dollars a couple.
The Student Union Commit-
tee's booking agent had suggest-
ed four replacements: BufTy
Sainte-Marie,, Thelonius Monk,
Little Stevie Wonder, and The
Cyrkle. When these choices were
placed before the student body
at house meetings, no over-
whelming support for any one
of them could be discerned.
A few days later another
choice was offered, this time be-
tween The Kingston Trio and
Jim Kweskin and his Jug Band.
Again, no solid student backing
was evident.
According to Harry Warren,
Assistant Director of the Moul-
ton Union and advisor to the
Student Union Committee, the
concern of the committee was to
provide "the best show for the
least money." With so little time
available, it was impossible to
launch a publicity campaign to
swell off-campus attendance and
hence reduce the expected defi-
cit. Thus, it was resolved the
Jug Band, whose -lower price
wou?d keep the deficit within
manageable bounds.




The dropping of a columnist
from the Bath-Brunswick
Times-Record under controver-
sial circumstances has caused a
flurry of protest among Bowdoin
faculty and townspeople.
David L. Graham, a free-lance
writer, lost his weekly "Critic
-
at-Large*' column,—when, ac-
BCA Cleared ofMisappropriating Money
Guidelines Set ForBlanket Tax Funds
The Student Activities Fee
Committee has voted to permit
the expenditure by the Bowdoin
Christian Association of forty
dollars appropriated to support
transportation expenses of stu-
dents travelling to New York
to participate in the Spring Mo-
bilization to End the War in
Vietnam April 15.
At the same time, the Com-
mittee advised the BCA officers
of the Committee's "displeasure"
with the officer's "interpretation
of its rights and some of the
surrounding circumstances of the
entire incident." They also found
that Bob Randall '68, president
of the Interfaith Council, had
partial responsibility, as the
Council, "exercised poor Judge-
ment when it allotted to each
of the sub-organizations (BCA,
Student Religious Liberals, and
Alpha Rho Upsilon:
Rushing As Usual
What will Alpha Rho Upsilon
do about rushing, especially in
light of the proposed social club
idea? Neal Corson, President of
the ARU, and Steven H. Plourde,
ARU Rushing Chairman, have
served by changes in the existing
this question.
"We are rushing "as a frater-
nity and we want it to be known
that we wi!l continue our inves-
tigations of other alternatives to
the existing social structure and
should we find that the best in-
terests of the Brothers would be
stated the fraternity's position on
social structure we shall take
appropriate .measures."
the Newman Club) . . . shares of
a Joint lecture fund, but failed
to make this clear to the sub-
organizations."
Instructions Not Specific
In addition, the investigation
foynd that the Chairman of the
Committee, Professor Nathan
Dane II "was not specific enough
in his instructions to the officers
of the various organizations . . .
as to the responsibility of ad-
hering to stated budgets. They
voted to distribute written pro-
cedures of campus organizations
to "avoid any future misunder-
standings."
The present case developed
when Student Council Vice Pres-
ident Edwin A. Russell '67
charged at the April 24 Council
meeting that BCA had "misap-
propriated funds" to support the
Spring Mobilization and then
moved to censure BCA Secre-
tary-Treasurer William Norton
•67 and require that the Asso-
ciation reimburse the forty dol-
lars. This motion was with-
drawn in favor of one to have
the Student Activities Fee Com-
mittee investigate the situation.
The instructions to organiza-
tions about blanket tax funds in-
clude precise specification of the
Norton defended the action by
citing what he felt were prece-
dents for BCA expenditure to
support political activities. BCA,
he said, had actively supported
and spent funds for publicity for
a civil rights march in Bruns-
wick two years ago. The march
deplored racial strife in Selma,
Alabama. He also cited BCA's
financial aid to* Project 65 for
travel expenses. The aid for
participation in the Spring Mo-
bilization was merely an out-
growth of these two previous
actions, he said.
budget request for each organi-
zation or sub-organization (As
in the Interfaith Council or Po-
litical Forum); procedure for
supplemental allotments not ex-
ceeding $500.00; steps to be tak-
en if a deficit is foreseen; and




A twenty- five page report
which elaborates on the un-
favorable of the fraternity sys-
tem released last week by the
Alumnus has been presented
to the Governing Boards. Pre-
pared by Student Council Pres-
ident Douglas P. Biklen '67 and
class president Thomas H. Al-
len '67, the report calls for the
formation of a committee "to
produce a detailed study of the
present system and to offer
proposals for an alternativeV*
Calling the present situation
"intolerable" and needing
"serious analysis and effective
action ... to produce an al-
ternative," the authors suggest-
ed a committee comprised of
one member of the Adminis-
tration, two faculty members,
two students, three represen-
, tatives from the Alumni Coun-
cil, and two members of the
Governing Boards.
cording to an editorial signed by
the Times-Record publisher,
Campbell B. Niven, he dealt with
"national issues and the Viet-
nam conflict."
Before the weekly Brunswick
Record merged with the Bath
Daily Times in February, Mr.
Graham had written "On the
Contrary: comments on trie news
beyond Brunswick" for the for-
mer paper. In Niven's editorial,
he stated that "justification for
a locally written national and
international affairs column no
longer existed" since the "Times-
Record has the services of such
distinguished columnists as
James Reston, Tom Wicker and
Russell Baker" through the New
York Times News Service. The
editorial appeared in the April
20 Times-Record after several
letters had been published de-
ploring the absence of Graham's
column.
Publisher Disagreed With Views
Graham's columns were often
critical of U.S. policy in Viet-
nam, and the editorial admitted
that "Mr. Graham's arid the pub-
lisher's views are certainly in
conflict on . . . Vietnam but "if
the publisher had wished simply
to silence a critic of United
States policies in Southeast Asia,
by Tony Esposito
"I want to see the Student
Council given a position in de-
'
tiding every matter of impor-
tance to the College," stated Pe-
te/" Hayes; the newly elected
president of the Council in a re-
cent interview. Chosen as Vice
President was Robert Bell, Jr.
Both he and Hayes are members
of the class of 1968 in Beta Theta
Pi. The new Secretary-Treasu-
rer is Robert Patterson, Jr. '68, of
Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Added the President, "I want
a dynamic membership of both
students who are elected to the
Council and others who are in-
terested in being an active force
in molding the affairs of the Col-
lege." His most difficult task
next year, he believes, will be in
getting enthusiastic people to
work for the Council.
Hayes hopes to see a duplica-
tion of the methods used this
year in working on the social
rules, and a closer cooperation
between the students and the
faculty.. Many of the projects
facing him and the Council will
be follow-ups to programs con-
ceived this year. He plans to
make a careful evaluation of the
results of the new orientation
and rushing programs.
DAVID L. GRAHAM
he would have done so long be-
fore this." The weekly Record
had carried "On the Contrary"
for four years.
As critic-at-large, Graham
wrote on state issues, and play
and book reviews. However,
when several of his columns
(Continued from page 5)
With the. Council's adequate
funds, he would like to expand
upon the lecture program and
other cultural opportunities. One
of Hayes' more ambitious hopes
is to effect a radical change in
the present system of takinfi fi-
nal exams. He would like to see
the Haverford College Examina-
tion System established here.
Under such a setup each student
by himself schedules his final ex-
ams at the most convenient time







The Senior Center Program
and other innovations have fi-
nally made a significant impres-
sion on the application and ad-
mission of freshmen. Director of
Admissions Hubert S. Shaw said
in an Orient interview this week
that the physical and education- .
al improvements are reflected in
increased applications and a
larger number of decisions to at-
tend Bowdoin.
Applications for the Class of
1971 numbered 1181, an increase
of about fifty over last year.
Furthermore, despite a smaller
number of acceptances, approxi-
mately 62% of those accepted
have notified the College they
will attend, a 56% increase over
the number of positive notifica-
tions last year this time.
Shaw cited, in addition to the
influence of tangible improve
ments, the greater alumni activi-
ty and co-operation of lucul'y
and students as definited aids in
the attracting of new students.
(Continued on page 6)
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PAfc^MIEW CLEANS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS"— "STORAGE FACILITIES"
WE SELL TRAVEL!
zssnz
Whether you're going to Europe or on a flight home, on your
honeymoon or a student sailing, it's so easy—and so practical—to
buy your ticket from us. ONE CALL DOES IT ALL! Whatever
you have in your travel sights, phone or stop by—we'll be delighted
to help with your plans. Located next to the Sunshine Laundromat,
the Stowe Agency is conveniently located for doing your travel
planning and laundering at the same time! • -
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
Mary and Bruce White '22
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
BRUNSWICK 725-5573 — PORTLAND 172-1313




45th year, Lake Morey, Fairlee, Vermont. Candidates
must be age 18 or over. Campers age 8 to 14. Season:
June 24 to August 23. Write: Mrs. C. P. Hulbert,
box 929, Hanover, N.H., or telephone 603-643-3503




NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543














Sun., Mon., Tues., May 7-8-9
A FUNNY THING
HAPPENED ON THE

















Air travel throughout Europe, Israel
at 60% less. Same huge savings on
accommodations, admissions, etc.
The ID Card is a must for every
traveling student.
The Official Student Guide
to Europe
Lists student hotels, restaurants,
discounts, local tours, and complete
routes, schedules, prices of student
flights, trains, etc. An essential com-
panion to the ID Card. $1.95
Also
4-Day $31 Expo '67 Tour
Includes 4 nights' accommodation, 4
breakfasts, 3 Expo passes, a French
dinner, and sightseeing tour of
Montreal.
U.S. National-Student Assn., Dept.CP
265 Madison Ave., NY., N.Y. 10016
Please send info on ID Card D The
Official Guide (payment enclosed) Q




USNSA is non-profit for students.
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
208 1/2 A IIO MAINE STREET
IN BRUNSWICK
MAIN STREET, 1 OPSHAM
^irst Rational
of PORTIAND MEMMR ' UIC
STUDENT COUNCIL MINUTES
1. Professor Dane, in his capacity as Chairman of the Student
Activities Fund Committee, addressed the Council concerning the
investigation of alleged misappropriation of funds by the Bowdoin
Christian Association. The Committee took the following action:
a. Voted to permit the expenditure by the B.C.A. to stand, but to
advise its officers of the Committee's displeasure with the
B.C.A.'s interpretation of its rights and some of the surround-
ing circumstances of the entire incident.
b. Voted to advise the President cf the Interfaith Council of his
partial responsibility in the matter under investigation in the
interest of avoiding a repetition in the future.
c. Voted that written procedures be distributed by the Chairman
to the various campus organizations to avoid any/future mis-
understandings. ^
2. The Student Council officers for next year are:
Peter F. Hayes '68, President.
Robert L. Bell '68, Vice President.
Robert B. Patterson '68, Secretary-Treasurer.
3. The houses are reminded that the Fast for India will take
place on Monday, May 8.
4. Under the Student Council Constitution, three members of
the senior class are eligible fcr election to the Council. Those mem-
bers of the Class of '68, not presently rrembers of the Student
Council, may pick up petitions at the Information Desk on Friday,
May 5. Candidates must secure twenty-five signatures of their class-
mates. Petitions must be turned in at the Information Desk by
Monday noon. Elections will be held in the Union all day Tuesday
and Wednesday.
5. New Student Council members from the freshman class
should be elected at house meetings this week. New members will
attend the Council meeting May 8.
6. Elections will be held for the Committees of the Council:
rushing, lectureship, student life, curriculum, and chapel-forum.
Positions of these committees are also open to men who are not on
the Council. Those men who are interested should submit their
names to their Council representatives.
7. There will be Student Judiciary Board elections this week at
^he Council meeting.
POLITICAL FORUM ELECTIONS
The Political Forum will hold its annual elections this Tuesday-
night in the Gallery Lounge at 7:30 p.m. Officers of the Forum may
come from members of all three lower classes, and voting is open
to all who attend.
The winning entries of last month's Bowdoin College Student
Art Exhibit will be displayed in the Artisan's Art Gallery, 222 Maine
St., Brunswick, beginning Monday (May 1) and continuing through
May 15.
Oils, drawings, etchings, wood carvings, and photographs will
comprise the display including the contest's first prize winning
work- an oil painting entitled "The End of the Day" by Frederick
W. Lyman 70.
Photographic entries which shared second place honors in the
contest will be by Thomas M.D. Brown '67 and Jerker R.E. Hetia,
a Bowdoin Plan student from Sweden.
The contest's third prize winners, also photographs, will be the
works <( R. Drew S. Webb '68 and G. Stanley Cutter '67.
Etchings, drawings, and wood carvings of unshown works by
Bowdoin students will also be displayed.
The etchings and drawings are by W. Russell McMullen '68,
Daniel S. Walker '67, and Gary D. Comstock '67, and Richard Spear
'68.
'
AUSTRALIAN >V'RITER TO SPEAK SATURDAY NIGHT
Australian newsman Maurice Adams will deliver a public lec-
tur«' in Wentworth Hall Saturday (May 6) at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Adams, who covers the American scene and the United
Nations for a group of Australian newspapers, periodicals, and radio
and television stations, will speak on "Revolution in the Near East."
Mr. Adams' assignments as a reporter have taken him to five
continents and through three wars and numerous revolutions. Before
and after World War II he served as a correspondent for Reuters,
the British news gathering organization.
BROWN PHOTOS
A portfolio of photographic prints entitled "Brunswick Pat-
terns" by Bowdoin senior Thomas M.D. Brown, is currently on
display in the second floor conference room of the Bowdoin Senior
Center.
Brown Compiled the 15 photographs for a portfolio in connec-
tion with an independent study course in art he is taking.
His course advisers, Donald R. Lent, Visiting Lecturer in Art.
and John McKee, Direct < r of the Bowdoin Center for Resource
Studies, said the quality of Brown's work was such that they rec-
ommended it be exhibited.
TO ALL BOWDOIN BIG BROTHERS:
Mr. Morrell has made arrangements for the Curtis swimming
pool to he available to little brothers accompanied hy their big
brothers from 4:00 p.m. until .">:00 p.m. on the following dates:
Since the pool can accommodate up to 30 people at once, I hope
that many of you will take advantage of this opportunity.
MRS. ROGERS TO GIVE PIANO RECITAL SUNDAY
•Jk, Bowdoin Music Club concert featuring pianist Louise Rogers
will be held in Wentworth Hall a! 8:15 p.m. Sunday (May 7).
Mrs Rogers will play lour selections. "Partita N*o.-2" by Baqh,
"Sonata. Opus 101" by Beethoven, "Suite. Opus
an<V"CnYnavar,
k
<3puV £' by sYhuinann
rt i o-2 a .
is 25" by Schoenbeig,
FRIDAY, kAY 5: 1961*
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Dr. Sabin Clarifies Dr. Rusk Findings
**-• jr
(The Committee of .Respon-
sibility, an organization ' design-
ed to finance reconstructive med-
ical treatment for war-burned
children in Vietnam in the
United States, has been subject-
ed to increasing criticism since
the findings of Dr. Howard Rusk
published in The New York
Times. Bowdoin has contribut-
ed to the COR through its 1967
Campus Chest Weekend.
The following statement is
from Dr. Albert B. Sabin of the
University of Cincinnati College
of Medicine and is a reply to
the observations made by Dr.
Rusk. Dr. Sabin is an Honorary
Chairman of the COR.)
The first impression gathered
from Dr. Rusk's articles is that
the number of disfigured war
casualties requiring specialized
surgery 'is actually very small.
The second impression is that
for the small numbers who do
need it, it would be better and
easier to arrange to help them
in medical facilities in the Phil-
ippines, Thailand or Japan rath-
er than transport them the very
long distance to the United
States.
Upon his return from Vietnam,
Dr. Rusk spent two hours with
me transmitting the pertinent in-
formation he had gathered. His
observations involved, mainly the
acutely injured persons he saw
in a number of civilian provin-
cial hospitals, many of which
were not in areas of recent com-
bat. Nevertheless, during the
brief period of his inspection he
did see about 250 burned civili-
ans most of whom, on the oc-
casion of his visit, were said to
have been burned by the improp-
er use of gasoline for cooking ra-
ther than by napalm or phos-
phorus bombs. He estimated that
about 25 of these would have the
type of severe residual disfigure-
ment requiring complicated plas-
tic surgery. He pointed out,
moreover, that extensive disfigur-
ing injuries were much more nu-
merous from grenades, shapnel,
land mines and other instruments
of war than from burns.
Another important point es-
tablished by Dr. Rusk is that
the small number of grossly un-
der-staffed and incredibly over-
crowded civilian hospitals can •
keep patients for only a very
short time and that they then
must either return to their vil-
lage homes, if they still have
any, or to refugee centers.
Accordingly I was convinced,
and Dr. Rusk concurred, that
the only way to obtain an esti-
mate of the magnitude m of the
problem is to visit the many










could expect to ij#>d the' accumu-
lated sequelae of the years • of
warfare.
The valuable information
transmitted by Dr. Rusk helped
COR to orient its advance mis-
sion, that left for Vietnam a
few days ago, to direct its main
attention to the refugee centers
and, wherever possible, to* vil-
lages in areas of recent or for-
mer combat. A relatively , relia-
ble estimate of the accumulated
number of disfigured persons will
not be available until* the COR
mission completes its survey.
However, on the basis of the
many reports of large numbers
of civilian casualties during the
past two years, as well as on
Dr. Rusk's own observations dur-
ing the period of his brief visit,
the numbers requiring the high-
ly specialized help that would
restore them to some semblance
of JHuman form can hardly be ex-
pected to be very small.
The other point at issue is
whether the highly complicated
plastic surgical care of long dur-
ation should be provided in the
U.S. or in some less distant,
friendly Asian nation. There are
countless Americans, including
the many highly skilled physi-
cians who have already volun-
teered their services, who wish
to provide this help themselves
here rather than to tuck away
these unfortunate victims of this
tragic war in some other land.
Dr. Rusk assured me that he
is in sympathy with the COR
program to bring^ war-disfigured
Vietnamese to this country at the
present time but would like to
see it expanded to include Amer-
ican help for the ultimate es-
tablishment of a modern plastic
surgery center in Vietnam.
.-.?-. lij
liiklen Chides Stud Image
Fostered by Fraternities
Freshmen Support Houses
Criticize Senior Report (
l>\ Paw. Barton
The freshman class is lining
up in support of the Bowdoin
fraternity system. At least this
is the consensus presented in a
small freshman sampling. With
one exception, the freshmen sup-
ported the present fraternity sys-
tem, and took issue with the
,
"Fraternities Must Go" article
released last week. The remain-
ing freshman demonstrated in-
difference to the issue.
Of those in favoc of fraterni-
ties, the general opinion was that
the house's biggest asset was the
small, autonomously run living
unit, generally independent of
the college administration. Along
. with this, was the concept of
living with a group of individu-
als cf one's own choosing.
The "Fraternities Must Go"
rep art was subject to bitter crit-
icism. The most common com-
plaint that the authors often in- '
dulged in unsubstantiated gener-
alities. In close running was the
gripe that fraternities were used
as convenient scapegoats for al-
most anything the faculty or ad-
ministration found "wrong" with
student attitudes. Several un-
derclassmen were quick to point
out that the faculty, itself, and
the feeling on the, part of some
students that the offer of the
college is going unfulfilled ac-
count for many of these "unde-
sirable attitudes."
All but one, though, considered
that fraternities could be. im-
proved. However most agreed
that improvements could be for-
mulated within the present sys-
tem. The ARU social club con-
cept was received favorably by
the freshman. Several thought
that it wou'd provide an alter-
native so that only those who
were truly interested in fraterni-
ty ideals and living would join
fraternities. This would, ac-
cording to the freshman, pro-
vide a much needed stimulus to
the fraternity system. "With
91% of the student body in fra-
ternities, ycu're bound to get
guys who aren't really interest-
ed and won't participate." The
social living unit plan presented







Portrait •Commercial » Identification
Illustrative Photography
Now is the time to start planning
for your graduation pictures
114 Maine St, "Casco Bank" Bldg.", Brunswick
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
720 &d»tta» Street Lewkton
by Alan Kolod
Douglas Biklen '67, President
of Student Council, and, along
with John Ranahan and Thomas
Allen, author of an article in the
May Alumnus criticizing frater-
nities, elaborated his feelings
about the shortcomings of the
fraternity system here in Mon-
day's Forum.
Biklen first quoted Woodrow
Wilson and President James S.
Coles to » substantiate his belief
that the entire college environ-
ment is important for education
and that the intellectual life of
students is best judged by their
actions outside of the classroom.
Biklen reviewed briefly the ar-
guments against fraternities.




tact with faculty. Secondly, the
selection process leads to the
pursuit of the "stud" image, re-
stricts the social environment of
students, and encourages super-
ficial evaluation of students by
their fellows. Biklen sharply
criticized the fraternities' proc-
esses of encouraging conformity,
of which Orientation is only the
most obvious manifestation. He
also argued that the value sys-
tem encouraged by fraternities
is detrimental to the environ-
ment; students waste time in
frivolous conversation, look down
upon achievers, and admire the
stud. Finally, Biklen decried the
social life fraternities afford.,
which gives the loud and ob-
scene all the audience and glory
they desire.
He suggested that reform must
follow three principles. Small
group living must be maintained.
Faculty members must be a part
of the student living environ-
ment. And undergraduates must
be randomly assigned to living
quarters.
Events on campus, argued Bik-
len, show that students are dis-
satisfied with fraternity life. The
number of independent under-
classmen has been increasing.
The Student Arts Committee
has been filling a gap in the
student life by sponsoring lec-
tures, concerts, and student art
showings. Dissatisfaction with
both tjie curriculum and stu-
dent-faculty relations in frater-
nities is evinced by the broad
support given the Free Seminar
Program. The coffee house be-
gun by students shows their un-
happiness with the present social
life. Alpha Rho Upsilon's pro-
posal shows students realize that
v fraternities cannot be salvaged
and change must be radical to
be effective.
Past attempts at reform, said
Biklen, show that constructive
change within the framework, of
fraternities is impossible. Most
students either think change is
impossible or are indoctrinated
by the time they become juniors.
Concluded Biklen, "The evils of
the system continue to perpetu-
ate themselves, and the under-
graduates remain caught in a
system that few understand and
none can change." The only suc-
cessful solution must be to eli-
minate fraternities. Establishing
an alternative to fraternities
while letting fraternities remain
can only dangerously divide the
-college.
^
Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA
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You mean,
because I'm a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton Hotels in the U.S.?
Hilton Hotels Corporation,
National Sales Office, Palmer House,
Chicago 90, 111.
Please send the Faculty-Student
Rate Brochure that tells all.
I am a Faculty Member D Student
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Letters To The Editor,-
Volume XCVI Friday, May 5, 1967 No. 22
The Council's Mandate
Judging from the division of opinions presented in letters to the Editor this week con-
cerning the adverse report on fraternities presented last week, we must assume
that the over-
whelming majority of students in this "bastion of fraternities" are silently assenting to the
findings of Messrs. Biklen, Allen and Ranahan's study. We are pleased with this open^mind-
- The new Student Council officers, Pete Hayes, Bob Bell,
and Bob Patterson, elected Monday night face as knotty a
future as they might not wish for. Facing them immediately
are the questions of the indictment of fraternities presented by
Messrs. Allen, Biklen and Ranahan last week, and-.th* still- ,
unclarified relation of the Political Forum to its member clubs.
In facing the first, which will require as much patience,
compromise and perhaps, disappointment as any task recently
set before it, the Council must be the leader in promoting
discussion and, yes, controversy on a subject which can too
easily fall into the bottomless pit of the 'Aw, what's the use,
things wilLnever change!" syndrome. We also think, on the
basis of information presented in the report last week, that a
large portion of the students would support some serious modi-
fication of the fraternity system. Reflecting' this, the Council
must therefore recognize its mandate to lead this movement for
change.
Biklen and Allen's call for the formation of a committee
drawn to study fraternities and propose alternatives is \ rj"tl.y
of- support, but support is only a passive action. The Council
must be an active, creative force in this area so that initiative
for change is not taken from the student body.
Much more immediate are. the proposed changes in the
Council bylaws to clarify the financial status of political clubs.
This clarification is necessary because of the sketchiness of
existing, standards. However, this opportunity should not be
allowed to fall prejfc-tQ^enaotional reactions to a group admittedly
representing a minority viewpoint. As discussed last week in
this column, we think that standards for use of blanket tax
funds by political clubs for "literature" and "transportation"
should be based, not on arbitrary restrictions, but on the merits
of providing members of political clubs the same kind of oppor-
tunities as those of any other particular campus organization.
edness of the students.
UTOPIAN SPIRIT?
To the Editor:
It warms the cockles of my heart to know that
John Ranahan, Dcug Biklen, and Tom Allen have
caught the Utopian spirit. With Bowdoin in its
alleged state cf financial desperation, it would be
interesting to knew where these young men pro-
pose to find the mrney necessary to pay for the
razing cf the present fraternity buildings and the
subsequent construction of three student living
centers. I suppose that the next step is for Bow-
doin to lose its autnomy as a private institution
and accept federal aid. AM joking and sarcasm
aside, don't you think that money could be spent
to better advantage on faculty pay raises or en-
largement of the curriculum?
John D. Williams '68
ARU CALLED SOLVENT
To the Editor:
It is apparently rumored on campus that the
ARU proposal is an effort on the part of Alpha
Rho Upsilon Fraternity to alleviate certain finan-
cial burdens and remove the "red ink" from its
bocks. This is, a gross inaccuracy, as ARU is
financially solvent and has no need of "red ink."
The purpose of the ARU proposal is precisely as
has been stated: To offer a constructive alterna-




This kind of eye for specific cases is shown in the findings
and actions of the Student Activities Fee Committee in the case
of BCA appropriating forty dollars from its funds to support
student transportation to the Spring Mobilization. Again, allow-
ances were made for the lack of clarity of fiscal policy, as known
to the people involved. As a result; instead of trying to lay down
great lists of specifics regarding use of student funds, the
Committee Wisely merely detailed and publicized procedures
through which individual cases and needs can be presented and
judged. It is this kind of approach needed in the Political Forum
situation.
This clarification, we think, is a harbinger what is needed
more generally among student organizations. Most student or-
ganizations, from the political clubs to some responsibilities of
the Council to yes, even the Orient have ill-defined structures
which lead to excessive informality, lack of continuity, and du-
plication of efforts. A study in the near future of the various
charters, constitutions, and procedures which govern these or-
ganizations, would be a worthwhile task for both the Council
and the various groups, including the Orient, to, undertake.
M.F.R.
Douglas V. I. Darling
The college and town community has been saddened by the
death of Douglas V.I. Darling, ""n of Professor Paul G. Dar-
ling, Chairman of the Economics Department, and .Mrs. Dai-
ling. Douglas, 17, drowned last Saturday afternoon at Reid
State Park. The Orient staff expresses its sympathy to Douglas'
family.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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There is Nothing Wrong With The Draft
That Abolishing It Won't Cure
EDITOR'S NOTE — Da-
vid L. Graham, a free-lance
writer, has also written a
column for the Bath-Bruns-
wick Times-Record.
by David L. Graham
The recent CIA scandals have
at least dissipated the absurd
conceit that you can't txu6t any-
one over 30. Judging by the
ease with which the CIA was
able to subvert the National Stu-
dent Association, we now know
that you can't trust anyone un-
der 30 either. Age, in other
words, is no guarantee of inno-
cence ... or guilt.
The war in Vietnam has serv-
ed one useful purpose, it has
riveted our attention on the Se-
lective Service System; whose in-
equities, in the light of the mon-
strous conflict that is dawning,
are all the more glaring. It was
one thing to look forward to two
years of drilling and K.P. But
it is quite another to be plucked
out of a cozy civilian cocoon and
flung wil!y-nilly into probably
the most horrible and senseless
war this country has ever fought.
It was fear of Communism that
made the draft go down so eas-
ily, the first peacetime draft in
American history. A fear-ridden
public, fifty per cent of whom
could approve of the late Senator
McCarthy when he was in his
heyday, couldn't be bothered if
the draft was brutally unfair to
some and curiously lenient with
others. Why are some of our
young men now drafted to fight
and die on the other side of the
world while others equally sound
in hnHy iinrl min4 find asylum ill
colleges and graduate schoo's, as




Other inequalities, if not
downright iniquities are too nu-
merous to mention. Draft boards
vary enormously. What gets a
man deferred by one board,
qualifies him for Vietnam with
another. Numerous reforms have
been suggested, but they are at
best patchwork proposals.
There is nothing wrong with
the draft that abolishing it won't
cure. This seems a staggering
suggestion to many good people,
their minds frozen into accep-
tance of something as undemo-
cratic and un-American as peace-
time conscription by twenty
years of the cold war. It is these
entangling foreign commitments
that Secretary Rusk boasts about
and that George Washington
warned us against which have
necessitated the draft; Ah,"but
conditions are different today,
people say, look at Vietnam. How
are you going to fight Vietnam's
without the draft?
Eet us rather ask, without the
draft would there be any Viet-
nam's? If the Pentagon didn't
have large bodies of conscripts
to play with, we wouldn't have
the troops to commit to far off
places. As it is, the President
can send an expedition almost
anywhere in the world and then
say to Congress: "You're going
to support our boys, aren't you?"
And of course we all want to
support them to the hilt, even
though they shouldn't have been
sent there in the first place.
No Excuse For The Draft
This may have been what the
late Senator Vandenberg had in
mind when he described the
peacetime draft as "repugnant
to the spirit of Democracy.''
Daniel Webster called it "despo-
tism ... in' its worst form." Na-
poleon's imperial ambitions bled
Prance white with conscription.
Conscription was the handmai-
den of Prussian militarism, Czar-
ist imperialism, and Nazi terror.
It was to escape the draft that
many of our ancestors fled Eu-
rope, even as young Americans
are now emigrating to Canada.
As far as defense goes, never
did America have less excuse for
the draft. In an age of inter-
continental missiles and other
highly sophisticated weapons
there surely is, as Congressman
Reuss has said, "less and less
need for a mass army and more
and more need for a relatively
smaller, highly trained, profes-
sional force."
The first step towards demili-
tarizing America and returning
to our traditional policy of peace-
ful co-existence with all peoples
would be abolish the draft. This
woud not only remove the temp-
tation to engage in futile and un-
necessary wars, as in Vietnam,
but would restore full-fledged de-
mocracy at home — what man is
free with a draft board breath-
ing on his neck?
Abolishing the draft would al-
so provide a more efficient and,
in the long run, less costly de-
fense system. So says Oregon's
Mark Hatfield, a man of fresh
and fearless thoughts newly come
to the Senate. Accordingly, he
has introduced a bill (S.1275) to
set up a wholly voluntary re-
cruitment system. No bill, in
this writer's opinion, is more de-
serving of every citizen's support.
Works by students participating in the March Student Art Show-
are on display at the Artisan's Gallery, 222 Maine St. This null is
from the studio of senior Stan Cutter. (Cutter photo)
at








Faculty Letters" of Objection
(Continued from page 1)
dealt with national issues and
the Vietnam War, Niven de-
cided to discontinue the column
"in ^n attempt to maintain a
balance in the Times-Record
news coverage and comment."
Many letters to the editor in
the past several weeks have ob-
jected to this action. Some
claimed that Mr. Graham's writ-
ing was in itself a balancing
feature, and the loss of the col-
umn was a step towards making
the Times-Record like "tradi-*
tional non-provocative Maine
publications," "a purveyor of a
bland editorial face," or "an af-
ternoon rehash of the morning
opinions of the New York
Times."
Bowdoin Faculty Object
Faculty members were quick
to comment, among them Pro-
fessor Daniel Levine of the His-
tory department, who said that
he did not always agree with
Graham, but that the paper
"should publish as broad a
range of opinions as possible."
Professor William B. Whiteside
expressed similar thoughts, while
Professor Louis O. Coxe contendr
ed that the action must have
come from advertiser's pressure.
Edward Born, editor of the
Alumnus said that if the loss of
Graham was the cost of a daily
newspaper, "let us hope we 'will
scon have a weekly again." Don-
ald Lent of the art department
suggested iron i. ally that simply
putting James Reston or Tom
Wicker's name on Graham's
work would make him acceptable
to the publisher. James O. Red-
wine of the English department
called for a "Cancel-in" on the
Mall for subscribers.
Others who supported Graham
in letters included Herbert R.
Coursen of the English depart-
ment, John C. Donovan of the
Department of Government, Ger-
ald Kamber of the romance lan-
guages department, and Cecil T.
Holmes, professor emeritus of
mathematics, who called Graham
"one of the most attractive fea-
tures of the paper."
According to John Cole, editor
of the Times-Record, who is
known to disagree with his pub-
lisher's views on this matter, the
volume of mail is such that all
letters to the editor have been
printed. About thirty have been
printed so far supporting Gra-
ham. One letter, however, which
supported the decision described
Graham's writing as "Rumblings
of a Red Herring" but suggested
that readers switch to columnist
Drew Pearson.
Ironically, Graham said in his
last piece for the weekly Record
"it has been my unbounded good
fortune that I have never had
to. write to please the advertis-
ers, nor yet to please a publisher,
but only to collect my thoughts
and please myself."
Graham has received several
job offers from national maga-
zines; however, he is planning
to try to obtain a visa to enter
Cuba to write about the situa-
tion Jhere. He lived in Latin
America for many years, and
wrote articles for The Nation
about local politics.
Bewildered Idealist
Reacts to Sunday's Be-In
THE IVY PLAY: Appearing in Ben Jonson's "The Alchemist?
will be John L. Isaacs '68 and Mrs. Marcia Howell, wife of
Professor Roger Howell, Jr. The play, one of highlights of Ivy
Weekend, will be staged in Pickard Theater at 8:15 p.m. May
10 and 7:30 p.m. May 13. Reservations and tickets are now-
available.
Jug Band Music Marks
New Genre In Pop Sound
by Tom Donald
Ever since John Sebastian wrote "Daydream" about a year ago,
critics have been proclaiming the renaissance of a new genre in
pop, loosely termed "good-time music." Using such songs as "Words
of Love" and "Hello, Hello" as further evidence, Richard Goldstein
of the Village Voice has declared that a new kind of sound is
evolving, based loosely on the honky-tonk style of long ago.
Jim Kweskin and his collection of characters known as the
Jug Band have beep at this process of evolving a similar sound
since Ions before the advent of the Levin' Spoonful. It is certainly
not a branch of rock and Kweskin would probably term it an insult
to categorize his music as folk. It is different in its composition.
Such traditional folk instruments as the guitar and banjo are
elements cf the music, but the Jub Band then adds sounds suc^L/as
the washtub bass, the har.nonica and kazoo, and of course the
earthen jug, which range in influence from hillbilly to Negro blues.
Indeed the music ,it:;elf borrows from many styles. A song like
"Rag Mama" reminds up rf what we've all heard about the sound
of the turn of the century. Everyone knows that the all-time teeny-
boppers' bluesman, Chuck Berry, wrote "Memphis." Twenty-three
skiddco has ils say too as Kweskin borrows "Somebody Stole My
Gal" from the Roaring Twenties.
The Jug Band is a pleasure to hear and certainly worth your
three bucks to go and see. A whole column could be written on the
enthusiasm they generate in their performances. It's not loud and
is about as psychedelic as the Boston Pops, but they make you feel
good. Go hear them.
by Gregory Darling
To exist or not to exist, but to
be-in? Who knows? I don't,
and I was there.
It was an amorphous crowd
that gathered Sunday afternoon
along the green (or is it crim-
son?) banks of the Charles Riv-
er. The unusually warm weath-
er and the refreshing breeze
along The River attracted people
of all types: both (Harvard men
and non-descripts (a»d two Bow-
doin men (the writer and Mike
Guignard from ARU). But the
amorphous nature of the crowd
was matched by an even vaguer
motive behind it all. It was not
one of those "New Leftist'' gath-
erings, for I did not see a single
placard concerning Vietnam.
Certainly there was no impas-
sioned agitation, although from
the number of mounted police-
men on hand it can be assumed
that Boston expected it. But
then again what Boston expects
is out-of-date anyway.
Pun? There were processions,
dancing, guitars, sitars, singing
all afternoon. Girls garbed in
flowery Eastern saris mounted on
the bespectacled dates also don-
ning (Crimson?) gowns to watch
the show. A silk-screen Mona
Lisa paraded around by medieval
jesters to the tune of "When
the Saints Come Marching In."
Genesis intoned on a syncopated
rhythm and interpreted choreo-
graphically by undulating hips
and protesting daisies stuck be-
tween two rows of teeth. Happy
Cliffies handing out daisies to
dancers and raisins to rat-finks
for love of the world. "Culture
BEING-IN — Daffodils, Drums, Dancing, Girls? Boys? Boston? No,
the mother of all Eastern Be-ins in Central Park.
for the masses" disseminated by
Harvard culture-vultures panto-
miming the "Allelulia Chorus" on
the roof of their House at the
corner of Riverview and Plymp-
ton streets.
Life was really love, too, at the
be-in as one entranced character
with the epigram LAY NOT
SLAY on his T-shirt squatted on
the ground alone with his in-
cense pot while another strode
around with a spiked helmet and
a polka-dot cape. There was
even love for Dean Munro, who
recently warned the unspotted
Harvard freshman class against
evil- drugs. GOOD LUCK DEAN
MUNRO proclaimed pink bal-
loons borne by rather* somnam-
bulent people holding little burn-
ing sticks.
But as for the point of it all
. . . maybe it was pinkishly ori-
ented . (yellowly?) or COMMIE-
run but then again love is good
and war is bad . . . the reclining
wayfarers along the grassy banks
as a matter of fact, this was
(Brink & Ifetta photos)
of The River removed from the
crowd made the former look
good at any rate to a hungry
Bowdoin man . . . and certainly
being is better than non-being
... at least at a be-in . . . and
God is dead but LBJ is alive
. . .
but, the point? Only dear old
Mona knows, enigmatically wink-
ing at the crowd from her up-
lifted placard as her name is





This week will see a slight
change of pace. After two col-
umns of criticism, I think it is
time for a few constructive com-
ments about the Bowdoin scene.
There is much td" talk about —
the possible abolition of frater-
nities, the possible new social
rules, a pass-fail option, etc. One
aspect of all these matters which
I believe is overlooked Dy stu-
dents, faculty, and administra-
tion is the time element.
Being realistic, most students
are in some measure selfish. Cer-
tainly, the pressure for instan-
taneous change is unrealistic but
it has a rational basis. The fact
is that the school has been here
fcr about 150 years and each of
us is here for, at most, four
years. Clearly, all of us would
like to see changes take place so
quickly that each of us derives
some benefit from them. Equally
clear is the fact that the facul-
ty and administration look at
change in terms of a long time
sequence. They will be here for
some time to come and they are
interested in change that will
benefit the college in the long
run. In opposition we find the
students who are genera'ly more
concerned with rapid change
that will have immediate bene- °
fits.
I am not prepared to decide
who is right. Serving on the
Student Council Curriculum
Co-nmittee has at least shown
—
me that the faculty is willing to
censidsr propo:als for potential-
ly beneficial change. It has al-
s; brought to focus the frustra-
tion of those students who would
like to see sweeping change, yet
who are not fully aware of the
complex machinations involved
in rapid change. Before we
jump to criticize, we must look
at both sides of any issue in-
volving change.
What we need is more honest
communication between agencies
in the Bowdoin Community. Such
communication would surely re-
sult in more constructive pro-
grams and less unfounded crit-
icism on the part of both stu-
dents, faculty, and administra-
tion. Let's not take the Rolling




WBOR-FM is introducing a
new, educational program, "The
Legacy Postry Series." Produced
every Wednesday evening, be-
ginning May 3, at 8:30 p.m., the
program will be poetry readings
and commentary by both inter-
nationally-known and local poets
and critics. Portions of the pro-
gram will be recorded, but an ef-
fort will be made to have a large
part of the program produced
"live." The first program Wed-
nesday was an Introduction to
the material to be broadcast in
subsequent programs and will in-
clude recordings of various mod-
ern poets. (T. S. Eliot, Dylan
Thomas, W. H. Auden). Each of
the following programs will be
dedicated to one major poet or
movement. An effort will be
made to broaden this format to
include local poets, both faculty
members and students. The co-
hosts of the program will be
Chuck Farwell and Tim Devlin.
P*AGE SIX THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
•w _s_
-* Pass of '71 Not Different
*:*"
(Continued
* He, expressed the gratitude of
the Admissions Department to
those who have made sub-fresh-
men weekends so successful.
Shaw said that the Class of
1971 will not differ substantially
from other classes with regard to
geographic distribution, number
of athletes, and overall charac-
Urom page 1)
ter^isties. When asked-whetner
the Admissions Office had con-
centrated either on athletes or
scholars, Shaw replied; "No, we
want all we can get of both."
There are plans for ten dis-
advantaged students to be ad-
mitted under the Project 65 pro-
gram, all of whom are from large
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At last count, we had more than 3,800 news-
paper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world. '
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news— the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it— in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaper-
men themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.
The Christian Science Monito!
--**--"-"<•"'* <• •.«• jar
|©G US i j*. B..»ts; Ht>*t» «ari tma
The Christian Science Monitor
1 Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.
I am enclosing $ (U. S. funds) for the period
j






D College student Year of graduation
Faculty member . P-CN-63
Malec Appointed For Study
0f Drop-Oiit Problem *
A Bowdoin sociologist will con-
duct research this summer aimed
at combatting the high school
dropout problem.
Michael A. Malec, an Instruc-
tor in Sociology is one of a team
of three sociologists awarded a
U.S. Office of Education grant of
$7,300 for continuation of a study
of high school dropouts. The
work will be conducted at Pur-
due University in Lafayette, Ind.
Mr. Malec said the general ob-
jective of the study is to deter-
mine the effect that a dropout's
family, close friends and school
"climate" have on his decision to
leave school, and hopefully to de-
velop a program for stemming
the dropout problem.
In discussing the nature of the
research, Mr. Malec noted that
some 30 to 35 percent of Amer-
ican youth do not finish high
school. His research for his doc-
toral dissertation is also in the
area of high school dropouts.
He said this summer's re-











sion of a large study begun in
May of 1966 of high school drop-
outs in Indiana, which has been
partially supported by funds
from the National Science Foun-
dation (NSP).
In last year's study, Mr. Malec
explained, a questionnaire was
filled out by 2,000 ninth, tenth
and, .eleventh graders in two In-
diana public schools. A list of
those students who have dropped
out of high school has been pro-
vided by the school officials and
the work of Mr. Malec and his
colleagues will be to make com-
parisons between the responses
of the dropouts and the "stay-
ins."
He said the main focus of
these comparisons will involve
students, their families, their
friends, and their school' "cli-
mate."
"An attempt will be made to
determine each student's identi-
fication with these groups as well
as the definitions regarding edu-
cation held by the groups," Mr.
Malec said. "It is hypothesized
that group influences will be a
major factor in the decision to

























For Grass Seed and Fertilizer
"NO NEED IS TOO SMALL"
SENIORS
Teaching opportunities for beginners in private
independent schoo.s. Education courses not pre-
requisite.
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
Post Office Box 27-3
Windsor Connecticut
GRADUATING SENIORS
• TEACH IN NEW YORK CITY IN SEPTEMBER
te^chS*
"™ INTERN or fll^ -"me
• EARN AN INCOME WHILE YOU SERVE ANI>
^MGRM™ F°R A TO"10"-™™ MASTER'S
X^JiHE **o»»P»»h »» this through participation In a 10 week
For further information see —
«>.•.
M
"; i?nne U Coder, Assistant RegistrarSchool of Education, Room 228 Administration Bid*The City College, Convent Avenue at 138 StreetNew York, New York 10031
'












Sen. Edmund S . Muskie of
Maine and the Bowdoin College
Department of Government has
announced selection of Bowdoin
junior Ellsworth T. Rundlett,
III to serve as a Congressional
intern in Washington, D.C., dur-
ing the coming summer.
Professor John C. Donovan,
Chairman of Bowdoin's Depart-
ment of Government and Legal
Studies, said Senator Muskie has
advised him that Rundlett, who
is majoring in Government, will
be assigned to a research project
;
with the Senate Subcommittee on
Intergovernmental Relations.
This subcommittee, under the
chairmanship of Senator Muskie,
since 19S2 has been making a
continuing study of the interrela-
tionships among Federal, State
and local governments in the ad-
ministration of domestic pro-
grams. Grant-in-aid programs,
proposals for tax sharing, and
legislation for strengthening pub-
lic personnel systems and the co-
ordination and simplification of
Federal programs have received
special attention.
Rundlett is a member of the
Class of 1908 and a Deans List
student.
He has been active in public
speaking events on the campus
and has twice been selected as a
finalist in Bowdoin's Hiland
Lockwood Fairbanks Prize Speak-
ing Contest. He has served as*i




15 Jordan Ave., Brunswick
Phone 725-2461
















YOU PROBABir KNOW ONE
OF OUR
PRODUCTS BETTER THAN
YOU KNOW OUR COMPANY.
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Nelson, H. B„ Jr.
Nelson, T. G.
Ortman, G. L.





Ballinger, K. E„ Jr.
Barron, A. M.
Berry, R. L., Ill
Best, R. C.
Blaisdell, B. G.









Fisher, H. A. G.
Gunter, J. H., Jr.
Ingerowski, R. M.
Jackson, D. F.































Devlin, T. O. (Eng.)
Sheeny, T. J., Ill
ECONOMICS (23)
Ander-mn, R. W.











Martin, G. H., Jr.
Moran, F. E.
Neher, A. M.










Campbell. P. H., Jr.
Caswell, C. E.
CUybome, J. L.




Devlin; T. 0. (Class.) 1
Farwell. N. C.
Fenimore, D. L.
Gilman, O. W., Jr.
Griffin, B. S.
Johnson, L. C.








Pierce, J. A., Jr.
Reed, S. L.
Sherwood, J. F.
Simmons, J. W., II
Smales, R. T., Jr.
Storking, F. B.
Tuloncn, R. A.
Vest, J. C, Jr.









Johnson, G. R. (Music)
Rust, D. D.
GOVERNMENT (34)
Clark, M. A. C.
Cole, K. M., Ill
Corson, N. C.
















McFarland, E. J., Jr.
Mackenzie, J. M.
McNulty, R. F. '68
Matorin, P. S.
Mersereau, R. A.




Sabasteanski, F. F., Jr.
Sewail, R. S.
Spencer, R. H., Jr.
Sutherland, A. I).
Talbot, J. R., Ill






i»i.,..v.n>ii(i, R. S., Jr.
Bowdain, E. S., Jr.
Briasco, L. B.




Keene, J. T.. Jr.
Musco, C. S.
* Parsons, T., Jr.
Prager, H. M.
Ruffin, C. B., Ill
LATIN (6)
Horsburgh. K. P.. Jr.




















Garland, J. P., II











Gage, J. A., Jr.
Hubbard, H. T., Ill





















Taverna, M. A. (Gov.)
SOCIOLOGY (10)
Abernathy, W. C.
















Art Supplies - Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St. — Dial 725-5361
Dial 725-5361














Tires - Batteries - Specialties














• Composition & Literature
• Contemporary European History
• Drama
• Elementary Accounting








• Major British Writers
• Modern Russia
• Principles of Economics
• The Short Story
• Theater Workshop
• Western Civilization
* All courses offered for credit.
For Catalog call 528 91 00 or write:
Richard C. Ferris, Dir, of Adm.
Dean Junior College
Franklin, Massachusetts 02038
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
Prosh Bl&nk Colby
t
The Bowdoin College freshman
tenuis team took it on the chin
from a powerful South Portland
High team, here Tuesday, by the
score of 6-3. For the first time
this season weather conditions
were not a factor as the day
was a near perfect one for ten-
nis — an occurrence that is not
typical of the Maine spring.
The match was a close one,
despite the apparent difference
in the score, as Bowdoin lost
five matches that went the limit
of three sets. The lone Cub to
win his singles match was Paul
Moses, playing in the third po-
sition, and he did it in two sets,
6-3, 8-6.
The other two victories were
by the duos of Bruce Cain and
Fred Katzenbeig and Rob Brend-
ler and Bemie Kubetz, by the
scores of 3-6, 6-2, 6-2 and 6-4,
3-6, and 8-6 respectively.
Moses and John Segal .- lost
their doubles match 6-3, 3-6, 4-6.
In the other singles competi-
tion, Cain dropped his match
6-2, 6-0. Katzenberg 6-4, 4-6, 5-7,
Kubetz 6-3, 6-8, 0-6, Brendler
6-2, 3-6, 4-6, and Segal 5-7, 6-4,
3-6.
The frosh took racket in hand
on a windy Thursday afternoon,
traveled to Colby, and soundly
thrashed the young Mules, 9-0.
Winning for Bowdoirt we£#;
Doug Showalter, who defeated
Foss, 6-2, 6-2; Cain, who zapped
Fotter, 6-0, 6-4; Katzenburg,
who manhandled Effron, 6-2,
6-3; Moses, who came from be-
hind to beat Sobel, 3-6, 6-1, 6-3;
Kubetz, who trampled Cunning-
ham, 6-2, 6-1; and Brendler, who
won over Anderson, 6-1, 6-3.
In the doubles competition,
Cain and Showalter teamed to
defeat Foss and Effron 6-4, 6-4,
while Moses and Siegle were
beating Fetter and Sobel 6-4,
6-1, and Brendler and Kubetz
were crushing Cunningham and
Glass, 6-2, 6-2.
SECRETARIAL WORK
Typing, dictation and mime-
ographing- done reasonably
and efficiently. 50c per page
for typing. Dorothy A. Tit-
comb - Public Stenographer,
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
Maine. Telephone 725-4741.
pmorfs






"For this wise and hard man, who
seemed to exude superiority and
misanthropy, was privately and ten-
derly beloved by some of his con-
temporaries, loved as one loves a
beautiful child. And this was so
because a rare and fortuitous thinU
had occurred: the human substance
endured and ovecame politico! suc-
cess. I, at least, loved Adenauer
for this one reason."- William S.
Schlamm on
Konrad Aden- I For ° ,ree coPy of ,h«
auer in -the cur ""«•>• '<"»' »« NA
TIONAL REVIEW, write
I to Depl CM, 150 E.I 35 St., N. Y. 16, N. Y.
rent issue.
NOTICE
Agitate for a law that con-
verts math, lang, lab, mum,
dorm, frat, from slang to
good English.
If you put Anze across,
English will be so much eas-
ier to learn that
1. More foreigners will learn it.
2. English will become the
world language.
i. You won't have to learn
foreign languages for a
Master'! degree.
4. Your child will save years
of study of silly grammar
and spelling.
Form your own opinion. Write
Author Lawrence Meissncr, St.
Helens 2 Oregon, for i of the 2K
pages. Or send a dollar for club
membership and two copies and
Operh
"^^^ H O U •> I
Bath, Maine - 443 2541
HELD OVER ! ! !
One More Week
Wednesday, May 3rd thru
Tuesday, May- 9th
Eve Shows at 7:30 p.m.
- Mat Sat. & Sun. 2:00 p.m.
1







Coming Wed., May 10th
For 4 Days
"ENDLESS SUMMER"
A Surfer's Dream Picture
New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD . * 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
Smiths Photo Shop






And Many Other Items
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOB BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low
Payments, at Very Low
Interest






FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS' IGA





(100 yds/from the College)
We are now offering
Plaid and Paisley Shorts
Solid Color Shirts
Alan Paine Sweaters
Summer Sport Jackets and Suits








4 Bowdoin Golfers Sweep: McGee's Lacros^sers
a*
.
- -* ---.-. ^*-
l#ve Bowdoin"'golfers' swjfpt in-
dividual matches at Brunswick
today as the Bears took a com-
manding lead in State Series
play. Capt. Bill Wieners, Dave
Smith and Tom Rounds posted
scores under 80 as the team built
up an 8-point margin over de-
fending champion Maine, 24-16.
Colby and Bates had 8 and. 6
points respectively. Ladd of
Maine had the day's low score
with a 74. Smith, Rounds and
Barber (M) were tied at 77 with
Wieners a stroke off at 78. Since
the best team score is 27, Bow-
doin's 24 is one of the best show-
ings by any team in the history
of State Series action.
Two bright notes were Rounds'
34 over the last nine holes and
the excellent showings by soph-
omores Donahue (81) and 'Sulli-
van (80). It is hoped that these
three can maintain their win-
ning ways, since the State Series
winner is usually the team with
the best depth. There is no
room for overconfidence, how-
ever, when the club travels to
Bates next Tuesday for the sec-
ond round. Two of Maine's con-
sistent scorers did not play to-
Frosh Beat MCI
Lose To
day, and their absence showed
in the relatively poor perform-
ances by the Black Bear's five,
six and seven men.
In team matches Bowdoin beat
Maine 5-2, Bates 6-1 and Colby
7-0 and upped the season's rec-
ord to 6-2, the only losses com-
ing at the hands of Amherst and
Williams. Last Thursday St.
Anselms and New England fell
by scores of 4-3 and 6-1. The
next match is with MIT and pos-
sibly another • school on Friday.
Team Scores (Total Strokes)
:
Bowdoin 559, Maine 572, Colby
611, Bates 653.
Individual Matches Won: Bow-
doin 18, Maine 12, Colby 6, Bates
6.
Bowdoin Scores and Matches
Won: Wieners 78(3), Dave Smith
77(2), Dick Smith 84(1), Suvalle






mark, Chi Psi and Beta
seem to have the most
potent teams in League
A, while in League B
DKE, DS, and ARU are
top contenders.
S-Ball
AKS and TD look good!
Bowling
Teams in the finals ( AKS,
Zete, SN, & POP) are




Get on the stick!
Bowdoin Sports At A Glance
Colby
Carl Schesler with a 5-4 win
provided the Polar Cubs golfers
with their only bright spot yes-
terday as the Black and White
dropped a 4-1 decision to the
Colby '70'ers. The other Bow-
doin frosh who were not as suc-
cessful as Schesler were Dick
Lampert, who lost 1 up, Jeff
Reichel, 4-3, Larry Putterman,
' 2-1, and Leon Remis, 4-3.
The Frosh Golfers evened their
season's record at 1-1 Wednesday
by edging their counterparts from
Maine Central Institute, 4-3.
The young cubs wrapped up
the match by copping four out
of the first five matches, and
even though they dropped the
last two, emerged with the vic-
tory.
Playing in first position, Leo
Remis nipped his man, 2-1, while
Dack Lampert duplicated Remis's
feat with a 2-1 victory in second
position. Although Larry Putter-
man dropped a 4-3 decision, Carl
Schesler and Jon Sternburg ral-
lied to win their matches, 6-4,
and 4-3, respectively. Ken Lid-
man dropped his match 2-1 and
Norbert Young lost 3-2, but the
Bowdoin club had already won.
Next Monday the Cubs will
play Brunswick.
Track
MIT 79 Bowdoin 70
MIT 115 Bowdoin Fr. 30
Baseball
Trinity 6 Bowdoin 2
Bowdoin 6 MIT 5
UNH 1 Bowdoin
(10 inn.)
Bates 5 Bowdoin 4
Exeter 2 Bowdoin Fr. 1
(11 inn.)
Lacrosse
MIT 10 Bowdoin 6
Bowdoin 16 New Eng. 6
MITFr.4 Bowdoin Fr. 3
Tennis
Colby 8 Bowdoin 1






Bowdoin 4 St. Anselms 3
Bowdoin 6 New Eng. 1
Bowdoin 5 Maine 2




Bowdoin Fr. 4 MCI 3
by Tom Johnson
Coach Dick McGee's varsity lacrosse squad .showed greatly
improved play this week in losing to MIT 10-6 on Saturday and
defeating New England College 16-6 on Wednesday, both at Pickard
Field. The Whit* record thus stands at two wins and eight losses
for the season, but upcoming contests should boost trie final tally.
MIT was supposed to be one of Bowdcin's most evenly matched
opponents and, until the fourth period, proved to be just that.
Although down by decisive margin at halftime, the Polar Bears
fought back to a 6-6 deadlock at the end of the third quarter by
outsccring the Engineers 4-1 in that stanza. However, after evening
the count with such a long, uphill struggle, the Varsity suffered a
letdown in the last quarter. Tech took full advantage of the Bow-
doin relaxation and scored four times to make the final: MIT 10,
Bowdoin 6.
Polar Bear scorers were Hugo Fisher with three, Drew Spal-
ding with one and three assists, and Jeff Richards and Pete Quigley
with one goal apiece. Schroeder of Tech, proved to be just too much
for the White defense as he notched up four goals and two assists.
Bowdoin goalie Mike Leonard actually kept the Varsity in the game
with 21 saves, compared to only 8 for his MIT counterpart.
Bowdoin midfielders and attackmen had a field day against
New England College in what was a very different story from
Saturday's tilt. The final count was 16-6 for the Polar Bears, al-
though the Red came as close as 7-5 in the second quarter. In all,
four White players scored the hat trick: season high-scorer Hugo
Fisher, Drew Spalding, Pete Quigley and Dick Laughran. Sandy
Ervin, Dick Parmenter, ano co-captains Bob Pfeiffer and Bucky
Teeter each had one tally apiece. In addition, Fisher, Ervin, and
Laughran each provided two assists.
At halftime the score was only 9-5, but the Bears struck for
five in the third period to decide matters. The offense looked good
throughout the tilt, but the defense and goal were extremely shaky
until the second half. One of Coach McGee's biggest headaches has
been the numerous penalties called on the Varsity which have helped
lose at least two close games. Although NE was not a real test, it
appeared that the White was becoming a little more legal in their
usual hard-hitting ways. The two teams were fairly even on penal-
ties (but Bowdoin had more), and both scored while a man up.
Interestingly, the Bears tallied several times while short a man.
On Saturday, the laxmen play what should be their most excit-
ing game cf the year. They face Tufts on Pickard Field at 3:00.
The Jumbcs wen a thriller last year at Medford, but the two squads
are even more nearly equal this season.
Hardballers Nipped Twice; 1-0, 5-4
.*..... A 1 A. 1-*_„,J«;« n*y A T*\i/»lr TlfV
MIT Pins 4-3 Loss
On Frosh Laxhicn
In a match where all the goals
were scored on man-up situa-
tions the MIT freshmen handed
the Bowdoin Frosh a tough 4-3
defeat, as John Buttman's goal
midway into the fourth period
broke a 3-3 deadlock.
The Cubs had gone ahead in
the first period on goals by John
Demenkoff and Alex. Turner, but
MIT came back to tie it in the
third period and win it in the
final stanza. The Cubs' third
goal was scored by Demenkoff
early in the fourth quarter.
BIT 10 12 — 4
Bowdoin 2 1—3
The match scheduled Wednes-







One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PUNT
69-73 MAINE STREET
TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
New Hampshire lefthander Paul Sontag hurled a seven-hit shutout to
best Bowdoin and Dick Downes
-in-a tense pitchers' duel won by UNH," 1-0, in ten innings
Tuesday at Pickard Field.
Bruce Cygan's infield grounder drove home Jim Kerschner with the
only run of the game in he
tenth inning. With the bases loaded Cygan hit a bounder toward second
which was fielded by shortstop
"Bobo" McFarland. McParland threw home but Kerschner beat the
throw.
Downes actually had the best of the early going as he had a great fastball
and pinpoint control He
allowed only one man as far as second base in the first five
innings. The slim nghthander struck out en
batters, five in a row in the second and third frames. He scattered eight
hits and walked five, three inten-
'"iITthe third inning Gary Campagna walked, was sacrificed to second, and
moved to third when Bob
Giard reached on an error. However, the delayed double steal backfired as
Campagna was thrown out at
^Downes unloaded a double to right-center in the fifth, but died there as the
next two batters were re-
tired McFarland drew a walk to open the sixth and moved to third but again
Sontag pitched out of trouble.
The Bears had their best opportunity in the eighth when they loaded the bases
with one out on Bob
Giard's single and two Wildcat errors. However, Paul Newman bunted the ball directly
back to Sontag who
turned the attempted squeeze play into a twin-killing. Coming back in the tenth.
Bowdoin got runners to
second and third on *Ed Moore's hit and an error only to have Newman strike cut to
end the game.
Bates scored a run in the ninth inning to gain a 5-4 come-from-behind victory
over Bowdoin and re-
main undefeated in State Series competition yesterday at Garcelon Field.
The Bobcats had scored two runs in both the sixth and seventh innings .to overcome an
early 3-0 Bow-
doin advantage. After Bowdoin tied the count in the ninth when Gary Campagna
walked, stole second,
and scored on "Bobo" McFarland's single, Bates bounced right back to tally the
winning marker in the
Leftflelder Erickson opened the ninth with a double to centerfield and advanced to third
on relief
pitcher Pete Pappa's wild pitch. Coach Danny MacFayden decided to intentionally walk
the next two
hitters to load the bases and set up the force play at home. However, the strategy backfired
as Pappas de-
livered four straight pitches wide of the mark to force in the winning run.
The defeat, Bowdoin's fifth in seven outings, was especia'ly disheartening since the Polar Bears
jumped
off to a 3-0 lead with Jeff Withe pitching well. The Bears connected for four consecutive hits by
Dick Wor-
mell, Paul Newman, Withe, and Gary Campagna along with a fielder's choice to collect all
three of their
runs in the third inning off Bates' starter Mark Schulkin.
Withe allowed just three scattered hits over' the fl-st five innings, but the Bobcat bats came to life
in
the sixth. After Alden's single, first baseman John King unloaded a tremendous home run clout to center-
field to pull Bates within one run of the visitors.
In the home seventh Bowden was hit by a pitch and moved to second on an error. Schulkin's
single
brought Bowden in with the tying run. When Penders followed with another base hit Pappas replaced
Withe on the mound for Bowdoin. Gary Harris greeted the reliever with a single to right to put Bates
ahead, 4-3. Then came the exciting ninth with Bates pulling the game out of the fire.
and Tim Brooks all won their
matches to clinch the Bowdoin
victory.
In the doubles Smith and Sal-
mela disposed of their opponents
as did the Bert Kendall-Cran-
shaw combination, but Bates
managed a victory over Wart-
man and Brooks for their final
point.
With a 1-4 record, the racket-
eers will try to avenge an earlier
loss when t. ^y take on Colby
Saturday afte icon.
Varsity Racketeers Win First
The Bowdoin College varsity
tennis team continued its losing
ways Saturday as Colby squash-
ed the Bears, 8-1. The Mules
swept to victories in the first
eight matches before dropping
the final doubles competition.
The only Bowdoin racketmen
who were successful were soph-
omores Dave Anthony and Bob
Woodman who defeated Hopeh-
garten and Urban 6-1, 6-4 in
doubles.
The Tennis team rebounded to
their first victory yesterday, as
they demolished a Bates con-
tingent, 7-2, in typically windy
weather.
Spence Smith and Sandy Sal-
mela both won their matches in
straight sets, and, after Tom
Cranshaw dropped his match,
' Dave ' Anthony, Mike Wartman,
* %
m
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"fsk..Tsk" Moans Bettina Apathyhater:




Students for Democratic Free-
dom announced Wednesday that
in coordination with college chap-
ters around the nation, it would
sponsor and particinate in a U.
S. Yankee Imperialism Week,
tentatively scheduled for July
4th- 11th. Explained Bettina,
Apathyhater, chairman of the
SDF protest week committee, "We
or that is to say those of us who
are truly peace loving would like
(perhaps one could even say
would freely love) to demon-
strate our opposition to all forms
of U. S._ imperia!ism--military,
political, cultural, and sexual--
that have occurred in the past,
occur now < this very minute even,
I bet), and unfortunately will
probably continue in, shall we
say, the future and even beyond
the future. Our goal is to show
all of you apathetic people that
Yankee Imperialism just isn't
very nice."
As it is planned, U. S. Yankee
Imperialism Week will include
these highlights: .
July 4th--A massive "Get out
Of Hawaii and California Before
Peking Review Filh Vacuum
Forever in search of new and
progressive avenues to travel in
the ceaseless battle against, lies,
propaganda and mendacity, the
Peking Review will seek to fill
the vacuum in objective unbiased
journalism caused by the untime-
ly demise of the unbiased, objec-
tive World Journal Tribune in
New York City (Primarily con-
trolled, it should be noted, by





revolutionary weekly will trans-
port its revolutionary fervor to
publish an afternoon daily in
in the capitalist Wall Street
heartland.
The primary purpose of this
action is to combat the filthy,
degenerate, revisionist lies of the
so-called "liberal" New York Post.
Upon the death of the WJT, the
"liberals" immediately exposed
its carnivorous claws, and in a
fugurative dance around the
grave of its erstwhile, competitor,
raised its monopoly advertising
rates 20-;.
,
Into this immoral arena will
step the crusading Review staff
and followers will attempt to
balance the slanted coverage
provided by the three remaining





sensationalism while taking dimes
properly earmarked for school
children's milk money, and the
Post's wishy-washy "liberalism"
T can't puy like this .
Is Too Late" rally will be
held on the Los Angeles Freeway.
July 6th--Simultaneous march-
es on the Pentagon, the White
House, Lord and Taylor's and
Yankee Stadium.
July 8th--A select committee
of 238 Harvard students will
present an informal apology for
the Mexican War to the Mexican
government. SDF hopes to get
all the 154,282,971 signatures
necessary for an internationally
recognized informal apology on
the front and back of a Texas
state flag. Signatories are urged
to be neat. A similar apology
will be presented by a commit-
tee of 238 Radcliffe students to
the Government of Spain for
U. S. aggression during the Flo-
rida disputes, the Spanish-Amer-
ican war, and the recent Palo-,,
mares incident.
July 10th—The committee of
as exemplified by its syndication
of Drew Pearson. This colum-
nist's hypocritical disclosure of
.Connecticut Senator Thomas
Dodd in naive monetary finagling
merely gave the Senate a scape-
goat for its corrupt exploitation
of the proletarian masses.
The New York edition of the
Review will feature all of well-
appreciated material which has
made the Review the respected
journal that it is.
Among these will be the inci-
sive reporting of Howard Moffett.
from Vietnam, the avant-garde
music Reviews of Thomas Kosmo,
and the popular political com-
mentary of David »L. Graham.
The expansion of the Review's
operations will be aided by gen-
erous contributions from the Stu-
dent Activities Fund of Bowdoin
College, a small liberal arts col-
lege for men m Brunswick, Me.
Word has been received that
the Student Council at Bowdoin
has unanimously approved the
work of the Review. At a recent
meeting, counsil members, spear-
headed by their Vice President
engaged in an intelligent, objec-
tive, and pungently perceptive
discussion (so common when
loyal Maoists reason together)
concerning the allocation of
funds from the College's Blanket
Tax Committee. It- was decided
that a number of campus groups
be allowed to contribute to the
Review, namely the Bowdoin
Interl'aith Council, the Masque
and Gown, and the chess team.
The Kditor of the Review com-
pared the dynamism and over-
all competence of, the council
members to the progressive ac-
tivities of the heroic Red Guards
238 Harvard students and the
committee of 238 Radcliffe stu-
dents will begin an international
tour for peace, stoning U. S.
embassies, consulates, and infor-
mation centers as only loyal
Americans know how.
July 11th- -Select cadres of
SDF's will burn their public
draft boards, while in New York
there will be a mass sit-in at
rest room facilities throughout
the city.
More* activities are being plan-
ned, but unless SDF gets more
funds they will not be carried
cut.
"Additional events? It's all up
to the* National Council of
Churches," Miss Apathyhater
was quoted as saying.
The extent of the Student Ac-
tivities Fee Committee's support
for these projects was not im-
mediately disclosed..
?
Peking Review Top Twenty!
1. Help Me Comrade by the Red Guards Glee Club
2. Li l» SpftBd tht Eu itlsp-WlOd l ogelher Py tne raetury Buys'
Choir
3. Please Release Me by the Dalai Lama
4. For What I'm Worth Mao Tse-tung
5. Homeward Bound by Chiang Kai-shek
6. Good Liberations by Ho Chi Minh
7. Hate Is A Happening Thing by the Mindbenders
8. Did You Ever Have To Make Up Your Mind? by the Turncoats
9. Riee Fie'ds Forever by the Great Forward Leapers
10. Twist and Shoot by the Secret Rhythm Band
11. Hanoi' Dreaniin' by the Refugees
12. Paint It Red by the Communist International
13. Heart Full of Hate by the Masses
14. Turn, Turn, Turn by the Traitorous Trio
15. Happy Together by Mao and Pia
16. Dedicated To The One I Kill by the Red Army Band
17. Nothing But Through the Heartaches by the Firing Squad All-
Si ars
18. Yes! We Have No Food! by the Starving
19. We Gotta (let Out of This Place by the Uninformed Imperialist
Brainwashed Chinese Slave Population Chorale
20. We Ain't Got Nothing Yet by All of China
While Millions Starve In Vietnam. .
.
Complacent American capitalist savoring the profits of war.
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Voluntary Vespers Possible
No longer will 10 a.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
see clusters of undergraduates streaking across campus in the
direction of the stone edifice between Maine and Appleton Halls.
No longer will there be the
mad rush for the attendance
monitor and the sigh of satisfac-
tion when one realizes he has
taken one more step in the ful-
fillment of the traditional forum
requirement. Compulsory forum
attendance is no more.
i The decision to abolish the
college regulation requiring all
members of the lower classes to
attend a total of ten foiums a
semester came last Monday's
faculty meeting. The move stem-
med from a recommendation of





the required number of forums
over two semesters has meant
separation from the College for
a semester. At the end of first
semester this year David Wil-
kinson, a junior, was suspended
for deficiency in forum atten-
dance.
At a meeting last spring *the
faculty voted to end compulsory
Vesper Services on Sunday eve-
nings.
The faculty also directed that
the Music Department be asked
to consider providing music for
a renewed voluntary Sunday
chapel service program, and the
Department of Religion to con-
sider taking responsibility for
providing speakers.
Lt. Chase 465 Slain In Vietnarfi;
Bowdoin's First War Victim
The war in Vietnam has reach-
ed the Bowdoin community with
the death on Saturday May 6
of First Lt. Curtis E. Chase '65
the college's first casualty. Lt.
Chase died of burns suffered
when a phosphorus grenade ex-
p'oded inside his helicopter.
A member of Beta Theta Pi.
the hockey and lacrosse teams,
and ROTC, Lt. Chase received
his commission at graduation
and went into service on Novem-
ber, .1965. He was sent to Vietnam
in August of 1966.
geous action" as platoon leader
in the 3rd brigade task force of
the 25th Infantry Division on
December 13, 1966. With his pla-
toon dangerously exposed to ene-
my fire, "Lt. Chase", the citation
reads, "diverted the enemy fire
by an outstanding display of gal-
lantry. Accompanied by his radio
operator, he assaulted the enemy
position. The enemy was initial-
ly stunned but soon directed its
intense fire on the advancing
soldiers.
"Despite the devastating fire-
Lt. Chase married Judith Ann
Clifford in Portland in Decem-
ber, 1965. Mrs. Chase, who has
been teaching elementary school
in Falmouth, Maine, while Lt.
Chase was abroad, met her hus-
band in Hong Kong this April
when he had a five-day leave
Last December Lt. Chase was
awarded the Bronze-Star-with-V-
Device for "inspirational, coura-
directed against him, Lt. Chase
continued to advance, forcing the
enemy to concentrate on his at-
tack. This inspirational, coura-
geous action re'ieved the pressure
on the platoon which was able
to advance and rout the enemy."
Lt. Chase, who was from Hing-
ham. Massachusetts, is also sur-
vived by his parents and two
younger sisters. ,
If You Can Possibly Make It
TakeItAndComeOn OverHere!
by Tom
From the ruins of Louis Arm-
strong and the All-Stars there
rose a musical phoenix before
the eyes of a saddened but hope-
ful student body. Denied the likes
of Satchmo we now look to the
Union to satisfy our insatiable
appetite for entertainment and
the committee has indeed done
•
just that.
If one could only obliterate
the memory of the Barbarian,
Pandora, and Remain disasters.
the prospect of a truly unique
rock concert would certainly
seem inviting. For tonight the
Donald
Union presents a definitely fan-
tastic band which Hoes by the
name of EDEN'S CHILDREN.
Tfley have performed at Brown
where they literally brought
clown the' house. Those of you
who visited the Delta Sig during
Winters witnessed the spectacle
of EDEN'S CHILDREN working
it out on stage. In addition the
committee has secured t h e
CASINOS, a Righteous Brother-
type group who r«orded "Then
You Can Tell Me," a recent
samsh.
If you've ever doubted the
credibility of sensations expen-
Advisor System,
Females in Glasses
Also Acted On j
Faculty advisors were giv-
en new responsibilities and a
new structure in which to
operate at last Monday's fac-
ulty meeting. The new plan
will be given a three-year
testing period.
Fraternities will continue to
consult their chosen faculty
member in matters of house
maintenance, finance, and
other problems involved with
day-to-day operation.
In addition, freshmen and
sophomores will work closely
with a faculty member, chos-
en independently of the fra-
ternities, in the selection of
courses and major study. It
was decided that each advisor
should be responsible for six
freshmen and six sophomores.
The Monday meeting also
resulted in extension to fac-
ulty wives the privilege of au-
diting courses.
"What Makes You
Think I Got Stoned
Last Night?"
enced during total immersion
into the environment created.' for
the biggest sound to hit the cam-
pus, then go. tonight If you've
never been to a discotheque and
what to find out for yourself just
exactly what it feels like to be
totally within the grasp of the
music and forces, that surround
and envelop it, come on over.
Girls Allowed In Dorms
For the first time in Bowdoin's history, women will be aU
lowed as ku-^sLs in dormitory living rooms.
This refoi m, which resulted
primarily frcm the joint work
of the Student Council Social
Rules Committee arid the Faculty
Student Life Committee, permits
students to entertain women in
these rooms each Friday from
noon to midnight, each Saturday
from noon to one a.m., and each
Sunday from noon to eight p.m.
Dormitory proctors will be
responsible for maintaining sign-
in sign-out system for the guests.
Fraternities will also benefit
from reforms passed by the Fac-
ulty at Monday's meeting. Women
will be allowed in the upstairs
living rooms of fraternity houses
at the same hours if, according
to the Dean of Students, Jerry
W. Brown, and the executive
committee of the Student Life
Committee, that it has created
the machinery to ensure that
these increased privileges will not
be abused.
Previously, chaperones were
necessary by the houses to have
women guests at these hours.
Ru'es governing party weekend
when women stay overnight in
the houses will not be affected.
FRATERNITY HOURS
LIBERALIZED _
In addition, women will be al-
lowed downstairs in the frater-
nities from seven a.m. to mid-
night Sunday-Friday and seven
a.m. to one a.m. on Saturdays.
Previously women were nul al-
• lowed in the houses later than
nine p.m. Sunday-Thursday.
The Senior Center, whose vis-
iting hours are governed by the
Senior tenter Council, was not
affected by any of these changes.
"The reforms came as a result
of consultation between the Stu-
dent Council Committee and the
Faculty, stressed Dean Brown."
and a "position of mutual under-
standing was reached."
Thus each group has both con-
siderable freedom and consider-
able responsibility in the imple-
mentation of these reforms, he
said, and, this could be a model
for the approach to other changes
which might be instituted at
Bowdoin.
The Studt-nt Judiciary Board
will be responsible for discipline
in these areas, and can recom-
mend action from social proba-
tion to expulsion from the Col-
lege.
BIKLEN PRAISES CHANGES
Douglas P. B.klcn, retiring
president of the Student "Council
praised the changes, "The fac-
ulty vote to change the social
rules and abolish eompu'sory
forum requirements represent a
major reform for Bowdoin Col-
lege. What is most gratifyin-i is
Whiteside Clarifies Vigil Purposes
by Brick Griffin
The ^Sunday vigils for peace
on the Brunswick Mall consist
simp'y of a "gathering of people
who, for various reasons, want
to express their personal sorrow
over the killing and' suffering
in Vietnam." says Senior Center
Director William B. Whiteside
Professor Whiteside, who felt
that a clarification of purpose
was necessary because of recent
adverse reaction, remarked that
the only safe generalization
that can be made about the
participants is that all are dis-
satisfied with present U. S.
policy in Vietnam.
He said that everyone has been
careful not to define a single
viewpoint for all those present.
Not all want an immediate with-
drawal from the war; there are
many different attitudes repre-
sented, although Whiteside feels
that there are no Communists
involved and that the vigils are
far from dangerous.
He said he was neither sur-
prised nor disturbed by the op-
position that has been expressed
'in softie quarters. The vigils,
which could be said to have
grown out of the teach-in at
Bowdoin a few weeks ago, were
v
not organized by any individual
or group. Permission to march
on the Mall must now be renew-
•ed every two weeks. The present
feeling ammg the demonstrators
is that since 'the war seems to
be going on Indefinitely, so should
the. viiiiis. although there are
some who reel that the point of
tl. gatherings has been made
and further vigils do not Improve
on this
the joint work of student and
that these changes resulted from
faculty committees."
Robert Bell '68, incoming vice
president of the Council and
chairman of the social rules
committee remarked "I think the
rules the faculty passed will have
a beneficial effect on the social
atmosphere here. The way in
which they treated the situation
is a campus-wide problem instead
of a fraternity-dormitory problem
was the right approach. They
were correct in not making any
arbitrary distinction between the
dormitories and fraternity
houses."
Bell's committee last fall pre-
pared a lengthy analysis of the
social situation at Bowdoin which
was published in the Orient in
March. In it, they called for a
leng-term approach to "improv-
ing social relations on campus."
When social hours in the
houses were liberalized two years
ago, they said "Yet, we contend
that the suggestion is not so rev-
olutionary when seen in the light
of our problems and of past ac-
tion. The faculty and administra-
tive bodies of the College con-
ceded the desirability of a stu-
dent" being ab'e to entertain a
guest in more mature surround-
ings than those of the ground
floor of a fraternity house when
it opened the study rooms of the
upper floors to women:
______
"In doing so the Co 1 lege recog-
nized a social problem and acted
to minimize it — at that time
the College made no distinction
by age or class as to who would
be allowed t; make use of the
new arrangements. However, was
the College community's approach
to the problem that it saw logical,
cr, more importantly, could it
reasonably have been expected to
attack the poor social conditions
then, and, in a large measure,
still, in existence? Tins Commit-
tee submits that the answer to
both of these questions must be
in the negative."
"ARBITRARY DIVISION"
The new rules were illogical
in that they arbitrarily divided
the students of the school who
could reasonably benefit from a
more diversified social scene by
virtue of their residence. Upper-
classmen living in fraternity
houses were to be granted wide:
social privileges designed to give
them an opportunity for more
mature social exchange, while
men of the same age, class, and
social environment were to be
denied this opportunity because
they live in a dormitory.
"The distinction on this campus
between the dormitory and the
fraternity as living quarters per
se has become increasing ly irrele-
vant in recent years, and with
regard to the matter of social
rules its irrelevancy is singularly
well illustrated."
After the presentation of this
report to the Faculty a series of
meetings between the students
and faculty committees involved,
until last month, when the final
proposal to be presented the fac-
to ty this month was hammered
out.
The members of the student
committee also included Walter
Simmons. Peter Hayes, David
Kubiak. Bradley Bernstein, 8te-|
phen Kaplan. Hank Hubbard,
and Peter McCroskery.
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POLITICAL FORl'M ELECTIONS
The Political Forum will hold its annual elections this Wednes-
day, May 17 in the Gallery Lounge at 7:30 p.m. Officers of the
Forum may come from members of all three lower classes, and vot-
ing is open to all who attend.
CAMERA CLUB OFFICERS




The other new officer of the club — Darkroom Technician — is
Stephen W. Kennedy 70.
The club, which won Student Council recognition in March,
has its headquarters and darkroom in the basement of the Moulton
Union. The Camera Club provides photographic work for campus
publications, as well as photos for brochures and pamphlets.
FINAL ROTC REVIEW
The final ROTC Review will be Monday, May 15, at 3:00 p.m.
on Pickard Field (the Arena in the event of inclement weather).
The Review will honor the retirement of Mr. Philip Wilder, give
awards to the parents of two men who recently died in Vietnam,
and present awards to cadets in the Batallion. The Bowdoin com-
munity and the public are cordially invited.
OPERA HERE SUNDAY
The first public performance of a recently organized operatic
group will be held Sunday (May 14) in the Senior Center.
The Maine Opera Quartet will present a free program beginning
at 8 p.m. in Wentworth Hall.
Formed during the past winter, the Quartet includes Florence
Cress, soprano; Ruth D. Bernstein, contralto; Alex Schulten of the
class of 1965, tenor; and Donald Slagel, baritone.
Among some of the works the Opera Quartet will offer will be
selections from such famous operas as "Die Meistersinger" by Wag-
ner; "Faust" by Gounod; "La Boheme" by Puccini, and "Rigoletto"
by Verdi. The varied program will also include pieces by Morley,
Weelkes, Gibbons, Eceard, Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Schumann,
Brahms, Mozart, Menotti, and Dvorak.
HARTGEN SEASCAPES AT UNION
'
'3Br"e??lilMti"n of seascapes and landscapes by noted Maine
artist Vincent A. Hartgcn will go on display here Monday (May 1).
The 14 watercolors by the artist who is the John Homer Hud-
dilston Professor of Art at the University of Maine and head of the
Art Department will be exhibited in the Gallery Lounge of the








224 Maine St., Brunswick
Telephone 725-4733
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS" — "STORAGE FACILITIES"
BACHELORS TAKE PRIZE ^
The Bowdoin Bachelors, led by Ted Davis have carried home
second-prize honors in a competition sponsored by the University of
Massachusetts. Competing in the Northeastern Invitational Inter-
collegiate Sing Competition, ihe Bachelors finished behind the Dart-
mouth Injunaires while beating groups from Trinity. M.I.T., Sim-
mons, Springfield, and Rhode Island College. This is an achievement
by a group which has only been in existence since 1961.
MAN AM) SUPERMAN TRYOITS
This Monday and Tuesday evenings, May 15 and 16, the Masque
and Gown will hold preliminary tryouts for its fall play, Bernard
Shaw's MAN AND Sl'PERMAN. Tryouts will be held in the Pick-
aid Theater from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m. each evening.
Only the principal characters will be cast at this time. Part of
the play will he rehearsed 111 September, before the college opens;
the remainder will be cast October 'J and S, and rehearsed in October.
The play will be performed November 10 and II. The play calls for
a number of men and women of varying types and ages.
IVY WEEKEND
FRIDAY, MAY 12
8:00 p.m. — Concert , Dance
in Sargent Gym featur-
ing The Cassinos and
Eden's Children. S3 per
couple.
11:30 p.m. — (rusty and
the Crustaceans at the
Phi Delt House.
SATURDAY, MAY 13




$1.50 for the public; $1
for non-Bowdoin students
and servicemen; LD.
cards for Bowdoin faculty
and students.
The Coffee House in the base-
ment of Appleton Hall will
open following Friday's con-
cert and Saturdays play. On
Sunday from one until three
there will be a folk concert
and a dramatic reading.
*OPERfl^^ H O U s I
Bath, Maine — 443-2541
Wed. to Sat. May 10-13
Eves, at 6:30-8:40 p.m.
Sat. Matinee 2 p.m.
Don't Miss It —







A BHUC1 aiONN FILM IN COLOR
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. May 14-15-16
One Show Nightly 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Matinee 2:00 p.m.
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James Coburn — Lee Cobb
The Hilton Hotel Corporation has
announced special courtesy rates to
full-time students and faculty mem-
bers. The savings is at least 25 f>
compared to regular guaranteed rates.
Most Hilton Hotels across the country are in-
cluded in the student-faculty plan.
Additional information and a Hilton student-
faculty card can be obtained by sending your
name and campus address to: Kempton Kocha,
College Representative, The Statler Hilton, Bos-
ton, Massachusetts.
Jfc Make your reservation now to stay
at the Boston Statler Hilton if you
plan to attend Bowdoin Night at Bos-
ton Pops. Thursday, May 11. 19^7.
Call Hilton Reservation Serviee in
Boston HA 6-5420.
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Out Of The Winter
We have only praise and thanks for the efforts of students
and faculty who persevered through the long winter and emerg-
edthis late-blooming spring with the social rules reform.
However overdue the opening of dormitories and liberalizing of
fraternity regulations, were, it has been shown this week
that once an honest reappraisal was made, coupled with the col-
lecting of all possible viewpoints on the social problem here, the
favorable conclusion was not far behind.
The thanks must go to committee chairman Robert Bell '68,
Pete Hayes '68, their fellow committeemen, Dean of Students
Jerry Brown and to the support of all others involved. But
this fanfare should not only be for the actual fact of producing
the reform, but, more important in the long run, showing us
the way faculty and students can work together as practical
equals in forging needed changes at Bowdoin.
This is the lesson to be learned from this week's events, and
we hope it will be put. to good use in the near future, particularly
in the question of curricular reform and that of fraternities.
The mechanism is there. It has only to be exploited.
The Report Questioned
We are certainly pleased to see a wider questioning this
week to the report on fraternities of Messrs. Biklen, Ranahan
and Allen. We found it hard to believe that the silence really
was assent, and were waiting to see what kind of constructive
criticism we could stir up.
To a certain extent this desire has been gratified, with the
lengthy answer given by Gary Taylor on this page, and several
letters we have received.
\ Yet, approaching these counter arguments with an open
mind, we sense a deficiency in, for instance, Gary Taylor's rea-
soning. Indeed, the three seniors' article is very much on a
theoretical basis. But, based on their analysis of the Bowdoin
situation, they go on to present a clear and practical, proposal.
,§trong evidence of this is found in the fact. one house, Alpha
Rho Upsilon, has already taken tentative steps to implement
certain aspects of the plan.
Thus, when a letter writer calls for the exploitation of the
-potentialities of the present system, We look for some sugges-
tion where these might lie. When, and he admits to thrs, Gary
Taylor "criticizes without constructing" we really wonder, if
anyone, (and we mean this in complete good faith) can offer
constructive suggestions for the present system which really
attacks Bowdoin's environmental ills. The Alumnus article is
not the complete answer; it is a step in the right direction.
Forums Reformed
Despite the genteel aspects of preserving the quote — tradi-
tional — unquote morning coffee break, the demise of compul-
sory forum is as much a cause for celebration this party week-
end as anything else. But as Dean Brown said in referring to
the new social rules, we have "increased freedom with increased
responsibility." In this case the responsibility is of preserving
the valuable communicative aspects of Forum and of finding new
formats for encouraging dialogue among the members of the
community.
The one benefit of compulsory attendance at Forum was
that of a guaranteed minimal audience, for whatever the
speaker had to say. (And "how little thi.ysometimes was! ) There
are several avenues open towards this' goal: limiting topics of
talks by students or faculty to those of immediate and wide in-
terest. This poses the problem of determining what these topics
might be.
Even the Orient, with expanded financial capabilities, hopes
next year to provide more space for those desiring to present
personal views, to a wide audience. What is clear, though, is the
responsibility to seek more outlets for effective community dia-
logue at Bowdoin.
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r Letters To The'. Editor
RAILROAD JOB?
To the Editor: *\
Somebody should take note of the fantastic rail-
road job being performed on the students about
the question of fraternities. The doctrine , of
Messrs. Allen, Biklen and Ranahan is at best,
rooted in loose soil and does not warrant the rev-
erence it is receiving.
Granted there are many weaknesses in the pres-
ent fraternity system, but some of the objections
being raised against it now are ludicrous — for ex-
ample, that of the "Bowdoin Idiom." "Stud" and
"screamer" are not unique to a Bowdoin dialect
and would exist in any student setting. There is
also a serious question of objectivity. What about
the survey which supposedly proves popular sup-
port for the anti-fraternity doctrine? That "sur-
vey" was far from objective; there was no way to
express pro-fraternity feelings unless one wrote in
his own answers, which, no doubt, few students
bothered to do. Also rather ludicrous is the
Orient's assumption that tfie student body is open-
minded because it is silent.
Most objectionable is the assumption upon
which the anti-fraternity doctrine stands: frater-
nities are weak, thus they must go. Gentlemen,
the federal government also has many weaknesses,
should we abolish that? Let us rather be reason-
able and work within a system Jhat contains many
yet uncxploited potentialities.
Tommy J. Walz '67
THANKS FOR THE FAST
To the PJditor,
Now that the Fast for India is over, I would
like to thank Mr. Lancaster of the Moulton
Union, the house stewards, and all the other stu-
dents who helped in the organization of the, fast.
Mere than 700 students participated and the
proceeds came to over $350.00. This money will
be sent to the United Nations which will use the
money for poultry production units in India. I
am sure I speak for all Student Council represen-
tatives in thanking the student body for making
this program such a success.
Douglas P. Biklen '67
Seniors 9 Fraternity Report Answered
by Gary A. Taylor '68
After having read the pam-
phlet, "Fraternities Must Go," by
Messrs. Ranahan, Biklen, and
Allen, I cannot help but realiza
the implications for change. But
I fail to see several of the au-
thors' casual relationships. They
repeatedly make statements of
their- own beliefs exten-'ed to
encompass the entire college
community, with no proof other
than what some call "insight."
They clairrt|g§ftat the student
"prefers to identify with the
college community rather than
with ... his fraternity." Per-
-haps this is true at other col-
leges, but is conformity the price
one pays for joining a fraternity,
or is it even more the price one
pays for coming to Bowdoin?
The authors have obviously made
a distinction between the col-
lege and the fraternity system,
which may not even be possible;
but let us save this question of
conformity until later.
They first attack the self gov-
erning principle of the fraterni-
ties as a myth. Here they pre-
sent a contradiction: self gov-
ernment is not desired; but they
go on to say, if it is desired,
".
. .
it should be institutionalized
at the college wr'e level." Both
these feelings seem quite confus-
ed to me. Fundamentally, there
are always those who desire to
participate, and .those who do
not. At present, each fraternity
provides at least eight offiees to
be filled by those who do want
to participate. If fraternities
we.e abolished of course many
good men would turn to the
council and other 'college- wide
boarr's, but could these boards
provide some eighty to ninety
positions to be filled? I cannot
help but feel that one of the
reasons why the best men are
often engrossed in fraternity af-
fairs is the feeling, perhaps only
my own. that the college wide
bards are under too much ad-
ministrative pressure and frus-
tration to be truly effective in
controversial issues.
Secondly, the authors make
the blanket statement that the
fraternities are not the best way
to provide for intramural sports,
debating, and the like. iVould
assume that to continue these
programs, they would have to
divide their living centers and
dorms into sections. They used
sociology as their defense, allow
me to do the same. It is known
that in housing projects, indi-
vidual sections develop ideals
and norms which somehow re-
over in tenents. Could not then
new ideals spring up over time
and create a "stud" section, for
example, which would propagate
its own norm of conformity? At
first glance, the random assign-
ment each year of students to
living centers might seem to
solve the problem; yet what
about the degree of anornie
created? True, a group of seven
or ten men might become good
friends and have far more as-
sociates in a living center; but
in being split and in being mov-
ed to cne of several living cen-
ters each year how many "true"
friendships and not iust asso-
ciations would be made with
group contact probable only at
meal times? On the other hand,
if students were allowed to
choose their place of residence,
then a system of houses like
Harvard's would evolve. This,
to me, is not replacing the fra-
ternity system.
Thi-dly, contrary to what they
report, in practice the principle
goal of upperelassmen in orien-
tation is not to teach the fresh-
men humility, and anyone who
b°lieves this is kidding himself.
Orientation is a tradition; chil-
ish, on the outside; psychologic-
ally needed, perhaps. And why
needed, let us return to the
question of conformity and casu-
al relationships. I believe that
the fraternities could and often
do maintain all the evils which
the report outlines; I do not feel
that they give birth to them.
Bowdoin supposedly has an ex-
t:emely good student-faculty ra-
tio; in practice, absurd. Why
should departments have to
make their courses tougher or
easier to regulate the number of
majors it can handle? That
this dues happen I feel can be
determined by examining' the
rise and fall in the number of
majors in certain departments
and correlating this with the
number of honor grades given
out. How can one explain the
study by Neil Caruso et. al. that
Bowdoin gives out fewer honor
grades than comparable schools?
How can one explain Leslie Fer-
lazzo's findings that fewer A's
and Bs are being given out to-
day than thirty years ago. Are
students less smart? Is the fra-
ternity system the cause? NO.
The answer lies rather with the
college policies. I am not say-
ing that the departments should
lower their standards, but I do
.iot believe standards of excel-*
lence should have anything U> do
wi'h the number of majors a de-
partment can handle. Definite-
ly the orientation program com-
ing at the same time a fresh-
man is initially ,faced with thes?
policies, confounds ' the hypo-
theses, but is the orientation
program reason for abolishing
fraternities?
,
When a freshman arrives at
Bowdoin and is under the initial
work-sports load and the pres-
sure of adapting to a new en-
vironment, he needs someplace
to find security, fast. And the
fraternities supply that security,
many times at ti:e expense of
one's individuality. Moreover,
hav'inj once become dependent
on the house, a freshman can-
not break away, as the report
did state. But if there were no
fraternities, where would £.tu-
dents go for the security needed
in varying amounts — to a liv-
ing center, to the faculty, to the
townspeople, to alumni, to guesto
lecturers? And why this need
for security I ask again? Because
of Bowdoin College, not Bowdoin
College fraternities.
On the other side of the ques-
tion of conformity, the report
says, "Undergraduates aie be-
coming increasingly ( issatisfied
with a social life that is con-
fined to large impersonal par-
ties." Well what else can frater-
nities offer under the present so-
cial rules?! it's the fraternities
fault, I suppose, that women
cannot be entertained upstairs
in fraternity houses after eight
without chaperones, thus elimi-'
nating, except for a few week-
ends, small, personal, parties.
Could not the best of two pos-
sible social worlds occur at the
fraternities if the college would
give us some social rules?
Therefore, I believe that the
basic cause of undergraduate at-
titudes lies with the college,
which in turn forces fraterni-
ties to require conformity. I re-
alize that even without such
force, the fraternities would
evolve images, but why attempt
tc cure one symptom when the
cause of the entire infection may
lie deeoer, within the body it-
self? Why not spend the mon-
ey for living centers on getting
more, and in some cases, better
faculty? Why not change the
orientation program; give the
houses social rules; implement
college sponsored lectures, not
only in the Senior Center, but in
the houses as well? Then see ,
what happens. I also realize,
and apologize for the fact, that
I have added my name to the
list of those who criticize with-
out constructing; but I cannot
stand by and see the fraternities
attacked on a theoretical basis
without at least providing some
theoretical defense. • '





The Masque and Gown's pro-
duction of The Alchemist by Ben
jonson is spirited and entertain-
ing but terribly inchohere.nt and
difficult to follow. Unfortunate-
ly, the actors with few exeptions
get so caught up in the patterns
of their lines that almost all of
the thought content is obscured.
The production owes its success
to its galloping pace, luxurious
costumes, ornate set, and some
fine acting in a few instances;
unfortunately the play as a whole
falls apart.
The Prologue and first act
are so muddled that one hardly
knows what's happening until
the middle of Act II; perhaps
due more to Mr. Jonson than
the Masque and Gown. The play
is unclear and sketchy.
In producing The Alchemist,
Director Richard Hornby has
chosen to interpret the play per-
haps too extremly in favor of
bawdy, gimmicky, slapstick com-
edy. Granted, Elizabethan com-
edy should be big and boistrous,
but not to the point of obscu-
ring the lines. Prof. Hornby has
staged the show with a maxi-
mum cf action and consequently
the show is always visua'ly ex-
citing. The group scenes are
masterfully staged and overall
coordination is quite satisfactory.
Technically the production is
next to flawless. The costumes
are bright, rich detailed, and
beautifully coordinated. Each
COStume subtly reflets {ho rhqr>-
acter portrayed. For example,
the satin lining of the Puritan
•: 4
"DOES HE NOT USE HER BRAVELY?" Bernstein '69, Mikulak
'67, Maria Hawkes, Logan '69 in THE ALCHEMIST. (Brown photo)
Elder's cape creates a striking
contrast to the austere gray suit
he wears, a commentary on his
zealous inner spirit. The com-
plicated detailed set by Ronald
Davis '67 is exciting and perfect-
ly suited to the madcap needs
of the play. The lighting is often
subtle and generally well-coor-
dinated. •
Desuite the very talented cast
the acting is generally mediocre.
The weakness lies not in char-
acterization but in the inability
to overcame the rhyme and meter
patterns for the sake of content
and spontaneity. The two out-
standing performances are those
of Charles Musco '69 and Brad
Bernstein '69. Musco lives his
character with conviction and
speaks because he is motivated.
Bernstein, as the Alchemist, ex-
ercises marvelous control and a
wide range of emotion. He ex-
hibits an admirable depth of
characterization and gives a
truly dynamic performance ex-
cepting lapses of spontaneity.
Tim Sabin '69 as tlje Alchemist's
—accomplice gives an—admirable^
performance hindered by over-
stylization and lack of variety.
TYPE-CASTING? Mike Harmon '67 as God in last Saturday's Pageant.
COFFEE HOl'SE . . .
•:•: N'dayy soars again this Friday and Saturday nights with a
5 different and varied program. Friday will find us open from
6 around 9:30 until 2:00 with local entertainment providing some
S of the diversion. On Saturday the Bear Bottom will be open
•:•: continuously from 8:00 until 3:00 or thereafter. We're plan-
•:•: ning shows at 9:30, 10:45, 12:00, and 1:30 for the late nighters.
S Music will be by a jug band corning especially from afar.
•:•: In the interest of our salvation we must request that you no
•$ longer bring beer or other alcohol "outside yourself" in. IF
|:ji YOU OR YOUR DATE PLAYS ANYTHING BRING IT
I ALONG ON FRIDAY! .THE FLOOR WILL BE YOURS.
S: N'daddy
John Isaacs '68 unfortunately
gets so lost in his own rhetoric
that one gets the impression he
doesn't even understand his lines.
Tom Roulston '68 is rather, weak
at the beginning but soon be-
comes involved in his role, giving
a cute but delightful perfor-
mance. Marcia Howell, as Dol
Common, lacks the bawdiness
her role sometimes demands,
but in general is convincing and
involved. Virgil Logan '69 plays
his part with zest - he believes
what he is saying. Steve Thomp-
son '69 is often unintelligible
and detached from his part, not
at all up to usual fine perfor-
mances. The performances of
ton Mikulak '69, Dave Gamper
'67, and! Charles Head '68 are
notab'e but certainly not meo-
rable! Maria Hawkes as Dame
Pliant portrays her difficult,
almost lineless role with her
consistently high level of involve-
ment and sincerity.
Despite numerous shortcomings
in coherency, clarity, over-styliza-
tion, and thought conveyance,
The Alchemist provides three
hours of madcap comedy and
colorful theater.
j::v:v.v.v.v.v.vav.v.v.'.v.v.v.v.v.v/.v.v.s
•:• The Orient regrets the ab-:
xsence of an adequate review;
i|: of Ronald Davis' Medieval j
:•: Pageant last Saturday night.
;
•i-The performance, a spectac-
!
•:• ular success, was hampered
\
xby cold weather. Our stal-
|:| wart reviewer was taken ill
:
v'with an attack of bronchial:
x pneumonia half way through;
:: and was unable to put to-
.$ get her a competent piece of:
x' criticism. Nevertheless, the j
'^Orient congratulates Davis;
xand his crew for an extreme-





Hundreds of current openings
for men and women
so apply now!
• Sales Trainees • Administrative
• Salesmen • Technical
• Retailing • Clerical
• Management • Office
• Trainees • Engineering
581 Boyltton St., Copley So,.,
Boston, Mat*.
67 Parkingway, Qulncy, Mat*.
14 Central Avenue, Lynn, Mate.
300 Esaax St., Lawrence, Mats.







Consistent High' Quality Marks
Last Concert By Mrs. Rogers
by T
Mrs. Louise Rogers presented
a formidable program of piano
works last Sunday evening in
Wentworth Commons. In what
was her last Brunswick concert,
Mrs'. Rogers gave the single most
varied program possible: the
Bach Partita in C minor, Bee-
thoven Sonata opus 101, Schoen-
berg Suite, opus 25, and the
Schumann Carnaval. These mas-
terworks are no matters of tri-
fling, and their undertaking is
worthy of only the highest musi-
cianship. Such was the consistent
quality of Mrs. Rogers's concert.
The C minor Bach partita is
a devilishly difficult piece whose
six parts Mrs. Rogers played in
the Baroque spirit of the corrente,
sarabande, and aliemande. Her
Bach is exemp'ary in the steadi-
ness of the beat, brilliance of
tone, logical phrasing, all of
which best articulate Bach's most
subtle moments.
The Beethoven Sonata opus 101
is a work whLh requires the un-
failingly judicious interpretation
cf a musician like Mrs. Rogers.
The inclination to overplay this
cerebral Beethoven is dangerous,
and this Mrs. Rogers avoids. She
presented an unaffected, erudite
reading, as in the adagio con
affeto her pedaling of the en-
trance of the second subject
sustained a truly celestial glow
in the movement, the perfect
HOMAS KOSMO
atonal school. Instead she gives
a vital, inspired reading of a
work that influences twentieth
century music significantly.
The Schumann Carnaval ex-
ploits the virtuoso of a pianist
in a surprisingly unpretentious
way, for the expressive quality
of each little piece demands con-
summate interpretive powers.
Mrs. Rogers was equally at ease
with the delicacy of PapiHons as
with the tour de force of the
Marche des Davidsbuender.
Mrs. Rogers is an artist who
can make her interpretations
deeply engrossing through their
intensity and glowing warmth.
Even her technique does not
shine, because it is wholly devoted
to the true uses of a technique
as a means of interpretation. Her
tone is pure and delicate, her
touch has variety, power, and
force. In rhythmic power and in
the point and finish of her
phrasing, there is much in her
play to admire. There was always
an aristocratic distinction in her
playing, together with gusto, and
a* power to assume many different
styles, setting forth each piece
in its own spirit. ^__
Mrs. Rogers's past contributions
to the musical life of Brunswick
are infinite. They have indeed
been deeply appreciated by the
many whose hearts this dear and
grac ious musicfTtn .has wauuedr
interpretive gift for this Beetho-
ven.
The inclusion of the Schoen-
r
berg Suite is splendid, proof of
Mrs. Rogers's versatility and in-
tellect, for Mrs. Rogers does not
practice Schoenberg as if he were
the museum piece of the 1920
whose days she has enriched
with her intelligent musician-
ship. It has been the rare and
good fortune of Bowdoin College
to have such artistry in so
charming a person: in any com-
munity Mrs. Rogers shall contin-
ue to delight music lovers.





• Famous maker's first quality
jacket, made to sell for a much
higher price
• Correctly styled, crisply tailored
in regular, short and long sizes
• Just in time for the formal season
BLACK FORMAL TROUSERS
$12.95
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
120. MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK!
4 //
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COUNSELORS WANTED
TOR BOYS' CAMP: -
. LANAKILA"»»» *"'. -'•aof
45th year, Lake Morey, Fairlee, Vermont. Candidates
must be age 18 or over. Campers age 8 to 14. Season:
June 24. to August 23. Write: Mrs. C P. Hulbert,
box 929, Hanover, N.H., or telephone 603-643-3503
(office), or 603-643-3535 (home).
Fresh. Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St, Brunswick
Samuel Clemens'pen name was MarkTwain.
His stage name is Hal Holbrook.
Seminar Skte Almost Ready;
Fall Selections Required
Next yeajte* preparation of se-
nior ' seminars is nearly com-
pleted. It is expected that there
will be twenty-eight seminars of-
fered. All seniors will be re-
quired to take at least one, and
a second will be available to
about two-thirds of the class.
If the demand for a second
seminar is less than this frac-
greater, some of the students
be smaller; if the demand Is
tion of the class, the groups, will
will necessarily be disappointed,
said Center Director William B.
Whiteside. The way the pro-
gram is set up now, sixteen top-
ics will be offered in the fall,
and every senior will be required
to take one. In the spring all
seminars will be optional. A se-
nior who has a strong preference
for one of the spring topics may
be exempted from the fall sched-
ule if he wishes to take only one
seminar.
Professor Whiteside observed
that the seminar list represents
a* viable; compromise between
whaf the program ideally"would
offer and the realities of teach-
ing loads. A conscious effort was
made to bring in some new lec-
turers and new topics. A num-
ber of successful seminars from
the past are being repeated





LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
SENIORS
Teaching opportunities for beginners, in private
independent schools. Education courses not pre-
requisite.
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
















Can you sell? We need col-
lege representatives. Quality
Sportswear. Box 1345, Lin-
coln, Nebraska.
"For this wise and hard man, who
seemed to exude superiority and
misanthropy, was privately and ten-
derly beloved by some of his con-
temporaries, loved as one loves a
beautiful child. And this was so
because a rare and fortuitous thing
had occurred: the human substance
endured and uvecame political suc-
cess. 1, at least, loved Adenauer
for this one reason." William S.
Schlamm on
Konrad Aden"
auer in the Ctf-
rent issue.
For a free copy of fhe
current issue of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writr-
lo Dept CP-4, 150 E
35 St., N. Y. 16, N. Y
Quench Your Wench's
Thirst for Clothes
The oasis for the finest





Open every evening except Sat. till 9:00
FRIDAY* "MAY '!£, 1967
«*.'i<H-
|Wieners ^eads Golfers|-
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — In a
tight match all the way a vic-
tory by' Dennis McMahan over
Marc Williams in seventh posi-
tion spelled success for the MIT
golfers, as they edged Bowdoin
Friday, 4-3.
In earlier matches, Banner
rolled over Bill Wieners 6-4;
Dave Smith evened things up
for Bowdoin with a 3-2 win over
Everett; Thomas and Kast gave
MIT the advantage for a while,
beating Dick Smith and Mike
Suvalle, respectively, by identical
4-3 scores; Scotty Donahue and
Bruce MacDermid brought the
Bears back into contention with
2-1 and 5-4 victories over Gam-
ble and Roach, respectively.
Then McMahan crushed Wil-
liams 6-5 to earn MIT the de-
cision.
Bowdoin beat Colby and Bates
5-2 in golf, but lost to Maine
5-2. Bowdoin is still one point
ahead in the state series with
two more rounds to go. First
man Bill Wieners was the only








HEBRON — Hebron Academy
defeated the Bovfarjirf
-freshmen
•and Maine CentraF Institute in
a triangular track meet Wednes-
day afternoon at Hebron. Mc-
Farland turned in an amazing
performance in winning five
events to pace the Hebron team
to victory.
Bowdoin and MCI tied for the
runnerup spot with 52 points
each.
Ken Cuneo led Bowdoin with
victories in the mile and half
mile, setting a new Bowdoin
freshman record in the mile with
a clocking of 4:32.6. This broke
the previous mark which was set
by Tom Chamberlin of the class
of 1965, by a full six seconds.
Mark Cuneo, the Bowdoin
freshman's brother, took the two
mile in the fine time of 10:08.7.
The Hebron Academy standout
will be a Bowdoin freshman next
year.
Other Bowdoin victors were
John Delehanty in the discus
and Larry Rowe in the javelin.
Delehanty recorded a ; throw of
102' Wk'\ while Rowe's javelin
toss went 171' 6". Dick Barbour








Art Supplies - Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St. — Dial 725-5361
Dial 725-5361








Typing, dictation and mime-
ographing done reasonably
and efficiently. 50c per page
for typing. Dorothy A. Tit-
comb - Public Stenographer,














NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
] The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
Frosh BB's Loses
.
Bruce *Lrotjy struck" out .seven-
teen batters ''e.wrd'ute" to leading
the University of Maine fresh-
men to a 10-1 victory over the*
Bowdoin frosh Saturday. It was
Maine's second decision over the
Cubs this year and was the third
straight loss for Pete Kosty's,
freshman squad.
Libby fanned all three batters
in the second and fifth, while
four times striking out two bat-
ters in an inning. He allowed
just six singles, only one over the
last five frames. The fine-looking
freshman also exhibited fine con-
trol by walking only one man in
going the route.
Meanwhile, Libby's teammates
pounced on Bowdoin starter
Rollie Ives for nine runs in the
first six innings and added a
singleton against reliever Lou
Caraganis in the eighth. The
Black Bears scored two runs in
the second, five in the fourth
and single runs in the fifth and
sixth.
Bowdoin scored its only run
in the third on singles by Chip
Miller and Rob Newman and
Libby's wild pitch. Newmai^Jjed




One of Bowdoin 's few winning
spring teams continued to im*
press Wednesday with a 6-3 vic-
tory over the UMaine frosh. The
win brought the Freshmen's rec-
ord to an excellent 3-1. Ap-
parently the frosh are reported'
to be able to give the varsity a
run for their money.
In Wednesday's match, Doug
Showalter opened with a win
6-4, 6-3, but Maine evened things
up as Bruce Caine lost 6-3, 6-4.
After Katzenburg dropped his
match 6-3, 7-9, 4-6, Moses, Ku-
betz, and Brendler all came
through with victories to 1 clinch
the win for the Cubs.
In the doubles, Showalter and
Caine teamed to win 3-6, 6-4,
6-3, and although Moses and Sie-
gel were dropped 6-4, 8-6, Lyman
and Bradley won 6-3, 6-3 to
complete the picture.
The frosh will play Colby
Wednesday, May 17 at home.
@^ Suita JWoU
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222 MAINE STREET OPPOSITE BOWDOIN
JUST ARRIVED—200 reproductions of famous artists
$1.00 each
Hand Crafted Jewelry by Alexandra Watkins
We can also help you with any travel plans
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE Tel. 725-5587
ALLOW US TO BECOME
YOUR TRAVEL AGENTS
Whether you're going to Europe or on a flight home, on your
honeymoon or a student sailing, it's so easy—and so practical—to
buy your ticket from us. ONE CALL DOES IT ALL! Whatever
you have in your travel sights, phone or stop by—we'll be delighted
to help with your plans. Located next to the Sunshine Laundromat,
the Stowe Agency is conveniently located for doing your travel
planning and laundering at the same time!
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
,,„ Mary and Bruce White '22
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
BRUNSWICK 725-5573 — PORTLAND 772-1313





(100 yds. from the College)
We are now offering
Plaid and Paisley Shorts
Solid Color Shirts
Alan Paine Sweaters
Summer Sport Jackets and Suits















Bates and Cunningham Inc.
TRIUMPH BMC TOYOTA





Tires - Batteries - Specialties











happy to serve you"
Smith's Photo Shop














• Composition & Literature
• Contemporary European History
• Drama
• Elementary Accounting














All courses offend for credit.
For Catalog cell 528 91Q0 or write;
Richard c. Fern?, Dir. of Adm,
Dean Junior College
Frar*hrVWasvc1)U,*etts "?03 8! IIIH' J
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Diamond Men Bombed 13-1 By Maine, Beat Colby 5,-3; Stickers Split
•The iTH'vorsify'of Maine wenwin a hi 11 in!; splurge and pouylM*
17 Kits off four Bowdoin pitchers Saturday to register a 13-1 victory
over the Polar Bears behind the three-hit pitching of Terry Ordway'
and J. hn'Keegan. The triumph 'heft Maine with an unblemished 3-0.
record in State Series competition, while the Polar Bears have
dropped all three State contests and six of eight on the season.
,
Maine struck early and hard, getting six runs in the second
innin- and two more in the fourth; A four-run sixth put the game
out of reach. Bowdoin was unable to score until the ninth inning
when they talliedonce without the benefit of a hit.
Ordway, a bespectacled righthander, had a hard fastball and
good slider working for him. He let just three runners reach base
in the six innings, he worked. Singles by Pete Pappas, Ed Moore,
•and Martin were all that marred a perfect effort by the Maine
co-captain.
Keegan had trouble with his control in his three-inning stint on
the mound for the visitors. Although hedidn't yield a base hit, the -
Bears reached him lor one run in the- ninth to avert a shutout, Paul
Newman and "Bobo" McFarland worked ihe lanky righthander for
walks. Newman moved over to third base on Dave Soule's long fly
ball and scored as Dick Wormeil hit into a force play,
1 Run Eruption. Dowries' Shu ton I Decides
Dick Downes' fine relief job trade Bowdoin's four-run first inn-
ing rally hold up as the Polar Bears defeated Colby, 5 to 3, Thurs-
day for their first Sta.te Series victory,
Downes hurled shutout baseball f< r 6'-. innings to gain his first
varsity triumph. The slender sophomore struck out eight batters
without walking j> .nan. He worked his way out of jams in three
of the six innings he pitched.
Bowdoin's four-run first was the Polar Bears most explosive
inning of the year.
Leadi.ff man Gary Campagna, the Bears' leading hitler, opened
'be frame with a single to left field. Pete Pappas fojlowed with a
hard shot <,ff the third baseman's glo\e for a hit. ~\ Iter "Bobo"
McFarland bared (Ymipai'im at 'third; Dave Soule reached has.*
on second -acker Hick Finery's error, Hd Moore (hen picked on a
high hanging curve ball and rapped it- into center to score two runs.
Soule ;*lsu wheeled around the bases to seme when Bob Kimball
Jet the hall roll through his leers. -
—
B
ub Pa rkor-then reached base on sho ivt?ftc)[r Prt e~Emcrv's rrmr'.""
Moore advancing to third. Bcwcloin then successfully used the dou-
ble >teal to score Ihe fourth run as Moore raced home when Colby
'in d in make a play on Parker.
The Bears added an insurance run in flic 'fifth. Campagna
Hoiked VaNiore P.r a walk to open the inning and was bunted to
>e ri , iid by Fete p ; V.'illirre, wh
Defensive specialist Bob Pfeiffer guards top MIT scorer clost'y,
g er or. (Kennedy photo)
Bates WinsStateMeet: BearsLast
'ATERVILLK Bates scored a convincing victory in the
Main% Slate Intercollegiate Track -Meet held at .Colby Saturday,
ending the University of Maine's six-year domination of the events
However, the highlight of the meet was the fhrce victories of
Colby's Sebsicle Mamo in the 880, mile, and two mile events." Il was
Ihe first lime since 1895 thai any competitor scored three victories
in this meet.
Bates used its overall strength to amass the winning total of
72% poinfs. a large edge over host Colby's 45 and Maine's 43 points.
Bowdoin placed last in the meet with only L'ti 1 :; [joints.
Roger Best and Frank Sabasteanski, Jr., a pair of sophomores,
were Bowd-in's outstanding performers of the day. Best won Ihe
hammer throw competition with a heave of 176' 6", edging team-
male Ma\ Willschcr who placed second.
Sabasteanski accounted for the Polar Bears' only other first
place finish with « victory in the broad jump. A leap of 21' 3V
was g(„;d enough to make him Ihe stale's best in thai category.
Other Bowdoin trackmen who turned in good efforts included
sophomores Jim Vest and Paul Gauron who placed second and third
in the shot put. Pete Hardy,..another of Coach Sabasteanski's
prized sopbonn res, registered a fourth in the 220 as well as a soe-
ho was having dniicully with
his curve, also passed McFarland. Then Dave Soule came 'through
with a .•hitch single 16 frfV field for the final run of the mmv.
ond in Ihe hard-fought (i uarler mile lest.
Ken Ballingor lied for third in the 110 intermediate hurdles.
while captain Bruce Burton finished fourth in Ihe 100-yard dash.
The Bowdoin mile relax team earned a third place finish.
Frosh Laxers Lose
Lea Excels
Bowdoin Sports At A Glance
KEN'TS HILL Two" third
period goals carried ihe Kents
Hill iacrossers to a 5-3 victory
over the Bowdoin freshmen, hen
Saturday afternoon.
A goal by the Blue's Chip
Sehriver was matched by the
Cubs; Tom Lea in the first per-
iod, but two goals by Tom Hall
and Mark Longley in the middle
stanzas proved too much for the
locals to overcome. Ward Rine-
hart tallied in the second quar-
ter to keep the Cubs close, and
sfter ;t was too late Lea scored
second goal to pull them
•thin <w , in the last sj an
•'
' Soiido and Eheote com-
ing for six -u.L' the Ken!
hme'n ran to a 9-1; triumph
•
:
the Bowdoin frosh here yes-
• rda\ The less brings the local
iub's record to 1-4.
Besides Sclido and Encote.
Kents Hill was aided by Colter's
goal and three assists, Hazletine's
1: m r, and Smith's goal and as-
-st.
Scoring for Bowdoin were Alex*
Turner and Tom Lea. both with
'
two. and Rick Barr and Dave
Guyette with sinule tallies. The
Cubs stayed close lor three per-
iods as they trailed only by one.
6-5. but ran out of steam as the
Blues outscored them 3-1 over
the last stanza.
Tony E-nosito was harder
pressed m the Bowdoin nets
than his counterpart Don Drew.
E'sposito was forced to make 13
-']•- 11, addition to the nine
coals, while Drew had to stop
only 7 plus the 6 markers.
Next contest for the frosh will
next Thursday at Hineklev
G'lf
M.I.T. 1, Bowdoin 3
Maine 5, Bowdoin 2
Bowdoin 5, Colby
'i
Bowdoin 5,. Bates 2
Bowdoin Fr, 3, .Maine Fr. 2
Baseball
Maine 13, Bowdoin 1
Bowdoin 5, Colby 3
Maine Fr. 10, Bowdoin Fr. 1
Brid«ton 10, Bowdoin Fr. 7
Colhv Fr. 4. Bowdoin Fr. 1
Lacrosse
Tufts 12, Bowdoin 6
Bowdoin IS, W.F.I, 7
Rents Hill 5, Bowdoin Fr. 3
Tofts Fr. "I, Bowdoin Fr. 6
Tennis
Colby 7, Bowdoin 2
Bowdoin 7. Bates 2
Be wdoin Fr. (i, Maine Fr. 3
Sailing
Bowdoin 7th out of 9 in Friis
Trophy Competition
Track
Bates 72'_, Colby 15, Maine 43.
Itowdoin 2(P_.
Hebron li!l, M( I 52. Bowdoin
52 (lie)
Racketeers Split Colby. Bates
imnm»m»iiii,. V| , 1 .,.. 11u , 11„, , ll„_.





m 8*b*Um Street Lewiston
iium»nui»n»u»iininuuni;m
The Colby tennis team re-
mained undefeated in Series play
Saturday as they crushed Bow-
doin once again, 7-2. m prepora-
ticu for llieir bead to head
match wirh powerful t'Manie
later in the season Winning
toe first live mjil'Ii s mar lies
Colby was m ver threatened by
the Polar Bears,
Spi iicer Smith ,\as , fished by
Inaaio 6-1, »i-2: Phillips d< -
fea'e ' Sandy SaUuela fi-4, ti-.2:
Bob Wot dman drnpr* d his
ipat< i, to Si hulol (5- 1 . 6-2 In in
i': ipp< d Dave Alithom 6-2 B-
1
Mlk'i Wart ii, a , ned Hoocn-
f:
thony-Woodman team who dis-
posal of Hopenuailen-t'rban
Drop CaK 7-2
I EWISTON The Bowdoin
1 'nil N-titil Lad all easy t line
:
;; tnl> lor. the second time
hi? Mar as !):, y cruslwd Bales
mn 7-2. to i„ tier i heir record
Taking a commanding 4 goal
Ivad in the opening quarter, the
Tufts lacrosse team demolished
the Bow oin contingent, 12-6, at
P.ekard Field Saturday. Ex-
pected to bi? a tossup the game
turned into a rout as the Jum-
bes sco ed early and often, li-
miting the Polar Bears to singD
gcals by Drew Spaulding and
Pete Quiglcy in the second and
third perio s. while amassing ten
goals through the three period
stretch. Bowdoin outscored its
opponents in the final frame but
the comeback trail was too long
a haul, and the Polar Bears
were dumped. Dick Loughran
sccrcd t.vo gcals in the final
stanza, white Hugo Fisher chip-
ped in one and "Quigs" his sec-
ond of the day to complete the
scoring for the home forces.
Scoring for Tufts were John
Pollar-" with three tallies, Al Mc-
Kenna and Rich Dietrich with
two arjiece. and Roger Farrar,
Gene Uchcz, Ed Baker, Steve
Linzer. and Ted Hurlihy with
cne each.
The Tufts marksmen were on
target in this encounter as
Etwcoin net minder Mike Leo-
na.d had only 9 saves, while
Roy Flo: in in the Tufts nets had
12 stops.
Parmenter Hurt In Win
WORCESTER. Mass. — Ex-
ploding for s.x g.als m the
opening perio', the Polar Bears
fought their way to a 13-7 tri-
umph over Worcester Poiytech
W, cmsday in a hard-hitting
cmtest. Seven
" of the twenty
goals scored' came on man-up
situations.
Hugh Fisher led the charge
lor the Black and White as he
•allied four goais. all of them in
.i l.i W.ill
Bow-
the first half. Pete Quigiey a'iso
was an impoitant feature of the
Bowdoin offense, as he hit the
nets three times, while Sandy
Ervin scored twice. With single
goals were Bucky Teeter, Bob
Pfeiffer. Ed Sandstrom. and
Drew S;jaulding. SpauT ing anel
Ervin also had three assists.
While Teeter had two, and Jell
Richards one.
For WPI Klauber and Grosh
scored twice, with Ngoon, Hol-
ub. «uui Rogers getting one
apiece. >
Although the Bears held a 6-3
edge alter cue. they could not
w ap the game up until a three
goal outburst In the third period,
while the Engineers were score-
lo-s, gave them an insurmount-
able lea-1 of 12-5.
In the nets for Bowdoin was
Mike Leonard, wl.o had "2 stop-,.
While Thtllle tor WPI steppe;!
I";.
Bowdom's Rich Parmenter suf-
leiid a sh inkier separation that
will iint hni out tor the n si of
1 in briel season, Bo\i doin's rec-
1 d w,e ,pped to 3-8 with a
serimuiam at, Colby next Mon-





M! !'!( IRD Mas.- - The Bow-
d" n s.PIinc ti an. placed se\ i nth
'1. pil', ('-:. p titli l: held r'al-
•
'
. ml Sunday at 'Lulls.
.
New Y irk M.o itrtne Ai an.my
: d N'onhiM rn di adltM ked foe
:
-
' p'.wi ith !'3 p 'ints ea h
'he I
: ,„
! M, i. ill
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Council Will Determine
Political Group Funding
«.u 1 SMI"NG FACES! Patricia Ann Mead, a son '68 of Alpha Delta Phi. At right is smilingWheaton College junior from Portland Ore., smiles James W. Georgitis of Zeta Psi, winner of the an-
after being crowned Queen of the 1967 Ivy Week- nual Wooden Spoon Award as the most popular
end. At left is her smiling escort, David A. Hind- junior. -
A new amendment to the Stu-
dent Council by-laVs clarifying
the fiscal relationship of the
Political Forum and its constit-
uent political club's was passed
unanimously by the Council
Monday night, but has already
come been questioned by mem-
bers of the Student Activities
Fee Committee.
The amendment states that
"all political activities or lectures
on the Bowdoin campus financed'
by Col.'ece funds shall be financed
through tile Political Forum
.
."
.However, the amendment also
specifies that all appropriation
requests by the Forum arc to be
submitted in writing to the Sec-
retary-Treasurer of the Student
Council. The Council may .re-
view and "if it sees fir counter-
mand "any" appropriation.
Tiie structure of the Forum
will consist cf a President and
Secretary-Treasurer, who cannot
be chairmen ,nf political clubs,
and an executive
-committee ((im-
posed of the heads of each club.
The two officers 'are elected
in an open meeting of students;
any students may come before
the Forum and ask it to sponsor
lectures, panel discussions' or
'films.
However, the. review claus,
'passed in the wake oi the rulina
out of order a constitutional
amendment concernins the Pol-
itical Fertile ; .". ( W'-t t.: :.'• for*' I
has been quest i »ned o\ :. mber
of the Student Acth ,'.•
. C :n-
mittee.




Daggett, Thayer Hazelton Support Houses
bit Alan Kolod
Professors have responded to
have the advantage of teaching
students how, to act along in
fraternities. It seems to
The Fraternity Presidents'
Council has issued a statement
asserting that recent discussion
concerning the possible abolition
of fraternities represents a small
minority of student opinion.
They further contend that not
even "a sizeable minority" is
represented by this view.
"We of the Fraternity Pres-
idents' Council, after having con-
fronted the vast majority of the
students of the College with the
current issue about fraternities,
are of the opinion that all of the
protest appearing in the Alumnus
and the Orient represents a small,
a)beit vociferous, group of stu-
dents who may well be "promi-
nent", but in no way speak for
the majority, <or even a sizeable
minority i. of undergraduates."
William C. Bechtold, Theta
Delta Chi
Kenneth Ballinger, Phi Delta
(Continued on
-page 3)
the recent criticism of fraterni-
ties with diverse opinions. Athern
Daggett, chairman of the gov-
ernment department stated what
he believes to be the major
premise of the discussion: "If
fraternities are to succeed, they
must order their own affairs
consistently with the academic
and social objectives of the col-
lege. Fraternities must be re-
sponsible for keeping their own
houses in order." Daggett sees
two major charges against the
fraternities. First, it is argued
that neither the academic nor
social life which they afford is
good. Secondly, it is argued that
fraternities are inherently un-
correctable. Daggett agreed
that there is truth in the first
accusation, but said there will
never be a time when Bowdoin
should feel satisfied with itself.
However of the second accusa-
tion Daggett said: "I believe
there is no reason why fraterni-
ties can't be a satisfactory way .
of organizing student life. They
small groups and govern them-
selves. I don't see how the sim-
ple change of random assign-
ment can change the nature of
the student body." Prof. Dag-
gett said that in many ways the
attack on fraternities was an
oversimplification of many com-
plex problems. Daggett conclud-
ed that fraternities have worked
well in the past and can con-
tinue to work well, but this will
require the loyalty of the mem-
bers. Unless there is loyalty, the
fraternities will fail.
Albert Thayer, Professor of
English, found the Allen. Bick-
len, and Ranahan report "any-
thing but objective." He said
the name calling involved in
pinning the term "stud" on fra-
ternity supporters was an old
device, and a not very rational
means of getting reform. Said
Thayer, "I see no real evidence
oi a standardizing influence of
that they teach people of diverse
interests to live together, rather
than destroying diversity. Learn-
ing to live together is as impor-
tant as pushing what is called
Intcllcctualism.
Intellcctualism can lead to the
elimination of other important
qualities." Professor Thaver said
that the fraternity system was
not particularly adapted to
people who cannot act along
with others. Thayer believes that
most of the charges against fra-
ternities are based on rumor and
cannot be substantiated. Thayer
remarked, "If change does come, '
I can only hope that students
will be as loyal to Hyde Hall.
Appleton, or the Senior Center
as they have been to fraterni-
ties."
Paul Hazelton. Professor of
Education, said the Bicklcn re-
( Continued on page 6)
(ifi.'uily prohibited ' \: \ \v
by' '.lie Forum for ' ':,,:/-.
lion, demonstrations. ,j;rkel .._-
or partisan literature. ;
Professor Nathan Dam. chair-
man of the blanket tax commit-
tee, »aid he thonehl there might
be "a misundf! standiii'„" of the
responsibilities of the Student
Chester Freeman '6S
was elected president of
the Political Forum,




ity ill the Forum—a«d
greater involvement of
students in all phases of
campus political life.
Rush For Mail? To The Union!
All underclassmen will re-
ceive their mail in individual
mailboxes to be constructed
this summer in the basement
of the Union. This move
will ensure greater privacy
and efficiency in the mail
service to students, according
to Dean of the College A.
LeRoy Greason. Seniors will
continue to receive their mail
at the Senior Center.
To be built in the present
quarters of the Outing Club
(which will then take over
one of the television rooms),
the in ailroom will feature
boxes which will be filled
from behind, and not by the
outside doors. At first, the
boxes will occupy two walls
of the room, with expansion
to a third wall if necessary.
Students will be mailed
their box numbers over the
summer so that they will
have ample time to change
subscription addresses and
inform correspondents.
The maiiroom is being
built partly because of com-
plaints by the Brunswick
Post Office of unauthorized
persons going through mail
at fraternity houses, and al-
so because the Post Office is
interested in consolidating
mail service to the College.
Parcel post will also be de-
livered at the Union, stamps
will be sold, and outgoing
mail will be picked up. *
The possibility of students
jobs in the maiiroom is un-





Anticipation of a one-sided
SDS propoganda show concern-
ing the draft was quickly dissi-
pated with the speeches last
Monday evening of Morty Miller,
SDS travelling representative on
draft resistance, and Steve Hed-
ger, of Draft Information Service
of the American Friends Service
Committee in Cambridge. Both
Miller and Hedger displayed a
keen sincerity and thorough
knowledge in presenting the prob-
lems surrounding the draft, and
in offering practical solutions.
The question of the draft,
began Miller in a vague sort of
way, is one that must be faced
very honestly. It is a problem
concerning both the system as a
whole and each individual who
encounters it. The only way to
encourage the correcting of in-
justices within the draft, accord-
ing to Miller, is immediate pro-
test. Miller predicted an increase
of such opposition this summer.
Steve Hedger presented the
position of the conscientious
objector. He began by explain-
ing how one qualifies as a CO,
and then went on to dispel some
of the myths surrounding the
status of a CO.
To qualify as a conscientious
objector, one needs a strong,
belief which forbids him to take
up arms. This belief is not nec-
essarily founded upon religious
principles; religion has little to
do with whether or not one can
(Continued on page 6)
Council and the committee in
fiscal matters.
Duiglas P. Biklen, past pres-
ident of the Student Council and
member ex officio of the com-
mittee, said he also questioned
the Councils right to review
Forum appropriations without




Young Americans for Freedom
'YAF i, the nation's largest con-
servative youth group, has called
for an end to the draft and
transition to an all-volunteer
Army.
The YAF position is outlined
in the May issue of the organ-
ization's magazine, "The New
Guard." That issue contains
articles by three leading con-
servatives in favor of a voluntary
army. The three are former GOP
presidental candidate Barry Gold-
water, author and historian Russ-
ell Kirk, and University of Chi-
cago economist Milton Friedman.
Also in the issue are statements
by other conservatives opposed to
the draft, including California
Governor Ronald Reagan; Wil-
liam F. Buckley Jr., editor of
National Review ; and Admiral
Ben Moreell, now president of
Americans for Constitutional Ac-
tion.
The following is the text of the
YAF resolution on conscription.
RESOLUTION ON CONSCRIP-
TION PASSED BY THE NA-
TIONAL BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS OF YOUNG AMERICANS
FOR FREEDOM, INC, ON
MARCH 19. 1967. •
"We, as young conservatives









FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1967
%^ New Meadows Itin *«"
.mm ROAD JT * - 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR v.-J" •
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
PARKVIEW CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
LAUNDRY & SHIRT SERVICE
"FREE ALTERATIONS" — "STORAGE FACILITIES*
\












Bath, Maine — 443-2541
-OUTFITTKRS TO BOWDOIN MLN
ONE FULL WEEK!!
Wed. May 17 thru Tues. May 23
Eve. Only at 6:30-8:30 p.m.




TheliHine of the game — the name of the »
jacket you play it in. By London Fog, for
men who appreciate the advantage of prop-
er fit, appearance, wear, choice of colors,
regular and Ions; sizes. $19.00








MR. GOLF, Arrow's knit shirt made es-
pecially for active use. Completely wash and
wear, short sleeves, long tails. New colors —
all sizes. $5.00
A. H. BENOIT and CO.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
/
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kitterv to Rockland









RIP OCT, BIT NOT IP! WBOR'S TINES TO TOOL BY
Starting Monday, the 22nd of May, WBOR will produce a series
of shows designed to accompany those who wish to listen to the
radio while studying with music of a light nature. The shows 'will
consist cf light jazz, some folk, and some of the softer variety of
rock by Charl and Jeremy, Francoise Hardy, and others. Our
programming will be as follows:
Monday, May 22 — 1:30-11:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 23 — 1 :30-ll:00 p.m.
a Wednesday, May 24 - - 1-7 p.m.
Thursday. May 25 — 5-9 p.m.
CHI PSI OFFICERS
Richard A. Mersereau has been elected President of Chi Psi.
Other Chi Psi officers include: Vice President, David K. Graham '69;
Secretary, Jonathan D. Parsons '09; Treasurer, Robert \V. Knowles
•70, Student Council Representative, Willard P. Warwick '70; Orien-
tation ( 'haii-man, William K. Moberg '69; Social Chairman, Kenneth
A. Lutte '69; House and Grounds Chairman, John A. Kapitula, Jr.
'70.
THREE ELECTED TO JI DICIARY BOARD
Three new members have been elected to the Student Ju-
diciary Board for the 1967-68 academic year.
New members include L. Bruce Locke ;68, John M. Mackenzie
'69, and-Bradley A. Bernstein '69.
The Student Judiciary Board, composed of three seniors and two
juniors, sits in judgment on violations of Bowdoin's Honor System
and on other breaches of good conduct by students. . Its. decisions.
lake the i rm < I' recommendations to the Dean's Office. The
B' aid is also responsible for introducing new students to the Honor
System. . .
Othei •. members of the five-man board are Robert B.'Patterson.
Jr. '6H, and Dana R. Wilson '68.
*
SIGMA NT OFFICERS
Charles E. Whitten "09 has been elected President of Sigma Nil.
Other Sigma Nu oflieers include: Vice President, Jay W. Simmons,
II '09; Recorder, Douglas M. Sewall '70; Treasurer, Thomas E. Har-
vcy '70; White Key ReiireseJjtative, Thomas W. Rridgnmn '70; Stu-
dent Coiiiieil Representatives, H.\lanT. Hubbard, 111 '09 and Peter
(. Wilson '70; Steward, Herbert M. Shmnway, Jr. '0!>; Student
Colon Committee Representative, Bruce R. Merrell '70.
NEW .MEDDIEBEMPSTERS *
The Meddiebempsters have announced the election of John C,
Rutherford '69 as Music Director and. Donald D. Kdinger, Jr. as
Business Manager for the 1967-68 season.
New members of the group besides Kdinger are freshman Joel
C. Bradley and Charles M. Booth by.
Cppciclassmen who are Meddiebempsters in addition to Ruth*
crf< id are K'eni W. Mohnkern '68, Timothy G. Rogers '69. Thomas
i; Bcaruan '68, Jonathan YV. Ross '68, and James A. Pierce, Jr. '69.
STI'IIKN.T COI'XCIL MINI TKS
I. Tun committees \\vtv appointed by President Peter Hayes to
stiuly the freshman year and to investigate the possibility of
forming a Little l\\ athletic league. The men appointed to the
















I. Mackin Pulsivcr was granted permission to go before the Blanket
Tax Committee and to request $150 for the maintenance of the
Collee House for ne\t year. The Council made an ail hot' appro-
priation of SOU to the Collee House which financed the jHg band
last weekend.
S, The amendment which passed the Council three weeks gjro coii-
ccniiii" the Political Forum was illegal because it was presented
as an addition to the Council constitution, and it was supposed
to be presented as an amendment to the bylaws. The Council
passed a new amendment at its meeting this week. In summary,
an Executive Committee will be established, comprised of the
chairmen Imm each of the political uroups in the Forum, and
this Committee, coupled with the officers of the Political Forum,
will determine when an' appropriation will be made to the par-
ticular political uroup and how much money will be appropriated.
I. The Multiple Sclerosis Drive takes place on Wednesday, MiiJ '*•
All money should be turned into the Casio Bank inmiediatel,\
alter the Drive.
">. Sixty dollars was appropriated by the Council to Room B l'«r »
jazz band which uill perform this weekend.
*U'V1S> U. SCUM VIM/ \WARDED FAIRBANKS PRIZE
Steven M Schwartz To has won the annual Hiland LiH'kwood
rairh.ihk Pi ize Sjte ikinv « '< ntest
S<hw;utz wa> one <; i\ froshman finalists selected for ,,u
'
"jmneiitii ii b\ ilu-ii- iii-tiui i, i . as the be-t speakers in Bowdoin'-<
ll '' 1 '' f *ral (Vnmnnicafiuii mursfl His matron iva's entitled ''The
New < >ri'h.»|. \
Judfcos wore 1 * i • f .— i Kennel h P Freeman ol the Philos.»i*i>
I opmtment iv |e* -. y i <
Language I (ppjii i
i Prufi ,-j Aii.v-,1 i., |
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The Green Hornet Forever!





YOU PROBABLY KNOW ONE
OF OUR
PRODUCTS BETTER THAN
YOU KNOW OUR COMPANY.
Wt ttuftl Itii wtt lit tut tai wt tn it
itttt It fit! til li'l '•' litilitf it
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(Continued from page 1)
who support a policy of total
victory over communism, partic-
ularly in the war in Vietnam,
fight that war through to victo-
ry, hereby resolve that:
"1. The American people,
through the Congress, shoulcTes-
XiB^unioA "B i«oS jno sb qsnq'B}
system of military service. Con-
gress should begin the imple-
mentation of that goal this year,
with as many specific steps in
the direction of voluntarism as
are possible at this time; and
it should establish a projected
timetable for full implementa-
tion of that goal.
"2. In times of acute national
emergency, some form of tem-
porary conscription may well be
necessary to provide for the na-
tional defense. Congress should
draft legislation toward that end
— legislation that is more equit-
able and realistic than the pres-
ent Selective Service System.
"3. Conscription can be justified
in this country only in the sense
that ifc is the duty of every 'citi-
zen to defend his country in time
of war. We oppose any system
i such as compulsory National
Service! in which the justifica-
tion is that a person owes a
certain number of years of his
life to the government. Such a
system would be, in reality, a




(Continued from page 1)
Psi
F. Marc Williams. Alpha Delta
Phi / " —
Robert A. McGuirk, Beta Theta
Pi
Charles E. Whitten, Sigma Nu
Neil Corson, Alpha Rho Upsilon
Merrill Cousens, Delta Sigma
James M. Barney, Alpha Kappa
Sigma
Bruce G. MacDermid, Delta
Kappa Epsilon
Benjamin R. Pratt, Zeta Psi
Richard A. Mersereau, Chi Psi
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Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
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Two American soldiers killed
in combat in Vietnam *were post-
humously awarded medals for
heroism during the 15th annual
review of the Bowdoin College
ROTC Monday.
Invited as honored guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald E. Gar-
rison, Sr„ Brunswick, parents of
PFC Earl S. Garrison, USA, who
died in action last March 3; and
Lt. Cmdr. and Mrs. Louis P.
Udell, USN, parents of PFC
Mark F. Udell, USA, who died in
action May 19, 1966.
Private Garrison, who was
serving with the 173rd Airborne
Brigade at the time of his death,
was posthumously awarded the
Bronze Star with V for Valor
and the Purple Heart.
Private Udell, a member of the
25th Infantry Division, was post-
humously awarded the Silver
Star, Vietnamese Military Medal
and Vietnamese Gallantry Cross
with Palm.
The program included presen-
tation of a Bowdoin College
ROTC Certificate of Achieve-
ment and engraved memento to
Lt. Col. Philip S. Wilder, USAR
(Ret.), Assistant to Bowdoin
President James S. Coles, for
"Outstanding and Untiring De-
votion to the Bowdoin ROTC
and the United States Army."
Cadet Lt. Col. Fred E. Hayr.es,
III, Commander of the Batta-
lion, received two honors at the
annual awards presentation. He
was awarded the Pershing-Pres-
nell Sword, which goes to the
Cadet commanding the College's
ROTC unit, and the Senior Su-
perior Cadet Ribbon and Cita-
tion,
Three other winners of Su-
perior Cadet Ribbons and Cita-
tions were Mark R. T. Pettit, Jr.
'68, Jay W. Simmons, II '69 and
G. Christopher Crighton '70.
Also winning awards were Ca-
det Wilferd B. Vachon, Jr. '67,
Maine Society, Sons of the
American Revolution Award;
Cadet Thomas M. Watson '68,
Association of the United States
Army Award; Cadet Capt. Rich-
ard H. Bamberger '67. General
Douglas MacArthur Award.
Also, Cadet Maj. Edwin L.
Russell '67, American Legion
Award; Cadet Robert S. Black-
wood, Jr. '69. Award for Excel-
lence in the Study of Military
History. •
Winning the Reserve Officers'
Association Award were Cadets
Chester R. Freeman '68, Law-
rence G. O'Toole '69 and Clark
T. Irwin, Jr. '70.
Cadet W. Warden Rinehart '70,
won the Cadet of the Year
Award for a basic course stu-
dent.
The Class of 1963 Marksman-
ship Trophy went to Cadet John
M. Rector, Jr. '68.
GREAT PHILOSOPHER NOE SAYS:
1. Do well on Finals
H£r4£uy all your needs at
NOES HARDWARE
140 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
*- 4aa
*° BOOK SALE ^
















long sleeve dress shirts
Vc OFF
- with Purchase of 3 shirts
get a FREE necktie
185 Park Row Brunswick
^ 100 Yards from Bowdoin College
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Darts and Laurels
Our darts are much blunted after a semester's hard, but
hopefully constructive use. Dispensing with sharp objects mo-
mentarily, we pause to dispense some well-deserved laurels.
—To President Coles, on the eve of his sabbatical, for com-
pressing more years of progress at Bowdoin than temporal con-
siderations would allow.
—To Professor Daggett, for his forthright assumption of
responsibility for the College's immediate future.
fci —To Phil Wilder and Mai Morrell, for simply their years of
unbroken service to students.
—To Marvin Sadik, for putting Brunswick on the museum
map.
—To Robert Mellow, for energetic leadership of student
efforts in Project 65.
—To Tony Moulton, for showing us all how easy it is to
get $150,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation.
—To Tom Allen, Doug Biklen and John Ranahan for pro-
voking much-needed new thoughts on fraternities.
—To Bob Bell, Pete Hayes, and the Student Council stu-
dent life committee for winning friends and influencing people.
—To Ron Davis, for showing that Bowdoin is not so far
back in the Middle Ages, that bringing a little of it back is not
a lot of fun.
—To Bob Seibel and Roland Fortune, for discovering fac-
ulty-student dialogues for us without grades, in the Free Sem-
inar Program.
—To Dave Wilkinson, for appropriately not taking certain
things too seriously.
Student Power
In the last few years, as President Coles observed in Forum
this morning, student demands for a more significant role in
the policy-making activities of their universities have been
heard throughout the country. We are pleased with the degree
to which faculty and administrators have responded and have
made intelligent adaptations in their traditional modes of
thought concerning student opinion.
~ We are cspeciatiy gratified Lliat Bowdoin has not remained
isolated from intelligent responses and adaptations. The liberal-
izing of the social rules and the abolition of compulsory forum
indicate a positive and progressive development in the Bowdoin
romTTrmirr-'WTare grateful to the educators and administra-
tors here for implementing the proposals made by the Student
Council and the Orient regarding these two areas of student
unrest.
Tangled Purse Strings
We don't know how many times the Council is going to have
to start over on this, but once again we think that in clarifying
the monetary ties between the Political Forum and the political
clubs, they have gone somewhat astray.
The amendment to the by-laws are basically sound and
reasonable definitions of the procedure for appropriating funds
for political activities. It also reverses the completely undesir-
able restrictions on how funds could be spent. The prohibitions
on expenses for "transportation, demonstrations, picketing and
"partisan" literature have been removed, but a remnant of the
emotionalism present when the original amendment was pro-,
posed is still present. The clauses which specify that Political
Forum expenditure must be, in effect, automatically reviewed
by the Council is both an insult to the responsibility of the
Officers and executive committee of the Forum, and very likely
also an infringement on the jurisdiction of the Student Activi-
ties Fee Committee.
Members of the Committee have already expressed reserva-
tions about this. Probably this discrepancy in the action of the
Student Council is more oversight than intentional tangling
of financial strings, but it should be corrected at the earliest op-
portunity.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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As members of Professor Dutta's Math 14 class,
we have witnessed some of the most boorish and
inconsiderate conduct conceivable on the part of
a group of Bowdoin students, and feel obligated to
voice our Objections. A number of "students,"
notably the younger members of the college body
and especially those who can least afford to be
inattentive, have repeatedly neglected to pay the
minimum of respect due to a visiting professor
who is outstanding in his field and is also a very
courteous^and patient gentleman. Time and again
he has been subjected to the most insulting treat-
ment, suffering the indignity of interruptions and*
laughter, of being ignored and even of having a
section of the class walk out on him while he
finishes up a lecture. We find this personally em-
barrassing and wish to extend to Professor Dutta
a sincere apology for the actions of those mem-
bers who lack the decency and civility to which a
teacher and also a visitor is entitled.
Robert S. Parker '68
Bruce S. Griffin '69
"VULGAR JUVENILITY''
To the Editor:
May I publicly encourage Bowdoin undergrad-
uates to desist from orgiastically airing their pho-
nographed and vulgar juvenilities through open
windows on shuddering amplifiers.
James E. Fisher
Instructor in English
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Anti-Antiwar Parade: A Subjective View
Demonstration Seen As Historical Paradox
History follows cycles they say
and certainly no one will dis-
agree with that although it can
irk us once in a while with a
paradox or two. So they say
and certainly no one can dis-
agree with that either after a
perusal of last Sunday's Boston
Herald report on the anti-anti-
war demonstration in New York
City attended by some 70,000
marchers including a patriarch
or two (Cardinal Spellman and
Chuck Connors).
Supposedly the demonstration
was organize 3 in honor of the
"Suppoit Our Boys in 'Vietnam"
way uf locking at tilings by Fire
Chief Gimmler and supported by
unions, veterans, youth organi-
zations and the like. Maybe
they're right after all because
when you think of it the poor
bereaved families of Our Boys
in the Colonies must have felt
the same way two hundred years
ago.
But there was another reason
for the parade. That's freedom.
We've got something the British
bereaved never had and we've
also got that fiery old American
Revolutionary Spirit behind us.
The drum-and-fife boys and all
that to support OUR holy ef-
forts across the seas. Some-
thing the British never had.
The American Revolutionary
by Greg Darling
Spirit is our Pride and Joy and
so is freedom and 30 are Our
Boys in Vietnam and certainly
no one could disagree with that
especially if you were at the
demonstration because you might
get tarred and feathered for not
being with it as one "anti-war
demonstrator" (so the police de-
scribed him) was at Fifth Ave-
nue and 78th. Street. He had to
be rushed to the hospital by po-
lice.
But only a few were n.ot so
Proud and Joyous since the tar-
buckets were readily available.
Patriotism and "hey, hey what
do you say let's support our boys
in Vietnam today" (as one sign
read) was the order of the day.
Reef, white, and blue were the
colors of the day as thousands
of marchers carried American
flags and hauled a few up at
the very site where "Red" sym-
pathizers burnt the flag at the
anti-war demonstration a month "
ago. White for the chastity
-of
our holy cause, blue for the chal-
lenge across the seas, red for the
blood shed by our boys in Viet-
nam, and red for the color in
front of the paraders' eyes as
they fittingly "bombarded" a
STOP BOMBING sign hung
out of a third floor window in
the uptown area with eggs. Red
was the color in front of the
eyes of eleven nostalgic Medal
of Honor winners who marched
in the parade followed by 100
Vietnamese carrying signs read-
ing "Thanks for your help in
defense of freedom"
, as police
had to usher several anti-anti-
antiwar demonstrators into an
apartment lobby for protection
at one point. Several thousand
demonstrators gone Red, the col-
or of the fanatical cause we're
fighting all over the world and
especially in Vietnam. The
drum-and-fife boys in Red-
coats. ...
But the demonstrators* cause
was sanctified, for as pointed out,
a patriarch was present. As the
Boston Herald puts it:
Francis Cardinal Spellman
who has spend 16 straight
Christmas seasons overseas
with American servicemen,
appeared at the official re-
viewing stand to watch the
parage. Cardinal Spellman,
78, had to be helped to a
seat but he appeared smil-
ing and happy.
So the demonstrators had reli-
gion behind them. And, after
all, the Church has supremacy
over The King and still awaits
graciously the return of Luther's
followers to the fold although
he himself is obsolete.
Old Journalists Never, Die;
They Come Back In The Fall
The dynamic duo of Michael F. Rice and
Nathaniel B. Harrison will continue to lead the
Orient in perpetrating its thoughtful indigni-
ties upon the Bowdoin community. However,
joining them in a vague attempt at journalistic
moderation will
,
be the voice of Bruce Griffin
'69 as Assistant Managing Editor. Aiding and
abetting tiiis novel approach into concensus
journalism will be Lawrence Putterman 70 as
Editorial Assistant.
Alan Kolod 70, as News Editor will be re-
sponsible for gulling unwitting neophytes into
contributing their prose, with Gregory J. Dar-
ling 70 an accomplice to these dark deeds as
Copy Editor.
The cheerful sports department will continue
to be led by Cheerful Dick Mersereau '69.
The red ink will be carelessly bandied about
by the itchy fingers of incoming Business Man-
ager James J. Scalise '69, while Paul Barton
70 will subvert local merchants to "the cause"
as the Advertising Manager.
i
Further appointments of sinecures will be an-











-0- i Indian Grievances IgnoredBy Maine Government
Dicfc Berry '68 first became interested in the Maine
Indian problem through a very close 'friend, Diane Little-
field of Connecticut College, who had been doing research
for an economics paper. Together, they visited many people
close to the situation: Mrs. Eugene Thompson, editor of the
Maine Indian Newsletter; Mr. Bill Williamson of the Port-
land Press Herald; Mr. Ed Hinckley and staff, Maine De-
partment of Indian Affairs; Mr. Donald Getters, Passama-
quoddy legal attorney. They were able to spend an entire
day in Eastport, visiting the reservation and speaking with
Getters. They, were also present at the recent Indian hear-
ings in Augusta, and were able to listen to many of the
tribal representatives.
by Richard Berry
badly beaten, but still living, body
and then left for a neighboring
town to investigate a minor
crime.
That night George Francis
watched his brother bleed to
death.
A man was murdered two years
ago an on the Passamaquoddy
Indian Reservation in Eastport,
Maine. But there exists a prob-
lem which goes beyond the obvi-
ousness of the crime itself. The
man was an Indian, and the
state did nothing. It may be
naivete to suddenly expect effec-
tive action; the Indians have been
around for quite a while and the
state has never done much to
help them. And here are some
of the facts.
The crime occurred on Novem-
ber 14, 1965. On that Sunday
afternoon five white hunters in
their early 20's traveled fifty
miles from their camp at Prince-
ton, Maine to Eastport. The state
does not permit hunting on Sun-
day, and the men later admitted
to the police that they had come
to the Passamaquoddy Reserva-
tion "looking for women". They
evidently had been unsuccessful
in their quest, and by late after-
noon they were becoming im-
patient.
Univited, the five hunters en-
tered the house of 74 year-old
George Francis, former Chief of
the Passamaquoddy. With Fran-
cis were his 59- year-old brother
Peter and a friend, Chris Alt-
vater. The hunters brought with
them money and several cases
of beer. After approaching the
women of the house without
success, the men became bellig-
erent. They wanted food. Fran-
cis and Altvater persuaded the
hunters that if they would leave
and accompany them to Alt-
vater's house, they would be fed.
At the house the men began
making advances at Altvater's
wife and daughters. Altvater,
however, managed to get them
out of the house and brought
the men some food.
CONVINCED THAT THERE
were no women available in the
area, the hunters got up and
started to leave. But once outside
they turned on Peter Francis and
Altvater. Minutes later the hunt-
ers were gone, and both men lay
unconscious, a blood-stained piece
f lumber at their side.
George Francis contacted the
Indians' constable, Raymond
Moore, a Passamaquoddy mem-
ber of the tribe. They tried call-
ing an ambulance from the East-
port Hospital, but the dispatcher
said he had no authority to send
help. The men notified Donald
Gellers, the tribe's attorney, in
a frantic effort to get aid. Gellers
notified the Eastport Police, but
was told that help would not be
sent, for the incident occurred
in Perry, just over the Eastport
town-line, and the police claim-
ed they had no jurisdiction. Perry,
Maine has no policemen. Gellers
called the nearest state trooper,
who said he was not responsible
for Indians. "What about your
responsibility as a human being?"
Gellers demanded. An hour later
the trooper showed up long
enough to cover Peter Francis'
Gellers obtained five murder
Clerk. He brought these to the
County Attorney, a man named
Brown, and asked for the arrest
of the five men. Nothing was
done. Gellers called Brown and
demanded to know why action
had not been taken. He was told
that a state trooper had advised
Brown to "forget the incident".
When Gellers called the trooper
he received no information: the
trooper hung up on him. Brown's
office finally served a warrant,
but "on the basis of the only
information we have in the case"
it was for manslaughter, and
involved only the driver of the
hunters' car. At trial the accused
pleaded innocent. He claimed
that it had been a case of self-
defense: find sairi thp nlri man-
was drunk. An all-white pury
acquited him.
Gellers now contends that the
County Attorney suppressed the
Never has an Indian served
on a Washington County grand
jury, and only one has ever served
on a trial jury. But after all, they
were only given the right to vote
a few years ago. They do have
a representative in Augusta, butf
he cannot vote. The state of
Maine has been ignoring the In-
dians for 150 years.
WHEN MASSACHUSETTS
DREW UP the Act of Separation
in 1819, an article was included to
ensure that the new state of
Maine would uphold the existing
treaty obligations with the Pass-
amaquoddy. This fifth act speci-
fied that the income from 395,000
acres of land was intended to
support the Indians. After be-
coming a state, Maine promptly
began to sell off the 395,000 acres
to private concerns, and instead
of putting the money from these
sales into the Indian trust fund,
it deposited the entire amount
in the general state coffers. In
1836, the state began to sell and
lease the reamaining Indian
lands, and. not until 1850 did the
proceeds go to the trust. Even
then, the interest earned by the
money in the fund was siphoned
off by the state.
At present, neither the trust
fund nor the lands are controll-
ed by the Indians. When they
wanted to put up a tribal hall
a few years a^o, they were told
by the Maine Forestry Commis-
sion that they could not because
it would be necessary to cut
down too many trees. Yet at the
same time, the state put a rail-
road line and highway through
the Pleasant Point Reservation,
—
wi thout consulting tne Indians
first or reimbursing them after-
wards.
The Indians have even less
control over their trust fund;
without plumbing and electricity,
some of the old dwellings have
dirt floors. Those who were for-
tunate enough to get new houses
are grateful; although the houses
do not have any heating, they
do have nice plywood floors,
many of which are still intact.
In some cases, however, children
have fallen through the floors,
and they are able to stick their
fingers through cracks in the
walls. But generally speaking,
those who have the new houses
consider themselves lucky.
When the state was building
these dwellings, the chief of the
tribe told the workers that they
were building on a swamp. But
the employer said there was
clearly no swamp. Today the
houses are settling into the
swamp.
The Indians were charged
$8,800 for each of the houses,
the money coming out of their
trust fund. Geogre Francis later
said that the head of the con-
struction company told him that
the twenty-foot-square structures
cost about $3,000 to build. The
building firm immediately claim-
ed bankruptcy; thus no suit
could be brought against them.
THE PASSAMAQUODDY
RELY ON WELFARE for most of
their support. Their attorney, Don
Gellers, estimates that up to 85%
are partially unemployed, some
finding seasonal jobs as blueberry
and potato pickers, or in tuna and
sardine fishing. Gellers says that
30% are permanently unem-
ployed.' Perhaps the biggest sin-
gle industry in which the Pass-
amaquoddy are engaged is basket-
making. Returns for this activity
average about twenty-five cents
an hour. The Georgia Pacific
Company, which Gellers de-
scribes as "the one pocket of
"SETTLING INTO THE SWAMP": Above is a
$3000 plywood bungalow built on the Passama-
quoddy Indian reservation and for which the In-
dians paid S8800. These relatively attractive, pas-
tel-painted, homes are visible from the highway,
but walking farther in, the more typical heatless,
electricity-less shacks (right) are apparent.
(Berry photos)
evidence that the alchohol con-
tent in the old man's blood was
tested to be only .01% In Maine
.15% is needed to prove intoxi-
cation. Peter Francis never drank.
Constable Raymond Moore has
said that he was effectively block-
ed from any role in the invest-
igation. "We're tired of being
treated as cattle or dogs. There
have just been too many deaths,
and nothing is ever done about
them." Gellers has appealed the
case to Governor Kenneth Curtis;
as yet nothing has been done.
THE SITUATION IS FAMIL-
IAR for never in the history of
Washington County has a white
man been convicted of killing an
Indian, and there have been many
violent deaths. George Francis,
who is now the tribe's delegate
to the Maine Legislature, recalls
another incident, involving a
former Indian agent. "I remem-
ber when he hit and dragged a
pregnant woman with his car.
She died. There was one witness,
but. they were building new homes'
and* he got one. He shut up like
a clam when he got that house."
the governor and the legislature
only can release these funds.
There has been a mysterious
shrinking of this fund; no one
has been able to get an accurate
account from the state as to
where or why the money has
gone. The fund presently con-
tains close to $70,000. If the state
were to put this money to work,
it could start some of the nu-
merous programs which are des-
perately needed on the reserva-
tions.
SEVERAL YEARS AGO, the
state made one of its most gener-
ous gestures toward the Passama-
quoddy : twenty-five "homes"
were put up. They were an ob-
vious improvement, but much
more needs to be done if any
real progress is to be achieved.
The houses were built next to
the road, and were painted
bright pastel colors, to conceal
the decayed condition of the
shacks on the rest of the reser-
vation. When driving along the
road, one must get out and walk
several hundred yards to see the
real living conditions. Often
prosperity in the county," has
hired some of the Indians as
wood-cutters. But the concern
has refused to employ any In-
dians as equipment operators,
and recently passed a ruling that
all new employees must have a
high school diploma. Furthermore,
Gellers feels it is clear that the
city of Eastport has gone out of
its way to deny employment to
the Indians. And without con-
trol over their own lands, any
possibility of self-employment
has virtually been eliminated.
One of the greatest obstacles
facing the Passamaquoddy today
is the total lack of educational
facilities. Up through the eighth
grade, the children attend a
Catholic-run school on the reser-
vation. Of those that graduate
from the elementary school, less
than half go on to high school,
and among those that do, the
dropout rate is reported to be
45%. The quality of the educa-
tion is severely limited by class-
room conditions, m the elemen-
tary school, a nun will often have
up to forty children In a class.
In the past few months, VISTA
volunteers on the reservation
have organized a tutorial system,
but have received little assistance
from the town. College students
in nearby Machias have refused
to help unless paid. The princi-
pal of Eastport High School,
Phillip Flagg, has not permitted
any Indians to take college prep-
aratory classes, he says they are
not qualified. It is ironic that
the state has set up special
scholarships so that Indian
children may attend the Univer-^
sity. None of these scholarships
has been used.
ONE IS JUSTIFD3D IN ASK-
ING, "What does the State of
Maine plan to do about the Pass-
amaquoddy Indians?" The State
Democratic Platform for 1967-69
stated that, "We commend the
- 102nd Legislature for enacting—
legislation that. . .should enable
the Passamaquoddy Indians and
the state government working
together to develep a grogram
that will enable the Indians
living on the reservations to
flourish and prosper. . .We urge
. .
.that reservation Indians be
granted a greater degree of self-
government and a larger voice
In their own affairs." It should
have been clear to the author
of this statement that the Pass-
amaquoddy don't want to "flour-
ish and prosper," but merely want
to be treated like human beings.
When Governor Curtis was elect-
ed, one of the first things he did
was to recommend, a cut in the
proposed budget of the Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs, from
$263,315 to about $60,000 over the
next two years.
D7 THE STATE IS SINCERE
in its desire to let the Indians
have "a larger voice in their own
affairs," then the sudden removal
of two young VISTA volunteers
recently is questionable. They
had been circulating a petition
calling for the removal of In-
dian Agent Arnold Davis—a pe-
tition which 90% of the Indians
on one of the reservations had
already signed.
Because the state has done so
little to aid the Passamaquoddy,
the Indians took it upon them-
selves to get help. Three years
ago, representatives from the
Passamaquoddy tribe went to
Eastport to meet the new lawyei
in town. The attorney, Gellers,
listened as they explained why
they felt that the state had il-
legally taken their lands, and
why they had never seen any ^of
the money in their own trust
fund. Since that time, Gellers
has been working on a suit that
will attempt to gain compensation
for the original 395,000 acres of
Indian land disposed of by the
state. It will further ask for an
accounting of the profits .from
the sale of Indian lands after








qualify as a* CO. A "person must
present the' constraint lie' feels
before^his local draft board, and
'
prove that he is sincere and is
willing to serve his country but
only in a way ; consistent with
his beliefs. Hedger stressed the
fact that since classification as
a CO comes from the local board,
a lot depends upon the sophis-
tication on that group.
Should a person be classified
as a CO he is not totally exempt
from national service; he is ex-
pected to serve as a non-com-
batant or to work for some public
welfare organization.
.
Those who are refused CO
status have the right to appeal
first to their local boards, and
if refused again they may run
a gauntlet of legal appeals lead-
ing through the Justice Depart-
ment up to the President him-
self. Hedger pointed out that
this involved legal process takes
from one and a half to two
years' during which time the
appellant is exempted from the
draft.
Hedger urged students to apply
for CO status. Such an applica-
tion will not be considered until
a person loses his student defer-









: Working With Courts
In Cases of Young
Offenders
* Assisting the Handi-
capped, Elderly,
Blind to a More
Rewarding Life









GET THE FACTS ON









Director, Bureau of Social
Welfare, Dept. of Health
and Welfare, Augusta,
Maine 04330.
Or Call: 623-4511, Ext 377
Ask for Mrs. Chapman
INDIAN
*" (Continued from pace 5)
1836, profits whifh should have
- ended up' in, the, trust fund.
Thirdly, an explanation will be
sought for why the state has
siphoned off interest on the In-
dian's money. Lastly, it will be
requested that the Passama-
quoddy be paid the money that
is rightfully theirs and be given
the right to administer their own
trust fund and their lands.
* THE SUIT WILL BE a contro-
versial one, but the Indians are
hopeful that, if nothing else,
their arguments will finally get
a hearing. One hopes that Gov-
ernor Curtis will give the In-,
dian problem in Maine a closer i
look, and that he will perhaps
see the many injustices which
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happy to serve you"
Adults despise my "immature"
tastes. Liberals (Lord love
the — ) in their late twenties say
I have not come far enough. My
sophisticated colleagues claim
my aesthetic judgment is wedg-
ed and anyway why don't I buy
a transistor radio anci clamp it
to my ear, 'bopper? Even thir-
teen-year-old girls don't like me,
mostly because I'm not buying
that radio.
And so there it is. All that
merely because I am of that col-
lection of weird types who likes
reck music. I think it's the most
effective form in popular music
today, effective in terms of its
inherent potential ability to
reach and move the majority of
its audience. At the same time
I don't (although I could) put
down classical music because you
need a ten-year appreciation
course to understand it, or all
of Broadway show music as be-
ing irrelevant to anything, or
even Phil Ochs because he hasn't
thought up a new progression in
five years.
.
"~But all that trash is so loud
:
vulgar, simple, and meaninglass."
A common put-down. Undoubt-
edly it's true, in a limited sense.
Anyone who owns a Tommy
James and the Shondells or a
Troggs record should immediate-




45th year, Lake Morey, Fairlee, Vermont. Candidates
must be age 18 or over. Campers age 8 to 14. Season:
June 24 to August 23. Write: Mrs. C. P. Hulbert,
box 929, Hanover, N.H., or telephone 603-643-3503
(office), or 603-643-3535 (home).
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS' IGA





NOON TILL 2 P.M.
REGULAR DINNER MENU
5:45 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
Be Sure To Visit
Our New Cocktail Lounge
Adjacent To Dining Room
The Stowe House
T - I I » I . I63. FEDERA4. ST. 725-6643
-
ffi course we've all seen Leon-
'
ard Bernstein appear on his
various television shows extolling
the virtues of the music itself.
"It's so varied, you see; wait, let
me tap something out. . . ." Well,
sir, most of us don't reai the
music too well and maybe don't
exactly understand your nomen-
clature, but if you're spreading
the good word, well that's just
fine.
Rock music is no longer three-
chord repetitious accompaniment
to inane lyrics about teen-age
dating problems. It reaches out
and grabs you. The sound is
there and you're carried away,
but make no mistake: what
you're listening to does not doubt
your intelligence and it assumes
that you've passed the age of in-
nocence and are aware of the










150 Maine St., Brunswick
725-7062
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low
Payments, at Very Low
Interest
See SIIEP LEE at
ADVANCE AUTO-
SALES INC.
— • Pial m g774—»..-
**
er group and many others Is
worthless an -1 obviously fills the
"above qualifications. But cer-
tainly this is true of all types of
music. One has only to glance
down the marquees of that most
famous boulevard. Broadway, to
survey the great quantities of
virtual tripe that passes for show
music.
After we banish Mr. James and
those like him a large portion of
the rock scene remains however
for consideration. How, for in-
stance, can the Beatles be dis-
missed as meaningless? They,
more than anyone else, have ad-
vanced the caliber of rock music
to the level it is today. Songs
included on Rubber Soul and Re-
volver, their most recent albums,
have been analyzed lyrically by
critics whom most people would
have rather seen standing by
good old E. A. Robinson.
John Ciardi once criticized the
poet laureate of rock, Bob Dylan,
by stating that since his son,
who knew" nothing poetry,
thought Dylan was the greatest
living poet, the young man who
wrote all those silly rhymes*must
therefore lack the poet's sensi-
tive touch. Yes sir. we all know
r're ii«ht but when we read,
sing, or listen to his songs . . .
well, I don't know, something
happens. Too hard for us lay-
men to explain I guess, but you




Hello millions of readers —
how was your weekend? Did you
all enjoy The Casinos? At least
they all had cool pompadour jobs
(and you don't see those every
day) and those snappy green
double-breasted jackets were, as
they say in the trade, out of
sight.
Well, since this is my last col-
umn for another semester I'd
simply like to bring up a few
points for you to ponder over
the idyllic summer. Whatever
happened to Pass/Fail? And don't
ask anyone on the Student
Council Curriculum Committee
because they don't know — I
was en that committee and we
haven't even met in quite a
while. The upcoming study by
the faculty committee on cur-
riculum change has certainly not
been forthcoming. If anyone
knows where it is, please drop
me a note. What happened to
that psychological counselor that
was never hired? In view of
some of the recent goings-on
around here it seems that there
is a need for revising the cur-
rent formula of "two aspirins
and sleep it off" and getting at
least one qualified counselor.
Keep in mind that the new
social rules may be rescinded if
the students fail to show respon-
sibility. So at least be discreet
next year and let's try not to
spoil a good thing. And all of
you should keep in mind that,
with a few curricular changes,
Bowdoin will be back on the up-
swing. This place may actually
turn out to be a great liberal
arts school instead of an excel-
lent one. So, if you want to see
somethingsome changes, do
about it. Write letters, pester
people -in high places, demon-
strate. That will really upset a
few people and the changes
should really be forthcoming.
Well, have a nice summer and
the best of luck to all of the
graduating seniors. See you next
year — Wowie Zowie
FACULTY
(Continued from pmgt 1)
port was the most striking addi-
tion to the fraternity issue in a
dozen years. Prof. Hazelton be-
lieves there will be major
changes in fraternities in the
next five years. Hazelton ar-
gues that one of the major prob-
lems is how fraternities will
adapt to the changing situation
at Bowdoin. "The Senior Cen-
ter and new social rules are im-
portant factors in the prob-
lem." said Hazelton. "I think
we are entering a period when
fraternities must invent new
rules for themselves. They are
going to have to be experimental
to stay alive. And if the experi-
ments are promising, the college
must support them." Prof. Ha-
zelton says that the fraternities
must adapt to a situation in
which they have less control over
students. Fraternities will have
to offer something to students,
because they will lose their mem-
bership if they do not. Volun-
tary organizations cannot sur-
vive long when they must use
sanctions to force their members
to take part in the organizations
activities.
NEED MONEY?
Can you sell? We need col-
lege representatives. Quality
Sportswear. Box 1345, Lin-
coln, Nebraska.
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Rdttahan Castigates Presidents' Council Statement
'„_ ,b|f.JOHN P«Ramahan
After four years 'at Bowdeiri I
can loojc back and say- that life
around here has begun to change.
In terms of the physical plant
there is no doubt about it; in
terms of administration liberal-
ization of rules governing the un-
dergraduate life there 'is no doubt
about the change; in faculty de-
sire to bring about a new, fresh
approach at Bowdoin there is also
little doubt that remarkable prog-
ress has been made. The only
questionable thought given to cre-
ating a worthwhile atmosphere
on campus is in the area of stu-
dent thought.
Recently Tom Allen, Doug
Biklen and I published an article
of severe criticism concerning
the fraternities at Bowdoin. I
speak here for myself. The
problems stated in this report
are very real, and very much in
need of careful thought on the
part of students. This was one
of. the reasons why I agreed to
help write the article, and in a
way we did succeed in stirring
up student opinion, but only in
the form of meaningless expres-
sion for an institution very much
on the defense.
The most recent example of
this meaningless expression can
be found elsewhere in this issue,
and is in the form of a letter
from the Fraternity President's
Council. There is no question in
anyone's mind that our criticisms
but the fact that there exists
widespread dissatisfaction with
the present system can neither
be denied:
By publishing their statement
the 'fraternity presidents are
burying their heads so far into
the sand that they will never be
able'to extract them and perform
••.of the^*fraternitii§s represent the
,*views, of "three undergraduates, '
the fraternity situation, they
could have* given their account
of the many blessings of the
fraternities as they now perform
their duties of helping under-
graduates become educated young
men, or they could have suggest-
ed a plan of action that would
correct, or modify the readily
admitted deficiencies of the
houses. They could have done
almost anything that might have
been useful, but they were unable
to meet the challenge presented
to them. I sincerely doubted that
they could, and doubt that they
will ever be able to effectively
defend the fraternities.
Fraternity presidents are sup-
posed to be campus leaders; they
are supposed to be able students
responsive to student needs. From
the content of their statement
to the student body in this issue,
I believe they have failed in both
areas. Not only have they failed
the students, but also they have
been dishonest in signing all the
president's names, one of who
defihitely did not sign the state-
ment, nor even heard of it. Things
must be done soon to breathe
seme freshness into the student's
life. Social rules are nice, so are
seminar classes, free seminars,
and the end of compulsory fo-
rums, but they have been done
through the administration and
with the administration's bless-
ings. What is needed is strong
competition for the fraternities
(which really won't be much more
than social rules for the dorm-
itories) to reduce their role on
campus to their proper place;
nothing!
"any" meanmgiul actions. They
could have pointed out where
we failed in reporting accurately
A STUDENT EXHIBIT: Daniel S. Walker '67 of East Weymouth,
Mass., a Bowdoin College senior, has organized and arranged an
exhibition currently hanging in Print Gallery of Bowdoin Museum
of Art. Show, which includes etchings and drawings by 19th Cen-
tury French artist Charles Meryon, will be on display through
June 11. This is first time Museum has featured an exhibition or-
ganized by an undergraduate. Walker did the work as an Art.,
Honors Project. Marvin Sadik, Director of the Museum said "While
institutions arc normally reluctant to tena wonts oi art to student-
organized exhibitions, they made exceptions in this case because of
Mr. Walker's serious interest in one of the greatest and least ap-
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Art Supplies • Paints - Sundries
24 Pleasant St. — Dial 725-5361
Dial 725-5361




15 Jordan Ave., Brunswick
Phone 725-2461
Flowers for all occasions
Flowers hy wire
SECRETARIAL WORK
Typing, dictation and mime-
ographing done reasonably
and efficiently. 50c per page
for typing. Dorothy A. Tit-
comb - Public Stenographer,














Tires - Batteries - Specialties
Maine and Noble Sts.
Brunswick, Me.



























• Composition & Literature
• Contemporary European History
• Orama
• Elementary Accounting









• Major British Writers
• Modern Russia
• Principles of Economics
• The Short Story
• Theater Workshop
•^Western Civilization
All courses ottered for credit.
For Catalog call 528-9100 or mite:




Jeppesen Awarded NSF Grant;
Wilt Study Optics, Spectroscopy
The search for knowledge and
understanding through research
and study has been the goal of
Professor Myron A. Jeppesen
over the past 30 years in his dis-
tinguished career at Bowdoin.
Professor Jeppesen, a noted
physicist and Chairman of the
Physics Department at Bowdoin,
has just been awarded his fifth
consecutive National Science
Foundation (NSP) grant to con-
duct research in his field^-of phy-
sical optics and spectroscopy.
The two-year NSF award of
$48,800 will be used to investigate
''Ultra-violet Radiation from Elec-
tron Excitations in Solids," an
area in which Professor Jeppesen
has concentrated his research over
the past few years.
Dr. Jeppesens co-investigator
will be Dr. James H. Turner, a
Physics Department colleague and
member of the Bowdoin faculty
since 1964. His field of interest is
elementary excitations in solids.
Dr. Turner is a member of Bow-
doin's Class of 1958.
"Many things are not known or
understood in this area of phy-
sics," Professor Jeppesen points
out, "and when something isn't
known or understood it should be
studied and worked on until it is."
. This yearning to conquer the
unknown has been typical of Dr.
Jeppesen throughout his career as
a teacher, research physicist and
administrator with the NSF.
"During that time the great
>
challenge -was to understand the
theory of- the atom," he noted.
'*iirid that challenge aroused my
interest enough to select physics
as a field of study."
After receiving a BS. degree
from Idaho in 1930, Dr. Jeppesen
began graduate studies at the
Pennsylvania State University. He
wrote his doctoral dissertation in
the field of band spectroscopy and
was awarded his Ph.D. degree in
1936. He joined the Bowdoin fac-
ulty as an Instructor in Physics
the same year.
Reflecting back to his early days
of teaching at Bowdoin, he re-
marked that the entire field of
physics has gone through a revo-
lution and that many of the ideas
which are now taught to Bowdoin
undergraduates were not under-
stood or even known 30 years ago.
The two-year period of the
grant will mark the 14th and 15th
years Dr. Jeppesen has been con-
ducting original research support-
ed by. NSF. He said several un-
dergraduate physics majors will be
given an opportunity to work with
him and Dr. Turner on the re-
search project.
Other NSF-supported Bowdoin
research projects in which Pro-
fessor Jeppesen has been engaged
include a study of "Photoelectric
Emission from Small Particles in
Pulsed Light" and an investiga-
tion of optical and electromagnetic
properties in thin solid films such
as are formed by the evaporation
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And Many Other Items
"For this wise and hard man, who
seemed to exude superiority and
misanthropy, was privately and ten-
derly beloved by some of his con-
temporaries, loved as one loves a
beautiful child. And this was so
because a rare and fortuitous thing
had occurred: the human substance
endured and ovecame political suc-
cess. I, at least, loved Adenauer
for this one reason."— William S
Sc hi anim on
Konrad Aden-
auer in the cur-
rent issue.
I
For a free copy of the
current itiue of NA-
TIONAl REVIEW, write
to Dept. CP-4, 150 E.
35 St., N. Y. 16, N. Y.
TRAVEL TIPS FOR
GOING HOME
Call us or stop in for half fare air or regular fare airline
reservations or tickets. Check with us on bus times and
schedules and for sending your baggage home via Greyhound
Package Express.
"WE STRIVE TO SERVE YOU BETTER"
THE H. B. ST0WE TRAVEL AGENCY
Mary and Bruce White '22
9 PLEASANT STREET BRUNSWICK, MAINE
BRUNSWICK 725-5573 — PORTLAND 772-1313
"SERVING BOWDOIN MEN FOR 17 YEARS"
i.MM.iu»utiu»mi lniuiiu..i >,
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The ' Bowdoin lacrosse Jeam
ended a- mediocre season on a
happy* ti its."* Wednesday; 'as they'
wound up with a 4-8 record by
besting Ihe Nichols stickmen. 5-
3. in a game where defense told
the story.
Bob Spiers opened the scoring
for the Nichols crew with a goal
at 1:25 of the first period from
Mike Thompson. This stood up
until Hugo Fisher scored at 6:40
of the second stanza for Bow-
doin to tie the score 1-1. Fisher
was assisted on the play by
Sandy Ervin. and the half end-
ed with no more scoring.
.The second half was some-
what more wide open with the
Bears finally pushing to a 3-1
lead on goals by Pets Quigley.
unassisted at 4:06. "and Bucky
Teeter from Bob Pfeiffer at 8:06.
before Gary Tomlinson brought
t N^hpliS-, closer, .with a score at
10112* Bowdoin put the, -coyest
out of reach with two goals in
the final quarter as Fisher scor-
ed his second at 1:14 from
Quigley, and Pfeiffer got on the
scoreboard at 8:24 from Teeter
to complete the visitors' scoring.
Mike Pelligrini pulled Nichols' to
within two at 13:11 from Mike
Thompson, but that's the way
the game ended.
In the nets for Bowdoin was
Mike Leonard as usual and Mike
made 11 stops to 16 for Nichols'
DuPont.
The i#cord of 4-8 is not- so
bad if you knock off the four
losses incurred upon the touuh
spring jaunt. Therefore, against
New England competition the
Bears split even (it's very hard
to split odd i.
Golfers Second In Final Round;















.. . d • X-
: I'M;,/ i mingent
I
':.- lisctH idu.il miU-h.. 5-2
.
and the 4ati j i-n 82-74 in" tin
:.:.a, • round yestcrdu;, held at
i
' Iby Colby, who -finish* d third
with 34 points was defeated by
thy Bears.- 4-3. as was Bates, who
ended 'up with 26 markers.
The two wins and one loss
brought the Polar Bears' indi-
.
-.d ual record to 13- n.nrniP ct Npw
England competition.
In individual matches, number
one man Bill Wieners won al!
three oi his, while Bruce Mac-
Dermici won two to pare the BoW-
(iolli Club. Mike Wiivatlp - nave
The Bowdoin Golfers fared
. i'l as they won three mai hes,
but -!il! ended up ' tied
with UMaine after the third
round ft' the slate competition
held at the Maine home course.
In matches. Bowdoin shut out
Rates and Colby, 7-0, and edged
Maine 4-3. but Maine edged the
Polar Bears in medal play. 23-
22. while Colby had 6 and Bates
3. The complicated scoring sys-
tem shows Maine and Bowdoin
tied with fi? pnints _a.p.iflre Colby—
with 21. and Bates with 17 at the
three-quarter mark. Bill Wie-
ners. Mike Suvalle. Ken Green,
and Scotty Donahue all won
their matches, while Tommv
Smith,, Tommy .Rounds. Scotty
Donahue, and Tim Sullivan all
won one of their three matches.
With jusj Wieners and Suvalle
graduating this year, next year's
prospects look _:nod. Ken Green,
who did not play yesterday,
sturntd mow into the number six
Rounds. Buice Maeuermid, and
Tim Sullivan lost just to their
Maine opponents. Wieners plac-
ed second in the State Tourney
held m the rain on Monday.
slot and the last, position would
be fi'led very easily by one of the
many promising sophomores.
Have you ever seen a half cent, a half dime or a three






Saturday, May 20 and Sunday, May 21
ADMISSION 25c — DOOR PRIZES AWARDED EVERY HOUR
Auctions of coins and stamps will be held at intervals
throughout the show. The admission charge for the show






One Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN PLANT
69-73 MAINE STREET
— TELEPHONE 729-3431 - 729-3522
Maine Trips Bears
In Tennis, 5-4
In a match that went right
down to the wire, the luckless
Bowdoin Polar Bears dropped
their sixth tennis decision
against two victories yesterday to
the unpredictable Maine Black
Bears, 5-4. The match was play-
ed in a strong wind, but condi-
tions were not unfavorable be-
yond that.
Bowdoin started strongly by
taking the first three singles.
Spence Smith crushed Eric-son,
6-3. 6-1; Sandy Salmela beat
Danglemeyer 6-2. 6-4: Dave An-
thony outlasted Fencierson 6-4,
5-7, 6-3. But Maine came right
'back into contention by taking
the final singles matches. Corey
defeated Bob Woodman. 6-2. C-
4: Mike Wartman lost to Robin-
son 6-1. 6-1: and Hanks edged
Timmy Brooks 3-6, 6-4. 6-4.
In the now important doubles
competition. Smith and Salmela
started the Bowdoin contingent
oil well With a 4-6. 7-5. 10-8 win
over Eric-son and Danglemeyer,
but Dayis and Fenderson com-
bined to lend off the Brooks-
Anthony combo from Bowdoin.
4-6. 7-5. 6-0. In the crucial fi-
nal match that went all the
way. Corey-Robmkrn team H|st
nipped the Polar Bears' Kenda




Deering High School used its
much greater depth to defeat the
Bowdoin Ficshmen and South
Portland High in a triangular
track meet hi'Id at Bowdoin
Wednesday.
Deering won only four of the
16 events on the program but ac-
cumulated most of its 74 points
lrom a combination of 20 second
and third place finishes.
Bowdoin's Dick Barbour and
Ken Cuneo were among the
meet's outstanding individual
performers, nailing down five
victories between them. Larry
Rowe and Steve Dcvine also tri-
umphed for the freshmen who
scored 52 points to finish sec-
ond in the meet. South Port-
land was third with a total of
44.
Barbour won both the high
and intermediate hurdles and al-
so the broad jump in scoring
three victories. Distance runner
Ken Cuneo won the 880 in
1:59.9, then took the mile with
a time of 4:36.5 He is the hold-
er of the Bowdoin freshman mile
mark. Rowc hurled the javelin
174' 5 to take that event, while
Steve Devine sprinted the 440 in
53.2.
Although Deering had no in-
dividual standouts, it dominated
the meet. The trio of Peterson,
Quinn, and Salvetti swept the,
discus. Salvetti came back to
win the shot put, Bogg outleop-
ed everyone to take the high
jump, and Laroche won the two-
mile event.
South Portland was led by-
sprinter Ingraharn who copped
both the 100-yard dash and the
220.
hij ALAN LASSiLA
Bowdoin won . its second^
straight State Series game Wed-
nesday by trimming Bates, 6-3,
al Pickard Field. The victory
reversed a previous 5-4 loss to
the Bobcats and brought the Po-
lar Bears record to four victories
against six losses with just one
game to play.
Senior Jeff Withe notched his
third victory of the year for
Bowdoin, although he needed re-
lief help from Ken Martin with
two out in the ninth. The south-
paw, having more trouble with
his control than usual, walked
six men in addition to yieje'ing
five singles. However, he was
tough in the clutch as Bates
.stranded twelve men. He allow-
ed just two singles until the
ninth.
Both teams scored unearned
runs in the first inning. Then
Bowdoin chipped away for a Sin-
gle tally in the fourth and two
runs in each of the next two
5-3; 63
Soule's sacrifice fly. to left. Their
run in the fourth was also taint-
ed as Bob Parker scored from
first base when rightfielder Bob
Bowden dropped Paul Newman's
fly ball for arv error.
Bowdoin added two more runs
in the fifth, on just one base hit,
a cne-out single by Soule. Two
rr.iscues by third baseman Jim
Alden combined with a pair of
bases on balls accounted for the
runs. The home <jlub gained
their final pair of runs in the
sixth on a walk, a throwing er-
ror, and singles/sby "Bobo" Mc-
Farland and Bob Giard.
Bates' first tally came as the
result of an outfield error by
Bowdoin's Gary Campagna on
Bowden's single. In the ninth,
singles by Gary Harris, Bowden.
and Jack Pickard chased Withe.
Marc Schulkin greeted reliever
Martin with a line single to cen-
ter, but the sophomore retired
Steve Eriksnn on a grounder to
McFarland to end the game.
."»». \ -
.
Paul Newman takes a healthy cut against intimidated Bates
hurler ' (Kennedy photo)
frames to gain a 6-1 lead. They
maintained this edge until the
ninth in which the. Bobcats ex-
ploded for two runs on four hits
before Martin got the final out.
Righthander Dave Nash was
the victim largely of poor sup-
port as he allowed only ->one
earned run in the six innings he
worked. His mates seemed to be
unable to come up with the key
play to bail him out of jams.
The Bears tallied in the first
on Gary Campagna's single, an
error, an infield out, and Dave
Campagna and Giard paced
the Bowdoin hitters with a pair
of singles apiece. For the sev-
enth game in a row the Bow-
doin regulars were unable to
come up with an extra base blow.
Pitcher Dick Downes registered
the team's last extra base hit
on May 2. but one has to go as
far back as the third game of
the season at Maine to find a
Bowdoin regular, "Bobo" McFar-
land denting that column. Bob




Taking four of six singles
matches, the successful Bowdoin
freshman tennis team won its
fourth decision this year against
one defeat Thursday as it edged
the Colby Frosh. 5-4.
Colby's Kenworthy and Effron
got the young Mules off to a
good start, as they beat Bow-
doin's Showalter and Cain. 6-0.
6 8. 6-1 and 6-0. 6-3, respective-
ly, but the Cubs came back to
sweep the next four singles.
Kat/.enbcrg beat Fetter 6-0. 6-3:
Moses won over Sobel 6-2, 6-4:
Kubetz decisioned Foss 6-3. 6-2:
and Brendler demolished Ande'r-
son 6-1. 6-2.
The Kenworthy- Effron duo
beal Siegle and Lyman 6 4. 9-7
to begin the doubles" competition
and pull Colby into contention,
but Peters and Bradley came up
with a 6-3. 7-5 vk tory over Colby's
v i-smuh combo to clinch the
de ision In the last match. And-




HINCKLEY — Completely out-
playing the Bowdoin Lacrosse
Cubs in the second half, the
Hinckley Prep stickers handed
the locals their fourth loss in five
outings, 4-3 'here Thursday after-
noon.
Hinckley led 2-1 after one
period on the strength of two
goals by Kachorsky. countered
by Alex Turner's score, but Tom
Lea and Rick Barr scored within
a minute late in the second
Stanza to edge the Cubs ahead
at halftime, 3-2
But a fired up Hinckley squad
came out to shut the Cubs out
m the second half while tallying
twire itself to eke out the deci-_
sun Koenitr scored both third
period goals for the home team.
Bowdoin's Taylor and Dodd 6-2.
6-3.
Ihe Frosh were one of two
Bowdom teams this, spring to
compile winning seasons, with
then- respectable 4-1 mark.
